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I n 1 780, in the midst of the Revolutionary War, John

I Adams took up his pen to help draft a new constitution
I for his home state. He famously wrote in that
document's opening lines that the aim of the American
Revolution was to establish "a government of laws, not
of menÍ That has been the Amerícan ideal ever since.

The rule of law is impartial. lt is no respecter of persons. lt
restrains the violent and protects the weak. lt is blind to all

but conduct and character.

With this ídeal in view, the Missouri General Assembly
created the Annual Vehicle Stop Report nearly two
decades ago.This Report was meant to further our
common commitment as Missourians to the rule of law,

and our common efforts to achieve it. When a person

is stopped or searched or arrested only because of his

race, the rule of law suffers. Racial profiling threatens that
fairness and impartiality the rule of law demands. And it

badly undermines the vital trust between everyday citizens and the law enforcement officers
who risk their lives to protect them.

As it does each yeaç this year's Report contains statistics and information about certain vehicle
stops conducted over the last calendar year. I hope this data will help us toward a constructive
conversation about what we must do together to better achieve-and protect-the rule of law
in our state.

A final word about the data itself. For years, commentators have noted that the Report only
compares the number of individuals from a particular racial or ethnic group involved in traffic
stops to the number of persons in that group who live in the jurisdiction and are eligible to
drive. A better and more informative approach would compare the frequency of stops involving
particular groups to the number of group members who actually do drive in the jurisdiction,
which in some cases may differ substantially from the number who live in the jurisdiction and
are of driving age.

Consequently, I am issuing new regulations that will direct law enforcement agencies to collect
information about whether stopped individuals reside within the agency's jurisdiction. This
change, fully supported by both law enforcement and the civil rights community, will enable the
public to draw more relevant inferences from the traffic-stop data going forward.

Message from Attorney General Josh Hawley

Øúnó
Joshua D. Hawley
Attorney General
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Backg rou nd

l oncerns by the citizens of Missouri and the Missouri legislature regarding allegations of
t racial profiling by law enforcement prompted the passage in 2000 of 5 590.650, RSMo.

\-tfrat statute requires that all peace officers report specific information-including a

driver's race-for each vehicle stop made in the State. Law-enforcement agencies must provide
the data to the Attorney General by March 1, and the Attorney General is required to compile the
data and report to the Governor no later than June 1 of each year. The Governor may withhold
state funds for any agency that does not comply with these requirements,

The statewide vehicle-stop data contained in this Report have been analyzed by Dr. Scott H.

Decker, professor and director of the School of Criminology and CriminalJustice at Arizona State
University; Dr. Richard Rosenfeld, professor in the Department of Criminology and Criminal
Justice at the University of Missouri-St. Louis; and Dr. Jeffrey Rojek, assistant professor in the
Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice at the University of South Carolina.
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2016 Statewide Summa ry of Results
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Key indicators Total White BIack Hispanic Asian Am.
lndian
19,168

Other

Population 4,730,501 3,914,998 515,828 139,109 80,677 60,721

Stops 1,555,468 1,212,726 279,657 34,472 14,395 1,800 12,418

Searches 95,944 67,546 24,533 2,924 375 105 46"1

Arrests 72,390 50,730 18,443 2,455 286 78 398

State population o/o 100.00olo 82.76 1 0.90 2.94 1.7'l 0.41 1.28

Disparity lndex 94 1.65 .75 .54 .28 .62

Search rate 6.17 5.57 8.77 8.48 2.61 5.83 3.71

Contraband hit rate 32.32 33.89 29.02 25.31 25.60 26.67 30.59

Arrest rate 4.65 4."t8 6.59 7]2 1.99 4.33 3.21

Notes: Population figures are 2010 Census data based on persons 16 and older who
desígnated a single race. Hispanics may be of any race. "Other" includes persons of mixed race

or unknown race.

Disparity index - (proportíon of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no
disparity; values greater than 1 indicate over-representation; values less than 1 indicate under-
representation.

Search rate = (searches / stops) x 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) x 100.

Arrest rate = (arrest / stops) x 100.
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Statewide Findings

rt summarizes the data from 601

rcement agencies in Missouri
dar year 2016. An additional 60

agencies indicated they made no traffic stops
during the year.This representsg6.g0/o of the
682law enforcement agencies in the State.
The agencies filing reports recorded a total
of 1,555,468 traffic stops, resulting in 95,944
searches and72,390 arrests.Table 1 breaks out
the stops, searches, and arrests by race and

ethnic group.r Table 1 includes four summary
indicators that may be useful in initiating
further assessments of racial profiling in traffic
stops.

1. Disparity Index
The'disparity index" compares the
percentage of traffic stops involving
members of a certain group to the
percentage of driving-age individuals
who are members of that group, as

measured by the 2010 Census. A disparity-
index value of 1 indicates that a group's
proportion of traffic stops equals its
population proportion. For example, if a
group accounts for 8Oo/o of the driving-
age population, and 80o/o of traffic stops
involve members of that group, then the
disparity index for that group would be
1. A disparity-index value of 1 indicates
that members of a group are stopped at
precisely the rate one would expect if all
members of the driving-age public were
equally likely to be involved in a traffic
stop.

A disparíty-index value above 1 indicates
that a group accounts for a higher
proportion of traffic stops than its

percentage of the population alone would
predict. And a disparity-index value below
1 indicates that a group accounts for a
lower proportion of traffic stops than
its percentage of the population alone
would predict. For example, the 1,212,726
Whites who were stopped accounted for
78.0o/o of all traffic stops in 2016. Whites
comprise an estimated 82.8o/o of Missouri's
driving age population. The disparity-
index value for Whites is, therefore, .94 (i.e.,

.780/.828).Whites were stopped, in other
words, at slightly below the rate expected
based on their fraction of the driving-age
population from the 2010 Census.

The same is not the case for several of the
other groups. African-Americans represent
10.9o/o of the driving-age population but
18.0o/o of all traffic stops, for a disparity-
index value of 1.65. African-Americans
were stopped at a rate 650/o greater than
expected based solely on their proportion
of the driving-age population. Hispanics,
Asians, American lndians, and persons
of mixed or unknown race were stopped
at rates well below their proportion of
the driving-age population. The values
on the disparity index for the different
groups can be compared directly to
one another. For example, the rate at
wh ich Africa n-American motorists were
stopped is 1 .75 times that of the rate at
which White motorists were stopped (i.e.,

1.65/.94).ln other words, accounting for
their respective proportions of MissouriS
d riving-age population, African-Americans
were stopped at a rateT5o/o higher than
Whites.

1 Hispanics may be of any race. About 1 percent of the population designated two or more races. These persons are
included in the "Other"category along with persons of unknown race.
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lmportantly, the disparity index relies
on a group's proportion of the State's
driving-age population, as determined
by the 2010 Census, not the proportion
of the actualdrivers who are on the
State's roads. A group's share of the
residential population age 16 and over
may or may not equal its proportion of
drivers. f n many instances, particularly at
the statewide level, the two proportions
should be close. But that is not always
the case. The extremely low disparity-
índex value for American lndians, for
example, could indicate that they are
u nder-represented a mong the State's
motorists. ln addition, some jurisdlctions
contain attractions-such as malls,
universities, and airports-that may draw
visitors from outside that jurisdiction.
The demographics of these out-of-
jurisdiction visitors may differ from the
Census demographics of the jurisdiction.
The disparity index does not account for
these and other deficiencies in the data.
Where these defíciencies are especially
pronounced, especially at the level of
individual jurisdictions, the disparity index
may not accurately portray the relevant
rates at which drivers of different races are

stopped.

2. Search Rate
The "search rate" reflects the percentage
of stopped drivers whose person or
vehicles were searched as part of the
stop. Searches include searches of
drivers or property in the vehicle.The
reasons for conducting a search and the
outcome of the search (i.e., discovery of
contraband) should be considered when
making comparisons across groups.
Some searches are conducted with the

consent of the driver, while others occur
because the officer observed suspected
contraband in plain view or had
reasonable suspicion that an individual
may possess a weapon (a "Terry search").

These searches may or may not result in
an arrest. Other searches are conducted
incident to arrest-that is, there is no
other reason given for the search other
than arrest. Searches are almost always
performed when there is an outstanding
arrest warrant, whether or not contraband
may be present.

The search rate for all motorists who
were stopped in 2016 was 6.170/o. Asians

were searched at a rate well below the
statewide average; Africa n-Americans a nd
Hispanics were searched at rates above
the average for all motorists who were
stopped. The search rate for the different
groups also can be compared directly
with one another. African-Americans were
1.57 times more likely to be searched
than whites (8.77 /5.57). Hispanics were
1.52 times more likely than whites to be

searched (8.48/5.57).

3. Contraband Hit Rate
The "contraband hit rate" reflects
the percentage of searches in which
contraband is found. Contraband was
found in 32.3o/o of all searches that
were conducted in 2016.There is some
variation, however, in the contraband
hit rate across race and ethnic groups.
The contraband hit rate for whites was
33.9o/o, compared with 29.0% for Blacks

and 25.3o/o for Hispanics. This means
that on average searches of African-
Americans and Hispanics are less likely
than searches of Whites to result in the

2 Caution should be used when comparing 2000 to subsequent years, especially for smaller agencies, because the
2000 figures are based on only four months of trafñc data, while those for subsequent years are based on the full
calendar year.
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discovery of contraband. This difference
may result in part from the higher arrest
rates for African-Americans and Hispanics,
circumstances that compel a search.

4. Arrest Rate
The "arrest rate" reflects the percentage of
stopped drivers who are arrested during
the stop. Approximately 4.650/o of all traffic
stops resulted in an arrest. The arrest rate
varies across the race and ethnic groups.
Approximately 6.60/o of the stops of
African-Americans and 7.1% of the stops
of Hispanics resulted in arrest, compared
with4.2o/o of the stops of whites. African-
Americans and Hispanics are searched
more often than whites, but they are
arrested more often as well.

This report includes two Appendices.
Appendix A presents the traffic-stop

analysis using the statewide proportions
of race and ethnicity, rather than those for
each jurisdiction. Appendix B compares
each agency's 2016 disparity index to
the disparity index for 2000 through
2015.2 These comparisons are presented
in Appendix B. For each agency, the
disparity index for each race-ethnic aroup
is presented for the years 2000-2016. For
the State as a whole, the key indicators
generally show small changes between
201 5 and 2016.

A reasoned determination of the existence
of racial profiling in a community requires
a comprehensive evaluation of the full
range of information compiled in the
agency reports. This brief summary of
selected indicators for the State as a

whole is intended to stimulate those local
evaluations and dialogue.



Table 2. Agencies that did not submit reports by March 1,2017 as required by state law

Appleton City Police Camden Point Police Cleveland Police Crystal Lakes

Department Department Department Police Department

Edina
Police Department

Freeman Police Gordonville Police Kinloch
Department Department Políce Department

Lake Lafayette Police Lilbourn Police
Department Department

Lockwood Police
Department

Lowry City Police
Department

Marquand Police
Department

Marston Police
Department

Morley Police
Department

Odessa Police
Department

Parma Police
Department

5t. Robert Police Stewartsvile Police Town of West Sullivan
Department Department Police Department

Vanduser Police
Department
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Table 3. Agencies that reported no stops (many contract out vehicle stops to
other agencies)

Altenburg Police

Department

Bland Police

Department

Canalou Police

Department

CoolValley
Police Department

Dudley Police

Department

Fairfax Police

Department

Grandin
Police Department

Holt Police

Department

Meramec College
Police Department

Mokane Police

Department

Pasadena Park

Police Department

St. George
Police Department

Tallapoosa Police

Dcpartmcnt

Wellston Police

Department

Windsor Police

Department

Armstrong Police

Department

Bunceton Police

Department

Charlack Police

Department

Cooter Police

Department

Eminence Police

Department

Fisk Police

Department

Hale Police

Department

Hurley Police

Department

MíneralArea
College DPS

Norborne
Police Department

Pine Lawn Police

Department

St. Louis City
Park Rangers

TerminalRailroad
Association

Westwood Police

Department

Wyatt Police

Department

Atlanta Police

Department

Bunker Police

Department

Clarksburg Police

Department

Creighton Police

Department

Emma Police

Department

Florissant Valley

Police Department

Harrison County
Sheriff's Department

Jackson County Drug
Task Force

Miramiguoa Políce

Department

Norfolk Southern
Railway Police Dept.

Randolph
Police Department

5t. Louis Community
College at Forest Park

Three Rivers

Community College

Wildwood Police

Department

Beverly Police

Department

Callao Police

Department

Clarkson Valley

Police Department

Dellwood Police

Department

Eolia Police

Department

Gilman City
Police Department

Hayti Heights
Police Department

Jennings Police

Department

Missouri Department
of Revenue

Norwood Police

Department

Sheldon Police

Department

St. Peters Ranger

Enforcement Division

Walker Police

Department

Williamsville Police

Department
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Agency: Golumbia Police Dept.

2000 0.92 2.14 0.52 0.31 0.18 0.96

2001 0.91 2.28 0.60 0.39 0.15 0.53

2002 0.91 2.24 0.57 0.49 0.21 0.64

0.91 2.20 0.56 0.47 0.09 0.742003

2004 0.91 2.26 0.61 0.42 0.13 0.54

0.91 0.82 0.43 0.05 0.472005 2.19

0.14 0.352006 0.90 2.20 0.96 0.48

0.45 0.11 0.402007 0.88 2.33 0.91

0.10 0.312008 0.90 2.23 0.68 0.50

0.13 0.382009 0.92 2.09 0.57 0.50

0.09 0.3720'lo 0.93 2.02 0.48 0.50

0.292011 0.96 1.99 0.39 0.44 0.07

0.46 0.302012 0.92 2.26 0.46 0.15

0.10 0.402013 0.91 2.29 0.44 0.45

0.27 0.512014 0.89 2.45 0.43 0.50

0.652015 0.82 2.97 o.52 0.47 0.36

0.872016 0.79 3.13 0.56 0.51 0.16

Hispanic Asian Am. lndian OtherYear White Black

117





RACIAL PROFILING DATA 2016

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 90,168
l6 and over

312 5 198Stops 11819 7416 3691 197

612 30 15 1 4Searches 1346 684

521 464 22 16 1 4Arrests 1028

N/A 82.76 10.90 2.94 1.71 0.41 1.28Statewide population %

0.27N/A 79.71 9.96 2.97 5.17 1.92Local population %

0.16N/A 0.79 3.13 0.56 0.51 0.87Disparity index

15.23 4.81 20.00 2.02Search rate '11.39 9.22 16.58

46.67 0.00 0.00Contraband hit rate 39.75 40.20 39.38 40.00

8.70 7.03 12.57 11.17 5.13 20.00 2.02Arrest rate

Notes: Population figures are from the 2010 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Gontraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

92 1 77

1 82

44

6

3

0

Arrest rate = arrests /

188

7

85

61

4848

350

4171

3261

31 95

181

2685

1787

1295

146

1264

1307

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

54

10

59

x 100. #Error indicates zero denominator

Reason
for stop

46 0 12Citation 1299 879 344 18

410172 6433 3121 165 268 181Warning

I 0 1 2

Stop
outcome

No action 30 12 14

0 2579 408 147 15 7lnterstate hwy

7 5 0 bUS hwy 376 261 97

3 99State hwy 5290 3419 1 530 82 157

0 0 0 0County road 18 15 3

2 91City street 5556 331 3 1914 93 143

0 0 0 0

Location
of stop

Other 0 0 0

1 150Male 7042 4253 2262 145 231

52 81 4 48

Driver
gender

Female 4777 31 63 1429

0 317 and under 298 189 96 6 4

2003 98 202 1 10018-29 6155 3751

53 3 5230-39 2367 1404 803 52

2072 789 41 53 1 43

Driver
age

40 and over 2999

KEY INDICATORS Total Asian Am lndian OtherWhite Black Hispanic

VEHICLE STOP STATS Total White Asian Am. lndian OtherBlack Hispanic
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Consent 535 300 216 13 3 0

lnventory 1428 14 0

Drug/dæhd odor 284 92 174 11 6 0

lncident to anest '133279 139 2

Plain view
contraband 101 56 43 2 0 0

Reasonade

suspicion+veapon 72 29 41 0 2 0

Drug-dog alert 'l 22 79 42 1

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

39 18Other 19 1 1" 0 0

Driver 34 19 13 1 1 0

Carþroperty 1 39 78 56 4 I 0

What
seardrd

Driver & Property 11ß) 587 543 25

0-15 minutes 1 190 582 568 24 11 1

16-30 minutes 148, 94 44 6

Search
duraüon

31+ minutes 8 I 0 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 502 260 224 13 5 0

Cu rrency I 1 7 0 0 0

Weapon 47 19 25 1 2 0

Stolen property 11 6 5 0 ol 0

Conûa-
band
found

Other 21 't6 5 0 0 0

Outstanding warnant 269
I

539 258 5 6 'l

Drug violation 608 367 221 9

Resist arrest 23 11 12 0

Off. agairstperson 12 I 4 0

Traffic Violation 31170 1 348 19 18

DWI/BAC 148 111 32 3 1 0

Property offense 1727 o 0 1 0

Arre$
charge

I

150 87Other 59 1 2 0

Asian Am. lndian OtherHispan icBlackSEARCH STATS Total White

Columbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response

0

1

0 0

1 0

0

0

00

4

0

13

4

11

0

0

0

0

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

1

0
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RACIAL PROFILING DAÏA/201 5

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 90, 1 68
age 16 and over

1111304 7354 3348 173 277 141Stops

2 111235 608 593 15 6Searches

7 1 3Arrests 874 447 399 17

0.41 '1.28N/A 82.76 10.90 2.94 1.71Statewide population %

0.27 1.92N/A 79.71 9.96 2.97 5.17Localpopulation %

0.36 0.65N/A 0.82 2.97 0.52 0.47Disparity index

8.67 2.17 18.18 7.80Search rate 10.93 8.27 17 .71

0.00 27.2730.20 34.05 27.15 6.67 16.67Contraband hit rate

6.08 1',t.92 9.83 2.53 9.09 2.13Arrest rate 7.73

Notes: Population fígures are from the 2010 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops i proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than I indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

184 8 54

2 0 1

64

44

2

1

56

33

Arrest rate = rrests / inator#Error indicates zerox 100.

5184

312

3747

2630

3637

160

2374

1524

1226

143

1 190

990

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

75

6

61

38

Reason
for stop

41 24 1 399 24 74 10Citation 1752

210 7 129Warning 9320 6072 2764 138

016 13 I 1 1

Stop
outcome

No action 32

10 0 4lnterstate hwy 477 337 120 6

94 7 5 0 3US hwy 320 211

123 3 55State hwy 4613 3092 1268 72

0 0 1 0County road 30 17 12

7 795864 3697 1854 88 139City street

0 0 0

Location
of stop

Other 0 0 0 0

4262 2021 122 169 4 115Male 6693

108 7 26Female 4611 3092 1327 51

Driver
gender

4 2 0 3'17 and under 278 167 102
5 713967 1787 72 18318-29 6085

57 39 3 3630-39 2't65 1 305 725

3 3140 and over 2776 1915 734 40 53

Driver
age

Total White Black HispanicKEY INDICATORS Asian Am. lndian Other

WhiteVEHICLE STOP STATS Total Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other
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Columbia Police Dept.: page 2

7 2 1Consent 446' 227 208

2 1lnventory 36

Drug/dcotnl odor 70206 128 2

lncident to anest 197357 149 5

053 35
Plain view
contraband

17

47 0
Reasonade

suspicion+væpon
2068

Drug-dog alert 61 36 25 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 38 20 17 0

11Driver 25 13 0

31 35 63Carþroperty 66

514 12

What
seardred

Driver & Property 't075 534

0-15 minutes 1 099 522 546 13

16-30 minutes 73115 , 40 1

7 'l

Search
duration

31 + minutes 21 13

Drugs/alcohol 180328 143 1

4 0 0 04tCu rrency 0

0

0

Weapon ' 20 12

Stolen property 45

I
1

6 0

Contra-
band
found

17 11Other

0utstanding wamnt 4'17 186 226 3

1Drug violation 262421 154

Resist arrest 22 I 14 0

Off. agimtperson I 5 4 0

347 26Traffic Violation 690 306

31 3185 150

1115

DWI/BAC

Property offense 4 0

44 1

Arred
charge

120 75Other

SEARCH STATS Total White Asian Am. lndian OtherHispanicBlack

0

50

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

1'

0

0

1

1

10

0

0

0

0

1

1

5

6

0

10

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

00

Agency response
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RACIAL PROFI LI N G D AT N2O1 4

Agency: Columbia Police Dept. Population: 90,168
16 and over

12Stops 16416 1 1608 4004 211 420 161

10 2 5Searches 1172 593 541 21

32 10 2 5Arrests 1 109 586 474

2.94 1.71 0.41 1.28Statewide population % N/A 82.76 10.90

N/A 79.71 9.96 2.97 5.17 0.27 1.92Local population %

2.45 0.43 0.50 0.27 0.51Disparity index N/A 0.89

2.38 16.67 3.11Search rate 7.14 5.11 13.51 9.95

Contraband hit rate 29.10 30.69 27.73 19.05 10.00 50.00 60.00

11.84 15.17 2.38 16.67 3. 11Arrest rate 6.76 5.05

Notes: Population figures are from the 2010 Census for persons 16 years of age and olderwho designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops i proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 'l indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

7 69

1 60

44 69 38

8 2 5

113

56

4

0

Arrest rate = indicates zero

258

116

8699

359

4692

3445

6483

179

3222

2236

1769

165

1237

1054

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

Reason
for stop

x 100.

5Citation 4444 3349 879 59 120 32

12134 851 3 3031 143 318 5 124Warning

I 0 5

Stop
outcome

No action 45 20 19 0

454 336 92 I 13 0 5lnterstate hwy

17 2 IUS hwy 595 451 109 7

State hwy 6571 4724 1512 75 189 I 63

0 0 0County road 32 21 11 0

City street 8764 6076 2280 121 201 2 84

0 0 0

Location
of stop

Other 0 0 0 0

Male 9411 6486 2370 157 267 7 124

1s3 5 37

Driver
gender

Female 7005 5122 1634 54

17 and under 382 281 92 3 2 0 4

98 256 5 7718-29 8683 6045 2202

330-39 2977 2000 811 56 68 39

3282 899 54 94 4 41

Driver
age

40 and over 4374

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

AsianTotal White Am. lndian OtherBlack HispanicVEHICLE STOP STATS
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Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

5Co nsent 't32343 200

13 135

234

19

111

lnventory

Drug/dæhol odor 123 0 0

460 287lncident to arrest 157 I
3457

Plain view
contraband 21 0

2278
Reasonade

susptcton:wæp0n
52 4

Drug-dog alert 2444 19 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

11Other 33 18 2 0

14Driver 35 20

2

I

Carþroperty 'l 20 56 60 1

What

seardred

Driver & Propefty 1017 523 461 19

0-15 minutes 1082 546 501 19

16-30 minutes 4182 38 2

Search
duration

31 + i¡¡¡u1"" I 6 2 0

149290Drugs/alcohol 134 2

2 0

13 2

0Stolen property 7 2

5

7

7

22'

Cu rrency

Weapon

5

Contra-
band
found

121Other 83 38 0

Outstanding warrant 515 24'l 257 5

153 1

28

193

12

Drug violation

Resist arrest

349

15 0

Off. ageinstperson 5 0 4 1

Traffic Violation 186256 55 11

34 6

Property offense 5

261 218DWI/BAC

10 5 0

Arred
charge

391Other 846 400 38

Asian Am. lndian OtherHispanicBlackSEARCH STATS Total White
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0

5

0

0

1i

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

1

1

00

0

2

3

1

0

3

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

'l

0

4

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

I

0

I
10

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2

0
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Agency response
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RACIAL PROFILING DATA/2O1 3

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 90, 1 68
16 and over

242 426 5 141Stops 18414 13401 4199

531 24 11 0 1Searches 998 431

441 26 8 0 2Arrests 894 417

0.41 1.28N/A 82.76 10.90 2.94 1.71Statewide population %

0.27 1.92N/A 79.71 9.96 2.97 5.17Localpopulation %

0.10 0.400.91 2.29 0.44 0.45Disparity index N/A

9.92 2.58 0.00 0.71Search rate 5.42 3.22 12.65

#Error 0.0022.24 22.74 22.03 25.00 9.09Contraband hit rate

10.50 10.74 1.88 0.00 1.42Arrest rate 4.86 3.11

Notes: Population figures are from the 2010 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡31s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

4

1

0

0 3

rate =

123

I

80

46

250

3

120

78

9790

328

5273

3877

7528

146

3668

2654

1832

167

1330

1075

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

53

74

x 100. #Error indicates zero denominator

Reason
for stop

128 3 22Citation 5390 4214 945 78

2 1199561 3146 152 311Warning 13291

2 0 0 1

Stop
outcome

No action 37 17 17

0571 126 15 7 5lnterstate hwy 724

7 6 0 3US hwy 925 748 161

1626 84 164 2 75State hwy 7022 5071

1 0 0County road 22 15 b 0

136 248 3 58City street 9721 6996 2280

0 0 0Other 0 0 0 0

Location
of stop

167 247 3 't11Male 10282 7372 2382

2 308132 6029 1817 75 179

Driver
gender

Female

6 0 217 and under 472 358 98 I
1 746296 2169 111 22918-29 8880

75 93 0 2430-39 3577 2502 883

98 4 4'l40 and over 5485 4245 1049 48

Driver
age

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

Am. lndian OtherTotal White Black Hispanic AsianVEHICLE STOP STATS
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178Consent 42 1 232 I 2 0

11 1lnventory 13

Drug/dcohol odor 154

1

59 89 4

Ilncident to anest ' 183361 163

16
Plain view
contaband 31 14 1

Reasonade

sus¡icion-wæpon 48 I 39 1

Drug-dog alert 37 7 28 1

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

19 23 I
42 27

Other

Driver 15 0

Carþroperty 112 44 64 4

What
seardted

360Driver & Property 844 452 20

0-15 minutes 938 406 501 20

16-30 minutes 51 24 25 1

Search
duration

31+ minutes I 1 5 3

Drugs/alcohol 201 86 109 5

0 0 00

4

2

15

Currency

Weapon 11

2

Stolen property 2 2 0

0

0

Contra-
bard
found

18 13Other 4 1

0utstanding wanant 180440 257 3

3110226

21 6

Drug violation

Resist arrest

111

14 0

Off. againstpenon 2 0 2 0

133 82Traffic Violation I 43 6

27DWI/BAC 142 108

Property offense 7 3 4

3

0

Aned
charge

341Other 761 374 34

Asian Am. lndian OtherHispan icBlackSEARCH STATS Total White

Columbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response
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0

0
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0
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RACIAL PROFILI N G DAT N2O 12

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Popu lation: 90, 1 68
16 and over

IStops 19154 4318 262 460

1

112

7Searches 1114 542

1 3994

519 1233

23 7 2 5Anests 450

2.94 1.71 0.41 1.28Statewide population % N/A

874

82.76

387

10.90

2.97 5.17 0.27 1.92Local populaton %o N/A 79.71 9.96

0.1s 0.30Disparity index N/A 0.92 2.26

Search rate 5.82 12.02 2.61

0.460.46

12.60 12.50 6.25

27.27 16.67 0.00 42.86Contraband hit rate 25.04

3.87

25.65 24.28

25.00 4.46Anest rate 4.56 3.22 8.96 8.78 1.52

Notes: Population figures are from the 2010 Census for persons 16 years of age and olderwho designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-represent¡ation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

4

2

3

0

140

zefo ominator,Arrest rate =

281

0

116

87

51

5

39

28

I 0351

393

5318

4160

7827

213

3781

2931

2048

163

1301

1057

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

79

12

54

x 100. #Enor

Reason
for stop

5723 4293 1175 14482 2 27

5 7814065 10294 3181 169 338

25 21 055

522 393 111 10

0

0

b

1

779 593 161 119 0 5

7105 5272 1522 2 39

039 27 11

17793

0 0

6 67r 0709 7709 2513 152 262

0 0 0 0

Stop Citation
oulcome

State hwy

Other

City street

, Warning

No action

lnterstate hwy

US hwy

Location
of stop

County road

0 0 0

10707

8447

7667

6327 1820

2498 181 271

81 189

2

6

88

24

Male

Female

Driwr
gender

493 369 110 35 0 6

39536 6875 2235 113 255 55

1068

905

116

8680

64

3

2

28

23

Driræ¡ 17 and under

40 and over

age
18-29

30-39

5516

3609 2507

4243

OtherAm.lndianHispanic AsianBlackWhiteTotalKEY INDICATORS

Am. lndian OtherHispa nic AsianBlackWhiteTota IVEHICLE STOP STATS
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180 221 14Consent 424

23

74

lnventory

Drug/dcohol odor

33

148

8

68

1

3 1 0

13lncident to anest 430 244 168

37 32769
Plain view
contaband

2'l52
Reasonade

sus prcfonrveap0n 29 2

Drug-dog alert 1640 23 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

18Other 42 22 2

1Driver 44 24 18

Carþroperty 99 44 51 2

What
seardrd

474Driver & Property 971 450 30

0-15 minutes 1046 506 491 29

26 316-30 minutes 62 33

Search
duration

31+ minutes 36 2 I

112240Drugs/alcohol 116 I
Gu rrency 0 0 0 0 0 0

11
IWeapon ' 25 13 'l

Stolen property 4 1 3 0

Gontra-

band
found

19Other 26 5 1

Outstanding warnant 186455 257 6

99 4Drug violation

16 bResist arrest

140247

10 0

4 0Off. agairstperson 7 3

Traffic Violation 183 123 53 3

5

0

191

11 2

154DWIiBAC

Property offense

27

I

ArreS
charge

351Other 728 331 31

HispanicBlackSEARCH STATS Total White Asian Am. lndian Other

Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response
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RACIAL PROFILING DATA/2o 1 1

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 90,1 68
16 and over

3 96Stllps

Searches

17019

1200

3368

503

199

10

387

35 0

12966

650

Anests 891 343 0

2

1

Statewide population %

513

82.76 10.90

12

2.94 1.71

22

0.41 1.28

Local population % N/A

N/A

79.71 9.96 2.97 5.17 0.27 1.92

Disparity index N/A 0.96 1.99 0.39 0.44 0.07

0.00

0.29

2.087.05 5.01 17.59 2.58

Contraband hit rate

Search rate

27.O8

14.93

27.63 #Error 0.00

10.18

20.00

3.10

22.86

I 1 06 0.00 1.04

27.O8

3.96

Notes; Population figures are from the 2010 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater han 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops)X 100.
Gontraband hit rate = (searches with confaband found / total searches) X 1 00.

Anest rate 5.24

Arrest rate = x100. #Enor indicates zero denominator

1 497920 1661 1 06 256

3038 1079 9377 0 22

2454 699 25: 52 2 27

0

3259

371

9993

4309

Moving

License

Ræson
for stop

lnvestigative

Equipment

191 165 5 1

2 385314 1032 13864

2296 123 271 1 588468

29 0

573

35

122 12 7

0

0

1

1

0 5859 138 11 I
1 315127

0 128

1346

6

93 r 227

144

0

83

0

2 586379 1756

0 0 0 0 0 0

Citation

State hwy

Warning

US hwy

No action

lnterstate hwy

6588

0

11217

851 5

65

35

715

6732

1022

County road

Other

City street

Stop
outcome

Location
of stop

Driwr
gender

Female

Male 7202

5764 1316

2052 154 221

16645

2

1

56

40

0 3376 99 4 3

91 193 1 426274 1771

40 and over

17 and under

30-39

18-29

485

4929

8372

3233

Drirær
age

2381

3935 815

683

111

58 80

46

1

1

30

2"1

Hispanic AsianB lackWhiteTotalKEY INDICATORS OtherAm.lndian

OtherHispa nic AsianBlackWhiteTota IVEHICLE STOP STATS Am. lndian
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Consent 17 0
I479 257 203

16 128

77154

46lnventory

Drug/dcohol odor 74 2

lncident trc anest 480 276 184 13

33
Plain view
contaband 61 27 1

2460
Ræsonade
sus picion.weapon 36 0

Drug-dog alert 2764 33 3

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

16Other 32 16 0

4',lDriver 28 10 3

2Carþroperty 88 64 22

What
seardred

558Driver & Property 1071 471 30

1 108 6110-15 minutes I 454 33 I 0

8016-30 minutes 31 45 2

Search
duraüon

31+ minutes 12 I 4 0

Drugs/alcohol 150284 124 I
Cu rrency 3 2 1 0 0

l5 010

4 2

25Weapon

Stolen property 2 0

Conta-
bard
found

18Other 24 6 0

Outstanding warrant 441 227 206 2

IDrug violation 189326 127

Resist arrest 9 4 5 0

Off. againstperson 2 2 0 0

53 4Traffic Violation 147207

DWI/BAC 219 174 37 5

Property offense 11 1 10 0

Ane$
charge

341Other 664 288 27

Asian Am. lndian OtherHispanicBlackSEARCH STATS Total White

Columbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response
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RACIAL PROFILING DATA/201 O

Agency: Columbia Police Dept.

Driver

Population: 83,039
age 16 and over

0

Stops 23954 1 8098 4907 278 524 I 138

Searches 1652 872 720 49 I 2 0

Arrests 1482 777 646 1048 1 0

Statewide population % N/A 83.36 10.73 1.54 0.512.58 1.27

Local population % N/A 81.05 10.16 2.44 4.36 0.44 1.56

Disparity index N/A 0.93 2.02 0.090.48 0 50 0.37

6.90 0.00

Contraband hit rate

Search rate

20.58 19.7222.02

4.82 14.67 1.72 22.22

0.00

17.63

10.20 11.11 #Error

Anest rate 6.19 13.164.29 17.27 : 1.91 r 11.11 0.00

Notes: Population figures are201O Census estimates for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Otherincludes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparityíndex=(proportionof stops/proportionof population).Avalueof l representsnodisparity; valuesgreaterthanl

indicate over-representalion, values less fian 'l indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found i total searches) X 100.

5

1

3

0

2

7

0

339

x 100

14483

42

6166

15257

4095

9537

330

2442

17

1 595

3295

1 039

1587

161

159

84

49

6

93

172

0

343

127

2

205 ,

1

81

0

37

82

25

61

1

Moving

No action

Equipment

Warning

License

Cítation

lnvestigative

11453

4322

2903

11362

24

Reason
br stop

Stop
outcome

76

160

7589

17 1

5 0

6

4

lnterstate hwy

US hwy

773

624

624

533

120

77

5

5

State hwy 284 161 36

Co unty road 51

7271

35 15

14055583

0 1 0 0

City sfeet 15235 11323 3290 92

Location
ofstop

Other 0 0 0

172 352 6

0 0 0

Driver
gender

Female

Male 13529

10425

1 0004

1998

2909

8094

212 5

66 4

30'1

223

98

40

17 and under

18-29

30-39

11936

628

4409

145460

8979 2487

3220 970

261

109

0

6

78 3

10

146

I 5

57

29

OtherHispanic Asian Am. lndianWhite BlackTotalKEY INDICATORS

OtherTotal White Bl ack Hispanic Asian Am lndianVEHICLE STOP STATS

age

40 and over 6981 5439 1 305 44 146 47



Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response

Consent 721 | 385 313 19 3

44 139

85

84

151

lnventory

Drug/dcolnl odor 62 4

lncident to anest 679 349 300 25

4183
Plain view
contraband 42 0

Reasonade

suspicion-wæpon
267 1 45 0

Drug-dog alert 3170 35 3

Other 2041 19 1

Driver 75 43 27 4

Carþroperty 162 103 52 2

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

What
seardred

Driver & Property 14'15 726 641 43

15650-15 minutes 839 671 45

'16-30 minutes 70 24 44 1

Search
duration

5 331+ minutes 1 7 I
155Drugs/alcohol 287 126 5 1 0

Currency 1 0 03 2 0

1

Stolen properÇ 5

17

2

I

26'.Weapon 7

2 0

Contra-
band
found

31Other 43 12 0

Outstanding warnant 245556 304 5

110 3300 187

819

Drug violation

Resist arrest 11 0

3Off. against person ,| 2 0

Traffic Violation 324 239 82 1

47 3

14

DWI/BAC

Property offense

304 252

23 I 0

ArreS
charge

1127Other 526 546 48

Asian Am. lndian OtherHispanicBlackSEARCH STATS Total White
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RACIAL PROFILI NG DATA/2009

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 81 ,566
'16 and over

22648 I 6938 4766 496306 : 13 129Stops

Searches 1 381 645 55 3 2 3

Anests 217

673

117 3 0 0 0

Shtewide population % N/A 10.71 2.50 1.51 0.51

Local population % N/A 81.26

97

83.54

2.37 4.37 0.44

1.23

1.50

N/A

10.05

2.09 0.500 .5 0.13

15.38

Disparity index

Search rate 6.10

0.92

3.81 14.12 0.60"17.97

0.38

2.33

Contraband hit rate 19.55 22.79 17.68 0.007 27 0.00 0.00

Notes: Population figures are 2009 Census estimates for persons 16 years of age and olderwho designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representiation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops)X 100.
Gontraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

6

6

2

0

116

0.000.000.002.450.570.96Anest rate

indicates zero denomix 100.

12959

319

6939

3500

10341

145

4795

2348

2084

165

1823

1012 59

150 295

2

168

58

lnvestigative

Moving

Equipment

License

83

0

31

21

Reason
for stop

0.98

28054 6349 1344 117 183 59

15027 11147 3292 180 323 10 75

0 37 1 1 0 0

681

39

546 116 7 9 0 3

610 513 76 101 0 0 1

24076 3205 681 2948

0

111

0 0 00 0 0

17281 12674 3893 241 366 11 96

Stop
outcome

No action

State hwy

Other

City street

County road

Citation

Warning

lnterstate hwy

US hwy

Location
ofstop

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2946
gender

Female

Driwr Male 12921

9727

9341

7597 1820 58

248 294

202

6

7

86

43

1493 126 14 3 2

169 255 7 70861'1 2467

3

40 and over 6408

17 and under

30-39

18-29

639

4022

11579

D¡irær
age

2867

4967 1239

934 114

124

73

50 2

31

26

OtherHispanic AsianBlackWhiteTotalKEY INDICATORS Am.lndian

OtherAm. lndianBlack Hispa nic AsianWhiteTotalVEHICLE STOP STATS



Consent \ 466 224 220 17

237

61

80

114

lnventory

Drug/dcolnl odor 4

41

49

lncident to anest 1 008 324 368 312

4 1 20
Plain view
contraband 19 1

ReasonaH e

sus pricion+reapon 21b 1 39 1

1Drug-dog alert 33 24

1

85 47

2233Other

Driver

10

31 5

Carlproperty 109254 132 12

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

What
seardred

Driver & Propedy 1042 489 510 38

0-15 minutes 6041288 629 48

16-30 minutes 80 36 37 6

Search
duration

31+ minutes 13 5 7 1

Drugs/alcohol 122229 105 2

2

I
0

0

Cu rrency

1120

1 0

Weapon

Stolen property 1 0

Gontra-
band
found

18Other 30 10 2

0utstanding warnant 21 13 7 1

145', 68

0 0

Drug violation

Resist arrest

75

0

2

0

Off. againstperson 1 0 1 0

Traffic Violation 0 0 0 0

015 2

1 1

DWI/BAC

Property offense

13

0 0

ArreS
charge

13Other 34 21 0

Asian Am, lndian OtherHispanicBlackSEARCH STATS Total White

Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response
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RACIAL P ROFI LIN G DATA/2008

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population:78,366
1 6 and over

257 403 7 78Stops 16926 12268 391 3

747 33 15 1 4Searches 1504 704

116 156 1 1 0 0Anests 274

Statewide population % N/A 83.76 10.76 2.27 1 55 0.49 1.17

10.3680.79 2.24 4.72 0.40 1.49Local population % N/A

0.68 0.50 0.10 0.31Disparity index N/A 0 .90 2.23

14.293 72 5.13Search rate 8.89 5.74 19.09 12.84

Contraband hit rate 20.61 19.89 22.22 9.09 0.006 67 0.00

0.39 0.000 .25 0.00Anest rate 1.62 0.95 3.99

Notes : Population figures are 2008 Census estimates for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represenb no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿¡s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with confaband found / total searches) X 100.

128 3

6 0

3

1

89

44

single race.

#Enor indicates zero denominatorx 100IArrest rate =

272

3

102

48

9022

306

5328

3216

7071

127

3708

2017

1505

165

1404

1087

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

43

5

22

19

Reæon for
stop

3Citation 5219 3951 't034 94 119 18

Waming 12132 8751 2867 167 285 4 58

1 1 0 4

Stop
outcome

No action 58 31 21

10 1 4lnterstate hwy 614 499 87 13

10 9 0 0US hwy 460 371 70

2344 527 41 88 1 22State hwy 3023

0 0 0r 0 0County road 0 0

City street 12829 193 296 5 52

0 0 0

9054 3229

0 0 0 0

Location
of stop

Other

59Male 9857 6932 2426 199 239 2

164 , 5 19

Driver
gender

Female 7069 5336 1487 58

03 6'17 and under 508 390 103 6

6455 144 198 1 3918-29 8887 2050

2099 59 93 5 1830-39 3033 759

Drivraç

40 and over 4498 3324 1 001 48 109 1 15

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

VEHICLE STOP STATS Total OtherHispanic Asian Am lndianWhite Black



Consent 302 162 129 7 4 0 0

lnventory 12 7 5 0 0 0 0

Drug/alcohol odor 91 47 43 0 1 0 0

1lncident to arrest 1068 482 546 25 10 4

Plain view
contraband 35 21 14 0 0 0

Reasonable

susprcron-weap0n 60 17 43 0 0 0 0

Drug-dog alert 13 1 0 0 018 4

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 32 8 24 0 0 0 0

Driver 4 0 0 0102 49 49

Car/property 76 36 38 0 1 1 0

What
searched

Driver & Property 1326 660 29 14 0 4619

0-15 minutes 1424 676 697 31 15 1 4

16-30 minutes 72 27 44 1 0 0 0

Search
duration

31+ minutes I 1 6 1 0 0 0

0Drugs/alcohol 265 114 147 3 I 0

0 0 0Cunency 2 0 2 0

Weapon 0 0 0 018 7 11

Stolen propefi 7 0 0 0 0tr 2

Contra-
band
found

0 0 0Other 32 23 I 0

0 0Outstanding
warrant

23 5 18 0 0

1 0Drug violation 170 67 101 1 0

0 0Resist arrest 0 0 0 0 0

Offense against
person

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Traffic Violation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DWI/BAC 18 16 2 0 0 0 0

Property offense 4 3 1 0 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 59 25 34 0 0 0 0

OtherSEARCH STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am lndian

Cofumbia Police Dept.: page2

Agency response



RACIAL PROFILING DATA/2007

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 77,083
16 and over

311 329 7 90Stops 15734 11273 3724

738 41 13 1 2Searches 1438 643

0 0264 123 139 2 0Arrests

0.49 1.12N/A 83.95 10.72 2.22 1.50Statewide population %

4.65 0.41 1.43N/A 81 .19 10.16 2.17Local population %

0.45 0 I 1 0.40N/A 0.88 2.33 0.91Disparity index

19.82 13.18 3.95 14.25 2.22Search rate 9.14 5.70

7.32 0.00 0.00 0.00Contraband hit rate 23.02 23.48 23.98

0.00 0.00 0.001.68 1.09 3.73 0.64Arrest rate

Notes: Population figures are 2OO7 Census estimates for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics maybe of any race. Otherincludes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than I indicate under-representation.
Sea¡ch ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

4204 48

4 0 0

75

59

2

1

25

20

Arrest rate =

151 5

150

1 096

1231

147

10

117

97

8860

269

4036

3666

6942

105

2721

2258

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

x 100. #Error indicates zero

Reason for
stop

119 116 2 25Citation 5438 4087 '1089

228 5 72Warning 10789 7754 2534 196

0 2 0 0 0

Stop
outcome

No action 2 0

5 1 1lnterstate hwy 515 401 89 18

0446 92 't4 I 1US hwy 561

92 4 27State hwy 351 5 2701 630 61

0 0 0 0County road 0 0 0

224 2 61City street 1 1 1 43 7725 2913 218

0 0 0 0 0

Locat¡on
of stop

Other 0 0

208 3 68Male 9349 6461 2337 272

4 224812 1387 39 121

Driver
gender

Female 6385

7 0 217 and under 557 394 143 11

3 508308 5921 2010 177 14718-29

89 1 2130-39 2775 1885 702 77

86 3 1740 and over 4094 3073 869 46

Driver age

Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian OtherKEY INDICATORS

Total White Black Hispanic Asian Anl lndr¿n OtherVEHICLE STOP STATS

253



1Consent 261 130 120 6 3 1

lnventory 12 b 5 1 0 0 0

2 0Drug/alcohol odor 136 50 82 1 1

lncident to arrest 't034 448 550 29 7 0 0

0 0 0 0
Plain view
contraband 34 20 14

Reasonable

suspicion-weapon
24 1 0 0 044 19

0Drug-dog alert 3 1 2 0 0 0

I 21 3 1 1 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 34

0Driver 88 42 43 2 1 0

26 2 1 0 0Carlproperty 58 29

1

What
searched

Driver & Property 't292 572 669 37 11 2

0-15 minutes 1 335 602 677 41 13 1 1

58 0 0 0 116-30 minutes 98 39

Search
duration

31+ minutes 5 2 3 0 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 278 117 159 2 0 0 0

Currency 6 2 4 0 0 0 0

Weapon 20 I 11 1 0 0 0

0Stolen property 5 2 3 0 0 0

0

Contra-
band
found

Other 37 25 11 1 0 0

Outstanding
warant

25 11 14 0 0 0 0

Drug violation 201 89 110 2 0 0 0

Resist arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0Offense against
person

1 1

Traffic Violation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0DWI/BAC 15 11

0 0 0 0Property offense 5 2 3

1 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 66 33 32

SEARCH STATS Total OtherWhite Black Hispanic Asian Am lndlan

Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response
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RACIAL PROFI LI NG DATA/2006

Agency: Golumbia Police DePt. Population:75,174
age 16 and over

3162 264 307 I 79Stops '14603 1 0783

1 2779 671 38 ISearches 1499

0 0246 120 124 1 1Arrests

1.39 0.44 1.09N/A 84.22 10.73 2.13Statewide population %

4.40 0.40 1.53N/A 81.93 9.85 1.89Localpopulation %

0.48 0.14 0.35N/A 0.90 2.20 0.96Disparity index

21.22 14.39 2.61 12.50 2.53Search rate 10.27 7.22

12.50 0.00 0.00Contraband hit rate 21.88 21.69 23.40 2.63

0.00 0.001.68 1.11 3.92 0.38 0.33Arrest rate

Notes: Population figures are 2O06 Census estimates for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops i proportion of population). A value of I represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¿¡s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

6

2

0

0

rate =

1 106

268

976

1080

125

6

69

86

178

1

77

71

7640

398

4054

3563

6177

122

291',|

2312

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

48

1

19

14

x 100 #Error indicates zero denominator,

Reason for
stop

114 106 2 24Citation 5059 3825 988

223 5 619922 7418 2067 148Warning

0 0 0 0 0

Stop
outcome

No action 0 0

0 371 '12 5lnterstate
hwy 457 366

2 0 0245 200 41 2US hwy

40 70 2 16State hwy 2770 2159 483

0 0 00 0 0 0County road

2'lo 230 6 60City street 11131 8058 2567

0 00 0 0 0

Location
of stop

Other 0

219 195 4 62Male 8693 61 99 2014

4 174584 1148 45 112

Driver
gender

Female 5910

4 0 4'17 and under 667 495 156 I
1 391731 155 15418-29 8035 5955

71 79 7 1830-39 2513 1742 596

70 0 183388 2591 679 30

Driver age

40 and over

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

VEHICLE STOP STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

255



0Consent 307 177 123 5 0 2

lnventory 49 33 11 4 1 0 0

1 0Drug/alcohol odor 117 55 61 0 0

lncident to arrest 1021 528 456 29 7 1 0

Plain view
contraband 45 27 1 0 0 017

Reasonable

susprcr0n-weap0n 51 20 31 0 0 0 0

0Drug-dog alert 5 3 2 0 0 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 29 8 20 1 0 0 0

0Driver 73 36 36 1 0 0

Carlproperty 53 20 33 0 0 0 0

1

What
searched

Driver & Property 1373 723 602 37 I 2

0-1 5 minutes 1433 752 633 37 I I 2

'l 6-30 minutes 61 24 36 1 0 0 0

Search
duration

31+ minutes 5 3 2 0 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 273 129 142 1 1 0 0

Currency 4 3 1 0 0 0 0

0Weapon 20 13 7 0 0 0

0Stolen property 6 4 2 0 0 0

0

Gontra-
band
found

Other 43 34 I 0 0 0

Outstanding
warrant

14 4 10 0 0 0 0

Drug violation 132 59 72 0 1 0 0

Resist arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Offense against
person

2 1 1 0 0 0 0

Traffic Violation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DWYBAC 22 21 1 0 0 0 0

Property offense 4 3 1 0 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 73 32 40 1 0 0 0

OtherSEARCH STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian

Columbia Police Dept.: page2

Agency response

256



RACIAL PROFILING DATA/2005

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population:74,150
16 and over

Stops 2917 207 258 31 3569 10084 100

Searches 1518 854 611 36 11 0 6

Arrests 275 167 104 2 0 0 2

Statewide population % N/A 84.26 10.63 2.22 1.38 0.46 1.06

Localpopulation % N/A 81.85 9.82 1.87 4.46 0.45 1.57

Disparity index N/A 0.91 2.19 0.82 0.43 0.05 0.47

Search rate 11.19 8.47 20.95 17.39 4.26 0.00 6.00

0.00 #ErrorContraband hít rate 20.55 21.43 20.62 2.78 33.33

Arrest rate 2.03 1.66 3.57 0.97 0.00 0.00 2.00

Notes: Population figures are 2005 Census estimates for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.
Search ¡¡1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

133 193 3

3 1 1

56

29

46

28

0

0

Arrest rate = #Error indicates zero denominatorX1

8807

149

2860

2314

1469

72

788
735

67

3

22

14

6942

69

1 508

Movíng

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

Reason for
stop

1948

Citation 72 95 3 43501 1 3912 886

Warning 8515 6247 1909 133 172 0 54

Stop
outcome

No action 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lnterstate hwy 589 467 92 18 6 0 6

US hwy 435 372 49 6 6 0 2

State hwy 2',135 1656 381 33 51 0 14

County road 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

City street 10410 2395 150 195 3 78

Location
of stop

Other 0

7589

0 0 0 0 0 0

2Male 8008 5755 1829 183 165 74Driver
gender

Female 5561 4329 1088 24 93 1 26

0'17 and under 686 530 139 6 I 3

'18-29 7374 5486 1 565 137 139 0 47

61 130-39 2203 I 559 514 42 26

Driver age

40 and over 3306 2509 699 22 50 2 24

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

VEHICLE STOP STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other



1 0Gonsent 341 196 128 14 2

lnventory 27 16 7 3 1 0 0

0 0 1Drug/alcohol odor 116 55 58 2

lncident to arrest 1075 615 424 22 10 0 4

Plain view
contraband 15 0 1 0 036 20

Reasonable

suspicion-weapon 38 20 0 0 0 018

0 0Drug-dog alert 5 1 3 1 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 33 15 15 3 0 0 0

0 0Driver 68 35 27 4 2

Carlproperty 42 19 21 2 0 0 0

11 0

What
searched

Driver & Property 1408 800 563 30 4

0-'15 minutes 1414 801 565 32 11 0 5

16-30 minutes 80 41 35 3 0 0 1

Search
duration

31+ minutes 24 12 11 1 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 250 139 108 1 0 0 2

0Currency 1 0 1 0 0 0

0Weapon 22 13 I 0 0 0

Stolen property 3 2 ,| 0 0 0 0

0

Contra-
band
found

Other 36 29 7 0 0 0

Outstanding
warrant

15 6 I 0 0 0 0

Drug violation 146 87 58 1 0 0 0

0Resist arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0

Offense aga¡nst
person

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Traffic Violation 15 7 I 0 0 0 0

DWI/BAC 40 34 5 1 0 0 0

Property offense 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

Other 58 33 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

OtherSEARCH STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian

Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response
23 2



RACIAL PROFILI NG DATA/2004

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population:Og,535
16 and over

212 333 I 't45Stops 1 8564 1 3961 3904

890 48 14 1 8Searches 2272 1311

0 0355 219 126 5 5Arrests

0.41 1.08Statewide population % N/A 85.24 10.25 1.85 1.17

0.37 1.45Local population % N/A 82.73 9.32 1.88 4.26

0.13 0.54N/A 0.91 2.26 0.61 0.42Disparity index

22.80 22.64 4.20 11.11 5.52Search rate 12.24 9.39

28.57 0.00 0.00Contraband hit rate 16.07 '16.70 15.17 14.58

0.001.91 1.57 3.23 2.36 1.50 0.00Arrest rate

Notes: Population figures are from the 2000 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.
Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of I represents no disparity; values greater than I

indicate over-representation, values less than I indicate under-representation.
Search ¡s¡s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.

7257 92

1 35

1 24

0 1

Arrest rate =

12209

176

3680

2988

9725

79

2567

1922

2005

90

970

967

123

2

50

43

Moving

lnvestigative

Equipment

License

57

4

31

x'100. #Error indicates zero denominator

Reason for
to stop

1 40Citation 6731 5341 1143 82 124

131 229 I 113Warning 11733 8547 2705

0 0 0No action 0 0 0 0

Stop
outcome

10 11 0 4lnterstate hwy 617 523 69

3 1 0US hwy 398 342 46 6

41 62 2 27State hwy 2966 2351 483

0 0 0County road 0 0 0 0

155 257 6 114City street 14583 10745 3306

0 0 0Other 0 0 0 0

Location
of stop

185 221 I 110Male 11326 8277 2525

112 I 35Female 7238 5684 1379 27

Driver
gender

7 13 0 217 and under 913 698 193

2 811B-29 10071 7595 2102 124 167

55 80 3 3030-39 31 30 2217 745

73 4 3240 and over 4450 3451 864 26

Driver age

Total White Black HispanicKEY INDICATORS OtherAsian Am lndian

VEHICLE STOP STATS Total OtherWhite Asian Am. lndianBlack Hispanic

245



IConsent 678 419 232 18 5 3

6 0 0 0 0lnventory 12 6

1 0 0Drug/alcohol odor 106 62 43 0

lncident to arrest 1439 798 601 26 I 0 5

Plain view
contraband 28 13 1 I 0 043

0 0 0
Reasonable

susprcron-weap0n 54 30 23 1

Drug-dog alert I 1 7 0 0 0 0

0 0 1

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 30 4ôIJ 13 3

Driver 88 52 34 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 1Car/property 52 35 16

1

What
searched

Driver & Property 2132 1224 840 47 14 6

825 44 13 1 70-15 minutes 2154 1264
16-30 minutes 107 41 60 4 1 0 1

Search
duration

31+ minutes 11 6 5 0 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 317 180 128 5 4 0 0

0Currency 3 0 3 0 0 0

0 0 0Weapon 11 7 3 1

0 0 0 0Stolen property 6 2 4

4 2 1 0 0

Contra-
band
found

Other 49 42

0 0 0
Outstanding
warrant 26 I 17 0

3 3 0 0Drug violation 232 130 96

0 0 0 0 0Resist arrest 0 0

0 0 0 0
Offense against
person 0 0 0

0 0 0 0Traffic Violation 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0DWI/BAC 36 33

2 0 0 0 0Property offense 2 0

59 I 1 2 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 47

SEARCH STATS Total White OtherAsian Am. lndianBlack Hispanic

Columbia Police Dept.: page2

Agency response
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RACIAL PROFILI NG DATA/2003

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Popu lation:69,53S
age 16 and over

Stops 15300 11530 31 31 161 309 5 164

Searches 1777 974 749 27 17 2 I

Arrests 1437 797 602 14 18 1 5

Statewide population ?o N/A 85.24 10.25 1.85 't.17 o.41 1.08

82.73 9.32 1.88 4.26 0.37 1.45Local population % N/A

0.56 0.47 0.09 4.74Disparity index N/A 0.91 2.20

40.00Search rate 11.61 8.45 23.92 16.77 5.50 4.88

Contraband hit rate 19.30 19.92 19.36 7.41 0.00 0.00 25.00

19.23 8.70 5.83 20.00 3.05Arrest rate 9.39 6.91

Notes: Population figures are from the 2000 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.

Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of popufation). A value of 1 represents no disparÍty; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.

Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100.
Arrest rate = (arrests / stops) X 100. #Error indicates zero denominator

3

1

1

9554

2847

3173

7549

1856

2300

1574

889

754

221

37

53

111

26

34

Moving

License

Equipment

96

38

31

Violation
leading to
stop

3949 1011 43 119 4 44Citation 5't70

200 1 127Warning 10403 7807 2148 121

0 0 0 0 0 0

Stop
outcome

No action 0

0lnterstate hwy 344 274 47 14 6 3

0 6 0 0US hwy 329 290 33

State hwy 2518 2003 405 23 60 0 27

0 0 0County road 0 0 0 0

City street 12109 8963 2646 124 237 5 134

0 0 0

Location of
stop

Other 0 0 0 0

6823 2035 140 214 4 137Male 9353

I

Driver
gender

Female 5947 4707 1 096 21 95 27

3 I 0 317 and under 826 599 213

18-29 8206 6278 1 589 89 160 4 86

51 83 1 4330-39 2754 1875 701

0 32

Driver age

40 and over 3514 2778 628 18 58

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

TRAFFIC STOP STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

247



Consent 599 336 246 '12 2 0 3

lnventory 5 3 2 0 0 0 0

Drug/alcohol odor 121 70 49 1 0 0 1

lncident to arrest I 039 555 451 12 15 2 4

Plain view
contraband 56 27 27 2 0 0 0

Reasonable

suspicion-weapon 45 25 18 2 0 0 0

Drug-dog alert 14 0 0 08 6 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 35 14 19 'l 1 0 0

Driver 48 19 2 'l 026 0

Carlproperty 65 44 20 0 0 0 1

What
searched

Driver & Property 1664 710 25 16 2904 7

0-15 minutes 1733 957 728 22 17 2 7

16-30 minutes 51 24 23 4 0 0 0

Search
duration

31+ minutes 5 1 2 1 0 0 1

Drugs/alcohol 301 16'l 137 2 0 0 1

Currency 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Weapon 0 016 10 b 0 0

Stolen property 0 06 3 3 0 0

Contra-
band
found

Other 36 31 4 0 0 0 ,|

Outstanding
warrant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Drug violation 319 186 130 1 1 0 1

Resist arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Offense against
person

6 3 3 0 0 0 0

Traffic Violation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DWI/BAC 204 177 19 4 4 0 0

Property offense 12 5 7 0 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 896 426 443 I 13 1 4

OtherSEARCH STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian

Columbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response

248



RACIAL PROFILI N G DAT N2OO2

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 69,535
age 16 and over

165 323 12 144Stops 15515 I 1635 3236

38 12 0 6Searches 1942 1095 791

27 13 0 3Arrests 1455 815 597

1.17 0.41 1.08Statewide population ?o N/A 85.24 10.25 1.85

4.26 0.37 1.45N/A 82.73 9.32 1.88Local population %

0.21 0.64N/A 0.91 2.24 0.57 0.49Disparity index

24.44 23.03 3.72 0.00 4.17Search rate 12.52 9.41

13.16 8.33 #Error 0.00Contraband hit rate 15.91 18.26 13.02

4.02 0.00 2.089.38 7.00 18.45 16.36Arrest rate

Notes: Population figures are from the 2000 Census for personsl6 years of age and older who designated a single race.

Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.

Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of I represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, values less than 1 indicate under-representation.

Search ¡¿1s = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found i total searches) X 100
Arrest rate = (anests / stops) X 100. #Error indicates zero denominator

7

1

4

228

36

66

9875

2435

3448

7782

1614

2399

1668

747

890

Moving

License

Equipment

95

21

51

95

13

41

Violation
leading to
stop

136 2 36Citation 5434 4241 958 61

11 1112156 109 192Warning 9978 7399

0 0 0No action 0 0 0 0

Stop
outcome

7 8 0 4lnterstate hwy 416 335 62

b 0 0371 328 34 3US hwy

32 86 2 38State hwy 3552 2778 616

0 00 0 0 0County road 0

123 223 10 102City street 11176 81 94 2524

0 00 0 0 0

Location of
stop

Other 0

208 11 1219770 7063 2213 154Male

11 115 1 23

Driver
gender

Female 5745 4572 1023

11 0 2884 637 227 717 and under

9'l 154 4 7918-29 8565 6527 1710

101 6 362795 1912 692 4830-39

2 27607 19 57

Driver age

40 and over 3271 2559

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

OtherWhiteTRAFFIC STOP STATS Total Asian Am. lndianBlack Hispanic



Consent 723 443 255 17 4 0 4

lnventory 5 4 1 0 0 0 0

Drug/alcohol odor 't52 87 64 1 0 0 0

lncident to arrest 1085 572 483 21 7 0 2

Plain view
contraband 47 31 15 0 1 0 0

Reasonable

suspicion-weapon 37 22 15 0 0 0 0

Drug-dog alert 18 11 7 0 0 0 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 15 10 5 0 0 0 0

Driver 52 16 2 1 032 1

Car/property 63 35 28 0 0 0 0

What
searched

Driver & Property 1827 1028 747 36 11 0 5

0-15 minutes 't867 1049 764 37 12 0 5

16-30 minutes 74 46 26 1 0 0 1

Search
duration

3'l + minutes 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 250 156 89 5 0 0 0

Currency 0 01 1 0 0 0

Weapon 22 0 0 015 7 0

Stolen property 4 2 2 0 0 0 0

Contra-
band
found

Other 41 7 0 1 033 0

Outstanding
warrant

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Drug violation 256 143 107 b 0 0 0

Resist arrest 0 00 0 0 0 0

Offense against
person

5 2 3 0 0 0 0

Traffic Violation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DWI/BAC 251 212 33 4 1 0 1

Property offense 15 9 6 0 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 928 449 448 17 12 0 2

SEARCH STATS Total OtherWhite Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian
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RACIAL PROFILI NG DATA/2001

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 69,535
age 16 and over

8Stops 14300 10749 3037 160 237 109

2Searches 1569 918 604 27 15 3

1Arrests 957 537 393 15 7 4

Statewide population % N/A 85.24 10.25 1.85 1.17 0.41 1.08

Local population % N/A 82.73 9.32 1.88 4.26 0.37 1.45

Disparity index N/A 0.91 2.28 0.60 0.39 0.15 0.53

6.33 25.O0 2.75Search rate 10.97 8.54 19.89 16.88

Contraband hit rate 17.40 20.59 10.93 11.11 20.00 0.00 33.33

Arrest rate 6.69 5.00 12.94 9.38 2.95 12.50 3.67

Notes: Population figures are from the 2000 Census for persons 16 years of age and older who designated a single race.
Hispanics may be of any race. Other includes persons of mixed race and unknown race.

Disparity index = (proportion of stops / proportion of population). A value of 1 represents no disparíty; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation, vafues less than 1 indicate under-representation.

Search ¡¿1e = (searches / stops) X 100.
Contraband hit rate = (searches with contraband found / total searches) X 100
Arrest rate = (arrests / stops) X 100. #Error indicates zero denominator

KEY INDICATORS Total White Black OtherHispanic Asian Am. lndian

170 5 74Moving 8944 7009 1 595 91

Equipment 2639 1804 740 36 37 1 21

2116 783 36 37 2 14

Violation
leadlng to
stop

License 2988

Citation 5042 4062 806 53 85 1 35

't987 99 149 6 73

Stop
outcome

Warning 8809 6495

lnterstate hwy 538 432 88 I 5 1 4

3 0 1US hwy 253 217 3'l 1

State hwy 2388 1876 413 33 41 1 24

0County road 0 0 0 0 0 0

8224 2505 118 188 b 80City street 11121

Location of
stop

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2089 146 164 7 94Male 9140 6640Driver
gender

Female 51 60 4109 948 14 73 1 15

7 0 317 and under 921 700 205 6

18-29 7837 5982 1562 98 128 4 63

66 1 2930-39 2651 I 804 713 38

Driver age

40 and over 2891 2263 557 18 36 3 14

OtherHispanic Asian Am. lndianTotal BlackWhiteTRAFFIC STOP STATS



Golumbia Police Dept.: page 2

Agency response

Consent 503 322 166 I b 0 0

lnventory 11 6 4 1 0 0 0

0Drug/alcohol odor 121 82 33 3 2 1

lncident to arrest 948 513 407 17 7 2 2

Plain view
contraband 52 44 0 1 0 07

Reasonable

susprcron-weapon 27 16 9 1 1 0 0

Drug-dog alert 15 I 7 0 0 0 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 21 15 6 0 0 0 0

Driver '1453 854 556 25 13 2 3What
searched

Carlproperty 't481 871 568 25 13 2 2

0-15 minutes 1501 878 581 24 14 I 3

16-30 minutes 6'l 35 22 2 1 1 0

Search
duration

031+ minutes 7 5 1 'l 0 0

0Drugs/alcohol 202 133 66 1 1 'l

Currency 1 0 0 0 00 1

Weapon 18 11 6 0 1 0 0

Stolen property 9 I 1 0 0 0 0

Contra-
band
found

Other 59 48 7 2 2 0 0

Outstanding
wanant 0 0 0 00 0 0

Drug violation 139 'l 1 098 39 0

Resist arrest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Offense against
person 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0DWI/BAC 11 11 0 0 0

Property offense 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 74 56 16 0 2 0 0

SEARCH STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other



RACIAL PROFILING DATA/2OOO

Agency: Golumbia Police Dept. Population: 67,852
age 18 and over

59 3 62Stops 4480 3417 895 44

7 3 0 3Searches 562 311 238

5 2 0 3Arrests 371 193 168

1.82 1.43 1.03 0.99Statewide population % N/A 86.38 10.41

1.86 4.73 0.91 1.15Local population Yo N/A 83.99 9.57

0.53 0.28 0.07 1.21Disparity index N/A 0.91 2.09

0.00Search rate 12.54 9.10 26.59 15.91 5.08 4.84

Notes:
Population figures are for those who are 18 years of age and older. Figures are from the 2000 Census (driving-age figures are
not yet available).

Black, Asian, and American lndian includes persons of mixed race. Other race includes unknown race.

The disparity index = proportion of stops / proportion of population. A value of 1 represents no disparity; values greater than 1

indicate over-representation.

Search ¡¿1e = (searches / stops) X 100. #Error indicates zero dènominator.

Total WhiteKEY INDICATORS Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

2723 2160 450 25 44 3 41Moving

10 0 15Equipment 878 623 221

980 705 251 12 þ 0 6

Violation
leading to
stop

License

20 0 14Citation 1462 1'159 256 13

Warning 2817 2178 523 29 37 3 47

Stop
outcome

2 0 2lnterstate hwy 82 68 I 2

132 118 14 0 a 0 0US hwy

0State hwy 1373 1120 199 15 20 19

0 0 0 0Gounty road 0 0 0

City street 2893 2'111 674 27 37 3 41

0 0 0

Location
of stop

Other 0 0 0 0

2916 2144 642 35 45 2 48Male

14 1 14

Driver
gender

Female 1 564 1273 253 o

4 I 0 217 and under 282 215 60

0 3718-29 2602 2021 480 24 40

505 181 11 13 2 l530-39 727

5 1 8

Driver age

40 and over 869 676 174 5

TRAFFIC STOP STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other

252



Consent 0 0249 150 95 4 0

lnventory 5 1 4 0 0 0 0

Drug/alcohol odor 044 31 13 0 0 0

lncident to arrest 280 142 130 2 3 0 3

Plain view
contraband I 3 5 0 0 0 0

Reasonable

susprcr0n-weap0n
0 0I 3 6 0 0

Drug-dog aiert 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Probable
cause/
authority
to search

Other 13 4 I 1 0 0 0

Driver 528 290 227 6 2 0 3What
searched

Carlproperty 516 286 219 b 3 0 2

0-15 minutes 551 306 232 7 3 0 3

16-30 minutes 11 5 6 0 0 0 0

Search
duration

31+ minutes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Drugs/alcohol 76 49 26 0 0 0 1

Currency 0 00 0 0 0 0

Weapon 2 0 2 0 0 0 0

Stolen property 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Contra.
band
found

Other 6 2 4 0 0 0 0

Outstanding
warrant 161 65 93 0 3 0 0

Drug violation 0 087 61 24 0 2

Resist arrest I 4 5 0 0 0 0

Offense against
person 6 5 1 0 0 0 0

DWI/BAC 75 60 14 0 I 0 0

Property offense 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

Arrest
charge

Other 439 439 't97 I 0 0 7

SEARCH STATS Total White Black Hispanic Asian Am. lndian Other
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Gommunity Conversation with NAACP (Planning Meeting)
Meeting Notes
September 9,2016

First, have open and honest communication about the issues, and admit that there is a problem
Then, talk about how everyone can build unity moving forward.

lnitially, move beyond the data and place a value on personal, anecdotalstories (perception is
reality). Later, analyze the data and focus on solutions.

It was decided that the City and CPD will have meetings with individual groups and then have a
larger meeting with multiple groups. (Before the meeting with the larger group occurs this group
will get together and meet.)

For the large group meeting invite the following: NAACP, fraternities, sororities, churches, Youth
Empowerment Zone, Men's Minority Network, etc.

It is relevant and important to acknowledge that fear exists on both sides (African American
community towards police and vice versa).

The media has been a part of the problem by sensationalizing issues and topics on both sides
With that said, it is important to use them as part of the solution.

One of the most effective ways to communicate with the African American community is through
churches.

Mr. Ruffin gave an open invitation for police officers to attend church service at the Second
Baptist Church. He agreed to give police officers up to ten minutes for them to speak to the
congregation. Mr. Ruffin asked that CPD communicate at least one week in advance if they
plan to attend a service.

Other suggestions:

. lnvite different groups to send approximately two representatives to a common meeting
so that everyone can hear the same information and message.

. Make a more concerted effort to hire minorities at the City.

. Have the police department represented at the NAACP banquet.
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Community Gonversation with Minority Men's Network
Meeting Notes
October 11,2016

How do we instruct officers that a group of African American teens/ young adults "riding four
deep" is not automatically something to be fearful of or an issue/ problem? (This was asked in
response to Chief Burton's statement that many times a group of African Americans "riding four
deep" occurs because only one of them has or can afford a car.)

City/ CPD Response: This is currently being addressed in trainings (example: procedural
justice training).

The point was made that it is the perception that there are differences in the way people are
treated based on their appearance and race. One gentleman gave the examples of hearing
white people talk about how they got out of tickets/ received warnings because they were white
(specifically mentioned two examples of a male business person wearing a suit and a blonde
attractive woman) compared to his experience of being a black male going a minimum amount
over the speed limit and receiving a ticket.

It was pointed out that there is a clear search discrepancy in traffic stops. Black people are
searched at disproportionately higher rates yet the searches yield less contraband in
comparison to white people.

There was discussion on the realities of the current economic situation which is squeezing out
the middle class and the pressures on families that result from poverty.

How do we do something to address this issue? What is being done/ can be done in Jefferson
City and Washington, D.C.?

City/ CPD Response: We are trying to address this at the local issue and we hope to
become a model community for everyone else.

The point was made that there is an image and attitude issue with CPD? Specifically, what are
the interactions of the officer with the person being stopped during the actual stop? The
interactions and personal experiences of people with CPD is shaping people's image of and
perceptions towards law enforcement.

Does CPD support everyone being able to carry a firearm? ln response to this legislation there
is now the perception in the community that law enforcement will assume/ fear everyone has a
gun and the likelihood of being shoU killed has now increased. There is realfear in the
community.

Did the City and/or CPD do any lobbying for or against legislation of everyone being able to
catry a firearm?

City/ CPD Response: Per law, city personnel cannot lobby for or against legislation.
With that said, we do have a lobbyist that we employ to work on behalf of the City. CPD
also mentioned that they have a professional association of police chiefs that also
lobbies on legislation. The point was made that the City and the police chiefs
association did not support this legislation.

When meeting with neighborhoods in community meetings there is the perception that this is
being done to check otf a box of saying that CPD met with a certain number of neighborhoods
and the anecdotal stories are not codified. There is the perception that nothing is being done



publicly regarding the statements and anecdotal evidence coming out of the neighborhood
conversations.

IMPORTANT SUGGESTION (Mr. Matthes asked that this idea be highlighted): There is mistrust
between the public/ African American community and CPD. Can CPD offer training on
community policing for the general public?

City/ CPD Response: On Saturday, November Sth, CPD will be providing a training to the
public on Fair and lmpartial Policing. Chief Burton personally invited everyone in
attendance to attend this training.

It was mentioned that there was a negative response to the flier that was given to Columbia
teens regarding how people should interact with law enforcement. The point was made that the
language used when speaking with people, especially this younger generation, should be
considered. Specifically, one gentleman shared that people react differently to the terms
"adherence" and "compliance," and they mean relatively the same thing ("adherence" can have
a neutral or positive perception/ association while "compliance" can have a negative perception/
association).

City/ CPD response: The reaction from the public regarding this flier came as a surprise
to CPD because the language used within the flier was borrowed directly from a flier
produced by a minority youth organization in Akron, Ohio. This group received a
positive reaction within their community for their flier which contained the same
language.

There is a segregation and division in the neighborhoods in Columbia. There is a perception
that if an African American is in the southern portion of the city they will be stopped. The
question was then asked: ls this racial profiling?

The point was made that there are differences in the experiences of white and black people. As
a result of these experiences people of different races have different perceptions. These
perceptions then impact how people act towards and view CPD. (The example was given of
how black parents talk with their children about how they need to act during traffic stops so they
can avoid conflict and being shot. This is not a subject of conversations in a lot of white
families.)

Suggestion: Have a minority on the CPD internal affairs and internal review process. This
person would be a paid employee of the City but independent of the police department. Also,
this person would have authority and be able to provide their opinion on matters that go through
the internal review process.

City/ CPD Response: This is a good idea and many larger cities use this modelfor
reviewing incidents. Chief Burton said he is in favor of this idea, but noted that there are
financial and budgetary issues of making this a reality.

Suggestion: Unify/ employ the same de-escalation tactics for all races. There is a perception
that black people are treated differently than white people by law enforcement during times of
crisis intervention. This was specifically discussed in the context of law enforcement shootings.

The idea of "shooting to kill" versus "shooting to wound" was proposed. ls it always necessary
to shoot to kill?

ls there training for CPD on how poor families live? This might be informative for CPD officers
to know the behaviors that result for poor families. The following example was specifically



discussed: A poor family with multiple children lives in a one or two bedroom house. As a result
of the crowding/ lack of personal space in the house (there are many more people in the house
than there are bedrooms), the children will often times be out of the house and in the
community. These children are not looking to get into trouble, but rather they are coping with
the realities of their living situation and seeking more space. lssues and examples like this
might be beneficial for CPD officers to know and understand of people living poverty act, and as
a result might improve their ability to interact with people living in poverty.

City/ CPD Response. There is not a specific training for CPD officers which specifically
addresses this, but the issue is covered as a part of many trainings.

The point was made that poor does not look like a certain type of person or a particular race
Poverty can impact anyone regardless of their race, gender, age, etc.

The Minority Men's Network volunteered to be a resource for trainings and discussions with
officers in the future. The point was made that it will take a collaborative effort to improve the
relationship and perceptions of the African American and law enforcement communities.

CPD discussed the realities that law enforcement communities throughout the United
States are facing with regards to officers' fear and confusion leading to over reactions
(shooting and killing an unarmed person) and under reactions (not acting per established
protocol which then endangers lives).

CPD Deputy Chief Schlude recommended a book, Unleashing the Power of
Unconditional Respect: Transforming Law Enforcement and Police Training.

Suggestion: CPD could do a better job of returning phone calls/ communicating with the public.

The importance of caring, understanding, and appreciating other cultures was discussed. lt was
mentioned that this belief and attitude of using a "cross-cultural approach" was important for
people to have if improvements in relationships are to occur.

This problem is larger than just how the law enforcement community views black people; there
is a fear of black males throughout the entire community.

The meeting was concluded with Minority Men's Network stating their willingness to help in any
way they are needed including trainings, continued dialogue, recruiting for CPD, etc.
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Community Gonversation with Empower Missouri
Meeting Notes
October 26,2016

Empower Missouri (EM) began the meeting by giving an overview of their organization. EM has
six areas of focus: affordable housing and homelessness; criminal justice; economic justice;
health and mental health; human rights; and hunger. EM does not provide direct services. EM
is an advocacy organization that focuses on evidence based public policy. EM advocates
through civic leadership, education, and research.

Chief Burton stated that he has not seen evidence that states that the department
engages in racial profiling, but he did mention that he acknowledges that racial profiling/
bias policing could be occurring with certain officers and the officers may not even
realize it. Chief Burton mentioned that he has reviewed the data and he feels that
poverty has a significant impact on the issue.

Chief Burton went on to mention that the department has already engaged in or is in the
process of discussing potential changes to CPD practices. One of those practices is
consent for vehicle and person searches. Specifically, officers must now obtain written
consent for searches. Being "lenient" on vehicle stops for equipment purposes was also
discussed as a potential option. For example, if a person is pulled over for an equipment
issue and the person that was pulled over does not appear to be a threat (the officer
does not have a cause to run the registration/ driver's license or ask to search the
vehicle) then the officer could bring the equipment issue to the attention of the driver and
send that person on their way without a warning, ticket, running the license, etc. Chief
Burton mentioned that CPD has the opportunity to make changes or the changes will get
made for them.

Chief Burton acknowledged that there is a fear within certain members and populations
of the community.

Chief Burton discussed that law enforcement departments place a value on highly active
officers that make stops, search vehicles, and get results (find guns, drugs, etc.). This
value is counterintuitive to some of the ideas and practices being discussed.

Chief Burton discussed lhe "21 foot rule" which states that if a person has a knife and
they are within 21 feet of the officer then that officer is trained and justified to shot that
person. The officer is not trained alternative actions that can handle that situation. For
example, the officer can move or retreat to put an object (e.9. car) in between the person
with the knife and themselves while they are attempting to deescalate the problem
without using deadly force.

EM: The point was made that police and teachers are often times given the unrealistic
expectation that they have to fix all of society's problems.

EM made a point that they are supportive of police and law enforcement. The point was also
made that bias free policing makes it safer for police officers because the public trusts them and
views them as an ally in the community.

EM agrees with the statement that poverty and economic inequalities is an important part of the
equation that needs to be addressed.



EM stated that we are trained throughout life from family, peers, school, cartoons, etc. to have
racial bias. ln order to overcome this as a society it needs to be addressed across all
professions and aspects of society, not just law enforcement.

Chief Burton discussed an example of learning about why African American teens ride
"fourdeep" in vehicles; usually only one of theseteens/young adults can afford acar.
This was something that he had not considered or realized because all of his friends
when he was growing up all had vehicles. Having this perception/ empathy is important
to have when approaching policing.

Chief Burton mentioned that some of the changes that may need to be made might be
uncomfortable for some but it is necessary to get out comfort zones in order to make
progress on rssues.

EM mentioned that just acknowledging the past and the current disparities is important.

Chief Burton discussed some of the following things that CPD has already been doing to
address the racial profiling/ implicit bias issues:

. Unleashing the Power of Unconditional Respecf. The author of this book is two
KCMO police officers. They trained all CPD officers in 2010.

. Procedural Justice training.

. Fair and lmpartial Policing training (this training is open to the public on November
Sth at City Hall).

. White House Police Data lnitiative.

EM encouraged CPD and the City to be persistent and not to let public criticism deter the efforts
already underway.

EM mentioned Blue Springs as a "model city" that had addressed the issue of racial disparities
and seen a dramatic increase in disproportionate stops. Blue Springs employed many of the
same efforts and philosophies that were discussed by Chief Burton. EM made the point that
Blue Springs is a much smaller and different city demographically (e.9. white, conservative,
affluent, ln of the size and population, etc.), and they are able to make changes much quicker
as a result. lt was acknowledged that the bigger the departmenU city, the more difficult it is to fix
problems.

EM mentioned that when recruiting and hiring minorities that are qualified, it is important to pay
higher because minority groups are often times more impacted by financial issues and
constraints (e.9. student loans, providing for other family members, etc.).

Deputy Chief Schlude discussed that when they hire a good officer that is a minority they
have a hard time keeping them with the department because the federal government
poaches them away.

EM said that we should really examine why they leave. For example, were they treated fairly?
Did they have opportunities for advancement? Were they being mentored or shown an interest
by administration and supervisors?



Deputy Chief Schlude discussed the fact that the law enforcement profession is not an
attractive field right now and that has impacted recruiting. She also discussed the issues
of getting people interested in the profession during high school but that interest fades
away because people cannot become an officer until they are 21 years of age. She then
posed the question: How do we make law enforcement a more attractive profession,
especially for our youth?

A representative from EM stated that MACC has a law enforcement academy and they would
accept a wide variety of people into their program regardless of age (meaning they took people
that did not meet the age requirement after they finished the academy) or psychological make
up (not everyone is psychologically fit to be a law enforcement officer). ln lines with evidence
based research, science tells us that brains are fully developed and "adult thinking" until an
individual is 25 years old.

EM mentioned that it is important to get away from dualistic thinking. For example, if someone
states black lives matter that does not mean that they think that blue lives don't matter.

EM made the point that CPD/ City should not be afraid to stick their neck out and try new things;
results will eventually come if the course is continued.

EM discussed the reality of asking officers to do their job differently. For example, since the war
on drugs was issued, officers have been trained that the best approach to combat crime is to
pull over as many people as possible in areas of high crime (which were often times areas
where minority populations lived and worked) and search cars/ people for contraband, run
licenses for warrants, etc. The effect of this dragnet approach has been to build distrust with
innocent people and create a sense of fear and disenfranchisement. EM discussed a book
called Pulled Over. EM mentioned that it is important to reduce the dragnet approach and be
focused in deterrence efforts.

EM discussed that when people are stopped for equipment issues that it would be beneficial for
the officer to explain the safety aspect and importance of the stop. Rather than just write a
ticket, the officer can explain that it is important to get the brake lights fixed so that an accident
can be avoided.

EM was appreciative that CPD was willing to accept and acknowledge that there is a level of
fear amongst members of the community.

Deputy Chief Schlude talked about the importance of positive interaction between
members of the police department and the citizens that they serve. ïhis will help to
repair and improve the relationship and trust.

EM mentioned that in order to overcome bias it is important to have repeated positive
interactions with the people with whom we have a bias.

EM mentioned that they are currently participating in the revision of the 2000 Racial Profiling
Law.
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Gommunity Conversation with Race Matters, Friends
Meeting Notes
October 25,2016

A member of Showing Up For Racial Justice, a community organization from Kansas City,
spoke about his organization.

Race Matters, Friends (RMF) mentioned that they are currently participating in the rewrite of the
state racial profiling law.

RMF also mentioned that some of their members are reviewing the Mayor's Task Force on
Community Violence recommendations. They made the point that there has not been a lot of
follow up communicated to the public on the recommendations (and what CPD has done to
implement those recommendations) that were made within the task force's report. RMF stated
that they envisioned a community approach (all levels of the CPD from officer to Chief, other city
staff, community activist groups, etc.) to revisit these recommendations and continue to the
dialogue.

RMF stated they have met with the mayor to come up with metrics for CPD. Some of these
metrics are outlined in the Mayor's Task Force on Community Violence recommendations.

RMF spoke about the data from the vehicle stops report. lt was mentioned that the vehicle
stops data is "not bad" and "not manipulated" data, and making the statement that it is reflects
an effort to deflect what the data states. It was also mentioned that if you can't explain the data
then it probably means there is racial bias or discrimination. RMF had the following questions in
relation to the data: ls it possible to identify a particular unit or set of otficers that are making a
disproportionate number of traffic stops on minorities and that is skewing the statistics as a
result? (RMF mentioned that other communities have found that this is exactly what occurs and
can skew the numbers.) How can the traffic stops data be linked with or used in conjunction with
other data the department collects?

Chief Burton responded that he has had many internal discussions exactly on the subjects
previously mentioned. For example, they have looked at specific units to see if there are
some that are making a disproportionate number of traffic stops on minorities but because of
their assignment this was warranted. (There was a lot of shootings occurring between rival
gangs and the people doing the shooting were younger African-American males. As a
result, a particular CPD unit assigned to combat this issue made a lot of traffic stops in the
areas the shootings had occurred.) CPD is now in the process of looking at specific officers.

Chief Burton mentioned that CPD has done other things to address the issue. Specifically,
CPD has done the following things:

. Joined the White House Police Data lnitiative where CPD will share more data that
can be analyzed and scrutinized.

. Officers are now required to get written consent before searching vehicles (and it is
documented when people refuse consent).

. Discussions on deemphasizing traffic stops just involving vehicle equipment
violations.

Deputy Chief Schlude discussed training which addresses racial bias.



. She reported that all sworn officers have received training on Fair and lmpartial
Policing. (This training was initially administered to CPD trainers and command staff
by the U.S. Department of Justice.) lt was also mentioned that there will be a Fair
and lmpartial Policing training open to the public on November 5,2016 at City Hall.

o Procedural Justice is another training that addresses racial bias. She mentioned the
importance of being procedurally just within CPD. ln relation to this training, Deputy
Chief Schlude also discussed a book, Unleashing the Power of Conditional Respect.
She talked about a story of how a potentially dangerous and difficult situation was
avoided because an officer treated a person with dignity and respect.

RMF: Treating people with respect is a good thing, but what are you doing about racial bias?

Deputy Chief Schlude made the point that when officers were told they had bias they
viewed it the same as being called a racist. As more and more dialogue has occurred
and officers have got a better understanding of what bias means, it has improved and
opened up dialogue.

Chief Burton mentioned that all of the trainings previously mentioned address racial bias.
He went on to make the point that many times cadets go through the academy and are
trained to have an unrealistic view of situations. He mentioned a scenario of how cadets
are trained with traffic stops. Specifically, cadets are given a scenario of a person hiding
in the trunk of a vehicle and during the traffic stop the person jumps out of the trunk to
attack the officer. Chief stated that although this could happen it is not realistic and now
the cadet is scared/ has fear when conducting the stop.

RMF: The acknowledgment of fear is appreciated

Chief Burton mentioned an example of an Austin Police Department officer shooting an
unarmed, naked black male because the officer "feared" the person might attack him
and try to kill him. This is the reality of the fear officers have and it can often times be
the result of training.

RMF: Are the academies adjusting/ updating their curriculum and approach to training?

Chief Burton stated that he is a member of the board for the cadeV officer training
academy and mentioned that he has brought some of these issues fonruard. lt was also
mentioned that the academy is governed by Peace Officer Standards and Training
Program (POST).

RMF: There was a discussion about a video that was shown at a council meeting where an
officer pointed a gun at a black male.

Chief Burton mentioned that this particular individual was a convicted felon and had
been known to carry a weapon. The response of drawing a weapon was justified.

RMF: What about the vulgar language used when addressing the individual. Was this
appropriate?

Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that the language was not appropriate and this could
have potentially escalated the situation. The officer should have used de-escalation
techniques when interacting with the individual.



RMF: How much Mental Health training do officers receive?

It was mentioned that a majority of officers have received Crisis lntervention training
which does discuss how to deal with individuals that have mental health disorders. CPD
mentioned that they are getting ready to conduct a 36 hour Crisis lntervention training for
their officers and other law enforcement agencres.

RMF: Are officers offered counseling services?

It was discussed that all CPD personnel have access to counseling and mental health
services as part of their benefits. Officers that are involved in critical incidents are
required to receive mental health services. lt was also stated that CPD does not have a
psychologist on staff for officers.

RMF: When officers confront an individual with mental health issues, is there a person
specifically trained in mental health that can respond with officers?

CPD does not have a mental health clinician on staff. lt was mentioned that an attempt
is made to have an officer trained in Crisis lntervention respond to these situations.

RMF: As the city has grown the amount of officers in the police department has not kept up with
the growth. lt was recommended that the City put together a proposal of specific policy
changes that they would make with the amount of funding needed to get the number of officers
to an appropriate level and then RMF would support a tax increase.

Mr. Matthes mentioned that the following information when discussing the finances of
the city:

. The amount of calls per officer is one of the highest in the nation when compared to
other benchmark cities.

. Of discretionary funds the council has to appropriate, two out of every three dollars
goes to public safety (police and fire services). The other dollar funds everything
else (parks, health department, etc.).

o The city property tax rate is one of the lowest in comparison to other cities in the
state and region.

o The sales tax is average in comparison to other cities in the state and region. The
erosion of sales tax revenue due to the internet was also discussed (approximately
$10 million per year).

. A property tax ballot initiative failed previously.

RMF: lf the tax increase was a property tax increase and included community oriented policing
techniques supported by empirical data then RMF would support the tax increase.

RMF: ls there data to support the claims about the sales tax revenue lost because of the
internet?

Mr. Matthes stated that there was data. He also mentioned that the sales tax revenue
issue has been masked by the growth of the population. (As more people come to
Columbia and spend money, the amount of sales tax received has not dramatically
decreased because there are more people contributing to the sales tax. As a result, the



sales tax problem is actually worse than people realize because there are now many
more people which contribute to the sales tax. ln other words, the rate of sales tax
growth has not paralleled the rate of population growth.)

Mr. Matthes also asked RMF what type or model of community policing that they would
like to see used in Columbia.

RMF: People are scared of police. (An example was mentioned of a man named Andrew
Hutchinson that used to do poetry with African American children and their expressed fear
towards police.) What concrete actions are you taking?

Mr. Matthes mentioned that this is a resource problem. He went on to state that the
officers go from 9-1-1 call to 9-1-1 call with no time to do anything else. We do not have
the resources to partake in community policing.

Chief Burton mentioned that we are looking at stopping some of the things that CPD has
responded to historically. He mentioned that CPD gets a lot of calls to dealwith things
that are not police issues. For example, he mentioned a callfrom a woman that stated
when she went into her bathroom to take a shower the door was closed but when she
finished her shower the door was open and she wanted an officer to come to her house.
(There were other examples mentioned.)

Chief Burton also mentioned that they are going to put a public space in the new police
station which he believes will help to improve relations between the police department
and public.

RMF: What other things are you attempting to stop doing?

Chief Burton mentioned CPD is looking at the following:

o lf there is no suspect information then we will not respond and direct people to report
this information either online or via mail.

o No longer working minor, non-injury accidents (they will show up but not process the
accident like they have done previously).

. Shop lifting/ theft less than $50 (direct people to report this information either online
or via mail).

. Currently home alarms account for a large number of calls and CPD is looking at
changing their policy on responding to these calls.

RMF: There are 6 model cities and they are taking an approach not to respond unless it is a
public safety concern.

RMF: Developers should pay more taxes

RMF: What are the policies for officers engaging in racial profiling?

Chief Burton stated that there are policies. We have not had anyone violate these
policies because we had not previously looked at the data in depth to discover the racial
profiling but we are currently in the process of doing this. We would attempt to deal with
this by retraining the individual, but if it persisted then we would need to look at a more
permanent solution (job reassignment or possibly termination).



RMF: When conducting traffic stops in more targeted area, how do we not impact innocent
people?

Chief Burton stated that we need to make traffic stops less intrusive. For example, if we
pull over an African American male in his late 50s for a vehicle equipment issue then it is
his opinion that we do not need to run his license. Rather, the officer should just alert
the individual of the issue and send him on his way. Chief Burton made the point that
this goes against training that the officers have received.

RMF: lt was recommended that everyone participate in a ride-a-long with a CPD officer

RMF: lt was recommended that CPD tell their stories and have a dialogue with the public about
prioritizing police calls and responses.

RMF: lt was mentioned that not everyone has technology so it would be beneficial to come up
with alternative means of communication that would be accessible to the poor.

RMF: lt was recommended that City staff and other interested parties revisit the
recommendations put forth in the report from the Mayor's Task Force on Community Violence

RMF: A statement that was made by CPD earlier in the meeting about the officers being more
open to talking about race was refuted.

Chief BuÍon stated that he was speaking to his discussion with command staff.

Deputy Chief Schlude stated that the dialogue is occurring, but some officers still hear
racism when people say bias. This will take time to correct.

RMF: lt was recommended that CPD understand systemic, institutional barriers and call them
out.

Questions from Communi$LConversation with Race Matters Friends

1. Please explain the procedures that are triggered when an officer draws their weapon in
the course of doing their job.

2. Has a Columbia Police Department Officer ever been penalized for unnecessarily or
inappropriately drawing his weapon on a member of the public?

3. Are there going to be any focus groups regarding relations with the police in the central
city? Transportation and Sense of Comfort can be issues.

4. ls there a progress report for the Social Equity Plan?
5. How will Carl Kenney's position be filled?
6. What is saturation policing and why and when is it used?
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Questions from Community Conversation with Race Matters Friends

1. Please explain the procedures that are triggered when an officer draws their weapon
in the course of doing their job.

Per our Policy:

300.4 REPORTING THE RESPO'VSE TO RES'STAA'CE

Any response fo resrsf ance which involves force by a member of this depaftment shall be
documented, completely and accurately in an appropriate reporf, depending on the nature of the
incident prior to the end of shift unless the delay is authorized by a supervisor. The officer
should afticulate the factors perceived and why he/she believed the response fo resrsf ance was
reasonable under the circumstances. To collect data for purposes of training, resource
allocation, analysis and related purposes, the Depaftment may require the completion of
additional repoft forms, as specified in department policy, procedure or law.

300.5.1 N OTt F|CAT|ON TO SUPERyTSORS

Superuisory notification shall be made as soon as practicable following the application of force
in any of the following circumstances:

a. The application caused a visible injury.
b. The application would lead a reasonable officer to conclude that the individual may have
experienced more than momentary discomfort.
c. The individual subjected to the force complained of injury or continuing pain.
d. The individual indicates intent to pursue litigation.

.e. Any application of the CED device or control device.
f. Any application of a restraint device other than handcuffs, shackles or belly chains.
g. The individual subjected to the force was rendered unconscious.
h. An individualwas struck or kicked.
i. An individual alleges any of the above has occurred.

300.5.2 BLUE TEAM ETVTR'ES

A response to resistance entry containing information on the force used, all involved parties,
and a brief narrative explaining the incident must be made through Blue Team software for the
follow i ng ci rcu m stan ce s :

. Any circumstances related to response fo resrsfance that requires superuisor notification

. Use of a restraint chair.

. Any time an officer points a firearm at any person in response to the person's physical or
implied actions.

. Any time an officer applies handcuffs to a person and the person is not arrested.

.When any amount of physicaleffottis used to compel compliance by an unwilling
subject

So, if an officer draws his/her firearm and points it at a person they are required to report it via
the Blue Team system. That entry is then reviewed by the officer's chain of command. lf a
member of the chain of command feels the action was in violation of the policy he or she can
request the incident be investigated further.



2. Has a Golumbia Police Department Officer ever been penalized for unnecessarily or
inappropriately drawing his weapon on a member of the public?

I asked Sgt. Tate in lnternalAffairs to run a report in the system. He advised me that since 2010
we have not had any officers formally disciplined specifically for "pointing a firearm at any
person in response to the person's physical or implied actions." Prior to that there was no
requirement to report pointing a weapon at a person. This practice was instituted by Chief
Burton as part of the reporting of uses of force (responses to resistance).

3. Are there going to be any focus groups regarding relations with the police in the
central city? Transportation and Sense of Comfort can be issues.

The plan is to continue meetings in each of the four sectors (the Central City is in Beat 20lNW
Sector) throughout the year at different locations within the sectors. I am sure we can find
someplace that is centrally located and can work with Transit or other partners to provide
transportation if that would help get folks there.

4. What is saturation policing and why and when is it used?

The term "saturation policing" as it is used here at CPD, describes a focused effort on a specific
type of crime or a specific geographic area as it relates to a specific type of crime. Some of the
ways this is used at CPD include DWI saturation Patrols/Checkpoints, Violent Crime saturation
operations, Traffic Enforcement saturation (when the Traffic Unit was fully operational) and
Underage Drinking Enforcement operations. Generally these events are planned in response to
a problem or "hotspot" that is identified through analysis and intelligence gathering. Some
examples would be the locations of DWI related accidents, shots fired incidents, drug and/or
gang related activity, holiday traffic, etc.

For violent crime saturation specifically we often have a list of people we believe may be
involved in a specific hotspot. This list may include info about outstanding warrants, intelligence
related to gang affiliations, related police reports, prior arrests, weapons information, associates,
vehicles, and addresses. Often there is a surveillance component to these operations as well. lt
is not just simply going to a designated area and pulling over as many cars or stopping as many
pedestrians as possible, though that tactic is utilized in some jurisdictions with varying levels of
success.

5. ls there a progress report for the Social Equity Plan?

Refer to attachment titled, "2016 Strategic Plan Annual Report"

6. How will Garl Kenney's position be filled?

We issued an RFQ. Five responses were received. New Chapter Coaching/DAP were
awarded the contract.

Questions 1-4 were answered by Deputy Chief Schlude. Question 5 was a report submitted to
City Council at the November 7 council meeting. Question 6 was answered by Assistant City
Manager Carol Rhodes.



Town Hall Listening Tour
Meeting Notes
January 30,2017

The meeting began with Mike Matthes giving an overview of the Listening Tour Process
The purpose of this tour is to discuss the disproportionate contact experiences, also
called racial profiling, between members of the community and the Columbia Police
Department. There have been three meetings thus far with stakeholder groups in the
community and one more meeting is being planned with the NAACP.

Chief Burton stated that he publicly defended his officers when this report was first
released, saying that he did not believe racial profiling was happening. From this tour he
has learned that there is a realistic fear by African American parents for their children
who may be traveling home late at night, due to being harassed or even killed by police.
He discussed the term "riding 4 deep" and how he learned that this does not necessarily
mean trouble but that only one person in a group of friends could afford a vehicle so they
ride together. The data from the Attorney General's Office shows that in Columbia,
African Americans are 3 times more likely to be searched but contraband was 4 times
more likely to be found on White drivers. One of the recent changes within the police
department is to address the fear and intimidation drivers feelwhen police officers ask to
search your car. The police department has implemented a written consent form, which
was started on October 1,2016. There also seems to be a correlation between poverty
and traffic stops. lf someone's car is older and has more equipment issues, they are
more likely to be pulled over.

Mike Matthes began the conversation asking the group, who is familiar with the Attorney
General data.

A community member (white male) discussed that he was on the original commission formed by
Jay Nixon, to start collecting the data on traffic stops and issuing the report. He currently is
working on a dissertation focusing on the relationship between minority community members
and police.

A member of Race Matters, Friends (white female) stated that several of their members have
also examined the data and sent correspondence to city officials on what they found.

A member of the Citizens Police Review Board (white male) discussed the training he received
as a volunteer. He also was able to complete many ride-alongs with police ranging from 8 to 12
hours a piece. Throughout these ride-alongs he noticed that during the night time hours, he was
not able to tell the race of the person driving when the car was pulled over. He stated that this
may be a problem with the data.

A second member of the Citizen Police Review Board, discussed how Drug and Marijuana
Prohibition has had a major effect on policing practices in the country. These issues also need
to be changed at the state level.

A local criminal defense attorney stated that he appreciated the written consent forms being
implemented. This eliminates confusion in cases he sees, where the person states they were
not asked to be searched but the officer states they were. He mentioned that many times he still
has cases where an officer says he smells marijuana and then enters the vehicle on probable



cause. This is a problem because smell is subjective. He doesn't want to see an increase in the
use of subjective reasons to enter a vehicle to bypass the written consent policy.

Lorenzo Lawson, who works with the Youth Empowerment Zone, has heard from several
young, black males that the traffic stops are happening in areas where it is known that there are
larger numbers of African Americans. This therefore increases the chances of pulling over
someone who is black.

Mr. Matthes responds that police go by the caller description. Unfortunately, this can
lead to higher numbers of African Americans being stopped if that is the description
given.

Another citizen stated that although it may not be the intention to have racial profiling, it's about
the person's perception not the reality. Those things can be completely different.

A citizen shared his stories of being followed throughout the city by police. He stated that in one
of the instances the police officer flashed his headlights behind the vehicle and proceeded to
pull him over. The citizen asked the officer if flashing the lights was a common practice and was
told yes by that officer and the dispatcher but no by all other officers he encountered. The
citizen wanted to know, if this is considered racial profiling?

Mr. Matthes responded that he agrees that there are disagreements in the definition of
racial profiling. He restated that this comes back to the poverty and equipment issue for
the reason people are pulled over.
Chief Burton responded that the citizen may have received ditferent answers from
different officers due to the officers working different shifts. He stated that an officer
flashing his headlights is done sometimes, if the license plate light is dim and difficult to
tell if it is out. Officers who are not familiar with working night shifts and the common
practices of night shift officers could have a different answer from officers who primarily
work night shift.

A member of the community mentioned that the use of Tasers occurs around 1Oo/o of the time.
50% of the time when Tasers are used, the suspect is African American. She would like to see
recent numbers and data on these topics.

Mr. Matthes asked that the comments be focused on racial profiling and traffic stops, for
the sake of time but that we have the numbers and they can be provided.

Mr. Matthes discussed that in the last year the police department has had to make some
tough decisions such as disbanding the traffic unit. This was done to move more officers
for patrol. This is an ongoing problem since every year the revenue shrinks.

John Clark asked Mr. Matthes four questions: You would agree that there is something wrong
with the disparate contact numbers? Why is the city very resistant to say racial profiling? Do you
feel anyone is getting benefits by the high numbers of traffic stops? ls a black man in a car
enough to warrant an officer to pull someone over, even if it is based on a description?

A citizen shared his past experience of being searched by an officer after he had declined when
asked. After the incident he had reached out to the Chief of Police at the time (not Chief Burton),
and the Chief had assured him that the officer would call him back and apologize, however he
never received a call. The citizen stated that it hurt him that he wasn't trusted and it took talking
with family and friends to make the feeling go away. Since this incident he has seen
improvements. He stated he is able to walk around town now without being stopped and
questioned by an officer.



Mr. Matthes thanked him for being brave enough for sharing his story and Chief Burton
and Deputy Chief Schlude apologized for the man's experience.

A citizen (black female) asked a question regarding the written consent forms. She wanted to
know if the forms had a place where the officer would write the reason for the search. She
stated this would give something tangible to take to court if someone was disputing why they
were searched.

Deputy Chief Schlude responded that the cards do not have a space for that information
because if an officer already has probable cause they are not going to ask. The cards
are only used when there isn't probable cause to search the vehicle.

A citizen asked for a process overview as to what happens to an officer who repeatedly has
stops and searches that never yield anything.

Mr. Matthes responded that officers have been examined on an individual level but that
he cannot go into detail as to what happened with these officers.

A citizen asked if there were other changes being implemented to affect the behavior combined
with the written consent. This would help address the intimidation factor.

Chief Burton explained that all officers complete bias free policing training. He wants his
officers to recognize that they do intimidate people and to be able to look at a person as
a person, not treat them like a suspect.
Deputy Chief John Gordon further explained that as an officer we cannot coerce
someone to let us search their vehicle. That is a clear violation of someone's Fourth
Amendment rights and it can cost the officer their job if they do so.

A citizen (white male) shared his concerns of using the data. He stated "statistics can lie and
liars can use statistics." He would like to pay more taxes that would help fund officers. He stated
that he hoped that if pay was increased more officers could be recruited that have the will to
promote the correct behavior and help meet the goal of reducing racial bias.

Another citizen (white male), stated he would like to applaud the city and the Chief for
addressing the issue of racial bias in policing. He stated that he wasn't a statistician but that the
disparity index for searches of African Americans was much higher than the disparity of stops
for whites.

A citizen (white female) asked what the intent or goal was for even asking to search if there was
no probable cause to begin with?

Chief Burton responded that he wasn't sure where this began. This type of mindset was
established before he arrived, where searches were conducted more frequently.

A citizen (white male), asked if the consent cards were in use today?
Chief Burton stated yes they were. The department began using them on October 1't

A citizen (black female) asked Chief Burton if he believed racial profiling exists.
Chief Burton explained that he's getting there but he wants to examine the data further.
He would like to get an outside source to examine the data. He currently has his crime
analyst Jerry East examining officers on an individual level to examine the use of race in
their traffic stops. He gave an example of an officer in his department who had 6 traffic
stops for the year and all of them were African American drivers. When they examined



that further, it turned out that the officer was on special assignment where African
Americans were shooting at each other and he was searching for the suspects.

The same citizen then asked that if these teenage boys are pulled over and decline the search
they may be worried about retaliation.

Chief Burton stated that the individuals shouldn't be worried about retaliation. lt's their
right to refuse the search and parents should communicate that with their children.
Citizens are also welcome to come and talk to lnternalAffairs which are responsible for
investigating these complaints.

The same citizen then asked Chief Burton why officers were pulling over "4 deep" cars, if there
wasn't racial profiling?

Chief Burton explained that the car may have been seen engaged in criminal activity or
associated with an event that occurred previously.

A citizen made a recommendation to add information to the search consent card. For example,
when probable cause is not present add why the officer asked the person to consent to a search
on the back of the card.

Chief Burton mentioned that this is a starting point and the purpose of meetings like the
one they were engaged in was to get feedback on ways to improve. Deputy Chief
Schlude mentioned that CPD is currently in the process of reviewing their data
capabilities and technology, and mentioned that they are currently having discussions
about what additional data they would like to capture.

A citizen (black, middle-aged male) shared an experience of a time where he was walking by
Douglas Park when a police officer stopped and handcuffed him for approximately one hour
because he matched the description of a person who had committed a robbery. The man
stated that he was eventually let go without receiving charges. He felt that this was an example
of racial profiling and discussed that it made him feel angry that he was treated this way when
he had done nothing.

A citizen (white, middle-aged male) shared an experience: He stated that he lives by the ARC.
One evening he had finished working out and went to shop at Gerbes after completing his
workout. As he was entering the store he noticed some "shenanigans" going on in the parking
lot. He went into the store and bought some Ben and Jerry's Chunky Monkey ice cream. As he
left the grocery store he noticed that some police officers had arrived to the parking lot and he
agreed that this was probably a good idea. He got in his car and began driving out of the
parking lot to his home (which he stated was close by). As he pulled out of the parking lot the
police officer turned on his flashing lots and pulled the man over. He stated that the law
enforcement officer had a flat affect and was not very friendly. The officer informed him that he
was stopped/ pulled over because it was reported that a man fitting his description (white male)
had been selling drugs in the parking lot. This concerned the man and he felt a range of
emotions (mad, embarrassed, etc.) as he considers himself a pillar of the community. The
officer asked to search the man's vehicle. The man stated that he was intimidated. He also
stated that he had nothing to hide. With that said, he informed the officer that if he wanted to
search him or the vehicle then the officer would need to obtain a search warrant. The search
did not occur and the man was sent on his way. The man said that this experience "messed up
his mind." Time went by and the man stated that he discussed this situation with another
officer. The conversation with the other officer gave the man a new perspective. The officer
informed the man that the appearance to the responding officer was responding to a white male
selling drugs in the parking lot. The officer arrived on scene and observed a white male in the
parking lot get into his car and then leave. This might have given the officer the appearance



that the man that got into his car to leave was hiding something. ln other words, the timing that
everything occurred was a coincidence.

A citizen made a statement that he had looked at all of the pictures from the graduating class of
the Law Enforcement Training lnstitute (LETI) and noticed that throughout the years there was
only a few minority graduates in every class (race, women, etc.). He discussed the importance
of improving the recruitment efforts of local law enforcement agencies and mentioned that
efforts could be directed at youth in local middle schools and high schools. He also mentioned
that he worked for a company called MDS for approximately 15 years. He stated that there was
a lot of diversity in the workforce of this organization. He mentioned that there were quite a few
Bosnian refugees that worked for this organization and he thought that they would be interested
in a career in law enforcement because they had previously had similar careers in the country
that they used to live.

Mr. Matthes then briefly discussed the strategic plan and talked about the City's efforts
to build a diverse workforce through apprenticeship programs.

A citizen (white, middle-aged male) brought up the Use of Force continuum and the idea of
graduated force. He asked Chief Burton if the first option in the continuum was an officer's
physical presence (referring to the fact that an officer's presence can be intimidating). Chief
Burton agreed with the statement about physical presence and its place in the Use of Force
continuum. The man then went on to ask about the procedures/ criteria for conducting a
search without probable cause and specifically asked if the officer would articulate to a person
why the officer was asking to search someone. The man went on to talk about an incident
where he was pulled over for an equipment issue. He accepted the reason for the traffic stop.
He went on to state that the passenger of his vehicle was a black, teenage male. The man
stated that upon noticing the age and race of the passenger that the officer became fixated on
that person. The officer asked the passenger for his information so he could run a check on that
person. The man telling the story felt that this was racial profiling.

Deputy Chief Gordon disagreed with the fact presented in the story and informed the
person that he had personally reviewed the incident. The two disagreed and eventually
left the room to discuss it amongst themselves in private.

A citizen asked about the idea of not collecting enough data or collecting flawed data, and
asked if there was a third party that could review this situation to see if there was additional data
or different data that should be collected.

Chief Burton discussed how some of the data could be flawed. He specifically
discussed a study that had been conducted where some researchers looked at traffic
stops throughout the year from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm to determine if people got pulled over
more in the day time or the night time (depending on the time of year sometimes this
was day light and other times it was already dark outside). The researchers determined
that this was a flawed research design because depending on if the sun was out or not
had a big impact on people's behavior. Specifically it was noticed that when the sun was
out (which equated with warmer weather because of the time of year when the sun was
out later) more people were out and driving around. By contrast, during the same time
period when the sun was already down (which equated to colder weather because of the
time of the year) less people were out and driving around. Thus, one could conclude
that this was not an equal set of variables to measure ("comparing apples to oranges").
Chief Burton equated this to flawed data of an officer having a disproportionate number
of traffic stops on black people in areas where the population is primarily made up of
black people; based off of probability this is likely to happen.



The man who originally brought this idea up asked if there were people looking into what other
data needed to be collected.

Chief Burton informed him that this was currently being done and he was open to
hearing suggestions from others that had insight on this topic.

A citizen stated that her partner is a psychologist that works with law enforcement officers and
conducts psychological evaluations on prospective officers during the hiring process. She made
the statement that officers in the law enforcement profession are some of the most stable
people. With that said, there is inherent disrespect from the public toward police officers and the
profession. She stated that we needed to get to know the officers as people and understand
their motivations for entering the profession. She also stated that there need to be more
positive interactions between the community and law enforcement community. She asked what
efforts the city and police department are taking to promote these positive interactions and how
community policing can be promoted in all neighborhoods.

Chief Burton discussed the Community Outreach Unit and mentioned that more officers
and resources are needed for this to work throughout the city.

The woman followed up and asked about what the public can do financially.
Mr. Matthes mentioned that finances are a problem. He discussed benchmark data and
the number of calls per officer data. Mr. Matthes discussed that in Missouri cities have to
put tax increase measures like this on the ballot for a vote from the people. When the
Parks ballot was passed it provided more revenue for the City but it did not allow that
money to be spent on more officers because it had to be spent on parks. lt was
mentioned that there has been discussion about a ballot initiative for public safety. Mr.
Matthes also discussed the City's reliance on sales tax revenue and the impact of
internet sales on local sales tax revenue.

The woman then stated that the need for more police and community policing needs to be
marketed better. lt was recommended to explain to the public how this will positively impact and
benefits to the community.

Mr. Matthes agreed. He then discussed the citizen satisfaction survey and the public
safety question.

A citizen mentioned that per the data there is currently a lot of contact between law enforcement
and the black population. lt was asked how more otficers would be beneficial to this community.

Mr. Matthes discussed the community policing model and the positive impact that has
been seen, but there are only six officers in the COU unit. Currently, officers do not
have time to do community policing and have positive interactions.

A citizen mentioned that everyone has implicit ideas and implicit bias. lt was recommended that
everyone should google "orchestra blind additions". The question was then asked that if the
contraband hit rate is higher for whites then should we be increasing searches on white people.

A citizen asked if there was a volunteer citizen liaison group between the citizens and police
department.

Chief Burton mentioned that there is a Citizens Police Review Board.

A citizen mentioned that when she witnesses a traffic stop involving a black person that she
pulls out her phone to film and record the interaction. She stated that she does this to be safe
and not because she distrusts cops or black people.

Chief Burton stated that all CPD officers wear body worn cameras and are required to
film all incidents and interactions with people. He also stated that it is a citizen's right to



film incidents with their phone and all CPD officers should be aware that this can/ will
occur

A citizen mentioned that he had heard community policing talked about in regards to being a
location/ geographic based approach and he stated that it was his understanding that
community policing was a philosophic approach to policing utilized by all police. He then asked
if CPD officers receive training in verbal de-escalation.

Chief Burton stated all officers are trained in verbal de-escalation techniques. He stated
that he has reviewed examples where it has worked and officers have put the training
into practice. He mentioned a specific example of a traffic stop where a man was being
dealt with that appeared to be under the influence. When the man began to behave in a
difficult manner the officers used spacing, positioned a vehicle in between them and the
man, and used verbal de-escalation to handle the situation. Chief Burton then discussed
the history of community policing in Columbia (initially downtown area, then Douglas
Park, and currently COU in three neighborhoods). He stated that community policing is
a department-wide/ city-wide philosophy and we just don't have the resources currently.
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Gommunity Conversation with NAACP (Planning Meeting)
Meeting Notes
March 1,2017

People is attendance: Mary Ratliff (NAACP), Valerie Shaw (NAACP), Lorenzo Lawson (Youth
Empowerment Zone), Councilman Clyde Ruffin (ward I councilmember and Second Missionary
Baptist Church pastor), Mike Matthes (City Manager), Ken Burton (Police Chief), Jill Schlude
(Deputy Police Chief), John Gordon (Deputy Police Chief), Steve Sapp (Community Relations
Director), Kacy Hall (Management Fellow), and Chris Clubine (Management Fellow).

Mr. Matthes shared who the City has met with on the listening tour (Minority Men's
Network, Race Matters Friends, Empower Missouri, and town hall/ public meeting) and
the next steps (review the information internally, discuss what has been heard, and then
come up with a plan of action).

Mr. Matthes mentioned that the plan was to attend the meeting with the NAACP before
moving on to next steps. He informed members of the NAACP that he had been telling
members of the media and press that the meeting with the NAACP was their meeting
and it may not be open to the public. Ms. Shaw and Ms. Ratliff clarified that their
meetings are initially open to the public but they can be closed at any time.

Mr. Lawson asked about how the data from the previous meetings has been captured. lt was
mentioned that Kacy Hall and Chris Clubine have taken detailed notes at each of the meetings.
Mr. Lawson asked if those notes could be shared with those in attendance that have not seen
them yet. Steve Sapp agreed to share them with everyone in attendance.

Ms. Ratliff recommended that the City continue to meet with other groups in order to get buy-in
from the entire community. She specifically recommended the League of Woman Voters.

Ms. Ratliff stated that she does not want to see another set of meetings with no outcomes or
actions taken.

Chief Burton stated that he has grown to accept the perceptions of individuals in the
community. He stated that he was initially adamant that the accusations of racial
profiling were not happening in his police department, but he has changed his stance
and is open to the idea that the issues could be happening. He has tried to take the
approach of not having preconceived notions and is open to listening to the ideas and
experiences of others.

It was discussed that open communication and dialogue is needed to move fonryard. We are
dealing with human beings and everyone deserves to have their voice heard and considered. lt
was stated that sometimes the people are uninformed and may not have all of the needed
information.

Ms. Ratliff stated that she would like to see a large, final meeting. She mentioned that the
desire is to have a meeting where there could be breakout sessions to focus on specific issues

Ms. Shaw stated that she thought the idea of a large meeting is great. She mentioned that the
person chosen to facilitate the large meeting is very important.

Mr. Lawson commended Chief Burton and the police department for implementing the search
and consent written waiver form. He also mentioned his appreciation for Chief BuÍon's shift in
mindset and attitude with acknowledging that racial profiling could be happening.



Chief Burton mentioned the importance of educating the public about what the police
deal with and do in their jobs. He mentioned the idea of having members of the public
participate in simulations and/or observe firsthand the experiences of police officers so
that they can get an understanding of some of the difficulties of the job. lt is believed
that these people would then talk about it with their friends, family, acquaintances, etc.

Ms. Shaw asked about how often ride-a-longs occur and how they are promoted/ marketed.
Chief Burton stated that ride-a-longs can occur as often as someone wants to
participate. lt was also mentioned that there are no specific promotion efforts to market
the ride-a-longs. Mr. Matthes stated that it might be beneficial to promote ride-a-longs at
the listening tour meeting with the NAACP.

Chief Burton mentioned that the CPD had held a Fair and lmpartial Policing training for
the public and they will look for additional opportunities similar to this experience.

Ms. Shaw mentioned that she has a son that is a law enforcement officer so she has a unique
perspective on this issue. She made the point that there is a difference between experiencing a
situation in a clinical setting and experience something in real lltel a realworld situation.

Ms. Ratliff brought up that the City Council had just passed a resolution proposed by
Councilman Thomas regarding community policing.

The importance for the City to meet with additional groups on the listening tour was discussed.
Ms. Ratliff again mentioned the League of Women Voters. Ms. Shaw put forward the idea of
meeting with Centro Latino. lt was discussed that this is important because when the time
comes to get buy-in from the entire community there will have already been engagement with a
large segment of the community. The question was asked if the order of the meetings with the
different groups mattered. Ms. Ratliff stated that she did not feel that the order of the groups for
the meetings mattered.

A location for the final meeting was discussed. Ms. Ratlitf put fonruard the idea of having the
meeting at the Second Missionary Baptist Church. She mentioned that having the meeting in
the church might help to influence people in attendance to be respectful. Councilman Ruffin
mentioned that the church could accommodate approximately 100 people.

The audience for the final meeting was discussed. lt was mentioned that the goal would be to
have representatives from each of the groups that the City had met with on the listening tour
and to also have the meeting open to the general public.

The marketing for the final meeting was discussed. Ms. Ratliff recommended that the City
contact the members of the groups that had been met with on the listening tour and the NAACP
would contact additional people for the meeting.

Bishop Lester Woods and Sarah Read were mentioned as potential options for facilitating the
final meeting.

Ms. Ratliff recommended that the City continue meeting with individual groups, including having
a listening tour meeting with members of the NAACP. After all of these meetings occur it would
be beneficial to get this group back together to plan the final meeting.



Ms. Ratliff stated she envisioned the large, final meeting be a solutions focused meeting. She
envisioned a world café style meeting with breakout sessions on important, prevalent issues.

Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that data is a point that can be discussed. Specifically,
what are the holes in the data that is currently collected? What are better data points to
collect?

Ms. Ratliff mentioned that it is important to acknowledge the data but it is important to deal with
the real experiences of people. lt was then discussed that data could potentially be one of the
topics for a breakout session. Councilman Ruffin recommended reviewing the notes from the
meetings with all of the groups to come up with a list of topics for the breakout sessions.

Chief Burton mentioned that on March 31't CPD will submit the last year's vehicle stops
data to the MissouriAttorney General's Office. He did mention that he does not expect
any significant changes to the data.

Having the media present for the large, final meeting was discussed. Mr. Matthes stated that
the meeting was the NAACP's meeting and it would be their choice. Ms. Ratliff stated that she
hoped the meeting would be viewed as "our" meeting.

The listening tour meeting with the NAACP will occur on the 4th Tuesday in April at 7:00 pm
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NAAGP Monthly Meeting
Meeting Notes
April25,2017

Ms. Ratliff began the meeting by discussing that the meetings between the NAACP, City
Manager and Chief of Police, have been occurring over the last year and a half and were in
response to the rising violence in Columbia. The groups were not sure how to stop the violence
and wanted to find ways to deter violence from happening.

Ms. Ratliff commended Mr. Matthes on his passion for making a difference on this subject and
wanted to acknowledge that Chief Burton has been cooperative throughout the process.

Ms. Ratliff further discussed that it was agreed that the City Manager and Chief of Police would
meet with stakeholder groups throughout the community to gather input which would be used to
create a strategic plan for curbing the violence. Other stakeholder groups were sought out to
encourage people to share their stories and to encourage "buy-in" when the options were
presented to the African American community members who were responsible for committing
the violence. Once the meetings were complete with the stakeholder groups, the NAACP would
host a final meeting, inviting all stakeholder groups, the City Manager and Police Department to
come together and discuss their findings. This meeting would be complete with breakout
sessions where people could form smaller groups and a facilitator (Rev. Woods) would lead the
meeting. Potential breakout discussion topics include: improving infrastructure in low income
neighborhoods, transparency in city government, Minority and Women owned businesses and
community policing. This meeting would bring the community together and prioritize the issues.

Mr. Steve Calloway, President of Minority Men's Network (MMN), raised the issue of the city
creating the community liaison positions. None of the stakeholder groups were consulted on the
requirements and hiring of this position. Mr. Calloway stated that the community found out by
chance and were not sure of the role for these community liaisons.

Ms. Pam Hardin brought up the issue of allowing racial profiling discussions. She stated that
these discussions needed to be open and honest. She used the example of a person who is of
lower economic status not being able to afford to fix their taillight and having to risk getting
pulled over or not going to work. She acknowledged that the Chief has a difficult job of
representing a large group of people and has been open to the discussion of the Attorney
General's report and statistics. The Chief seemed to view the statistics differently after
discussing with the NAACP.

Ms. Ratliff reiterated that the discussion surrounding these issues has to be open and honest.
She stated that it can't be stated that officers do not do profiling. She discussed a call about an
incident that had occurred recently to a lady who has worked at the library in Columbia for many
years. The lady drove her husband's blue truck to work and as she was leaving, saw a large
police presence. She was unaware that there had been a shooting and she turned down a side
street to avoid the traffic. The police immediately followed and pulled her over and told her to
get out of the truck with her hands up. After the officer ran her information he realized she was
not the person involved. The truck did not match the description given as well as the description
that a black man with a red shirt on was involved. The police officers were very apologetic but
the woman is already traumatized. These situations make the public untrusting of the police and
the police should be aware.



Ms. Hardin discussed that parents are having to warn kids on how to interact with the police.
She stated that police are unaware of the issues in the community and discussed the example
of the term "4 deep" and how the Chief was unaware of what that meant until he met with the
NAACP. She stated that when her son was younger there was a large group of kids and the
police told them they had to disburse and to just start walking or be arrested. She said her son
attempted to explain to the officer that he didn't live nearby but he began walking anyway when
the officer told him he had to leave. She stated that she had told her son to stay where he was
before he left that night and as a parent she was worried when she found out that he was
walking around downtown.

Ms. Virginia Law discussed that today police are taught that hands are dangerous. She had
recently watched a television program that discussed police training on autism awareness and
how to appropriately deal with someone who has autism. She said that officers should be vetted
and not everyone needs to be a police officer that applies. Although the television program was
not related to race and police issues, the mental health awareness training was an important
component for officers to discuss and be trained in.

Ms. Hardin described that police are afraid. The example given was that police officers stated
that they were afraid of Mike Brown because he was a big guy. Community policing is needed
so that the community as well as the officers can feel comfortable. The dynamic needs to be
changed between the community and the officers. Police are not seen as friends anymore and
to change this dynamic the police have to work with the community.

Ms. Hardin stated that she was never worried about her son joining gangs but was worried
about the police officers and her son. She told a story about when her son and daughter were
out together and were pulled over. The officer made the kids get out of the car and was going to
frisk them. She stated that her daughter had never had any interaction with the police and when
she was asked to get out had her cell phone in her hand. Her brother began screaming at her to
drop the phone for fear of what the police would do, thinking it was a weapon. She also stated
that when the police approach you, you are not allowed to be angry and if you are then you're
the aggressor.

Everyone at the meeting agreed the Boone County Sheriff's Office was easier to deal with.
Reverend Marcus Richardson stated that he works with teens and they always state that they
prefer interacting with the BCSD compared to CPD. lt was acknowledged that CPD interacts
with the inner city more often than BCSD does but that the crime is moving out into the county
areas. Furthermore, Reverend Richardson stated that BCSD and CPD do not intermingle often

It was also discussed that CPD used to buy a table at the NAACP banquet every year. This is
important to community members because the CPD can interact with the community. The City
manager has the motivation to make a change and the NAACP hope that the community can
come together and move fonruard.

Ms. Shaw discussed that a statement was released by the police department that there were
1 15 officers and only 10 minorities. The type of "minority status" was not discussed in the
statement. Since the African American community represents 12-13o/o of the community, the
numbers within the police department should also reflect this.

Mr. Calloway stated that the brochure released by the CPD regarding "how to interact and to
comply" with officers was discussed within the meeting between the CPD, City manager and
MMN. Mr. Calloway said that he compared it to other cities that had released similar documents



and was disappointed that the brochure released by CPD never acknowledged what the citizen
should expect from an officer, only how the citizen should act.

Ms. Hardin agreed that this is a simple customer and employer dynamic. Oftentimes, within the
first 2-3 minutes of getting pulled over, can determine how the stop will go. She stated that she
realizes not everyone has all good days but as a business owner herself, when a customer
comes in she must be courteous and the officer should be in the same mindset.

Ms. Hardin further explained that people within the community are storytellers and word gets
around on the types of interactions that are had with the officers. She stated that having more
black officers will help promote trust and that more training is needed for officers. She argued
that the training should be more community oriented and referred to the training as "down
home" training. This would allow officers to understand the culture, customs and actions that the
community that they serve.

CPD Deputy Chief Schlude arrived to the meeting at 8:09 pm

Deputy Chief Schlude began by explaining her role. She explained that there are two
deputy chiefs (her and John Gordon). Deputy Chief Gordon is in charge of CPD
operations. Deputy Chief Schlude is in charge of training/ recruiting, investigations/
detectives, civilian personnel (human resources, budget, etc.), and internal affairs.

Deputy Chief Schlude then discussed recruiting new officers.

o The starting salary for a new CPD officer is approximately $42,000 per year.
¡ There were five new recruits stading the academy.
. lf a person is hired and they have not been through the Law Enforcement

Training lnstitute (LETI) that the City would pay for a person to go through LETI.
This is approximately a $7,000 academy. (lt is important to mention that a
person must commit to being with CPD four years or repay the City for the cost of
LETI if they leave early.)

¡ The recruits are paid while they go through the academy ($18 per hour).

Deputy Chief Schlude then discussed the retirement benefits for a CPD officer. She
specifically mentioned that the retirement benefits had been reduced.

. The retirement benefit for officers who are in the "old" plan is as follows: An
officer can retire after 20 years of service. The highest three years of their salary
is averaged and they are paid 60% of that for the remainder of their life.

o The retirement benefit for officers who are in the "new" plan is as follows: An
officer can retire after 25 years of service. The highest three years of their salary
is averaged and they are paid 50% of that for the remainder of their life.

. Deputy Chief Schlude also briefly discussed and described "drop retirement."

Deputy Chief Schlude stated that despite all of the benefits and pay an officer can
receive, it is difficult to get minorities that want to be police officers.

Ms. Ratliff asked how CPD currently recruits minorities.
Deputy Chief Schlude stated that CPD does not have a recruiting unit. Currently,
officers volunteer for recruiting people to become officers. She mentioned that CPD
does try to get a diverse group of people (i.e. women, minority races including African-



Americans and Asians) to help in the recruiting efforts. She specifically mentioned
Corey Jackson as an example of a CPD officer that helps with recruiting.

Ms. Ratliff followed up and asked how CPD pay compares to other law enforcement agencies?
Deputy Chief Schlude discussed comparable communities (cities of similar size/
population not in a metropolitan area). She stated that when comparing CPD to other
law enforcement agencies from similar communities that our pay is comparable.

Ms. Ratliff then asked about the number of college hours that are needed to become a CPD
officer and if there are any exemptions for people that don't have college education (i.e.
technical schools and training).

Deputy Chief Schlude stated that people are eligible for hire with 30 college credits. She
went on to discuss that some military experience/ classes can be given credit as college
credit. She was not sure about technical schools. She then stated that there are pros
and cons of requiring college credit.

Ms. Ratliff then asked about other options that CPD could implement to recruit minorities. She
specifically discussed the VA and mentioned that the VA will hire people and pay for their
schooling. She mentioned that the City needs to come up with innovative ways to get more
diversity, especially African Americans on the police force. Ms. Ratliff then discussed strategies
that are used for getting out the vote and mentioned that if she is trying to register people in the
African American community to vote that it is more effective to use African Americans to do the
recruiting. She mentioned that the same approach is true for community policing and therefore
we need more African American officers, especially for the neighborhoods that are primarily
populated by African Americans. Ms. Ratliff then stated that if the City wants to do some type of
tax increase for increasing the number of officers then we need to show how we will work to
recruit and get more minority officers on the force.

Ms. Ratliff then asked about the biggest barriers to getting African Americans on the police
force.

Deputy Chief Schlude did state that applicants are not tracked based on their race. She
also mentioned that from a more generic viewpoint on recruiting people that CPD has
softened their stance on prior marijuana use of an applicant because assuming
perfection in a person's background is not realistic. She did mention that there are
things like domestic violence that is an automatic disqualifier.

Ms. Ratliff then stated that the perception of CPD's culture is a problem and issue impacting
recruiting. Specifically, many people in the African American community view the police as
biased, unfair, etc. and they don't want to a part of that system.

Ms. Shaw then stated that there are people that automatically disqualify themselves even if they
have the needed qualifications because they don't look like others on the police force. She
suggested that we actively recruit Lincoln University a historically African American university
located in Jefferson City, Missouri), as well as the other universities in Columbia that have
Criminal Justice degrees (University of Missouri and Columbia College). She mentioned that
she had heard that in the CPD there are 1 13 officers and only 10 are minorities.

Deputy Chief Schlude stated that she has witnessed the number of women decrease.
She also broke down the 36 members of the CPD commanding úaff (24 sergeants, 9
lieutenants, 2 deputy chiefs, and 1 chief) and stated that there are a total of only 5
minorities (4 women and 1 African American). She did mention that of the five new
recruits that two are women.



Deputy Chief Schlude proposed the idea of having African American officers speak with
groups like the NAACP in order for others to learn from and understand their
experiences.

Ms. Hampton inquired about how often large groups of officers are together for continuing
education/ training.

Deputy Chief Schlude stated that the officers are currently on a ten hour shift. All
officers are scheduled on Wednesdays. As a result, training will occur on Wednesdays.
She mentioned that during in-service trainings, approximately 40 officers will be together
for the trainings.

Ms. Hampton followed up and asked about new trainings/ speakers getting added to the training
schedule.

Deputy Chief Schlude stated that priority is given to the state training requirements. She
then discussed a new training (Blue Courage) that all officers will receive. She
mentioned that if someone has an idea for a training that it be put into a lesson plan
format so that it can be sent to POST to be evaluated to determine if it is eligible for
POST certified training hours.

Ms. Law asked about whether or not there is a mandatory multicultural training for officers.
Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that the training was previously call racial profiling
training and it discussed that people cannot be treated based on their race.

Ms. Ratliff stated that it is her opinion that the racial profiling training would not fit her idea of
multicultural training.

Ms. Shaw stated that her idea of multiculturaltraining or diversity training discusses and
educates people about what is happening in the communities of different ethnicities and races.
She also discussed the importance of having trainings on mental health disorders and autism.

Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that there was a block of in-service training on autism.
She also mentioned that the academy has training on different cultures and religions (i.e.
LETI goes to the mosque in Columbia).

Ms. Shaw followed up and asked if there is currently a required multicultural training for officers.
Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that the idea of multicultural training is used in multiple
trainings. She mentioned Fair and lmpartial Policing as an example that discusses
different cultures, religions, and races.

Ms. Hardin mentioned that people are opting to attend technical schools because it can be
completed faster and therefore they can make money to provide for their family sooner
compared to traditional college. She recommended that CPD looks into ways that the training
can be converted to college credit so that the potential applicant pool can be expanded.

Ms. Hardin recommended that the CPD have trainings specifically on different cultures, and that
the African American culture be specifically discussed because she feels that there are times
when it gets lost in the idea of diversity.

Mr. Calloway asked if it is possible to get the notes from all of the previous listening tour
meetings so that people can refer to them and it can show the fidelity of the process.



Ms. Shaw mentioned that Job Point provides skills training and asked if it was possible for that
to be converted to the educational requirements for CPD officers.

Ms. Shaw also mentioned that diversity training can at times be overly complicated. She
mentioned that simple things like language, culture, and respect would be good places to start
the discussion. For example, someone should not refer to an older lady in the African American
community by their first name. They should be addressed by using Ms. and their last name.
This shows respect when done correctly and more importantly it is a sign of disrespect when not
done correctly.

Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that there is a "hole" in recruiting people. For example,
since a person is not eligible to become an officer until they turn 21, they lose interest
from younger people who might have been interested in becoming an officer because
they go off to school and get other interests. She said that she would be interested in
learning things that can be done to combat this hole and keep the interest of young
people. (For example, are their jobs that can bridge the gap from the time they leave
high school until they are eligible to become an officer, while still providing opportunities
to get their education requirements?)

Ms. Hardin asked about the junior officers program.
Deputy Chief Schlude mentioned that there is an explorers program that was started
through the Boy Scouts. Tony Ash, a School Resource Officer, currently headed up this
group.

Ms. Hardin then proposed a diversion idea for the junior officers program. Specifically, when a
juvenile gets into trouble for a minor offense, rather than put them into the juvenile justice
system give the juvenile the option of being put into the Explorers program as an alternative
sensitive.

At this point in the meeting City staff were excused and the NAACP continued meeting about
other items on their agenda.



NAACP Meeting
Meeting Notes
l,llay 22,2017

Ms. Ratliff began the meeting at7 12 p.m. She stated that these meetings between the City of
Columbia and The NAACP began over a year ago to address the violence in Columbia. The
NAACP wanted to work with the city to bring the community together. There was concern from
the NAACP when the racial profiling report was released. The NAACP believed that the city and
its police department needed the confidence of the community to succeed. ln response to the
report and to gain confidence from other stakeholder groups, the NAACP requested that the city
meet with all stakeholder groups and not make the NAACP the exclusive one. They believed
that by reaching out to various stakeholder groups the city could reach citizens who may have
been apprehensive to come fonryard previously for fear of what could happen. The NAACP
wants to hold the final meeting inviting stakeholders and citizens to come and review what has
been heard and work with the city to create next steps to various issues.

Lorenzo Lawson discussed with the group an event that occurred the previous Saturday. He
was concerned because there was a Parks and Recreation sponsored event held at Douglass
Park and the COU officers were not present.

Chief Burton discussed that the event was held the same weekend as graduation and
officers were needed to monitor those events. Additionally, there could have been
miscommunication between the Parks and Recreation Department and the Police
Department leading to no officers being present. Normally Parks and Recreation notifies
the Police Department based on their estimation as to how many attendees will be
present at the event if officers should be present.

Mr. Lawson was concerned that no officers were present because there was a group of people
already present at the park, who were not attending the event, who had been drinking prior. The
group was rowdy and was using language which was not appropriate. Valerie Shaw stated she
was surprised because people usually had respect for church sponsored events. She asked if
there was routinely an officer present at Douglass Park.

Chief Burton stated that the COU officers, who are assigned to the CentralArea, do visit
Douglass Park but that the area they serve is broader than just the park. He did
acknowledge that from his experience police presence alone can decline
"troublemakers."

Chief Burton began speaking about the efforts of the Police Department to address the
racial disparities in the Attorney General's report. He stated that this information was
primarily designed to inform people about unions. He used this information when he
visited the social clubs in Columbia (Rotaries, Cosmopolitan, Kiwanis, etc.) He wanted to
visit these clubs so that the public knew where he stood compared to Columbia Police
Officers Association and to hear the rest of the story.

He stated that he classifies himself as an "all professional" Chief. To do this, he has a
goal of elevating the position through staying ahead of trends. He gave an example of
the use of "Tasers." When Tasers were given to officers they were advertised as "non-
lethal" but little guidance was ever given to officers on when to use them. This did a
disservice to officers. When Chief Burton first arrived in Columbia, Tasers were a "hot
topic." One of his first actions as Chief of Police was to adopt the recommendations by
the Department of Justice on using Tasers. These recommendations described when
they were deemed justified and necessary to use and got rid of them as an option for
officers to sue just when they felt like it was a good option.



A second example was the implementation of body cameras in 2009 and 2010.
Columbia was one of the first departments to use them and these cameras were initially
used to combat the issue of overdrinking at downtown bars. These were implemented 3
% months prior to Ferguson.

Valerie Shaw asked Chief Burton about an experience she had with the Columbia Police
Department a few years ago. She stated that she was pulled over for running a red light but she
was sure that she did not. She showed up to traffic court and was prepared to win her case,
however the Police Department did not have the tape from the dash camera. She asked how
long are these tapes kept? And are they taped over?

Chief Burton explained that the cameras now are sent to a website called evidence.com.
The recordings are held for 60 days but can be kept for longer is they are marked as
evidence. The dash cameras are constantly recording and if the lights are turned on for
an officer's car the tape adds the previous 30 seconds of camera to the recording.

Ms. Shaw also discussed her time on the Task Force of Downtown Merchants. She stated how
they were shown a video of what downtown looks like at 1:15 a.m. She stated that it is
completely packed and traffic cannot get through. She would have never known that this is what
officers deal with because she is never out that late. She said it may be impactful for more
people to see things like this to fully understand

Pam Hardin asked a question regarding body cameras and their use within medical facilities.
Chief Burton stated that they listen to the doctor and/or nurse regarding the use of
cameras within the hospital. Footage from these cameras can be permanently deleted to
protect the identity of those on the video. Body cameras can also always be turned off at
the request of the person involved. Officers must note when the request was made and
then proceed to turn the camera off.

Chief Burton then discussed that Community Policing can have different definitions. The
definition he uses is to allow officers time to interact with the community. He stated that
he first realized what community policing was when he was an officer in Arlington, TX.
There was an adult night club which had been known for having prostitution violations as
well as other disturbances. After actions had been taken against the club he was
interacting with the neighbors that lived near by the establishment. One lady stuck in his
mind because her response was that she would have never known about what was
going on at the club however, she did want something done about the graffiti. Chief
Burton had the realization that the community members need to tellwhat the problem is.
He has encouraged his COU officers to meet the community, hand out business cards
and build these relationships. He wants his department to be an example and be
proactive instead of reactive. The COU officers should attempt to solve people's
problems or at least reduce the effects it is having on them.

A statement was made about seeing the officers around but not having seen them knock on the
doors of citizens. Several attendees agreed they had seen the COU officers and had heard
about "Starsky and Hutch" within the community.

Chief Burton stated that he would like to expand this all over the city however there are
currently no new positions and no money for them. Ms. Ratliff agreed that she believes
the COU officers are doing a good job and that the community will support a tax increase
for that reason. She stated that she doesn't like taxes either but things have to get paid
for. The Chief stated that from the conversations he has had with members of the public



there seemed to be some apprehension to an increase in property tax except for citizens
of Ward 1. He wants to use the increase in property tax to allow the officers to be
proactive and prevent crime.

Ms. Virginia Law asked about the Police Department being down about 35 officers.
Chief Burton stated that at this time they were currently down 11 officers. He stated that
the number of empty positions can be misleading because it can take 6 months to 1 year
to fully train an officer and then an additional 1 to 2years to be fully comfortable on the
job. Due to the different time frames and definitions this can contribute to why the public
gets different numbers of the number of vacant positions from different people. Deputy
Chief John Gordon should be able to answer the question at any time of how many
vacant officer positions the Police Department has.

Chief Burton highlighted the Police Department's use of Benchmark Cities. This group is
formed by Police Departments all across the U.S. and allows for cities to compare
themselves with similar agencies. These cities come together once a year and discuss
various topics. Consent searches were a popular topic at the past Benchmark Cities
conference. A consent search occurs when there is no probable cause and the officer
simply asks the vehicle driver if they can search. Chief Burton stated that some officers
will always ask if they can search on every stop they make. Chief Burton stated that he
wants otficers to realize that they intimidate people when they pull them over. He wants
drivers to know that they can decline a request to search.

Ms. Pam Hardin discusses that probable cause allows for a lot of freedom within the definition
Chief Burton stated that probable cause is built into the law for both citizen and officer
safety.

Chief Burton described his conversation with Jim Whitt. Mr. Whitt asked Chief Burton if
he was ever worried about his son getting killed by police. Chief Burton said that he was
not and Mr. Whitt explained that he was often terrified that his sons would because they
are black.

Ms. Ratliff explained that when the Ferguson cop was not convicted, riots at Mizzou occurred.
Ms. Ratliff would not allow members of the NAACP College Chapter to protest because she was
scared they would get killed.

Chief Burton touched on when he learned what riding "4 deep" was. Ms. Hardin
explained to him in one the meetings that just because 4 black teenagers are in a car
together doesnrt automatically mean trouble. Often times, only 1 child has a vehicle
therefore more ride together. He stated that he had never thought about it in that way

Heather, a local school teacher and member of the NAACP, stated that through her experiences
she has realized the different sense of community between African Americans and Whites. She
stated that the various types of trainings including racial profiling and sensitivity training were
beneficial. She would also be interested in teaching the classes that the Police Department
attends. Ms. Hardin agreed and stated she would as well.

Chief Burton stated that he agrees that it's more beneficial to learn from a person rather
than classes. Chief Burton discussed that the officers take a proceduraljustice course
which is available because of a training grant. He enjoys this class because it teaches
you that every person you meet is first a human being. lt is also the police officers



responsibility to ensure that person doesn't become defensive because of the officers'
actions. Fair and lmpartial Policing is another training that officers partake in. This
training is beneficial because it teaches officers to recognize their own biases.

Chief Burton's mother was from Colorado and his father was from South Carolina. His
parents had stark differences in their upbringings. His parents moved him to South
Carolina where he made a friend who happened to be black. ln Colorado this wouldn't
have been an issue but his schoolteacher asked him why he wanted to be friends with
him. Chief Burton says he remembers not understanding why the teacher would ask him
this and he discussed this with his mother when he arrived home that day. His mother
was very upset by this and Chief Bufton's family only stayed in South Carolina a year.
He said that he tells his officers that everyone has biases but you can't bring them to
work.

Chief Burton went on to discuss that the relationships between Police Chiefs and Unions
can be troubled. He wanted the NAACP to understand that the Facebook posts from the
CPOA are not from the CPD.

Ms. Valerie Shaw asked who members of the CPOA were. Ms. Ratliff stated that the CPOA has
a lot of members possibly up to 40-50% of the department. Members of the NAACP were upset
by this. Ms. Ratliff went on to state that unions can have good things come from them and that
people have the right to organize.

Chief Burton went on to explain that even though an officer is a member of a union does
not mean that they are active. He stated that the entire time he was an officer he was a
member of the union but he had never went to meetings. He stated that he joined for the
legal protections they offered.

Ms. Pam Hardin discussed the Cadets in high school and Explorer Program. She stated that
she used to see these in parades or different events around town but not so much anymore.
She wasn't sure if the African American community knew about it. Ms. Hardin also asked about
possibly trying a ditferent approach for punishments for small infractions. She stated she would
like to have them introduced to the Police Department to get to know the officers rather than
putting them in JJC and having a bad picture of law enforcement. Chief Burton stated that it
would be up to the judges.

Chief Burton discussed a new program which is being utilized currently by the Columbia
Police Department, Boone County Sheriff's Office, and the U.S. Attorney's Office. This
program identifies people 20-30 years old who are at risk in the community of being
killed or going to prison. lt utilizes focused deterrence to deter the person from ending up
there. This program offers resources for a job, training and clearly states the
expectations of the program. The name of the program is called AVERT. This program
was modeled after the program NOVA based in Kansas City. Chief Burton said this
program was important to him because it gives the person a chance to change. The
groups above have identified 6 individuals within the community currently and are in the
process of bringing them in 1 at a time to propose the idea above to them.

Ms. Ratliff stated she was impressed with this and asked if there was anyone on the panel from
the community.

Chief Burton stated that with privacy issues there is not anyone from the public on the
committee. He did not want added pressure on the person to succeed or word getting



out that this person was participating in a program like this and getting pulled back into
trouble.

Ms. Hardin discussed how Kansas City Public Schools had implemented something similar to
address children who were acting up. They established a peer reviewed board and saw a98o/o
deterrence in their discipline referrals.

Heather, schoolteacher and NAACP member, stated that she could identify 2 children in her
classroom now that could be in trouble in the future. She stated currently Lange has good
resources for them but she worried about them in the future. She was supportive of the
program.
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NAACP Community Engagement on Policing, Equity and Civility
August 22,2017

Breakout Session: Community Engagement
1. "Coming Together" and Building Relationships

- Getting to know each other so we can be proactive rather than reactive
regarding community issues like this

2. Need to create oppoftunities to come together to talk, learn and share
experiences.
- Have fun together
- Projects to work on
- Share cultural activities

3. People need to be honest
- Speak up
- Hard conversations
- More minorities visible

4. ldentifying barriers
- Small groups formed/ facilitated by those here today
- Are facilitators necessary?

5. Engaging groups on the ground (those impacted by proposed actions)
- Disenfranchised
- Unheard
- City needs to invest in this
- Trust building

Breakout Session: Community Policing and Racial Profiling
6. What do we want Community Policing to be?

- The philosophy of it
- Community Oversight and Other Models
- COU lnvolvement

7. Cultural Diversity
- Training
- lnteraction
- How the media presents the African American Community and vice versa
- Training for law enforcement should include cultural diversity
- Facilitated by experienced individuals
- Ongoing
- More meetings for those directly impacted

8. Staffing (CPD)
- Criminal Justice Administration lnternships
- Educate CPD as well as community
- Media and biases
- Hiring Practices
- Acknowledgement by leadership
- Complaints

o How are they handled?



o Are they addressed?
L Lack of acknowledgement

- Acknowledgement of racial profiling and why CPD is defensive
- ls there a method of tracking?
- More in depth analysis of current data
- What good is the data without knowledge?

o Rights
o Ways of transparency

Breakout Session: Mental Health and Community Policing
Mental Health and substance abuse co-occurring disorders
Children- not many resources- schools inundated

- School to prison pipeline
Traumatic brain injuries

- Veterans
- PTSD

Public safety- Homeless people with mental health issues
- No help for them

For adults- treatment options limited
- lnpatient and outpatient cost $$$
- Number of sessions too short
- lnsurance won't cover long term care

Love lnc.
- Doing good
- lgnoring mentally ill
- Stereotypes

Long term mental health
- Not jails

Focus on early years
- Combatting racism of white supremacist families
- Parents as Teachers?

Do police have de-escalation training?
More training for police.. CPD should follow county
General mental health or community policing
Football- more trainers and concussion checkers
"Verbal Judo" for de-escalation- give choices
Crisis lntervention team training- CPD started- county (60-65% trained)-

- Temporary crisis
- Long-term crisis
- For juveniles too so calling police is last resort- train SRO's
- Training police to recognize mental illness and controlled substances

Funding choices- more for health and human services
- Maybe Clarence Coates wouldn't have been on a roof with a gun if he'd had

free counseling
Public Safety is about more than just police
Health and Human Services is fragmented



Community Policing = relationships with people with chronic mental illness
People walking around talking to themselves

- People feel unsafe
Most people with rnental/behavioral health disorders are not a danger to community
Neo-Nazis are not the same as mentally ill: that's an insult to mentally ill
Good initiatives for older than 18

- Not timely
- Shortage of providers
- Facilities
- Money
- Stigma
- Access

Undiagnosed traumatic brain injury from sports
Maybe anger or frustration, not mental illness

- Toxic stress
- Poverty

Fear of police
Educate the public to let them know mentally ill usually not a threat
Youth may not know how to interact with mentally ill- volunteer
State legislature gutted gun laws

- permit less carry no screening for mental illness
- incomplete background checks
- VOTE

Nothing wrong with being on meds
- Pride stops people from seeking help

Medicaid expansion would help
Change Jeff City and National Government
lmplicit bias training related to mentally ill
Officers don't have time to engage because understaffed
Foster kids

- Handle with care program
Police shouldn't be first responders

- Social workers, etc. should- if they're trained
Doesn't cost anything to adopt community policing philosophy
Force training for social workers

- Not 1 mental health liaison for 7 counties
Why call police for mental health?

- Crisis lntervention Traíned Person
Mental Health for Police Officers

Breakout Session: Equity in Employment and Minority Entrepreneurship
1. State civil rights legislation

- Discrimination in employment
- Lobby/align organizational priorities
- Patronizeminority/localbusinesses

o Make these businesses easier to find



2. Wage issues
- Living wage
- Challenge businesses to raise
- Define living wage
- Boycott non living wage businesses
- Educate/raiseawareness
- Talk to Union leaders
- Respect for employees
- Start with the Publicly funded employers
- lnternet tax/tax credits

3. Sharp End
- Revitalize district
- Raise awareness of innovation hub

4. Resources for entrepreneurship
- Sustainable mentorship programs
- Business center
- Small loans
- Job skills training for minorities
- Needs to be after hours
- Offer child care
- lmprove website
- Chamber of Commerce should help
- Need resource list

5. ldentify early talent in schools
- Reduce Out of School Suspension (school to prison pipeline)
- Minority students not involved in Career Center
- Focus groups
- Job Point alternative

Breakout Session: Civility and Accountability
To begin the breakout group on civility and accountability, Ms. Valerie Shaw shared a
piece of paper with the group that contained the following information:

Civility comes from the Latin word "civilis" which means "Citizen"

Civility is defined as polite remarks and courtesy. In terms of its relationship to
citizenship it is more than mere politeness. lt is disagreeing without being disrespectful,
seeking common good as a starting point for dialogue about differences, listening past
one's own perceptions, and modeling this so that others will do the same.

"Civility costs nothing but buys everything." --- Mary Woftley Montagu

The following is a list of things that the group discussed that the City government needs
to start doing, needs to do a better job of doing, or is currently doing well and needs to
continue doing:



o Street crimes unit (proactive policing units): more frequent rotation of people
assigned to the unit (fresh eyes).

. Protocols enforced at every level and accountability.

. Training provided by people in the community (diversity/ cultural competency).

. Community policing.
o Mentorship: more seasoned, comfortable officers model for younger officers.
o Attitudes about who Columbia is and who the city values (my students vs. folks

who live here - especially with people of color).
. Police department call out officers who do not behave with civility.
o More police interaction at community events.
o lnclusionary zoning.
o Train officers to increase sensitivity to others (emotional intelligence).

The following is a list of things that the group discussed that the Communitv needs to
start doing, needs to do a better job of doing, or is currently doing well and needs to
continue doing:

. Schools address gangs in schools.

. Take opportunities to meet new people and exhibit common courtesies.
o Make an efforU get outside of comfort zone.
o At a personal level commit to smiling with those you don't know.
o Interact with the city's youth/ young adults - mentor/ model positive

communication skills
o lnvite officers to school and community events.
o Do not put people into negative stereotypes - get to know people.
. Be mindful of language - how do we speak about others.
o Address inappropriate behavior.
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NAACP Community Engagement on Policing, Equity and Givility
Septembe¡ 26,2017
Breakout Session Priorities ldentified

Breakout Session: Community Engagement

Getting together to have fun
o Make sure these are strategic opportunities
o Use them as a means to an end- develop trust and build relationships at

these events
o Understand what their needs are (How do you reach those that are most

impacted?)
. Go where they are

' Hands on project (Covered bus shelter)
. Community wants the police there

o Can't have a 1 size fits all approach
. Community garden
. Fish fry
. Have something for the kids (firetruck)
. Activities that fill a need
. A facilitator with cultural sensitivity- people won't listen if you try to

tell them what they're going to do
. Get the Greek community involved

Breakout Session: Mental Health

. Task force created with
o Officers
o mental health community experts,
o people with diagnoses
o city officials

. Data on current interactions with people with mental health conditions
o More CIT Training

o 100o/o of Officers trained with basic knowledge of mental health
o Renewed everyyear

. Bias training about people with mental health conditions

o



Breakout Session: Givility and Accountability

More d iversity training
o Some from local leaders
o Help youth to know how to interact with police

lncrease micro units and community engagement
o See the youth
o Build relationships

Accountability
o How police are held accountable
o Better understanding how success is measured
o What are the goals on performance of police

Mentorship
o Officers be mentors for youth and other officers
o Choose appropriate officers for this role

Community Policing
o What is it? Define.

o Understand what it is.

o Model the correct behavior

Breakout Session: Employment

Civil Rights Legislation passed by the state
o Organize protests and petitions to get it repealed

Human Resources Hiring Practices not using name
o Use another identifier (number) until interview is held

o Addresses implicit bias
o Equity Training Required
o CPS has implemented: every teacher required to complete
o Requíre all officers to complete- attach to evaluation
o Outcomes to assess effectiveness of training

Access to Resources for Entrepreneurs
o Fayetteville, AR has program where city pays for "streamer trailers" for

startup businesses to use and helps them move into city owned
commercial buildings when ready

o City could purchase/subsidize commercial buildings so that small
businesses could afford rent- this would look better in community than
having empty storefronts

o Small Business Institution at University has resources for entrepreneurs

a

a

a

a

a

o



o City has scheduled meetings for small business owners after normal
working hours and will be surveying small businesses to find the times that
work best to meet

o City will have an upcoming trade show featuring small businesses
o Reach out to Journalism students to feature small diversity owned

businesses
o Federal workshops in Kansas City and St. Louis which offer information on

loans and grants for small business owners
o EPIC- Chamber of Commerce- resources for small business owners

Living Wages for jobs
o Minimum wage can't be changed unless legislation is changed at state

level

o Can't do different wages for different ages such as teenager receiving
minimum wage for fast food work compared to adult because that would
be considered ageism

ldentifying and Assisting Youth at younger age to prepare them for jobs

o Schools have Career Center and City has CARE Program
o Focus on all students not just minorities
o Not all students want to go to college
o Other communities: Mayor/Governor has created trade programs to help

students
o Have Career Center not only focus on skill but also teach students how to

be an entrepreneur with that skill
o Jobs are open with robots- City should purchase robot and teach kids how

to program them to have a well-paying job when they graduate

o Have schools/city require volunteer/internship hours to graduate high

school so that students have that experience

Breakout Session: Community Policing

o Adopting DOJ 6 Pillars
. Requiring cultural diversity training for officers

o Have some training taught by local community members
o Lack of acknowledgement

o Acknowledgement of racial profiling and why CPD is defensive
o Acknowledgement by leadership

o Transparency and Accountability
o Holding officers accountable and have the department be more

transparent
o ls there a method of tracking?
o Complaints

o

a



o

. How are they handled?

. Are they addressed?
o More in depth analysis of current data
o What good is the data without knowledge?

' Rights
. Ways of transparency

Staffing (CPD)
o Criminal Justice Administration Internships
o Educate CPD as well as community
o Media and biases
o Hiring Practices
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44.2yo

(x)

'to2y.
3-1Vo

(x)

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
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Source:U.S CensusBureau,20ll-2015AmeriænCommun¡tySuileys-YearEst¡metes

Explanat¡on of Symbols:

lowest interyal or upper ¡nterval of an open-ended d¡str¡but¡on.
3. An L' follow¡ng a med¡an est¡mate means the median falls in the lowest ¡nterual of an open-ended d¡stribution.
4 An '+' follow¡ng a med¡an estimate means the med¡an falls ¡n the upper interyal of an open-ended distr¡bution.

6. An '""'' entry ¡n the margin of error column ¡ndiætes that the est¡mate ¡s æntrolled. A stat¡stiæl test for sampling variab¡l¡ty ¡s not appropriate.
7. An 'N' entry ¡n the est¡mate end marg¡n of error columns ¡ndicates that data for th¡s geographic area cannot be d¡splayed be€use the number of sample cases is too small
I An '(X)' meens lhat the estimate is not appliæble or not available
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Population 16 years and over

AGE

20 to 24 yeaß

60 to 64 years

Þ.¡ce ÁnuxlsÞru.¡rc on r-nrño onreiñ

FactFinder

: White alone

Black or Aff¡æn Ameri€n alone
Ameriæn lndian and Alâska Native alone

As¡an alone

Subjæt

of Emr Estlmate of Error Est¡mats
+/-1 3

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

2O11-2O15 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Tell us what you th¡nk. Prov¡de feedback to help make American Community Suryey data more useful for you

states, count¡es, c¡t¡es and towns and est¡mates of hous¡ng un¡ts for states and count¡es.

Total

Eslimate

182
'to,914

12,0't2

700

77,144

9,321
'173

5,430

Ratlo

of Eror
rate

Estimate
95,838 +1658

'10,149 +/-3 I
+/-3.ô

+14 3
+/-5.0

34 ÙVo

ô5.9%

13 40/o

5.8%

4 6Vo

5.O%

+l-0 7

+/-3.6

+l1.ô

64 90/o

+/468
+l-V2
+/439
+1421

84 4V.

88.7Vo

u5%

+l-2.8

+l-2.8
80 46/"

84.OVo

+l-2 0

+l-21
+1477 +l-27

+l-2-g
80 9%

82.Oo/o

3 40/o

2.50/o

+^1 6

+l-1.1

+l-26
+l-7 4

+/-403

+l3u
76 3yo

63-20/o

35.3%

5.90/o

75.Oo/o

60.7/o

1 8yo

4-8o/o

4.7Vo

+l-1 3
+l-2.9

+l-320

+/€03
+l-4 4
+l-2.2

3410/o

5.60/0

+l-782

+/s05
+/-93

+/-308

66 50/.

5A.40/"

+l-25 4

+l-5.2

+l-o 7
+t4-3

+l-28 I

+l-37.2

+l-2.8

4 80/o

11.90/o

3 7vo

6.1Vo

45 70/"

17.lyo

+14-2

+l-2.2

+l-1 3
+14.9

+l-1 3

+/-3 3

+/-3.6

+/-3 3

+l-32
+^3 0

+l-28
+l-4 3
+l-5-2

32 90/o

55.5%

7't 8%

+l-13
+l-5.2

+l-'17.4

+/-5.3

+l-2O I

683v.

392%
70 1Vo

69 1%

ô6 47o

87 3V.

60 7y.

59.4%
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+l-1-'l

+/-1 0

+l-2.o

+^3 5

+l-2 6

+l-28
+/{ 6

+/-4.9

+14 0

+l-1.7

43%

4.50/"

40%
4.4%

4 gVo

7.Oõ/o

11.1o/a

3 4Vo

24Vo

15.0%

10 6%

4.4Vo

+l-51
+l-3.2

+l-1 5

+l-3.7

+/3.9

+/-5.9

+/-9.4

. +l-1-1

+14.2

+^1 3

+l-7.9

8l 5%

53.50/o

85 00/o

u40/o

62.8%

75 2%

6ø.20/o

75 1Yo

76.7%
73 5v.
73.2%

+t-5 2

+Ê1 3

+l-1.4

+/-1.6
+l-21
+/-3.3

67 1%

62.2"t
+t-31

+l-1-o

+14.2

66 5%

Tt.9%

+t46 j

rt-zg I,

+l-1 4

78-6%

80.7%

It-517
76.7Vo

76.6yo

70 50/"

66.8%

843%

+l-1,o29
60-20/o

87.4%

44.20k+/€.552.50/o

82 4"/" 
i 79 1yo

60.20/"

+l-1 3

+/-608

+l-783

3,601 +l-485

+l-375

30,205

Subjæt

Labor Force

Estimate

Columbla clty,
Rato

Margln of Eror
+/-1 I 6
+/s 6

M¡ssouri
Total Ratio

Estlmaûe Itlargln of Eror
68.6% +/-16.9

Estimate of Eror
+l-264787

2,912

2,924

75,151

36,453

5,351

20,650

52,609

52,250

+l-7 7

0.00/.

8.6%

2 70/o

3.8%

of Erol
+/-5.0

+15.5

+l-2 6

+14-7

Some other raæ alone

Two or more faces

or Lat¡no or¡g¡n (of any race)

alone, not H¡spanic or Latino

Population 20 to ô4 years

+1444

+l-268

+l-827

rÊ546

+l-525

+1482

+l-436

+/-996

76.7o/o

647V.

79 6to

68.9%

+/$.9
+l-1.4

+l-1.4

+t-1-8

SEX
7

+Ê5.6

Male

Female

With oìin ci¡ldren under l8 yeaß
own ch¡ldren undeÍ 6 years only

With own ch¡ldEn under 6 yeaß and 6 to 17 yeâß
own ch¡ldren under 6 to 17 yeaß only

12 MONTHS

lotsnaurr srnru-s
W¡th any d¡sbil¡ty

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Þóputatim 2s tô o+ years

+l-21
+/3.6

737

7,246 7470/.

+/-906 86't% 1 Ao/o +/4_6

from d¡fferent sources go to Labor Force Gu¡dance

the pr¡nc¡pal c¡t¡es shown in ACS tables may d¡ffer frcm the OMB defin¡t¡ons due to d¡fferences in the effect¡ve dates of the geograph¡c ent¡ties

+Ê5ô4

+t-504
3 7vo

6.7%

+l-o-7

+14.7

urbanizat¡on-
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Souræ: U S Census Bureau, 2011-2015 Amelican Commun¡ty Suruey s-Year Estimates

Explanat¡on of Symbols:

lowest ¡nteruel or upper ¡nteryâl of an open-ended distribut¡on.
3 An L'follow¡ng a med¡an estimate means the med¡an falls in the lowest interyal of an open-ended d¡stribut¡on.
4 An '+' follow¡ng a med¡an estimate means the med¡an falls in the upper ¡nterval of an open€nded d¡stribution

ô An '""'' entry in the marg¡n of enor column indicates that the estimate ¡s æntrolled. A stat¡stiæl test for sampl¡ng variability is not appropriate.
7 An 'N' entry in the estimate and margin of error columns ¡ndietes that data for this geographic area cannot be d¡splayed because the number of sample cases ¡s too small
8 An '(X)' means that the estimate is not appliæble or not available
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FROM THE CO-CHAIRS
We wish to thank President Barack Obama for giving us the honor and privilege of leading his Task Force

on 21 st Century Policing. The task force was created to strengthen community policing and trust among

law enforcement officers and the communit¡es they serve-especÌally in light of recent events around

the country that have underscored the need for and importance of lasting collaborative relationships

between local police and the publlc. We found engaging with law enforcement officials, technical advi-

sors, youth and community leaders, and nongovernmental organizations through a transparent public

process to be both enlightening and rewarding, and we again thank the President for this honor.

Given the urgency of these issues, the President gave the task force an initial 90 days to identiry best

policing practices and offer recommendations on how those practìces can promote effective crime

reduction while building public trust. ln this short period, the task force conducted seven public listen-

ing sessions across the country and received testimony and recommendations from a wìde range of
community and faith leaders, law enforcement officers, academics, and others to ensure its recommen-

dations would be informed by a diverse range of voices. Such a remarkable achievement could not have

been accomplished without the tremendous assistance provided by the U.S. Department of Justice's

Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office), led by Director Ronald L Davls, who also

served as the executive director of the task force. We thank Director Davis for his leadership, as well as his

chief of staff, Melanca Clark, and the COPS Offce team that supported the operation and administrat¡on

ofthe task force

We also wish to extend our appreciation to the COPS Office's extremely capable logistical and technical

assistance provÌder, Strategic Applications lnternational (SAl), led by James and Colleen Copple. ln ad-

dition to logistical support, 5Al digested the voluminous information received from testifuing witnesses

and the public in record time and helped facilltate the task forces deliberations on recommendations for

the President. We are also grateful for the thoughtful assistance of Darrel Stephens and Stephen Rick-

man, our technical advisors.

Most important, we would especially like to thankthe hundreds of community members, law en-

forcement officers and executives, associations and stakeholders, researchers and academics, and civic

leaders nationwide who stepped forward to support the efforts of the task force and to lend their

experience and expertise during the development of the recommendations contained in this report.

The passion and commitment shared by all to building strong relationships between law enforcement

and communities became a continual source of inspiration and encouragement to the task force.

The dedicatlon of our fellow task force members and their commitment to the process of arrivìng at

consensus around these recommendatlons is also worth acknowledging. The task force members

brought diverse perspectives to the table and were able to come together to engage ln meaningful

dialogue on emotionally charged lssues in a respectful and effective manner. We believe the type of

constructive dialogue we have engaged in should serve as an example of the type of dialogue that

must occur in communities throughout the nation.
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While much work remains to be done to address many longstanding issues and challenges-not only

within the field of law enforcement but also within the broader criminaljustice system-this experience

has demonstrated to us that Americans are, by nature, problem solvers. lt is our hope that the recom-

mendations included here will meaningfully contrÌbute to our nationt efforts to increase trust between

law enforcement and the communities they protect and serve.

Charles H. Ramsey

Co-Chair

Laurie O. Robinson

Co-Chair
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Trust between law enforcement agencies and

the people they protect and serve is essential in a

democracy It is keyto the stability of our communi-

ties, the integr¡ty of our crÍminaljustice system, and

the safe and effective delivery of policing services.

pose reforms; as a corollary to this effort, the task

force also recommends that the President support

programs that take a comprehensive and inclusive

look at community-based ìnitiatives addressing

core issues such as poverty, education, and health

and safety.
ln light of recent events that have exposed rifts

in the relationships between local police and the

communities they protect and serve, on Decem-

ber 18, 2014, President Barack Obama signed an

executive order establishing theTask Force on 2l st

Century Policing.The President charged the task

force with identifuing best practices and offering

recommendations on how policing practlces can

promote effective crime reduction while building

public trust.

Pillar One: Building Trust
and Legitimacy

Building trust and nurturing legitimacy on both

sides of the police/citizen divide is the founda-

tional principle underlying the nature of relations

between law enforcement agencìes and the

communities they serve. Decades of research

and practice support the premise that people are

more likely to obey the law when they believe that

those who are enforcing it have author¡ty that is

perceived as legitimate by those subject to the

authority.The public confers legitimacy only on

those whom they believe are acting in procedur-

ally just ways. In addition, law enforcement cannot

build commun¡ty trust if it is seen as an occupying

force coming in from outside to impose control on

the community. Pillar one seeks to provide focused

recommendations on building this relationship

Law enforcement culture should embrace a guard-

ian-rather than a warrior-mindset to build trust

and legitrmacy both within agencies and with

the public.Toward that end, law enforcement

agencies should adopt proceduraljustice as the

guiding principle for internal and external policies

and practices to guide their interactions with rank

and file officers and with the citizens they serve

Law enforcement agencies should also establish

a culture of transparency and accountability to

build public trust and legitimacy. This is critical to

ensuring decision making is understood and in

accord with stated policy

This executive summary provides an overview

of the recommendations of the task force, which

met seven times in -January and February of 2015.

These listening sessions, held in Washington, D.C.;

Phoenix, Arlzona; and Cincinnati, Ohio, brought

the 1 1 members of the task force together with

more than 100 individuals from diverse stakeholder

grou ps-law enforcement offi cers a nd executives,

community members, civic leaders, advocates,

researchers, academics, and others-in addition to

many others who submitted wrìtten testìmony to

study the problems from all perspectives.

The task force recommendations, each with action

items, are organized around six main topic areas or
"pillars:" Building Trust and Legitlmacy, Policy and

Oversight,Technology and Social Media, Commu-

nity Policing and Crime Reduction, OfficerTraining

and Education, and Officer Safety and Wellness.

The task force also offered two overarching rec-

ommendations: the President should support the

creation of a National Crime and Justice Task Force

to examine all areas of criminaljustice and pro-



Law enforcement agencies should also proactively

promote public trust by initiating positive non-

enforcement act¡vities to engage communities

that typically have high rates of investigative and

enforcement involvement with government agen-

cies. Law enforcement agencies should also track

and analyze the level of trust communities have in

police just as they measure changes in crime.This

can be accomplished through consistent annual

community surveys. Finally, law enforcement

agencies should strive to create a workforce that

encompasses a broad range of diversity includlng

race, gender, language, life experience, and cul-

tural background to ìmprove understanding and

effectiveness in dealing with all communities.

PillarTwo: Policy and Oversight

Pillar two emphasizes that if pollce are to carry out

their responsibilities according to establìshed poll-

cies, those policies must reflect community values.

Law enforcement agencies should collaborate with

community members, especially in communities

a nd nei g h borhoods d is proportionately affected

by crime, to develop policies and strategies for

deploying resources that aim to reduce crime by

improving relationships, increasing community

engagement, and fostering cooperation.

To achieve this end, law enforcement agencies

should have clear and comprehensive policies on

the use of force (including training on the im-

portance of de-escalation), mass demonstrations

(including the appropriate use of equipment,

partlcularly rifles and armored personnel carriers),

consent before searches, gender identifi cation,

racial profiling, and performance measures-
among others such as external and independent

investigations and prosecutions of officer-involved

shootings and other use of force situations and

in-custody deaths.These policies should also in-

clude provisions forthe collection of demographic

data on all parties involved. All policies and

aggregate data should be made publicly available

to ensure transparency.

To ensure policies are maintained and current,

law enforcement agencies are encouraged to

periodically review policies and procedures,

conduct nonpunitive peer reviews of critical

incidents separate from criminal and admÌnistra-

tive investigations, and establish crvilian oversight

mechanisms with their communities.

Finally, to assist law enforcement and the com-

munity achieve the elements of pillar two, the

U 5. Department of Justice, through the Office

of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS

Office) and Office of Justice Programs (OJP), should

provide technical assistance and lncentive funding

to jurisdictions with small police agencies that take

steps toward interagency col la boration, shared

services, and reglonal training.They should also

partner with the lnternational Association of Direc-

tors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training

(IADLEST) to expand its National Decertlfication

lndex to serve as the National Register of Decerti-

fied Officers with the goal of covering all agencies

withìn the United States and its territories.

Pillar Three: Technology &
Social Media

The use of technology can improve policing practic-

es and build community trust and legitimacy, but its

implementation must be built on a defined policy

framework with its purposes and goals clearly de-

lineated lmplementing new technologies can give

police departments an opportunity to fully engage

and educate communities in a dialogue about their

expectations for tra nspa rency, accou nta bi I ity, a n d

privacy. But technology changes quickly in terms

of new hardware, software, and other options. Law

enforcement agencies and leaders need to be able

2



to identiry, assess, and evaluate new technology

for adoption and do so in ways that improve their

effectiveness, effr ciency, a nd evol utlon without

infringing on individual rights.

Pillar three guides the implementation, use, and

evaluation of technology and social media by law

enforcement agencies To build a solid foundation

for law enforcement agencies in thìs field, the U.S.

Department of Justice, in consultation with the

law enforcement field, should establish national

standards for the research and development of

new technology including auditory, visual, and bio-

metric data, "less than lethal"technology, and the

development of segregated radio spectrum such

as FirstNet.These standards should also address

com patibil ity, i nteroperability, and i m plementation

needs both withln local law enforcement agencies

and across agencies and jurisdictions and should

maintain civil and human rights protections. Law

enforcement implementation of technology

should be designed considerÌng local needs and

aligned with these national standards. Finally,

law enforcement agencies should adopt model

policies and best practices for technology-based

community engagement that increases communi-

ty trust and access.

Pillar Four: Community Policing &
Crime Reduction

Pillar four focuses on the importance of com-

munity policing as a guiding philosophy for all

stakeholders. Community policing emphasizes

working with neighborhood residents to co-

produce public safety, Law enforcement agencies

should, therefore, work with community residents

to identiû/ problems and collaborate on imple-

menting solutions that produce meaningful results

for the community. 5pecifically, law enforcement

agencies should develop and adopt policies and

strategies that reinforce the importance of com-

munity engagement in managing public safety

Law enforcement agencies should also engage in

multidisci pllnary, com m u nity team approaches for

planning, implementing, and responding to crisis

situations with complex causal factors.

Communlties should support a culture and

practice of policing that reflects the values of
protection and promotion of the dignity of all-
especially the most vulnerable, such as children

and youth most at risk for crime or violence. Law

enforcement agencies should avoìd using law

enforcement tactics that u n necessarily stigmatize

youth and marginalize their participatlon in schools

(where law enforcement officers should have limit-

ed involvement in discipline) and communities. ln

addition, communities need to affirm and recog-

nize the voices of youth in community decision

making, facilitate youth participation in research

and problem solving, and develop and fund youth

leadership training and life skills through positive

youth/police collaboration and interactions.

Pillar Five: Training & Education

As our nation becomes more pluralistic and

the scope of law enforcement s responsibilities

expands, the need for expanded and more

effective training has become critical.Today's line

officers and leaders must be trained and capable

to address a wide variety of challenges including

international terrorism, evolving technologies,

rising immigration, changing laws, new cultural

mores, and a growing mental health crisis.

Pillar five focuses on the training and education

needs of law enforcement.To ensure the high

quality and effectiveness of training and educa-

tion, law enforcement agencies shouid engage

community members, particularly those with spe-

cial expertlse, in the training process and provide

leadership training to all personnel throughout

their careers.
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To further assist the training and educational

needs of law enforcement, the Federal Gov-

ernment should support the development of
partnerships with training facilities across the

country to promote consistent standards for high

quality training and establish training innovation

hubs lnvolving universities and police academies.

A national postgraduate institute of policing for

senior executives should be created with a stan-

dardìzed curriculum preparing participants to lead

agencies in the 2'l st century.

One specific method of increasìng the quality of
training would be to ensure that Peace Officer

and Standards Training (POST) boards include

mandatory Crisis lntervention Training (ClT), which

equips officers to deal with individuals in crisis or

living with mental disabilities, as part of both basic

recruit and in-service officer training-as well as

instruction in disease of addiction, implicit bias

and cultural responsiveness, policing in a dem-

ocratic society, proced u ra I justice, and effective

social interaction and tactical skills.

Pillar Six: OfficerWellness & Safety

The wellness and safety of law enforcement

officers is critical not only for the officers, their

colleagues, and their agencies but also to public

safety. Pillar six emphasizes the support and prop-

er implementation of officer wellness and safety as

a multi-partner effort.

The U.5 Department of Justice should enhance

and further promote its multi-faceted officer safety

and wellness initiative. Two specific strateg¡es

recommended for the U.S. Department of Justice

include (1) encouraging and assisting departments

in the implementatÌon of scientifically supported

shift lengths by law enforcement and (2) expand-

ing efforts to collect and analyze data not only on

officer deaths but also on injuries and "near missesl'

Law enforcement agencies should also promote

wellness and safety at every level of the organiza-

tion. For instance, every law enforcement officer

should be provided with individual tactical first aid

kits and training as well as anti-ballistic vests. ln

addition, law enforcement agencies should adopt

policies that require officers to wear seat belts and

bullet-proof vests and provide traìning to raise

awareness of the consequences of failure to do so.

lnternal proceduraljustice principles should be ad-

opted for all internal policies and interactions.The

Federal Government should develop programs

to provide financial support for law enforcement

officers to continue to pursue educational op-

portunities. Finally, Congress should develop and

enact peer review error management legislation.

lm plementation Recom mendations

The administration, through policies and practices

already in place, can start right now to move

forward on the recommendations contained in

this report.The President should direct all federal

law enfoicement agencies to implement the task

force recommendations to the extent practica-

ble, and the U.5. Department of Justice should

explore pu bl ic-prìvate partnershi p opportu nities

with foundations to advance implementation of
the recommendations. Finally, the COPS Office

and OJP should take a series of targeted actions

to assist the law enforcement field in addressing

current and future challenges.

Conclusion

The members of theTask Force on 2l st Century

Policing are convinced that the concrete recom-

mendations contained in this publication will

bring long-term improvements to the ways in

which law enforcement agencies interact with and

bring positive change to their communities.
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INTRODUCTION
"Whcn any part of the American famiþ does not feel like it is beíng

treated fairly, that\ a problem for all of us."

-President 
Barack Obama

Trust between law enforcement agencies and

the people they protect and serve ls essentìal

in a democracy. lt is key to the stability of our

communities, the integrity of our criminal justice

system, and the safe and effective delivery of
policing services.

ln light ofthe recent events that have exposed

rifts in the relationships between local police and

the communities they protect and serve, on De-

cember 18,2014, President Barack Obama signed

Executive Order 1 3684 establishing the Task Force

on 2lst Century Policing.

ln establishlng the task force, the President spoke

of the distrust that exists between too many

police departments and too many communi-

ties-the sense that in a country where our basic

principle is equality under the law, too many

individuals, particularly young people of color, do

not feel as if they are being treated fairly.

"When any part of the American family does not

feel like ¡t ¡s being treated fairly, that s a problem

for all of usi'said the President. "lt's not just a

problem for some lt's not just a problem for a

particular community or a particular demographic.

It means that we are not as strong as a country

as we can be. And when applied to the cnminal

justice system, ¡t means we're not as effective in

fighting crime as we could bei'

These remarks underpin the philosophical

foundation for the Task Force on 21st Century

Policing: to build trust between citizens and their

peace officers so that all components of a com-

munity are treating one another fairly and justly

and are invested in maintaining public safety in

an atmosphere of mutual respect. Decades of

research and practice tell us that the public cares

as much about how police interact with them as

they care about the outcomes that legal actions

produce. People are more likely to obey the law

when they believe those who are enforcing it

have the right-the legitimate authority-to tell

them what to do.2 Building trust and legitimacy,

therefore, is not just a policing issue. lt ìnvolves all

components of the criminaljustice system and

is inextricably bound to bedrock issues affecting

the community such as poverty, education, and

public health.

The mission of the task force was to examine ways

of fostering stron g, collaborative relationships

between local law enforcement and the commu-

nities they protect and to make recommendations

to the President on ways policing practices can

promote eflective crime reduction while building

publrc trust.The President selected members of
the task force based on their abilìty to contribute

to its mission because of their relevant perspec-

tive, experience, or subject matter expertise

in policing, law enforcement and community

relations, civil rights, and civil liberties.

2 LR lyler, Why People )bey the Law (New Haven, ft Y¿le University Pres,

I 990); l\4.5. Fr¿zel lhe lmpatt ofthe hmmunity Court Model on Defendont

Perceplions of Foirnes: A Cose Study ot the Red Hook Conmunity Just¡(e Qnter (New

York: [enter for [ourt Innovation, 2006)
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The task force was given 90 days to conduct

hearings, review the research, and make recom-

mendations to the President, so its focus was

sharp and necessarily limited. lt concentrated

on defining the cross-cutting issues affecting

police-community ¡nteractions, questioning

the contemporary relevance and truth about

long-held assumptions regarding the nature and

methods of policing, and identif,Ting the areas

where research is needed to highlight examples

of evidence-based policing practices compatible

with present realities.

To fulfill this mission, the task force convened sev-

en listening sessions to hear testimony-including
recom mendations for action-from govern ment

officials; law enforcement officers; academic ex-

perts; technical advisors; leaders from established

nongovernmental organizations, including grass-

roots movements; and any other members of the

public who wished to comment.The listening

sessions were held in Washington, D.C., January 13;

Cincinnati, Ohio, January 30-31; Phoenix, Arlzona,

February 13- 14; and again in Washington, D.C.,

February 23-24.OTher forms of outreach included

a number of White House listening sessions to

engage other constituencies, such as people with

disabilities, the LGBTQ community, and members

of the armed forces, as well as careful study of

scholarly articles, research reports, and written

contributions from informed experts in various

fields relevant to the task force's misslon.

Each of the seven public listening sessions ad-

dressed a specific aspect of policing and

police-community relatìons, although cross-

cutting Ìssues and concerns made their appear-

ance at every session. At the first session, Building

Trust and Legitimacy, the topic of procedural

justice was discussed as a foundational necessity

in building public trust. Subject matter experts

also testified as to the meaning of 'tommunity po-

licing" in its historical and contemporary contexts,

defining the difference between implicit bias and

racial discrimination-two concepts at the heart

of perceived difficulties between police and the

people. Witnesses from community organizations

stressed the need for more police involvement in

community affairs as an essential component of

their crime fighting duties. Police officers gave the

beat cops perspective on protecting people who

do not respect their authority, and three big-city

mayors told of endemic budgetary obstacles to

addressing policlng challenges.

The session on Policy and Oversight again brought

witnesses from diverse police forces (both chiefs

and union representatives), from law and academia,

and from established civil rights organizations and

grass-root groups.They discussed use of force from

the point of view of both research and policy and

internal and external oversight; explalned how they

prepare for and handle mass demonstrations; and

pondered culture and diversity in law enforcement.

Witnesses filled the third session, on Technology

and Social Media, with testimony on the use of

body-worn cameras and other technologies from

the angles of research and legal considerations,

as well as the intricacies of implementing new

technologies in the face of privacy issues. They

discussed the ever-expanding ubiquity of social

medìa and its power to work both for and against

policing practice and public safety

The Community Policíng and Crime Reduction lis-

tening session considered current research on the

effectiveness of community policing on bringing

down crime, as well as building up public trust.

Task force members heard detailed descriptions

of the methods used by chiefs in cities of varying

sizes to implement effective community policing

in their jurisdictions over a number of years.They

also heard from a panel of young people about

their encounters with the criminaljustice system

ó



INTRoDUCTIoN

and the lasting effects of positive interactions

with police through structured programs as well

as individual relationships.The fifth listening

session considered Trainíng and Education in law

enforcement over an officer s entire career-from
recruitment through basic training to in-service

training-and the support, education, and

training of supervisors, leaders, and managers.

Finally, the panel on Officer Safety and Wellness

considered the spectrum of mental and physical

health issues faced by police officers from the

day-to-day stress of the job, its likely effect on an

off cer s physical health, and the need for mental

health screening to traffic accidents, burnout,

suicide, and how better to manage these issues to

determine the length of an officer's career

A listening session on the Future of Community Po-

licing concluded the task forces public sessions and

was followed by the deliberations leading to the

recommendations that follow on ways to research,

improve, support, and implement policies and

procedures for effective policing in the 21st century

Many excellent and specific suggestions emerged

from these Ilstening sessions on all facets of polic-

lng in the 2l st century, but many questions arose

as well. Paramount among them was how to bring

unity of purpose and consensus on best practices

to a nation with 18,000 separate law enforcement

agencies and a strong history of a preference for

local control of local issues lt became very clear

that lt is time for a comprehensive and multifacet-

ed examination of allthe interrelated parts of the

criminaljustice system and a focused investigation

into how poverty, lack of edr,rcation, mental health,

and other social conditions cause or intersect wìth

criminal behavior We propose two overarching

recommendations that will seek the answers to

these questions.

O, 1 OVENNRCHING RECOMMENDATION

The President should support and provide

funding for the creation of a National Crime

and JusticeTask Force to review and evaluate

all components of the criminal justice system

for the purpose of making recommendations

to the country on comprehensive criminal
justice reform.

Several witnesses at the task forces listening

sessions pointed to the fact that police represent

the"face"of the criminaljustice system to the

public. Yet polìce are obviously not responsible for

laws or incarceration policies that many citizens

find unfairThis misassociation leads us to call for a

broader examination of such issues as drug policy,

sentencing and incarceration, which are beyond

the scope of a review of police practices.

This is not a new idea.

ln the 1967 Presidentt Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justlce report,

The Challenge of Cilme in a Free Society, one of the

major findings stated,"Officials of the criminal

justice system . . . must re-examine what they do

They must be honest about the systems short-

comings with the public and with themselvesl'3

The need to establish a formal structure to take a

continuous look at criminallustice reform ln the

context ofbroad societal issues has neverfaded

from public conscÌousness. When former Senator

Jim Webb (D-VA) introduced legislation to create

the National Criminal-Justice Commission ìn 2009,

a number of very diverse organizations from the

Major Clties Chiefs Association, the Fraternal Order

of Police, the National Sheriffs Assoclation, and the

National District Attorneys Association to Human

Rights Watch, the American Civil Liberties Union,

3 lhe President\ [ommission on L¿w Enforcement ¿nd Adminislr¿t¡on of

)ustice,The (hollenge ofCrime in o Free Society (Washington, D(: U 5 Government

Printing Offi ce, 196i), 15, hnps.//www.ncjrs.oov/pdffi lesl /nij/42.odf



FIn,qr RTponI oF.THE PRISIDENIT,S TA5'< FOß.E ON 215I CENIURY PoLI.I\]C;

A panel ofcommunity voices lvith Allie Bones, Renaldo Fowleç Keeshan Harley, Andrea Ritchie, ¿nd Linda 5¿rsour, Phoenix, February 14,2015

PFl0l0: DEB0RAH 5P0'i(l:

and the Nation¿l Association for the Advancement

of Colored People allsupported it.This legislation

would have authorìzed a national criminaljustice

commission to conduct a comprehensive review

of the criminaljustice system by a bipartisan panel

of stakeholders, policymakers, and experts that

would make thoughtful, evidence-based recom-

mendations for reform. The bill received strong

bipartisan support and passed the House but

never received a final vote

More recently, a number of witnesses raised the

idea of a natlonal commission at the task force's

listening sessions-notably Richard Beary, presi-

dent of the lnternational Association of Chiefs of

Police (IACP), who said,

For over 20 years, the IACP has called for the

creatron of a N¿tional Commission on Crlminal

Justice to develop across-the-board improvements

to the criminaljustice system in order to address

current challenges and to increase the efficiency

and eflectiveness of the entire criminaljustice

communìty A deep dive into comrnunity-police

relations ìs only one pan of this puzzle. We must

explore other ¿spects ofthe criminal justice system

that need to be revamped and further contr bute to

today's challenges'

4 Listening 5cssion on Buiidinq Trust and Legrtrmacy (oral testim0ny 0f Rirhard

Beary, president, lA(f for the President's T¿sk F0rce 0n 21 st [entury Pol icinq,

Washinqton, D[, January 13 14, 2015)

And JeremyTravis, president of lohn Jay

College of Crimìnal Justice, added, in the final

listening sess¡on,

You said it is time to look at the cr rninaljustice

system, and actually I would broaden the scope We

have this question of how to reintegrate into our

society those who have caused harms lt is not

just the system but these big, democratic, societal

questions that go to governmerlt functions and how

we deal with conflict as well.5

0.2 OvtnrtR(.HING R[coMNrlhNDAt toN
The President should promote programs

that take a comprehensive and inclusive look
at community-based initiatives that address

the core issues of poverty, education, health,

and safety.

As is evident from many of the recommendations

in this report, the jr-rstice system alone cannot

solve many of the underlying conditlons that give

rise to crime lt will be through partnerships across

sectors and at every level of government that we

will find the effective and legitimate long-term

solutions to errsuring public safety

5 L¡\t0ninq Srssi0n on the FutLrre of [ommunrty Policing (oral testirnony of

.Jeremylravis, president,.John Jay (olleçe ofCrimin¿l Justi(e, [or the President,slask

Force on 21 st [entury Policing, \iVashington, Dt, J¿nLr¿ry 24, 201 5)
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PILLAR 1. BUILDING TRUST & LEGITIMACY

People are more liheþ to obey the law when they believe that those

who are enforcing it have the legitimate authority to tell them what
to do . . . . The public confers legitimacy only on those they belíeve

dre dctingin procedurally just ways.

Building trust and nurturing leg¡timacy on both

sides of the police-citizen dÌvide is not only the first

pillar of this taskforce's report but also the foun-

dational principle underlylng this inquiry into the

nature of relations between law enforcement and

the communities they serve. Since the 1990s, po-

licing has become more effective, better equipped,

and better organized to tackle crlme. Despite this,

Gallup polls show the public's confidence ln police

work has remained flat, and among some popula-

tions of color, confidence has declined.6

This decline is in addition to the fact that non-

Whites have always had less confidence Ìn law

enforcement than Whites, likely because "the

poor and people of color have felt the greatest

impact of mass incarcerationl'such that for"too

many poor citizens and people of color, arrest

and imprisonment have become an inevitable

and seemingly unavoidable part of the American

experiencel'7 Decades of research and practice

support the premise that people are more likely to

obey the law when they believe that those

Figure 1. Confidence in police to protect them from violent crime, U.5. Whites vs. non-Whites

How much confidence do you have in the ability of the police to protect you from violent crime-
a great deal, quite a lot, not very much, or none at all?

0/o A GREAT DEAL/QUITE A LOT OF CONFIDENCE

I whites ! Nonwhites

7)
70

62 63 66
63

52
49

49
46

b4

60

54

'86 ',88 '90 ',92 ',94 ',96 ',98 ',00 ',02 ',04 '06 ',08 ',10 ',12 ',14

Source: luslin Mc(arthy, "Nonwhites Les Likely" (see note 6)

C0pyright o 2014 Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved 
.[he 

c0ntent is used with permiss¡0n; however, Gallup retains all rights of republicati0n

6 lustin l\4ctarthy, "Nonwhites Les Likely t0 Feel Pol ice Protect ¿nd 5erve

lhemi'Gallup: Politrcs, November 1 /, 201 4, http://wwwo¿lluo.com/ooll/l /9468/

nonwhiles-less likelv-feel oolice-protecr-serve.aspx

7 Bryan Stevenson, "[onfontìnq Mas lmprisonment and Restoring Fairnes to

[oll¿teøl Review of Criminal Qsesi' Horvard (ivil Riqhts-(ivil Liberties Llw Review

41 (5ummer 2006): 339-367
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who are enforcing it have the legitimate authority

to tell them what to do. But the public confers

legit¡macy only on those they believe are acting in

proced ural ly j ust ways.

Procedurally just behavior is based on four central

principles:

1. Treating people with dignity and respect

2. Givìng individuals"voice"during encounters

3. Being neutral and transparent in

decision making

4. Conveying trustworthy motives8

Research demonstrates that these principles lead

to relationships in which the community trusts

that officers are honest, unbiased, benevolent, and

lawful.The community therefore feels obligated to

follow the law and the dictates of legal authorities

and is more willing to cooperate with and engage

those authorities because ¡t bel¡eves that it shares a

common set of interests and values with the police.e

There are both internal and external aspects to

procedural justice in policing agencies. lnternal

proceduraljustice refers to practices within an

agency and the relationships officers have with

their colleagues and leaders. Research on internal

proceduraljustice tells us that officers who feel

respected by their supervisors and peers are more

likely to accept departmental policies, understand

decisions, and comply with them voluntarily.l0 It

8. Lorr¿ine Mazerolle, Sarah Benne( Jæqueline Davis, Elise Sargeant,

and l\4atthew Manning,'Legìtimacy ¡n Policing: A Systemalic Reviewi'Iá¿

funpbell Collection Library of Systemotic Reviews 9 (0slo, Norway: lhe (ampbell

Col I ¿ bor¿tion, 201 3)

9 Tom lyler, Jonathon Jackson, and Ben Br¿dford, "Procedural J ustice and

hoperalioni in Enryclopedio ofCrininology ond Crininol Justice, eds Gerben

Bruinsma ¿nd D¿vid Weisburd (New York: Springer, 201 4), 401 1-4024

10 Nicole ll¿as etal,"Explaining 0fficertompliance:The lmportanceof

Procedural Jufice and lrust inside ¿ Polke 0rqanizationi'Crinìnology ond

OiminolJustirc Qal;.lary 2015), doi: 10 1171117 488958145662BB; OPS 0ffice,

"[omprehensive Law Enforcement Review: Procedural Justice ¿nd Legitim¿cy,'

accesed February 28, 2015, http://www.coos.usdoj,gov/odf/t¿skforce/

Pr0ced uralJuf ice-and-Leoitimacv-LE-Review-5umm¿ ry.pdf.

follows that officers who feel respected by their

organizations are more likely to bring this respect

into their interactions with the people they serve.

External proceduraljustice focuses on the ways

officers and other legal authorities interact with

the public and how the characteristics of those in-

teractions shape the public's trust of the police. lt

is important to understand that a key component

of external proceduraljustice-the practice of fair

and impartial policing-is built on understanding

and acknowledging human biases,lr both explicit

and implicit.

All human beings have biases or prejudices as

a result of their experiences, and these biases

influence how they might react when dealing

with unfamiliar people or situations. An explicit

bias is a consclous bias about certaln populations

based upon race, gender, socioeconomic status,

sexual orientation, or other attributes.r2 Common

sense shows that explicit bias is incredibly dam-

aging to police-community relations, and there is

a growing body of research evidence that shows

that implicit bias-the biases people are not even

aware they have-is harmful as well.

Witness Jennifer Eberhardt said,

Bias is not limited to so-called"bad peoplel'And

it certainly is not limited to polìce officers.The

problem is a widespread one that arises from history,

from culture, and from racial inequalities that still

pervade our society and are especÌally salient in the

context of criminal justice.r3

1 1 Lorie Fridell,'lhis is Not Your Grandparents'Prejudice:.lhe lmplkations of

the Modern Science of Bi¿s for Police Tr¿inin g," Tronslotional Crininology (Fall

201 3):10-1 1

1 2 Sus¿n Fiske,'Are We Born R¿cist?"G¡enter 6ood (Summer 200B):14-1 7

13. Listening5esìononBuildingTrustandLegitimacy(oralteslimony0fJennifer

Eberh¿rdt for the President's Ï¿sk Force on 21 f [entury Policing, W¿shinqton, D[,

J¿nuary 13, 2015).
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PILLAR 1. BUILDING TRU5T & LEGITIMACY

To achieve legitimacy, mitigating implicit bias

should be a part of training at all levels of a law

enforcement organ ization to in crease awa reness

and ensure respectful encounters both inside the

organization and wìth com munities.

The first witnesses at the task force sessions on

the first pillar also directly addressed the need for

a change in the culture in which police do their

work: the use of disrespectful language and the

implicit biases that lead officers to rely upon race

in the context of stop and frisk. They addressed

the need for polìce officers to find how much they

have in common with the people they serve-
not the lines of authority they may perceive to

separate them-and to continue with enduring

programs proven successful over many years.

Several speakers stressed the continuìng need

for civilian oversight and urged more research

into proving ways it can be most effective. And

many spoke to the complicated ìssue of dìversity

in recruiting, especially Sherrilyn lfill, who said of
youth in poor communities,

By the time you are 17,you have been stopped

and frisked a dozen times. That does not make that

17-year-old want to become a police officer. . .

The challenge is to transform the idea of policing in

communities among young people into something

they see as honorable.They have to see people

at local events, as the person who lives across the

street, not someone who comes in and knows

nothing about my community.la

The task forces specific recommendations that

follow offer practical ways agencies can act to

promote legìtimacy

14 Lislening Session on Building Trust and Legitimacy (oral tesrìmony

ofShenilyn lfill, president ¿nd d¡rertor-(0unsel, NAA(P Legal Defense ¿nd

Educatìon¿l Fund, lnc,, for the Presidentl Task F0rce 0n 21 f [entury Policinq,

Washinqton, D(, Janu¿ry l3, 2015);"5utement by the NAA(P Legal Deíense

¿nd Education¿l Fund, In(:'(written tefimony submitted for lislenlng sesion at

Washington, DC, january 
1 3, 201 5).

I . 1 RECoMMENDATION: Law enforcement

culture should embrace a guardian mindsetto

build public trust and legitimacy.Toward that

end, police and sheriffs'departments should

adopt proceduraljustice as the guiding principle

for internal and external policies and practices to
guide their interactions with the citizens they serve.

How officers define their role will set the tone

for the community. As Plato wrote, "ln a republlc

that honors the core of democracy-the great-

est amount of power is glven to those called

Guardians. Only those with the most impeccable

character are chosen to bear the responsibility of

protectin g the democracyl'

Law enforcement cannot build community trust

if it is seen as an occupylng force coming in from

outside to rule and control the communìty.

As task force member Susan Rahr wrote,

ln 2012, we began asking the question,"Why are we

training pol¡ce officers like soldiers?"Although police

officers wear uniforms and carry weapons, the similarity

ends there The missions and rules of engagement

are completely different The soldier's mission is that

ofa wanior: to conquerThe rules ofengagement are

decided before the battle.The police officer's mission is

that ofa guardian: to protect The rules ofengagement

evolve as the incident unfolds. Soldiers must follow

orders Police officers must make independent

decisions Soldlers come into communìt¡es as an

outside, occupying force, Guardians are members of

the community, protecting from withìnrs

There's an old saying, "Organizational culture

eats policy for lunch.'Any law enforcement

1 5 Sue Rahr, "Transforming the [ulture of Policinq from Waniors to 6u¿rdi¿ns

in Wash i ngto n Statel' lntenût¡lnl\ Atsl(iztiln of Dirertors of Low [nforcentent

Standords and lroining Newluter )5, no.4 (201 4): l-4; see ¿lso 5ue R¿hr ¿nd

5lephen K Rice, "From Waniors to Gu¿rdi¿ns; Re(ommitting Americ¿n Police

(ulture to Democr¿tic ldeals," New Perspectives in Polkinq Bulletin (Washington,

D(: N¿tion¿l Infitute ofJustice, 201 5), N[J 248654, htto://wwwhß h¿rv¿rd edLr/
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organization can m¿ke great rules and policies

that emphasize the guardian role, but if policÍes

conflict with the existing culture, they will not be

institutionalìzed and behavior wìll not change. ln

police work, the vast majority of an officer's work is

done independently outside the immediate over-

sight of a supervisor. But consistent enforcement

of rules that conflict with a military-style culture,

where obedience to the chain of command is the

norm, is nearly impossible. Behavior is more likely

to conform to culture than rules.

The culture of policing is also important to the

proper exercise of officer discretion and use of
authority, as task force memberTracey Meares has

written.r6The values and ethics of the agency will

guide officers in their declsion-making process;

they cannot simply rely on rules and policy to act

in encounters with the public. Good pollcing is

more than just complying with the law. Some-

times actions are perfectly perm¡tted by policy,

but that does not always mean an officer should

take those actions. Adopting procedural justice

as the guiding principle for internal and external

policìes and practices can be the underpinning

of a change in culture and should contribute to

building trust and confidence in the community

1. 2 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should acknowledge the role of
policing in past and present injustice and

discrimination and how it is a hurdle to the
promotion of community trust.

At one listening session, a panel of police chiefs

descrÌbed what they had been doing in recent

years to recognize and own their history and to

change the culture within both their police forces

and their commun¡t¡es.

16. TraayL.lr4eares,"RightfulPolicingiilewPeßpe(tivesinPlli(ingBulletin

(washingron, D(. Narional lnsrirure ofJusria, 20']5), NtJ 24841 1,

htto://wwwhks.h¿rv¿rd.edukontenr/download/i4084/1 6/931 3/

version/4/fi le/RiqhtfulPolirino.odf.

Baltimore Police Commissioner Anthony Batts

descrlbed the process in his city:

The process started with the commissioning of a

study to evaluate the police department and the

community\ views of the agency . . The review

uncovered broken policies, outdated procedures,

outmoded technology, and operating norms that

put officers at odds with the community they are

meant to serve. lt was clear that dramatic and

dynamic change was needed.r/

Ultimately, the Baltimore police created the

Professional Sta nda rds and Accou nta bil ity Bu reau,

tasked wìth rooting out corruption, holding offi-

cers accountable, and implementrng national best

practices for polices and training. New department

heads were appointed and a use of force revìew

structure based on the Las Vegas model was

implemented. "These were critical infrastructure

changes centered on the need to improve the in-

ternal systems that would build accountability and

transparency, inside and outside the organìzationj'

noted Commissioner Batts.rs

1.2- I AcrIoN ITEM: The U.S. Departmentof

Justice should develop and disseminate case studies

that provide examples where past injustices were

publicly acknowledged by law enforcement agen-

cies in a mannerto help build commun¡tytrust.

1 3 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should establish a culture of
transparency and accountability in order to
build public trust and legitimacy. This will help

ensure decision making is understood and in

accord with stated policy.

17 Listening Sesion on [ommunity Poliiing and (rime Reduclion: Building

[ornmunity Policing 0rg¿nizati0ns (oral testimony ofAnthony Batts, rommissioner,

Baltimore Police Department, for the President's l¿sk Force on 21 ç [entury Policinq,

Phoenix, Al, Febru¿ry 13, 2015)

1 B, lbid
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1 .3. I AcrIoN ITEM: To embrace a culture of

transparency, law enforcement agencies should

make all department policies available for public

review and regularly post on the department's

website informatíon about stops, summonsesr ar-

rests, reported crime, and other law enforcement

data aggregated by demographics.

with citizens and the media swiftly, openly,

and neutrally, respecting areas where the law

requires confi dentiality.

One way to promote neutrality is to ensure that

agencìes and their members do not release back-

ground information on involved partìes. While a

great deal of information ìs often publìcly avail-

able, this information should not be proactively

distributed by law enforcernent.
1.3.2 AcrloN ITEM: When serious incidents

occur, including those involving alleged police

misconduct, agencies should communicate

Figure 2. Community members'confidence in their police officers

How much confidence do you have in police officers in your commun¡ty.

JUST SOME /VERY LITTLE

to do a good job of enforcing the law?

A GREAT DEAL / FAIR AMOUNT

HÍspanic

Bl¿ck

White

to not use excessive force on suspects?

Hispanic

Black

Whíte

to treat Hispanics and Whítes equally?

Hispanic

Black

White

to treat Blacks and Whites equally?

Hispanic

Bl ack

White

Nole:5urveyconductedAuqust20-24,20l4Voluntaryresponsesof"None"and"Don'tknow/Refused'notshown BlacksandWhitesincludeonlynon-Hispanics.

Hìspanics are ofany race

Source: Jens M¿nuel Krogstad,'Latino [onfdence in Loc¿l Police Lower th¿n ¿mong Whites," Pew Research Centeç August 2B, 201 4,

r J'lL

ìt,()r

j( )t)4
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I .4 RECoMMENDATION; Law enforcement

agencies should promote legitimacy internally
within the organization by applying the
principles of procedural justice,

Organizational culture created through employee

interaction with management can be linked to

officers'interaction with citizens. When an agency

creates an environment that promotes lnternal

proceduraljustice, it encourages its officers to

demonstrate external procedural justice. And just

as employees are more likely to take dlrection

from management when they believe manage-

ment's authority is legitimate, citizens are more

likely to cooperate with the police when they

believe the officers'authority is legitimate

lnternal proceduraljustice begins with the clear

articulation of organizational core values and

the transparent creation and falr application

of an organizations policies, protocols, and

decision-maklng processes lf the workforce is

act¡vely involved in policy development, workers

are more likely to use these same principles of
external procedural justice in their interactions

with the community. Even though the approach

to implementlng procedural justice is'top downi
the method should include all employees to best

reach a shared visìon and mission. Research shows

that agencies should also use tools that encour-

age employee and supervlsor collaboration ¿nd

foster stron g relationsh ips between su pervisors

and employees A more effective agency will result

from a real partnership between the chief and the

staff and a shared approach to public safety.le

I 4 I AcrloN ITEM: lnordertoachieve
internal legitimacy, law enforcement agen-

cies should involve employees in the process

of developing policies and procedures.

19 llm Rìch¿rdson (senior legislative liaison, Fr¿tern¿l 0rder olPolice), in

d¡s(ussi0n with Ajirn¿ 0laghere (research assÍst¿nt, (0P5 0ffice, W¿shington, Dt),

0rtober 20.14

For example, internal department surveys should

ask officers what they think of policing strategies

in terms of enhancing or hurtlng their abilìty to

connect with the publlc Sometimes the lead-

ership is out of step with their rank and file, and

a survey like this can be a diagnostic tool-a
benchmark aga¡nst which leadership can measure

its effectiveness and ability to create a work envi-

ronment where officers feel safe to discuss their

feelings about certain aspects of the job.

1.4.2 Ac-tloN ITEM: Lawenforcementagency

leadership should examine opportunities to incor-

porate proceduraljustice into the internal discipline

process, placing additional importance on values

adherence rather than adherence to rules. Union

leadership should be partners in this process.

1.5 RECOMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agencies should proactively promote public

trust by initiating positive nonenforcement

activities to engage communities that
typically have high rates of investigative and

enforcement involvement with government

agencies.

ln communities that have high numbers of inter-

actions with authorities for a variety of reasons,

police should actively create opportunities for

interactions that are posÌtive and not related to

investigation or enforcement action. Witness

Laura Murphy, for example, pointed out that when

law enforcement targets people of color for the

isolated actions of a few, it tags an entire com-

munity as lawless when in actuality 95 percent

are law abiding.'7oThis becomes a self-reinforcing

concept. Another witness, Carmen Perez, provided

an example of police engaging with citizens in

another way:

20 Listening Sesion on Building Trust and Legitim¿cy (0r¿l test¡mony 0f L¿ur¿

lVlur phy to the Presidents Task Force on 2l ç (entury Policing, Wæhington, D(,

lanuary 11,2015)
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PILLAR 1. BUILDING TRUST & LEGITIMACY

ln the community lwhereJ I grew up in southern

Calìfornia, Oxnard, we had the Police Athletic League

A lot of officers in our communities would volunteer

and coach at the police activities league. That

became our alternative from violence, from gangs

and things like that.That allows for police officers

to really build and provide a space to build trusting

relationships. No longer was that such and such over

there but it was Coach Flores or Coach Brown.2r

ln recent years, agencies across the county have

begun to institutionalize community trust building

endeavors.They have done this through programs

such as Coffee with a Cop (and SweetTea with the

Chief), Cops and Clergy, Citizens on Patrol Mobile,

Students Talking lt Over with Police, and the West

Side Story Project Joint community and law dia-

logues and truth telling, as well as community and

law enforcement training in proceduraljustice and

bìas, are also occurring nationally. Some agencies

are even using training, dialogues, and workshops

to take steps towards racial reconciliatìon.

Agencìes engaging in these eflorts to build re-

lationships often experience benefi cial results.22

Communities are often more willing to assist law

enforcement when agencies need help during in-

vestigations And when critical incidents occur, those

agencies already have key allies who can help with

information messaging and m¡tigating challenges.

1.5. I AcrIoN ITEM: ln ordertoachieve

external legitimacy, law enforcement agencies

should involve the community in the process of de-

veloping and evaluating policies and procedures.

21 Lìsleninq Sesion on Building lrust and Legitim¿cy-Community

Representatives: Building [ommunity Polking 0rqanizations (oral testimony of

(¿rmen Perez, executive director,-lhe Gathering for Justice, for the Presidentl Task

F0rce 0n 21st [entury Policing, Washington, D(, January 1 3, 201 5)

22 (onst¿nce Rice and Suçn K Lee, Relotionship Bosed Polkinq: Arhkvinq

slfely ¡n Wntts lLos Angeles: The Advancement Project Febru¿ry 20 1 5),

1.5.2 AcrIoN ITEM: Lawenforcement agen-

cíes should institute residency incentive programs

such as Resident Officer Programs.

Resident Officer Programs are arrangements

where law enforcement officers are provided

housing in public housing neighborhoods as

long as they fulfill public safety duties within

the neighborhood that have been agreed to

between the housÌng authority and the law

enforcement agency.

1.5.3 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should create opportunities in schools and

communities for positive nonenforcement interac-

tions with police. Agencies should also publicize

the beneficial outcomes and images of positive,

trust-building partnerships and initiatives,

For example, Michael Reynolds, a member of the

Youth and Law Enforcement panel at the Llstening

Session on Community Policing and Crime Reduc-

tion, told the moving story of a police officer who

saw him shivering on the street when he was six

years old, took him to a store, and bought him a

coat. Despite many negative encounters w¡th po-

lice since then, the decency and kindness of that

officer continue to favorably impact Mr. Reynolds'

feelings towards the police.23

1.5.4 AcrIoN ITEM: Use of physical control

equipment and techniques against vulnerable

populations-including children, elderly persons/

pregnant women, people with physical and men-

tal disabilities, limited English proficiency, and

others-can undermine public trust and should

be used as a last resort. Law enforcement agencies

)3 Lislening Session on (ommunlty Policing and Crime Reduction: Youth ¿nd

L¿w En [o¡cement (or¿l testimony of l\4ichael Reynolds, co-president, Youth Power

Movemenl, forlhe President\T¿sk Force on 2lst [entury Policinq, Phoenix, AZ,

February 11,2015),
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should carefully consíder and review their policies

towards these populations and adopt policies if
none are in place.

1.6 RECOMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agencies should consider the potential

damage to public trust when implementing
crime fi ghting strategies.

Crime reduction is not self-justi!ing. Overly

aggressive law enforcement strateg¡es can poten-

tially harm communities and do lasting damage to

public trust, as numerous witnesses over multiple

listening sessions observed

1.6.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Research conducted

to evaluate the effectiveness of crime fighting

strategies should specifically look at the potential

for collateral damage of any given strategy on

community trust and legitimacy.

l. 7 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should track the level of trust in
police by their communitíes just as they
measure changes in crime. Annual community
surveys, ideally standardized across

jurisdictions and with accepted sampling
protocols, can measure how policing in that
community affects public trust.

Trust ìn institutìons can only be achieved if the

public can verifu what they are being told about

a product or service, who is responsible for the

quality of the product or service, and what will be

done to correct any problems.To operate effec-

tively, law enforcement agencies must maintain

publlc trust by having a transparent, credlble

system of accountabil ity.

Agencies should partner with local universities

to conduct surveys by ZIP code, for example, to

measure the effectiveness of specifrc pollcing

strategies, assess any negative impact they have

on a communitys view of police, and gain the

community's input.

I.7 .I Ac-rroN ITEM: The Federal Gov-

ernment should develop survey tools and

instructions for use of such a model to prevent

local departments from incurring the expense and

to allow for consistency across jurisdictions.

A model such as the National lnstitute of
J ustice-fu nded Nationa I Pol ice Research Platform

could be developed and deployed to conduct

such surveys This platform seeks to advance the

science and practice of policing ìn the United

States by introducing a new system of measure-

ment and feedback that captures organizational

excellence both inside and outside the walls of

the agency.The platform is managed by a team

of leadìng police scholars from seven universi-

ties supported by the operational expertise of a

respected national advisory board

1.8 RECoMMENDATION : Law enforcement

agencies should strive to create a workforce

that contains a broad range of diversity
including race, gender, language, life

experience, and cultural background to
improve understanding and effectiveness in

dealing with all communities.

Many agencies have long appreciated the critlcal

importance of hiring officers who reflect the

communitìes they serve and also have a hlgh

level of procedural justice competency. Achieving

diversity in entry level recruiting is lmportant,

but achieving systematic and comprehensive

diversification throughout each segment of the

16



PILLAR 'I . BUILDING TRUsT & LEGITIMACY

Task force members, along with Executive Director Ronald L Davis, listen to testimony, Washington, D [ , February 23, 201 5 PH0T0: BR.INDoN TRAI\4EI

department is the ultimate goal lt is also import-

ant to recognize that diversity means not only

race and gender but also the genuine diversity

of identity, experience, and background that has

been found to help improve the culture of police

departments and build greater trust and legitÌma-

cy with all segments of the population.

A critlcal factor in managing bias is seeking

candidates who are likely to police ln an unbiased

manner.2a Since people are |ess likely to have biases

against groups with which they have had posìtive

experìences, police departments should seek can-

didates who have had positive interactions wlth

people of various cultures and backgrounds.25

1.8. I AcrloN I'I'EM: The Federal Government

should create a Law Enforcement Diversity lnitiative

designed to help communities diversify law en-

forcement departments to reflect the demographics

of the community.

1.8.2 AcrIoN ITEM: The department

overseeing this initiative should help localities

learn best practices for recruitment, training,

and outreach to improve the diversity as well as

the cultural and linguistic responsiveness of law

enforcement agencíes.

National and local affinity police organizations

could be formally included in this effort.This

program should also evaluate and assess diversity

among law enforcement agencies around the

country and issue public reports on national trends.

1.8.3 AcrIoN ITEM: Successful lawen-

forcement agencies should be highlighted and

celebrated and those with less diversity should be

offered technical assistance to facilitate change.

Law enforcement agencies must be continuously

creative with recruitment efforts and employ the

public, business, and civìc communities to help.

24 Lorie Fridell,"R¿cÞlly Biased Polking:lhe Law En[or(ement Response to the

lmpliritBlack-[rineAssoriationi'in,.oriolDivirle RociolandEthnkBiasinthe

Crinind )ustrce System, eds Mkh¿el J Lynch, E. Britt Patterson, ¿nd Krifin¿ K

(hilds (l\4onsey, NY: Criminal Jufke Ptes,2008),51

25 lbid , 51 52

1.8.4 AcrIoN ITEM: Discretionaryfederal

funding for law enforcement programs could be influ-

enced by that department! efforts to improve their

diversity and cultural and linguistic responsíveness,
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1.8.5 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should be encouraged to explore more

flexible stafñng models.

As is common in the nursing professlon, offering

flexible schedules can help officers achieve better

work-life balance that attracts candidates and

encourages retention, particularly for officers with

sole responsibility for the care of family members.

1. 9 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should build relationships based

on trust with immigrant communities. This is

central to overall public safety.

lmmigrants often fear approaching police offi-

cers when they are victims of and witnesses to

crimes and when local police are entangled with

federal immigration enforcement. At all levels of
government, it is important that laws, policies,

and practices not hinder the ability of local law

enforcement to build the strong relationships nec-

essary to public safety and community well-being.

It is the view of this task force that whenever possi-

ble, state and local law enforcement should not be

involved in immigratlon enforcement.

1.9.I AcrIoN ITEM: Decouplefederal immi-

gration enforcement from routine local policing

for civil enforcement and nonserious crime.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security should

terminate the use of the state and local criminal

justice system, includìng through detention,

notification, and transfer requests, to enforce civil

immigration laws against civil and nonserlous

criminal offenders.26

26 Listeninq 5esion on Buildìng Trust and Leqitim¿cy: [ÌvÌl Riqhtsitivil Líberries

(oral testìmony of Maria Ieresa Kumar, president and (E0, Voto L¿tin0, l0r the

President3 Task Force on 2 if [entury Poli(ing, Wæhington, D(, lanuary 13,2015)

ln 201 1, the Major cities ch¡efs Association

recommended nine points to Congress and the

President on this issue, noting that"immigration

is a federal policy issue between the U.S. gov-

ernment and other countries, not Iocal or state

entities and other countries. Any immigration

enforcement laws or practices should be national-

ly based, consistent, and federally fundedi'27

1.9.2 AcrtoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should ensure reasonable and equitable

language access for all persons who have encounters

with police or who enter the críminaljustice system.28

1.9.3 AcTroN ITEM: The U.S. Department

of Justice should not include civil immigration

information in the FBI's National Crime lnforma-

tion Center database.2e

The National Crime lnformation Center (NCIC)

database ¡s an electronic clearinghouse that law

enforcement officers can access in the field. lt

contains data submitted by agencies across the

country aimed at helping officers identif,T people,

property, and criminal histories. At one time, NCIC

also included civil immigration detainers (nonman-

datory temporary hold requests issued by a federal

immigration officer), although the FBI has indicated

that the practice of accepting this information was

discontinued and that the information does not

currently exist ln the database.The U.S. Department

of Justice should ensure that this remains the case.

2/ "l\¡¿j0rtitiesChiefsAsoci¿tionlmmigr¿tionP0siti0n0ctober20l1i'æcesed

February 26, 201 5, htto://m¿jqrcitieschiefs.com/pdf/newlimmior¿tion

oositionl1281 l.pdI

28 Listening Sesion on Buildinq lrust and Legilim¿cy (written testimony of

Nicholas Turnet president ¿nd director, Ver¿ lnstitute ofJuslice, for the President's

T¿sk Force on 21 sl [enlury Policing, Washington, D(, Janu¿ry 1 3, 201 5)

29 Listening Sessi0n 0n [0mmunity P0licing ¿nd [r¡me Redu(t¡on (wrilten

testimony ofjavierValdes, executive direclor, lr/ake the Ro¿d NewYork, for the

PresidenfsT¿sk Force on 21st fentury Policing, Phoenix, AZ, Febru¿ry 13-14, 2015)
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PILLAR 2. POLICY & OVERSIGHT
Citizens have a constitutional right to freedom of expression, including the

right to peacefully demonstrate.

The issues addressed in the first pillar of this report,

building trust and legit¡macy between law enforce-

ment agencles and the communities they serve,

underlle all questions of Iaw enforcement policy

and community oversight. lf police are to carry

out their responsibilities according to established

policies, these policies must be reflective of
community values and not lead to practices that

result in disparate impacts on various segments

of the community.They also need to be clearly

articulated to the community and implemented

transparently so police wìll have credibility with

residents ¿nd the people can have faith that their

guardians are always acting in their best interests,

Paramount among the policies of law enforcement

organizations are those controlling use of force.

Not only should there be policies for deadly and

nondeadly uses of force but a clearly stated "sanc-

tity of life" philosophy must also be in the forefront

of every officers mind.This way of thinking should

be accompanied by rigorous practical ongoing

training in an atmosphere of nonjudgmental and

safe sharlng of views with fellow officers about

how they behaved in use of force situations. At

one listening session, Geoffrey Alpert described

Offi ce r-Created -leopa rdy Tra i n i n g, i n wh ich offi cers

who had been in s¡tuations where mistakes were

made or force was used came to explain their

decision making to other officers. Some explained

what they did right and how potentially violent

situations were resolved without vìolence. Other

officers told what they did wrong, why they made

mistakes, what information was missing or misin-

terpreted, and how they could have improved their

behavior and response to suspects 30

Data collection, supervision, and accountability

are also part of a comprehensive systemic ap-

proach to keeping everyone safe and protecting

the rights of all involved during police encounters.

Members of the Division of Policing of the Ameri-

can Society of Criminology recently wrote,"While

the United States presently employs a broad

array of soclal and economjc indicators in order

to gauge the overall'health'of the nation, it has a

much more limited set of indicators concerning

the behavior of the police and the quality of
law enforcementl'31

That body noted that Section 210402 of the

Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of

1 994 requires the U.S. Attorney General to "acquire

data about the use ofexcessive force by law

enforcement officers" and to "publish an annual

summary of the data acquired under this sectionl'32

But the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) has never

been allocated the funds necessary to undertake

the serious and sustained program of research and

development to fulfill this mandate. Expanded

research and data collection are also necessary

to knowing what works and what does not work,

which policing practices are effective and which

30 Listening Sess¡on on Policy and Oversight: Use of Force Research ¿nd Policies

(oral testimony ofGeoffrey Alpert, professor, lJniversity of5outh (arolin¿, forthe

PresidenfsTask Force on 2'lf (entury Policing, [incinnai, 0H, January 30, 2015),

Jl "Recommend¿lions to the President'sl¿sk torce on 21st Century Polkingi

Listeninq 5ession 0nTrainìng and Education (written lesrim0ny 0fAnthony Braga

et al., Ad Hoc [ommittee to the Presidentt Iask Force on 21st [entury Policing,

Division ofPolicing, American Society of[riminology, February l3-'14,2015),

12. lbid
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ones have unintended consequences. Greater

acceptance of the Federal Bureau of lnvestìgations

(FBl) National lncident-Based Reporting

System could also benefit policing practice

and research endeavors.

Mass demonstrations, for example, are occasions

where evidence-based practices successfully ap-

plied can make the difference between a peaceful

demonstration and a riot Citizens have a consti-

tutional right to freedom of expression, including

the right to peacefully demonstrate. There are

strong examples of proactive and positive com-

munication and engagement strategies that can

protect constitutional rights of demonstrators and

the safety of citizens and the police 33

2. 1 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should collaborate with community

members to develop policies and strategies

in communities and neíghborhoods

disproportionately affected by crime for
deploying resources that aim to reduce crime

by improving relationships, greater community

engagement, and cooperation.

Angeles Police Department (LAPD) described the

LAPD's Community Safety Partnership, in which

officers engage the community and build trust

where it is needed most, in the public housing

projects in Watts The department has assigned 45

officers to serve for five years at three housÌng proj-

ects in Watts and at an additional housing project

in East Los Angeles.Through a partnership wìth the

Advancement Project and the Housing Authority

of the City of Los Angeles, the program involves

officers going into the housing developments with

the intent nof to make arrests but to create part-

nerships, create relationships, hear the community,

and see what they need-and then work together

to make those things happen.3a The work in Watts

has been documented in an Advancement Project

report presented to the task force 35

2.1.1 AcrIoN ITEM: The Federal

Government should incentivize this collaboration

through a variety of pÍograms that focus on public

health, education, mental health, and other

programs not traditionally part of the criminal

justice system.

The development of a service model process that

focuses on the root causes of crime should include

the community members themselves because

what works in one neighborhood might not be

equally successful in every other one. Larger de-

partments could commit resources and personnel

to areas of high poverty, limited services, and at-rìsk

or vulnerable populations through creating priority

units w¡th specialized training and added status

and pay. Chief Charlie Beck of the Los

33 Listeninq 5ession on Policy and Oversight: Mass Demonslrations (oral

lestimony ofGany lvlcCarthy, chief ofpolice, Chicago Police Department, for the

President\ T¿sk Force on 21st (entury Polking, (incinnati, 0H, J¿nuary i1, 201 5);

Lísteninq 5esion on Pol icy and Oversight: lvlass Demonstràti0ns (0r¿l testimony of

Rodney Monroe, chiefofpolice, (harlotte l\4ecklenberg [N[] Police Department, for

the President'sI¿sk Force 0n 2lstCentury P0licing, tincinnati,0H, January 30,2015)

2. 2 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should have comprehensive policies

on the use of force that include training,
ínvestigations, prosecutions, data collection,

and information sharing. These policies must

be clear, concise, and openly available for
public inspection.

2.2,1 AcrtoN ITEtvt: Law enforcement

agency policies for training on use of force should

emphasize de-escalation and alternatives to arrest

or summons in situations where appropriate.

34 Listening Session on Policy and Oversigh't: (iv¡llan Oveß¡qht (oral testimony

of th¿rlie Beck, chiet, Los Angeles Police Dep¿rtment, for the President's T¿sk Force

on 21sl [entury Polìcing, (incinnati, 0H, Janu¿ry 30, 2015)

15. Rice ¿nd Lee,Relationship-Bosed Pllking (seenorc22J
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As ChuckWexler noted in his testimony,

ln traditional police culture, officers are taught never

to back down from a confrontation, but instead to

run toword the dangerous situation that everyone

else is running away from. However, sometimes the

best tactic for dealing with a minor confrontation

ís to step back, call for assistance, de-escalate, and

perhaps plan a different enforcement action that can

be taken more safely later.36

Policies should also include, at a minimum, annual

training that includes shoot/don't shoot scenarios

and the use of less than lethal technologies.

a law enforcement agency that employs a

law enforcement officer involved in the officer-

involved deathi'37 Furthermore, in order to es-

tablish and maintain Ìnternal legitimacy and

procedural justice, these investigations should

be performed by law enforcement agencies with

adequate training, knowledge, and experience

investigating police use of force.

2.2.3 ActloN ITEM: The task force encour-

ages policies that mandate the use of external and

independent prosecutors in cases of police use of

force resulting in death, officer-involved shootings

resulting in injury or death, or in-custody deaths.

2.2.2 Ac'rtoN ITEM;These policies should

also mandate external and independent crimínal

investigations in cases of police use of force result-

ing in death, officer-involved shootings resulting

in injury or death, or in-custody deaths.

One way this can be accomplished is by the

creation of multi-agency force investigation task

forces comprising state and local investigators.

Other ways to structure this investigative process

include referring to neighboring jurisdtctions or to

the next higher levels of government (many small-

er departments may already have state agencies

handle investigations), but in order to restore and

maintain trust, this independence is crucial.

ln written testimony to the task force, James

Palmer of the Wisconsin Professional Police Asso-

ciation offered an example in that states statutes

requiring that agency written policies "require an

investigatlon that is conducted by at least two

investigators . . . neither of whom is employed by

36 Listening Session on Policy and 0venight: lJse ofForce lnvestig¿Î¡ons and

Oversight (or¿l test¡mony 0f(htlck Wexler, exe(utive direrl0r, Police Executive

Rese¿rch Forum, for the PresidentSl¿sk Force on 21f (entury Policing, (rncinnali,

0H, J¿nuary 10,2015)

Strong systems and policies that encourage use

of an independent prosecutor for reviewing

police uses of force and for prosecution in cases of

inappropriate deadly force and in-custody death

will demonstrate the transparency to the public

that can lead to mutual trust between community

and law enforcement.

2.2.4 AcrroN ITEM: Policieson useof force

should also require agencies to collect, maintain,

and report data to the Federal Government on

all officer-involved shootings, whether fatal or

nonfatal, as well as any in-custody death.

ln-custody deaths are not only deaths ìn a prison

or jail but also deaths that occur in the process

ofan arrest.The Bureau ofJustice Statistics (BJS)

implemented the Arrest Related Deaths data

collection in 2003 as part of requirements set forth

in the Deaths in Custody Reporting Act of

37 Listening Sesion on Policy and Oversight (writlen testimony of James

P¿lmer, execuÌive direclor, Wisconsin Profession¿l Police Associ¿tion, for the

President'slask Force on 21st (entury Policing, [incinnati, 0H, January 30-31,

201s)
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2000 and reenacted in2014. Although states

receivìng grants under the Edward Byrne Memorial

Justice Assistance Grant Program are required to

provide this data to B.iS, the Arrest Related Deaths

data collection is a voluntary reporting program

for law enforcement agencies. Access to this data

is important to gain a national picture of police use

of force as well as to ìncentivize the systematic and

transparent collection and analysis of use of force

incident data at the local level. The agency-

reported data should include information on the

circumstances of the use of force, as well as the

race, gender, and age ofthe decedents. Agency

data should be reported to the U 5. Department of
Justice through the FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting

System or an expansion of collections managed

by the BJS

2.2.5 AcrroN ITEM: Policies on use of force

should clearly state what types of information

will be released, when, and in what situation, to

maintain transparency,

This should also include procedures on the release

of a summary statement regarding the circum-

stances of the incident by the department as soon

as possible and within 24 hours.The intent of this

directlve should be to share as much information

as possible without compromising the integrity of

the investigation or anyone's rights.

2.2.6 AcrroN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should establish a Serious lncident Review

Board comprising sworn staff and community

members to review cases involving officer-

involved shootings and other serious incidents

that have the potential to damage community

trust or confidence in the agency.The purpose of
this board should be to identify any administra-

tive, supervisory, training, tactical, or policy issues

that need to be addressed.

2.3 RECOMMENDATION: Law

enforcement agencies are encouraged to

implement nonpunitive peer review of
critical incidents separate from criminal

and administrative investigations.

These reviews, sometimes known as "near miss"

or "sentinel event" reviews, focus on the improve-

ment of practices and policy. Such reviews already

exìst in medicine, aviation, and other industries.

Accordlng to the National lnstitute of -iustice (NlJ),

a sentinel event in criminaljustice would include

wrongful convictions but also "near miss" acquit-

tals and dismissals of cases that at earlier points

seemed solid; cold cases that stayed cold too long;

wrongful releases of dangerous or factually guilty

criminals or of vulnerable arrestees with mental

disabilìties; and failures to prevent domestic

violence within at-risk families.

Sentinel events can include episodes that are

within pollcy but disastrous in terms of commu-

nity relations, whether or not everyone agrees

that the event should be classified as an error. ln

fact, anything that stakeholders agree can cause

widespread or vlral attentlon could be considered

a sentinel event.38

What dlstinguishes sentinel event reviews from

other kinds of internal investigations of apparent

errors is that they are nonadversarial. As task force

member Sean Smoot has written,

For sentinel event reviews to be effective and

practical, they must be cooperative efforts that

afford the types of protections provided in the

medical context, where state and federal laws

protect the privacy of participants and prevent the

disclosure of information to anyone outside of the

sentinel event review Unless the sentinel event

3B James M Doyle,"Learning fom Enor in the Criminal lusti(e system: sentinel

Event Reviewsi'Mendrn g Justice: Sentinel Event,leyieø (5peci¿l Report from the

N¿ti0n¿l lnstitute of lusrìce, 5eptember 201 4): 3-20
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process is honest and trustworthy, with adequate

legal protections-including use immun¡ty,

privacy, confi dentiality, and nondisclosu re, for

example-police omcers, who have the very best

informatlon about how things really work and what

really happened, will not be motivated to fully

participate.The sentinel event review approach will

have a better chance ofsuccess ifdepartments can

abandon the process of adversarial/punitive-based

discipl ine, adopting instead "ed ucation-based"

disciplinary procedures and policies.re

2.4 RECOMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agenc¡es are encouraged to adopt
identifi cation procedures that implement

scientifi cally supported practices that
eliminate or minimize presenter bias

or influence.

A recent study by the National Academy of

Sciences, ldentifying the Culprit: Assessing Eyewitness

ldentification, studied the important role played

by eyewitnesses in criminal cases, noting that

research on factors affecting the accuracy of

eyewìtness identification procedures has gÌven an

increasingly clear picture of how identifications are

made and, more important, an improved under-

standing of the limits on vision and memory that

can lead to failure of identification.a0 Many factors,

including external conditions and the witnesss

emotional state and biases, influence what a

witness sees or thinks she sees. Memories can

be forgotten, reconstructed, updated, and

distorted. Meanwhile, policies governing law

enforcement procedures for conducting and

recording identifications are not standard, and

policies and practices to address the issue of

misidentifi cation vary widely

39 Sean Smoot "Punishment-B¿sed vs Education-Based DìsciplÌne: A

5rrrmounuble (h¿llenge.l"in Mending )ustice: Sentinel fvent Reviews (Special

Repon from the Nation¿l lnstitute ofJufire, 5eptember 2014): 4B-50

40. Samuel R Gros et ¿l , "Rate of F¿lse [onvirtion 0f [r¡minal Defendants who

¿re Sentenced to Death/'Proceedings ofthe National Academy ofSciences ofthe

united St¿tes ofAmer¡c¿ 1 1 1, no 20 (2014):1230-1235 htto://www,on¿s.org/

content/1 1 1 /20//230.full.odf+html
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2.5 RECOMMENDATION: All federal, state,

local, and tribal law enforcement agencies

should report and make available to the
public census data regarding the composition
of their departments including race, gender,

age, and other relevant demographic data.

While the BJS collects information orì many

aspects of police activities, there is no single data

collection instrument that yields the ìnformation

requested in this recommendation. Demographic

data should be collected and made avallable to

the public so communities can assess the diver-

sity of theìr departments and do so in a national

context This data will also be important to better

understand the impact of diversity on the func-

tioning of departments. Malik Aziz, National Chair

of the National Black Police Association (NBPA),

reminded the task force that the NBPA not only

urges all departments to meet the demographics

of the community in which they serve by main-

ta¡ning a plan of action to recrult and retain police

officers of color but also has called for the DOJ to

collect the annual demographÍc statistics from

the 18,000 police agencies across the natlon. "lt is

not enough to mandate diversityíhe stated,"but

it becomes necessary to diversiñ7 command ranks

in departments that have historically falled to de-

velop and/or promote qualified and credentialed

officers to executive and command ranksl'a'

41 Listening Session on Polky and Oversiqht: L¿w Enforcemenl[ulture and

Diversity (oral testimony of fulalik Aziz, chairm¿n, N¿lion¿l Black PoIce Asoci¿tion,

for the President'sT¿sk Force on 21sl [entury Policinq, [incinnati, 0H, lanuary 30,

201 5)

2.5.1 AcrIoN ITEM: The Bureau of Justice

Statistics should add additional demographic

questions to the Law Enforcement Management

and Administrative Statistics (LEMAS) survey in

order to meet the intent of this recommendation.

2.6 RECoMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agencies should be encouraged to collect,

maintain, and analyze demographic data

on all detentions (stops, frisks, searches,

summons, and arrests). This data should be

disaggregated by school and non-school

contacts.

The BJS periodically conducts the Pollce-Public

Contact Survey, a supplement to the National

Crime Victimization Survey. The most recent

survey, released in 2013, asked a nationally

representat¡ve sample of U.S. residents age 16

or older about experiences with police during

the prior 'l 2 months 42 But these surveys do not

reflect what is happening every day at the local

level when police interact with members of the

communìties they serve More research and tools

along the lines of Lorie Fridell's 2004 publication,

By the Numbers: A Guide for Analyzing Race Data

From Vehicle Stops-to hel p local agencies col lect

and analyze their data, understand the importance

of context to the analysis and reporting process,

and establish benchmarks resulting from their

findings-would improve understanding and lead

to evidence-based policies.

42 Lynn Langton and i\,4atthew Durose, Po lke Sehavior during hoffic ond Street

Stops, 201 l, Sperial Report (Washlngton, D[: 0ffice olJuçice Programs Bureau of

Juiti(e st¿tistics,2013), NC 242917, M¿tthew Durose and Lynn Lànqton,Reques[s

fot Police Assßtonrc,2úl l, 5peci¿l Report (W¿shington, D(: Office of Jufice

Programs Bureau of.luf¡(e 5t¿tistics, 2011), NCJ 242938.
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2.6.1 Ac-tfoN ITEM: The Federal Gov-

ernment could further incentivize universities

and other organizations to partner with police

departments to collect data and develop knowl-

edge about analysis and benchmarks as well as

to develop tools and templates that help depart-

ments manage data collection and analysis.

2. 7 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should create policies and

procedures for policing mass demonstrations

that employ a continuum of managed tactical

resources that are designed to minimize the

appearance of a military operation and avoid

using provocative tactícs and equipment that
undermine civílian trust.

Policies should emphasize protection of the First

Amendment rìghts of demonstrators and effective

ways of communicating with them Superin-

tendent Garry McCarthy of the Chicago Police

Department detailed hls police force training and

operatìons in advance of the 20,12 NATO Summit

at the heìght of the "Occupy" movement.The

department was determined not to turn what it

knew would be a mass demonstration into a riot

Police off cers refreshed "perishable" skilIs, such

as engaging ìn respectful conversations with

demonstrators, avoiding confrontation, and using

'þxtraction techniques" not only on the minority

of demonstrators who were behavlng unlawfully

(throwing rocks, etc.) but also on officers who

were becomìng visibly upset and at rÌsk of losing

their composure and professional demeanor,o3

43 Listeninq Sesion on Polky and Oversight (oral testimony ofGany lrtlc[arthy,

Ihicago Police Department, to the President\Task Force on 2']st [entury Policìng,

[incinn¿ti, 0H, January 30, 2015),

2.7 .l Ac-ttoN ITEM: Lawenforcement agen-

cy policies should address procedures

for implementing a layered response to mass

demonstrations that prioritize de-escalation

and a guardian mindset.

These policies could include plans to minimize

confrontation by using "soft |ook" uniforms, having

officers remove riot gear as soon as practical,

and maintalning open postures."When officers

line up ln a military format¡on while wearing full

protective gear, their visual appearance may have

a dramatìc influence on how the crowd perceìves

them and how the event endsl'4

2.7 .Z AcrroN I'IEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should create a mechanism for investigating

complaints and issuing sanctions regarding the

inappropriate use of equipment and tactics during

mass demonstrations.

There has been substantÌal media attention in

recent months surrounding the police use of

military equipment at events where members of

the public are exercising their First Amendment

rights. This has led to the creation of the Presi-

dent's Interagency Law Enforcement Equipment

Working Group.

That group has been tasked by the Executlve

Order 13688 of January 16,2015 with a number of

issues, including ensuring that law enforcement

agencies adopt organlzational and operational

practices and standards that prevent the misuse

or abuse of controlled equipment and ensuring

compliance with civil rights requirements resulting

from receipt of federalfinancial assistance.

44 Lifening Session on Policy and 0versiqht (written testimony ofEdward

l\4aguire, American University, for the Presidenr'sT¿sk Force on 2lst [entury

Policing, [incinnati, 0H, J¿nu¿ry 30, 2015)
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2.8 RECOMMENDATIoN: Some form
of civilian oversight of law enforcement is

important in order to strengthen trust with
the community. Every community should

define the appropriate form and structure
of civilian oversight to meet the needs of
that community.

Many, but not all, state and local agencies operate

with the oversight or input of civilian police boards

or commissions. Part of the process of assessing

the need and desire for new or additional civilian

oversight should include input from and collabora-

tlon with police employees because the people to

be overseen should be part of the process that will

oversee them.This guarantees that the principles

of ìnternal proceduraljustice are ìn place to benefit

both the police and the community they serve.

We must examìne civilian oversight in the com-

munities where it operates and determine which

models are successful in promoting police and

com m u nity u nderstanding. There a re im portant a r-

guments for having civilian oversight even though

we lack strong research evidence that it works.

Therefore we urge action on further research,

based on the guiding principle of proceduraljus-

tice, to find evidence-based practices to implement

successful civllian oversight mechanisms.

As noted by witness Brian Buchner at the Policy

and Oversight Listening Session on January 30,

Citizen review is not an advocate for the community

or for the police This impartiality allows oversight to

bring stakeholders together to work collaboratively

and proactively to help make policing more effective

and resporrsive to the community Civilian oversight

alone is not suff cient to gain legitimacy; without

it, however, it ¡s difficult, if not impossible, for the

polìce to maintain the public's trust a5

45 Listening Sesion on Policy and 0ver sight (0r¿l tef¡mony 0f Erian Buchnel

president, National Asociation for (ivili¿rr 0versight of Law Enforcement, lor the

PresidentSl¿sk Force on 21st [entury Policing, [incinnali, 0H, January 30, 2015)

2.8.1 AcrIoN ITEM: The U.5. Department of

Justice, through its research arm, the National ln-

stitute of Justice (NlJ), should expand its research

agenda to include civilian oversight.

NIJ recently announced its research priorities in

policing for tY 2015, which include such topics as

police use of force, body-worn cameras, and proce-

duraljustice. While proposals related to research on

police oversight might fit into several of these top-

ical areas, police oversight is not highllghted by NU

in any of them. NIJ should specifically invite research

ìnto civilian oversight and its impact on and relation-

ship to policing in one or more of these areas.

2..8.2 ACrroN ITEM: The U.5. Departmentof

Justice's Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COPS Office) should provide technical

assistance and collect best practices from existing

civilian oversight efforts and be prepared to help

cities create this structure, potentially with some

matching grants and funding.

2.9 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies and municipalities should refrain

from practices requiring officers to issue a

predetermined number of tickets, citations,

arrests, or summonses, or to initiate

investigative contacts with citizens for reasons

not d¡rectly related to improving public safety,

such as generating revenue.

Productivity expectations can be effective

performance management tools. But testimony

from Laura Murphy, Director of the Washington

Legislative Office of the American Civil Liberties

Union, identifies some of the negative effects

ofthese practices:

One only needs to paint a quick picture of the state

of policing to understand the dire need for reform

First, there are local and federal incentives that
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[o ch¿ir L¿urie Robinson ¿sks ¿ panelist ¿ questi0n, Phoenix, February 13, 2015

instigate arrests At the local evel, cities across the

country generate much oftheir revenue through

court frnes and fees, with those who can't pay

subject to arrest ¿nd jail time These debtors'prisons

are found in cities like Ferguson, where the number

of arrestwa[rants in 2013-33,000 exceeded its

population of 21,000, Most of the warrants were for

drrving violatÌons 16

2. LO RT1COMMFN DA-IION : LaW

enforcement officers should be required

to seek consent before a search and explain

that a person has the right to refuse consent

when there is no warrant or probable

cause. Furthermore, officers should ideally

obtain written acknowledgement that

they have sought consent to a search

in these circumstances.

46 L steninq Sesion on lrust and Leqilimacy (oral lestimony ol Laura lt/urphy,

directoroftheW¿shinqton Leqislative 0ffice, Americ¿¡ [ivil Libertres Union, lor

the President\ Task Force on 21st [entury Policing, t{ashinqton, D(, January 13,

2015); loseph Shapirc,"ln Ferquson, [ourt Fines ¿nd Fees Fuel Anger;"NPR com,

l¿st updated l1uqust 25,)014,hto I lwww.¡ar argl2014l18l251343143931 I
i¡ lergLson-court-fines-¿nd-lees-iLrel-¿¡qer; ln for A Penny [he Rße of

Ane¡tcu\ Del:tors'Prßonr (NewYork. Arnerican [ivrl Liberties Un 0n,2010),

htto://wwir¡.¿clLr.oro/fi lel¿ssets/lnForAPennv web,pdi
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2.l l RECoivrvrrrNDr\t'toN: Law

enforcement agencies should adopt policies

requiring officers to identify themselves

by their full name, rank, and command (as

applicable) and provide that information in

wríting to individuals they have stopped. ln

addition, policies should require officers to

state the reason for the stop and the reason

for the search if one is conducted.

2. t I.I Acl'tON I-l-Lrtvl: One exarnple of how

to do this is for law enforcement officers to carry

business cards containing their name, rank, com-

mand, and contact information thaT would enable

individuals to offer suggestions or commenda-

tions or to lile complaints with the appropriate

individual, offieeo or board.These cards would be

easily distributecl in all en{ounters.

2. I 2 RL]COI\I i\I EN D,,\ ì.ION : LaW

enforcement agencies should establish search

and seizure procedures related to LGBTQ and

transgender populations and adopt as policy

the recommendation from the President's
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Advisory Council on HIViAIDS (PACHA) to
cease using the possession of condoms as the
sole evidence of vice.

2. I3 RECoMMENDATION: Law

enforcement agencies should adopt and

enforce policies prohibiting profiling and

discrimination based on race, ethnicity,
national origin, religion, age, gender, gender

identity/expression, sexual orientation,
immigration status, disability, housing status,

occupation, or language fluency.

The task force heard from a number of witnesses

about the importance of protecting the safety and

dignity of all people Andrea Ritchie noted that

gender and sexuality-specific forms of racial profiling

and discriminatory policing linclude] Failure to

respect individuals'gender identity and expression

when addressÌng members of the public and

during arrest processing, searches, and placement

in police custodyaT

Invasive searches should never be used for the

sole purpose of determining gender identity, and

an individuals gender identity should be respect-

ed in lock-ups and holding cells to the extent that

the facility allows for gender segregation. And

witness Linda Sarsour spoke to how

an issue plaguing and deeply impacting Arab-

American and American Muslim communities across

the country is racial and religious profiling by local,

state, and federal law enforcement. We have learned

47 Listening Session on Traininq and Educalion (oral restimony ofAndrea Ritchie,

founder ofStreetwise and 5afe, lorthe President'sIask Force on 21f (entury

Policinq, Phoenix, AZ, February l4, 201 5).

through investigat¡ve reports, Freedom of lnformation

Act (FOIA) requests, and lawsuits that agencies target

communilies by religion and national origin a8

2.I3.I AcrroN ITEM: The Bureau of Justice

Statistics should add questions concerning

sexual harassment of and misconduct toward

community members, and in particular LGBTQ

and gender-nonconformíng people, by law

enforcement officers to the Police Public

Contact Survey.

2.I3.2 AcrIoN ITEM: The Centers for

Disease Control should add questions concerning

sexual harassment of and misconduct toward

community members, and in particular LGBTQ and

gender-nonconforming people, by law enforce-

ment offrcers to the National lntimate Partner and

5exual Violence Survey.

2.13.3 ACTION ITEM: The U.S. Department

of Justice should promote and disseminate

guidance to federal, state, and local law enforce-

ment agencies on documenting, preventing, and

addressing sexual harassment and misconduct by

local law enforcement agents, consistent with the

recommendations of the lnternational Association

of Chiefs of Police.ae

2.I4 RECOMMENDATION: ThC U.S.

Department of Justice, through the Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services and

Office of Justice Programs, should provide

technical assistance and incentive funding to
jurisdictions with small police agencies that
take steps towards shared services, regional

training, and consolidation.

48 Listen i ng Sesion on lra in ing and Educ¿tion (oraf tefimony of Linda Sarsou¡

Advocacy And [ivic Engagement coordinalor for lhe N¿lional Network for Ar¿b

Americ¿n [ommunities, lor the President's Task F0rie 0n 2 ] f (entury Policing,

Phoenix, Al, Febru¿ry 14,2015)

49 lÃQ, Addressing Sexuol )ffenses ond lvlßconduct by Law [nforcenent:

fxecutive Guide l\lexandri¿, VA: lntern¿tion¿l Association of thìefs of Police, 20i I ).
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Half of all law enforcement agencies in the United

States have fewer than ten officers, and nearly

three-quarters have fewer than 25 officers.5o Law-

rence Sherman noted in his testimony that"so many

problems of organizational quality control are made

worse by the tiny size of most local police agencies

. . . less than I percent of 17,985 U.S. police agencies

meet the English minimum of 1,000 employees or

morel'srThese small forces often lack the resources

for training and equipment accessìble to larger

departments and often are prevented by municipal

boundaries and local custom from combining

forces with neighboring agencies. Funding and

technical assistance can give smaller agencies the

incentive to share policies and practices and give

them access to a wider variety of training, equip-

ment, and communications technology than they

could acqulre on their own.

2. I 5 RECOMMENDATION: ThC U.S.

Department of Justice, through the Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services, should

partner with the lnternational Association

of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards

and Training (IADLEST) to expand its National

Decertification lndex to serve as the National

Register of Decertified Officers with the goal

of covering all agencies within the United

States and its territories.

The National Decertlfication lndex is an aggrega-

tion of information that allows hiring agencies to

identifu officers who have had their license or cer-

tification revoked for misconduct. lt was designed

as an answer to the problem "wherein a police

officer is discharged for improper conduct and

loses his/her certification in that state . . . [only to

relocatel to another state and hire on with another

police departmentl's2 Peace Officer Standards ¿nd

Table 1. Full-time state and local law enforcement employees, by size of agency, 2008

50 Bri¿n A Re¿ves, le¡rsur ofJ¡¿te ond Lorol Low Fnforcenent Agentks, 2008,

Bulletin (Washington, D[: Office ofJustke Programs Bureau ofJustlce Slatist¡(s,

201 1 ), NCJ 233982

51 Listening Sess¡on on the Future of[ommunity Poli(ing (oral testimony of

L¿wrence Sherm¿n, [ambridge university, forthe President'sTæk Force on 21sl

[entury Policlnq,Washington, DC, February 24, 2015).

52 "Nati0n¿l Decertifi c¿tion Index-FAQsi'¿ccessed Febru¿ry )1, )015,

https://www,i¿dleç.oro/Portall0/Files/NDl/FAO/ndi f¿o.html.

1,133,915

326¡ï9]

94,168

139i024

17 4,505

136J90

124,492

sfi,563:

32,493

11,498

2,585
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Training (POST) boards can record admlnistrative

actions taken against certified police and correc-

tional officers. Currently the criteria for reporting

an action on an officer is determined by each

POST independently, as is the granting of read-

only access to hiring departments to use as part

of their pre-hìre screening process. Expanding this

system to ensure national and standardized re-

porting would assist in ensuring that officers who

have lost their certification for misconduct are not

easily hired in otherlurisdictions. A national regis-

ter would effectively treat"police professionals the

way states'licensing laws treat other professionals

lf anything, the need for such a system is even

more important for law enforcement, as officers

have the power to make arrests, perform searches,

and use deadly forcel'51

53 Roger L Goldm¿n, "Polke 0fficer Decertifiration: Promoting Pofice

Prolession¿lism thr0ugh 5t¿te Licensinq and the National Decertific¿tion lndexi

Poltce (hief 81 (November 2014): 40-42, htto //wwwpolicechiefm¿o¿zine

id=112014

Üe:uttttê
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MEDIA
Implementingnew technologies can give police departments an

opportunity to fully engage and educate communities in a dialogue

ab out their exp e ct ati ons f o r tr ansp ar ency, ac c ountability, and prfu acy.

We live in a time when technology and lts many

uses are advancing far more quickly than are

policies and laws."Technology"available to law

enforcement today includes everything from

body-worn cameras (BWC) to unmanned aircraft to

social media and a myriad of products in between.

The use of technology can improve policing prac-

tices and build community trust and legitimacy,

but its implementation must be built on a defined

policy framework wìth its purposes and goals

clearly delineated lmplementing new technologies

can give police departments an opportunity to fully

engage and educate communities in a dialogue

about their expectations for transparency, account-

ability, and privacy. But technology changes quickly

in terms of new hardware, software, and other

opt¡ons. Law enforcement agencies and leaders

need to be able to identi[2, assess, and evaluate

new technology for adoption and do so in ways

that improve their effectiveness, efficiency, and

evolution without ìnfringing on individual rights.

Thus, despite (and because of) the centrality of

technology in policing, law enforcement agencies

face major challenges including determìnlng the

effects of implementing va rious tech nologies;

identlñ7ìng costs and benefits; examining unintend-

ed consequences; and exploring the best practices

by which technology can be evaluated, acquired,

maintalned, and managed. Addresslng these tech-

nology challenges by using research, accumulated

knowledge, and practical experiences can help

agencies reach their goals,so but law enforcement

agencies and personnel also need to recognize that

technology is only a tool for doing their jobs:jr-rst

because you have access to technology does not

necessarily mean you should always use ìt.5s

BWCs are a case in point. An increasing number of

law enforcement agencies are adopting BWC pro-

grams as a means to improve evidence collection,

to strengthen officer performance and account-

ability, and to enhance agency transparency By

documenting encounters between pollce and the

publìc, BWCs can also be used to investigate and

resolve complaints about offi cer-i nvolved i ncidents.

Jim Bueermann, retired chief of the Redlands

(California) Police Department and President of

the Pollce Foundation, told the task force about

a seminal piece of research that demonstrated a

positlve impact of BWCs in policing. The research-

ers used the gold standard of research models, a

randomized control trial, in which the people

54 Eliz¿beth Groff ¿n dlonMcEwen,ldentifyinq and Measurinq the Effuß

of lnfornotion [ethnologies on Low Enforcement Agemrcs: [he Moking )fficer

Redeploytnent FffertivePro4ram (Washingron, D(: 0ffi a of [ommunity 0riented

Polking 5ervires, 2008), htto://www.cops.usdoi.gov/Publìc¿tionleO80841 56llpdf;

[hristopher 5 Koper, Cynthi¿ Lum, J¿mes ] Willis, D¿niel J Woods, ¿nd Julie

Htbdon, Reolizing the Potentiol of[echnology in Policing: A Multt-Site Study ofthe

Sotiol,1rganizotionol, ond Behaviorol Aspects oflmplenenting Polke fechnoloqies

(Washington, D(: N¿tion¿l Institute of lusti(e, )0 I 5), http://(eb(p.0r0/w0-

55 lAtPTechnology Policy Fr¿mework (Alex¿ndri¿,VA: lntern¿lìon¿l Asoci¿lion

ofthiels of Police, 2014), htto://wwwthei¿cp.org/Port¿ls/0/documents/odfs/
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being studied are randomly assigned either to

a control group that does not receive the treat-

ment being studied or to a treatment group that

does.The results of this i 2-month study strongly

suggest that the use of BWCs by the police can

significantly reduce both officer use of force and

complaints against officers. The study found that

the officers wearing the cameras had87 5 percent

fewer incidents of use of force and 59 percent

fewer complaints than the officers not wearing

the cameras. One of the important findings of the

study was the impact BWCs might have on the

self-awareness of officers and citizens alike.

When police officers are acutely aware that their

behavior is being monitored (because they turn

on the cameras) and when ofllcers tell citizens

that the cameras are recording their behavior,

everyone behaves better.The results of this

study strongly suggest that this increase in self-

awareness contributes to more positive outcomes

in police-citizen interaction.s6

But other considerations make the issue of BWCs

more complex A2014 Police Executive Research

Forum (PERF) publication, funded by the Office of

Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Of-

fice), reporting on extensive research exploring the

policy and implementation questions surrounding

BWCs noted:

Although body-worn cameras can offer many

benefits, they also raise serious questions about how

technology is changing the relationship between

police and the community. Body-worn cameras

not only create concerns about the public's privacy

rights but also can affect how officers relate

to people in the community, the communityt

56 L¡stening Session on Technology and Social Media: Body (ameraçResearch

and Legal (onsiderations (oral testimony of.Jim Bueermann, president, Police

Found¿tion, for lhe President's Tæk Force on 2 1 st [entury Pol¡(¡ng, tincinnati, 0H,

January 31, 2015); Ariel B¿rak, William A. F¿na¡ and Alex 5utherland, "The Effect

of Police Body-Worn [¿mer¿s on Use of Force and [itizenlComplaints Aga¡nf the

Police: A R¿ndomized [ontrolled Trr¿lí,/ou¡n 0l 0f Qulntitlt¡ve Oininology )014.

perception ofthe police, and expectations about

how police agencies should share information with

the public.57

Now that agencies operate in a world in which

anyone with a cell phone camera can record

video footage of a police encounter, BWCs help

police departments ensure that events are also

captured from an officer's perspective s8 But when

the public does not believe its privacy is being

protected by law enforcement, a breakdown in

community trust can occur. Agencies need to

consider ways to involve the public in discussions

related to the protection of their privacy and civil

liberties prior to implementing new technology,

as well work with the public and other partners ¡n

the justice system to develop appropriate policies

and procedures for use.

Another technology relatively new to law

enforcement is social media. Social media is a

communication tool the police can use to engage

the community on issues of importance to both

and to gauge community sentiment regarding

agency polìcies and practices. Soclal media can

also help police ìdenti! the potential nature and

location of gang and other criminal or disorderly

activity such as spontaneous crowd gatherings.se

The Boston Police Department (BPD), for example,

has long embraced both community policing and

the use of social media.The department put its

experience to good and highly visible use in April

2013 during the rapidly developing investigation

that followed the deadly explosion of two bombs

at the finish line of the Boston Marathon The

57. Lindsay Millerand Jesic¿Toliver, /mpknenting o Body-Worn Conero

Proqron : Recommendot¡lns lnd Lesslns Lelrn¿d (Washington, D[: Off ce

of [ommunity 0riented Policing 5ervkes, 2014), vii, http://ricz¿i-inc.com/

Publications/cooçp296-oub.odl

s8 lb¡d.,1

Low Enforcenent (Washington, D(: Office of(ommunity 0riented Polking Services,

201 3), htto://ric-zai-inc.com/Publk¿tionlcoorp26l-pub,odf
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PILLAR 3. TECHNOLOGY & SOCInL MEDIA

BPD successfully used Twitter to keep the public

informed about the status of the investigation, to

calm nerves and request assistance, to correct mis-

taken information reported by the press, and to

ask for public restraint in the tweeting of informa-

tion from police scanners.This demonstrated the

level of trust and interaction that a department

and a community can attain online 60

While technology is crucial to law enforcement,

it is never a panacea. lts acquisitlon and use can

have unintended consequences for both the

organization and the community it serves, which

may limit its potentìal.Thus, agencies need clearly

defined policies related to implementation of

technology, and must pay close attention to

community concerns about its use.

3. 1 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice, in consultation with
the law enforcement field, should broaden the
efforts of the Nat¡onal lnstitute of Justice to
establish national standards for the research

and development of new technology. These

standards should also address compatibility
and interoperability needs both within law

enforcement agencies and across agencies

and jurisdictions and maintain civil and human

rights protections.

The lack of consistent standards leads to a con-

stantly spiraling increase in technology costs Law

enforcement often has to invest in new layers of

technology to enable their systems to operate with

diflerent systems and sometimes must also make

expensive modifications or additions to legacy

systems to support interoperability with newer

technology. And these costs do not include the

additional funds needed for training. Agencies are

often unprepared for the unintended consequenc-

es that may accompany the acquisition of new

technologies. lmplementation of new technologles

can cause disruptions to daily routines, lack of

buy-in, and lack of understanding of the purpose

and appropriate uses of the technologies. lt also

often raises questions regarding how the new

technologies will impact the officers expectations,

discretion, decision making, and accountability.ól

lnconsistent or nonexistent standards also lead

to isolated and fractured information systems

that cannot effectively manage, store, analyze, or

share their data with other systems. As a result,

much information is lost or unavailable-which

allows vital information to go unused and have

no impact on crime reduction efforts. As one

witness noted, the development of mature crime

analysis and CompStat processes allows law

enforcement to effectively develop policy and

deploy resources for crime prevention, but there is

a lack of uniformity in data collection throughout

law enforcement, and only patchwork methods

of near real-time information sharing exist.62These

problems are especially critical in light of the

threats from terrorism and cybercrime.

60 Edw¿rd I Davis lll, Aleþndro A Alves, and Davìd Alan Sklansky,

"5oci¿l Medi¿ ¿nd Police Leadenhip: Lessons from Bosloni'New Perspettives

in Policing (Wasíingron, D(: N¿tional lnstìtute ofJustice, lt4arch 2014),

5oci¿ll\4edia¿ndPoliceLe¿dershio-03-1 4.pdf

61, Koper et al,, Poten t¡01 0f [uhnol\gy ¡n P1long þee note 54),

62. Listening Session onTechnology and Soci¿l lMedi¿ (oøl testimony of Elliot

(ohen, lVaryland Sute Polke, for the President\ T¿sk F0Ke 0n 2l f (entury

Policing, Iincinnati, 0H, l¿nu¿ry 31, 2015)
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All ofthe t¿sk force listening sessi0ns were streamed live ¿nd c¿n still be viewed at the l¿sk f0rce website

3 [.1 ACTION IIEM:TheFederal Gor¡-

ernrnent should support The development ancl

delivery of training to help law enforrement

aqencles learn, acquire, and impiernent technol-

ogy tools anel tacties that are ronsistent with The

best practices of 2lst eentury poiicing,

PH0;0: DFB0RAl-] 5PENI-E

access to data obtained from cell phones, social

media, GPS, and other sources, allowing officers to

detect, prevent, or respond to crime

3 I.3 Acl'toi\ tt-Et\,t : Law enfor(ement

agencies sl'¡ould deploy snrart technoloqy tlrat is

designed to prevent the tampering with r:r mani¡:-

ulatíng of evidence in vioNation of policy.

3.2 Rtr( (r\,1ÌvttiN D;\'t'toN : The

implementation of appropriate technology by

law enforcement agencies should be designed

considering local needs and aligned with

national standards.

e

3 I 2 Acrro N I r- F,M : As part of national stan-

dards, the issue of technalot¿y's irnpact on privaey

Ëoneerns sh¡rulel be atJdressed ín aecc¡rdance with
proteetions provirtred by constitution¿l law.

Though all constitutional guidelìnes must be

maintaìned in the performance of law enforce-

ment duties, the legal framework (warrants, etc )

should continue to protect law enforcement

t,b.t.! iw, *1tu.-tu

-

+\ 3

I
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PILLAR 3. TECHNOLOGY & SOCIAL MEDIA

While stand¿rds should be created for develop-

ment and research of technology at the national

level, implementation of developed technologies

should remain a local decisìon to address the

needs and resources of the community.

ln addition to the expense of acquiring technology,

implementation and training also requÌres funds,

as well as time, personnel, and physical capacity

A case in point is the Phoenix Police Departments

adoption of BWCs mentioned by witness Michael

White, who said that the real costs came on the

back end for managing the vast amount of data

generated by the cameras. He quoted the Chief

of the Phoenix Police Department as saying that

it would cost their department S3.5 million to not

only outfit all of their officers wlth the cameras but

also sr-rccessfully manage the program,

3.2.1 AC-lloN ITEM: Law enforcementagen-

cies should encourage public engagement and

collaboration, including the use of community

advisory bodies, when developing a policy for the

use ofa newtechnology.

Local residents will be more accepting of and

respond more positively to technology when they

have been informed of new developments and

their input has been encouraged. How police use

technology and how they share that information

with the public is critical. Task force witness Jim

Bueermann, president of the Police Foundation,

addressed this issue, noting that concerns about

BWCs ìnclude potential compromises to the priva-

cy of both officers and citizens, who are reluctant

to speak to police if they think they are being

recorded And as the task force co-chair, Charles

Ramsey, noted,'Just having the conversation can

increase trust and Iegìtimacy and help depart-

ments make better decisions.'

3.2.2 AcrtoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should include an evaluatíon or assessment

process to gauge the effectiveness of any new

technology, soliciting input from all levels of the

agency, from line officer to leadership, as well as

assessment from members of the community.6r

Witnesses suggested that law enforcement

agencies create an advisory group when adopting

a new technology6a ldeally, it would include llne

officers, union representatives, and members from

other departmental units, such as research and

planning, technology, and internal affairs. External

stakeholders, such as representatives from the

prosecutor's office, the defense baç advocacy

groups, and citizens should also be included, giv-

ing each group the opportunity to ask questions,

express theìr concerns, and offer suggestions on

policy and training.

3.2-.3 Ac-ltoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should adopt the use of new technolo-

gies that will help them better serve people with

special needs or disabilities.

3.3 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should develop

best practices that can be adopted by state

legislative bodies to govern the acquisition,

use, retention, and dissemination of
auditory, visual, and biometric data by

law enforcement.

63 5haron Stolting, Shawn Banetç and D avidKruz, Best Proctices Guide for

Acqußition of New lechnolo4l (Alexandria, VA: Internation¿l Asocialion of thiefs of

Police,nd),htto://www.theiaco.org/portall0/pdfs/BP-NewTechnology.odl

64 Listeninq Sesion on lechnology and 5ocial i\4edia: Body [amer¿s-Rese¿rch

and Legal Consideratìons (otal tefimony ofMichael White, professoI Arizona 5t¿1e

universit¡ for the Presidentl T¿sk Force on 21 st [entury Poliilng, (incinnatl, 0l-l,

J¿nu¿ry 31, 2015)
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These model policies and practlces should at

minimum address technology usage and data

and evidence acqulsition and retention, as well as

privacy issues, accountability and discipline. They

must also consider the impact of data collection

and use on public trust and police leg¡timacy.

3.3.1 AcrIoN ITEM: As part of the process

for developing best practices, the U.S. Department

of Justice should consult with civil rights and civil

liberties organizations, as well as law enforcement

research groups and other experts, concerning

the constitutional issues that can arise as a result

of the use of new technologies.

3.3.2 Ac^îroN ITEM: The U.5. Department

of Justice should create toolkits for the most

effective and constitutional use of multiple

forms of innovative technology that will provide

state, locaf , and tribal law enforcement agencies

with a one-stop clearinghouse of information

and resources.

3.3.3 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should review and consider the Bureau

of Justice Assístance's (BiA) BodyWorn Camera

Toolkit to assist in implementing BWCs.

A Body-Worn Camera Expert Panel of law enforce-

ment leaders, recognized practitioners, national

policy leaders, and community advocates con-

vened a two-day workshop in February,20l5 to

develop a toolkit and provide guidance and model

policy for law enforcement agencies implementìng

BWC programs. Subject matter experts contrìbuted

ìdeas and content for the proposed toolkit while a

panel composed of privacy and victim advocates

contrlbuted ideas and content for the toolkit to

broaden input and ensure transparency.

3.4 RECoMMENDATIoN : Federal, state,

local, and tribal legislative bodies should be

encouraged to update public record laws.

The quickly evolving nature of new technologies

that collect video, audio, information, and biomet-

ric data on members of the community can cause

unforeseen consequences Public record laws,

which allow public access to informatìon held by

government agencies, including law enforcement,

should be modified to protect the privacy of
the individuals whose records they hold and to

maintain the trust of the community.

lssues such as the accessibility of video captured

through dashboard or body-worn cameras are

especially complex. So too are the officer use ol
force events that will be captured by video camera

systems and then broadcast by local media outlets.

Use of force, even when lawful and appropriate,

can negatively influence public perception and

trust of police. Sean Smoot, task force member, ad-

dressed thls by recalling the shooting of a Flagstaff,

Arizona, police officer whose death was recorded

by his BWC. Responding to public record requests

by local media, the police department released

the graphic footage, which was then shown on

localW and also on YouTube.6sThis illustration also

raises questions concerning the recording of pollce

interactions with mìnors and the appropriateness

of releaslng those videos for public view given their

inabìlity to give informed consent for distribution.

3. 5 RECOMMENDATION : Law enforcement

agencies should adopt model policies

and best practices for technology-based

community engagement that increases

community trust and access.

65 Lislening session on lechnology and 5oci¿l l\.4edi¿ (5e¿n Smoot, t¿sk force

membe¡ forthe President'sT¿sk Force on 2lst [entury P0l¡c¡ng, (inc¡nn¿ti,0H,

January 31,2015),
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Table 2. What types of social media does your agency currently use, and what types of
social media do you plan to begin using within the next 2 to 5 years?

Agency website 100
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Note: PERF, with the support ofthe C0PS Office and Target Corporation, dissem¡nated a "Future of Policing"survey in 20 1 2 to more than 500 police agencies; nearly

200 responded

5ource: Police Executive Research Forum,future[rends in Policing (Washington, D(: 0ff,ce of[ommunity Oriented Policing Services, 2014),

htto:/ficz¿i-inc.com/Publications/cops-p2B2-pub.odI
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These policies and practices should at a m¡nimum

increase tra nspa rency and accessi bil ity, provide

access to information (crime statistics, current

calls for service), allow for public posting of policy

and procedures, and enable access and usage for

persons with disabilit¡es.They should also address

issues surrounding the use of new and social

media, encouraging the use of social media as a

means of community interaction and relationship

building, which can result in stronger law enforce-

ment. As witness Elliot Cohen noted,

We have seen social media support policing efforts

in gathering intelligence during active assailant

incidents: the Columbia Mall shooting and the

Boston Marathon bombing. Social media allowed for

a greater volume of information to be collected in an

electronic format, both audibly and visually.6

But to engage the community, social media must

be responsive and current. Said Bìll Schrìer,'Regu-

larly refresh the content to ma¡ntain and engage

the audience, post content rapidly during inci-

dents to dispel rumors, and use it for engagement,

66, Listeníng 5esion on Technology and 5oci¿l lMedi¿: lechnology Policy (oral

testìmony ofElliot Cohen, lieulenanç Maryland stðte Police, l0r the President'sT¿sk

Force on 21st (entury Policing, tincinnari, 0H, J¿nu¿ry I 1, 2015).

not just public informatìonl'67 False or incorrect

statements made via social media, mainstream

media, and other means of technology deeply

harm trust and legitimacy and can only be over-

come with targeted and continuing community

en gagement a nd repeated positive i nteraction.

Agencies need to unequivocally discourage falsi-

ties by underlining how harmful they are and how

difficult they are to overcome.

Agencies should also develop pollcies and prac-

tices on social media use that consider individual

offi ce r exp ression, p rofessio na I re presentatio n,

truthful communication, and other concerns that

can impact trust and legitimacy.

3.6 RECOMMENDATION: The Federal

Government should support the development

of new "less than lethal" technology to help

control combative suspects.

The fatal shootings in Ferguson, Cleveland, and

elsewhere have put the consequences of use of

force front and center in the natìonal news.

67. Listening 5esion onTechnology and 5ocial Medi¿:Technology Polìcy (oral

testimony of Bill Schrier, senior policy advisot, Office ofthe Chief lnform¿tion

0fficer, State ofW¿shington, lor the President3 l¿sk Force on 21f [entury Policing,

(incinn¿ti, 0H, J¿nu¿ry 31, 20 1 5)
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eÈaü*

Rev Jeff Brown speaks on restoring truf between pol ice and commun ities, Phoenix, February 1 3, 201 5

Policies and procedures must change, but so

should the weaponry. New technologies such as

conductive energy devices (CED) have been devel-

oped and may be used and evaluated to decrease

the number of fatal police interventions. Studies of

CEDs have shown them to be effective at reducing

both officer and civilian injurìes. For example, in

one study that compared seven law enforcement

agencles that use CEDs with six agencies that do

not, researchers found a 70 percent decrease in

officer injuries and a 40 percent decrease in sus-

pect injures,6s But new technologies should still be

P]]0l0: DEB0RAH 5PENtE

subject to the appropriate use of force continuum

restrìctìons. And VincentTalucci made the point in

his testimony that over-reliance on technological

weapons can also be dangerous.6e

3.6. I AcrtoN ITEN{: Relevant federal agen-

cies, including the U.S. Departments of Defense

and Justice, should expand their efforts to study

the development and use of new less than lethal

technologies and evaluate their impact on public

safety, reducing lethal violence against citizens,

constitutionality, and offi cer safety.

Taylor and Da niel 1 Woods, "lnjuries to Officers ¿nd Suspects in Pol ice Use-of-

Force Cases: A Quasi-Experimental Eualuationj'PolkeQuor¡e¡ly 1i, no 3 (2010):

260 289, http://pqx.s¿gepub.comkontent/13/3/260.full.pdI

69 Lifening Session on Technology and Soci¿l l\4edi¿ (0r¿l testimony ofv¡n(enl

T¿lucci, lnlern¿lion¿l Asoci¿tion of[hiefs ofPolice, forthe President'sI¿sk Force on

21 st [entury P0li(ing, Cincinn¿ti, 0H, J¿nu¿ry 3 1, 20,ì 5)

6B BruceTaylor et al, Conporing Safety )utcones in Police Use 0f force Coses

for Low Fnforcenent Aqenriø [hot Hove Deployed Conducted fnugy Devkes and

A Morched (omporßon Group lhat Hove Not: A Quost Experinentol [voluoïion

(W¿shinqt0n, DC: Police Executive Research Forum, 2009), https://www.ncjrs

Wv/odffilesl /nii/orants/237965.0d1; John il4 MacDonald, Robert J K¿minski,

¿ndMich¿elR 5mi¡h,"lheEffec¡ofLess-lethalWeaponsonlnjuriesinPoliceUse-

oÊForce Eventsl'/menZan lournalofPublkHealth 99, no 12 (2009) D68-n14,
htl0://wwwn(bi.nlm.n¡h.g0v/pm(/¿rti(les/PMt27/5// l /pdt/2268.pdf: Bru(e G.
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3.7 RECOMMENDATION: ThC FederAI

Government should make the development

and building of segregated radio spectrum

and increased bandwidth by FirstNet

for exclusive use by local, state, tribal,

and federal public safety agencies a

top priority.To

i0 Listening Sesion on Technoloqy and Sorial fuledia: Technology Policy (oral

testimony of Bill Schrier, senior policy advisor, 0ffice ofthe (hieflnformation

Offiar, 5tate ofW¿shington, for the President's Task Force on 21 st Century Policlng,

[incinnati,0H, January i1, 20]5).

A national public safety broadband network

which creates bandwidth for the exclusive use of

law enforcement, the First Responder Network

(FirstNet) is considered a game-changìng public

safety project, which would allow instantaneous

communication in even the most remote areas

whenever a disaster or incident occurs. lt can also

support many other technologies, including video

transmission from BWCs.
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Pres dent B¿rack 0bama delivers rem¿rks to the press follorv ng a meeting with members ofthe Presidenl'slask Force on 21f Century Polìcìnq Ìn the

Roosevelt Room of the White House, ]\4¿rch 2, 2015 0FflÛAt \,^/lltrt ir0us I pr]0r0 By 0tucl( (EriNtDy
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PILLAR 4, COMMUNITY POLICING
& CRIME REDUCTION
CommuniQ policing requires the activebuilding oJ positive relation-

ships with members oJ the community.

Communlty policing is a philosophy that promotes

organizational strategies that support the

systematlc use of partnerships and problem-solving

techniques to proactively address the immediate

conditions that give rise to publìc safety issues such

as crime, social disorder, and fear of crìme.7r

Over the past few decades, rates of both violent

and property crlme have dropped dramatically

across the United States./2 However, some com-

munities and segments of the population have not

benefited from the decrease as much as others, and

some not at all.'3 Though law enforcement must

concentrate their eflorts in these neighborhoods

to maintain public safety, sometimes those specific

efforts arouse resentment in the neighborhoods

the police are striving to protect

PolÌce interventions must be implemented with

strong policies and training in place, rooted in an

understanding of procedural justìce lndeed, with-

out that, police interventions can easily devolve

into racial profiling, excessive use of force, and

other practices that disregard civil rights, causing

negative reactions from people living in already

challenged communities

71 Ømmunity Polkinq Defrned (Washington, D[: Office of [ommunity 0rienled

Policing 5ervices, 201 4), htto:/ficai-inc.com/Public¿tionVcoos-01 57-oub.odf

72 "[rime 5t¿tistics lor 201 3 Released: Decre¿se in Violent (rimes and Property

(rimesi Feder¿l Bureau oInvefigation, last modified November 10,2014,

rele¿sed/crime-f¿tistics f0r-201 3-rele¿sed

i 3 Listeninq Sesion on (ommunity Policíng and Crime Reduction: Building

[ommunity Policing 0rganizations (oral teslimony ol[hris Magnus, chief,

Richmond [CA] Police Departrnent, for the Presidentl l¿sk Force on 21st (entury

Policing, Phoenix, Al, February 13, 2015).

Yet mutual trust and cooperation, two key

elements of communlty policing, are vital to

protecting resldents of these communities from

the crime that plagues them. Community policing

combines a focus on intervention and prevention

through problem solving with building collab-

orative partnerships between law enforcement

agencies and schools, social services, and other

stakeholders. ln this way, community policing not

only improves public safety but also enhances

social connectìvity and economic strength, which

increases community resilience to crime And, as

noted by one speaker, it improves job satisfaction

for line officers, too.

ln his testimony to the task force, Camden County,

New Jersey, Police Chief J. ScottThomson noted

that community policing starts on the street

corner, with respectful interaction between a

police officer and a local resident, a discussion that

need not be related to a criminal matter.T'r ln fact,

it is important that not all interactions be based on

emergency calls or crime investigations.

Another aspect of community policing that was

discussed in the lìstening session on this topic is

the premlse that officers enforce the law with the

people not just on the people. ln reflecting this

belief some commented on the negative

/4 Lifening Sesion on fommunity Policing and [rime Reductìon: Usinq

[ommunity Policing to Reduce (rime (or¿l tesrimony of.J 5cottlhomson, chief,

[amden [ounty fNJ] Police Departrnent, for lhe President\ Task Force on 21st

(entury Policing, Phoenix, AZ, February 13,2015).
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results of zero tolerance policies, which mete out

automatic and predetermined actions by officers

regarólless of extenuating circu mstances.

Community policing requires the active building

of posrtìve relationships with members of the

community-on an agency as well as on a per-

sonal basis This can be done through assigning

officers to geographic areas on a consistent basis,

so that through the continuity of assignment they

have the opportunity to know the members of
the community, lt can also be aided by the use

of programs such as Eagle County, Colorados

Law Enforcement lmmigrant Advisory Commit-

tee, which the police department formed with

Catholic Charlties to help the local immÌgrant

community.Ts This type of policing also requires

participat¡on in community organizations, local

meetings and public service activities.

To be most effective, community policing also

requlres collaborative partnerships with agencies

beyond law enforcement, such as Philadelphia's

successfu I Pol ice Diversion Progra m described

by Kevin Bethel, Deputy Commissioner of Patrol

Operations in the Philadelphia Police Department

in his testimony to the task force.T6This partner-

ship with the Philadelphia Department of Human

Services, the school district, the District Attorney's

office, Family Court, and other stakeholders signifi-

cantly reduced the number of arrests of minority

youths for minor offenses

Problem solving, another key element of com-

munity policing, is critical to prevention. And

problems must be solved in partnership with the

/5. Listening 5esion on Communily Policing and Crime Reduction: Building

(ommunity Policing Organizations (oral testimony of[hris Maqnus, chief,

Richmond ICA] Police Department, for the President's Task F0rce 0n 21 st Century

Policing, Phoenix, Al, February 13,2015)

i6 Listen¡nq 5ession on (ommunity Policing and [rime Reduction: Using

[0mmunity Polking lo Reduce [rime (oral testimony 0f Kevin Bethel, deputy police

commissioner, PhiladelphÞ Police Departmen! for the Presidentt Iæk Force on

21 st tentury Policing, Phoenix, AZ, Febru¿ry 1 3, 2015)

community in order to effectively address chronic

crime ¿nd disorder problems. As Office of Com-

munity Oriented Policing Services Director Ronald

L. Davis has said,"We need to teach new recruits

that law enforcement is more than just cuffing

'perps'-it's understanding why people do what

they dol'77

ln summary, law enforcement's obligation is not

only to reduce crime but also to do so fairly while

protecting the rights of citizens. Any prevention

strategy that unintentionally violates civil rÌghts,

compromises police legitimacy, or undermines

trust is counterproductive from both ethical and

cost-benefit perspectives. lgnoring these consider-

ations can have both financial costs (e.9., lawsuits)

and social costs (e.9., loss of public support)

It must also be stressed that the absence of crime

is notthe final goal of law enforcement Rather, it

is the promotion and protection of public safety

while respecting the dignity and rights of all. And

public safety and well-being cannot be attained

without the community's belief that their well-

being is at the heart of all law enforcement activ-

ities. It is critical to help community members see

police as allies rather than as an occupying force

and to work in concert with other community

stakeholders to create more economically and

social ly stable neighborhoods.

4. I RECOMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should develop and adopt policies

and strategies that reinforce the importance

of community engagement in managing

public safety.

/7 Faye Elkìns, "Five C0P5 Office Directors Look Bæk ¿nd Think Forw¿rd at the

20th Ann¡veß¿ry (elebrationi' hmmunity Polking Dßpotch B, no 1 (lanuuy

1 2, 201 4), htto:/koos,usdoi.oov/html/diso¿tch/01-201 5kops offi ce 20th

annrverSarv.aSp.
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Community policing is not just about the relation-

ship between individual officers and individual

neighborhood residents. lt is also about the rela-

tionship between law enforcement leaders and

leaders of key institutions in a community, such as

churches, businesses, and schools, supporting the

communitys own process to define prevention

and reach goals.

Law enforcement agencies cannot ensure the safety

of communities alone but should seek to contribute

to the strengthening of neig hborhood capacity to

prevent and reduce crlme through informal social

control More than a century of research shows

that informal social control is a much more powerful

mechanism for crime control and reduction than is

formal punishment. And perhaps the best evidence

for the preventive power of informal social control

may be the millions of unguarded opportunities to

commit crime that are passed up each day.78

4. I . I ACTION ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should consider adopting preferences for

seeking "least harm" resolutions, such as diversion

programs or warnings and citations in lieu of
arrest for minor infractions.

4. 2 RECOMMENDATION: Community
policing should be infused throughout the
culture and organizational structure of law

enforcement agencies.

Community policing must be a way of doing

business by an entire police force, not just a

specialized unìt of that force.'eThe task force heard

testimony from Police Chief J. ScottThomson of
Camden County, New Jersey, who noted:

7B Lawrena (ohen ¿nd M¿rcus Felson, "Social (hange and (rime Rate lrends:

A Routine ActivÌties Approachl' Anerkon Soriologrcal Review 44 (August 1 979):

588-60/

79. Tracey Meares, "Praying for (ommunity Poliringi'Colifornio Low Review 90

(2002): 1593-1634, htto://digitalcommons,lawv¿le.edu/fss o¿pers/5i8/.

Community policing cannot be a program, unit,

strategy or tactic. lt must be the core principle that

lies at the foundation of a police department's

culture. The only way to significantly reduce fear,

crime, and disorder and then sustain these gains is

to leverage the greatest force multiplier: the people

of the communityso

This message was closely echoed by Chris Mag-

nus, the police chief in Richmond, California. To

build a more effectlve partnership wlth residents

and transform culture within the pollce depart-

ment as well as in the community, the Rìchmond

police made sure that all offcers, not just a

select few, were doing community policing and

neighborhood problem solving. Every officer is

expected to get to know the residents, businesses,

community groups, churches, and schools on their

beat and work with them to identifu and address

public safety challenges, including quality of life

issues such as blight. Officers remain in the same

beat or district for several years or more-which
builds familiarity and trust.sl

Testimony from a number of witnesses also made

clear that hiring, training, evaluating, and promot-

ing officers based on their ability and track record

in community engagement-not just traditional

measures of policing such as arrests, tickets, or

tactical skills-is an equally important component

of the successful infusion of community policing

throughout an organization

80 Listening Session 0n Commun¡ty Policing and frime Reduction: Using

[ommunity Policing to Reduce (rime (or¿l testim0ny ofJ. Scottlhomson, chieI

[amden [ounty INJ] Police Department, for the President's T¿sk Force on 21st

(entury Pollcing, Phoenix, Al, February l3, 2015).

81 Listening Sesion on [ommunity Polking and Crime Reduction: Building

[ommunìty Policing 0rg¿nizati0ns (oral testimony of(hris Magnus, chief,

Richmond [(A] Polìce Deparlment, for the Presjdent's T¿sk Force on 21st [entury

Policing, Phoenlx, AZ, February 13,2015).
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4.2.1 AcltoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should evaluate officers on their efforts

to engage members of the community and the

partnerships they build. Making this part of

the performance evaluation process places an

increased value on developing partnerships.

4.2.2 AcrloN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should evaluate their patrol deployment

practices to allow sufficient time for patrol officers

to participate in problem solving and community

en gagement activities.

+.2.3 AcrroN ITEM: The U.5. Department

of Justice and other public and private entities

should support research into the factors that

have led to dramatic successes in crime reduction

in some communities through the infusion of

non-discriminatory policíng and to determine

replicable factors that could be used to guide law

enforcement agencies in other communities.

4.3 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should engage in multidisciplinary,

community team approaches for planning,

implementing, and responding to crisis

situations with complex causal factors.

Col la borative a pproaches that en gage profession-

als from across systems have emerged as model

practices for addressing community problems

that are not resolvable by the police alone.These

team approaches call upon law enforcement

agencies, service providers, and community

support networks to work together to provide the

right resources for the situation and foster sustain-

able change. Multiple witnesses before the task

force spoke of departments coordinating mental

health response teams that include mental health

professionals, social workers, crisis counselors, and

other professionals making decisions alongside

the police regarding planning, implementing, and

responding to mental health crlsis sltuations. But

this model is applicable to a number of com-

munity problems that regularly involve a polìce

response, including homelessness, substance

abuse, domestic violence, human trafficking,

and child abuse. Ultimately, the idea is for

officers to be trained and equipped to make

use of exlsting community resources ìn the

diffusion of crisis situations.

4.3. I AcrroN ITEM: The U.5. Departmentof

Justice should collaborate with others to develop

and disseminate baseline models of this crisis

intervention team approach that can be adapted

to local contexts.

4.3.2 Ac'ttoN ITEM: Communities should

look to involve peer support counselors as part

of multidiscíplinary teams when appropriate.

Persons who have experienced the same trauma

can provide both insight to the first responders

and immediate support to individuals in crisis.

4.3.i Ac îtoN ITEM: Communitiesshould be

encouraged to evaluate the efficacy of these crisís

intervention team approaches and hold agency

leaders accountable for outcomes.

4.4 RECOMMENDATION : Communities

should support a culture and practice of
policing that reflects the values of protection

and promotion of the dignity of all, especially

the most vulnerable.

The task force heard many different ways of

describlng a positlve culture of policing David

Kennedy suggested there could be a Hippocratic
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thiefEdw¿rd Flynn ofthe Milwaukee Police Department, Phoenix, February 14,2015

Oath for Policlng: First, Do No Harm.B2 Law en-

forcement officers'goal should be to avoid use

of force if at all possible, even when it is allowed

by law and by policy Terms such as fair and

i m partia I poli ci ng, rig htfu I polici ng, co nst¡ tut¡on al

pol i ci n g, nei g hborhood pol ici ng, p roced u ral justÌ ce,

and implicit bias training all address changing the

culture of policing. Respectful language; thought-

ful and intentional dialogue about the perception

and reality of profiling and the mass incarceration

of minorities; and consistent involvement, both

formal and informal, in community events all help

ensure that relationships of trust between police

and communìty will be built.The vision of policing

in the 21 st century should be that of officers as

guardians of human and constitutional rights,

.1.+.I AcrIclN ITEM: Because offensive or

harsh language can escalate a minor situation,

law enforcement agencies should underscore the

B2 Lìstening Sesion on Community Policinq and [rinre Reduction: [Jsing

[ommLrnity Policing to Reduce (rime (oral testimony oI David Kennedy, profesor,

John Jay [ollege ofIriminal ]ustice, lorthe President'sTask Force on 21st [entury

Policing, Phoenix, Al, Febru¿ry ll, 2015)

Pl-]0I0: DEB0RAH 5PEN(E

importance of language used and adopt

policies directing officers to speak to individuals

with respect.

4.4.2 AcrtoN ITENI: Law enforcement

agencies should develop programs that create op-

portun¡ties for patrol officers to regularly interact

with neighborhood residents, faith leaders, and

business leaders.

4. 5 RECOMMENDATION : Community
policing emphasizes working with
neighborhood residents to co-produce public

safety. Law enforcement agencies should

work with community residents to identify
problems and collaborate on implementing

solutions that produce meaningful results for

the community.

As Delores Jones Brown testified, "Neighborhood

policing provides an opportunity for police

departments to do thÌngs with residents in the

co-productìon of public safety rather than doìng
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things to or for theml'83 Community policing is not

just about the behavior and tactics of police; it is

also about the civic engagement and capacity

of communìties to improve their own neighbor-

hoods, their quality of lìfe, and their sense of safety

and well-being. Members of communities are key

partners in creating public safety, so communitles

and police need mechanìsms to engage with each

other in consistent and meaningful ways. One

model for formalizing this engagement is through

a civilian governance system such as is found in

Los Angeles. As Chief Charlie Beck explained in

testimony to the task force,

The Los Angeles Police Department is formally

governed by the Board of Police Commissioners,

a five-person civilian body with each member

appointed by the mayor.The commission has formal

authority to hire the chief of police, to set broad policy

for the department, and to hold the LAPD and its

chief accountable to the people.sa

Community policing, therefore, ls concerned with

changìng the way in which citizens respond to
police in more constructive and proactìve ways

lf officers feel unsafe and threatened, their ability

to operate in an open and shared dialogue with

community is inhibited On the other hand, the

police have the responsibility to understand the

culture, history, and quality of life issues of the

entire community-youth, elders, faith commu-

nities, special populations-and to educate the

community, including its children, on the role and

functìon of police and ways the community can

83 Llstening Sesion on [ommunity Policinq and [rime Reduction: (ommunity

Policing and [rime Prevention Rese¿rch (or¿l teçimony ofDelores Jones Brown,

profesor, Department ofL¿W Polke 5cience & (rimin¿l Justke Administr¿ti0n,

John Jay [ollege of(riminal Justice, for the Presidentb I¿sk Force on 21st Century

Policing, Phoenix, AZ, February 13,2015)

84 Listening Sess¡On on Policy and Oversight: (ivili¿n 0versight (oral testimony

of(h¿rles Beck, chiel Los Angeles Police Department, for the PtesidentS T¿sk Force

0n 21f Century Poli(ing, [incinnati, 0H, lanu¿ry 30, 2015).

protect itsell be part of solving problems, and

prevent crime. Community and police jointly share

the responsibility for civil dialogue and interactìon.

4.5.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should schedule regular forums and meetings

where all communíty members can interact with

police and help influence programs and policy.

4.5.2 Ac-rloN ITEM: Lawenforcementagen-

cies should engage youth and communities in joint

training with law enforcement, citizen academies,

ride-alongs, problem solvin g teams, community

action teams, and quality of life teams.

4.5.3 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should establish formal commun ity/citizen

advisory committees to assist in developing crime

prevention strategies and agency policies as well

as provide input on policing issues.

Larger agencies should establish multiple com-

mittees to ensure they inform all levels of the

organization.The makeup of these committees

should reflect the demographics of the communi-

ty or neighborhood being served.

4.5.4 ActtoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should adopt community policing strategies

that support and work in concert with economic

development efforts within communities.

As several witnesses, including Bill Geller, testified,

public safety and the economic health of commu-

nities go hand in hand.ss lt is therefore ¡mportant

B5 Lifening Session on (ommunity Policing and (rime Reduction: Community

Policing and (rime Prevention Rese¿rch (or¿l teçimony of Bill Gellet director, Geller

& Asocìates, for the President's I¿sk Force on 21 st [entury Pol icing, Phoenix, AZ,

Febru¿ry 13,2015)
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for agencies to work with local, state, and federal

partners on projects devoted to enhancing the

economic health of the communities in which

departments are located.

4.6 RECoMMENDATToN: Communities

should adopt policies and programs that
address the needs of children and youth

most at risk for crime or violence and reduce

aggressive law enforcement tact¡cs that
stigmatize youth and marginalize their
participation in schools and communities,

The past decade has seen an explosion of

knowledge about adolescent development and

the neurological underpinnings of adolescent

behavior. Much has also been learned about

the pathways by which adolescents become

delinquent, the effectiveness of prevention and

treatment programs, and the long-term effects

of transferring youths to the adult system and

confining them in harsh conditions. These findings

have raised doubts about a series of policies and

practices of "zero tolerance"that have contributed

to increasing the school-to-prison pipeline by

criminalizing the behaviors of children as young

as kindergarten age Noncriminal offenses can

escalate to criminal charges when officers are

not trained in child and adolescent development

and are unable to recognize and manage a child's

emotional, intellectual, and physical development

issues. School district policies and practices that

push students out of schools and into the juvenile

justice system cause great harm and do no good.

One witness told the task force a stunnlng story

about what happened to him one day when he

was a high school freshman:

As I walked down the hall, one of the police officers

employed in the school noticed I did not have my

identification badge with me. Before I could explain

why I did not have my badge, I was escorted to the

office and suspended for an entire week. I had to

leave the school premises immediately. Walking to

the bus stop, a different police officer pulled me over

and demanded to know why I was not ¡n school, As

I tried to explain, I was thrown into the back of the

police car.They drove back to my school to see if I was

telling the truth, and I was left waiting in the car for

over two hours. When they came back, they told me

I was in fact suspended, but because the school did

not provide me with the proper forms, my guardian

and I both had to pay tickets for me being off of

school property. The tickets together were 600 dollars,

and I had a court date for each one. Was forgetting

my lD worth missing school? Me being kicked out of

school did not solve or help an¡hing. I was at home

alone watching Jeny Springer, doing nothing.s6

+.6.1 Ac-rtoN ITEM: Education and

criminal justice agencies at all levels of
government should work together to reform

polícies and procedures that push children into

the juvenile justice system.87

86 Listenìng Sesion on (ommunity Policing and Crime Prevention (oal

testimony ofl\4ìchael Reynolds for the President\Task Force on 21st [entury

Policing, Phoenix, Al, Febru¿ry ll,2015)

87 For more ìnformation about such policies and procedures, see lhe U S

Department ofJustice\ tivil Riqhts Division and U 5 Department of Education's

Offi ce for (ivìl Rights,"Joint'DearColleague'Lette/.'last upd¿ted Febrnry 4,2014,
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4 .6.2 ActloN ITEM: ln order to keep youth

in school and to keep them from criminal and vi-

olent behavior, law enforcement agencies should

work with schools to encourage the creation of
alternatives to student suspensions and expulsion

through restorative justíce, diversion, counseling,

and family interventions.

4.6.3 AC-troN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should work with schools to encourage the

use of alternative strategies that involve youth in

decision making, such as restorative justice, youth

courts, and peer interventions.

The Federal Government could incentivize schools

to adopt this practice by tyìng federal funding to

schools implementing restorative justlce practices.

+.6.4 AcrroN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should work with schools to adopt an

instructional approach to discipline that uses

ínterventions or disciplinary (onsequences to help

students develop new behavior skills and positive

strategies to avoid conflict, redirect energ¡ and

refocus on learning.

4.6.5 AcLroN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should work with schools to develop and

monitor school discipline policies with input and

collaboration from school personnel, students,

families. and community members. These policies

should prohibit the use of corporal punishment

and electronic control devices.

4.6.6 ActtoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should work with schools to create a

continuum of developmentally appropriate and

proportional consequences for addressing ongo-

ing and escalating student misbehavior after all

appropriate interventions have been attempted.

+.6.7 Ac-ttoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should work with communities to play

a role in programs and procedures to reintegrate

juveniles back into their communities as they

leave the juvenile justice system.

Although this recommendation-and therefore

its action ¡tems-specifically focuses on juveniles,

this task force believes that law enforcement

agencies should also work with communities to

play a role in re-entry programs for adults leaving

prlsons and jails.

4.6.8 AcrloN ITEtvI: Law enforcement agen-

cies and schools should establish memoranda of

agreement for the placement of School Resource

Officers that limit police involvement in student

discipline.

Such agreements could include provisions for

special training for School Resource Officers to

help them better understand and deal with issues

involving youth

4.6.9 Ac rloN ITEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should assess and evaluate zero tolerance

strategies and examine the role of reasonable

discretion when dealing with adolescents in

consideration of their stages of maturation

or development.
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TaskforceexecutivedirectorRonaldL Davisandco-ch¿irsLaurieRobinsonand[harlesRamsey,Washington,D(,February23,2015.

4. 7 RECOMMENDATION: Communities

need to affirm and recognize the
voices of youth in community decision

making, facilitate youth-led research and
problem solving, and develop and fund
youth leadership training and life skills

through positive youth/police collaboration
and interactions.

Youth face unique challenges when encountering

the criminaljustice system. Law enforcement

conl.acts ior apparent inlractions create trauma

and fear in children and disillusionment in youth,

but proactive and positive youth interactìons with

police create the opportunity for coaching, men-

toring, and diversion into constructive alternative

activities. Moving testimony from a panel of young

people allowed the task force members to hear

how officers can lead youth out of the conditions

that keep them in the juvenile justice system and

into self-awareness and self-help

PH0l0: DEB0RAH SPEN(t

Phoenix native Jose Gonzales, 21, first went to jail

at age nine and had a chaotic childhood, but in

turnlng his life towards a productive and healthy

future, he vivldly remembers one officer who

made a difference:

Needless to say, I have had a fair amount of

interaction with law enforcement in my youth. Some

has been very positÌve Like the time that a School

Resource Officer got me involved in an after school

club Officer Bill D. helped me stop being a bad

kid and assisted with after school activities He

sought me out to be a part of a club that included

all sorts of youth-athletes, academìcs-and

helped me gaín confidence in reaching out to

other social circles beyond my troubled community

The important idea l'd like to convey Ìs that approach

is everything.ss

88. Listen¡ng 5es5i0n on (ommunity Polìcing and [rime Reduction: Youth ¿nd

L¿w En lorcem ent (or¿ | testim ony of Jose Gonz¿ | es for the Presiden t5 T¿sk Force on

21 st [entury Policing, Phoenix, AZ, tebruary 1 3, 2015)
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+.7 .l Ac'rloN ITEM: Communities and law

enforcement agencies should restore and build

trust between youth and police by creating pro-

grams and projects for positive, consistent, and

persistent interaction between youth and police.

4.7.2 ACTtoN ITEM: Communities

should develop community- and school-based

evidence-based programs that mitigate punitive

and authoritarian solutions to teen problems.
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PILLAR 5. TRAINING & EDUCATION
Hiring fficers who reflect the community they ser\te is important not

only to external relations but also to increasing understanding within
the agency.

As our nation becomes more pluralistic and the

scope of law enforcements responsibilìties ex-

pands, the need for more and better tralning has

become critical.Today's line officers and leaders

must meet a wide variety of challenges including

international terrorism, evolving technologies,

rising rmmigration, changing laws, new cultural

mores, and a growing mental health crisis. All

states and terrìtories and the District of Columbia

should establish standards for hiring, training,

and education.

The skills and knowledge required to effectively

deal with these issues requires a higher level of

education as well as extensive and ongoing train-

ing in specific disciplines. The task force discussed

these needs in depth, making recommendations

for basic recruit and in-service training, as well as

leadership development in a wide variety of areas:

. Community policing and problem-solving
principles

. lnterpersonal and communication skills

. Bias awareness

. Scenario-based, situatìonal decision making

. Crisis intervention

. Proceduraljustice and impartìal policing

. Trauma and victim services

. Mental health issues

. Analytical research and technology

. Languages and cultural responsiveness

Many who spoke before the task force recom-

mended that law enforcement partner with

academic institutions; organizations such as the

lnternational Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP),

the Major Cities Ch¡efs Association (MCCA), the

National Organization of Black Law Enforcement

Executives (NOBLE), and the Pollce Executive

Research Forum (PERF); and other sources

of appropriate tra in in g. Esta bl ishi ng fel lows h i ps

and exchange programs with other agencies was

also suggested.

Other witnesses spoke about the pollce edu-

cation now offered by universities, noting that

undergraduate criminal justice and criminology

programs provide a servìceable foundation but

that short courses of mixed quality and even

some graduate unlversity degree programs do

not come close to addressing the needs of

2 1 st-century law enforcement.

ln addition to discussion of training programs

and educational expectations, witnesses at the

listening session made clear that new approaches

to recruitment, hiring, evaluation, and promotion

are also essential to developing a more hìghly

educated workforce with the character traits and

social skills that enable effective polìcing and

positive community relationships.

To build a police force capable of dealing with the

complexity of the 21st century, it is imperative

that agencies place value on both educational

achievements and socialization skills when making

hÌring decisions. Hiring off cers who reflect the
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To be effective in an ever-changingworld, trainingmust continue

throughout an fficer\ cdreer

community they serve is also important not only

to external relations but also to increasing under-

standing within the agency. On the other hand,

task force member Constance RÌce described the

best line officer she knew-White, but better at

relatlng to the African-American community than

his Black colleagues. Her recommendation was to

look for the character traits that support fairness,

compassion, and cultural sensit¡vity.Be

The need for understandÌng, tolerance, and

sensìtivity to African Americans, Latìnos, recent

immigrants, Muslims, and the LGBTQ communìty

was discussed at length at the llstening session,

with witnesses giving examples of unacceptable

behavior in law enforcement's dealìngs with all

of these groups. Participants also discussed the

need to move towards practices that respect all

members of the community equally and away

from policing tactics that can unintentionally lead

to excessive enforcement against minoritles.

Witnesses noted that officers need to develop the

skills and knowledge necessary in the fight against

terrorism by galning an understanding of the links

between normal criminal activity and terrorism,

for example. What is more, this training must be

ongoing, as threats and procedures for combat-

ting terrorism evolve.

The need for realistic, scenario-based training to

better manage interactions and minimize using

force was discussed by a number of witnesses

Others focused more on content than delivery:

Dennls Rosenbaum suggested putt¡ng proce-

duraljustice at the center of training, not on the

89. Lìstening Sesion on lraining and Edur¿t¡0n ([onst¿nce Rice, t¿sk force

membet lor the President's T¿sk Force on 2'lf [entury P0li(ing, Phoenix, Al,

February 14,2015).

fringes.eo Ronal Serpas recommended training on

the effects of violence not only on the community

and individual victjms but also on police officers

themselves, noting that exposure to violence can

make individuals more prone to vlolent behavior.er

And witnesses Bruce Lipman and David Frìedman

both spoke about providing officers with historical

perspectives of policing to provide context as to

why some communities have negative feelings

toward the police and improve understanding of

the role of the police in a democratic societye2

Though todayl law enforcement professionals

are highly traìned and highly skilled operatìonally,

they must develop specialized knowledge and un-

derstanding that enable fair and procedurally just

policing and allow them to meet a wide variety

of new challenges and expectatlons. Tactical skills

are important, but attitude, tolerance, and inter-

personal skills are equally so. And to be effective

in an ever-changing world, training must continue

throughout an officer's career.

The goal is not only effective, efficient pollcing but

also procedural justice and fairness. Following are

the task force's recommendations for implement-

ing career-long education and trainlng practices

for law enforcement in the 21st century.

90 Listening Session on [ommunity Policing and [rime Reduction: Community

Policinq and (rime PrevenÌion Research (or¿l testimony ol Dennis Rosenbaum,

professot University of lllinois ¿t [hicaqo, for the President's Tæk Force on 2] st

Century Policing, Phoenix, AZ, February 13,2015)

9 1 L¡5ten ing Sessi0n on lraining a nd Ed ucation: Special Train ing on Building Trust

(oral tetìmony oI Ronal Serpas, advisory board member, (ure Violence Chicago, for

the President's T¿sk Force on 21 st [entury P0licing, Phoenix, AZ, tebru¿ry 1 4, 201 5)

92 Listening Sesion on Training and Education: 5pecial Training on BuildingTrust

(oral testimony ofDavid ( Friedman, directorofN¿tion¿l Law Enforcement Initiat¡ves,

AntFDeÞmation League, forthe President'sTask Force on 211 [entury Policing, Phoenix,

AZ, February 14,2015); Listening Sesion onTtaining and Educalion:SpecialTraining

on Building Trust (oral testimony otBru(e L¡pm¿n, Procedur¿l JusticeTmining, forthe

Presidenfs T¿sk Force on 21st (entury Poli(inq, Phoenix, AZ, Febru¿ry 14, 2015).
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PITLAR 5, TRAINING & EDUCATION

Taskforce members lose Lopez and Brittany Packnett listen t0 testimony, Phoenix, February 14,2015 Pll0r0: DEB0RAH 5PEN(E

5 I RECOMMENDATION: The Federal

Government should support the development

of partnerships with training facilities across

the country to promote consistent standards

for high quality training and establish training
innovation hubs.

A starting point for changing the culture of polic-

ing is to change the culture of training academies

The designation of certain training academies as

federally supported regional "training innovation

hubs"could act as leverage points for changing

training culture while taking into consideration

regional variations, Federal funding would be a

powerful incentive to these designated academies

to conduct the necessary research to develop and

implement the highest quality curricula focused

on the needs of 21 st century American policing,

along with cutting-edge delivery modalities.

5.1.1 AcrtoN I-rEM: The training innovation

hubs should develop replicable model programs

that use adult-based learning and scenario-based

training in a training environment modeled less

like boot camp. Through these programs the hubs

would influence nationwide curricula, as well as

instructional methodology.

5. 1.2 ACTION ITElvt; Thetraining innovation

hubs should establish partnerships with academic

institutions to develop rigorous training practices,

evaluation, and the development of curricula

based on evidence-based practices.

5. I .3 AcrroN It-Eìvt : The Department of

iustice should build a stronger relationship with

the lnternational Association of Directors of Law
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Enforcement (IADLEST) in order to leverage their

network with state boards and commissions of

Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST).

The POSTs are critical to the development and

implementation of statewide training standards

and the certification of instructors and tralning

courses, as well as integral to facilitating commu-

nication, coordination, and influence with the

more than 650 police academies across the nation

This relationship would also serve as a pipeline for

disseminating information and creating discussion

around best practices.

5. 2 RECOMMENDATtoN: Law enforcement

agencies should engage community members

in the training pfocess.

Not only can agencies make important contri-

butions to the design and implementation of

training that reflects the needs and character of

their communities but it is also important for po-

lice training to be as transparent as possible. This

will result in both a better informed public and a

better ìnformed offi cer.

Where appropriate and through managed pro-

grams, the communlty would

learn about and evaluate the existing training
within departments;

provide input into shaping that some training
content and delivery;

in some cases, participate in training alongside
officers.

5 .2. I ACTION ITEM: The U.S. Department of

Justice should conduct research to develop and

disseminate a toolkit on how law enforcement

agencies and training programs can integrate

community members into this training process.

5.3 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should provide leadership training

to all personnel throughout their careers.

Standards and programs need to be established

for every level of leadership from the first line to

middle management to executive leadership lf
there is good leadership and proceduraljustice

within the agency, the officers are more likely to

behave accordlng to those standards in the com-

munity. As Chief Edward Flynn of the Milwaukee

Police Department noted, "Flexlble, dynamic, in-

sightful, ethical leaders are needed to develop the

informal social control and social capital required

for a civil society to flourishl'e3 One example of
leadership training is Leading Police Organlzations,

a program developed by the IACP and modeled

after the West Point Leadership Program, which

offers training for all levels of agency manage-

ment in programs based on a behavioral scÌence

approach to leading people groups, change, and

organizations, focusing on the concept of hvery

officer a leaderl'

5.3. I AcrIoN ITEM: Recognizing that

strong, capable leadership is required to create

cultural transformation, the U.S. Department of

Justice should invest in developing learning goals

and model curricula/training for each level of

leadership.

This training should focus on organizational

procedural justice, community polìcing, police

accountability, teaching, coaching, mentoring, and

communicating with the media and the public.

Chief Kim Jacobs noted this in her testimony

discussing current issues with tra¡ning on review-

ing investigations of police actions and prepare

comprehensive reports for all stakeholders,

93 Listening Session on Traininq and Education (oral restìmony of Edward Flynn,

chiel lVlìlwaukee Police 0epartment, for the President'sI¿sk Force on 21st (entury

Policing, Phoenix, AZ, February 14, 2015)

a

o

a
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including the media and citizens eaThese standards

should also influence requirements for promotion

and continuing/ongoing education should also be

required to maintain leadership positÌons.

engage law enforcement and professionals

from multiple disciplines to collaboratively

identi! and protect drug endangered children

and their families.es

5.3.2 AC'ïtoN ITEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should encourage and support partnerships

between law enforcement and academic

institutions to support a culture that values

ongoing education and the íntegration of

current research into the development of

training, policies, and practices.

5.3.3 AcrroN ITEM: The U.5. Department

ofJustice should support and encourage

cross-discipline leadership training.

This can be wlthin the criminaljustice system

but also across governments, nonprofits, and the

private sector, including social services, legal aid,

businesses, community corrections, education,

the courts, mental health organizations, civic and

religious organizations, and others. When people

come together from different disciplìnes and

backgrounds, there is a cross-fertilization of ideas

that often leads to better solutions. Furthermore,

by interacting with a more diverse group of pro-

fessionals, police can establish a valuable network

of contacts whose knowledge and skills differ from

but complement their own.This opportunity does

exist for front-line staff on a variety of specialized

topics but also needs to happen at decision/policy

maker levels. For example, the National Alliance

for Drug Endangered Children is an especially

appropriate model for the value of cross-discipline

training. Their written testlmony to the task force

explains how their trainlng approach focuses on

the formation of community partnerships that

94 Lislening sess¡on on Training and [ducation (oral tefimony of Kim Jacobs,

chiel tol umbus [0Hl Division of Polke, for the President's T¿sk Force on 2l st

[entury Policinq, Phoenix, Al, Febru¿ry 14, 20 l5)

5.4 RECOMMENDATION : ThE U.S.

Department of Justice should develop,

in partnership with institutions of higher

education, a national postgraduate institute

of policing for senior executives with a

standardized curriculum preparing them to

lead agencies in the 21st century.

To advance American law enforcement, we must

advance its leadership. To that end, the task force

recommends the establishment of a top quality

graduate inst¡tute of policing to provide ongo-

ing leadership training, education, and research

programs whìch will enhance the quality of law

enforcement culture, knowledge, skills, practices

and policies. Modeled afterthe Naval Postgrad-

uate School in Monterey, Californìa, this institute

will be stafled wìth subject matter experts and

instructors drawn from the nations top educa-

tional institutions, who willfocus on the real world

problems that challenge todays and tomorrows

law enforcement, teaching practical skills and pro-

viding the most current information for improving

policing services throughout the nation. This

institute could even, as witness Lawrence Sher-

man proposed, "admit qualifred applicants to a

three-month residential course for potential police

executives, concluding ìn an assessment center

and examination that would certif,T qualified grad-

uates to serve as chìef police executives anywhere

in the United States.'e6

95 L¡sten ing 5es5i0n on Tra i n ing a nd Ed u(¿ti0n (wri tten testi mony o I the

N¿tion¿l Alli¿nce for Drug Endangered [hildren for the President's Task Force on

21st (entury P0lÌcing, Phoenix, Al, February 14, 2015)

96 Listening sessìon on The Future ofCommunity Policing (oral testimony of

L¿wrence Sherm¿n, Wolßon Profesor of Criminology, University ofCambridqe, and

Distinguished University Profesor, University of lvlaryland, for the President's.[æk

F0r(e 0n 21 st [enlury Policing, Washington, Dt, February 24, 201 5)
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5.5 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should instruct the
Federal Bureau of Investigation to modify
the curriculum of the National Academy at

Quantico to include prominent coverage of
the topical areas addressed in this report.
ln addition, the COPS Office and the Office

of Justice Programs should work with law

enforcement professional organizations to
encourage modification of their curricula in a

similar fashion.eT

The Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COPS Office) and the Office of Justice

Programs (OJP) should work with the law enforce-

ment professional organizations to encourage

modification of their curricula-for example, the

Senior Management lnstitute for Police run by

PERF and the Police Executive Leadership lnstitute

managed by the Major Cities Chiefs Associatìon.

5.6 RECOMMENDATION: POSTs should

make Crisis lntervention Training (ClT)

a part of both basic recruit and in-service

ofñcer training.

Crisis intervention training (ClT) was developed in

Memphis,Tennessee, in 1988 and has been shown

to improve police ability to recognize symptoms

of a mental health crisis, enhance their confidence

in addresslng such an emergency, and reduce

inaccurate beliefs about mental illness.es lt has

9/ Listenìng Sessìon on Training and Educ¿tion. superrlisory, Leadership and

i\4anagementTraining (oral testimony olKimberly Jacobs, chief, [olumbus [0lI]

Division ol Police, for the President'sT¿sk Force on 2 lst (entury Policing, Phoenix, Al,

February 14,2015); Listening 5esion onTraining and Education (e-mail ofAnníe

McKee, senior felloW University ofPennsylvani¿, for the President'sT¿sk Force on

2lst Century Polking, Phoenix, Al, tebruary 13 14, 2015); Listening Sesion on

Tr¿ining¿ndEdu(¿t¡on(writtenlest¡mony0fAnthonyBragaetal forthePresident\

l¿sk Force on 2lf [entury Policinq, Phoenix, Al, February 13-14, 2015)

98 N¿t¿lie Bonñne, (hristi¿n Ritter, ¿nd lvl¿rk R Munetz,"Políce 0fficer

Perceptions ofthe lmp¿cl of [risis Intervention Te¿m (tlT) Proqransi' lnternotionol

Journol of Law ond Psyrh¡ntry 37 ,no 4 (July-Auqust 201 4): 341 -150,

doi:10.1016/j ijlp 2014.02 004

been found that after completing CIT orìentation,

off cers felt encouraged to interact with people

suffering a mental health crisis and to delay their

'lush to resolutionl'ee Dr. Randolph Dupont, Chair

of the Department of Criminology and Crìminal

Justice at the University of Memphis, spoke

to the task force about the effectiveness

of the Memphis Crisis lnterventlon Team (ClT),

which stresses verbal lntervention and other

de-escalation techniques.

Noting that empathy training is an important

component, Dr. Dupont said the Memphis CIT

includes personal interaction between officers and

indlviduals with mental health problems Officers

who had contact with these indivlduals felt more

comfortable with them, and hospltal mental

health staffwho participated with the officers

had more positive views of law enforcement. CIT

also provides a unique opportunity to develop

cross-discipl inary training and partnerships.

5.6. 1 AcrIoN ITEM: Because of the impor-

tance of this issue, Congress should appropriate

funds to help support law enforcement crisis

intervention training.

5.7 RECOMMENDATION: POSTs should

ensure that basic officer traíning includes

lessons to improve social interaction as well as

tactical skills.

These include topics such as critical thinking,

social ìntelligence, implicit bias, fair and impartial

policing, historical trauma, and other topics that

address capacìty to build trust and legitimacy in

diverse communlties and offer better skills for

gainìng compliance without the use of physical

99 Kelly E (anada, Beth Angell, and Amy I Watson,"[risis lnterventionTe¿ms in

(hicaqo:SuccesesonlheGrottndi'.JournolofPolkeCustsNegotiotionsl0,no 1-2

(2010), 86-100, doi.10 1080/15332581003i92070
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:--

l¿sk force member Bryan Stevenson asks a panelist a quefion, Phoenix, February 1 3, 201 5.

force. Basic recruit training must also include tactl-

cal and operations training on lethal and nonlethal

use of Íorce with an emphasis on de-escalation

and tactical retreat skills

5.8 RECOMMENDATION: POSTs should

ensure that basic recruit and in-service ofñcer

training include curriculum on the disease of
addiction.

It is important that officers be able to recognize

the signs of addiction and respond accordingly

when they are interacting with people who may

be impaired as a result of their addìction. Science

has demonstrated that addiction is a dlsease

of the brain-a disease that can be prevented

and treated and from which people can recover.

Pl-10T0: DEB0RAll SPEN(t

The growing understanding of this science has

led to a number of law enforcement agencies

equ i ppin g offi cers with overdose-reversal d rugs

such as naloxone and the passage of legislation in

many states that shleld any person from civil and

criminal liabllity if they administer naloxone

The Obama Administration's drug policy reflects

this understanding and emphasizes access to

treatment over incarceration, pursuing "smart on

crime" rather than "tough on crime" approaches to

drug-related offenses, and support for early health

interventlons designed to break the cycle of drug

use, crime, incarceration, and re-arrest.'00 And the

relationship between incarceration and addiction

is a significant one A 2004 survey by the U S.

100 A Drug Polrcy for the 2l st Qntury, July )0/4, accessed Febru¿ry )7, 2015,

htto://wwwwhitehouse.gov/ondcoidrugoolicvreform
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Department of Justice est¡mated that about 70

percent of state and 64 percent of federal prison-

ers regulaiy used drugs priorto incarceration.l0l

5.9 RECOMMENDATION: POSTS should

ensure both basic recruit and in-service

training incorporates content around

recognizing and confronting implicit bias and

cultural responsiveness.

As the nation becomes more dlverse, it will become

increasingly important that police officers be

sensitive to and tolerant of differences. lt is vital that

law enforcement provide training that recognizes

the unique needs and characteristics of minority

communities, whether they are victims or witnesses

of crimes, subjects of stops, or criminal suspects.

Keeshan Harley, a young Black man, testified that

he estimates that he's been stopped and frlsked

more than 100 times and that he felt that the

problem is not just a few individual bad apples,

but the systemic way policing treats certain

communities-including low-income and young

people, African Americans, LGBTQ people, the

homeless, immigrants, and people with psychiatr¡c

disabilities ln so doing, police have produced

communities of alienation and resentment.r02 He is

arguably not alone in his opinions, given that

1 01 ( lttlumola ¿nd J ( Karberg, Drug Use ond Dependence, Stole ond f ederal

Prßonus, 2004 l\'l¡l¿shington, D(: U 5 Department ofJufice, Office ofJustice

Programs, Bureau olJustice 5t¿tistics,2007), http://wwwbis.govkontent/oub/

odf/dudslp04.odf.

102 Llstening sess¡on onlraining and Edur¿t¡on:V0i(e5 ¡n the [ommunity (oral

lestimony of Keeshan Harle¡ membeç (ommunitie5 United f0r Police Reform,

lor the President\ l¡k Force on 21 st Century Policinq, Phoenìx, Al, February
,ì4, 

2015); see¿lsoTracey L Meares,"Programming Erron. Undersunding the

[onst¡tution¿l i ty 0f stop-and-Frisk as a Progra m, Not a n I nciden('u niversity of
(hic¿go Law Review (forthcoming)

research has shown that'bf those ìnvolved in traf-

fic and street stops, a smaller percentage of Blacks

than Whites belìeved the polÌce behaved properly

during the stopl'r03

And in a 201 2 survey of LGBTQ/HIV contact with

police, 25 percent of respondents with any recent

police contact reported at least one type of

misconduct or harassment, such as being accused

of an offense they did not commit, verbal assault,

be¡ng arrested for an offense they did not commit,

sexual harassment, physÍcal assault, or sexual

assa u lt.roa

5.9-l AcrIoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should implement ongoing, top down

training for all officers in cultural diversity and

related topics that can build trust and legitimacy

in díverse communities. This should be accom-

plished with the assistance of advocacy groups

that represent the viewpoints of communities that

have traditionally had adversarial relationships

with law enforcement.

5.9.2 AcrroN I'IEM: Lawenforcementagen-

cíes should implement training for offrcers that

covers policies for interactions with the LGBTQ

population, including issues such as determining

gender identity for arrest placement, the Muslim,

Arab, and South Asian communities, and immi-

grant or non-English speaking groups, as well as

reinforcing policies for the prevention of sexual

misconduct and harassment.

103 Langton and Durose,frafficondStreetStops,20ll (see note 42)

104, Lístening 5essi0n on Policy and 0versiqhl (written testim0ny of Lambda

Leqal forthe President\l¿sk Force on 2lst [entury Policing, (incinnati,0H, January

30-3 1, 201 5); L¿mbd aLegal, Protected ond Servedl Survey of LGBL/H\V Contot

with P1lke, (\urts, Ptßons, and Security,2014, accessed tebruary 28, 20,l5, http//

wwwl¿mbdalegal.oro/orotected-and¡erved.
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Table 3. College degree requirements for full-time instructors in state and local law enforce-
ment training academies, by type of operating agency, 2006

Pdmary operating agency Ïotal percentage of acad- Percentage ofacademies Percent of academies

emies with a minimum requiring a 4-year degree requidng a 2'year degree

educational requirenent that

included a college degree

All types 19 1 1 8

State Peace0fficer5tandards 13 13 0

andTraining

State police 11 1 5

Sheriffioffrce 2 0 2

[ountypolice 5 0 5

Municipalpolice 7 4 3

[ollege/unlversity 35 22 13

Multiagency 15 2 13

Othertypes 8 8 0

5ource: Brian A Reaves,Stote ond Locol Low Enforcement [roining AcodemÞs, 2006, Spedal Report (Washington, DC: Bureau of]uçice Statistia, 2009),

htt0://www.bjs.gov/c0ntent/pub/0df/slleta06.pdI

5.I O RECOMMENDATION: POSTs should

require both basic recruit and in-service

training on policing in a democratic society,

Police officers are granted a great deal of authority,

and it is therefore important that they receive train-

ing on the constitutional basis of and the proper

use of that power and authority. Particular focus

should be placed on ensuring thatTerry stopsr0s

are conducted withln constitutional guidelines.

Offering entry level opportunities to recruits

without a college degree can be combined with

the provision of means to obtain higher education

throughout their career, thereby ensuring the

benefits of a diverse staff wìth a well-educated

police force and an active learning culture Current

student loan programs allow repayment based on

income, and some already provide tuition debt

forgiveness after 120 months of service in the

government or nonprofit sector

5.I1 RECOMMENDATION: The Federal

Government, as well as state and local

agencies, should encourage and incentivize

higher education for law enforcement officers.

While many believe that a higher level of re-

quired education could raise the quality of officer

performance, law enforcement also benefits from

a diverse range of officers who bring their cul-

tures, languages, and life experiences to policing.

5.I I .l AcrtoN ITevl: The Federal Gov-

ernment should create a loan repayment and

forgiveness incentive program specifically for

policing.

This could be modeled on similar programs that

already exist for government service and other

fields or the reinstitution of funding for programs

such as the 1 960s and 70s Law Enforcement

Education Program.

105. [erryu 0hio,392]S 1(1968)
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5. I 2 REcOMMENDATION: The Federal

Government should support research into
the development of technology that
enhances scenario-based training,
social interaction skills, and enables

the dissem¡nation of interactive distance

learning for law enforcement.

This will lead to new modalities that enhance the

eflectiveness of the learning experience, reduce

instructional costs, and ensure the broad dissem-

ination of training through platforms that do not

require time away from agencies.

This would be especially helpful for smaller and

more rural departments who cannot spare the

time for their officers to participate in residential/

in-person training programs. Present day

technologies should also be employed more

often-web-based learning, behavior evaluations

through body worn camera videos, software pro-

grams for lndependent learning, scenario-based

instruction through videos, and other methods.

This can also increase access to evidence-based

research and other sources of knowledge.

5. I3 RECOMMËNDATION: ThC U.S.

Department of Justice should support
the development and implementation of
improved Field Training Officer programs.

This is critical in terms of changing officer culture.

Field TraÌning Officers impart the organizational

culture to the newest members.The most com-

mon current program, known as the San Jose

Model, is more than 40 years old and is not based

on current research knowledge of adult learning

modalitìes. ln many ways it even conflicts with

in novative tra inin g strategies that encourage

problem-based learning and support organiza-

tional procedural justice

5. I3. I AcrIoN ITEM: The U.S. Department

of Justice should support the development of

broad Field Training Program standards and

training strategies that address changing police

culture and organizational procedural justice

issues that agencies can adopt and customize to

local needs.

A potential modelforthis is the PoliceTraining

Officer program developed by the COPS Office in

collaboration with PERF and the Reno (Nevada)

Police Department. This problem-based learning

strategy used adult learning theory and problem

solving tools to encourage new officers to

think with a proactive mindset, enabllng the

identification of and solution to problems

with in their communities.

5.13.2 AcrIoN Iten¡: The U.5. Department

of Justice should provide funding to incentivize

agencies to update their Field Training Programs

in accordance with the new standards.
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PILLAR 6
SAFETY

OFFICER WELLNESS &

The wellness and safety of law enforcement fficers is critical not

only to themselves, their colleagues, and their agencies but also to

public safety.

Commenting on the irony of law enforcement's

lack of services and practices to support wellness

and safety, Dr. Laurence Miller observed in his

testimony that supervisors would not allow an of-

ficer to go on patrol with a deficiently maintained

vehicle, an un-serviced duty weapon, or a mal-

functloning radio-but pay little attention to the

maìntenance of what is all officers'most valuable

resource: their brains.roT

a

Most law enforcement officers walk into risky

situatlons and encounter tragedy on a regular basis.

Some, such as the police who responded to the

carnage of Sandy Hook Elementary School, witness

horror that stays with them for the rest of their lives

Others are physically injured in carrying out their du-

ties, sometimes needlessly, through mistakes made

in high stress situations.The recent notable deaths

of officers are stark reminders of the risk officers face.

As a result, physical, mental, and emotional injuries

plague many law enforcement agencies.

However, a large proportion of officer injuries and

deaths are not the result of interaction with crim-

inal offenders but the outcome of poor physical

health due to poor nutrition, lack of exercise, sleep

deprivation, and substance abuse. Yet these caus-

es are often overlooked or given scant attention.

Many other injuries and fatalities are the result of

vehicular accidents.

The wellness and safety of law enforcement

officers is critical not only to themselves, their

colleagues, and their agencies but also to public

safety. An off cer whose capabilities, judgment,

and behavror are adversely affected by poor

physical or psychological health not only may be

of little use to the community he or she serves but

also may be a danger to the community and to

other officers. As task force memberTracey Meares

observed,"Hurt people can hurt peoplel"06

106. Listening 5esion on Officer Safety and Wellnes (comment ofTraay

l\4eares, l¿sk force membe¡ for the President's Task Force on 21st (entury Policing,

Washington, D[, February 23, 2015).

Officer suicide is also a problem: a national study

using data of the NationalOccupatlonal Mortality

Survelllance found that police died from suicide

2.4 times as often as from homicides. And though

depression resulting from traumatic experiences

is often the cause, routine work and life stress-

ors-serving hostile commun¡t¡es, working long

shifts, lack of family or departmental support-are

freq uent motivators too.

ln this pillar, the task force focused on many of

the issues that impact and are impacted by officer

wellness and safety, focusing on strategies in

several areas: physical, mental, and emotional

health; vehicular accidents; officer suicide; shoot-

ings and assaults; and the partnerships with social

services, unions, and other organizations that can

support solutions.

107. Lislening Session on 0ffi cer Safety and Wellnes (or¿l lef im0ny 0f L¿urenie

Millel psychologist, I'orthe President'sI¿sk F0rce 0n 21st Century Polic¡ng,

Washinqton, D[, Febru¿ry 23,2015)
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Physlcal injuries and death in the line of duty,

while declining, are still too high. According to

estimates of U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, more

than 100,000 law enforcement professionals

are injured in the line of duty each year. Many

are the result of assaults, which underscores

the need for body armoç but most are due to

vehicular accidents.

To protect against assaults, Orange County (Flori-

da) SheriffJerry Demings talked about immersing

new officers in simulation training that reallstically

depicts what they are going to face in the real

world.'l subscribe to an edict that there is no sub-

stitute for training and experience . . . deaths and

injuries can be prevented through training that is

both realistic and repetitive.'r08

But to design effective training first requires col-

lecting substantially more information about the

nature of injuries sustained by officers on the job.

Dr. Alexander Eastman's testimony noted that the

field of emergency medicine involves the analysis

of vast amounts of data with regard to injuries in

order to improve prevention as well as treatment.

ln order to make the job of policing more safe, a

nationwide repository for flaw enforcement officerl

injuries sustained is desperately needed. A robust

database of this nature, analyzed by medical providers

and scientists involved in law enforcement, would

allow for recommendations in tactics, training,

equipment, medical care and even policies/procedures

that are grounded in that interiace between scientific

evidence, best medical practice, and sound policing.l0e

108 Listening Sessi0n on 0fficer Safety and Wellness: 0fficerSafety (oral

testimony of Jeny Demings, sherìff, 0ranqe County, tL, for the President's T¿sk Force

on 2l f Century Pol¡(ìng, Washington, D(, February 23, 2015)

109. Listening 5esion on 0fficerSafetyandWellnes: 0ffiar5afery (oral

testimony ofDr. Alexander E¿lm¿n, lieutenant and deputy medical director,

Dallas Police Department, forthe President'sTask Force on 21f (entury P0lícing,

Wash¡ngton, DC, Febru¿ry 2i,2015).

Poor nutrition and fitness are also serious threats, as

is sleep deprivation. Many errors in judgment can

be traced to fatigue, which also makes it harder to

connect with people and control emotions. But ad-

ministrative changes such as reducing work shifts

can improve officer's feelings of well-being, and

the implementation of mental health strategies

can lessen the impact of the stress and trauma.

However, the most important factor to consid-

er when discussing wellness and safety is the

culture of law enforcement, which needs to be

transformed. Support for wellness and safety

should permeate all practices and be expressed

through changes in procedures, requirements,

attitudes, and behaviors. An agency work envi-

ronment in which officers do not feel they are

respected, supported, or treated fairly is one of

the most common sources of stress. And research

indicates that officers who feel respected by their

supervisors are more likely to accept and volun-

tarily comply with departmental policies.This

transformation should also overturn the tradition

of silence on psychological problems, encourag-

ing officers to seek help without concern about

negative consequences.

Partnerships are another crucial element. An agen-

cy cannot successfully tackle these lssues without

partners such as industrial hygienists, chaplains,

unions, and mental health providers. But no

program can succeed without buy-in from agency

leadership as well as the rank and file.

The "bul I etproof cop" does not exlst. The offi cers

who protect us must also be protected-against

incapacitating physical, mental, and emotional

health problems as well as against the hazards of
their job.Their wellness and safety are crucialfor

them, their colleagues, and their agencies, as well

as the well-being of the communities they serve.
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\

Elliot [ohen ofthe lt4aryland StaTe Police speaks about technology usage while lVladhu Grew¿l ofthe (onstitution Project waits her turn to testifl,

tincinnati,.lanuary 31,2015 PH0T0: DEBoRAH SPIN(E

6. 1 RITCOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should enhance and

further promote its multi-faceted officer

safety and wellness initiative.

As noted by all task force members durÌng the lis-

tening sess¡on, officer wellness and safety supports

public safety. Officers who are mentally or physìcally

incapacitated cannot serve their communities

adeqr-rately and can be a danger to the people they

serve, to their fellow officers, and to themselves.

6.1 t AcrIoN ITEM: Congressshouldestab-

lish and fund a national"Blue Alert"warning system.

Leveragìng the current Amber Alert program used

to locate abducted children, the Blue Alert would

enlist the help of the public in findlng suspects

after a law enforcement officer is killed ìn the iÌne

of duty Some simllar state systems do exist, but

there are large gaps; a national system is needed.

ln addition to aiding the apprehension of suspects,

it wouf d send a message about the importance of

protecting law enforcement from undue harm,

6.I.2 AcrtoN ITEM: The U.S. Department of

Justice, in partnership with the U.S. Department

of Health and Human Services, should establish a

task force to study mental health issues unique to

officers and recommend tailored treatments.

Law enforcement officers are subject to more

stress than the general population owing to the

nature of their jobs. ln addition to working with

diffi cult-even hostile-individuals, respondlng

to trag¡c events, and sometjmes coming under fire

themselves, they suffer from the effects of everyday

stressors-the most acute of whlch often cotne

from their agencies, because of confusing messages

or non-supportive management; and theìrfamilies,

who do not fully understand the pressures the offi-

cers face on the job. And as witness Laurence Miller

said, "When both work and family relations fray, the

individr-ral's coping abilities can be stretched to the

l¡mit, resultìng in alcohol abuse, domestic violence,

overaggressive policing, even suicldel'r r0

110 Listeninq sessÌon on OffrcerSafely andWellness (or¿l testimony ofLaurence

lvlille¡ psychologist, forthe Presidenttl¿sk F0rce 0n 21st(entury Poli(ing,

Washinqton, Dt, February 21, 20 I 5),
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To add to the problems of those suffering from

psychological distress, law enforcement culture

has not historlcally supported efforts to treat or

even acknowledged mental health problems,

which are usually seen as a sign of "weakness."

The challenges and treatments of mental health

issues should therefore be viewed withln the

context of law enforcement's unique culture and

working environment

This task force should also look to establish a na-

tional toll-free mental health hotline specifically for

police officers.This would be a fast, easy, and confi-

dential way for officers to get advice whenever they

needed to; and because they would be anonymous,

officers would be more likely to take advantage of
this resource. Since nobody understands the chal-

lenges an officer faces like another officer, it should

be peer driven-anonymously connecting callers

to officers who are not in the same agency and who

could refer the caller to professional help if needed.

An advisory board should be formed to guide the

creation olthis hotline service.

6. 1.3 AcrIoN ITEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should support the continuing research into

the efficacy of an annual mental health check for

officers, as well as fitness, resilience, and nutrition,

Currently, most mental health checks are ordered

as interventions for anger management or sub-

stance abuse and are ordered reactively after an

incident Mental health checks need to be more

frequent to prevent problems. Because officers are

exposed to a wide range of stressors on a continu-

ous basis as part of their daily routines, mental and

physical health check-ups should be conducted

on an ongoing basis. Furthermore, officer nutrition

and fitness issues change with time, varying wide-

ly from those of the new academy graduate

to those of the veteran who has spent the last five

years sitting in a squad car Many health prob-

lems-notably cardiac issues-are cumulative.

6. I.4 AcrIoN ITEM: Pension plansshould

recognize fitness for duty examinations as definitive

evidence of valid duty or non-duty related disability.

Officers who have been injured in the line of
duty can exìst in limbo, without pay, unable to

work but also unable to get benefits because

the "fitness for duty"examinations gìven by their

agencìes are not recognized as valid proof of

disability And since officers, as public servants,

cannot receive social security, they can end up in

a precarlous financial state

6.I -5 AcrroN ITEM: Public Safety Officer

Benefits (PSOB) should be provided to survivors of

officers killed while working, regardless of wheth-

er the offrcer used safety equipment (seatbelt or

anti-ballistic vest) or if officer death was the result

of suicide attributed to a current diagnosis of

duty-related mental illness, including but not

limited to post-traumat¡c stress disorder (PTSD).

Families should not be penalized because an offi-

cer died in the line of duty but was not wearing a

seat belt or body armor.Though these precautions

are very important and strongly encouraged, there

are occasions when officers can be more effective

without them.rrl

A couple of situations were mentioned by task

force member Sean 5moot, who descrìbed the

efforts of an officer who took off his seat belt to

tend to the injuries of a victim in the back of the

car as his partner sped to the hospital. Another

1 11 Listening Sesìon 0n Omrer 5¿fety and Wellnes: Voices lrom the Field (or¿l

testimony ofWilliam Johnson, executive direclor, Nation¿l Assocì¿tion 0f Pol¡(e

0rganizations, for the Presídent'sl¿sk Force on 21st (entury Policing, Washington,

Dt, February 23, 2015).
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scenario he mentioned was the rescue of a drown-

ing woman by an officer who shed his heavy

body armor to go into the water. Charles Ramsey,

task force co-chair, also noted that these types

of situations could be further mitlgated by the

invention of seatbelts that officers could quickly

release without getting tangled on their belts,

badges, and radios, as well as body armor that js

lighter and more comfortable

6.2 RECOMMENDAI toN: Law enforcement

agencies should promote safety and wellness

at every level of the organization.

Safety and wellness issues affect all law en-

forcement professionals, regardless of theìr

management status, duty, or tenure. Moreover,

line officers are more likely to adopt procedures

or change practlces if they are advised to do so

by managers who also model the behavior they

encourage According to witness David Orr, buy-in

from the leaders as well as the rank and file is

essential to the success of any program.rr2

6.2.I AcrloN ITEM:Though the Fed-

eral Government can support many ofthe
programs and best practices identified by the

U.S. Department of Justice initiative described in

recommendation 6.1, the ultimate responsibility

lies with each agency.

1 12 Lilening Sesion on Officer Safety andWellness (or¿l teçimony of David 0r¡

seqeant, Norwalk [(T] Polke Dep¿rtment, to the President'sT¿sk Fotce on 21st

[entury Policinq, Washington, Dt, February 23, 201 5)

Though legislation and funding from the Federal

Government ls necessary in some cases, most of

the policies, programs, and practices recommended

by the task force can and should be implemented

at the local level. lt is understood, however, that

there are nobne size fits all"solutions and that

implementation will vary according to agency size,

locatlon, resources, and other factors.

6.3 RECOMMENDATION : The U.S.

Department of Justice should encourage and

assist departments in the implementation of
scientifically supported shift lengths by law

enforcement.

It has been established by significant bodies of

research that long shifts can not only cause fa-

tlgue, stress, and decreased ability to concentrate

but ¿lso lead to other more serious consequenc-

es.]r3 Fatigue and stress undermine not only the

immune system but also the ability to work at full

capacity, make decisions, and maintain emotional

equÌlìbrium. Though long shifts are understand-

able in the case of emergencies, as a standard

practice they can lead to poor morale, poor job

performance, irritabilìty, and errors in judgment

that can have serlous, even deadly, consequences.

6.3.1 ACTION ITEM: The U.5. Department of

Justice should fund additional research into the

efficacy of limiting the total number of hours an

officer should work within a 24-48-hour period,

including special findings on the maximum num-

ber of hours an officer should work in a high risk

or high stress environment (e.9., public demon-

strations or emergency situations).

1 13 Bryan Vila, [ired hps: The lmportonce of Monoging Polìte Fatigue,

(Washington, Dt: Police Executive Rese¿rch torum,2000); lt4oø L Fiedler,

)ffrrer Sofety and Wellness: An )verview of tire /ssr.rer (Wæhinqton, D[: 0ffce of

[ommunity 0riented Polking 5ervices,201 1),4, httu/kops.usdoi,oov/odf/05WG/

e09 1 1 2040,l-05WGReoort.pdf
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[hristina Brown of Black Lives lvlatter [incinnati speaks about mass demonfrations while 5uperintendent Garry Mctarthy ofthe [hicago Polìce

Department looks on, Ci¡cinnati, J¿nuary 30,2015 PH0T0: DEBoRAH SpENtE

6.4 RECOMMENDATION: Every law

enforcement officer should be provided with
individual tactical first aid kits and training as

well as anti-ballistic vests.

Task force witness Dr. Alexander Eastman, who is

a trauma surgeon as well as a law enforcement

professional, noted that tactical first aid kits would

significantly reduce the loss of both officer and

civilian lives due to blood loss Already available

to members of the military engaged ìn combat

missions, these kits are designed to save lives by

controlling hemorrhaging.They contain tourni-

quets, an Olaes modular bandage, and QuikClot

gauze and would be provided along with training in

hemorrhage control. Dr. Eastman estimated that the

kits could cost less than 550 each and require about

two hours of trainìng, which could be provided

through officers who have completed "train the

trainer" programs rra

This would be a national adoption of the Hartlord

Consensus, which calls for agencies to adopt hem-

orrhage control as a core law enforcement skill and

,ì14 
ListenlngSessionon0ffar5afetyandWellness:0fficer5afety(oraltefimony

oI Dr. Alex¿nder E¿stm¿n, lìeutenant ¿nd deputy medìcal director, D¿ll¿s Polire

Department, [or the President\ T¿sk F0r(e 0n 21 5t [entury Polking, Washington,

Dt, tebruary 23, 201 5)

to i nteg rate rescue/emergency medical services

personnel into community-wide active shooter

preparedness and training These actlvities

would complement the current"Save Our

Own" law enforcemelrt-based hemorrhage

control programs.rrs

To further reduce officer deaths, the task force also

stronqly recommends the provìsion of body armor

to all officers with replacements when necessary

6.4. 1 AcrloN ITEM: Congressshould

authorize funding for the distribution of law

enforcement individual tactical first aid kits.

6.4.2 AcrtoN ITEM: Congressshould

reauthorize and expand the BulletproofVest

Partnership (BVP) program.

Created by statute ln 1998, this program is a

unique U.S Department of Justice initiative

designed to provide a critical [esource to state and

local law enforcement Based on data collected

and recorded by Bureau of Justice Assistance staff,

1 I 5, fvl J¿cobs Lenworth, J r., 'J0int C0mm i ttee to [re¿te ¿ Na lional Pol icy to

Enhance Survivability from i\4as Casualty Shooting Events. Hartlord Consensus lll'

lo u r nol o f f he An eri con Colk q e of 5u rq eo n s )1 8, no 3 (M¿ rch 20 1 4): 47 6- 47 8
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in FY 2012 protective vests were directly attributed

to saving the lives of at least 33 law enforcement

and corrections ofFcers.

6.5 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should expand efforts

to collect and analyze data not only on officer

deaths but also on injuries and "near misses."

Another recommendation mentioned by multiple

witnesses is the establishment of a nationwide

reposltory of data on law enforcement injuries,

deaths, and near misses.Though the Federal

Bureau of lnvestigatlon (FBl) does maintain a

database of information pertinent to police

procedures on officers killed in the line of duty, it

does not contain the medical detaìls that could

be analyzed by medical providers and scientists to

improve medical care, tactics, training, equipment,

and procedures that would prevent or reduce

injuries and save lives. The Pollce Foundation, with

the support of a number of other law enforce-

ment organizations, launched an online Law

Enforcement Near Miss Reporting System ìn late

2014,but it is limited in its ability to systematically

analyze national trends in this important data by

its vol untary nature.l r6

6.6 RECoMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should adopt policies that require

officers to wear seat belts and bullet-proof
vests and provide training to raise awareness

of the consequences of failure to do so.

According to task force wltness Craig Floyd, traffic

accidents have been the number one cause of

officer fatalities in recent years, and nearly half of

those officers were not wearing seat belts.rrT He

1 1 6 Debor¿h L Spence, "0ne on One with LEO Ne¿r l\¡issi'(0 mnun¡ty P\li(¡ng

DßpotthS,no 2 (Febru¿ry 2015), httg/kops.usdoj.qov/html/dispatch/02-2015/

leo ne¿r miss.¿so.

1 1/ Listening Sesion on 0ffiar Safety andWellness (oral testimony of (raìq

Floyd, National L¿w Enforcement 0fficer fulemori¿l tound¿tion, for the President's

suggests in-car cameras and seat belt sensors

to encourage use along with aggressive safety

campaigns. Some witnesses endorsed mandatory

seat belt policies as well.

The Prlnce George's County (Maryland)Arrive Alive

Campaign in¡t¡ated by task force witness Chief

Mark Magraw to promote 100 percent seat belt

usage relied on ìncentives and peer pressure for

success.The message was,"it is not just about you,

it is also about your family and your departmentl'1¡8

There were also many calls for mandatory

requirements that all officers wear soft body

armor any time they are going to be engaging

in enforcement activities, uniformed or not lt

was also suggested that |aw enforcement

agencies be required to provide these for

all commissioned personnel.

6. 7 RECoMMENDATION : Congress

should develop and enact peer review error

management legislation.

The task force recommends that Congress enact

legislation similar to the Healthcare Quality

lmprovement Act of 19861]e that would support

the development of an effective peer review error

management system for law enforcement similar

to what exlsts in medicine. A robust but nonpuni-

tive peer review error management program-in

which law enforcement officers could openly and

frankly dlscuss their own or others'mistakes or

T¿sk Force on 21 st [entury Policinq, Washington, D(, February 23, 201 5)

1 1 B Listening Sesion on Officer Safety and Wellness (or¿l testimony of iVlark

Ml¿gr¿w, chief Prince Georges [ounty IMD] Polia Department, for the President's

I¿sk Force on 21 st (entury Policinq, Washington, Dt, Febru¿ry 23, 201 5)

'1'19 
The He¿lth (¿re Qu¿lity lmprovement Act of 1986 (HCQIA), 42 UsC 51 1 101

etseq,setsoutfandardsforprofesionalreview¿ctìons lfaprofesionalreview

body meets these standards, lhen neither the professi0nal revìew body nor any

peßon ¿cling as ¿ member or st¿ff to the body will be liable in damages under

most leder¿l orst¿te l¿wswith respert t0 lhe ¿ction For more inform¿t¡0n, see

"i\4edic¿l Peer Reviewi'Amerlcan lMedic¿l Asoci¿tion, ¿ccesed February 28, 2015,

peer-revrew.Dagg.
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near misses without fear of legal repercussions-

would go a long way toward reducing injuries and

fatalities by improving tactics, policies, and proce-

dures. Protecting peer review error management

findings from being used in legal discovery would

enable the widespread adoption of this program

by law enforcement.

6.8 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Transportation should

provide technical assistance opportunities for
departments to explore the use of vehicles

equipped with vehicle collision prevention

"smart car" technology that will reduce the
number of accidents.

Glven that the FBf 's 2003 ro2012 Law Enforcement

Officers Killed in Action report showed that

49 percent of officer fatalities were a result of

vehicle-related accidents, the need for protective

devices cannot be understated. New technologies

such as vehlcle collision prevention systems should

be explored.

The Near Miss anonymous reporting system de-

veloped by the Police Foundation in Washington,

D C., currently collects anonymous data that can

be very helpful in learning from and preventing

mistakes, fatalities, and injuries-but a program

that enabled peer review of errors would provide

even more valuable perspectives and solutions

Figure 3. Total law enforcement fatalities from 1964-2014
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IMPLEMENTATION
The members of the President'sTask Force on

21st Century Policing are convinced that these 59

concrete recom mendatlons for resea rch, action,

and further study will bring long-term improve-

ments to the ways in which law enforcement

agencìes interact with and bring positive change

to their communìties. But we also recognize that

the Administrat¡on, through policies and practices

already ln place, can start right now to move

forward on the bedrock recommendations in this

report. Accordingly, we propose the following

items for immediate action.

7. T RECOMMENDATION: ThE PTESidCNt

should direct allfederal law enforcement

agencies to review the recommendations

made by the Task Force on 21 st Century

Policing and, to the extent practicable, to
adopt those that can be implemented at the

federallevel.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIOI.¡ : The U.S.

Department of Justice should explore

public-private partnership opportu nities,

starting by convening a meeting with local,

regional, and national foundations to discuss

the proposals for reform described in this

report and seeking their engagement and

support in advancing implementation of
these recommendations.

7.3 RECOMMENDATION: ThC U.S.

Department of Justice should charge its

Off ce of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COPS Office) with assisting the law

enforcement field in addressing current and

future challenges.

For recommendation 7.3, the COPS Office should

conslder taking actions including but not limited

to the following:

. Create a National Policing Practices and
Accountability Division withln the COPS Office.

. Establish national benchmarks and best
practices for federal, state, local, and tribal
police departments

. Provide technical assistance and funding to
national, state, local, and tribal accreditatìon
bodies that evaluate policing practices.

. Recommend additional benchmarks
and best practices for state training and

standards boards

. Provide technical assistance and funding
to state training boards to help them meet
national benchmarks and best practlces in

trainìng methodologies and content.

. Prioritlze grant funding to departments
meeting benchmarks.

' Support departments through an expansion of
the COPS Office Collaborative Reform lnitiative.

. Collaborate with universities, the Office of
Justice Programs and its bureaus (Bureau of
Justlce Assìstance IBJA], Bureau of Justice
Statist¡cs [BJS], National lnstitute of Justice

[NlJ], and Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Preventlon IOJJDPI), and others
to review research and literature ln order
to inform law enforcement agencies about
evidence-based practices and to identìñ7 areas

of police operatìons where additìonal research

is needed

. Collaborate with the BJS to

. establish a central reposìtory for data
concerning police use of force resulting
in death, as well as in-custody deaths,
and disseminate this data for use by both
community and police;
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provide local agencies with technical
asslstance and a template to conduct
local citizen satisfaction surveys;

compile annual citizen satlsfaction
surveys based on the submissìon of
voluntary local surveys, develop a

national level survey as well as surveys
for use by focal agencies and by small
geographlc units, and develop questions
to be added to the National Crlme
Victimization Survey relating to citizen
satisfaction with police agencies and
publ¡c trust.

Collaborate with the BJS and others to
develop a template of broader indlcators of
performance for police departments beyond
crime rates alone that could comprise a

Uniform .Justice Report.

PH0I0: BRAND0N IRAN4Et

Collaborate with the NIJ ¿nd the BJS to publish
an annual report on the "State of Policing" in
the United States.

Provìde support to national police
leadership associations and natlonal rank
and file organizations to encourage them to
im plement task force recommendations.

Work with the U.S Department of Homeland
Securlty to ensure that community
policing tactics in state, local, and tribal law
enforcement agencies are incorporated into
their role in homeland security.

a

a

a
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APPENDIX A. PUBLIC LISTENING
SESSIONS & WITNESSES
The PresidentsTask Force on 21 st Century

Polìcìng hosted multiple public lìstening sessions

to gain broad input and expertise from stakehold-

ers.The information collected in these meetings

lnformed and advised the task force in developing

its recommendations.

Listening Session 1. Building
Trust & Legitimacy

Wasltington, D. C., J anuøry 13, 20 I 5

Panel One: Sub;ect Ma[ter Experts

Jennifer Eberhardt, Assocrate Profesor of Psychology,

5tanford University

Charles Ogletree, Jese [limenko Profesor of Law, Harvard

Law 5chool

Tom Tyler, Macklin Fleming Professor of Law and Professor of

Psychology, Yale Law School

Samuel Walker, Emeritus Professor of Crimin¿lJufice, University

of Nebraska 0maha

Panel Two: Community Representatives

Carmen Perez, Executive Director, The Gathering for Justice

Jim 5t. Germain, Co-Founde¡ Preparing Leaders of

Tomorrow, lnc

Jim Winkler, President and General Secret¿ry, Natìonal

Councll ofChurches ofthrist in the USA

Panel Three: Law Enforcement
Organizations
Richard Beary, President, lnternational Association of Chiefs

of Pol ice

Chuck Canterbury, National President, Fraternal 0rder of Police

Andrew Peralta, N¿tional President, National Latino Pe¿ce

Officen Asociation

Richard Stanek, lmmediate P¿st President, Major County

Sheriffs'Association

Panel Four: Civil Rights / Civil Liberties
Sherrilyn lfill, President and Director-Counsel, N¿tion¿l Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Col ored Peopl e Legal Defense and

Educational Fund

Maria Teresa Kumar, President ¿nd (E0, V0t0 Latino

Laura Murphy, Directo¡ Washington Legislative Off ce, American

(ivil Liberties Union

Vikrant Reddy, Senior Policy Analyst,Texas Publìc Policy Founda-

tion [enter for Effertitie Justite

Panel Five: Mayors
Kevin Johnson, Sacramento

Michael Nutter, Philadelphia

Stephanie Rawlings-Blake, Baltimore

Listening Session 2. Policy
& Oversight

Cincinnati, Ohio, January 30,2015

Panel One: Use of Force Research and
Policies
Geoffrey Alpert, Professor, Univenity of South Carolina

Mick McHale, President, N¿tÍonal Asociation of

Police 0rganizations

Harold Medlock, Chief, Fayetteville (North C¿rolin¿)

Police Department

Rashad Robinson, Executive Director, [olor of Change

Panel Two: Use of Force lnvestigations
and Oversight
5im Gill, District Attorney,Salt L¿ke [Ounty, ut¿h

Jay McDonald, President, Fraternal 0rder of Police of 0hio

Kirk Primas, Assistant Sheriff, Las Vegas Metropolitan

Police Department

Chuck Wexler, Exerutive Director, Police Execulive Research Forum
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Panel Three: Civillan Oversight
Charlie Beck, thiel Los Angeles Police Department

Brian Buchner, President, National Association for tivili¿n

Ovenight of Law Enforcement

Darius Charney, 5enior Staff Attorney, Center for

Constitutional Righr

Panel Four: Mass Demonslrations
Christina Brown, Founding 0rganlzer, Bl¿ck Lives

Matter: Iincinn¿ti

Garry McCarthy, 5uperintendent, Chicago Police Department

Rodney Monroe, thief, Charlone-Mecklenburg (North tarolin¿)

Police Departmenl

Sean Whent, Chiel0akland (t¿lifornia) Police Department

Panel Five. Law Enforcement Culture
and Diversity
Malik Aziz, Nation¿l[hairman, N¿tional Bl¿ck Polìce Asociation

Hayley Gorenberg, Deputy Legal Directo¡ Lambda Legal

Kathy Harrell, President, Fratern¿l 0rder of Police, Queen City

Lodge #69, Cincinnati, 0hio

Barbara O'Connor, President, Nation¿l Asociation of Women

Law Enforcement Executives

Listening Session 3. Technology
& Social Media

Cincínnati, Ohio, Jantnry 31, 2015

Panel One: Body f¿¡ns1¿5-Research
and Legal Considerations
Jim Bueermann, President, Police Found¿tion

5cott Greenwood, Attorney

Tracie Keesee, Co-Founder and Director of Research Partnerships,

Center for Policing Equity

Bill Lewinski, Founder and Director, Force 5cien(e lnstitute

Michael White, Profesor, School of Criminology and (riminal

luslice, Arizon¿ State University

Panel Two: Body Cameras-lmplemen-
tatron
Johanna Miller, Advocacy Director, New York tivil Liberties Union

Ken Miller, [hief Greenville (South Carolina) Police Department

Kenton Rainey, Chief, Bay Area Rapid lransit, S¿n Francisco

Richard Van Houten,Sergeant, FortWorth (Tex¿s) Police

Officers Associatlon

Panel Three: Tèchnology Policy
Eliot Cohen, Lieutenant, Maryland State Police

Madhu Grewal, Policy Counsel,The [onstitution Project

Bill Schrier, 5enlor Policy Advisori Office of the Chief lnformaion

0ffi ce¡ 5tate of Washington

Vincent Talucci, Executive Director / [hief Executive Officer,

lnternational Associ¿tion of Chiefs of Police

Panel Four. Social Media, Community
Digital Engagement and Collaboration
Hassan Aden, Director, Rese¿rch ¿nd Programs, lnternational

Association ofthiefs of Police

DeRay McKesson,This is the Movement

Steve Spiker, Research ¿nd Technology Directoç Urban

5trategies [ouncil

Lauri Stevens, Founder ¿nd Principal Consultant,

LAwS [ommunications

Listening Session 4. Community
Policing & Crime Reduction

Phoena, Anzona, February 13,2015

Panel One: Community Policing and
Crime Prevention Research

Bill Geller, Director, Geller & Assoclates

Dr. Delores Jones-Brown, Professor, John Jay College of

[riminal Justice, City University of NewYork

Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum, Professor, Univenity of lllinois

at Ihlcaqo

Dr. Wesley G. Skogan, Professor, Northwefern University

Panel Two: Building Communrty
Policing Organizations
Anthony Batts, Police Commissione¡ Baltimore

Police Department

Jeffrey Blackwell, thiel tincinnati (0hio) Police Department

Chris Magnus, (hiel Richmond ((alifomia) Police Department

Patrick Melvin, thief 5alt River Polire Department (Salt Rlver

Pima-it¡laricopa lndian Community)
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Panel Three: Using Community Policing
to Reduce Crime
Kevin Bethel, Deputy Police tommisioner, Philadelphia

Police DeparÌment

Melissa Jones, Senior Program Officer, Bofon's Local lnitlatives

Support Corporation

David Kennedy, Profesor, John Jay tollege of Criminal Jufice,

[ity University of New York

J. Scott Thomson, Chiel Camden County (New Jeney)

Police Department

George Turner, Chìel Atl¿nt¿ Police Department

Panel Four: Using Community Policing
to Restore Trust
Rev. Jeff Brown, Rebuilding Every [ity Around Peace

Dwayne Crawford, Executive Director, National Organization of

Black L¿w Enforcement Executives

Justin Hansford, Asistanl Profesor of LaW S¿int Louis

Univenity School ofLaw

Cecil 5mith, thiel5anford (Florida) Police Department

PanelFive: Youth and Law Enforcemen[
Delilah Coleman, Member, Navajo Nation (Senior at Flagstaff

Fligh School)

Jose Gonzales, Alumnus, Fofer Care and Crosover Youth

Jamecia Luckey, Youth [onference Committee Member, Cocoa

(Florida) Police Athletic League

Nicholas Peart, Staff Member,lhe Brotherhood-Sister Sol (Class

Menher, tloyd, et al. u City of New York, u al.)

Michael Reynolds, Co-President, Youlh Power Movement

Listening Session 5. Training
& Education

Phoeníx, Arizona, February 1 4, 20I 5

Panel One: Basic Recruit Academy

Arlen Ciechanowski, President, lnternational Associ¿tion of

Directors of Law Enforcement St¿ndards and Tralning

William J. Johnson, Executirle Director, Nation¿l Asoci¿tion of

Pollce 0rganizations

Benjamin B. Tucker, First Deputy [ommisioner, New York Cily

Police Department

Dr. Steven Winegar, [oordinator, Public Safety Leadership

Development, 0req0n Department 0f Public Safety Standards

and Trainìng

Panel Two. In-Service Training
Dr. Scott Decker, Profesor, Arizona State Unlversity

Aaron Danielson, President, Public 5afety Employee Asociation/

AFSCIvIE Local 803, Fairbanks, Alaska

Dr. Cheryl May, Directo¡ [riminal Justice lnfitute and National

(enter for Rur¿l Law Enforcement

John Ortolano, President, Arizona Fraternal Order of Police

Gary Schofield, Deputy Chiel Las Vegas Menopolitan

Police Department

Panel Three: Supervisor¡ Leadership
and Managemen[ Training
Edward Flynn, thiel fulilwaukee (Wisconsin) Police Department

Sandra H utchens, Sheriff, Ora nge [ounty (ft | ìfornia)

5heriffs Department

Kimberly Jacobs, Chiel Columbus (0hio) DivisÌon of Police

John Layton, Sheriff,lvlarion County (lndiana) Sheriff's Office

Dr. Ellen Scrivner, Exetutitle Fellow, Police Foundation

Panel Four: Voices in the Community
Allie Bones, MSW, thief Executive Office¡ Arizona Coalìtion to End

Sexual and Domefic Violence

Renaldo Fowler, Senior 5taff Advocate, Arizona [enter for

Disabillty Law

Keeshan Harley, l\4ember, Communities United for Pollce Reform

Andrea Ritchie,5enior Policy [ounsel, Streetwise and Safe

Linda Sarsour, Executive Director, Arab Americ¿n Association of

New York

Panel Five: Special Training on Building
Tiust
Lt. Sandra Brown (retired), PrincipalTraìner, Fair and

lmpartial Policing

Dr. Randolph Dupont, Profesor and tlinical Psychologist,

University of Memphis

David C. Friedman, Regional Directorof National Law

Enforcement lnìti¿tives, Anti-Defamation League

Lt. Bruce Lipman (retired), Procedural Justice /Police Legitimacy

Tra ining

Dr. Ronal Serpas, Advisory Board i\4ember, [ure Violence Chicago
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Listening Session 6. Ofñcer Safety
& Wellness

Washington, D. C., F ebruary 23, 20 1 5

Panel One. Officer Wellness
Dr. Laurence Miller, ClÍnical Forensic Psychologist and Law

Enforcement Educator

David Orr, Sergeant, Norwalk (tonnecticut) Police Department

Dr. Sandra Ramey, Assifant Profeso¡ University of lowa

College ofNursing

Dr. John Violanti, Rese¿rch Profesor, State Univenity of New

York Buffalo

Yost Zakhary, Public Safety Director; City of Woodway, Texas

Panel Two: Offrcer Safety

Jane Castor, thief,Tampa (Florida) Police Dep¿rtment

Jerry L. Demings, Sheriff,Orange founty (Florida) Sheriff's Office

Dr. Alexander L. Eastman, Lieutenant and Deputy Medic¿l

DirectoI Dall¿s Polìce Department

Craíg W. Floyd, thairman and [hief Executive Officer, National

Law Enforcement Officers Memori¿f Fund

Panel Three: Voices from the Field
Dianne Bernhard, Execulive Directo¡ [oncerns of

Police Survivors

Robert Bryant, Chiel Penobscot Nation

Chuck Canterbury, National President, Fr¿ternal 0rder of Police

William J. Johnson, Executive Director, National AssocÌation of

Police 0rganizations

Jonathan Thompson, Executive Director, Nation¿l

Sheriffs'Asoci¿tion

Panel Four: Labor/Management
Relations
Dr. ChuckWexler, Executive Director, Police Executìve

Research Forum

Karen Freeman-Wilson, Mayor, Gar¡ lndiana

Mark Magaw, Chief Prince George's [ounty (Maryland)

Police Department

James Pasco, Executive Director, Fr¿ternal 0rder of Police

Dustín 5mith, President, 5¿cr¿mento (California) Police

Officers Asociation

Listening Session 7. Future of
Community Policing

Washington, D. C., F ebruary 24, 20 I 5

Panel: Future of Community Policing
Dr. Phillip Goff, Professor, University of Californla, Los Angeles

Jim McDonnell, Sheriff, Los Anqeles County Sheriff's Department

Dr. Daniel Nagin,leresa ¿nd H. lohn Heinz lll Professor of Public

Policy, [arnegie Mellon University

Dr. Lawrence 5herman, Director of lhe lnstitute of [riminology

ofthe University oftambridge, United Kingdom

Jeremy Travis, President, John J¿y College of [riminalJustice, tity

University of NewYork
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APPENDIX B. INDIVIDUALS
& ORGANIZATIONS THAT
SUBMITTED WRITTEN TESTIMONY
ln addition to receiving testimony from those

individuals that appeared as witnesses during public

listening sessìons, the President'sTask Force on 2'l st

Century Policing accepted written testimony from

any individual or organization to ensure that its ¡nfor

mation gatherìng efforts included as many people

and perspectives as possible. The task force thanks

the individuals and organizations who submitted

written testimony for their time and expertise.

This list reflects organizational afñliation at the time

of testimony submission and may not represent

sub m itters' cu r rent positi ons

lndividuals

Robert Abraham, thair, Gang Resifance Education &Training

(GREAI) Natìonal Policy Board

Phillip Agnew, Executive Directoç Dream Defenders

Kilolo Ajanaku, Natlonal Executive Director, World [onference of

i\4ayors'Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. American Dre¿m lnitiative

Barbara Attard, Paf President, National Asociation for Civili¿n

0versight of Law Enforcement

Paul Babeu, Vice President, Arizona 5herlffs Associ¿tion

Monifa Bandele, [ommunities Uniled for Police Reform

Dante Barry, Executive Director, Million Hoodies

David Bayley, Distinguished Profesor Emeritus, University

ofAlbany

Michael Bell, Lt. (olonel (retired), United States Air Force

Michael Berkow, Chiel Savannah (Georgia) Police Department

Greg Berman and Emily Gold LaGratta, Centerfor

[ourt lnnovation

Angela Glover Blackwell, Founderand CEO, PolicyLink

Mark Bowman, Assistant Professor of Justice 5ludles,

i\4ethodist Univers¡ty

Eli Briggs, Director of Government Aff¿irs, National Asociation of

[ounty and tity Health Officials (NAttH0)

Cherie Brown, Executive Director, National Coalition

Building Institute

Steven Brown, Journalist / Public Relations [onsultant

Chris Calabrese, 5enior Policy Director, [enter for Democracy

and lechnology-with Jake Laperruque, Fellow on Privac¡

Surveillance, and Security

Melanie Campbell, President and tEO, Nation¿l [oalition on

Bl¿ck Iivic P¿rticipation

Mo Canady, Executive Director, Nation¿l Asociation of School

Resource Offi cers (NASR0)

Hugh Carter Donahue, Adjunct Profesor, Department of

History, Rowan University

Anthony Chapa, President, Hispanic Amerlcan Police [ommand

f)ffrcers Association

Lorig Charkoudian, Executive Directo¡ Community

Mediation Maryland

Ralph Clark, President and CEO, 55T lnc.

Faye Cofñeld CJ Federal lask Force

The Hon. LaDoris Cordell,Offia of the lndependent Police

Auditor, San Jose, California

Jill Corson Lake, DirectorofGlobal Advising, PanonsThe New

School for Design

David Couper, Chief of Police (retired), Madison (Wisconsin)

Police Department

Madeline deLone, Executive Director, The lnnocence Project-

with Marvin Anderson, Board lVlember

Jimmie Dotson, Police Chief (retired), Houston lndependent

School District / GeoDD GeoPolicing Team

Ronnie Dunn, Profesor, (leveland State Univeßity

Lauren-Brooke Eisen and Nicole Fortier - Counsel,

Justice Program, Brenn¿n [enter for iustice at NYU School of L¿w

Christian Ellis, tE0 Alternative Ballistics

Jeffrey Fagan, Professor ofLaw, [olumbia L¿w School
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Mai Fernandez, Executive Directo¡ National CenterforVictims

of Crime

Johnny Ford, Founder, Alabama [onference of Bl¿ck l\4ayors and

Mayo¡ Tuskegee, Alabama

Lisa Foster, Director, Access to Jufice lnitì¿tive, U.S. Department

ofJ ustice

Neill Franklin, Executive Director, Law Enforcement

Against Prohib¡tion

5. Gabrielle Frey, lnterim Executive Director, Nation¿l Association

of [ommunity Mediation

Lorie Fridell, Asociate Professor of Criminology, University of

South Florida

Allen Frimpong, Activif-Malcolm X Gr¿ssroots Movement:

NewYork's Self Defensive (ampaign

Ethan Garcia, Youth Specialist, ldentity lnc.

Michael Gennaco, Principal, 0lR Group

Al Gerhardstein, Civil Rights Attorney

James Gierach, Executive Board Vice [hairm¿n, Law Enforcement

Against Prohibition

Fred Ginyard, 0rganizing Director, Fabulous lndependent

Educ¿ted Radical for [ommunity Emp0werment (FIERCE)

Mark Gissiner, P¿f President, lnternational Asociation for [ivili¿n

0versiqht of Law Enforcement

Becca Gomby, 5DR Academy

Rev. Aaron Graham, Lead Paçor,Ihe District [hurch

Fatima Graves, Vice President, National Women's L¿w [enter-
with Lara S. Kaufmann, Senior [ounsel and Director of

Education Policy for At-Risk 5tudents

Virgil Green, (h¿irman, Future America N¿tional [rime

Solution Commision

Sheldon Greenberg, Profesor, School of Educatìon, Division of

Public Safety Leadership, The Johns Hopkins University

Robert Haas, Police Commisioner, Cambridge (Masachusetts)

Police Department

David Harris, Distinguished Faculty Scholar and Profesor of L¿w

Associ¿tes De¿n for Rese¿rch, University ofPittsburgh School ofLaw

W Craig Hartley, Executive Direaol TALEA

Steven Hawkins, Executive Directo¡ ,Amnesty lnternational U5A

Louis Hayes, TheVirtus Group, lnc

Wade Henderson, President ¿nd tEO,The Leadership Conference

on Civil and Human Rights-with Nancy Zirkin, Executive

Vice Presidenl

Maulin Chris Herring, Trainer/[onsult¿nt, Publir s¿fety

Sandy Holman, Director,The Culture (0-0P

Zachary Horn ¿nd Kent Halverson, Aptima, lnc -
with Rebecca Damari and Aubrey Logan-Terry,
6eorgetown University

Tanya Clay House, Director of Public Policy, Lawyers'[ommitlee

for tivil Rights Under Law

Susan Hutson, Office of the lndependent Police l\ilonito¡

New 0rleans

lngram Janaye, Executive Director, N¿tional Action Network

Melanie Jeffers

Megan Johnston, Executive Direclor, Northern Virgìnia

Mediation 5ervice

Nola Joyce, Deputy Commissioner; Philadelphia Police Department

Keith Kauffman, Caplain, Hawthorne (California)

Police Department

Gwendolyn Puryear Keita, Executive Director, American

Psychological Association, Public Interest Directorate

Stanley Knee, Chiel Austin (Texas) Police Department

Laura Kunard, Senior Research Scientist, CNA C0rporation

David Kurz, Chiel Durham (New Hampshire) Police Department

Deborah Lauter, Directorof [ivil Rights, Anti-Defamation

League-with Michael Lieberman, Washington Counsel

Cynthia Lum and Christopher Koper, George lVlason

University, [enter for Evidence-Based Crime Policy

Bruce Lumpkins

Edward Maguire, Profesor of Justice, Law & [riminology,

Americ¿n Universìty

Baron Marquis, Member, Riverside Church, New York

Travis Martinez, Lieutenant, Redl¿nds (t¿llforni¿)

Police Department

Mike Masterson, thiel Boise (ld¿ho) Police Department

Andrew Mazzara, Executive Director, lnternation¿l Law

Enforcement Forum-with Colin Burrows QlvlP (U K ),lLEF

Advisory Board Chair

R. Paul McCauley, Paf President, Academy of [rìminal

Justice 5ciences
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V. MichaelMcKenzie

Harvey McMurray, Chair, Department of Criminal Juçice, North

[arolina [entral University

Pamela Meanes, President, National Bar Associ¿tion

Doug Mellis, President, Mas¿chusetts [hlefs of Police Asocia-

tion-with Brian Kyes, President, Masachusetts Major City

Chiefs Asociation

Seth Miller, President,The lnnocence Network

Charlene Moe, Program Coordinator, Centerfor Public Safety

and Justice, lnfitute 0fGovernment and Public Affairs, University

of lllinois

Marc Morial, CEQ National Urban League

Richard Myers, Chief Newport News (Virglnia) Police Depaftment

Toye Nash, Sergeant, Phoenix Police Department

Rebecca Neriand Anthony Berryman - UCLA

lmprovement by Design Research Group

Chuck Noerenberg, President, National Alliance for Drug

Endangered Children

Newell Normand, Sheriff, Jefferson Parish (Louisi¿na) Sherriffb

Office-submitted wìth Adrian Garcia, 5heriff, llanis (ounty

(Texas) Sheriff's Office;David Mahoney, Sheriff, Dane County

(Wisconsin) Sherifft Office; Anthony Normote, Ph.D,, Crim-

in¿l Justice Commission for (redible Leadership Development; and

Mitch Javidi, Ph.D., lnternational Academy of Public Safety

Gbadegesin Olubukola, 5t. Louis University

Patrice O'Neill, tE0/Executlve Producer, Not ln 0urTown

Jim Pal mer, Executive Director, Wisconsin Professional

Police Association

Julie Parker, Medi¿ Relatìons Division Director, Prince George's

tounty (Maryland) Police Department

George Patterson, Asociate Profeso¡ City University

of New York

David Perty, President, lnternational Association ofCampus Law

Enforcement Administr¿tors (IACLEA)

Megan Price, Director, Insìght Conflkt Resolutlon Program, School

for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University

5ue Quinn, Paf President, National Association for [ivilian

0versight of Law Enforcement

Tess Raser,Teacheç Brooklyn, NewYork

Darakshan Raja, Program Manager, Washington Peace Center

Sir Desmond Rea ¿nd Robin Masefield, Northern lreland

Policing Board

Nuno Rocha

Edwin Roessler, Jr., Chiel Fairfax County (Virqlnia)

Police Department

Jeffrey Rojek, university ofTex¿s at El Paso

lris Roley, Black United Front ofCincinn¿ti

Julia Ryan, tommunity Safety lnitiatitle Director, LISC

Robert Samuels, Former Acting Director, DOJ Executive 0ffice for

WeedandSeed

Kami Chavis Simmons, Professor of Law and Director of the

[rimlnal Jufice Program, Wake Forest University School of L¿w

Russell Skiba, Profesor ¿nd Directo¡ Equity Projed at

lndiana University

Ronald Sloan, President, Ass0ciation of State Criminal

lnvefigative Agencies

Samuel Somers, Jr., Chiel Sacramento Police Department

Brett Stoudt, Morris.Justice Project ¿nd Professor, John lay College

of [rimlnal Justice

"Think Tank Johnny"

Don Tijerina, President, Hispanic American Police Command

0fficers Assocìation

Nicholas Turner, President and Director, Vera lnfitute of Jufice

James Unnever, Profesor of Criminology, University of

South Florida

Javier Valdes, Executive Director, Make the Road New York

Kim Vansell, Dlrector, National [enterfor Campus Public Safety

Nina Vinik, Program Director, Gun Violence Prevention,

Ihe Joyce Found¿tion

Vincent Wa rren, Executive Director, Center for

Constìtutional Rights

Barbara Weinstein, Asoci¿te Director, Religious Action [enter

ofReform Judaism

Jenny Yang, [hai¡ U.5. Equal Employment

0pportunity Commision
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Organizations

Americ¿n Friends Service [ommittee

Americ¿n 5ocìety of Criminology, Division of Policinq, Ad Hoc fummit-

tee t0 the President'sJask Force on 21st Century Policing (Anthony

Braga, Rod K. Brunson, Gary [ordner, Lorie Fridell, Matthew

Hickm¿n, (ynthia Lum,Stephen D. Mafrofski,Jack McDevitt, Dennis

P Rosenbaum, Wesley G. 5kogan, ¿nd William Terrill)

Brooklyn Defender Services

The Bronx Defenden

Center for Popular Democracy

(ivil Riqhts toalition on Police Reform

CNA [orporation (George Fachner, Michael D. White, James R. Coldren,

Jr, and James K Stewart)

[olor of[hange

Dignity in Schools Campaign

Ethics Bureau atYale (Lawrence Fox, Supervising Lawyer)

Evangelical Lutheran Church in Americ¿

Harvard Kennedy School (John F. Kennedy School ofGovernment)

lllinors Coalition for lmmigrant and Refugee Rights

lmmigrant Defense Project

lnternational Association for Hum¿n Values (IAHV) /Works of

Wonder lnternational

L¿tino Jufice

Lawyers'Committee for tivil Rights Under Law (includîng A. Phillip

Randolph lnstitute, BlackYouth Vote, Empowerment Movement,

|-lip Hop taucus, Leadership [onference on [ivil and Human Rights,

lvluslim Advocates, N¿tional Associ¿tion for the Advancement

ofColored People INAA(PI, NAACP Legal Defense Fund, National

Coalition on Black 0vic Particip¿tion, N¿tional Council of

thurches of(hrist in the U5A, Plt0 N¿tional Network, and

Rainbow PUSH Coalition)

Local lnitiatives 5upp0rt C0rp0rati0n (Ll5C)

[4ajor County Sheriffl Association

M¿kethe Road NewYork

N¿tional Action Network (NAN)

N¿tional Asociation for Civìlian 0venight of Law Enforcement

National Associ¿tion of Counties

National Association of Police 0rganizations

Nati0nal Associati0n ofWomen Law Enforcement Executives

N¿tional Collaborative for Health Equity, Dellums Commision

National Day Laborer 0rganizinq Network

National lmmigration Law [enter

National Fratern¿l Order ofPolice

National 0rganization ofBlack Law Enforcement Executives (N0BLE)

National 5heriffl Association

New Sanctuary Coalition ofNewYork

Northern Manhatt¿n (oalition for lmmiqrant Rights

Northwest lmmigrant Rights Project

PlC0 N¿tional Network

Public Science Project

Santa Fe [ollege and the S¿nta Fe [ollege Police Department,

Gainesville, Florida

Southern Poverty Law Center

streetwise & 5afe

Team Kids

Works of Wonder I nternational
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APPENDIX C. EXECUTIVE
13684 OF DECEMBER 1 8,

By the authority vested in me as President by the

Constitution and the laws of the United States of

America, and in order to identif,T the best means

to provide an effective partnership between law

enforcement and local communitles that reduces

crime and increases trust, it is hereby ordered

as follows:

ORDER
201 4

(b)The Director of the Off ce of Community

Oriented Policing Services shall serve as Executive

Director of theTask Force and shall, as directed by

the Co-Chairs, convene regular meetings of the

Task Force and supervise its work.

(c) ln carrylng out its mission, theTask Force shall

be informed by, and shall strive to avoid duplicat-

ing, the efforts of other governmental entities.

(d)The Department of Justice shall provide

administrative servíces, funds, facilities, staff,

equipment, and other support services as may be

necessary for the Task Force to carry out its mission

lo the extent permitted by law and subject to the

availability of appropriations.

(e) Members of theTask Force shall serve without

any additional compensation for their work on the

Task Force, but shall be allowed travel expenses,

includìng per diem, to the extent permitted by law

for persons serving intermittently in the Govern-

ment service (5 U.5.C.5701 -5707).

Sec. 5. Termi naûon. The Task Force shal I term ì nate

30 days after the President requests a final report

from theTask Force.

Sec.6.GeneralProvisions. (a) Nothing in this order

shall be construed to impair or otherwise affect:

(i) the authorìty granted by law to a department,

agency, orthe head thereof; or

(ii)the funct¡ons of the Dlrector of the Office of

Management and Budget relating to budgetary,

administrative, or legislative proposals.

Section 1. Establishment.There is established a

President'sTask Force on 21st Century Policing

(Task Force).

Sec.2. Membership. (a)The Task Force shall be

composed of not more than eleven members

appoìnted by the President.The members shall

include distinguished individuals with relevant

experience or subject-matter expertise in law

enforcement, cìvÌl rights, and civil liberties.

(b)The President shall designate two members of

theTask Force to serve as Co-Chairs.

Sec. 3. Mrssion. (a) The Task Force shall, consistent

with applicable law, identi! best practices

and otherwise make recommendations to

the President on how policing practices can

promote effective crime reduction while

building public trust.

(b)TheTask Force shall be solely advisory and shall

submit a report to the President by March 2,2015.

Sec. 4. Ad mi n i stration. (a) The Task Force shal I hold

public meetings and engage with Federal, State,

tribal, and local officials, technical advisors, and

nongovernmental organizations, among others, as

necessary to carry out Ìts mission.
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(b)fhis order is not intended to, and does not,

create any right or benefit, substantive or proce-

dural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party

against the United States, its depaftments, agen-

cies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents,

or any other person.

(c) lnsofar as the Federal Advisory Committee Act,

as amended (5 U.S.C. App ) (the'Act") may apply

to theTask Force, anyfunctions of the President

under the Act, except for those in section 6 ofthe
Act, shall be performed by the Attorney General.

THE WHITE HOU5E,

December 18,2014.
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MEMBERS'
Co-Chairs

Charles Ramsey

Charles Ramsey is the commissioner of the

Philadelphia Police Department (PPD), a position

he has held since 2008. SÍnce 201 0, he has served

as president of the Major Cities Chiefs Assoclation

and the Police Executive Research Forum. Commis-

sioner Ramsey began his law enforcement career

in 1968 as a cadet with the Chicago Police Depart-

ment (CPD). Over the next 30 years, he held various

positions with the CPD, including commander of

the Narcotics Division, deputy chief of the Patrol

Division, and deputy superintendent, a role he held

from 1994 to 1998. ln 1 998, he was named chief of

the Metropolitan Police Department of the District

of Columbia (MPDC), where he served until early

2007.|n 2007, Commissioner Ramsey served on

the lndependent Commission on Security Forces

of lraq, leading a review of the lraqi Police Force.

ln addition to his current role at the PPD, he also

serves as a member of the Homeland Security

Advisory Council. Commissioner Ramsey received a

BS and MS from Lewis University.

D. TASK FORCE
BIOGRAPHIES

Laurie Robinson

Laurie Robinson is the Clarence J. Robinson

Professor of Criminology, Law and Society at

George Mason University, a posltion she has

held since 201 2.5he served as assistant attorney

general for the Office of iustice Programs (OJP) in

the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) from 2009

Io 2012, Prior to that, Ms. Robinson served as the

Principal deputy assistant attorney general for

OJP and acting assistant attorney general for OJP

Prevìously, she was a member of the Obama-Biden

Transition Team. From 2003 to 2009, Ms. Robinson

was the director of the Master of Science Program

in Criminology at the University of Pennsylvania.

From 1 993 to 2000, she served her first term as

assistant attorney general for OJP. Before joining

DOJ, Ms. Robinson spent over 20 years with the

American Bar Association, serving as assistant staff

director of the Criminal Justice Section from 1972

Io 1979, director of the Criminal -Justice Section

from 1979 to 1 993, and director of the Professlonal

Services Division from 1 986 to I993. 5he is a senior

fellow at the George Mason Unrverslty Center for

Evidence-Based Crìme Policy and serves as co-

chair of the Research Advisory Committee for the

lnternational Association of Chiefs of Police. She

also serves on the board oftrustees ofthe Vera

lnstitute of Justice. Ms. Robinson received a BA

from Brown University.
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Cedric L. Alexander

Cedric L. Alexander is the deputy chief operating

officer for Public Safety in DeKalb County, Georgia,

a position he has held since late 2013. Dr. Alexan-

der is also the national president of the Natìonal

Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives.

ln 2013, he served as chief of police forthe DeKalb

County Police Department. Prior to this, Dr. Alex-

ander served as federal security director for the

Transportation Security AdminÍstration (TSA) ¿t Dal-

las/Fo rt Worth I nte rn ationa I Ai rport from 2007 To

201 3 And from 2006 to 2007, he was deputy com-

missioner of the NewYork State Division of Criminal

.Justice Services. From 2005 to 2006, Dr. Alexander

was chief of the Rochester (New York) Police

Department (RPD), where he previously served as

deputy chief of police from 2002 to 2005. Before

joining RPD, Dr, Alexander was a faculty member

in the Department of Psychiatry at the University

of Rochester Medical Centerfrom 1998to2002.

He began his career as a deputy sherìff in Florida

from 1977 to i 98'l , before joining the Miami-Dade

Police Department, where he was as an officer and

detective from 1981 Io 1992. He received a BA and

MS from St.Thomas University in Miami, Florida,

and a PsyD from Wright State University.

Jose Lopez

Jose Lopez is currently the lead organizer at Make

the Road New York (MRNY), a Brooklyn-based

non-profit community organization focused on

civil rights, education reform, and combating

poverty. He became lead organizer of MRNY in

2013. Mr. Lopez began his career in 2000 as youth

organizer with Make the Road by Walking, which

later merged with the Latin American lntegration

Center to form MRNY in 2007 He contlnued to

serve as youth organizer with MRNY until 2009

when he became senior organizer, Since 201 1,

Mr. Lopez has represented MRNY on the steering

committee of Communities United for Police

Reform, a New York City organ ization advocating

for law enforcement reform. From 2001 lo 2004,

he was an act¡ve contributor to the Radio Rookies

Project, an initiative of New York Public Radio. He

received a BA from Hofstra University.

Tracey L. Meares

Tracey Meares is the Walton Hale Hamilton

Professor of Law at Yale Law School, a position she

has held since 2007 From 2009 to 201 1, she also

served as deputy dean ofYale Law School. Before

joining the faculty at Yale, she served as a profes-

sor at the University of Chicago Law School from

1995 to 2007 She has served on the Committee

on Law and Justice, a National Research Council

Standing Committee of the Natìonal Academy

of Sciences. She was appointed by Attorney

General Eric Holder to serve on the inaugural U.5.

Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs

Science Advisory Board. She also currently serves

on the board of directors of the -Joyce Foundatlon.

Ms. Meares began her legal career as a law clerk

for Judge Harlington Wood, Jr. of the U,S. Court of

Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. 5he later served

as a trial attorney in the Antitrust Division at the

U.S. Department of Justice. Ms, Meares received a

BS from the University of lllinois and a JD from the

University of Chicago Law School.

Brittany N. Packnett

Brittany Packnett is currently executive director of

Teach For America in 5t. Louis, Missouri, a posìtion

she has held since 2012.From 2010 to 2012, she

was a director on the Government Affairs Team at

Teach For America. Ms. Packnett was a legislative

assistant for the U.S. House of Representatives

from 2009 to 20 1 0. From 2007 to 2009, she was a

third grade teacher in Southeast Washington, D.C.,

as a member of theTeach For America Corps. Ms.

Packnett has volunteered as executive director
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of Dream Girls DMV a mentoring program for

young girls, and was the founding co-chair ofThe

Collective-DC, a regional organization forTeach For

America alumni of color. She currently serves on

the board of New City School, the COCA (Center of

Creative Arts) Associate Board, the Urban League of

Metro St, Louls Education Committee, and the John

Burroughs School Board Diversity Committee Ms

Packnett received a BA from Washington University

in 5t. Louis and an MA from American University.

Susan Lee Rahr

Susan Rahr is executive director of the Washington

State Criminal iusticeTraining Commission, a

position she has held since 2012.From 2005 to

201 2, she served as the first female sheriff in Klng

County, Washington Ms. Rahr spent over 30 years

as a law enforcement ofñcer, begìnning as a patrol

officer and undercover narcotics officer. While

serving with the King County Sheriff s Office, she

held various positlons including serving as the

commander of the Internal lnvestigatlons and

Gang Units; commander of the Special lnvesti-

gations Section; and police chief of Shoreline,

Washrngton. Ms. Rahr received a BA from Washing-

ton State University. She has served as a member

of the National lnstltute of Justice and Harvard

Kennedy School Executive Session on Policing

and Public Safety; president of the Washington

State Association of Sheriffs and PolÌce Chiefs,

and an executive board member of the National

Sheriffs' Association.

Constance Rice

Constance Rice Ìs a civil rights attorney and

co-director of the Advancement Pro.ject, an

organization she co-founded in '1999. ln 2003, Ms.

Rice was selected to lead the Blue Ribbon Ram-

part Review Panel, which investlgated the largest

police corruption scandal in Los Angeles Police

Department history. ln 1991 , Ms. Rìce joined the

NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, and

she became co-director of the Los Angeles office

in 1996 She was previously an associate at Morri-

son & Foerster and began her legal career as a law

clerk to Judge Damon J. Keith of the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. Ms. Rice receÌved a BA

from Harvard College and a JD from the NewYork

University School of Law.

Sean Michael Smoot

Sean Smoot is currently director and chief counsel

for the Police Benevolent & Protective Association

of lllinois (PB&PA) and the Police Benevolent Labor

Committee (PBLC), positions he has held since

2000. He began his career with PB&PA and PBLC

as a staff attorney in 1995, before becoming chief

counsel of both organizations in 1997. Since 2001,

Mr Smoot has served as the treasurer of the Na-

tional Association of Police Organizations and has

served on the Advisory Committee for the Nation-

al Law Enforcement Officers'Rights Center since

1996,From 2008 to 2009, he was a policy advisor

to the Obama-Biden Transition Project on publÌc

safety and state and local police issues and was

a member of the National lnstitute of Justice and

Harvard Kennedy School of Government Executive

Session on Policing and Public Safety from 2008

to 201 1. Mr, Smoot served as police commissioner

of Leland Grove, lllinois, from 1 998 to 2008. He

received a BS from lllinois State University and a JD

from Southern lllinois University School of Law.
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Bryan Stevenson

Bryan Stevenson Ís founder and executive director

of the Equal Justice lnitiative (EJl), a private, non-

profi t organization headqua rtered in Montgomery,

Alabama. ln addition to directing the EJI since

1 989, he is a clinical professor at New York Uni-

versity School of Law. He previously has served as

a visiting professor of law at the University of Mich-

igan School of Law. Mr. Stevenson has received

the American Bar Association's Wisdom Award

for public service, the ACLU's National Medal

of Liberty, and the MacArthur Foundation

"Genius"Award Prize, Mr. Stevenson received a

BA from Eastern College (now Eastern University),

a JD from Harvard Law School, and an MPP from

the John F. Kennedy School ofGovernment at

Harvard University.

Roberto Villaseñor

Roberto Vlllaseñor is chief of police for the Tucson

(Arizona) Police Department (TPD), a position he

has held since 2009. He joined the TPD in 1 980

and has served as officer, sergeant, lieutenant, and

captain and as assistant chieffrom 2000 to 2009

Chief Villaseñor was named Officer of the Year

for the TPD in 1996 and has been awarded the

TPD Medal of Merit three times. He also received

the TPD Medal of Distingulshed Service. Chief

Villaseñor is the incoming president of the Arizona

Association of Chiefs of Police and a board mem-

ber of the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF),

He received a BS from Park University and a MEd

from Northern Arizona University.
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APPENDIX E. RECOMMENDATIONS
AND ACTIONS
O. I OVERARCFIING REcOMMENDATION
The President should support and provide

funding for the creation of a National Crime

and Justice Task Force to review and evaluate

all components of the criminaljustice system

for the purpose of making recommendations

to the country on comprehensive criminal
justice reform.

0.2 OVERARCHING RECOMMENDATION:

The President should promote programs that

take a comprehensive and ínclusive look at

community-based initiatives that address

the core issues of poverty, education, health,

and safety.

l. I RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

culture should embrace a guardian mindset to
build public trust and legitimacy. Toward that
end, police and sheriffs'departments should

adopt proceduraljustice as the guiding
principle for internal and external policies and

practices to guide their interactions with the

citizens they serve.

l. 2 RECOMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should acknowledge the role of
policing in past and present injustice and

discrimination and how it is a hurdle to the
promotion of community trust.

1.2 I AcrloN ITEM: The U.S. Departmentof

Justice should develop and disseminate case studies

that provide examples where past injustices were

publicly acknowledged by law enforcement agen-

cies in a manner to help build community trust.

1.3 RECOMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should establish a culture of
transparency and accountability in order to
build public trust and legitimacy. This will help

ensure decision making is understood and in

accord with stated policy.

1.3- 1 AcrIoN ITEM: To embrace a culture of

transparency, law enforcement agencies should

make all department policies available for public

review and regularly post on the department's

website information about stops, summonses, ar-

rests, reported crime, and other law enforcement

data aggregated by demographics.

I.3.2 AcrIoN ITEM: When serious incidents

occur, including those involving alleged police

misconduct, agencies should communicate

with citizens and the media swiftly, openly, and

neutrally, respecting areas where the law requires

confidentiality.

1.4 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should promote legitimacy internally

within the organization by applying the
principles of procedural justice.

1.4.1 AcrtoN ITETvI: ln order to achieve

internal legitimacy, law enforcement agencies

should involve employees in the process of
developing policies and procedures.

I.4.2 AcrroN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agency leadership should examine

opportunities to incorporate procedural justice

into the internal discipline process, placing
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additíonal importance on values adherence

rather than adherence to rules. Union

leadership should be partners in this process.

1.5 RECOMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agencies should proactively promote public

trust by in¡tiating positive nonenforcement
activities to engage communities that
typically have high rates of investigative and

enforcement involvement w¡th govern ment
agencies.

I .5. I AcrIoN ITEM: ln order to achieve

external legitimacy, law enforcement agencies

should ínvolve the community in the process of

developing and evaluating policies and proce-

dures.

1.5.2 ACTION ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should institute resídency incentive programs

such as Resident Off cer Programs.

1.5.3 ACTIoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should create opportunities in schools and

communities for positive nonenforcement interac-

tions with police. Agencies should also publicize

the beneficial outcomes and images of positive,

trust-building partnerships and initiatives.

1.5.4 ACTIoN ITEM: Use of physical control

equipment and techniques against vulnerable

populations-including children, elderly persons,

pregnant women, people with physical and men-

taf disabilities, limited English proficiency, and

others-can undermíne public trust and should

be used as a last resort. Law enforcement agencies

should carefully consider and review their policies

towards these populations and adopt policies if
none are in place.

l. 6 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should consider the potential

damage to public trust when implementing
crime fighting strategies.

1.6.1 AcrtoN ITEvI: Research conducted

to evaluate the effectiveness of crime fighting

strategies should specifically look at the potential

for collateral damage of any given strategy on

community trust and legitimacy.

l. 7 RECOMMENDATION : Law enforcement

agencies should track the level of trust in
police by their communities just as they
measure changes in crime. Annual community
surveys, ideally standardized across

jurisdictions and with accepted sampling

protocols, can measure how policing in that
community affects public trust.

1.7.1 AcrIoN ITEM: The FederalGov-

ernment should develop survey tools and

instructions for use of such a model to prevent

local departments from incurríng the expense and

to allow for consistency across jurisdictions,

1.8 RECOMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should strive to create a workforce
that contains a broad range of diversity
including race, gender, language, life
experience, and cultural background to
improve understanding and effectiveness in

dealing with all communities.

1.8.1 AcrIoN ITEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should create a Law Enforcement Diversity

lnitiative desígned to help communities diversify

law enforcement departments to reflect the

demographics of the community.
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I .8,2 AcrIoN ITEM: The department

overseeing this initiative should help localities

learn best practices for recruitment, training,

and outreach to improve the diversity as well as

the culturaf and f inguistic responsiveness of law

enforcement agencies.

I.8.3 AcrloN ITEM: Successful lawen-

forcement agencies should be highlighted and

celebrated and those with less diversity should be

offered technical assistance to facilítate change.

1.8.4 AcrIoN ITEM: Discretionaryfederal

funding for law enforcement programs could

be influenced by that department's efforts to

ímprove their diversity and cultural and linguistic

responsrvenesS.

1.8.5 AcrtoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should be encouraged to explore more

fl exible staffrng models.

l. 9 RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should build relationships based

on trust with immigrant communities. This is

centralto overall public safety.

I .9. I AcrIoN ITEM: Decouple federal immi-

gration enforcement from routine local policing

for civil enforcement and nonserious crime.

1.9.2 AcrroN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should ensure reasonable and

equitable language access for all persons who

have encounters with police or who enter the

criminal justice system.

1.9.3 ACTION ITEM: The U.5. Department

of Justice should not include civil immigration

information in the FBI's National Crime lnforma-

tion Center database.

2. I RECOMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should collaborate with community

members to develop policies and strategies

in communities and neighborhoods

disproportionately affected by crime for
deploying resources that a¡m to reduce

crime by improving relationships, greater

community engagement, and cooperation.

2.1.1 AcrIoN ITEM: The Federal Gov-

ernment should incentivize this collaboration

through a variety of programs that focus on public

health, education, mental health, and other

programs not traditionally part of the criminal

justice system.

2.2 RECOMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should have comprehensive policies

on the use of force that include training,

investigations, prosecutions, data collection,

and informatíon sharing. These policies must

be clear, conc¡se, and openly available for
public inspection.

2.2.I AcrtoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agency policies for training on use of force should

emphasize de-escalation and alternatives to arrest

or summons in situations where appropriate.

2.2.2 AcrloN ITEM: These policies should

also mandate external and independent criminal

investigations in cases of police use of force result-

ing in death, officer-involved shootings resulting

in injury or death, or in-custody deaths.
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2.2.3 AcrloN ITEM: The task force encour-

ages policies that mandate the use of external and

independent prosecutors in cases of police use of

force resulting in death, off cer-involved shootings

resulting in injury or death, or in-custody deaths.

2 .2 .4 Ac'tloN ITEM : Policies on use of force

should also require agencies to collect, maintaín,

and report data to the Federal Government on

all officer-involved shootings, whether fatal or

nonfatal, as well as any in-custody death.

2.2-.5 Ac tIoN ITEM: Policies on use of force

should clearly state what types of information

will be released, when, and in what situation, to

mai ntain transparency.

2.2.6 ACTToN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should establish a Serious lncident Review

Board comprising sworn staff and community

members to review cases involving offrcer-

involved shootings and other serious incidents

that have the potential to damage community

trust or confidence in the agency. The purpose of

this board should be to identify any administra-

tive, supervisory, training, tactical, or policy issues

that need to be addressed.

2.3 RECOMMENDATION : Law enforcement

agencies are encouraged to implement
nonpunitive peer review of critical incidents

separate from criminal and administrative
investigations.

2. 4 RECOMMEND.A.TIo N : Law enforcement

agencies are encouraged to adopt

identification procedures that implement

scientifi cally supported practices that eliminate

or minimize presenter bias or influence,

2.5 RECOMMENDATIotTI: All federal, state,

local, and tribal law enforcement agencies

should report and make available to the
public census data regarding the composition

of their departments including race, gender,

age, and other relevant demographic data.

2.5.1 AcrroN ITEM: The Bureau of Justíce

Statistics should add additional demographic

questions to the Law Enforcement Management

and Administrative Statistics (LEMA5) survey in

order to meet the intent of this recommendation.

2. 6 RECotvlMENDATtoN : Law enforcement

agencies should be encouraged to collect,

maintain, and analyze demographic

data on all detentions (stops, frisks,

searches, summons, and arrests).This

data should be disaggregated by school

and non-school contacts.

2-.6.1 ActroN I-I'hM: The FederalGov-

ernment could further incentivize universities

and other organizations to partner with police

departments to collect data and develop knowl-

edge about analysis and benchmarks as well as

to develop tools and templates that help depart-

ments manage data collection and analysis.

2. 7 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should create policies and

procedures for polícing mass demonstrations

that employ a cont¡nuum of managed tactical
resources that are designed to minimize the
appearance of a military operation and avoid

using provocative tactics and equipment that
undermine civilian trust.
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2.7 .l AC-rIoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agency policies should address procedures

for implementing a layered response to mass

demonstrations that prioritize de-escalation and a

guardian mindset.

2.7.2 AcrtoN ITEM: The FederalGovern-

ment should create a mechanism for investigating

complaints and issuing sanctíons regarding the

inappropriate use of equipment and tactics during

mass demonstrations.

2.8 RECoMMENDATIoN: Some form

of civilian oversight of law enforcement is

important in order to strengthen trust with
the community. Every community should

define the appropriate form and structure of
civilian oversight to meet the needs of that
community.

2.8. t AcrtoN ITEM: The U.5. Department of

Justice, through its research arm, the National ln-

stitute of Justice (NlJ), should expand its research

agenda to include civilian oversight.

2..8.2 ACttoN I-IEM: The U.5. Department

of Justice's Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COP5 Office) should provide technical

assistance and collect best practices from existing

civilian oversight efforts and be prepared to help

cities create this structure, potentially with some

matching grants and funding.

investigative contacts with citizens for reasons

not directly related to improving public safety,

such as generating revenue.

2. 1O RECOMMENDATION: LaW

enforcement officers should be required to
seek consent before a search and explain

that a person has the right to refuse consent

when there is no warrant or probable

cause. Furthermore, officers should ideally

obtain written acknowledgement that they

have sought consent to a search in these

circumstances.

2.I 1 RECOMMENDATION: LaW

enforcement agencies should adopt policies

requiring officers to identify themselves

by their full name, rank, and command (as

applicable) and provide that information in

writ¡ng to individuals they have stopped. ln

addition, policies should require offcers to
state the reason for the stop and the reason

for the search if one is conducted.

2.1 1.1 AcrtoN ITEM: One example of how

to do this is for law enforcement officers to carry

business cards containing their name, rank, com-

mand, and contact information that would enable

individuals to offer suggestions or commenda-

tions or to file complaints with the appropriate

individual, office, or board. These cards would be

easily distributed in all encounters.

2.9 RECOMMENDATION : Law enforcement

agencies and municipalities should refrain

from practices requiring officers to issue

a predetermined number of tickets, citations,

arrests, or summonses, or to initiate

2.I2 RECOMMENDATION: LAW

enforcement agencies should establish search

and seizure procedures related to LGBTQ and

transgender populations and adopt as policy

the recommendation from the President's

Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS (PACHA) to
cease using the possession of condoms as the

sole evidence of vice.
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2. t3 RECOMMENDATION: Law

enforcement agencies should adopt and

enforce policies prohibiting profiling and

discrimination based on race, ethnicity,
national origin, religion, age, gender, gender

identity/expression, sexual orientation,
immigration status, disability, housing status,

occupation, or language fluency.

2.13.1 ACTION ITEM: The Bureau of

Justice Statistics should add questions concerning

sexual harassment of and misconduct toward

community members, and in particular LGBTQ and

gender-nonconforming people, by law enforce-

ment officers to the Police Public Contact Survey.

Z.I3.Z AcrIoN I rEM: The Centers for

Disease Control should add questions concerning

sexual harassment of and misconduct toward

community members, and in particular LGBTQ and

gender-nonconforming people, by law enforce-

ment offrcers to the National lntimate Partner and

Sexual Violence Survey.

2.13.3 AcrroN ITEM:The U.5. Departmentof

Justice should promote and dísseminate guidance

to federal. state, and local law enforcement agencies

on documenting, preventing, and addressing sexual

harassment and misconduct by local law enforce-

ment agents, consistent with the recommendations

of the lnternationalAssociation of Chiefs of Police.

2. I4 RECOMMENDATIoN: The U.S.

Department of Justice, through the Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services and

Office of Justice Programs, should provide

technical assistance and íncentive funding to
jurisdictions with small police agencies that
take steps towards shared services, regional

training, and consolidation.

2. I5 RECOMMENDATIoN; The U.S.

Department of Justice, through the Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services, should

partner with the lnternational Association

of Directors of Law Enforcement Standards

and Training (IADLEST) to expand its National

Decertification lndex to serve as the National

Register of Decertified Officers with the goal

of covering all agencies within the United

States and its territories.

3. I RECOMMENDATION: ThE U.S.

Department of Justice, in consultation with
the law enforcement field, should broaden the
efforts of the National lnstitute of Justice to
establish national standards for the research

and development of new technology. These

standards should also address compatibility

and interoperability needs both within law

enforcement agencies and across agencies

and jurisdictions and maintain civil and

human rights protections.

3. I . I AcrIoN ITEM: The Federal Gov-

ernment should support the development and

delivery of training to help law enforcement

agencies learn, acquire, and implement technol-

ogy tools and tactics that are consistent with the

best practices of 21 st century policing.

3 .1.2 AcrroN ITEM: As part of national stan-

dards, the issue of technology's impact on privacy

concerns should be addressed in accordance with

protections provided by constitutional law.

3.1.3 AcrtoN lTEtvt; Law enforcement

agencies should deploy smart technology that Ís

designed to prevent the tampering with or manip-

ulating of evidence in violation of policy.
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3.2 RECOMMENDATION:

The implementation of appropriate

technology by law enforcement agencies

should be designed considering local needs

and aligned with national standards.

3.2. I AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should encourage public engagement and

collaboration, including the use of community

advisory bodies, when developing a policy for the

use ofa new technology.

3.3.2 AC'ttoN ITEM: The U.5. Departmentof

Justice should create toolkits for the most effective

and constitutional use of mult¡ple forms of innova-

tive technology that will provide state, local, and

tribal law enforcement agencies with a one-stop

clearinghouse of information and resources.

3.3.3 AcrtoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should review and considerthe Bureau

of Justice Assistance's (BJA) Body Worn Camera

Toolkit to assist in implementing BWCs.

3.2.2 Ac îtoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should include an evaluation or assessment

process to gauge the effectiveness of any new

technology, soliciting input from all levels of the

agency, from line officer to leadership, as well as

assessment from members of the community.

3.2.3 AcrIoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should adopt the use of new technolo-

gies that will help them better serve people with

special needs or disabilities,

3.3 REcoMMENDATror\: The U.S.

Department of Justice should develop

best practices that can be adopted by

state legislative bodies to govern the

acquisition, use, retention, and dissemination

of auditory, visual, and biometric data by

law enforcement.

3.3. t Ac rIoN ITEM: As part of the process

for developing best practices, the U.S. Department

of Justíce should consult with civil rights and civil

liberties organizations, as well as law enforcement

research groups and other experts, concerning

the constitutional issues that can arise as a result

of the use of new technologies.

3.4 RECOMMENDATION : Federa|, state,

local, and tribal legislative bodies should be

encouraged to update public record laws.

3.5 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should adopt model policies

and best practices for technology-based

community engagement that increases

community trust and access.

3.6 RECOMMENDATION : The Federal

Government should support the development

of new "less than lethal" technology to help

control combative suspects.

3.6.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Relevantfederal agen-

cÍes, including the U.S. Departments of Defense

and Justice, should expand their efforts to study

the development and use of new less than lethal

technologies and evaluate their impact on public

safety, reducing lethal violence against citizens,

constitutionality, and offi cer safety.

3.7 RECOMM ENDATION : ThC FCdCTAI

Government should make the development

and building of segregated radio spectrum
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and increased bandwidth by FirstNet for
exclusive use by local, state, tribal, and federal
public safety agencies a top priority.

non-discriminatory polícing and to determine

replicable factors that could be used to guide law

enforcement agencies in other communíties.

4. I RECOMMENDATION: Law enforcement

agencies should develop and adopt policies

and strategies that reinforce the importance

of community engagement in managing
public safety.

4.1.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should consider adopting preferences

for seeking "least harm" resolutions, such as diver-

sion programs or warnings and citations in lieu of

arrest for minor infractions.

4.3 RECoMMENDATION : Law enforcement

agencies should engage in multidisciplinary,

community team approaches for planning,

implementing, and responding to crisis

situations with complex causal factors.

4.3.1 AcrtoN ITEN/I: The U.5. Departmentof

Justice should collaborate with others to develop

and disseminate baseline models of this crisis

intervention team approach that can be adapted

to local contexts.

4. 2 RECOMMENDATION : Community
polícing should be infused throughout the
culture and organizational structure of law

enforcement agencies.

4.2.1 AC^troN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should evaluate officers on their efforts

to engage members of the community and the

partnerships they build. Making this part of

the performance evaf uation process places an

increased value on developing partnerships.

4.2.2 ACTTON ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should evaluate their patrol deployment

practices to allow sufficient time for patrol officers

to participate in problem solving and community

en gagement activities.

4 .2.3 Ac-rroN ITEM: The U.5. Department

of Justice and other public and private entities

should support research ínto the factors that have

led to dramatic successes in crime reduction in

some communities through the infusion of

4 .3.2 Ac-îroN ITEM: Communities should

look to involve peer support counselors as part

of multidisciplinary teams when appropriate.

Persons who have experienced the same trauma

can provide both insight to the first responders

and immediate support to individuals in crisis.

4.3 .3 Ac'rroN ITEM: Communities should be

encouraged to evaluate the efficacy ofthese crisis

intervention team approaches and hold agency

leaders accountable for outcomes,

4.4 RECOMMENDATION : Communities

should support a culture and practice of
policing that reflects the values of protection

and promotion of the dignity of all, especially

the most vulnerable.

+.4.1 AcrroN ITElvt: Because offensive or

harsh language can escalate a minor situation,

law enforcement agencies should underscore the

importance of language used and adopt policies di-

recting officers to speak to individuals with respect.
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4.4.2 A.cltoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should develop programs that create op-

portunities for patrol officers to regularly interact

wÍth neighborhood residents, faith leaders, and

business leaders.

4. 5 RECOMMENDATION: Community
policing emphasizes working with
neighborhood residents to co-produce public

safety. Law enforcement agencies should

work with community residents to identify
problems and collaborate on implementing

solutions that produce meaningful results for

the community.

,1.5.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Law enforcementagen-

cies should schedule regular forums and meetings

where all community members can interact with

police and help influence programs and policy.

4.6 REcotvIMENDATIoN: Communities

should adopt policies and programs that
address the needs of chíldren and youth

most at risk for crime or violence and reduce

aggressive law enforcement tactics that
stigmatize youth and marginalize theír
participation in schools and communities.

4.6.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Education and criminal

justice agencies at all levels of government should

work together to reform policies and procedures

that push children into the juvenile justice system,

4.6.2 ACTTON ITEM: ln order to keep youth

in school and to keep them from criminal and vi-

olent behavior, law enforcement agencies should

work with schools to encourage the creation of

alternatives to student suspensions and expulsion

through restorative justice, diversion, counseling,

and family interventions.

4.5.2 
^c-îroN 

ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should engage youth and communities

in joint training with law enforcement, citizen

academies, ride-alongs, problem solving teams,

community action teams, and quality of life

teams,

4.6.3 Ac-rroN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should work with schools to encourage the

use ofafternative strategies that involve youth in

decision making, such as restorative justice, youth

courts, and peer interventions.

4.5.3 ACTTON ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should establish formal community/citizen

advisory committees to assist in developing crime

prevention strategies and agency policies as well

as provide input on policing issues.

4.5.4 Ac-rloN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should adopt community policing strategies

that support and work in concert with economic

development efforts within communities.

4.6.4 Ac'ltoN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should work with schools to adopt an

instructional approach to discipline that uses

interventions or dísciplinary consequences to help

students develop new behavior skills and positive

strategies to avoid conflict, redirect energy, and

refocus on learning.

4.6.5 AC-lroN ITEM: Law enforcement

agencies should work with schools to develop and

monitor school discipline policies with input and

collaboration from school personnel, students,
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families, and community members. These policies

should prohibit the use of corporal punishment

and electronic control devices.

4.6.6 ACrroN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should work with schools to create a

continuum of developmentally appropriate and

proportional consequences for addressing ongo-

ing and escalating student mísbehavior after all

appropriate interventions have been attempted.

4.7 .l AcrtoN ITEM: Communities and law

enforcement agencies should restore and build

trust between youth and police by creating pro-

grams and projects for positive, consistent, and

persistent interaction between youth and police.

4.7 .2 Ac'ttoN ITEM: Communities should

develop community- and school-based

evidence-based programs that mitigate punitive

and authoritarian solutions to teen problems.

4 6 7 AcrtoN ITEM: Lawenforcement

agencies should work with communities to play

a role in programs and procedures to reintegrate
juveniles back into their communities as they

leave the juvenile justice system.

4.6.8 AcTIoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies and schools should establish memoranda of

agreement for the placement of School Resource

Officers that limit police Ínvolvement in student

discipline.

4.6.9 Ac ltoN ITEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should assess and evaluate zero tolerance

strategies and examine the role of reasonable

discretion when dealing with adolescents in

consideration of their stages of maturation or

development.

4. 7 RECoMMENDATtoN : Communities

need to affirm and recognize the voices

of youth in community decision making,

facilitate youth-led research and problem

solving, and develop and fund youth

leadership training and life skills

through positive youth/pol¡ce

collaboration and interactions.

5.I RECOMMENDATION: The Federal

Government should support the development
of partnerships with training facilities across

the country to promote consistent standards

for high quality training and establish training
innovation hubs.

5. I .1 AcrIoN ITEM: The tra¡ning innovation

hubs should develop replicable model programs

that use adult-based learning and scenarío-based

training in a training environment modeled less

like boot camp. Through these programs the hubs

would influence nationwide curricula, as well as

instructional methodology.

5. 1 .2 ACTION ITEtvt: The training innovation

hubs shouf d establísh partnerships with academic

institutions to develop rigorous training practices,

evaluation, and the development of curricula

based on evidence-based practices.

5.1.3 AcrroN ITEM: The Department of

Justice should build a stronger relationship with

the lnternational Association of Directors of Law

Enforcement (IADLEST) in order to leverage their

network with state boards and commissions of

Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST).
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5. 2 REcoMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agencies should engage community members

in the training process.

5.2.I AcjroN ITEM: The U.5. Department of

Justice shoufd conduct research to develop and

disseminate a toolkit on how law enforcement

agencies and training programs can integrate

community members into this training process.

5.5 RECOMMENDATIOITI : The U.S.

Department of Justice should instruct the

Federal Bureau of lnvestigation to modify the

curriculum of the National Academy at Quantico

to include prominent coverage of the topical

areas addressed in this report. ln addition, the

COPS Office and the Office of Justice Programs

should work with law enforcement professional

organizations to encourage modification of
their curricula in a similar fashion.

5.3 RECOMMENDATIoN: Law enforcement

agencies should provide leadership trainíng

to all personnel throughout their careers.

5.3. I ACTtoN ITEM: Recognizingthatstrong,

capable leadership is required to create cultural

transformation, the U.5. Department of Justice

should invest in developing learníng goals and

model curricula/training for each level of leadership.

5.6 RECOMMENDATTOI.¡ : POSTs should

make Crisis lntervention Training (ClT) a part of

both basic recruit and in-service officer training.

5.6.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Because of the impor-

tance of this issue, Congress should appropriate

funds to help support law enforcement crisis

intervention trainin g.

5.3.2 AcrIoN I tEM: The Federal Government

should encourage and support partnerships be-

tween f aw enforcement and academic institutions

to support a culture that values ongoing education

and the integration ofcurrent research into the

development of training, policies, and practices.

5.3.3 AcrIoN ITEM:The U.5. Department

ofJustice should support and encourage

cross-discipline leadership training.

5.4 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should develop,

in partnership with institutions of higher

education, a national postgraduate institute

of policing for senior executives with a

standardized curriculum preparing them to
lead agencies in the 21st century.

5.7 RECOMMENDATIoN: POSTs should

ensure that basic officer training includes

lessons to improve social interact¡on as well as

tactical skills.

5.8 RECOMMENDATION: POSTS ShOUId

ensure that basic recruit and in-service officer

training include curriculum on the disease of
addiction.

5.9 RECOMMENDATION: POSTs should

ensure both basic recruit and in-service

training incorporates content around

recognizing and confronting implicit bias and

cultural respons¡veness.

5.9. I AcrtoN ITEtvt: Law enforcement

agencíes should implement ongoing, top down

training for all officers in cultural diversity and
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related topics that can build trust and legitimacy

in diverse communities.This should be accom-

plished with the assistance of advocacy groups

that represent the viewpoints of communities that

have traditionally had adversarial relationships

with law enforcement.

5.9 .2 AcltoN ITEM: Law enforcement agen-

cies should implement training for officers that

covers policies for ínteractions with the LGBTQ

population, including íssues such as determining

gender identity for arrest placement, the Muslim,

Arab, and South Asian communities, and immi-

grant or non-English speaking groups, as well as

reinforcing policies for the prevention of sexual

misconduct and harassment.

5. l0 RECOMMENDATION: POSTs should

require both basic recruit and in-service

training on policing in a democratic society.

5.I 1 RECOMMENDATION: The Federal

Government, as well as state and local

agencies, should encourage and incentivize

higher education for law enforcement officers,

5. I I . I AcrIoN Ilev: The Federal Gov-

ernment should create a loan repayment and

forgiveness incentive program specifically for

policing,

5. 1 2 RECoMMENDATION: The Federal

Government should support research into the
development of technology that enhances

scenario-based training, social interaction

skills, and enables the dissemination

of interactive distance learning for law

enforcement.

5.I3 RECoMMENDATIoN: The U.5.

Department of Justice should support
the development and implementation of
improved Field Training Off cer programs.

5.13.1 AcÏou ITEM: The U.5. Department

of Justice should support the development of

broad Field Trainíng Program standards and

training strategies that address changing police

culture and organizational procedural justice

issues that agencies can adopt and customize to

local needs.

5.13.2 AciloN ITEM: The U.S. Department

of Justice should provide funding to incentivize

agencies to update their Fíeld Training Programs

in accordance with the new standards.

6.1 RECOMMENDATION: ThC U.S.

Department of Justice should enhance and

further promote its mult¡-faceted officer

safety and wellness initiative.

6.I.I AcrtoN ITEM: Congress should

establish and fund a national"Blue Alert"warning

system.

6.1.2 ACTTON ITEM; The U.5. Department of

Justice, in partnership with the U.5, Department

of Health and Human Services, should establish a

task force to study mental health issues unique to

officers and recommend tailored treatments.

6.1.3 Acr roN ITEM: The Federal Govern-

ment should support the continuing research into

the efñcacy of an annual mental health check for

officers, as well as fitness, resilience, and nutrition.
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6.1 .4 Ac-rtoN ITEM: Pension plans should

recognize fitness for duty examinations as defin-

itive evidence of valid duty or non-duty related

disability.

6.1.5 AcrroN I-r EM: Publíc Safety Officer

Benefits (PsOB) should be provided to survivors of

officers killed while working, regardless of wheth-

er the offrcer used safety equipment (seatbelt or

anti-ballistic vest) or if officer death was the result

of suicide attributed to a current diagnosis of

duty-related mental illness, including but not

límíted to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

6.4 RECoMMENDATIoN: Every law

enforcement officer should be provided with
individual tacticalfirst aid kits and training as

well as anti-ballistic vests.

6.4.1 AcrIoN ITEM: Congress should

authorize funding for the distribution of law

enforcement individual tactical first aid kits.

6.4.2 Ac-troN ITEM: Congress should

reauthorize and expand the BulletproofVest

Partnership (BVP) program,

6. 2 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should promote safety and wellness

at every level of the organization.

6.5 RECoMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should expand efforts

to collect and analyze data not only on officer

deaths but also on injuries and "near missesÍ

6.2.I AcrroN ITEM: Thoughthe Fed-

eraf Government can support many of the

programs and best practices identified by the

U.5. Department of Justice initiative described in

recommendation 6.1, the ultimate responsibility

lies with each agency.

6.6 RECoMMENDATIoN : Law enforcement

agencies should adopt policies that require

officers to wear seat belts and bullet-proof

vests and provide training to raise awareness

of the consequences of failure to'do so.

6.3 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should encourage and

assist departments in the implementation of
scientifically supported shift lengths by law

enforcement.

6.3. I AcTroN ITEM: The U.5. Department of

Justice shoufd fund additional research into the

efficacy of limiting the total number of hours an

officer should work within a 24-48-hour period,

including special findings on the maximum num-

ber of hours an officer should work in a high risk

or high stress environment (e.9., public demon-

strations or emergen(y situations).

6. 7 RECOMMENDATION: Congress

should develop and enact peer review error

management legislation.

6.8 RECOIvIMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Transportation should

provide technical assistance opportunities for
departments to explore the use of vehicles

equipped with vehicle collision prevention

"smart car"technology that will reduce the

number of accidents.
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7. 1 RECOMMENDATION: The President

should direct all federal law enforcement

agencies to review the recommendations

made by the Task Force on 21 st Century

Policing and, to the extent practicable, to
adopt those that can be implemented at the
federallevel.

7.2 RECOMMENDATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should explore public-

private partnership opportunit¡es, starting by

convening a meeting with local, regional, and

national foundations to discuss the proposals

for reform described in this report and seeking

their engagement and support in advancing

implementation of these recommendations.

7.3 RECOMMEND.ATION: The U.S.

Department of Justice should charge its

Office of Community Oriented Policing

Services (COPS Office) with assisting the law

enforcement field in addressing current and

future challenges.

For recommendation 7.3, the COPS Office
should consider taking actions including but
not limited to the following:

Create a National Policing Practices and
Accountability Division within the COPS Office

Establish national benchmarks and best
practices for federal, state, local, and tribal
pollce departments.

Provlde technical assistance and funding to
national, state, local, and tribal accreditation
bodles that evaluate policing practlces.

Recommend additional benchmarks
and best practices for state training and
standards boards

Provide technical assistance and funding
to state training boards to help them meet
national benchmarks and best practices in

training methodologies and content.

Prloritize grant funding to departments
meeting benchmarks.

Support departments through an expansion of
the COPS Office Collaborative Reform lnitiative.

Collaborate with universities, the Office of
Justice Programs and its bureaus (Bureau of
iustice Assistance [BJA], Bureau of Justice
Statistics [BJS], National lnstitute of Justice

[NlJ], and Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention IOJJDPI), and others
to review research and literature in order
to inform Iaw enforcement agencies about
evidence-based practlces and to identi! areas

of police operatìons where additional research

is needed.

Collaborate with the BJS to

. establish a central repository for data
concerning police use of force resulting
in death, as well as in-custody deaths,
and disseminate this data for use by both
community and police;

provide local agencies with technlcal
asslstance and a template to conduct
local citizen satisfaction su rveys;

a
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compile annual citizen satisfaction
surveys based on the submission of
voluntary local surveys, develop a

national level survey as well as surveys
for use by local agencies and by small
geographic units, and develop questions
to be added to the Nat¡onal Crime
Victimization Survey relating to citizen
satisfaction with police agencies and
public trust.

Collaborate w¡th the BJS and others to
develop a template of broader indicators of
performance for police departments beyond
crime rates alone that could comprise a

Uniform Justice Report.

Collaborate with the NIJ and the BJS to publish

an annual report on the'State of Policlng" in
the United States.

Provide support to national police
leadership associations and national rank
and file organizations to encourage them to
implement task force recommendations.

Work with the U S Department of Homeland
Security to ensure that community
policing tactics in state, local, and tribal law
enforcement agencies are incorporated into
their role in homeland security.

a

a

a
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that's a problem for all of us. lt means that we are not as strong es a country as

we can be. And when applied to the criminaljustice system, it means we're not as

effective in fighting crime as we could beí

-Preside 
nt Barack Obama

These remarks underpin the mission of the President's Task Force on 21st Century Policing: to identiñ/

ways to build trust between citizens and their law enforcement officers so that all components of a com-

munity treat one another fairly and justly ar-rd are invested in maintaining public safety in an atmosphere

of mutual respect.
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"14/hen any part of the Americanfamily does notfeel like it is being treated

fairly, that's a problemfor all of us."

President Barack Obama
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Pillar 1 Building Trust &, Legitimacy

Prepared by Lt. Barbra Buck

People are more likely to obey the lctw when they believe thal lhose who are

enforcing it have the legitimate authority to tell them what to do . . . The public

confers legitimacy only on those they believe are acting in procednrally jus't ways.
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Pillar 1 Introduction

During public listening sessions procedural justice was talked about as a "foundational necessity

in building public trust" (page 2 Interim Report 21st Century Policing). During these listening

sessions, there was a lot of talk about how to define the difference between "implicit bias and

racial discriminations". This was determined to be the main two things which are perceived to

be problematic between law enforcement and the community. There was a strong opinion from

those in the community that there needs to be more "police involvement in community affairs as

an essential component of their crime fighting duties" (page 2 Interim Report 21st Century

Policing). Law enforcement voiced concern about some in the community who do not respect

their authority. Mayors of three larger metropolitan areas expressed concern of how to budget

for the proposed changes for law enforcement.

"Building trust and nurturing legitimacy on both side of the police/citizen" (page 7 Interim

Report 2lst Century Policing) relationship is at the heart of this pillar. The main question is how

will this be accomplished? Over the past twenty years law enforcement has become more

effective, better equipped and more organized in solving crime. Despite these successes, some

polls indicated the public's confidence in law enforcement remains unchanged and has declined

in some minority communities. Some theories suggest this is due to minority communities

experiencing the greatest impact of mass incarceration in jaillprison.

In order for the community to feel law enforcement is legitimate, the community must feel those

in law enforcement have the authority to tell them what to do. This is based on the belief that

law enforcement is "acting in procedurally just ways".

Four Concepts of Procedurally just behavior (page 7 Interim Report 2lst Century Policing):

1. Treating people with dignity and respect

2. Giving individuals a "voice" during encounters

3. Being neutral and transparent in decision making

4. Conveying trustworthy motives
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In theory, if law enforcement practices these four concepts, it will lead to building relationships

and trust between the community and law enforcement. The community begins to trust that law

enforcement is "honest, unbiased, benevolent and lawful" (page 7 Interim Report 21st Century

Policing). Law enforcement will feel their authority is being respected and they are more willing

to become more open with the community. As the relationship grows, the community will be

likely to share more values with law enforcement. The community is more willing to follow the

law and cooperate with law enforcement because of the relationship with law enforcement.

Internal vs External procedural iustice

Internal: "Practices within an agency and the relationships officers have with their colleagues

and leaders" (page 8 Interim Report 21st Cenfury Policing). Research suggests "Officers who

feel respected by their supervisors and peers are more likely to accept departmental policies,

understand decisions and comply with them voluntarily'' (page 8 Interim Report 21st Century

Policing). This results in the officer being more professional and respectful during their

interactions with the community.

External: "Focuses on the ways officers and other legal authorities interact with the public and

how the characteristics of those interactions shape the public's trust of the police" (page 8

Interim Report 2lst Century Policing). The key component is "the practice of fair and impartial

policing". Fair and impartial policing is built on the ability to recognize and understand explicit

and implicit biases.

Everyone has biases based on their life experiences which influence their interactions with other

people and situations. Whether explicit or implicit, biases can be harmful during interactions

between law enforcement and the community. To achieve legitimacy, those in law enforcement

and the community should become awaÍe of their explicit and implicit biases. This has an

impact on the ability to build relationships and trust between the community and law

enforcement. The Columbia Police Department has had training in Fair and Impartial Policing

(taught by Sgt. Mike Hestir). This training helps officers and other personnel identify their

explicit as well as the implicit biases and how it affects their ability to be effective in their

interactions with the community.
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Each law enforcement agency's police culture has an effect on whether there is a good or bad

relationship with the community. Law enforcement's use of disrespectful language and biases

has a negative impact on the relationship with the community. Law enforcement's use of

respectful language and fairlimpartial treatment of the community will have a positive effect on

the relationship with the community. Several speakers in the listening sessions called for

oversite of law enforcement.

Recommendation 1.1

Law enforcement cultures should embrace a øuord.ían mìndsel to huìId. nuhlìc lrust and

interactions with the citizens thev serve.

Overview

The way an agency and its officers define their roles will determine how they interact with the

community. The concept of guardian mindset for officers refers to a mission to protect the

community. "Guardians are members of the community, protecting from within" (page l0

Interim Report 21st Century Policing). The community will have a more positive view of law

enforcement if law enforcement is viewed as being trustworthy, respectful, and part of the

community. The community will have a negative view of law enforcement if viewed as an

outside or occupying force which rules over and control the community. It is important for the

community to remember that law enforcement must be a warrior at times to survive the potential

violent encounter with criminal while fulfilling their responsibility as guardian who protects the

community.

Training

CPD has had training on procedural justice which embraces the guardian mindset.
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l0l30ll4: Foundations for Strategic Awareness for all sworn police personnel. The

training was designed to help participants identify core character traits that affect officer

safety, interpersonal relationships, community interactions and leadership potential. The

course focused on participants examining context of their law enforcement actions to

determine if it was respectful or disrespectful towards the community.

08120115: Procedural Justice for Law Enforcement Agencies. Organizational Change

through Decision Making and Policy for all police department supervisors and

administrators. The course promotes organizational legitimacy through transparent and

fair practices within law enforcement agencies. It focuses on procedural justice which

helps resolve disputes and allocate resources.

a

a

There has been no known recent training for the community on how to interact with law

enforcement and what law enforcement is trying to do to solve crime. CPD used to have a

Citizens Academy which educated citizens about the various bureaus and units at the department

as well has police procedure and tactics.

Programs

CPD has adopted a geographical policing philosophy. Swom personnel have been assigned a

part of the city to become familiar with the problems and issues of that area's

community/businesses. Partnerships are formed with the community to address and solve

problems together. This gives the officer/sergeant a sense of ownership of an area of the

community.

CPD has created the Community Outreach team to build relationships and trust in areas with

high calls for service. This unit will soon be expanded to six officers and a sergeant.

There should be some type of outreach education to the community about how to interact with

the police. This would educate citizens on what to expect and how to behave when interacting

with the police. The NAACP - Baltimore, MD put out a flyer explaining how to interact with

law enforcement. This provides citizens with information on what to do when approached by
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law enforcement when a citizens in various places such as in the vehicle, on the street or at

home. The police department may consider reaching out to the local NAACP, non-profit

agencies or schools to help educate the minority community on how to interact with law

enforcement.

Policy

CPD does have policies and procedures with a guardian mindset theme and/or philosophy.

Policy directs officers to be professional and treat people with dignity and respect. This is

evident in the Code of Conduct policy 340. This policy provides members of this department

with guidelines for their conduct in order that they may participate in meeting the goals of this

department in serving the community.

The guardian mindset is also a part of CPD vision and mission statement:

Mission: Our Mission is to protect and serve by partnering with the community to solve

problems and responsibly enforce the law.

Strategic Vision: Our vision is a safe and successful community served by an innovative team of

trusted professionals dedicated to providing excellent service and engaging our community as a

valued partner.

Practice

Does the CPD culture embrace the guardian mindset? This can be a very difficult and complex

question to answer. While CPD does have training and policy which suggest a guardian mindset,

the question remains if the front line officers and supervisors actually practice what is in policy

and training. If policy or training conflicts with department culture, behaviors will not change.

The CPD culture must first be defined to see if it conflicts with training and policy.

This was done in the 2012 Anderson report and the 2006 Organizational Analysis of the

Columbia Police Department. There appears to still be some evidence of low morale in the first

line employees and supervisors. This will undermine the efforts for internal procedural justice
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practices. There appears to still be a lack of trust, communication, and department unity. The

department has had training in procedural justice which can ensure the department has the right

culture to build the relationships needed with the community.

Action Plan

Reasonableness

It appears the guardian mindset is a reasonable expectation for Columbia. The guardian mindset

is already apart of training and policy at CPD. We have had ¡vo trainings which have focused

on procedural justice. We have implemented programs which support the guardian mindset

including geographical policing and community outreach. Our policy as well as our

vision/mission statement has themes which strongly suggest a guardian mindset.

Cost of Implementation

The cost of implementation has already started with the two department-wide trainings in

procedural justice. There is the issue of on-going and more advanced training which will have

costs to implement the training. The costs would depend on the training and instructors needed

for courses.

Cost of programs can vary. The initial startup costs for the community outreach team was

minimal since the department used officers who were already assigned to patrol. ln order to

expand this unit, it will require additional personnel in the budget to include more officers and a

sergeant.

Benefits to department/community

The benefit of the police department accepting a guardian mindset is that the community will

have more trust in the police department to enforce law in an impartial/fair manner. This will

build relationships between the community and law enforcement resulting in more cooperation in
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solving crimes and problems. It will also result in the community willingly following the laws

and respecting law enforcement's authority.

Recommendation 1.2

Overview

It is important in building community trust for the police department to acknowledge past and

present injustices. It is also important for the police department to describe what they have done

to correct these injustices.

CPD training, programs/poli cy /practices already in place

Training

Intemal Affairs does training during in-service to educate officers on the complaint process.

Programs

For several years, CPD has had an Internal Affairs Unit. This allows for both extemal and

internal complaint investigation on officers' actions at various incidents. This gives citizens the

opportunity to voice their dissatisfaction with officers' conduct and attitude. If officer

misconduct in alleged, an investigation is done by either Internal Affairs or the ofFtcer's

supervisor. The citizen is notified of the findings of the investigation. If the citizen does not

agree with the findings, they may appeal to the Citizens Police Review Board.

Policy

The citizen complaint process is outlined in Policy 1020. It is also outlined in City of Columbia

Ordinance. This holds the police department accountable for proper complaint investigations.
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Practice

CPD has an established practice of accepting, investigating, and documenting citizen complaints

If the complaint is sustained, the employee is disciplined.

Action Plan

Reasonableness

This is reasonable for CPD and we are already addressing allegations of injustices through the

complaint investigation process.

Cost of Implementation

There are no additional costs. We do have the costs of personnel and equipment needed for the

complaint investigation process.

Additional resources or training needed

None at this time

Benefits to department/community

The benefit of the complaint process is the community can file a complaint if they feel they have

been treated in an unfair or unjust manner. This makes police department activities more

transparent and builds trust between the police department and the community.

Action Item

The U.S. Department of Justice should develop and disseminate case studies that provide

examples where past injustices were publically acknowledged by law enforcement agencies in a

manner to help build community trust.
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Recommendation 1.3

order to build public trust ønd lesitimøcv. This will help ensure decision makins is

understood and in accord with stated oolicv.

CFD training, prograrns/policy /practices already in place

Training

Procedural Justice training has covered some of the transparency and accountability issues. The

department has Body Worn Cameras (BWC) and patrol vehicle video which personnel have been

trained in proper use of the equipment and when to activate the cameras. The cameras can help

with both transparency and accountability if there is a question on police activities.

Programs

CPD has an Internal Affair Unit which takes citizen complaints regarding officer/employee

misconduct. Complaints are investigated and the citizen is given findings. If the citizen is not

satisfied with the complaint findings they can appeal to the Police Citizens Review Board.

CPD reviews all uses of force (response to resistance) via the Blue Team system. This ensures

proper use of force by sworn personnel.

Policy

The following policies ensure transparency and accountability for the department: Body Worn

Cameras (447), Mobile Audio Video (446) and Citizens complaints (1020).

Practice

Transparency and accountability are shown in officer's recordings of their actions and words

This video is subject to the open records request law as long as it is not an active investigation.
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Action Plan

Reasonableness

Transparency and accountability are already something the department does and are what the

community expects.

Cost of Implementation

The cost of implementation is in the department's budget for cameras as well as for complaint

investigations by Internal Affairs. There are costs involved to maintain and upgrade the camera

system.

Additional resources or training needed

None at this time.

Benefits to department/community

The community already has access to the swom department personnel's actions due to video.

This helps build trust and confidence in the police department's seryice to the community.

Action ltem

To embrace a culture of transparency, law enforcement agencies should make all department

polices available Jor public review and regularly post on the department's website information

about stops, summonses, arrests, reported crime, and other law enþrcement data aggregated by

demographics.

CPD does not currently post policies and procedures on the department web site
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The department does list information on their website on reported crime but it is not separated

out by demographics. The website does not have information on the number of stops,

suÍìmonses, and arrests.

Action ltem

Vlhen serious incidents occur, including those involving alleged police misconduct, agencies

should communicate with citizens and the media swftly, openly, and neutrally, respecting areas

where the law requires confidentiality.

Recommendation 1.4

øpolving the princioles of procedurøl ìust¡ce.

Overview

"Organizational culture created through employee interactions with management can be linked to

officers' interaction with citizens". (Page 13 Interim Report 2lst Century Policing)

There is a link between internal and extemal procedural justice. In internal procedural justice,

the officer's willingness to follow management's direction and authority depends on if the

officer views the management's authority as legitimate. In external procedural justice, the

citizens' willingness to follow the officer's direction and authority depends on whether the

citizen views the officer as being legitimate. "When an ageîcy creates an environment that

promotes internal procedural justice, it encourages its officers to demonstrate external procedural

justice. " (Page 13 Interim Report 21't Century Policing)

Internal procedural justice starts with the "clear articulation of organizational core values" and

the "transparent creation and fair application of an organization's policies, protocols, and

decision-making process" (Page 13 Interim Report 21't Century Policing). If employees are

actively involved in policy development and decision-making the employee is more likely to use
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this same philosophy in their interactions with citizens. The agency should encourage

collaboration between employee, supervisor and administration. This gives the employee a sense

of being involved in the policy development and decision-making process. When this happens

the employee views the policy and decision as more legitimate because they had input.

CPD training, programs/poli cy /practices already in place

Training

CPD has had training in procedural justice at the supervisory level. This training needs to be

provided to all employees.

Programs

The police department created and implemented a strategic plan for 2013-2015. The strategic

plan was developed by a cross-section of officers, supervisors, civilian employees and

administration. The police department mission and vision statements were revised. The core

values were developed: Character, Professionalism and Dedication. The strategic priorities are

as follows: Workforce, Infrastructure, Technology, Growth Management, Crime and Fear of

Crime, Community Relations/Partnerships.

Workforce would be the most applicable to promoting internal legitimacy. Sections of

Workforce include the following categories: Improve two-way communications; Increase

workforce understanding of Mission, Goals, and Objectives, Increase the number of qualified

applicants while building a diverse workfbrce, Support the elimination of our salary compression

issues, Respond to employee concerns through evaluation and revision of the current

promotional process, Improve Overall Morale, Improve the retention of institutional knowledge

through succession planning.

Of 22 workforce sub-categories, 12 sub-categories have been 100% completed, 3 are 75Yo and2

are at50Yo and 5 are at0%u
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Policy

Not Applicable.

Practice

The practice of internal procedural justice is in its infancy at CPD. Supervisors have been

trained but the front line employees have not. There are some hurdles to overcome as far as the

trust and communication between first line employees and administration. This appears to be

strained at this point in time. Two separate studies, 2012 Anderson report and 2006 University

of Missouri Organizational Change report, have indicated low morale, lack of communication

and lack of trust between the front line ofhcers/supervisors and administration.

A 2015 Employee Engagement Survey showed the police department had a lower mean score

than any other city department in almost all categories. The police department score was 4.19

and the city overall average was 4.95. The sample group size was 60 employees from the police

department. Categories included the following: Two way Communication, Top Down

Communication, Core Value Trust, Teamwork, Public Service Motivation, Relation With Co-

workers, Career Development and Resources. The police department scored the lowest in all

categories except Career Development (3'd lowest). The three lowest mean scores for the police

department was Teamwork2.907l (last), Core Value Trust 3.891I (2"d lowest) and Resources

3.9000. (Source, Appendix D: Composite Scores by Department and Section Three: Average

Scores by Demographic Subgroup)

The following was a question asked about department morale: Morale in my department is

better when I compare it to this time last year. The police department had the lowest of all city

departments: mean score of 2.37.

Based on the two organizational studies and the Employee Engagement Survey, the police

department has a problem with communication, trust and low morale for the majority of police

department employees. This appears to be a long standing culture at the police department
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which has not changed despite changes in all levels of administration as well as at the first line

level officers.

Action Plan

Reasonableness

It is reasonable to expect the police department can fully implement the principles of procedural

justice by promoting internal legitimacy. This is a key component in implementing procedural

justice extemally with the community. The department has already had training for all

supervisors for procedural justice. This is a good first step in full implementation of both internal

and external procedural justice.

Cost of lmplementation

The cost of procedural justice training for the whole department would be determine on whether

CPD used outside or inside instructors for the training. The department already has the cost of

the most recent procedural justice for supervisors. A grant was used to pay for the training. This

training would need to be scheduled for the whole department.

Adclitional resources or training needed

The department would also need to find away to address the issues of communication, trust and

low morale within the department. The two organizational studies and an employee engagement

survey indicate this is a problem area for the department. This is a major obstacle for internal

procedural justice.

A good place to start in identifying the internal problems would be to get information from all

the interviews in the Anderson Study to determine what problems came up as a common theme.

The final Anderson report is summarized, too general, and lacks specific information on exactly

what has caused the problems. It is unknown if this information can be retrieved from Mr.

Anderson.
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The 2006 study provided a much better picture of the internal problems and history. It also

suggested some ways to address the problems some of which have been implemented and some

have not.

It must be determined exactly what will help address the issues listed in both studies and the

survey. This will take some open and honest communication between employees, supervisors

and administrators. Without that, any program will be ineffective in addressing and solving the

problems,

Collaborating to Address Key Challenges in Policing

This is a COPS article which outlines ways for police executives and labor leaders (police

unions) to work together and communicate more clearly. Some of these concepts could work to

bridge the gap in communication, trust and low morale at the police department. The same

article also discusses ways to recruit and promote a more diverse workforce.

"At the February 2015 roundtable discussion, police executives and labor leaders agreed on a

statement of key principles for building trust and collaboration between labor and management.

The statement and other findings that emerged from the roundtable discussions were included as

part of the recommendations to President Barack Obama's Task Force on 21st Century Policing.

The f,rve key principles for strengthening labor and management relations are as follows":

1. Focus on finding common ground.
2. Engage in open communication and seek input from one another
3. Handle dìsagreements with respect and professionalism.
4. Understand and respect each other's roles and responsibilities
5. Work together to promote officer safety and wellness.

Benefits to department/comrnunity

The benefit to the department and community is a more effective and professional law

enforcement services to the community. By implementing the procedural justice philosophy,

there will be more communication, trust, cooperation and higher morale inside the department.

This will result in better service and treatment of the community by offlrcers/employees.
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Action ltem

In order to achieve internal legitimacy, law enforcement agencies should involve employees in

the process of developing policies and procedure.

At this time, there is minimal involvement by most employees in the development of policies and

procedure. With the CALEA process in progress, it is limited on employee input at this time.

Employees may make suggestions as needed.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agency leadership should examine opportunities to incorporate procedural

justice into the internal discipline process, placing additional importance on values adherence

rather than adherence to rules. Union leadership should be partners in this process.

Recommendation 1.5

and enforcement involvement with government agencìes.

Overview

This recommendation suggests law enforcement should seek opportunities for positive

interaction with those populations which have a higher rate of contact with law enforcement for

investigative or enforcement reasons. There is a perception in some parts of the community that

they are being unfairly targeted by law enforcement based on the actions of a few within the

community. If law enforcement can find a way for positive interaction with members of the

community, they will be more likely to be viewed in a more positive light.

Some communities have started to "institutionalize community trust building endeavors". This

includes programs which provide opporlunities for interaction between law enforcement and the
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community. Programs include: Coffee with a Cop, Cops and Clergy, Citizens on Patrol Mobile,

Students Talking it over with the Police and West Side Story Project.

CPD training, programs/poli cy /practices already in place

Training

Procedural Justice training for supervisors

Programs

The department already has the Coffee with a Cop program. It has allowed citizens to talk

directly with officers, supervisors and administrators. The department also has a Chaplain

Program.

The department also has a Community Outreach Unit. The mission of this Unit is to open lines

of communication with the community while rebuilding community partnerships and

relationships. The emphasis is on the parts of the community which experience a higher volume

of calls for service.

The Goals of the Community Outreach Unit is as follows:

Goals:

Listen and act upon the cares and concerns of the community

Measured by identifred ordinance changes, training issues, public training forums,

changes to enforcement strategies.

Establish a network of community contacts.

Measured by the number of community members who will work with police to advocate

for the community and jointly advocate for the police. Reach out to existing

a
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organizations to enlist their aid at creating coalitions that maintain the peace of the

community and positive law enforcement/community interaction.

Create an environment in which community members are comfortable to communicate with

police.

Measured by the cooperation observed when reporting crime, reporting officer conduct

(positive and negative), and reporting efficiencies and inefhciencies, etc..

Identify problem areas, people, and situations within the community

Measured by documented reports of criminal activity and POP projects to address

community concerns. Also measured will be the reduction in reactive calls for service

involving identified problem people and places.

Identify areas in which police meet the needs of these communities and areas in which police do

not meet the needs of these communities.

Measured by the number of efhciencies and inefhciencies reported to the sergeant

O

a

a

Responsibly enforce the law in these communities to build trust in those who call upon us

Take responsible police action when we identify offenders who create a danger to others

and/or disrupt the peace of the community.

Make ourselves available in Douglass Park to network and interact with community members.

The School Resource Off,rcer (SRO) Program is another program which emphasizes positive

interaction between officers and high school students. The police department has SROs at all

three high schools and the CORE school.

Policy

Not Applicable
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Practice

This is put into practice with the Community Outreach Unit and the School Resource Off,rcers.

How much this is done during patrol officer and other employee interactions with the public is

not known. It can be assumed this is occurring but there are no definitive numbers.

Action Plan

Reasonableness

This is a reasonable option for the police department. We have implemented programs with the

goal of improving communication and cooperation between the law enforcement and the

community.

Cost of Implementation

The cost has been minimal to this point. It is a matter of having a department philosophy of open

communication between law enforcement and community members. The department has already

taken steps in improving communication.

Additional resources or training needed

The NOVA (Non-violence Alliance) - This program is a new effort by key law enforcement and

city leaders to reduce violence in the community. This program has been started in Kansas City,

MO. The following is a summary of the program:

KC NOVA aims to bring the community and law enforcement together to actively communicate

and engage to reduce violence. This strategy for violence reduction follows similar successful

models used across the nation. Operation Ceasefire in Boston, MA reduced youth homicide by

63%o and Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence in Cincinnati reduced homicide involving

group members by 47%.
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KC NOVA uses police intelligence to analyze the relationships among criminals, mapping

offenders and their associated groups. Key members of those networks will be invited to meet

with KC NOVA leaders and their partners, including community leaders and the faith-based

community. At those so-called call-ins, invited group members will be asked to stay away from

violence. Offers to connect them to social services will be made. If violence results, anryay,

group members will attract the swift attention of law enforcement.

Those choosing to be involved in violence, as well as their associates, will receive the full

attention of this new law enforcement alliance.

Any expansion of the Community Outreach Team would be a good start towards building good

relationships with the community. A good addition to the team would be adding a Crime

Prevention or Community Relations Unit civilian personnel. Due to high call load, patrol

officers are unable to do the duties which used to be done by the Crime Prevention Unit. Crime

Prevention or Community Outreach Specialists duties include:

Crime Prevention Specialists provide many services (San Jose PD):

.Liaisons

Crime Prevention Specialists act as liaisons between the police department and the community,

providing a consistent and personal point ofcontact.

.Resource and Refemal

Crime Prevention Specialists are available to answer questions, provide information and give

referrals to the general public regarding matters related to crime prevention and quality of life

issues.

.Speakers Bureau

Crime Prevention Specialists provide presentations to groups covering a variety of crime

prevention topics.
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Cost to add civilian positions as Crime Prevention Specialist

This position would be similar to an Administrative Support Assistant (B5) which has a pay

range of $2 5,446 to 535,624 per year. It could also be classified as an Administrative Technician

(88) which has a pay range of 53 4,638 to $48,493 per year.

Benefits to department/community

The more the police department is involved in the community, the more the police department

will be viewed as legitimate by the community. This will result in better communication and

cooperation between both the community and the police department.

Action ltem

In order to achieve external legitimacy, law enforcement agencies should involve the community

in the process ofdeveloping and evaluating policies and procedures.

The police department does not do this at this point in time. The department is going through the

CALEA accreditation process which has strict procedures for policy and procedure development.

This is not conducive to citizen involvement at this point in time. Once the CALEA process is

finished, it would be a good idea to post police department policies and procedures on the

department's web site.

The Police Citizens Review Board does review police policy and procedures during the citizen's

complaint review process. They can make recommendation for change of policy to the Police

Chief.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should institute residency incentive programs such as Resident

Officer Program.
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The police department does not have a Resident Officer Program. Various apartment complexes

will offer discounted rent to officers who agree to live in their apartment complex. The officer's

responsibilities range from officer presence to checking the complex for security problems or

minor calls for service such as peace disturbance.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should create opportunities in schools and communities for positive,

non-enforcement interactions with police. Agencies should also publicize the beneficial

outcomes and images of positive, trust-building partnerships and initiatives.

The police department has the School Resource Officer Program in all three high schools and

CORE. This is an opportunity for positive interaction between students and officers.

The Community Outreach Unit interacts with people in the Douglas Park area. This is mainly

voluntary contact where the offrcer gets to know the frequent users of the park. This is achieved

by holding conversations with the park patrons, which allows the park patrons and the officers to

form relationships.

Action ltem

Use of physical control equipment and techniques against vulnerable populations - including

children, elderly persons, pregnant women, people with physical and mental disabilities, limed

English proficiency, and others - can undermine public trust and should be used as a last resort.

Law enforcement agencies should carefully consider and review their policies towurds lhese

populations and adopt polices if none are in place.

This is already covered in the department's policies.

300.3 Response to Resistance

Offrcers shall use only that amount of force that reasonably appears necessary given the facts and

circumstances at the time of the event to accomplish a legitimate law enforcement purpose. The
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reasonableness of force will be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene

at the time of the incident.

300.3.2 Factors Used to Determine the Reasonableness of Force

When determining whether to apply force and evaluating whether an officer has used reasonable

force, an officer shall consider the totality of the circumstances of each particular case. A

number of factors should be taken into consideration, as time and circumstances permit; these

factors include, but are not limited to:

Immediacy and severity of the threat to officers or others.

The conduct of the individual being confronted, as reasonably perceived by the officer at

the time.

Officer/subject factors (age, size, relative strength, skill level, injuries sustained, level of

exhaustion or fatigue, the number of officers available vs. subjects).

d. The effects of drugs or alcohol.

Subject's mental state or capacity

Proximity of weapons or dangerous improvised devices

The degree to which the subject has been effectively restrained and his/her ability to

resist despite being restrained.

h. The availability of other options and their possible effectiveness

Seriousness of the suspected offense or reason for contact with the individual

j. Training and experience of the officer.

k. Potential for injury to officers, suspects and others

c

e.

f.

û

1.
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l. Whether the person appears to be resisting, attempting to evade arrest by flight or is

attacking the officer.

m. The risk and reasonably foreseeable consequences ofescape.

The apparent need for immediate control of the subject or a prompt resolution of the

situation.

Whether the conduct of the individual being confronted no longer reasonably appears to

pose an imminent threat to the officer or others.

p. Prior contacts with the subject or awareness of any propensity for violence

q. Any other exigent circumstances.

Recommendation 1.6

Law enforcement asencies should consider the nofential dømase to nuhlic trust when

implementing crime frghtins stratesies.

Overview

During the listening sessions, many expressed concerns about "overly aggressive law

enforcement strategies" and how if effects the communities' trust in law enforcement. The

question is what is meant by "overly aggressive law enforcement strategies"? This is not defined

and there are no examples of incidents or strategies used by law enfbrcement which is deemed to

cause damage to the communities' trust.
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CPD training, programs/poli cy /practices already in place

Training

The police department has in-service training on proper defensive tactics, response to resistance

and firearms. The department also has in-service on legal update, crowd control, racial profiling

and Internal Affairs complaint investigation.

Programs

The Blue Team entry process is used by the police department to review all responses to

resistance (use of force) by sworn department personnel.

The department has an lnternal Affairs Unit which takes both extemal and intemal complaints on

department personnel.

The department has body worn cameras as well as patrol vehicle video which records

officers/sergeants activities.

Policy

The department has several polices which direct sworn personnel on proper enforcement action.

These policies include: 300 Responses to Resistance, 306 Handcuffing and Restraints, 308

Control Devices and Techniques,309 CED Device,3l0 Officer-Involved Shooting,312 Duty

Firearms, 314, Vehicle Pursuits, 318 Canine, 322 Search and Seizure, 340 Code of Conduct and

408 Special Weapons and Tactics.

By following these policies swom personnel will be performing their duties in a way which is

much less likely to damage the public's trust in law enforcement.
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Practice

At this time, there are no clear crime fighting strategies that have been identified which have

caused damage to public trust. The department is well trained, educated, and equipped to do

their duties in a professional manner. The department has an Intemal Affairs Unit and citizen

complaint investigation process.

Action Plan

Reasonableness

It is reasonable for the department to comply with this recommendation. The department has

already taken steps to ensure personnel's crime fighting actions are not damaging

Cost of Implementation

None at this time.

Additional resources or training needed

Not Applicable

Benefits to department/community

As the department has already taken steps to ensure proper crime fighting strategies, the

community will be more likely to trust the police department. This will result in better

cooperation between the community and the police department.

Action ltem

Research conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of crime fighting strategies should specffically

look at the potential for collateral damage of any given strategy on community trust and

legitimacy.
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The department already does this. Any tactical operations have an operational plan of action.

This has to be reviewed by the administrator of the bureau to ensure proper procedure and

liability issues.

Recommendation 1.7

communitv øffects public trust.

Overview

It is recommended to do a community survey to maintain public trust. This allows the

community to know they have a voice in what services are or are not being provided by law

enforcement. "To operate effectively, law enforcement agencies must maintain public trust by

having a transparent, credible system of accountability" (Page 13 Interim Report 21" Century

Policing).

CPD training, programs/policy/practices already in place

Training

Not Applicable

Programs

The City of Columbia akeady does a citizen satisfaction surveys which include the police

department.

Citizenl City sllrvey rc sults

2014 Citizen Survey conducted by ETC Institute
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. GIS Maps - Appendix A

. Crosstabs by Number of Years Lived in Columbia and Home Owners vs. Renters

Appendix B

. Crosstabs b)¡ College Students. Age of Respondents and Gender - Appendix C

. - Appendix D

. Crosstabs by Cit)¡ Council Ward - Appendix E

The police department has a citizen's satisfaction survey.

Columbia Police Department Customer Satisfaction Survey

Was the CPD employee helpful and polite?*

r c
Yes No

Did the CPD employee answer your questions and keep you informed in a way that was easy to

understand?*

r
Yes No

How would you rate the CPD response time to your call for service?*

(. r r r r
very satisfied satisfied neutral unsatisfied very unsatisfied

Overall, how satisfied are you with the Columbia Police Department service you just received?*

r
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f c r rvery satisfied satisfred neutral unsatished

How did you come in contact with the CPD employee?*

a r
Witness Traffic Stop (receiving a ticket)

r a
Victim Traffic Stop (receiving a warning)

c ?
Arrested Other

May we contact you regarding your survey?+

? a
Yes No

Name:

Ernail:

Phone Number:

Columbia Police Department's Report

c
very unsatisfied

I

(optional)

(optional)

(optional)

su¡rnn I,:__l

Policy

Not Applicable
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Practice

The police department has a citizen's feedback after calls for service. This allowed the citizen to

give feedback on the service they received from the police department. This form is on line on

the police department web site. The City of Columbia does a citizens satisfaction survey.

Citizens may also file officer compliments and complaints on line about the police service they

received.

Action Plan

Reasonableness

This is a reasonable and it is already in practice in Columbia by the city's and police

department' s satisfaction surveys.

Cost of Implementation

Not Applicable

Additional resources or training needed

Not Applicable.

Benefits to department/community

The benefit to the community is they have input on the quality of law enforcement services

received. This will result in the community having more trust in the legitimacy of the police

department.
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Action ltem

The Federal Government should develop survey tools and instructions for use of such a model to

prevent local departments from incurring the expense and to allow for consistency across

jurisdictions.

Recommendation 1.8

Overview

The theory behind this concept of a diverse workforce improves the culture of the police

department. This includes diversity in both the line officers, supervisors and administration.

This results in more trust and legitimacy is built with all segments of the community. The police

department should seek officer candidates and supervisors/administrators who will police in an

unbiased manner and have positive interactions with people of different cultures and

backgrounds. The police department should also ensure it has diversity throughout the ranks and

various units in the police department.

CPD training, programs/policy /practices already in place

1'raining

Throughout the years, the police department has had training in cultural diversity, racial profiling

and unbiased policing.

Programs

The police department has officers attend various recruiting venues. The officer recruiters are a

culturally diverse group. This helps to recruit a more diverse group of officer candidates.
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The promotional process is a ranked system which only considers test and interview score. It

does not focus on diversity of applicants who apply. This can be seen as a barrier for women and

minorities being successfully promoted.

Policy

Practice

The Training and Recruiting Unit has increased the amount of applicants over the past few years.

The following numbers and information was obtained from the department's Training Unit's

Recruiting (TRU) Hiring and Retention Strategic Plan:

Looking atdata from January 1,2013 until October 1,2015, we have found a total of 285 people

have applied for the job of Police Officer. A total of 69 people were eligible for hire according

to the City of Columbia Human Resources Department. Currently our applicants have been

Caucasian males, about 90o/o over the last 3 years. Caucasians, male or female, have been about

85% of the applicants.

TRU wanted to look at the demographics of people who are applying to become police officers

and see what and how we can achieve equalities. History seems to indicate that a police officer

position has been a male dominated job. The police profession minorities, such as females and

non-Caucasians did not typically enter into police work for various reasons. Using data from

2013 to today, TRU has looked at the police officer applicants profile to improve our ability to

acquire minorities (see chart "Police Officer Applicant Prof,tle").
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The department does active recruiting trþs to various job fairs and career days throughout the

state. Currently the police department has 19 Police Recruiters. All of them are able to attend

recruiting events which may include career fairs, police academies and other special events to

market the Department. However, our goal is all Columbia Police Officers are ambassadors for

our agency and promote the Departrnent in a positive and healthy way. Any officer can refer

andlor contact a potential police candidate.

Recruiting Events
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Action Plan

TRU (Training and Recruiting Unit) has developed a recruiting system to focus on four

fundamental principles or pillars. The first is mentoring, the second is service orientation. The

third and fourth pillars are hiring traits, ideologies and marketing. Each recruiting pillar focuses

on basics to enhance and increase the number of candidates applying to the Department. Our

goal is finding high quality candidates who are truly noble, dedicated to the community in which

they serve and love the profession of policing.

Our goal is to create an environment where people learn about, apply and become a police

officer. We want to do this in the most efficient way possible for a person navigating a job

market in the City of Columbia. TRU has created a strategic plan to improve our ability to hire

and acquire high quality, community engaged applicants for police officer.

Reasonableness

This is a reasonable and attainable recommendation. The police department has a recruiting

process which has resulted in increased recruitment of officers.

Cost of Implementation

Not Applicable.

Additional resources or training needed

Not Applicable.

Benefits to department/community

The police department will have a more diverse workforce, at all levels, which will be more

likely to relate to the diverse community.

***Most of the Action Items are directed towards the federal government***
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Action ltem

The Federal Government should create a Law Enþrcement Diversity Initiative designed to help

communities diversify law enforcement departments to reflect the demographics of the

community.

Action ltem

The department overseeing this initiative should help the department learn best practices þr
recruitment, training, and outreach to improve the diversity as well as the cultural and linguistic

responsiveness of law enforcement agencies.

Action ltem

Successful law enforcement agencies should be highlighted and celebrated and those with less

diversity should be offered technical assistance to facilitate change.

Action ltem

Discretionary federal funding J-or law enJ-orcement programs could be inJluenced by that

department's efforts to improve their diversity and cultural and linguistic responsiveness.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should be encouraged to explore moreflexible stffing models.

The Columbia Police Department recently had a stafhng study done to look at number of officers

and scheduling options. A modified schedule will be implemented in February 2016.

Recommendation 1.9

communitíes. This is central to overall public safetv.
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Overview

"Immigrants often fear approaching police officers when they are victims of and witnesses to

crimes and when local police are entangled with federal immigration enforcement". (Interim

Report 21't Century Policing page l7)

CPD training, programs/policy/practices already in place

Training

The department has cultural diversity training. This is not specific to the immigrant community

Programs

The police department has no specific program to reach out the immigrant community. The

department does have a Community Outreach Unit which could make attempts to build

relationships between the department and the immigrant community.

Policy

Not Applicable.

Practice

Officers do try to communicate and relate the best they can with the immigrant community.

Language barriers aÍe ar obstacle at this time due to the low number of offltcers who speak a

second language.
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Action Plan

Reasonableness

It is reasonable to build better relationships with the immigrant community. Columbia has a

growing immigrant population. This population should have equal access to the police

department services.

Cost of Implementation

Unknown at this time

Additional resources or training needed

The police department needs to implement some type of outreach program to Columbia's

immigrant community. The 2010 US Census listed the following racial numbers of Columbia's

population in comparison to the state of Missouri's population. The top minorities are: IL3%

Black, 5.2Yo Asian and 3.2Yo Hispanic. 3.I% of the households had two or more races

represented in the household.

People Qutck Facts

o

o

o

Columbia Missouri

Population, 116,906 6,063,589

2014

estimate

White alone, 79.0% 82.8%

percent, 2010

(a)

tslaek or 11.?% ll.60/0.

.Aûican

.Ar.neriaan

alone, percent,
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c

Native

Elawaiian and

Other Pacific

Islander alone,

percent, 2010

(a)
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Community meetings were held between leaders of each of the three immigrant communities and

NYPD. This opened up communications and greatly enhanced the trust and transparency

between NYPD and the immigrant communities. It also resulted in a new unit at NYPD called

the Immigrant Outreach Unit.

NYPD discovered common reasons why the immigrant community does not trust or cooperate

with law enforcement. This included language and cultural barriers, fear of deportation and

previous experience with law enforcement outside the United States. NYPD and leaders of the

immigrant communities worked together to educate members of the immigrant community. This

program is documented in a 2005 COPS article, "Building Strong Police-Immigrant Community

Relations - Lessons from a New York City Project".

Additional training in a second language such as Spanish would be helpful

Benefits to department/community

If some type of outreach was done with Columbia's immigrant and minority community, the

community and department would benefit by being able to better communicate and relate to the

immigrant and minority community. The immigrant community would feel more comfortable in

contacting the police department if they knew officers could effectively communicate with them

and work to address the problem instead of worrying about immigration enforcement. The

police department would be better at serving the immigrant community if the offrcer understands

the immigrant's language and cultural background.

Action ltem

Decouple federal immigration enforcement from routine local policing for civil enforcement and

non-serious crime.

Action Item

Law enforcement agencies should ensure reasonable and equitable language access for all

person who have encounters with police or who enter the criminal justice system.
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The police department does have information which is in Spanish for specific crimes such as

domestic violence. Columbia has a very diverse immigrant community due to the University of

Missouri being within the city limits of Columbia. This brings in many people from various

countries with different customs and language. It can be a challenge to be able to address all the

various immigrant communities.

Action ltem

The U.S. Department of Justice should rernove civil immigration information from the FBI's

National Crime Information Center database.
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Pillar 2 Policy &, Oversight

Prepared by Lt. Scott Young

Citizens have a conslitLttionol right to freedom o.f expression, including the right to

p e ac efu I l¡¡ d emo ns t r a t e.
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Intentionally Left Blank
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Pillar 2 Introduction

This report will assume the reader is familiar with the "Final Report of the President's Task

Force on 21't Century Policing" from May 2015 and will not attempt to duplicate all the

background and context that created the Task Force and its assigned mission. Nor will this

report touch on the other 5 Pillars and the overall report. This paper only addresses the status of

the Columbia Police Department in regard to recommendations made in the larger report's Pillar

2: "Policy and Oversight."

At the time of the assignment CPD had six command level officers at the rank of Lieutenant and

each were assigned one of the Pillars. | (Lt. Scott Young) have made every attempt to be

objective as possible in regard to this report but it might be useful for the reader to have some

background. I consider Columbia to be my hometown, having attended junior high and high

school here. Save one eight year period spent in the Kansas City area (started in law

enforcement while there) Columbia has been my home since 1975 and I have been with CPD

since 1997. In that time I have served 4 police chiefs, been in a variety of assignments, and have

been a lieutenant since 2007. I have participated in outside training in several different states,

been involved in numerous multi-agency investigations, and have trained officers from roughly

50 different agencies. I am the only command level officer at CPD that was part of command

when Chief Burton came to Columbia.

Recommendation 2.1

Luw enforcement agencies should collaborate with communitv members to develop policies

en g sgem ent. øn d co oD erøtio n.

CPD 0verview

That Columbia, Missouri is a unique place is not just a tourism slogan. Columbia is a special

place that does not easily fit into a pre made mold. We have always been held to higher
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standards of conduct and accountability than the majority of police agencies in this country and

embrace that. As a result CPD is largely well ahead of most of these recommendations. Some of

these suggested practices we've done for many years, others have been implemented by Chief

Burton, and the majority of both were in place, or in the making, prior to the events that inspired

the President to create the Task Force. Well before the tumultuous events of 2014 Chief Burton

and CPD were working towards higher degrees of accountability and transparency, not in

response to particular incidents, but as a better way for a police department to operate. Those

efforts are continuous and always will be as police learn ways to do things better and community

standards change/evolve. Chief Burton is moving the department towards accreditation which

will continue the process of improvement.

The citizens and government of Columbia should feel very confident their police department is

continually striving to perform its mission in the spirit and by the letter of what is legal, what is

right, and what is within the unique characteristics that make Columbia the community it is.

CPD is actively taking steps in this direction, primarily with the creation of the Community

Outreach Unit (COU). The COU consists of a sergeant and six police officers tasked with

focusing on three specific areas of town that can be described as being "disproportionately

affected by crime." The COU implementation plan states, in part, the unit intends to "...open

lines of communication between citizens and police. Empower offücers to forge new or

repair existing partnerships with groups and organizations that can help reduce crime..."

CPD has a history of addressing specific areas with issues with appropriate specialty units over

the years. In addition to the COU the Downtown Unit has been in place for several years and we

have other such cases where the unit served its purpose and personnel were then redeployed.

Beginning in early 2016 CPD's Patrol Division will be making substantial changes to the

scheduling and deployment of uniformed patrol officers. This change will shift existing

resources to maximize our presence and ability to respond to calls for service during the times of

the day and the days of the week with the highest demand. The changes are data driven based on

recommendations from the Matrix Consultants study with input from Patrol Division

Commanders. The Patrol Division must absolutely operate 24171365; face unpredictable
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workloads that often exceed its capacity, and deal with human life safety. Staffing such an

operation is a substantial challenge. CPD Commanders are faced with the delicate balance of

providing as much service to the community as possible with offìcers' very real needs for

healthy personal lives. This new schedule improves the former to what is hoped to be minimal

detriment to the latter. CPD feels this new deployment of patrol resources will allow the entire

patrol division more discretionary time to address the stated goals of this section.

Recommendation 2.2

include training, investieation$ prosecutions, dsta collection, and infotaation shøring. These

Training

CPD was largely ahead of these issues well before the President's Task Force Report and had

policies and directives in place that already address most of these topics. The suggestion on

Training for Use of Force presents a change in philosophy for all agencies in the U.S., not just

CPD.

This is a substantial paradigm shift for all of American law enforcement. We have long trained

officers they may well have to "cowboy up" and make an arrest even when the odds of success

are stacked against them. This topic will be controversial among law enforcement and the

public. There are times when it would seem to make sense to let an offender of known identity

walk free to avoid a violent arrest over a minor crime and make the arrest at alater time. That

seemingly common sense approach is countered by those that argue it will embolden criminals to

always resist arrest in the hope of the police backing down and letting them go. In large part

criminals are immediate gratification types lacking an ability to plan for the long term. To them

avoiding an arrest now will always seem preferable to being arrested later, even if the later arrest

has increased charges. That being said, CPD's authority comes from the community it serves

and we will build this philosophy into our operations as a tacúcal option if it's what our

community desires.
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Investigations

CPD Policy Manual Section 300 covers Response to Resistance, also known as "IJse of Force."

Subsection 300.7 addresses Supervisor and Watch Commander responsibilities in regard to

documenting response to resistance incidents and their review. The following are some of the

items specified in 300.7:

o Treatment of injured persons.

o Informationgathering.

o Interviewing subject of force, witnesses if available, and off,tcers involved in or

witnessing the incident.

¡ Photographs of scene, persons involved, and injuries, if applicable.

¡ Existence and preservation of body wom video footage.

Al1 the available facts are then documented in the officer's report and a separate report

addressing just the use of force. The latter is reviewed by the officer's entire chain of command.

CPD's Policy Manual Section 310 covers Officer Involved Shootings. Subsection 310.3 is as

follows:

Officer-involved shootings involve several separate investigations. The investigations may

include:

. A criminal investigation of the incident by the agency having jurisdiction where the

incident occurred. This department frly, however, request that the criminal

investigation be conducted by an uninvolved outside agency with the approval of the

Chief of Police.

. A criminal investigation of the involved officer conducted by an outside agency.

. A civil investigation to determine potential liability conducted by the involved officer's

agency.
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. An administrative investigation conducted by the involved officer's agency to determtne

if there were any violations of department policy.

Prosecutions

As mentioned above, CPD Policy 310.3 directs a criminal investigation be completed in the

event of an officer involved shooting. The Chief of Police (and actually any sworn member of

the department) can make an arrest, even of another officer, or submit a warrant application to

the Boone County Prosecutor in the event a use of force is deemed excessive to the point of

being criminal. We have precedent at CPD for just such actions.

Data Collection

CPD Policy Manual Section 300 covers Response to Resistance, also known as "IJse of Force."

Subsection 300.4 addresses the reporting of incidents involving force used by officers for

multiple reasons, to include data collection:

Any response to resistance which involves force by a member of this department shall be

documented, completely and accurately in an appropriate report, depending on the nature of the

incident prior to the end of shift unless the delay is authorized by a supervisor. The officer should

articulate the factors perceived and why helshe believed the response to resistance was

reasonable under the circumstances. To collect data for purposes of training, resource allocation,

analysis and related purposes, the Department may require the completion of additional report

forms, as specified in department policy, procedure or law.

Information Sharing

The CPD lntemal Affairs Unit releases an annual report with detailed information on the

department's use of force incidents and other pertinent data.
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Public Inspection of Policies

With the exception of a few policies/procedures that contain information considered to be of a

sensitive nature for tactical reasons, all of our policies are available to the public via a Sunshine

Request. Our "Response to Resistance" polices contain no redacted information. Further, the

Citizen's Review Board has CPD's UOF polices already.

Recommendation 2.3

incide nts separøte fro m criminal and ødmínistrøtive investigøtions.

We do this now on a formal level with SWAT and a more informal level with patrol and other

units. However, when and how these are done is left largely to supervisor discretion. We should

probably do a better job of training our sergeants and lieutenants on the value of this practice so

it will be done more frequently and with incidents that ended well but easily could have had a

very negative outcome.

Incident "de-briefs" have been done for many years for SWAT operations, regardless of intensity

or outcome. At the shift and squad level it is common for patrol supervisors and commanders to

conduct similar de-briefs with involved officers after "critical" incidents. As discussed in

Section 2, CPD should strive to make these debriefs more common and lower the threshold of

the incidents discussed. We as an agency, however, must be aware that in depositions officers

will sometimes have to reveal the contents of these peer review sessions. Sometimes such

discussions could provide a plaintiffs attomey more material to use when attempting to show

wrong-doing on the part of our agency or even individual officers.

Recommendation 2.4
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For many years CPD has tried to conform to current best practices in this regard. Extremely rare

is the arrest made on eyewitness identification alone and certainly prosecutions require more

than just a witness ID. CPD has long recognized diff,rculties in eyewitness accounts and

identif,rcations. In particular, procedures have changed over the years in how photo line ups are

conducted to comply with current best practices and minimize false identifications. CPD Policy

610 "Eyewitness ldentification" addresses this issue and discusses the importance of obtaining

the best identifications possible from witnesses and avoiding influencing them with other

evidence that may exist. Exculpatory evidence obtained in the process of identifying suspects

must be included in officer's reports.

That being said, it would be beneficial for the CPD Training and Recruitment Unit to constantly

monitor the state of the research in this area and provide training to officers that will help avoid

unintentional mistaken identification mistakes and improve our investigative capabilities.

Recommendation 2.5

All federul, støte,local, ønd tribøl law enforcement øgencies should report ønd make avøiløble

gender, age. and other relevønt demogranhic døta.

This data is available currently and has never been concealed or obfuscated by CPD.

Recommendation 2.6

Law enforcement asencies should be în aolleat- moìntøìn- ønd anal.vzc

should be dísassresated bv school und non-school contacts.

CPD Policy 402.4.3 "Reporting Traffic Stops" reads as follows:

Each time an officer makes a trafftc stop, the officer shall report information that includes ($

590.650, RSMo):
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l. The age, gender and race or minority group of the individual stopped.
2. The reason for the stop.
3. The location of the stop.
4. Whether a search was conducted.
5. If a search was conducted, whether the individual consented to the search, the

probable cause for the search, whether the person or his/her property was

searched and the duration ofthe search.

6. Whether any contraband was discovered and if so, the type of contraband
discovered.

7. Whether a warning or citation were issued as a result of the stop and if so, the
violation charged or warning given.

8. Whether an arrest was made as a result of the stop or the search. If an arrest was

made, the crime charged.

Such data has been collected by CPD since 2000 in compliance with Missouri Law. Why it

would be necessary or benefìcial to break it down by school versus non-school contacts is not

clear, nor is it immediately obvious how difficult it might be to accomplish.

Recommendation 2.7

equipment that undermíne civiliøn trust.

CPD has long recognized and honored the first amendment rights of our citizens. Methods and

procedures for interacting with crowds and demonstrators are part of our current in-service

training for officers and are addressed in Policies 206 "Emergency Operations Plan", 308

"Control Devices and Techniques", and 400 "Patrol Function". Policy 400.3 "Crowds, Events,

and Gatherings" contains the following statements:

'...effort to keep the peace and protect the safety and rights ofthose present."

carefully balance the speech and association rights of those present with

applicable public safety concerns before taking enforcement action."

aa
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The policy calls for supervisor and/or commander involvement early in the pÍocess and for CPD

personnel to "...contact organizers or responsible persons to seek voluntary compliance that may

address relevant public safety/order concerns."

Recommendation 2.8

Some form of civilian oversisht of law enforcement is important in order to strengthen trust

civilian oversisht to meet the needs of thst communitv

Columbia has a Citizen's Police Review Board already in place. This board's structure and

methods were developed and vetted through numerous public hearings and meetings.

Recommendation 2.9

to issue a predetermined number of tickets, citøtions, urrests, or summonse$ or to initíate

such as generating revenue.

CPD Policy 500 addresses traff,rc enforcement and Section 3 contains the following statement:

"Enforcement actions are commensurate with applicable laws and take into account the degree

and severity of the violation committed. This department does not establish ticket quotas."

If CPD ever had anything akin to a quota system for enforcement activity it is decades gone. No

such quota or incentives currently exist. In field training and practice CPD recognizes the

various appropriate levels of contacts with citizens and the citizens'right to refuse such contact

lacking legal reason otherwise.

Recommendation 2.lO
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consent 1o u search in these circumstances.

CPD Policy 322.2 "Search and Seizure" states, in part: "It is the policy of the Columbia Police

Department to respect thefundamental privacy rights of indivíduals. Members of this department

will conduct searches in strict observance ofthe constitutional rights ofpersons being searched.

All seizures by this department will comply with relevqnt federal and state law governing the

seizure of persons and property." It goes further by stating: "In accordance with the Training

Policy, the Department will provide relevant and curuent training to fficers as guidance for the

application of current law as well as local community standards and prosecutorial

considerations to specific search and seizure situations as appropriate."

Conducting a search without consent, probable cause, or a waffant is a violation of law as well as

CPD policy and practice and always has been. Citizen refusals when officers seek consent and

officers honoring such refusals are common occurrences. Currently CPD policy requires such

encounters by uniformed personnel be recorded on Body Worn Cameras which should fulfill the

intent of obtaining written consent for a search. Non-uniformed personnel, usually detectives, do

seek written consent for searches as a normal practice. Regardless of the fruits of any search, the

final decision on whether or not the search was legal and the admissibility of any resulting

incriminating evidence will be determined in court. Defendants have the right to challenge the

validity ofconsent searches, probable cause searches, and searches authorized by warrants.

Recommendation 2.L!

for *e stop an¿ *e r ís conducted.

CPD Policy 340 is title "Code of Conduct." Policy 340.3.4lists numerous activities that can

result in disciplinary action against the involved officer. Number 23'. "Failure to identify oneself

while on duty, or off duty as required by law, by displaying their department identffication card,
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badge, and/or business card, upon demand unless doing so is impractical, dangerous, or

otherwise authorized by a supentisor."

Policy 500 addresses Traffic Enforcement, section 500.3.2 covers Traffic Citations and states, in

part: "Trffic citations may be issued when an fficer believes it is appropriate. It is essential

that fficers fully explain the rights and requirements imposed on motorists upon issuance of a

citationfor a trffic violation. Officers should provide theþllowing inþrmation at minimum:

I. Explanation of the violation or charge

2. Court qppearance procedure, including the optional or mandatory appearance by the

motorist

3. Notice of whether the motorist can enter a plea and pay thefine by mail or at the court

4. The court contact information"

CPD Policy 322 coverc "Search and Seizure." Section 322.4 addresses Search Protocol and

states, in part: "Officers should explain to the person being searched the reasonfor the search

and how the search will be conducted."

Recomm endation 2.L2

sole evidence ofvice.

CPD Policy 902 "Custody Searches" states in Section 902.3 that "V[henever practicable, a

search should be conducted by an fficer of the same sex as the person being searched." When

that is not possible the policy calls for the search to take place so that it is recorded on video

when possible. In practice, now that CPD uniformed officers wear body cameras, virtually all
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searches are captured on video. It has long been the policy and practice of CPD to conduct

searches on a "same sex" basis when safety allows.

Search Procedures: CPD does not currently have a policy specific to this issue

Condoms as evidence of vice: CPD does not, and has never, considered "...the possession of

condoms as the sole evidence of vice."

Recommendation 2.13

occunation, or lønguøge fluencv.

CPD Policy 402 addresses the issue of Racial/Bias-Based Profiling and has the following as its

Purpose and Scope in section 402.2: "The policy provides guidance to department members and

establishes appropriate controls to ensure that employees of the Columbia Police Department do

not engage in racial/bias-based profiling or violate any related laws while serving the

communitlt."

CPD Policy 402 not only specifically and clearly prohibits Racial/Bias-Based profiling but

requires department members to report such activity observed in others to a department

supervisor.

Recommendation 2.I4

trøinin g, sn d con s o lidation.

Over the years CPD has applied for such funding in the form of grants with varying levels of
success.
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Recommendation 2.lS

CPD would gladly participate if such a database existed in conducting background investigations

of CPD applicants.
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Pillar 3 Technology & Social Media

Prepared by Lt. Krista Shouse-Jones

Implementing new technologie.\ can give police departmenls ctn opportunity to .fully
engage and educate contmunities in a dialogue about their expectations .for

transparency, accountability, and privacy
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Overview

The effective use of technology can allow law enforcement to maximize efficiency and enable

officers to focus more on their interactions with the community than on the administrative duties

of their job. That said, implementation of new technology by a police department should take

into account both department and community needs and should heavily weigh citizens' concems

for privacy and individual rights.

The use of technology caî also enable law enforcement agencies to effectively demonstrate their

commitment to the community for transparency and accountability. When the use of technology

is systematized, covered by well-reasoned policies, and put into effect after careful consideration

and input from the community, it can increase the community's confidence in their police

department. If the community sees their department is open about its use of technology to meet

defined goals and is using technology in a way the community perceives as fair, the department's

authority in the community is more likely to be viewed as legitimate.

Social media use is having a significant impact on policing practices and community

engagement, possibly more so than any other type of technology use. While social media can be

used to effectively engage large numbers of community members in a positive rù/ay, it can also

pose challenges for departments in managing their public image and responding to false

information.

The review of this section focuses on the action items aimed at local law enforcement and CPD's

current status in relation to each of those action items, as well as any gaps or areas for

improvement and any budgetary implications (if any gaps/improvements were identified). The

related report recommendations were included for reference only. No dialog was included for

recommendations unless there were no specihc action items included within the

recommendation. None of the original report's recommendations or action items that did not

relate to local law enforcement were included, since CPD was the focus of this review.
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Recommendation 3.1

broøden the efforts of the Nstional Institute of Justíce to estaþlish national stand

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should deploy smart technology that is designed to prevent the

tampering with or manipulating of evidence in violation of policy.

Current status

ln 2014, the Columbia Police Department Evidence Unit was overhauled to improve evidence

processing, handling, and storage and to bring the unit in line with nationwide best practices.

Some of the changes made in the unit included installing video surveillance equipment to cover

the entire unit and storage area and installing proximity locks to maîage and record employee

access to evidence areas. Coupled with the use of body cameras by officers at the scene, the

collection, processing and storage ofevidence is now recorded at an unprecedented level.

CPD already has a policy addressing digital evidence. This policy prohibits officers from

erasing, deleting or altering any electronic evidence they record prior to submitting it to the

Evidence Unit. They are also prohibited by policy from creating or maintaining copies of digital

evidence outside of work pu{poses, The policy also requires officers to preserve all photographs

they take, regardless of quality, composition or relevance.

Gaps/Areas for lrnprovement

CPD is in the process of getting a new records management system (RMS). This system will

allow for barcoding which will add yet another layer of checks and balances to the evidence
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system. The barcoding system and RMS will track any and all changes to evidence fields and

dispositions, as well as record all login activity by department employees.

Budget Implications

There are no budgetary implications since CPD is akeady using best practices in this area and

has already budgeted for the barcoding system to be implemented with the new RMS.

Recommendation 3.2

dards.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should encourage public engagement and collaboration, including

the use of community advisory bodies, when developing a policyfor the use of a new technologt.

Current status

CPD uses several resources to determine nationwide best practices and to solicit community

input when implementing new technology and policies related to new technology.

First, CPD has had a Citizens Police Review Board since 2009. By ordinance, one of the

board's roles is to "review and make recommendations on police policies and ptocedures."

These recommendations are sent to the Chief for consideration. For the last several years, CPRB

members have been given access to a website with the policies to make the review process more

efficient.

Second, the CPD Accreditation Manager uses several different resources when the department is

writing a new policy or procedure. These include obtaining example or "model" policies from

IACP.net, CALEA and the Benchmark Cities Group. These sources allow CPD to review

policies at police departments throughout the nation (including many that are CALEA-
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accredited) and use those as models to craft our own policies and procedures. In August 2015,

the Chief established the Chief s Committee on Policy and Training, a peffnanent committee of

sergeants to review and make recommendations on policy and to conduct staff studies on issues

related to law enforcement. The first task of the committee has been to conduct an in-depth

study on CPD's current defensive tactics and firearms training based on the Police Executive

Research Forum's (PERF's) report on Re-engineering Police Training. The work of that

committee is in progress and will be ongoing.

Lastly, information related to the new RMS project has been presented numerous times to City

Council at open public meetings that provide opportunity for public comment and feedback.

Each step of the purchase of this system has gone through Council and as a result, received

public review. The new RMS will include a Police-to-Citizen("P2C") module, which will allow

citizens easier access to information, such as filing and obtaining copies of reports and

contacting ofhcers with follow-up information and questions.

Gaps/Areas for Improvement

Although the CPRB serves in an advisory role for policy and procedure implementation, their

role has been somewhat limited. Their review of policies has been done on a case-by-case basis,

usually when a concern or issue has arisen. To date, there is no set process for them or other

citizens to routinely review police policies and procedures.

In 2012 CPD contracted with Lexipol, a nationally-recognized provider of law enforcement and

risk management policies, to create and customize a policy manual for the department. Due to

copyright laws that protect Lexipol's material, the department has not published the CPD policy

manual online.

Budget Implications

There are no budgetary implications.
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Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should adopt the use of new technologies that will help them better

serve people with special needs or disabilities.

Current status

CPD employs several methods for communicating with people who have special needs or

disabilities. These options range from in-person translation to a new technology that will help

off,rcers better communicate with those who have hearing impairment. For citizens who speak

Spanish and are brought to the police department in the course of an investigation, CPD is

usually able to procure the services of in-person translators. For less common languages,

offrcers may be able to access translation services over the phone via a language line or contact

the University of Missouri to obtain assistance.

CPD also recently obtained a ne\M communication device called Ubi Duo that allows officers to

communicate face-to-face via text with hearing impaired citizens or citizens who are unable to

speak for various reasons. This device is comprised of a monitor and two Bluetooth keyboards

that can be used to carry on two-way written conversations. The Ubi Duo can be used in the

station or taken out in the field. It makes communication more efficient and easier to record for

police reports since the written conversation can be saved and printed. CPD was an early

adopter of this technology.

Discussions are also underway to put tablets in the hands of officers on the street in the near

future. Access to this technology would allow officers to connect those they encounter in the

field who are experiencing mental health issues to mental health professionals via Skype,

Facetime or similar applications.

Gaps/Areas f'or Impnovement

Although there are some services available to more effectively communicate with citizens with

special needs, it became apparent during the interviews for this report that officers and front desk
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and line level personnel are not aware of the available options and often do not know the process

to use when requesting interpretation services. For instance, off,rcers often contact the front desk

to request translation services but front desk personnel say the list of interpreters and

interpretation services in the front desk binder is outdated and they have not been provided

updated information in the last few years. They mentioned it can be extremely difficult to obtain

an interpreter for officers in the flreld, especially after hours. Front desk personnel also said they

are unsure who to contact within the department with questions or concerns about obtaining

interpreters or interpretation services.

CPD's Financial Management Specialist confirmed there have been issues with securing

consistent, cost-effective interpretation services that fit the department's needs. She said CPD

had discussed the possibility of entering into a contract with an interpretation services provider

several years ago, but there were concerns by the City's Finance/Purchasing Department aI that

time about the need for such a contract given CPD's infrequent use of these services. She said

the option of a contract had come up because of issues of inconsistency in availability and rates

of several of the interpreters CPD has used in the past. She said the department does not

currently have a contract with anyone to provide interpretation services and the issue had not

been brought up or discussed in several years. She agreed the department needs to better define

and streamline the process for obtaining interpreters for employees in the field and convey the

updated process to front desk and line-level employees.

Budget Implications

It is possible that providing consistent access to a wide range of translators could have a

budgetary impact, as CPD has had to curtail some services it uses in the past due to cost.

Translation services that are dependable, high-quality, court-approved, and available 24 hours a

day are not inexpensive. The true budgetary impact cannot be determined at this time without a

bid process.
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Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should review and consider the Bureau of Justice Assistance's (BJA)

Body Worn Camera Toolkit to assist in ímplementing BWCs.

Current status

CPD was the first police department in Missouri to equip all officers in a patrol function with

Body Worn Cameras (BWCs) in 2014. This process was started well before recent events that

led many departments to obtain them over the last year and before the BJA's BWC Toolkit was

released in May 2015.

Given the nature of the technology and the sensitivity of the footage that is captured on BWCs,

CPD took measures to solicit input from the public via the CPRB as the program was being

implemented. This included providing a presentation to the board and providing them with the

draft policy for review.

Although the state legislature discussed the issue of body worn camera footage as it relates to

citizens' personal privacy expectations in the last legislative session, no laws were passed that

applied to the handling of this footage under current open records laws. CPD is keenly aware of

community members' privacy concerns related to BWC footage. At present time, when CPD

receives an open records request for BWC footage, a commander reviews the footage and makes

any necessary redactions. The requests for this footage are also reviewed by the City's legal

department.

In conjunction with the implementation of the BWC program, CPD purchased the services of

Evidence.com, a digital evidence management system compatible not only with the Taser Axon

cameras officers are issued, but also other forms of electronic evidence. The system streamlines

the process of collecting, transferring, managing, retrieving and sharing digital evidence.

Evidence.com is compliant with the national standards of the Criminal Justice Information

Services (CJIS) as it includes audit trails, customizable permissions, and authentication

protocols.
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Gaps/Areas for Improvement

Since CPD was an early adopter of BWC technology, there was much less information available

on implementing a BWC program when CPD was going through the process. That said, a

cursory review of the BJA Toolkit indicates CPD's program by and large follows the BJA's

recommendations. The CPD Accreditation Manager is currently reviewing the toolkit to

determine if any changes are needed to bring the CPD program into line with nationwide best

practices.

Budget Implications

There are no budgetary implications at this time. The true budgetary impact will be determined

once the Toolkit is reviewed in its entirety and potential changes are identified.

Recommendation 3.3

The U.S. Denartment of Justice should develop hest practices thøt can be adopted hv state

visual, ønd biometric data bv law enforcement.

Not Applicable to this report.

Recommendation 3.4

record laws.

Not Applicable to this report.

Recommendation 3.5
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Although there were no action items in this section specific to local law enforcement, there is

some information important to note about CPD's use of technology to engage the community

and increase trust and access.

CPD recognizes the importance of using technology and social media to engage the community

we serve. CPD actively uses several social media platforms to interact with citizens, including

Facebook, Twitter, our own Youtube channel, the City Channel and the City's website. All City

of Columbia's web access systems are required to be ADA compliant, making them accessible to

all citizens.

The increase in media interaction and today's shortened news cycle have necessitated the

reallocation of resources to meet the increasing demand for this type of interaction by the

community. In the last six years, CPD has gone from having no employees solely dedicated to

public communications to having a Public Relations Unit staffed by a Sergeant, an Officer, a

fuIl-time civilian employee, and one part-time civilian employee. Hiring of an additional part-

time civilian employee is currently in process.

Even with the increase in personnel assigned to handle media and public relations needs, the

increasing demands appear to be outpacing the resources. The supervisor of the PR Unit is also

the department's Accreditation Manager and is also responsible for the review of all of the

department's domestic violence reports. The Public Relations Unit currently handles not only

media releases, inquiries, and requests, but also many of the public relations event requests, such

as requests for group tours of the police department and requests for officer presentations and

appearances at community meetings and events. They also help shape the department's image

by increasing publicity for positive internal happenings such as promotions, awards, projects, etc.

Many of the public relations requests (tours, officer presentations, and public appearances) were

previously handled by the now defunct Crime Prevention/Community Services Unit, which was

disbanded in 2009 in a department reorganization. The department still receives a significant

number of these types of requests. If the PR Unit is unable to handle a request, it is sent to Patrol

to determine if an on-duty officer or sergeant can handle the request as call volume allows. The
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PR Unit has been working closely with the newly formed COU to bring attention to the COU

and their activities and work in the community.

The PR Unit Sergeant says the shortened news cycle and the need to remain fresh and current

with the information posted on social media are constant challenges for PR employees. He said

there is a need for the department to have an active presence online to keep people engaged and

to continually monitor the department's social media outlets to respond to requests, concems and

posts in a timely manner. The PR Unit Sergeant says the unit's current workload poses

challenges to his personnel to be able respond to scenes and obtain photos, video footage and

information to disseminate to media outlets in real time.

Although the department does have policies that address individual employee use of social

media, CPD does not currently have a policy that applies to the department's use of social media

as a whole. The Accreditation Manager says he is aware of the need and such a policy will be

drafted in the near future. He said the department does have a generic disclaimer on the

department Facebook page outlining the criteria the CPD uses in determining what content to

remove from the page. Creating and adhering to a department social media policy and

publicizing this policy will make citizens more comfortable engaging with CPD and increase the

community's trust in us.

One unanticipated challenge of the department's increased use of social media is the creation of

public records by the department thatare subject to Missouri's open records laws. This requires

the department to maintain and archive these records in compliance with the law, which can be a

complex undertaking. For this reason, CPD has recently engaged in discussions with a private

company to provide the technical and data storage services needed to maintain these types of

records. It will likely cost about $2,400 per year to obtain the social media archiving services

CPD needs.

Maintaining a high level of social media quality and activity and public relations engagement

may well have a budgetary impact in the near future as additional staff,rng and equipment are

needed to supplement existing PR resources.
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Pillar 4 Community Policing &, Crime Reduction

Prepared by Lt. Jason Jones

Community policing requires the active building of posilive relcttionshi.ps tvith

members of' the communitll.
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Summary

"Law enforcement's obligation is not only to reduce crime but also to do so fairly while

protecting the rights of citizens. Any prevention strategy that unintentionally violates civil rights,

compromises police legitimacy, or undermines trust is counteçroductive from both ethical and

cost-benefit perspectives. Ignoring these considerations can have both financial costs (e.g.,

lawsuits) and social costs (e.g., loss of public support)." (Final Report of the President's Task

Force on 2Lst Century Policing, Community Policing and Crime Reduction section of Report,

201s.)

It must also be stressed that the absence of crime is not the final goal of law enforcement.

Rather, it is the promotion and protection of public safety while respecting the dignity and rights

of all. And public safety and well-being cannot be attained without the community's belief that

their well-being is at the heart of all law enforcement activities. It is critical to help community

members see police as allies rather than as an occupying force and to work in concert with other

community stakeholders to create more economically and socially stable neighborhoods."

Pillar four (4), Community Policing and Crime Reduction, contains seven (7) overarching

Recommendations, some with numerous "Action Item(s)."

Not surprisingly, the most significant obstacle to the implementation of some of the

recommended action items is the current lack of available resources within the police department

(patrol staffing).

In 2014, using data from calendaÍ yeaÍ 2013, the Columbia Police Depafiment's Crime Analyst

examined the existing resources on Patrol in an effort to determine how many additional ofltcers

we would need for officers to spend one-third of their time responding to calls for service, one-

third conducting administrative responsibilities (such as completing paperwork, reports andlor

packaging and submitting evidence, etc.), and one-third being proactive (seeking out traffic

stops, checking subjects, makingproactive citizen contacts, etc.).
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Based on the calls for service and the existing resources at the time, the study showed the

Department needed an additional 50 officers (described as a "conseryative" flgure by the crime

analyst) to meet this goal.

Recommendation 4.1

importønce of communitv engøgement in manøging nublic safetv.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should consider adopting preferences for seeking "least harm"

resolutions, such as diversíon programs or warnings and citations in lieu of arrest for minor

infractions.

Response

Historical: Several years ago, in an attempt to better establish communication and outreach to

the central city area, which would have fulfilled the intent of this recommendation (making

contact with citizens in the area to reinforce the importance of community engagement), the

Columbia Police Department assigned two (2) officers to the Beat 20 area with the focus on

community outreach. This two-person team would attend various events in the central city area

and serve as a more personal extension of the police departmentto the residents of the area. The

two (original) officers have since been promoted to Sergeant and selected for a K-9 position for

the department respectively.

Currently: As of July 2014 the Columbia Police Department, recognizing the continued need for

community outreach, established the Community Outreach Unit (COU), comprised of two (2)

(soon to be six (6)) fulltime officers dedicated to "openfing] lines of communication with the

community while rebuilding community partnerships and relationships."

a Among the stated goals of the COU are:
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o Listen and act upon the cares and concems of the community

o Establish a network of community contacts

o Create an environment in which community members are comfortable to communicate

with police

¡ Identify problem areas, people, and situations within the community

o ldentify areas in which police meet the needs of these communities and areas in which

police do not

o Responsibly enforce the law in these communities to build trust in those who call upon

us, and

¡ Make fofficers] available in Douglass Park to network and interact with community

members

The COU is still in its infancy, but appears to already be having a positive impact.

The cost to adopt policies that reinforce the importance of community engagement in managing

public safety is relatively minimal. The recommendation of doing so is reasonable and the

perceived benefìt to the community could be significant. However, the cost associated with

assigning six (6) officers and a Sergeant to this endeavor is significant, and will require a

reallocation ofresources that are arguably already stretched as thin as can be.

With regard to the Action ltems, the l3th Circuit (Boone County) Court does have diversion

programs in both adult court (e.g. Drug Court, STOP program for stealing offenses) and in

juvenile court to an extent (e.g. Consequence Program, Cognitive Behavior Intervention

Programs (from the official website - Thinking for a Change, Why Can't I Stop, Options to

Anger), Community Service Work, Restitution, Victim Impact Panel, Family Therapy,

Shoplifter's Education).

Additionally, as of 2015, the Columbia Police Department, the Boone County Sheriffs

Department, Columbia Public Schools and the l3th Judicial Court (Juvenile Division) entered

into a Memorandum of Understanding that allows the Columbia Public School system to handle

school-related delinquent acts (referred to in the MOU as "minor school-based offenses") rather
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than always referring these types of violations to the Juvenile Offrce. As further noted in the

MOU, "Students may be held accountable for certain offenses without referral to the Juvenile

Justice System." The MOU also outlines altemative consequences for referrals to the Juvenile

System such as restorative practices, peer mediation, counseling services, etc. that "promote the

best interest of the student, school system, law enforcement and the larger community."

Further, regarding cases in the adult court system, there are several examples of the Police

Department currently exercising "least harm" resolutions rather than always conducting

enforcement actions such as physical/custodial arrests:

Marijuana enforcement - ln 2004, the City of Columbia passed an ordinance allowing for the

issuance of a summons for a misdemeanor amount of marijuana andlor marijuana paraphernalia

in lieu of custodial arrest providing certain criteria are met.

Traffic enforcement - Off,rcers of the Columbia Police Department do have some discretion in

certain situations (for example minor traffic offenses) regarding enforcement and are allowed to

issue warnings when situationally appropriate.

The Police Department currently has policies in effect that encourage leniency (e.g. policy 464

that addresses the homeless population, which states, "... when encountering a homeless person

who has committed a nonviolent misdemeanor and continued freedom is not likely to result in a

continuation of the offense or a breach of the peace, officers are encouraged to consider long-

term solutions to problems that may relate to the homeless, such as shelter referrals, counseling

and summons and release in lieu of physical arrest."

In August 2015 atthe direction of the Municipal Court, CPD officers began issuing citations and

releasing suspect(s) in a majority of situations involving municipal charges, rather than effecting

an arrest and making the suspect(s) post bond.
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Recommendation 4.2

lsw enforcement agencies.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should evaluate fficers on their efforts to engage members of the

community and the partnerships they build. Making this part of the performance evaluation

process places an increased value on developing partnerships.

Response

The concept of community policing is a noble one and is believed to benefit the department and

the public. Unforfunately, with the current level of police department resources (a problem

experienced by many departments across the country, not just exclusive to the Columbia Police

Department), the ability to promote true community policing throughout the department is very

difficult. Officers on most shifts find themselves going call to call, with little to no time for

proactive enforcement and/or community outreach, etc. More time spent on community policing

would benefit the community but the current workload almost all but prohibits being able to do

so. The cost associated with getting the department up to sufficient staffing levels to allow

officers time for true community policing would be significant (likely in the millions of dollars).

The Department recently hired Matrix, a consulting firm that specializes in the assessment of

workload and resources. After conducting a study of current schedules and staff,rng conditions,

they proposed schedules believed to maximize the efficiency of current resources and allow for

more discretionary þroactive) time. Ideally, this additional time would allow for additional

training for all Patrol officers on the topic of incorporating the ideas and concepts of community

policing into their workdays. The new Patrol schedule will go into effect near the end of

February 2016.
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With regards to the Action ltem, one of the competencies on which officers of the Columbia

Police Department are currently evaluated is "Service". The description of the competency reads

as follows, "supports the City's Vision, Mission and Values in all job-related activities,

represents the City in a positive manner, and exhibits an understanding of community values,

priorities and expectations. Serves all internal and external customers with patience and tact, and

can be depended on to provide the best possible service to all."

The high volume of calls for service and officers' lack of discretionary time (time that would

allow for proactive activity) significantly diminishes officers' ability to "engage members of the

community" and build partnerships in situations other than a call for service.

The new Community Outreach Unit has included among its goals to establish a network of

community contacts. Members of the unit will, presumably, be evaluated on competencies such

as this and other similar goals/objectives.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should evaluate their patrol deployment practices to allow sfficient

timefor patrol fficers to participate in problem solving and community engagement activities.

Response

As stated earlier, the Department recently hired a consulting firm (Matrix) to complete an

assessment of workload and resources. They proposed schedules they believe would maximize

resources and allow for more discretionary (proactive) time. The Department decided to

implement a slightly modified version of two (2) of the proposed schedules which met roughly

the same efficiency, and will hopefully allow sufficient time for patrol officers to participate in

more problem solving and community engagement activities.

As noted previously, the 2014 staffing study indicated the Columbia Police Department is

approximately 50 officers short of the number necessary to allow for one-third of officers'time

to be spent on proactive work and engaging in problem solving/community engagement
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activities. Hopefully the change to patrol deployment will have the desired effect and increase

discretionary time for officers.

Officers are currently assigned Problem Oriented Policing (POP) projects on occasion to

complete as time permits. This allows officers to participate in problem solving and community

engagement activities, however, as stated above, POP projects do not occur as often as anyone

would like because of the current volume of calls for service.

Action ltem

The U.S. Department of Justice and other public and private entities should support research into

the factors that have led to dramatic successes in crime reduction in some communities through

the infusion of non-discriminatory policing and to determine replicable factors that could be used

to guide law enforcement agencies in other communities.

Response

When a police department learns of a specific policing method that results in dramatic crime

reduction, they should review those practices to determine if any of those factors can be

replicated in their respective law enforcement agencies and communities.

As an example, CPD is looking into the No Violence Alliance (NOVA) program that exists in

Kansas City, Missouri to attempt to determine if a similar program in Columbia could have

similar results.

The NOVA program "draws upon the strengths of multiple resources of the community, the

faith-based community, law enforcement and social services, working together towards a

common goal; to intemrpt the cycle of violence" (KC NOVA Program pamphlet).

The program is a partnership/collaboration between the Kansas City, Missouri Police

Department, the Jackson County Prosecuting Attomey's Office, the United States Attomey's

Off,ice, Probation and Parole, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Bureau of Alcohol

Tobacco Firearms and Explosives (ATF) and the community (including the University of
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Missouri - Kansas City, Mothers in Charge, neighborhood and faith leaders). It utilizes "new

police intelligence methods to pinpoint the small number of persons who are likely to be a victim

or perpetrator of violence." The NOVA program is similar to the Project Longevity Program in

Connecticut and the Boston Ceasefire Program. It has reportedly had a significant impact on

violent crime and homicide rates.

Recommendation 4.3

Action Item

The U.S. Department of Justice should collaborate with others to develop and disseminate

baseline models of this crisis intervention team approach that can be adapted to local contexts.

Response

The Columbia Police Department utilizes the National Incident Management System (NIMS),

which, according to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) website "... is a

systematic, proactive approach to guide departments and agencies at all levels of government,

nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector to work together seamlessly and manage

incidents involving all threats and hazards-regardless of cause, size, location, or complexity-

in order to reduce loss of life, property and harm to the environment. The NIMS is the essential

foundation to the National Preparedness System (NPS) and provides the template for the

management of incidents and operations in support of all five National Planning Frameworks."

There are times (such as recent happenings following events of civil unrest) when it's believed

some degree of community involvement could play significantly into the success of the response.

The logistics of such an endeavor (the formation of a community group that aides in the handling

of similar situations) could be explored by the Community Outreach Unit.
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Although this Action Item is a recommendation for the Department of Justice (DOJ), the

Columbia Police Department does currently have a Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) program.

Approximately 35 percent of current Columbia Police Department offlrcers have successfully

completed the CIT training program.

Action ltem

Communities should look to involve peer support counselors as part of multidisciplinary teams

when appropriate. Persons who have experienced the same trauma can provide both insight to

thefirst responders and immediate support to individuals in crisis.

Response

Although this is a "Community" recommended Action Item, the Columbia Police Department

has established its own peer support program, but it is in its infancy. Officers have been through

one (l) training event, and some officers will attend the Concems of Police Survivors (COPS)

National Conference on Law Enforcement Wellness and Trauma in Texas in November.

In speaking with Assistant Chief J. Gordon about the CPD program, he said he currently sees the

program as an opportunity to help individual officers with issues they are experiencing, as well

as multiple officers (squads and/or even more significant numbers of officers) affected by a more

significant event (such as an offrcer involved shooting).

The goal is to have the CPD peer support program operational by October 2016

Action ltem

Communities should be encouraged to evaluate the fficacy of these crisis intervention team

approaches and hold agency leaders accountablefor outcomes.

Response:

This is a "Community" recommended Action Item.
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With regards to the CPD CIT program, there is currently no established way of truly evaluating

the efficacy of the CPD's Crisis lntervention Team (CIT). According to Lt. Barb Buck, the

former commander over CPD's CIT, officers average approximately 20-25 CIT reports per

month. There are an additional 35 to 40 non-criminal mental health-related reports completed

per month - some by CIT officers and some by officers without the CIT training. CPD averaged

over 400 96-hour commitments in 2014, in which officers took custody of a person who was a

danger to themselves or someone else and conveyed that person to a mental health treatment

facility.

Recommendation 4.4

protection and promotion of the díenitv of all. esoeciallv the most vulnerable.

Action Item

Because offensive or harsh language can escalate a minor situation, law enforcement agencies

should underscore the importance of language used and adopt policies directing officers to speak

to individuals with respect.

Response

Columbia Police Department policy 340, Code of Conduct, addresses the code of conduct to

which officers are expected to adhere. Section 340.3.3 outlines that "employees engaging in (4)

use of derogatory language while on-duty or in uniform, (5) inappropriate use of obscene or

profane language while on-duty or in uniform, (20) discourteous, disrespectful or discriminatory

treatment of any member of the public or any member of this department or the City are subject

to discipline."

Currently, most members of the Police Department's Command Staff and supervisors have

attended training called Procedural Justice for Law Enforcement Agencies. The training was

conducted by the Center for Public Safety and Justice of the University of Illinois in partnership
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with the national office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS), The intent is for all

CPD employees to receive the training in the future.

From the reading material presented in the class, "Procedural justice refers to the principles of

fairness and the transparency of the process by which decisions are made. Procedural justice is

the fulcrum on which police legitimacy balances."

Proceduraljustice has four (4) pillars

r Fairness and consistency of rule application

o Voice and representation in the process

o Transparency and openness ofprocess, and

o Impartiality and unbiased decision-making

It is believed training the remainder of the department will be beneficial to both the department

and the community.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should develop programs that create opportunities for patrol fficers
to regularly interact with neighborhood residents,foith leaders, and business leaders.

Response

Several years ago the Columbia Police Department had a Community Action Team (CAT) that

furthered some of these goals, however, as a result of the lack of adequate staffing, the

department had to shift its focus back to the basics of law enforcement, putting available

resources primarily into general patrol and investigative capacities.

As stated before, in 2012 CPD assigned two (2) officers to the Beat 20 area with a focus on

community outreach in an attempt to better establish communication and outreach with people in

the central city area. This two-person team attended various events in the central city area and

served as a more personal extension of the police department to residents of the area. These two
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officers have since been promoted to Sergeant andlor selected for a K-9 position for the

department.

In July 2014 CPD recognized the unmet need for community outreach and established the

Community Outreach Unit (COU), comprised of two (2) (soon to be six (6) fulltime officers

dedicated to "open[ing] lines of communication with the community while rebuilding

community partnerships and relationships."

Among the stated goals of the COU are

o Listening and acting upon the cares and concerns of the community

¡ Establishing a network of community contacts

¡ Creating an environment in which community members are comfortable to

communicate with police

o Identifying problem areas, people, and situations within the community

o Identifying areas in which police meet the needs of these communities and areas

in which police do not

o Responsibly enforcing the law in these communities to build trust in those who

call upon us, and

o Making [officers] available in Douglass Park to network and interact with

community members

Unfortunately, as stated in earlier sections, until CPD reaches staffing levels more conducive to

such activities, having sufficient time for all patrol officers to be able to make these types of

connections with the community will be difficult.

Additionally, CPD's collaboration with the Kansas City Police Department and the United States

Attorney's Office to start a program similar to the KC NOVA (No Violence Alliance) program is

a step in this direction. The NOVA program "draws upon the strengths of multiple resources of

the community, the faith-based community, law enforcement and social services, working

together towards a common goal; to intemrpt the cycle of violence" (KC NOVA Program
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pamphlet). It is believed the implementation of a program similar to this in the Columbia area

could yield positive results.

Recommendation 4.5

communitv.

Action ltem

Law enþrcement agencies should schedule regular forums and meetings where all community

members can interact with police and help influence programs and policy.

R.esponse

The Community Outreach Unit will be reaching out to members of the public in ways patrol

officers currently cannot due to call volume. Identifying community residents who would be

valuable members of such a team could be considered a goal of the Community Outreach Unit.

In the relatively recent past, the Columbia Police Department has participated in City of

Columbia Ward meetings where citizens of the respective wards could bring concerns to

members of different city departments, including police.

Acltlitionally, the Columbia Police Department participates in a monthly "Coffee with a Cop"

program (March through October) so citizens can come speak to officers and discuss matters of

concern.

With regard to encouraging community members to help influence programs and policy, the City

of Columbia established the Citizens Police Review Board in 2009, which holds meetings once

per month. Citizens are encouraged to attend CPRB meetings to discuss matters of concern with

the Board.
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Among its other duties, the CPRB "hosts public meetings and educational programs for

Columbia residents and police officers, reviews and makes recommendations on police policies,

procedures and training, and prepares and submits annual reports that analyze citizen and police

complaints to the City Council."

The CPRB "meet[s] semi-annually with the chief of police to discuss issues of concern and to

recommend ways that the police can improve their relationship with citizens. The board may also

make recommendations regarding policies, rules, hiring, training and the complaint process."

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should engage youth and communities in joint training with law

enforcement, citizen academies, ride-alongs, problem solving teams, community action teams,

and quality of life teams.

Response

The Columbia Police Department has held a Citizens Academy in the past and currently holds an

annual Youth Academy so Columbia youth can interact positively with police officers and learn

various aspects of policing.

Additionally, CPD has a ride-along program where citizens can go on a ride-along with an

officer for several hours ofthe officer's shift.

CPD also has a police Explorer Program, which "offers young adults 14-20 years of age

considering a career in law enforcement or a related f,reld in the criminal justice system a

personal awareness of the criminal justice system through training, practical experiences,

competition, and other activities."

The Explorer program is "based on the following five areas of emphasis: Career Opporfunities,

Life Skills, Citizenship, Character Education, and Leade¡ship Experience. Law Enforcement

Exploring fulfills all of these areas of emphasis in its mission to offer Explorers interested in a

career in law enforcement the opporlunity to:
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Gain exposure to various criminal justice careers and to have positive interaction

with law enforcement professionals. [Career Opporlunities]

Obtain "hands-on" experience and awareness of the criminal justice system,

thereby helping Explorers to make an informed decision on a career in law

enforcement or a related field. fCareer Opportunities]

Receive comprehensive career focused training that in many cases qualifies for

academic credit (i.e. career education credit). fCareer Opportunities]

Benefit from interpersonal growth through self-discipline, teamwork, challenging

experiences, and high standards ofperformance and personal conduct.

ICitizenship, Character Education]

Enhance character development and improve physical and mental f,ttness.

[Character Education, Life Skills]

Learn responsibility to self and others through leadership. [Leadership

Experience]

Serve their community by assisting their sponsoring agency in a supplementary

law enforcement and liaison capacity. fCitizenship]"

The Columbia Police Department is also looking into doing something similar to the Dallas, TX

Police Department's "Let's Talk" program where officers meet with school-aged youth and

discuss the appropriate way to interact with officers should they encounter them. This program

also seeks out the voices of the youth to see if they have any input on how they (the police) can

improve their interactions with the community.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should establish þrmal community/citizen advisory committees to

assist in developing crime prevention strategies and agency policies as well as provide input on

policing issues.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Response:

As stated in a previous response, the City of Columbia established the Citizens Police Review

Board in2009, which holds meetings once per month. Citizens are encouraged to attend CPRB

meetings to discuss matters of concern with the Board.

Among its other duties, the CPRB "hosts public meetings and educational programs for

Columbia residents and police officers, reviews and makes recommendations on police policies,

procedures and training, and prepares and submits annual reports that analyze citizen and police

complaints to the City Council."

The CPRB "meetfs] semi-annually with the chief of police to discuss issues of concern and to

recommend ways that the police can improve their relationship with citizens. The board may also

make recommendations regarding policies, rules, hiring, training and the complaint process."

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should adopt community policing strategies that support and work in

concert with economic development efforts within communities.

Response

As stated in earlier sections/responses, the Columbia Police Department is bolstering the

Community Outreach Unit in the hopes of better accomplishing the stated goals. In December

2015 as part of the current strategic plan, the City of Columbia identified three geographical

areas that could most benefit from increased attention and an influx of city resources and

assistance. The COU will operate primarily in these areas, and will focus on helping solve

community problems by using methods and resources not contained to traditional law

enforcement.
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Recommendation 4.6

most at risk for críme or violence and reduce øggressive law enforcement tactics that

stismstize vouth and marsinaliz.e their pørticioøtion in schools and commanities.

Action ltem

Education and criminal justice agencies at all levels of government should work together to

reþrm policies and procedures that push children into the juvenile justice system.

Response

The Memorandum of Understanding entered into by the Columbia Public Schools, City of

Columbia Police Department, Boone County Sheriffs Department and the 13th Judicial Circuit

Court - Juvenile Division, does just that. Alternatives to arrest and placement into the Juvenile

Justice System have been outlined, and, as stated previously, "[t]he Parties agree that students

may be held accountable for certain offenses without referral to the juvenile justice system" and,

further, "the Parties agree that a cooperative agreement delineating the responsibilities of each

party involved in making decisions regarding juvenile referrals and alternative consequences

(such as restorative practices, peer mediation, counseling services, etc.) would promote the best

interest of the student, the School System, law enforcement and the larger community."

Action ltem

In order to keep youth in school and to keep them from engaging in criminal and violent

behavior, law enþrcement agencies should work with schools to encourage the creation of

alternatives to student suspensions and expulsion through restorative justice, diversion,

counseling, and family interventions.
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Response

See above response for alternative consequences/options available to law enforcement and the

School System.

Altematives to suspensions/expulsions have been identihed (while still an option should a

particular set of circumstances warrant it).

The MOU notes in one section, "The School System may use the most appropriate resources

available to the Parties hereto in order to address the report(s) and services needed. Such

resources may include but are not limited to: monthly meeting with parents and home school

coordinator andlor school representative, counseling at school, behavior plans, home visits,

office visits, referral and participation in Interagency Meetings, mediation, attendance contracts

and suspension.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should work with schools to encourage the use of alternative

strategies that involve youth in decision making, such as restorative justice, youth courts, and

peer interventions.

See response to above Action Item.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should work with schools to adopt an instructional approach to

discipline that uses interventions or dísciplinary consequences to help students develop new

behavior skills and positive strategies to avoid conflict, redirect energy, and reþcus on learning.

Response

As has been discussed in previous sections, there is a system currently in place (as set forth by

the MOU between the Columbia Public School System, the Columbia Police Department, the
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Boone County Sheriff s Department, and the 13th Judicial Circuit Court - Juvenile Division) that

utilizes measures other than law enforcement involvement andlor introduction into the juvenile

justice system for certain offenses (listed in the MOU). These measures can include: monthly

meetings with parents and home school coordinator andlor school representative, counseling at

school, behavior plans, home visits, office visits, referral and participation in Interagency

Meetings, mediation, attendance contracts and suspensron.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should work with schools to develop and monitor school discipline

policies with input and collaboration from school personnel, students, families, and community

members. These policies should prohibit the use of corporal punishment and electronic control

devices.

Response

The Columbia Public School system does not permit the use of corporal punishment or electronic

control devices.

The Columbia Police Department, particularly in schools where School Resource Officers are

assigned, is allowed to participate in discussions about discipline.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should work with schools to create a continuum of developmentally

appropriate and proportional consequences for addressing ongoing and escalating student

misbehavior after all appropriate interventions have been attempted.

Response

As stated before there is an MOU currently in place between the school system, area law

enforcement agencies and the 13th Judicial Circuit Court - Juvenile Division.
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The MOU outlines specific, relatively minor violations (e.g. 3rd Degree Assault, status offenses,

Peace Disturbance, Private Peace Disturbance, Trespass, Misdemeanor Stealing andlor

Receiving Stolen Property and Property Damage) that, short of specific facts of the crime(s)

warranting it, multiple reports/instances of the offenses, or the juvenile currently being under the

court's supervision, will not necessarily result in law enforcement involvement. Several

alternatives have been identified (as outlined in the Response to Action Item 4.6.4).

Should additional reports/incidents occur, different options are available, such as mediation,

suspension or referral to the Children's' Division for possible family-centered services.

The MOU outlines that a report should be made to law enforcement and/or the Juvenile Office

should four (4) or more reports be made in the same school year for these offenses.

The Columbia Public School system also has a disciplinary matrix in place to use as a guideline

There is also a CPS home and school advocate who reviews the more severe disciplinary cases (5

or more days of suspension). In speaking with school officials, they are looking at transitioning

this responsibility to a board/panel in the future as opposed to having one individual conduct the

revrerüs.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should work with communities to play a role in programs and

procedures to reintegrate juveniles back into their communities as they leave the juvenile justice

system.

Response

There are a number of programs the local juvenile justice system has in place to reintegrate

juveniles back into their communities upon their release back into their communities. Some are

conducted in conjunction with local police agencies and other social services providers.

Examples are:
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. Shoplifter's Education Program - in conjunction with CPD

o lt's Your Life Program - in conjunction with the MSPD

. Cyber Crimes and Cyberbullying Program - in conjunction with the BCSD

¡ Tobacco Education Program - in conjunction with the Columbia/Boone County Health

Department

r Sexual Education Program - in conjunction with the Columbia/Boone County Health

Department

o Parachute Program - in conjunction with Pathways providing mental health and substance

abuse treatment for at-risk youth

o Consequence Program - typically for first time or low level offenders to educate youth and

parents about the consequences of continued involvement with the Juvenile Office

¡ Sawy Sisters - gender specihc program for teenage girls to discuss specific issues they

face

r Inpatient and ouþatient substance abuse treatment.

o GED and work skills programs - in conjunction with Job Point for older youth

o Mental health treatment

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies and schools should establish memoranda of agreement for the

placement of School Resource Officers that limit police involvement in student discipline.

Response

As previously discussed, there is currently an MOU between the Columbia Public Schools and

the Columbia Police Department, the Boone County Sheriff s Department, and the 13th Judicial

Circuit Court - Juvenile Division that limits police involvement in school discipline. The City

of Columbia and CPS also enter into a yearly contract not only outlining the financial agreement

in placing SROs in schools, but also outlining officers' roles and responsibilities. This contract

is reviewed by both parties each year to ensure it is kept up to date.
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Action ltem

The Federal Government should assess and evaluate zero tolerance strategies and examine the

role of reasonable discretion when dealing with adolescents in consideration of their stages of

maturation or development.

Response

This is a recommendation for the Federal Government.

Recommendation 4.7

trøìníns ønd life skills throueh nositive vouth/oolice collaborøtion and ínteractions.

Action ltem

Communities and law enforcement agencies should restore and build trust between youth and

police by creating programs and projects for positive, consistent, and persistent interaction

betvveen youth and police.

Response

The Columbia Police Department has School Resource Officers in all local high schools, an

arrangement that allows for "consistent" and "persistent" interaction between youth and police.

As stated in a previous response, the Columbia Police Department currently operates a Youth

Academy that allows for positive interactions between youth and the police.

Additionally, as stated before, CPD participates in the police Explorer program for youth 14-20

years ofage.
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Last, as stated before, CPD is currently exploring the possibility of implementing a program

similar to the "Let's Talk" program in Dallas that would allow for dialogue between community

youth and law enforcement.

Action ltem

Communities should develop community and school-based evidence-based programs that

mitigate punitive and authoritarian solutions to teen problems.

Response

This is a community recommendation; however, it is believed the altemative school-based

programs will mitigate punitive and authoritanan solutions to teen problems.
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Pillar 5 Trainitrg & Education

Prepared by Lt. Eric Hughes

Columbia Police Department's Report

Hiring officers who reflect the community they serve is important not only to

exlernuL relations but also lo increasing understandi.ng within the agency.
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Overview:

Pillar Five identifies a wide variety of challenges police ofhcers are facing on a daily basis

across the nation and in our community: terrorism, rapid changes in technology, fast-paced

changes in the societal expectations of their police, and ever-changing laws and expectations.

The Presidential report emphasizes the need for new training curricula for academy recruits and

veteran police off,rcers and especially recognizes the need for more interpersonal

communications training, increased bias awareness, procedural justice and impartial policing,

training on mental health issues, as well as analytical research practices and emerging

technology. The report also includes the need for better recruitment, hiring, evaluation, and

training and promotion processes with the goal being to develop a highly-educated police agency

that can better engage with their community. As a department, it will be important for us to hire

police officers that reflect the community they work in and is based on educational achievements

and social skills. It is important that we focus on finding officers with character traits that

support fairness, compassion, cultural sensitivity, and that respect all members of the

community.

Pillar Five recommends standardizing training of law enforcement ofÍicers and calls for ongoing

and improved training for leadership in all ranks of the department. It further calls for the

establishment of postgraduate courses for law enforcement leaders. In theory, the concept of

these ideals are on target for creating outstanding police departments, however, the reality of the

astronomical costs associated with fuIl implementation make achieving this pillar difficult and a

long process at best without significant commitments from policy makers and City leaders to

fund this Pillar without making fiscal cuts to other important aspects of a full-service police

department. Our department can do its part in this process by applying for any and all grant

funds that bring funding to the department for community outreach, training, and equipment.

Receiving grant funding for some of our basic police services will assist to free up fiscal funding

to increase our training opportunities. This cannot be implemented properly for our community

without first understanding the community we serve. It is imperative that we, as a City and a

Department, take the time to examine the root causes of some of the issues we face in our
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community. As a City, we need to address poverty, education, health, and safety through

community-based initiatives so that we can implement a comprehensive, community-based

education program that educates officers, City leaders, and police executives.

General response:

The Columbia Police Department is committed to creating an environment that cultivates a

procedurally just atmosphere both out in the community and within the department. Education

and training is an important aspect of achievin g that goal. According to a 2003 Bureau of Justice

Statistics study, 83o/o of all U.S. police departments require a high school diploma, but only 8%

require a 4-year college degree. But another study, by 2010 Police Quarterly, revealed that

officers with some college education are less likely to resort to force (56% of the time) than

those who have never attended college (68% of the time). The Columbia Police Department is

akeady ahead of most other departments in that we, until recently, had a Four-Year Degree

requirement. Even with reducing our entry requirement to 60-hours of college education and/or

equivalent military experience, we are ahead of other departments who merely require a high

school diploma.

In addition to entry level requirements being higher than average,,our Training and Recruitment

Unit has the track record of staying current with training methods, curriculum, and philosophies

of education that are comprehensive and community-based. The Columbia Police Department is

already engaged in changes to our internal recruit training practices and philosophies. We have

recently conducted a complete overhaul of our recruit training procedures moving from a

traditional Field Training Officer model that involved too many phases and too many different

training officers, to a streamlined Police Training Officer program that better focuses on ethical

decision making, legitimacy, and community engagement. This is accomplished by a more

uniformed training process, including the Procedural Justice training that all of our supervisory

level officers recently attended. Our training and recruitment team is also already engaged in

tailoring our training programs to meet the new requirements by our Peace Officer Standards and

Training Division of the Department of Public Safety.
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The new requirements by Missouri POST changes the 48 hours of training over a 3-year period

to a more stringent 24 hour per year requirement for all police officers. This, by nature, will

improve police ofhcer education and training within our department. In addition, the new

requirement must implement the following topics for two hours of training:

. OfFrcer Well Being including mental health awareness.

¡ Fair and Impartial Policing practices including implicit Bias Recognition.

o Tactical training to include de-escalation techniques and crisis management, critical

thinking, and social intelligence.

. Legal Studies

. Technical Studies

¡ Interpersonal

. Fire Arms/Skills

These changes in POST requirements and our quick implementation of these changes are crucial

to the foundation for developing, improving, and facilitating best-practices for police training,

for establish ing more accountabil ity, and enhancing professionalism.

Enhancing policing in Columbia requires a comprehensive approach that utilizes City, State, and

Federal resources and opporfunities. As we examine the recommendations and action items of

Pillar 5 below it is important to note that some of the recommendations of the President's Task

Force can be best achieved at other points in the community and do not necessarily rest with the

Columbia Police Department. I will however, address each recommendation and accompanying

action items.

Recommendation 5.1

The Federøl Government should supnort the development of oartnerships with trainins

facilities across the countrv to promote consistent standørds for hish qualitv trøining and

estøblish training innovation hubs.
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Action ltem

The training innovation hubs should develop replicable model progrqms that use adult-based

learning and scenario-based training in a training environment modeled less like boot camp.

Through these programs the hubs would influence nationwide cuticula, as well as instructional

methodologt.

CPD Current Practice

The CPD TRU utilizes methods that replicate calls that occur in the field and implements some

scenario-based training modules. Firearms training and Response to Resistance training is very

scenario-based and mimics real-life examples.

Improvement

Expand scenario-based training to include cultural issues, extreme discrimination, sexual

harassment, and assault issues. Implementation of role-play training will assist with this.

Cost

Change in cost will be minimal as it involves academic changes in procedure and does not

necessarily require the purchase of new equipment.

Reasonableness

It would be reasonable to implement this style of education and training as it covers multiply

learning styles and the adult leamer.

Action ltem

The training innovation hubs should establish partnerships wíth academic institutions to develop

rigorous training practices, evaluation, and the development of curuicula based on evidence-

based practices.
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CPD Current Practice

CPD has a partnership with our local academy and is in the process of evaluating other

academies to seek the best training for our offrcers. Several of our police officers assist in

teaching our off,rcers both internally and in partnership with LETI.

Improvement

Continue to seek out dialogue with Academy executives and ensure that we, as an agency, are

keeping training for our recruits and ofhcers a priority. In addition, we must continue to focus

on training as a priority and maximize our training time with innovative practices that are based

on research. We should capitalize on having a Research University in our jurisdiction and

develop a stronger partnership with the University of Missouri at both the Department and City

levels.

Cost

There is little cost in forging relationships and building partnership.

Reasonableness

It would be reasonable to develop partnerships with our Academies and Universities to improve

upon the training we are currently doing and to focus on evidence based research as a guide for

future training.

Action Item

The Department of Justice should build a stronger relationship with the International

Association of Directors of Law Enforcement (IADLEST) in order to leverage their netvvork with

state boards and commissions of Peace Officer Standards and Training (POSD.

NOT APPLICABLE as this is handled at the Federal level.
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Recommendation 5.2:

As stated in the Recommendation, it is essential that police training remain transparent and open

for review by the community. Not only would it allow the community to see the demands placed

on our law enforcement officers, it would provide an opportunity for community members to be

apart of the training process by having the opporfunity to shape some of the training content and

delivery.

CPD Current Practice

CPD has traditionally allowed media and other civilian community members in to limited

training classes we are hosting or conducting internally.

Improvement

Expand our training philosophy to allow for more opportunities to engage our officers and the

community by seeking some training from outside local resources such as professors, community

leaders, and successful private business leaders. On occasion we have asked local successful

business leaders to train/speak to our executive leaders as well as Sergeants. I believe we should

expand this practice to include all levels within the department.

Utihze both our department PIO's and the City media specialists to regularly attend, video, and

release articles and videos of our training methods, scenarios, practices, and goals. This will

allow the public the opportunity to leam about the existing training in our department in a

method that is transparent without them having to ask for the information. This would need to

include some method for the public to provide feedback on the training...either via surveys or

feedback directly to the department, I would recommend against open comments everyone can

read though.
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Return to conducting a Citizen's Academy where we allow community members to experience

some of our training opporlunities. It is imperative that the implementation of this style of class

includes increasing the academy enrollment and numbers of participants allowed in the class at a

time.

Provide training to our officers, officers of other jurisdictions, and community members that

focuses on Cultural Awareness and Bias. This could include partnering with local businesses

that also wish to improve the knowledge base of their employees. This would require parlnering

with community members and increasing the educational goals of our TRU to include educating

the public and civilians.

Cost:

Cost could be moderate to very expensive, however, much can be mitigated through partnering

with local businesses to assist in funding the training for our employees as well as theirs. This

would be in-line with the community members and police being engaged in meaningful training

together. This type of activitywould require expansion of the TRU.

Reasonableness

This recommendation is highly reasonable and crucial to the transparency required in today's

law enforcement interactions with the community. It is imperative that we create an ongoing

dialogue with the community that is felt throughout the department and the community.

Action ltem

The U.S. Department of Justice should conduct research to develop and disseminate a toolkit on

how law enforcement agencies and training programs can integrate community members into

this training process.

This action item would directly benefit CPD as we would not have to create the methods,

however, no further action is required by CPD on this particular item.
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Recommendation 5.3

their cøreers.

Standards and programs need to be established for every level of leadership from the first line to

middle management to executive leadership. If there is good leadership and procedural justice

within the agency, the officers are more likely to behave according to those standards in the

community.

CPD Current Practice

CPD sends Sergeants and those aspiring to be Sergeants to leadership courses such as First Line

Supervisor School when budgets allow. Lieutenants and above can attend leadership courses at

the upper level such as PERF, however, budgetary funds are not high enough to get everyone

trained in a timely manner as Lieutenants have been denied training due to funding during the

past 3 years. There is no consistent method or group of classes that all ranks go through that are

equivalent with their rank or job. In addition, there is no leadership preparation courses provided

to employees at the police officer level. CPD focuses on succession planning activities,

however, this is task oriented and not leadership focused.

Improvement

Although the theory of getting all leadership to training is in-line with the recommendation, the

imp lementation i s lacking cons istency and formali zation.

Increase funding to leadership training and increase standardization of haining requirements for

all ranks within the department and a timeline to achieve those training requirements.

Implement a training timeline for all ranks within the department. A timeline would ensure that

the department must provide training to all leaders within the department in a timely manner to

increase their opportunities for success.
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Develop internal training courses that teach officers to lead through coaching, mentorship, and

employee improvement rather than by force. Police leadership methods are changing and

departments have to have leaders that are focused on leading people groups, change, and

organizations while focusing on every officer as a leader with decision ability and backing.

Cost

Significant. This would require a signif,rcant training budget increase that needs to be

implemented sooner rather than later. Leadership training for executive police leaders is

expensive and requires a vast amount of time away from the department. I would recommend all

Lieutenants and executive leaders be trained by an executive level course within the next two or

three years. In addition, I would recommend that all Sergeants be required to attend a leadership

course. For future growth, I would recommend that our TRU implement intemal training for

Sergeants that includes in-house procedures, community issues, and other training

recommendations that have been outlined in the Pillars research.

Reasonableness

This is not only reasonable, this is crucial for the future success of our department.

Action ltem

Recognizing that strong, capable leadership is required to create cultural transþrmation, the

U.S. Department of Justice should invest in developing learning goals and model

curricula/training for each level of leaders hip.

Action Item for Federal Agency, however, we can develop internal training through our TRU

that focuses on organizalional procedural justice, community policing, police accountability,

teaching, coaching, mentoring, and communicating with the media and the public.

If we provided the training and allowed for proper opportunities for this type of training we

could then make these tools mandatory for promotion opportunities.
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Action ltem

The Federal Government should encourage and support partnerships between law enforcement

and academic institutions to support a culture that values ongoing education and the integration

of current research into the development of training, policies, and practices.

Action Item for Federal Agency, however, we can develop internal training through our TRU

that focuses on expand our training philosophy to allow for more opportunities to engage our

officers and the community by seeking some training from outside local resources such as

professors, community leaders, and successful private business leaders.

Action ltem

The U.S. Department of Justice should support and encourage cross-discipline leadership

training.

Action Item for Federal Agency, however, we can develop internal training through our TRU

that focuses on expand our training philosophy to allow for more opporlunities to engage our

officers and the community by seeking some training from outside local resources such as

professors, community leaders, and successful private business leaders.

Our police leaders should attend training outside of the law enforcement realm and attend

general leadership training and opportunities that exist in the private sector as well.

5.4 Recommendation 5.4

educøtion, a nstional Dostgraduate institute of policins for senior executives with ø

standardized curriculum preparins them to lead agencies in the2l;fcenluw,

If this comes into existence, we should attend.
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Recommendation 5.5

The U.S. Denartment of Justice should ínstruct the Bulcou of Invcstìsatíon to modífv

modifrcation of their currícula in a similør fashion.

This was addressed in several of the recommendations above. Our TRU should expand the

training courses offered and the knowledge base of our internal instructors to include those topics

recommended in the Task Force report. This would require the expansion of the TRU and more

funding for training.

Recommendation 5.6

POSTs should make Crisis Intervention Trainins (CIT) ø part of both basíc recruit ønd in-

service offìcer trøining.

CPD Current Practice

We currently allow officers to attend CIT training and we, as a department, are an active

participant in the CIT process.

We have a CIT process in place that includes special reporting, working with a Mental Health

Liaison to assist community members that can benefit by their assistance, as well as internal

structures that are based on best practices.

Improvement

Mandate officers attend basic CIT training and provide bi-yearly training on a CIT topic of

training. This could be accomplished through in-house training by our TRU or by use of

internet/on-line training.
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Cost

Minimal as CIT training is offered free through cooperation with our community experts on

these subject matters. This is one of the areas in which we excel by already meeting the

recommendations of partnering with community leaders and educators.

Action ltem

Because of the importance of this issue, Congress should appropriate funds to help support law

enforcement crisis intervention training.

We are accomplishing this currently and can improve by mandating officers attend basic CIT

Recommendation 5.7

POSTs shoald ensure that basìc offìcer íncludes lessons to ímnrove socíal ìnteraction

as well øs tqctical skills.

CPD Current Practice

CPD has already begun this process by sending officers to de-escalation training so that we may

develop our own in-house training system on de-escalation. This training includes topics such as

social intelligence, implicit bias, fair and impartial policing and other topics that help build trust

and legitimacy in our community.

Improvement

Recommendation is that we continue to expand on this starting block. In addition, officers

should receive training on the history of our community so that they can understand our

community better.
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Cr¡st:

Minimal as this can be accomplished in-house.

Recommendation 5.8

POSTs should ensure thøt busic recruit and in-service oflicer trainins include curriculum on

the disease of addiction.

This can be best accomplished through training of new recruits at the academy. In-house

training of our experienced officers can be in the form of an in-service training block. This,

however, will need to be changed at the state and federal levels as far as changing drug

possession laws more than just police practices. Currently, drug courts have been statistically

shown to have a positive effect on recidivism rates of drug offenders, however, that requires the

arrest and initial action of a police officer on the street which is in contradiction with this report.

This will have to be sorted out at the state and federal levels as well as local judicial divisions.

Recommendation 5.9

POSTs should ensure both basÍc recruit and in-service train

r e c o snizin s an d c on fr ontin s bías and aultu ra I r esn on sív cn e.s s -

New training requirements by Missouri POST will require that officers attend this type of

training. CPD has historically trained its officers in this topic.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencies should implement ongoing, top down training for all fficers in

cultural diversity and related topics that can build trust and legitimacy in diverse communities.

This should be accomplished with the assistance of advocacy groups that represent the

viewpoints of communities that have traditionally had adversarial relationships with law

enforcement.
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CPD currently trains in these topics and Missouri POST will now require this type of training.

We can reach out to our local advocacy groups to assist with the training as well.

Action ltem

Law enforcement agencíes should implement training for fficers that covers policies for
interactions with the LGBTQ population, including issues suclt as determining gender identity

for arrest placement, the Muslim, Arab, and South Asian communities, and immigrant or non-

English speaking groups, as well as reinþrcing policies for the prevention of sexual misconduct

and harassment.

CPD has historically provided training on these topics as well. It has been our practice as well as

the practice of LETI (our local academy) to reach out to various communities such as the Muslim

community as well as the various other groups of individuals.

To improve, we need to ensure that our officers are provided training on all of the various groups

that we have in Columbia. Our department as well as our community already has a higher

understanding of diversity than other police departments due to the fact that we have several

colleges and universities which, by nature, create a more diverse community.

Recommendation 5.10

POSTs should reauire both bøsic recruit and traìnìns on nolicins in a democratic

societv.

CPD already trains on the topics provided in this recommendation, such as ensuring that Terry

stops are conducted within constitutional guidelines. In addition, our policies mandate that

ofhcers adhere to constitutional guidelines and requirements. In addition, off,tcers are trained in

the proper response to resistance techniques that adhere to the constitutional requirements at both

the State and Federal levels.
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5.11 Recommendation

The Federal Government, as well as state and local agencies, should encourage and incentivize

higher education for law enforcement officers.

CPD Current Practice:

CPD already does this through the City tuition reimbursement program.

Improvement:

Increase the incentive for attending higher education through better raises and perks provided to

police employees who increase their education levels.

Cost

Moderate to significant depending on participation of off,rcers and incentives offered.

Reasonableness

I believe this is a reasonable recommendation as many people do not enter and/or stay in the

field due to lack of incentive for education and training. Entities that invest in their employees

will achieve better gtowth, more employee, engagement, and better job satisfaction of their

employees.

Action ltem

The Federal Government should create a loan repayment and þrgiveness incentive program

spec ifi cal Iy fo r p o lic ing.

See response to Recommendation 5.11.
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Recommendation 5.12

The Federul Government should suþDort research into the development of technolosv that

enhances scenario-bssed train

interøctive distance learnins for law enforcement.

This is mainly for Federal level change, however, we can make a local change in relation to this

goal as well.

CPD Current Practice:

The CPD TRU utilizes methods that replicate calls that occur in the field and implements some

scenario-based training modules. Firearms training and Response to Resistance training is very

scenario-based and mimics real-life examples.

Improvement:

Expand scenario-based training to include cultural issues, extreme discrimination, sexual

harassment, and assault issues. Implementation of role-play training will assist with this.

Expand the use of body camera footage to include a designation of "Suitable for training" for

officers to "Tag" their videos as good training examples. This would allow the TRU to review

these videos and incorporate real examples from our local community that officers can learn

from.

Conduct Behavior Evaluations as training through the review of body camera videos.

Cost:

Minimal as we already have the technology of body cameras.

Reasonableness

Reasonable recommendation.
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Recommendation 5.13

imoroved Field Trainins Offìcer orosrams.

The Columbia Police Department is already engaged in changes to our internal recruit training

practices and philosophies. We have recently conducted a complete overhaul of our recruit

training procedures moving from a traditional Field Training Officer model that involved too

many phases and too many different training officers, to a streamlined Police Training Off,rcer

program that better focuses on ethical decision making, legitimacy, and community engagement.

This is accomplished by a more uniformed training process, including the Procedural Justice

training that all of our line-level officers recently attended.

Action Item

The U.S. Department of Justice should support the development of broad Field Training

Program standards and training strategies that address changing police culture and

organizational proceduraljustice issues that agencies can adopt and customize to local needs.

See response to recommendation 5.13

Conclusion

We are a becoming a nation that demands the respect of diversity, from ethnic and racial

diversity to acceptance of diversity in religion, culture, language, gender, sexual orientation,

disabilities, and more. We, as a department, must focus on training to better interact with our

citizens and to provide outstanding service to our community. As stated in the Implementation

Guide to the President's Task Force on 21't Century Policing, we must prioritize the following:

Ensure that officers have the knowledge and skills to be culturally responsive and to treat

each person with dignity and respect.

a
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. Train officers to recognize factors that may affect how best to treat a community member

or suspect while protecting officer and community safety.

. Involve the community in the recruitment, selection, and hiring of officers and

incentivize multilingual officers through changes in pay, hours, or other means.

o Recognize and seek to better understand people with mental and physical disabilities

. Recognize that LGBT and gender nonconforming populations often experience extreme

discrimination, sexual harassment, and assault. Adopt policies and practices that

encourage true dialogue, dignity, respect, and an understanding of the factors that affect

these populations when they are involved in the criminal justice system.

To accomplish this, we must train in a manner that focuses on ensuring the culture of policing in

our department is consistent across all officers and ranks. This can be accomplished by an

emphasis on policing in a democratic society, training officers how to protect human rights,

dignity, and equal approach to public safety for all. In addition, we must address procedural

justice both internally and externally within the community and we must address issues such as

implicit bias and de-escalation training for our officers. Also, we must open training to the

public, allow more opporhrnities for citizen observers of our training, and include community

members and local professionals as trainers. Other communities have found success by giving

community members the opporlunity to participate in training designed for citizens such as

citizens academies, allowing citizens to observe department in-service trainings, and actually

help to provide training for department in relation to community perspective of the perceptions

of police tactics.

In conclusion, this can be accomplished by understanding the community we serve and tailoring

our training to match the needs of our community. It is imperative that we, as a City and a

Department, take the time to examine the root causes of some of the issues we face in our

community. As a City, we need to address poverty, education, health, and safety through

community-based initiatives so that we can implement a comprehensive, community-based

education program that educates off,tcers, City leaders, and police executives.
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President's Task Force on 21't Century Policing

Pillar 6 Officer Wellness & Safety

Prepared by Lt. Geoff Jones

Columbia Police Department's Report

The wellness ctnd snJ'ety o.f law enforcentent o./l'icers is critical not only to
themselves, their colleagues, ctnd their agencies but also to puhlic sa.f'ety.
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Overview

The President's Task Force on 21't CenturyPolicing did a review of policing and made several

recommendations and provided some action items in an effort to "begin healing and restore

community trust." The "Final Report" identifies six pillars; one of which is "Officer Vy'ellness

& Safety", the focus of my report. Of these recommendations and action items, some involve

federal resources (funding, research, and additional committees) while some give local

govemments a direction for current and future resource management. This report will identify

recommendations/action iterns that can be addressed locally, describe what actions have been

taken, and identify some future plans that parallel the Task Force's recommendations.

Before the recommendations and action items can be addressed the Task Force recognizes the

need for Law enforcement (and other pafners in govemment and the community) to listen. The

term "intentional listening" is used to describe what is needed in the form of both internal

communications with police officers and extemally with the community. Secondly, the Task

Force states the need for planning. The planning, by their recommendation should include

government officials, law enforcement, and members of the community.

With the above recommendations as a filter to view our current situation, and where we need to

plan for improvement and change, I will address the state of the Columbia Police Officers

wellness and safety (Pillar six) of the Task Force Report. This report will address the gaps or

areas of improvement, budget implications, and recommend priorities for next steps.

Officer Wellness and Safety

"The wellness and safety of law enþrcement fficers is critical not only to themselves, their

colleagues, and their agencies but also to public safety. "

"The recent notable deaths of fficers are stark reminders of the risk fficers face. As a result,

physical, mental, and emotional injuries plague many law enforcement agencies."
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Recommendation 6.1

safetv and wellness initiative.

Officers who are mentally or physically incapacitated cannot serve as they pose a danger to the

community, offer off,rcers and themselves.

The action items listed under the first recommendation are situated at a federal level. They will

be discussed under Recommendation 6.2.

Recommendation 6.2

organizøtíon.

"safety and wellness affect all law enforcement officials regardless of their management status,

duty, or tenure."

Action ltem

Though the Federal Government can support many of the programs and best practices identffied

by the U.S. Department of Justice Initiative described in recommendation 6.1, the ultimate

responsibility lies with the agency.

The federally supported programs from recommendation 6,1 include the creation of a "Blue

Alert" warning system, and the creation of a task force to a research mental health issues unique

to law enforcement and tailor treatments. Also research the efficacy of annual mental health,

fitness, resilience and nutrition, and changes to pension plans to include a fitness for duty exams

that act as definitive proof of duty and non-duty related disability and benefits to survivors even

if safety equipment is not worn (seatbelts and anti-ballistic vests).
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Where are we now?

Currently, fitness is evaluated every two-years, although mental health is not assessed. Although

this would increase expenditures, the cost of such a mental health contract could not be

determined without first requesting bids from providers.

The creation of a "Blue Alert" system is an effort to enlist the public's help in apprehending

those suspected in the killing of police officers. This system, although not formalized, could be

created with the help of the Missouri Department of Transportation as they have already placed

electronic message boards along the well-travelled highways and interstates in Missouri. A

national system would require action from the federal govemment.

Pension plans and benefits should be evaluated to address the suggestions ofthe task force, but

would ultimately be governed by federal laws that regulate pension plans. Locally, the City of

Columbia can assess the manner in which duty and non-duty disabilities are recognized and

compensated.

Looking past the specific action items, the City of Columbia has expansive programs related to

employee wellness and safety. Mental health is of great concern to the Task Force. The City

gives access to the Employee Assistance Program to all police employees and their families in an

effort to address mental health issues and provide counseling. In addition to EAP, officers have

access to training specific to depression and stress management.

Physical maintenance is also a priority. The following programs are offered by City Employee

Wellness Staff:

Blood pressure and glucose screening.

Tobacco cessation.

Weight management (Weightwatchers).

Reduced fees for gym (ARC) membership.

Blood bome pathogens training.
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Maintaining a healthy lifestyle in addition to mental and physical health is a priority. Although

somewhat limited, the City provides training in the areas of financial management.

Some training is related to the wellness of officers while they work. These trainings and

assessments provided by the City help to promote safety and wellness while on the job:

Workstation/work area ergonomic assessments.

CPR training.

AED training.

Gaps and areas for improvement

The City of Columbia has focused on preventive health effectively. Maintenance, the frequency

of evaluation, and the policies recommended addressing post-event concerns such as death

benefit and disability compensation should be examined further.

Further, the City should begin a conversation with the Department of Public Safety that helps to

formalize a "Blue Alert" system.

Recommendation 6.3

The U.S. Deoartment of Justice should encourúse and ¿.ssísf denartments ìn the

"It has been established by significant bodies of research that long shifts can not only cause

fatigue, stress, and decreased ability to concentrate but also lead to other more serious

consequences. Fatigue and stress undermine not only the immune system but also the ability to

work at full capacity, make decisions, and maintain emotional equilibrium."

Action ltern

The U.S. Department of Justice should fund additional research into the fficacy of limiting the

total number of hours an fficer should work within a 24-48 hour period, including special
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findings on the maximum number of hours an fficer should work in a high risk or high stress

environment.

Where are we now?

Federally supported/funded research may lend insight into future best practices. The Columbia

Police Department currently regulates the length of shifts as a matter of policy. No officer is

allowed to work more than 16 consecutive hours without an 8-hour break in service. In addition

to limiting the number of hours worked in a shift, the Department has recently made efforts to

adjust scheduling based on a consultant's report. This adjustment may lessen workload and

relieve fatigue. Evaluation and research would be beneficial in this area to further relieve stress

and fatigue.

Gaps ând areas for improvement

The Department should consider active participation in future studies that examine our officers,

their levels of fatigue, and how shift lengths affect their decision making ability. By following

the progress of this pillar, the Department can help to identify studies supported by the

Deparlment of Justice so that the Department can seek to join in the research.

Recommendation 6.4

Everv law enforcement offìcer should be províded with individual tactícal first aid kits and

trainins as well ss ønti-bøllistic vests.

Action ltem

The items listed for this recommendation are both directed at Congress so that they will consider

providing funding for the distribution of tactical first aid kits and the renewal of the Bulletproof

Vest Partnership; an effort to fund anti-ballistic vests for fficers.
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Where are we now?

Although this recommendation requires action by the Congress, it allows opporlunity for

additional funding for our equipment needs. Officers are currently equipped with tourniquets

and tactical first aid kits are expected to arrive in the near future. Although the Department

does not currently equip tactical first aid kits, progress is imminent.

Gaps and areas for irnprovernent

The Department should continue in its efforts to properly train officers in the use of tactical f,rrst

aid equipment. Secondly, the Department should work to secure any grant funding that may

result from this action item.

Recommendation 6.6

Law Enforcement asencies should adoot that reauire offícers to wear seut belts ønd

.sr.

Action ltem

There is no action item listed under this recommendation.

Where are we now?

Columbia Police Officers are required to wear both seatbelts and body armor. Officers have

been trained in driving techniques and the consequences of failing to wear seatbelts are clearly

defined by in-house training. Department training to reduce the likelihood of off,rcer-involved

crashes, and the failure to use seatbelts is adequate to meet this recommendation.
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Gaps and areas for improvement

The department policy requiring the use of body arrnor is sufficient. Training can be improved

to address the importance of body armor. This would have little to no impact as it could be

added to shift meeting briefings and/or response to resistance training currently in place.

Recommendation 6.7

"A robust but non-punitive peer review error management system-in which law enforcement

officers could openly and frankly discuss their own mistakes or near misses without fear of legal

repercussions."

Action ltem

There is no action item listed under this recommendation.

Where are we now

Although there is no action item for this category, it requires comment. The Columbia Police

Department through informal debriefing sessions works to address issues and actions that could

lead to poor outcomes and officerlcitizen injury. This is done regularly in shift meetings by

supervisors and officers.

City Risk Management currently tracks worker's compensation claims, and the cost associated to

these injuries.

Gaps and areas for improvernent

The Department could adopt a formalized procedure to more consistently address those issues of

high stress and high technical involvement. In doing so, the department with little budgetary

impact could outpace the Federal Governments development of such a program.
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The City could improve the tracking of near misses and incidents that do not require medical

treatment. By tracking these minor events, the Department could improve training and other

equipment and conditions in an effort to decrease error that lead to injury.

Recommendation 6.8

car" technolow that will reduce the number of accidents.

Action ltem

There is no action item listed under this recommendation.

Where are we now?

Many police vehicles are equipped with rear facing cameras to reduce collisions while backing.

Although backing collisions have been an issue for police employees in the past, these are

generally minor and do not typically result in injury.

As an accountability tool, police vehicles are equipped with GPS devices that will track speeds

This has the potential to deter officers from driving at unsafe speeds.

Gaps and areas for improvement

The City's Fleet Management Committee should consider available technologies in the context

of emergency driving to better equip police vehicles with potentially life-saving features. The

Department should seek guidance from the Department of Transportation in an effort to explore

these technologies and make recommendations to the committee.
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City of Columbio
70,l Eost Broodwoy, Columbio, Missouri ó520,|

Deportment Source: Police
To: City Council
From: City Monoger & Stoff
Council Meeting Dofe: October 16,2017
Re: R ort on CALEA Accreditotion for the Columbio Police D ortment

At the request of Council, stoff hos prepored o report on the process ond timeline of the
CALEA occreditotion process for the Columbio Police Deportment.

Discussion

CALEA occreditotion hos two iiers. Tier one or iniiiol occreditofion, is for ogencies like ours,
who ore seeking occreditotion for the first time. Tier Two is for odvonced occreditotion. Tier
one requires police deportments to prove complionce with of leost 230 stondords.

There ore three steps to the occreditotion process:
I . Enrollment- This wos completed in September of 2016.
2. Self-Assessment - this is o three yeor process (we ore currently l0 months into this 3ó

monfh process).
3. On-site ossessment. This entoils o teom of CALEA ossessors visiting our deportment,

visuolly inspecting our doily operotions, conducting interviews with employees ond
holding public ond telephone question ond comment sessions for members of the
public to porticipote.

Successful completion of the on-site ossessment will leod to the Commission review of the
next CALEA conference held ofter the on-site ossessment. After the review is completed the
Commission will odvise us if we hove been occredited or not.

CALEA stondords ore heovily bosed on written directives. CPD is commitfed to this process
ond we ore currently revising our policy/procedure monuol to moke it o robust directive
system thot meets CALEA stondcrds.

CPD's gool is to hove our mock ossessment scheduled for Moy/June 2019. Depending on
the results of the mock ossessment, our hope is to hove our officiol on-site ossessment
scheduled by September 2019 with the octuol ossessment toking ploce in lote 2019 or eorly
2020.

Sgt. Bob Dochler is currently overseeing the CALEA Accreditotion for CPD. Once the
remoining sworn Public lnformotion Officer position hos been filled with o civilion
Communicotions Speciolist, he will no longer be supervising onyone. He hopes to then
devote 100% of his time to CALEA occreditotion.

Execulive Summory
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Short-Term lmpoct: N/A
Long-Term lmpoct: N/A

Primory lmpoct: Public Sofety, Secondory lmpoct: Operotionol Excellence, Iertiory lmpoct:
Not Applicoble

Primory lmpoct: Not Applicoble, Secondory lmpoct: Not opplicoble, Tertiory lmpoct: Not
Applicoble

None

This report is informotionol only.
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Deportment Source: Police
To: City Council
From: City Monoger & Stoff
Council Meeting Dote: October 16,2017
Re: Re on troinin for Columbio Police Officers

At the requesl of Council, stoff hos prepored o report outlining the types of troining thot on
officer receives.

low Enforcemenl Troininq lnslilule (ó00 hours)

Legol Studies
. Constitutionol Low
. Missouri Stotutory Low
. Troffic Low

I nterpersono I perspectives
. Domestic Violence
. Crisis lntervention/Domestic Violence
. Child Abuse ond Neglect
. Crisis lntervention Teom Troining - Certificotion
. Ethics ond Professionolism
. Humon Behovior
. TocticolCommunicotions
. Culturol Diversity
. Community Problem Solving
. Crime Prevention
. Deoling with Deoth
. Stress Monogement
. Heolth, Fitness ond Nutrítion

Technicol studies
. Potrol
. Joil Populotion Monogement
. Troffic Accídent lnvestigotîon
. Stondordized Field Sobriety Testing - NHTSA Certificotion
. Missouri Deportment of Heolth Breoth Test Type lll - Certificotion
. BAC Dotomoster Operotor - Certificotion
. County ond Municipol Offense lnvestigotions
. Criminollnvestigotion
. Report Writing
. Juvenile Justice ond Procedures
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. Missouri Deportment of Emergency Medicol Services First Responder - Notionol
Certificotion

. Americon Heort Associotion Heolth Core Provider C.P.R. - Certificotion

. lncident Commond System - ICS 100 - Certificotion

. Notionol lncident Monogement System - lS 700 - CertificotÍon

. lncident Response to Terrorist Bombings - New Mexico Tech & DHS

Skill development
. Defensive Toctics (Pressure Point Control Toctics) - Certificotion
. SABRE Oleoresin Copsicum Operotor - Certificotion
. Fireorms - Multiple Quolificotions
. Driver Troining
. Procticol Applicotion Exercises
. Physicol Troining

Recruit troining (3 Weeks)
. City oríentotion/Policy ond Procedure (ló hours)
. TRU Orientotion (B Hours)
. City Prosecutor (1 Hour)
. Fireorms troining (8 hours)
. POSS/Poyroll (1 Hour)
. lnternol Affoirs (l Hour)
. Evidence Troining (1 Hour)
. Joint Communicotions (2 Hours)
. Boone County Jail (2 hours)
. CPRB (1 Hour)
. Employee Wellness (2 Hours)
. PIO (l Hour)
. Defensive Toctics (4 Hours)
. Toser Troining (10 Hours)
. Axon Comero (.5 Hours)
. PTO Troining (4 Hours)
. Deoth Notificotion Troining (.5 Hours)
. Self-Aid Buddy-Aid (2 Hours)
. Force on Force troining/Building Seorch (8 Hours)
. DOVE Troining (4 Hours)
. CPD Choploins (1 Hour)
. RMS/Records Troiníng (24 Hours)
. K9 (4-8 Hours)
. Gong Unit (l Hour)
. Prooctive Policing (l Hour)
. Blue Couroge (l ó Hours)
. Use of Force Troining (4 Hours)
. Prosecutors Troining (l Hour)
. Supreme Court Coses (1 Hour)
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PTO Troining (Eoch Phose opproximotely 30 shifts)

Phose A: Generol lncÍdent Response
. Non-violent in custody orrests
. Non in progress crimes wiih little to no investigotive components
. Non-violent/cooperotive check subject, suspicious person/vehicle, tresposs etc
. Civil motter
. Minor vehicle collision
. Porking violotion
. Animol comploint
. Check the welfore
. Keep the peoce
. Peoce Disturbonce
. lnformotion

Phose B: Priority lncident Response
. Emergency ossistonce
. ln progress colls (Burglory, Robbery, Assoult, Disturbonce, Vondolism etc.)
. Low Alorm
. 9l I Check
. Shots Fired
. Suicidol Subject
. Mojor vehicle collision (injury, tow)
. Missing child/endongered person
. Bomb threot
. Violent/Uncooperotive orrest
. Violent/Uncooperotive check subject, suspicious person/vehicle, tresposs etc
. Vehicle/Foot Pursuit

Phose C: Potrol Actívities
. Troffic Stops
. Self-initioted check subject/suspicious person or vehicle
. DWI
. School Checks
. Check Open Business
. Wotch in Possing
. Self-iniiioled worront/TTL
. Foot Potrol
. Troffic Observotion
. Community Policing efforts
. Self-initioted obondon vehicle/porking violotions

Phose D: Criminol lnvestigotions
. Deoth lnvestigotion
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. Sexuol Assoult

. Domestic Violence

. Child Abuse

. Post Burglory/Robbery

. Crimes wíth suspects/leods/investÍgotive components

. Missing Person

. Runowoys

. Mojor Crime Scene

. Crlme scene process

Mid Term ond Finol evoluotions (Approximotely l2 shifts eoch)

ln 201ó, the Missouri POSI Commission decided on, ond mondoted new odditions to the
POST requirements for Continuing Low Enforcement Educotion (CLEE). The reporting period
chonged on 0l /0112017 Io 24 Hours onnuolly opposed to the previous three yeor 48 hour
requirement. 2017 is o unique yeor ín thot it is the finol yeor of the previous three yeor
counting period.

Beginning 0l/01 /2017, in order to mointoín their Peoce Officer License, eoch officer hos to
not only complete 24 hours of CLEE, but the cotegories of courses with new mondotes were
odded. Every officer must obtoin 24 hours of continuing educofion within colendor yeor
2017, with of leost B of these 24 hours coming from on "Approved Provider" of troining
(Someone outside of CPD).

Of these 24 hours, officers must obtoin o minímum of :

o 2hours in Legol Studies.
. 2hours in Technícol Studies.
. 2hours in lnterpersonol Perspectives.

o I hour of Rociol Profilíng troining, which typicolly fits within the lnterpersonol
Perspectives block of instruction.

. 2hours of Skill Development in the oreo of Fireorms.

The remoining I ó hours con be from ony of the obove-listed core curriculo oreos

Of the 24 hours thot must be eorned in colendor yeor 2017 , the following topics hove io be
covered, but will fit within one of the core curriculo oreCIs listed obove (Legol, Technicol,
lnterpersonol or Skilt). These troining topics ore port of the 24 hours of required troining, not in
oddition to it.

2 hours on Officer well-being, including mentol heolth oworeness;
2 hours on Foir ond importiol policing proctices including implicit bios recognition;
2 hours on Hondling persons with mentol heolth ond cognitive impoirment issues;
2 hours on Tocticol troining to include de-escolotion techniques, crisis
monogement, criticol thinking ond sociol intelligence.

a

a

a

a
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The obove listed courses hove to be tought in o monner which includes oll the topics, not just

one or the other. For exomple Tocticol troining to include de-escolotion techniques, crisis

monogement, criticol thinking ond sociol intelligence hos to include eoch element to be
opproved, you connot just teoch De-escolotion or onother component.

The Columbio Police Deportment Regionol Troining Center provides oll the Stote mondoted
troining ond other troining for obout on overoge of 50 hours of troining per officer per yeor.
The troining topics vory every yeor. The troining thot is provided onnuolly includes but is not
limited to:

Toser Recertificotion (3 Hours)
Livescon Recertificotion (2 Hours)
Legol/Policy updote (2 Hours)
Defensive Toctics (2-4 Hours)

Some of lhe troining thot is provided bi-onnuolly includes but is not limited to:

Police Driving (4 Hours)
CPR (2 hours)
Tocticol Boton troining (1 Hour)
OC Sproy (l hour)
Troffic Stop Troining (4 Hours)

SWAT officers complete o 40 hour bosic SWAT School ond speciolized SWAT troining 20 hours
per month.
Additionolly, dependíng on on officer's current ossignment ond the positions requirements,
officers moy ottend outside troining. Officers regordless of ossignment con request to ottend
outside troining on o voriety of topic oreos.
Finolly, we hove records of oll the troining compleied by eoch individuol officer ond records
of the troining provided to oll officers. You ore welcome to view these records of ony time.

Short-Term lmpoct: N/A
Long-Term lmpoct: N/A

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Strote
Primory lmpoct: Public Sofety, Secondory lmpoct: Operotionol Excellence, Tertiory lmpoct:
Not Applicoble

nsive Plon lm
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Primory lmpoct: Not Applicoble, Secondory lmpoct: Not opplicoble, Tertiory lmpoct: Not
Applicoble

None.

This report is informotionol only.



ee CoLuMe¡e POUCE DEPARTMENT
Consent to Search

Date: Time: Case/CADfl:

Officer (Name/Pin|:

I am givlng my consent to officers of the Columbla Pollce Department to conduct a search of:

I understand that I have a constitutional rlght to refuse permisslon forthe offlcers to conduct

the search and that I can withdraw my consent at anytime.

Signature: Deteí

Form Upúåted; 8/16/2016
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2015 CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS
(as of December 31 , 2015)

Dr. James G. Martin, Chair
(appointed November 2009, Chair- August 201 1 to present)

Andrew Fisher, Vice Chair
(appointed September 2013, Vice Chair - November 2, 2015 to present)

Gabriel Scott Dean
(appointed September 201 0 to present, Vice Chair - January 1 , 2015 to November 1 , 201 5)

Stephen Sheltmire
(appointed February 201 1)

Jayne Woods
(appointed October 201 4)

Alan Meyer
(appointed March 2015)

Darryl Smith
(appointed March 2015)

Val R. DeBrunce
(appointed November 201 5)

Renee Henson
(appointed December 201 5)

Members who res¡gned or had their term expire during the year:
Jeffrey Shelton (November 2O14lo February 2015, resigned)
Dr. Jerry Kennett (November 201 1 to February 2015, resigned)
Jordon Hargrove (September 2012 to November 2015, term expired)
Kathryn Busch (November 20141o November 2015, resigned)

Subcommittee Membersh¡p :

Mediation Task Force Subcommittee:
1. Gabriel Scott Dean
2. Andrew Fisher (appointed March 2015)

Also serving on the subcommittee during the year were: Kathryn Busch (resigned
November 2015) and Dr. Jerry Kennett (resigned February 201 5).

Outreach Subcommittee :

1. Andrew Fisher
2. Dr. James C. Martin
3. Stephen Sheltmire
4. Jayne Woods

Also serving on the subcommittee during the year was Scott Shelton (resigned February
201 5).



RY OF THE FORMATI F THE TIZENS POLICE REVI

ln 2007, a coalition of citizens and groups proposed the idea of creating a civilian review
board to the City Council. The City Council appointed a fourteen member committee to
study whether or not a review board was needed and to consider how such a board
would be structured. The committee reviewed all complaints that existed before the
professional standards unit was established. ln addition, they studied and considered
different models used by different cities, and hosted public events to gather input from
the citizens. After extensive study and public input, the committee unanimously agreed
to recommend that the City of Columbia establish a citizens police review board.

ln July of 2009, the City Council of the City of Columbia, by adopting Ordinance
No. 020331, created a nine member Citizens Police Review Board. The ordinance
outlined the duties of the Citizens Police Review Board as follows:

The Citizens Police Review Board shall have the following duties:

(1) Review appeals from the police chief's decisions on alleged police
misconduct as provided for in this article.

(2) Host public meetings and educational programs for Columbia residents
and police officers.

(3) Review and make recommendations to the police chief and city manager
on police policies, procedures and training.

(4) Prepare and submit to the city council annual reports that analyze citizen
and police complaints including demographic data on complainants,
complaint disposition, investigative findings and disciplinary actions. The
reports should also describe the Board's community outreach and
educational programs. The reports should also set forth any
recommendations made on police policies, procedures and training. The
reports shall be submitted no later than March 1 for the previous calendar
year.

The City Council initially appointed the first eight members of the Citizens Police Review
Board in November of 2009. Also in November of 2009, the Human Rights Commission
appointed its first member to the Board. The Board met for the first time on
November 18,2009.

ln 2014, the City Council, at the request of the Citizens Police Review Board, amended
Section 21-49, to add additional duties. Under the most recent amendments to the
ordinance, the Board is also to conduct a jurisdictional review from the decision by the
police chief that a person's allegations do not fall within the requirements set forth in the
afiicle related to complaints. The Board is also to conduct audits or reviews of the
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records of the police department for compliance with the requirements of the
ordinances.

ln 2015, the City Council, at the request of the Citizens Police Review Board, amended
Section 21-46 (d) to remove term limits.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This annual report includes information on the Citizens Police Review Board's work
from January 2015 through the end of December 2015.

Pursuant to its mandate, the Citizens Police Review Board's accomplishments include

(1) The Board reviewed appeals from the police chief's decision on alleged police
misconduct. The Board also conducted a jurisdictional review of the police chief's
decision.

During this reporting period, the Board received five (5) appeals.

(2) The Board hosted monthly public meetings with an oppoftunity for public
comment at each regular monthly meeting, provided public educational programs
on a variety of topics, and pafiicipated in community outreach.

(3) The Board met with the police chief on two occasions (May 13, 2015 and
November 11,2015).

(4) The Board is submitting to the City Council the following annual report which
outlines the Board's actions from January 1,2015 through December 31 , 2015.

(5) The Board has trained volunteer advocates to assist complainants and police
officers with the complaint and appeal process.

(6) For the Board's mediation pilot program, the City of Columbia has a contract with
local attorney and mediator Lorri Kline to provide mediation services.

(7) Three Board members Dr. Martin, Mr. Fisher and Mr. Smith were sent to the
National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE)
national conference. Dr. Martin served as the City's voting member in the
national organization.

(8) Mr. Dean is a Certified Practitioner of Oversight through NACOLE. Mr. Dean
continues to serve on NACOLE's Website Committee.

3



(e) The Board continues to review educational, complaint, and supplemental
material(s) and make changes where necessary, including creating additional
resources when needed.

SUMMARY OF APPEALS REVIEWED BY THE CITIZENS POLICE REV¡EW BOARD

During this reporting period, the Board received five (5) appeals filed in 2015.

The dispositions of the cases are summarized below.

CPRB Case Number Summarv and Board's Action

2015-0001 A person filed an appeal on February 9, 2015. After its
jurisdictional review, the Board determined that the
complaint contained an allegation of police misconduct and
that the complaint should be referred back to the police chief
for investigation or referral to mediation.

2015-0002 A person filed an appeal on March 11,2015. The Board
agreed with the police chief's decision on the complaint.

2015-0003 A person filed an appeal on August 17,2015. The Board
agreed with the police chief's decision on the complaint.

2015-0004 A person filed an appeal on September 10, 2015. The
Board agreed with the police chief's decision on the
complaint.

2015-0005 A person filed an appeal on September 14, 2015. The
Board determined that the appeal was not timely filed.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ON COMPLAINANTS WHO
APPEALED TO THE CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD

CPRB Case Number Demoora c lnformation on Comolainant

2015-0001

2015-0002

2015-0003

2015-0004

b/m

w/m

b/m

w/m

4
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ANALYSIS OF CITIZEN AND POLICE COMPLAINTS AND COMPLIMENTS

At the time this report was prepared, the Board had not received a copy of the City of
Columbia Police Department's 2015 Annual Report of the lnternal Affairs Unit or its
analysis of police and citizen complaints and compliments. When the Police Department
provides the information and analysis of police and citizen's complaints and
compliments to the Board, the Board will provide a supplemental report to the City
Council.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
BY THE CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD

Section 21-49 of the City Code of Ordinances provides that the Citizens Police Review
Board shall host public meetings and educational programs for Columbia residents and
police officers. The Board regularly met with police recruits to provide the new recruits
with information about civilian oversight. The Board also used other avenues to
increase community awareness and hosted speakers on civilian review topics at public
meetings.

Date Tooic
January 14,2015

February 11 ,2015

February 16,2015

February 22,2015

March 4,2015

Dr. Campbell gave a presentation on the History of
Civilian Oversight in Columbia.

Sgt. Paul Dickinson gave a presentation on the
I nternal Affairs process.

Article in the Columbia Tribune regarding the
complainanr in CPRB 2015-0001 . The CPRB is

mentioned at the end of the article.

Article in the Columbia Tribune regarding the use of
body cameras by police. The CPRB is mentioned in

the article.

costs-f o r/a r1i c I e c3 a97 0 4 1 - d48a-5acb-9a2d -

dd7f9e5 1ad04.html

Dr. James Martin was interviewed by KOMU 8 News
in a story about fostering better relationships between
citizens and law enforcement.
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March 5, 2015

March 5, 2015

March 11,2015

March 20,2015

March 23,2015

April 20, 2015

April 29, 2015

Mr. G. Scott Dean was interviewed by the Columbia
Missourian in an article regarding the use of body
cameras by police officers.
http://www.columbiam urian.com/news/bodv-
cameras-to-captu re-co nversatio ns-conf I icts-between-
pol ice-and-citizens/aft icle ebd8d7 f2-7 b3e-583c-aaO 1 -

7516a28c2022.htm1.

Mr. Jordon Hargrove was interviewed by ABC 17
news regarding the CPRB and communication
between the community and police.

http: .abclTnews.com/newsicittaenslgolice-
o m m u n icatio n -between -
641732.

http: .abcl Tnews.com/citjzens-police-review-

Dr. James Martin was interviewed by KOMU 8 news
regarding the resignation of the police chief in
Ferguson, MO.

Mr. Andrew Fisher, Dr. James Martin and Mr. G. Scott
Dean met with members of C.A.R.E. from
Camdenton, MO. They are interested in starting a
similar type of board to the CPRB in their community.

ABC 17 news - "Mayor: State oversight not needed
for Columbia Police."

not-neededJor-columbia-pol ice/3 1 97 1 944

KOMU 8 - "Columbia Citizens Police Review Board to
release report on police."

Mr. Steve Sheltmire, Mr. G. Scott Dean, Mr. Darryl
Smith and Mr. Alan Meyer met with new recruits
during the Police Department recruit
train i ng/orientatio n.
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June 30, 201 5

July 8,2015

August 10, 2015

August 11,2015

August 12,2015

September 9, 2015

September 26,2015

October 8, 2015

October 14,2015

October 21,2015

December 8, 201 5

December 16,2015

Dr. James Martin and Mr. Steve Sheltmire met with
new recruits during the Police Department recruit
trai n i n g/o rientatio n.

Mr. Jerry East with the Columbia Police Department
gave a presentation on Vehicle Stop Statistics.

Mr. Steve Sheltmire and Mr. G. Scott Dean talked
with the Neighborhood Watch Association.

Mr. Steve Sheltmire and Mr. G. Scott Dean met with
the North Central Neighborhood Association.

Dr. David Mitchell presented on the Deconstruction of
Police-Citizen lnteractions and the Salience of Race
and Ethnicity.

Dr. Chuck Henson gave a presentation entitled "What
lf You Were Black?"

Mr. G. Scott Dean spoke to a group of Boy Scouts on
September 26,2015.

Ms. Busch presented on the MU Campus for a civics
education course called "Columbia Government:
Learn How Your Voice Matters" for students and
community members who wish to learn more about
local government.

Mr. G. Scott Dean and Ms. Rose Wibbenmeyer met
with a social work and law class at the University of
Missouri.

Ms. Karen Aroesty, Regional Director of the Anti-
Defamation League gave a presentation entitled
"What is Structural Racism?"

Mr. Steve Sheltmire and Mr. G. Scott Dean met with
the Benton-Stephens Neighborhood Association.

Mr. Steve Sheltmire and Mr. Val R. DeBrunce met
with new recruits during the Police Department recruit
train i ng/orientation.
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CONCLUSION

The Board continues to value the importance of training and education in the civilian
oversight process. Three board members attended the NACOLE National Conference
in 2015. With the Council's continued support, the Board hopes to send more members
in the future -- members which will either maintain or achieve professional designation
as Certified Practitioners of Oversight. During 2015, the Board hosted six public
presentations on topics related to civilian oversight, and already has plans for future
presentations in 2016. The Board also appreciates the open dialogue with Chief Burton
and the police department's willingness to allow board members to meet with new
recruits.

We look fon¡vard to continuing to provide the City with an external and independent
process for the review of actual or perceived misconduct by police officers and
community service aides of the City of Columbia's police department. lt is our firm
belief that increased police accountability to the community will foster community trust in
the police department and as a result a safer and healthier community for all the citizens
of Columbia. lt is our honor to continue with this work.
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2016 C'TIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS
(as of December 31 , 2016)

Darryl Smith, Ghair
(appointed March 2015; Chair - November 2016 to present)

Andrew Fisher, Vice Ghair
(appointed September 2013, Vice Chair - November 2,2O15 to present)

Gabriel Scott Dean
(appointed September 201 0 to present, Vice Chair - January 1, 201 5 to November 1, 201 5)

Val R. DeBrunce
(appointed November 201 5)

Renee Henson
(appointed December 201 5)

Alan Meyer
(appointed March 2015)

Stephen Sheltmire
(appointed February 201 1)

Cornellia Williams
(appointed November 201 6)

Jayne Woods
(appointed October 201 4)

Members who resigned or had their term expire during the year:
Dr. James C. Martin (November 2009 to November 2016; Chair - August 2011 to November
2016 - term expired).

Subcommittee Membership :

Mediation Task Force Subcommittee (Disbanded: Januarv 13. 20161:
1. Scott Dean
2. Andrew Fisher

Outreach Subcommittee* :

1. Andrew Fisher
2. Steve Sheltmire
3. Jayne Woods
4. Renee Henson
*Also seruing on the subcommittee duilng the year was: James Martin (term expired November 2016)

Strateqic Planninq Subcommittee (Created: Januarv 1 3. 201 6l:
1. Scott Dean
2.Val DeBrunce
3. Andrew Fisher
4. Alan Meyer
5. Jayne Woods



HISTORY OF THE FORMATION OF THE CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD

ln 2007, a coalition of citizens and groups proposed the idea of creating a civilian review
board to the City Council. The City Council appointed a fourteen member committee to
study whether or not a review board was needed and to consider how such a board
would be structured. The committee reviewed all complaints that existed before the
professional standards unit was established. ln addition, they studied and considered
different models used by different cities, and hosted public events to gather input from
the citizens. After extensive study and public input, the committee unanimously agreed
to recommend that the City of Columbia establish a citizens police review board.

ln July of 2009, the City Council of the City of Columbia, by adopting Ordinance
No. 020331, created a nine member Citizens Police Review Board. The ordinance
outlined the duties of the Citizens Police Review Board as follows:

The Citizens Police Review Board shall have the following duties:

(1) Review appeals from the police chief's decisions on alleged police
misconduct as provided for in this article.

(2) Host public meetings and educational programs for Columbia residents
and police officers.

(3) Review and make recommendations to the police chief and city manager
on police policies, procedures and training.

(4) Prepare and submit to the city council annual reports that analyze citizen
and police complaints including demographic data on complainants,
complaint disposition, investigative findings and disciplinary actions. The
reports should also describe the Board's community outreach and
educational programs. The reports should also set forth any
recommendations made on police policies, procedures and training. The
reports shall be submitted no later than March 1 for the previous calendar
year.

The City Council initially appointed the first eight members of the Citizens Police Review
Board in November of 2009. Also in November of 2009, the Human Rights Commission
appointed its first member to the Board. The Board met for the first time on
November 18,2009.

ln 2014, the City Council, at the request of the Citizens Police Review Board, amended
Section 21-49, to add additional duties. Under the most recent amendments to the
ordinance, the Board is also to conduct a jurisdictional review from the decision by the
police chief that a person's allegations do not fall within the requirements set forth in the
article related to complaints. The Board is also to conduct audits or reviews of the
records of the police department for compliance with the requirements of the
ordinances.
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ln 2015, the City Council, at the request of the Citizens Police Review Board, amended
Section 21-46 (d) to remove term limits.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This annual report includes information on the Citizens Police Review Board's work
from January 2016 through the end of December 2016.

Pursuant to its mandate, the Citizens Police Review Board's accomplishments include:

(1) The Board reviewed appeals from the police chief's decision on alleged police
misconduct and conducted jurisdictional reviews of the police chief's decisions.
During this reporting period, citizens requested that the Board review the police
chief's decisions eleven (1 1) different times.

(2) The Board hosted monthly public meetings with an opportunity for public
comment at each regular monthly meeting, provided public educational programs
on a variety of topics, and participated in community outreach. ln addition, the
Outreach Subcommittee met on February 10, 2016.

(3) The Board met with the police chief on two occasions (May 11,2016 and
November 9, 2016).

(4) The Board is submitting to the City Council the following annual report which
outlines the Board's actions from January 1,2016 through December 31 , 2016.

(5) The Board has trained volunteer advocates to assist complainants and police
officers with the complaint and appeal process.

(6) For the Board's mediation pilot program, the City of Columbia has a contract with
local attorney and mediator Lorri Kline to provide mediation services. During this
review period, the Board referred a case to mediation.

(7) Three Board members Mr. Smith, Mr. Fisher, and Mr. Dean were sent to the
National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE)
national conference. Mr. Dean served as the City's voting member in the
national organization.

(8) Mr. Dean is a Certified Practitioner of Oversight (CPO) through NACOLE. Mr.
Fisher, Mr. Sheltmire, and Mr. Smith are in the process of achieving CPO
credentialing. Mr. Dean continues to serve on NACOLE's Website Committee.

(9) Three board members rode along with on duty police officers. Darryl Smith
completed a ride along with a police officer on September 9, 2016 from 6pm to
midnight. On October 4, 2016, Andrew Fisher completed a ride along with a
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police officer f rom 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. On November 5, 2016, Scott Dean completed
a ride along with a police officer.

(10) The Board continues to review educational, complaint, and supplemental
material(s) and make changes where necessary, including creating additional
resources when needed.

(11) The Board established a strategic planning subcommittee in 2016. The Strategic
Planning Subcommittee met on August 10, 2016, October 12,2016, and on
November 9, 2016. The subcommittee's work is ongoing, and it expects to
deliver recommendations to council.

(12) The Board established a complaint review process for those complaints lodged
with the Columbia Police Department but not formally appealed to the Board.

SUMMARY OF APPEALS REVIEWED BY THE CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD

Duringthis reporting period, the Board received eleven (11)appealsfiled in 2016.

The dispositions of the cases are summarized below.

CPRB Case Number mãtv ând Board's Action

2016-0001

2016-0002

A person filed an appeal on March 4, 2016. After its
jurisdictional review, the Board determined that the case be
referred to the Police Chief for investigation. Dr. Martin, Mr.
Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Mr. Fisher, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce,
Ms. Henson, and Mr. Meyer voted in favor of the motion. Mr.
Smith voted against the motion. ln a letter dated May 9,
2016 the Police Chief responded to the CPRB that he was
standing by his original findings that the allegation was not
an allegation of misconduct. ln a letter dated June 7, 2016
the Police Chief responded to the CPRB and included in his
correspondence a finding that the complaint was unfounded.
The complainant appealed this decision to the Board and it
was assigned case number CPRB 2016-0004. For
additional information on the complainant's second appeal,
see below summary related to CPRB 2016-0004.

A person filed an appeal on May 4, 2016. After its
independent review, the Board voted to uphold the Police

Chief's decision. Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Mr. Fisher, Ms.

Woods, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith, and Ms. Henson voted in

favor of the motion.
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2016-0003

2016-0004

2016-0005

2016-0006

A person filed an appeal on June 21, 2016. After its
jurisdictional review, the Board voted unanimously that they

had standing to review the case. Mr. DeBrunce seconded

the motion. Dr. Martin, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Mr. Fisher,

Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith and Mr. Meyer voted in favor of the

motion. After its initial review, the Board voted unanimously

to sustain the Police Chief's decision. Dr. Martin, Mr. Dean,

Mr. Sheltmire, Mr. Fisher, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith and Mr.

Meyer voted in favor of the motion.

A person filed an appeal on June 30, 2016. After its initial

review, the Board voted on July 13,2016 to send this case

to mediation. Mr. Fisher, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith and Mr.

Meyer voted in favor of the motion. Dr. Martin abstained.
The mediator informed the Board that cases CPRB 2016-

0001 and CPRB 2016-0004 were being returned to the

Board because a party declined to participate in mediation.

At the September 14, 2016 Citizens Police Review Board

meeting, the Board passed a motion to agree with the police

chief's decision on the complaint. The motion passed with

Mr. Meyer, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith, Ms. Woods, Mr. Fisher,

Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Henson, and Mr. Dean voted in favor of

the motion. Mr. Martin voted against the motion.

A person filed an appeal on July 19, 2016. Mr. Smith made

a motion to uphold the police chief's decision on the

complaint. Mr. Meyer seconded the motion. The motion
passed unanimously with Mr. Meyer, Dr. Martin, Mr. Dean,

Mr. Sheltmire, Mr. Fisher, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce, Ms.

Henson and Mr. Smith voting in favor of the motion.

A person filed an appeal on July 19, 2016. After its
jurisdictional review on September 14, 2016, the Board

voted unanimously that they had standing to review the

case. Mr. Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr.

DeBrunce, Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin

voted in favor of the motion. After its initial review, the Board

voted to sustain the Police Chief's decision. Mr. Fisher, Mr.

Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith,
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2016-0007

2016-0008

2016-0009

Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin voted in favor of the
motion.

Two people filed an appeal on July 26, 2016. After its
jurisdictional review on September 14, 2016, the Board
voted unanimously that they had standing to review the
case. Mr. Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr.

DeBrunce, Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Maftin
voted in favor of the motion. After its initial review, the Board

voted to sustain the Police Chief's decision. Mr. DeBrunce,
Ms. Henson, Dr. Martin, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Smith voted in favor.
Mr. Meyer and Ms. Woods abstained. Mr. Dean and Mr.

Sheltmire voted against the motion.

A person filed an appeal on September 9, 2016. After its
jurisdictional review on October 12, 2016, the Board voted
unanimously that they had standing to review the case. Mr.

Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce,
Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin voted in

favor of the motion. After its initial review, the Board voted
unanimously to sustain the Police Chief's decision. Mr.

Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce,
Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin voted in

favor of the motion.

A person filed an appeal on September 16,2016. After its
jurisdictional review on October 12, 2016, the Board
unanimously voted that they had standing to review the
case. After its initial review, the Board voted unanimously
with the Police Chief's decision for exonerating the officer on

one allegation and further moved that the Board send back
the Police Chief's determination that another allegation did

not fall within the guidelines of officer misconduct. Mr.

Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce,
Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin voted in

favor of the motion. As to the Police Chief's third finding, the
Board voted unanimously to uphold the chief's decision with
respect to the finding that the person complained of was not

an employee of CPD. Mr. Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire,
Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr.

Meyer and Dr. Marlin voted in favor of the motion.
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2016-0010

2016-0011

A person filed an appeal on September 19,2016. After its
jurisdictional review on October 12, 2016, the Board

unanimously that they had standing to review the case. Mr.

Fisher, Mr. Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce,
Mr. Smith, Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin voted in
favor of the motion. After its initial review, the Board voted

unanimously with the Police Chief's decision. Mr. Fisher, Mr.

Dean, Mr. Sheltmire, Ms. Woods, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith,
Ms. Henson, Mr. Meyer and Dr. Martin voted in favor of the
motion.

A person filed an appeal on December 27,2016. lt is still
pending.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATI ON COMPLAINANTS WHO
APPEALED TO THE CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD

CPRB Case Number Demoora iclnformation on Comolainant
2016-0001
2016-0002
2016-0003
2016-0004
2016-0005
201 6-0006
2016-0007
2016-0008
2016-0009
2016-0010
2016-0011

ANALYSIS OF CITIZEN AND POLICE COMPLAINTS AND COMPLIMENTS

At the time this report was prepared, the Board had not received a copy of the City of
Columbia Police Department's 2016 Annual Repoft of the lnternal Affairs Unit or its
analysis of police and citizen complaints and compliments. When the Police Department
provides the information and analysis of police and citizen's complaints and
compliments to the Board, the Board will provide a supplemental report to the City
Council.

wlÍ
b/m
b/m
wfi
b/m
b/m
wlf
blf
b/m
b/m
btf

w/mand
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
BY THE CITIZENS POLICE REVIEW BOARD

Section 21-49 of the City Code of Ordinances provides that the Citizens Police Review
Board shall host public meetings and educational programs for Columbia residents and
police officers. The Board regularly met with police recruits to provide the new recruits
with information about civilian oversight. The Board also used other avenues to
increase community awareness and hosted speakers on civilian review topics at public
meetings.

Date Topic
February 2,2016

February 5, 201 6

February 10,2016

March 9,2016

April2,2016

April 4, 2016

May 4, 2016

June 6,2016

July 13,2016

August 10, 2016

Jayne Woods met with a new recruit during the Police
Department recruit training/orientation.

Darryl Smith met with Sgt. Baillargeon and Andre
Cook.

Professor Bruce Bartholow, Psychologist at MU,
presented on his research of implicit biases.

James Martin met with individuals from the St. Louis
and the Kansas City area on Civilian Oversight.

Mr. Sheltmire, Mr. DeBrunce, Mr. Smith, and Ms.
Henson attended Use of Force training provided by
the Columbia Police Department.

Scott Dean and Rose Wibbenmeyer were on
Community Connections radio show at KOPN.

Alan Meyer and Steve Sheltmire met with new
recruits during the Police Department recruit
training/o rientation.

Steve Sheltmire, Darryl Smith, and Val DeBrunce met
with new recruits during the Police Department recruit
train ing/o rientation.

Jerry East presented on Columbia Police Department
Traffic Stop Data.

Lt Geoff Jones, Lt. Krista Shouse-Jones, Lt. Jason
Jones, Lt. Eric Hughes, and Lt. Scott Young
presented on 21't Century Policing by the Columbia
Police Department.
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August 29,2016 Darryl Smith and Val DeBrunce met with new recruits
during the Police Department recruit
trai ning/orientatio n.

Steve Sheltmire attended a community meeting at the
Tribune.

September 2016

October 2016 Val DeBrunce met with Officer Gooch and learned
about fake identifications.

October 8, 2016

November 2,2016

Scott Dean presented at Boy Scout University

Scott Dean and Rose Wibbenmeyer presented to
Professor Clark Peters' class.

November 5, 201 6 Darryl Smith, Val DeBrunce, Steve Sheltmire and
Andrew Fisher attended the Fair and lmpartial
Policing event.

November 2016 Steve Sheltmire attended a town hall meeting at the
Columbia Tribune.

November 14,2016 Darryl Smith attended the NACOLE Civilian
Oversight of Law Enforcement: A Road to Building
Community Trust conference in St. Louis, Missouri.
The sessions he attended include: Effective
Communication with Law Enforcement, De-escalation
of Force by the Police, and Bias-Based Policing.

CONCLUSION

As evidenced by the information included in this report, the CPRB has continued to
serve the citizens of Columbia.

The Board looks foruvard to continuing to execute its duties in 2017
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10t512017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: a first step in using data to improve policing

C¡
Chris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

Fwd: a first step in using data to improve pol¡c¡ng
1 message

Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como.gov>
To: Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>
Cc: Heather Cole <Heather.Cole@como.gov>

Chris, Kacy,

Wanted you to have the following email for your files.

Thu, Nov 3, 2016 at 11:16 AM

Regards,

Mike Matthes
City Manager
Columbia, Missouri

Forwarded message
From: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Aug 19, 2016 at 1:21PM
Subject: a first step in using data to improve policing
To: City of COlumbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, Wardl @como.gov, Michael Trapp <ward2@como.gov>, City of
Columbia Ward3 <ward3@como.gov>, lan Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, City Of Columbia WardS <ward5@como.gov>,
City Of Columbia Ward6 <ward6@como.gov>, cmo@como.gov, Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>, Heather Cole
<heather.cole@como.gov>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>
Cc: Tara Warne-Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com>, Traci Wilson-Kleekamp <tracilizzelTe@gmail.com>, "Oxford, Jeanette
Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>, Mustafa Abdullah <mabdullah@aclu-mo.org>,
John Chasnoff <johnchasno cs.com>, Dan Viets <danviets@gmail.com>

We at Empower Missouri appreciate that honest dialogue that seems to have taken place among RMF representatives
and CPD representatives about data. We also welcome Chief Burton's action to require signed consent to searches.

Tara Warne-Griggs mentions work by Dr. Lorie Fridell in her report of the meeting. I know Chief Burton has voiced support
for Fridell's work in the past. Perhaps we could use her new book, Producing Bias-Free Policing, as a study guide. lt's
short but hits all the sensitive spots, and provides references to the most recent research.

ln terms of making the best use of data to pinpoint areas of officers' performance that need examination, a good place to
start might be what is reported in the VSR data as "Other Stop Outcomes," because would be relatively easy to
investigate. These are outcomes other than citations, warnings and no action. They are not included the official VSR but
they are in the complete data set we receive from the Attorney General. According to the data, the stop outcome for black
drivers was "other" 172 times in 2015 and 25 times for white drivers.

It would be helpful to know whether this data is correct-perhaps an error was made either in submitting it to the AG or by
the AG, but some other agencies have even higher rates and disproportions so it's probably a real situation.

. We would like to know what sorts of outcomes were involved that the standard categories did not apply.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 112
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. We would like to know why ¡t was that black drivers were affected at a rate 15 times the rate for white drivers.
Perhaps there were reasons totally unrelated to race; if so, the public needs to know that this is the case. Perhaps the
situation correlates more with economic factors than with race. Perhaps some form of bias is involved.

. And we would like to know what will be done to make sure that black drivers will not be unfairly affected in the future;
perhaps policies are not written clearly, or not clearly understood by officers. Perhaps supervisors are not noticing a
problem and giving officers appropriate guidance. Perhaps different training is needed for officers. Perhaps it's just a form
that needs to be revised.

This is the pattern that should be followed whenever the VSR data flag a potential problem. Other situations will probably
be more difficult to assess. For instance, hit rates broken down by type of search would go a long way toward clarify
fairness, but these are not recorded for the VSR by officers and can be found only in internal data.

The high rate of outstanding warrant arrests for black drivers results in a high rate of searches that must be conducted
after every arrest. These searches may have a very low hit rate because officers would usually have no reason to suspect
contraband.

A high hit rate for consent searches might confirm that officers have valid reasonable suspicion when they ask for
consent. A low hit rate for consent searches might indicate that consent searches are based on stereotypes rather than
valid reasonable suspicion.

On page 82 of Producing Bias-Free Policing, Fridell gives an example of a chief who received complaints of bias in
consent searches. He could not identify bias but he wondered whether the benefit of consent searches outweighed the
negative community feelings they generated. He thought that a hit rate of 2oo/o would justify them, but he found instead a
very low hit rate. Fridell doesn't report exactly what he did.

Chief Burton's recent decision to require officers to get signed consent might help. Requiring officers to have strong
reasonable suspicion would help. Ladue's Chief, Rick Wooten, stopped all consent searches.

That section of Producing Bias-Free Policing, starting on page 80, is full of information helpful to us as we figure out how
to move toward bias-free policrng.

Just an explanation of the "Other Outcome" data would be a good first step toward the sort of program lan Thomas has
proposed-the CPD responding to community concerns, even if just in a limited situation at first.

Don Love, Chair

Empower Missouri Human Rights Task Force

DmacLovel @gmail.com

573 230 6446

http://empowerm issouri.org/

https://mail.google.com/mail/u lOl?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20MatthesTo2FListening%20Tour&search= .. 212
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Ci
Ghris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

Fwd: [CMO]: Empower Missouri follow up on discussion of community policing
1 message

Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como.gov> Wed, Nov 16,2016 at 2:03 PM
To: Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>

Kacy, Chris,

Please include the following in our input for the listening tour on racial profiling. After we have the NAACP meeting, l'd like
to have an internal meeting with staff involved to sort through the input and create a list of things we are willing to
do/change resulting from the input.

Regards,

Mike

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Don Love" <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: November 10, 2016 at 11:51:47 AM EST
To: "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>
Cc: <kmburton@gocolumbiamo.com>, "lan Thomas" <ward4@como.gov>, "Oxford, Jeanette Mott:
Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci"
<lracilizzelte@gmail.com>, <cbmi@centurytel.net>, "Rachel Girdler \(Student\)"
<Gird11 6990@evangel.edu>, "Steve Sheltmire" <ssheltmire@hotmail.com>
Subject: [CMO]: Empower Missouri follow up on discussion of community policing

Thanks for listening to us! We were encouraged by your responses.

You asked for specific suggestions-or did you actually say demands? We said we wanted Columbia to
continue its present course but to do so with increased confidence.

Being a little more specific, we would like to continue the collaboration on analysis of internal data started
with CPD, RMF and Empower Missouri. CPD has concentrated on extracting information relevant to crime
fighting from its data but there's a lot that can be learned about improving officer behavior. The data will go
a long way toward indicating situations in which minority drivers are treated disproportionally and then
locating specific factors that can be addressed.

For instance, the data indicate that officers are using consent searches in situations in which they do not
have good indicators of criminal behavior-in fact, that the indicator they are following is skin color. There is
little more than one consent search of a black driver per officer per year, so the problem isn't overuvhelming,
although it is significant from the point of view of the dnvers.

Can officers cite an acceptable level of reasonable suspicion for their consent searches?

Are there other non-bias factors that account for the disproportion?

ls there one officer who is purposefully targeting minority drivers?

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 113
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ls there a group of officers who allow implicit biases to affect their decisions?

Or are the disproportions more general, suggesting that systemic issues need to be addressed? For
instance, perhaps a policy isn't clear, or supervisors aren't reinforcing the right things, or training isn't having
the right outcomes.

Similar approaches should be followed for any category of officer action for which a dísproportion exists

Other aspects of continuing the present course are:

1. Training in control of implicit bias and in appreciation of diversity;

2. Ongoing refinement of policies and procedures;

3. Close supervision of officers so that they are getting the right feedback on areas of
performance critical for improved community relations.

Under policies and procedures, we are gratified that CPD is moving toward a "focused deterrence"
approach. A generation of officers has been taught ín a basic strategy of the War on Drugs that it's good
policy to stop as many drivers as possible in order to investigate them for criminal behavior, especially drug
crimes. Officers do get lucky every once in a while, but these successes are oven¡rhelmed by the
disproportion in which minority drivers are stopped and searched despite their innocence-especially since
there are no major differences in illegal drug use among racial and ethnic groups.

Several of us, including Chief Burton, RMF and lan Thomas, find compelling the explanation of this
phenomenonin Pulled Over: How Police Sfops Define Race and Citizenship, by KU professors drawing
upon data from interviews of residents and officers in the KC area. Lead author Chuck Epp has indicated a
willingness to speak in Columbia on their work. I hope we can work out the details for a townhall discussion
based on his input.

And one more thing. Empower Missouri has been contributing to a revision of the 2000 racial profiling law
so that it would better direct agencies to the strategies that are proven to be effective in Producing Bias-
Free Policing (stealing the title of Lori Fridell's most recent book). Chief Burton has been applying many of
the strategies. lt would be very useful for us to have a critique of the draft legislation-what's good, what
would be difficult for agencies to do, what improvements are possible, and so on. An informal critique at
first, with the possibility of a formal endorsement of the final draft.

We have used Blue Springs PD as an exemplar because a new chief has been doing the sorts of things
called for by the legislative revisions and VSR data for Blue Springs document improvements. We think
Columbia will be another success story if it continues on its path. We look fonruard to holding it up as a
model.

Don Love, CoChair

Empower Missouri Human Rights Task Force

DmacLovel @gmail.com

573 230 6446

http://em powermissouri.org/

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 213
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Ghris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>
Ci

Fwd: [GMO]: FW: GPD, RMF and EM work¡ng on bias-free policing
I message

Michael Matthes <michael. matthes@como. gov>
To: Kacy Hallckacy.hall@como.gov>, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>
Cc: Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>

Please add the following to the racial profiling file.

Wed, Nov '16,20'16 at3:22PM

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Don Love" <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: September 9, 2016 at 4:27:30 PM EDT
To: "lan Thomas" <ward4@como.gov>, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, "Michael Trapp"
<ward2@como.gov>, "Nauser, Laura" <wardS@como.gov>, "Peters, Betsy" <ward6@como.gov>, "Ruffin
Clyde" <Ward1 @como.gov>, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>, "'Steven Sapp"'
<steven.sapp@como.gov>, "Tara Warne-Griggs" <twgmom71@gmail.com>, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci"
<tracilizzelte@gmail.com>, "Lynn Maloney" <lynnmaloneyll@gmail.com>, "'Grace Vega"'
<vegagrace2OlS@gmail.com>, "'Rachel Haverstick Taylor"' <rachel.haverstick@gmail.com>,
<kmburton@gocolumbiamo.com>, <Jill.Schlude@como.gov>, <Jerry.East@como.gov>, "Steve Sheltmire"
<ssheltmire@hotmail.com>, "Rose Wibbenmeyer" <rose.w¡bbenmeyer@como.gov>, "Oxford, Jeanette
Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermtssoun.org>
Subject: [CMO]: FW: CPD, RMF and EM working on bias-free policing

I agree with Tara's report.

Chief Burton emailed this morning that he thinks we need to follow up with more discussion, sooner
rather than later.

We seem to have common ground to make better use of internal data to show that in some situations in
which racial disproportions exist officers are not causing it (as for outstanding warrant arrests) and in

other situations officer bias (implicit bias) might be involved so they should be provided with the benefit
of improved policies, supervision and training. Consent searches match this second condition, an area in
which Chief Burton is changing policy.

My follow-up notes on the discussion are attached. Pretty wonky. We are talking about mountains of
data after all. But there are some opportunities for community dialog that emerge from it,

Before Empower Missouri got involved in bias-free policing, we were strategizing about working on
profiling by retail personnel (security guards) and real estate personnel. The same problems that arise in
law enforcement are with us in many other sectors.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Iour&search=... 114
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It's not that officers are worse than anyone else. They are probably better because we already have

professional standards for them. lt's just that what they do under the unconscious effects of implicit bias

have life and death consequences for members of the public and themselves. ln fact, we targeted them
because we thought we could improve polices related to these professional standards and thereby
increase their chances of being successful in their goal of protecting public safety.

l'm anxious to get this done and move on to retail and real estate

Don Love, Chair

Empower Missouri Human Rights Task Force

DmacLovel@gmail.com

573 230 6446

http ://empowermissou ri.org/

From: T. R. Wa rne-Griggs Imailto :twgmomT 1 @gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 9,201612:39 PM

To: Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>; Donald Love <Dmaclovel @gmail.com>; Jerry East

<Jerry. East@como.gow; Jil I Sch lude <Jill. Schlude@como. gov>

Subject: Fwd: [City Council]: Bias Training for Peace Ofl'icers

Traci forwarded my report to members of the city council etc... I have fonruarded it to you as well

Fonvarded message
F rom : Traci Wi lson-Kleekam p <tra cilizzelte@gma i l. com>
Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2016 aI11:58 AM
Subject: Re: [City Council]: Bias Training for Peace Officers
To: City Of Columbia Ward5 <ward5@como.gov>, lan Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, City Of Columbia
Ward6 <ward6@como.gov>, wardl@como.gov, ward2@como.gov, ward3@como.gov, Tara Rae Warne-
Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com>, Lynn Maloney <lynnmaloneyll@gmail.com>, Grace Vega
<vegagrace2Ol 5@gmail.com>, rachel.haverstick@gmail.com

We just had another meeting with the PD

Here's Tara Warne Griggs'quick report on the meeting

Don Love and I met with Deputy Chief Jill Schlude and Crime Analyst Jerry East yesterday afternoon. I

think it went very well. Jill talked much more comfortably about implicit bias than at the previous meeting.
Don, Jerry, and I had a good conversation about the VSR data and what can and cannot be inferred from it.

I will place the data file he sent me in our google drive as it is public information. They have provided it for
several years to journalists.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20MatthesTo2FListening%20Tour&search=. 2t4
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The consent search form is happening. CPD is still discussing which specific date to begin using them so
they can track how the form is being used. The form will capture refusals as well. Right now we know that
more consent searches happen with Black drivers, but we don't know if that is because they are asked
more frequently, or if White drivers refuse more often. This was an interesting conversation. Command's
belief is that officers ask for consent too often in order to provide cover for the search in court. They believe
that officers ask for consent when they do in fact have reasonable suspicion that justifies a search. This
creates problems in the community when officers ask for consent, a driver refuses, then the officer searches
the car anyway because they have probable cause. (l'm getting reasonable suspicion and probable cause
mixed up) So the number of searches will not likely go down, but the number of consent searches should go
down.

Sgt. Hestir went through train the trainer course with Lori Fridell's Fair and lmpartial Policing. CPD had Fair
and lmpartial Policing come and do some presentations and selected Hestir to become the in-house trainer,
He will be conducting the internal training for officers. Jill said that they are going to have a session for
external stakeholders as well. She is going to send me the date.

We discussed fields needed when the new Records Management System (RMS)comes on line. They are
designing the vehicle stops module over the next few months. Several fields will be added that allow CPD
and the public to know if a stop occurred as a part of a street crimes unit operation or if it was "regular"
traffic stop. Stops that occur during street crime operations are done with suspect and vehicle descriptions.
The current data system does not allow those stops to be analyzed separately from regular traffic stops.

Jill also said that they have been talking with department's attorney and one of prosecuting attorneys about
alternatives to arrest warrants for fines, tickets etc.... This would be a good conversation for us to engage in
Jill said they were trying to reduce the punitive nature for minor municipal infractions and instead use
community service, take the opportunity to link people with services etc... to leverage the work that has
been done to coordinate human services. She didn't think the current judge who is close to retirement was
likely to take on a big project, but that we can start planning and making recommendations in the interim.

I suggested that we (CPD, RMF, and Empower Missouri)collaborate on a report analyzing Columbia's
vehicle stops. lndicating where there seemed to be issues and where there are not. The report would be
public and include information about questions we hope to be able to answer with the new RMS. lt would
also describe the actions CPD is taking now to reduce bias in its policing and some recommendations for
municipal reform as well.

Don and I are going to work on some ways to present the VSR data from a couple of different vantage
points. We are also going to make some suggestions for additional fields.

Traci

Sent from my íPhone

On Sep 9,2016, at 11:40 AM, City Of Columbia Ward5 <ward5@como.gov> wrote:

Thought you might be interested.

Laura

Sent from my iPad

https://mail.google.com/mail/u lOl?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 314
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Begin fonvarded message

From: Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como.gov>
Date: September 8, 2016 at 8:00:08 AM CDT
To: City Council <city_council@como.gov>
Cc: Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>, Heather Cole
<Heather.Cole@como.gov>, Ken Burton <Ken.Burton@como.gov>
Subject: [City Council]: Bias Training for Peace Officers

Dear Mayor and Members of the City Council,

Council Member Peters requested an brief note to overview the timing of
various training we provide to police officers related to implicit bias, racial
profiling, etc.

By December 31st, 2016 all licensed peace officers will have completed fair and
impartial policing, verbal de-escalation and racial profile training.
Beginning January 'l,2017, new requirements go into effect and require an
annual completion of t hour of racial profile training, 2 hours of verbal de-
escalation and 2 hours of fair and impartial policing with an implicit bias section.

Regards,

Mike Matthes

City Manager

Columbia, Missouri

Suggestions for CPD Data Collection and Analysis 9 9 16.docx
18K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u lOl?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 414



Suggestions for CPD Data Collection and Analysis

Collecting More lnformation
L. Recording investigative stops. Check offs for:

a. Acting on department information coming from an investigation
b. Acting on information from a reliable informant
c. Terry Stop: reasonable suspicion of dangerous situation
d. Pretext stop: stop for violation that would not have merited a stop except for officer's

reasonable suspicions. (What degree of reasonable suspicion is appropriate here? Not
as high as for a consent search but not based on race.)

e. Check off moving violation but also check investigative stop. AG form allows this.
2. Record request/denial of consent
3, Record call for dog, no alert and call for dog, dog alerts, search conducted. Currently, officers

presumably just report when they conduct a search with a drug-dog alert as the probable cause,

and don't report anything when the dog does not alert.
4. Consent Searches: Check off for reasonable suspicion, covering the most common situations.

(Policies would need to be changed to require reasonable suspicion for consent searches and

officers need to be trained on what counts as reasonable suspicion so that the tactic is not
overused to the point of driver ill-will.)

5. RSW searches: check off reasonable suspicion and the perceived danger.
6. When consent searches are used to back up probable cause, check off consent search and

probable cause. (Unless department prohibits this use of consent searches.)
7. Check off for special circumstances: high-intensity area,

etc. I forget the other situations Jerry mentioned. I put calls for service under investigative stops.

Tweaks to Current Spreadsheet

L. lnclude both group percentages of subcategories based on the main category (e.9. consent

searches as a percentage oftotal stops) and group rates based on group stops (the rate ofgroup
consent searches per group stops), with minority group percentages and rated compared to
white percentages and rates.

2. Under Violation for Arrest (arrest charges), perhaps base the rate/percentage on the total
number of arrest charges instead on the total number of drivers arrested. That would give a

number more consistent with the other percentages. But maybe it helps that the rate in Jerry's

table is affected by multiple charges for the same driver. lt this is considered signifícant (that

one group is more likely to have multiple charges) than perhaps this should be a separate result.

3. Perhaps the problem of having to use the Other Outcomes category as a fudge receptacle could

be solved by with a work-around, such as giving officers a paper form to use when their
computer doesn't pop up the one they need.

4. Some of the percentages are actually rates per L00, e.g., line 33, 44,58. Also Reasons for Stops,

starting with line 17. Subcategories of moving violations could be treated as a percentage of
total moving violations.



Next Steps

1. lt seems as if we are in general agreement that officer/community relations will be helped if
CPD uses data to:

a. Document situations in which there are disproportions but factors other than officer

bias are the cause;

b. Document situations in which factors other than officer bias cannot be ruled out, so that
officer bias must be assumed to contribute;

c. Document efforts to identify situations in which overt bias is involved and disciplinary

actions taken;

d. Document efforts to improve policies, supervision and training to address the

disproportions.
2. Since CPD has decided to require signed consent for searches, I suggest:

a. CPD use the data to explain that the hit rate for searches does not justify consent

searches in the way they have been used in Columbia, especially since black drivers are

disproportionately affected and have a hit rate lower than the one for white drivers.

i. The data should also be used to documentthatthe disproportions in arrest

rates are inflated bV OWAs.

Perhaps CPD could also say that other policies related to consent searches are changing

orthat they are being reviewed. For example, officers must have a reasonable suspicion,

clearly not based on race, officer are not permitted to use consent searches to back up

probable cause.

CPD work up a press release making all this as clear as possible. Empower Missouri and

Race Matters, Friends could make statements in support.

i. lt would probably help for Empower Missouri and RMF to say that data cannot

be used to prove officer bias because there are too many factors involved in

every action they take, but that data is one of the best ways to identify the
situations in which officers are likely to benefit from improved policies,

supervision and trainíng.

ii. We need to hone our skills in explaining why implicit bias is important and how

current best practices really do help officers control them. (One press release or

one press conference won't be enough to teach the publíc.)

CPD call a press conference to explain its intent and answer questions. Empower

Missouri and RMF could make supporting statements and help answer questions.

RMF and Empower Missouri move forward with a broader approach to equity in
criminal justice, beyond what officers do, because officers tend to get the blame for the

whole system being unfair:

i. lmprove procedures of the municipal court (alternative service, evening hours,

etc.) It's a sisnificant problem but there re onlv about 400 OWAs in 2015: it

should be possible to bring these wav down bV helping people regqlve their legal

ISSU ES.

ii.Push for bias-free retail and real estate policíes; securityguards should be held

b

c.

d

e

to the standards we set for officers.



i¡i. Push for further reforms of drug laws, de-emphasizing jail time and

emphasizing effective drug treatment, etc.

iv. Push for equity in education, wages, healthcare, etc.

f. We work on an overall approach to the use of data to explore other potential situations
in which officers would benefit from improved policies, supervision and training.

i. For this effort, Don will work on putting his post-stop analysís in a format that
complements Jerry's breakdown tables.

L. lt would help if Jerry would prepare a short explanation of what
comparing percentages says about how drivers are affected by officer
actions, and l'll do so too for post-stop analysis. I don't think Fridell says

anyth¡ng about percentages of subcategories, but maybe I missed it. She

discusses measures of disparity in Bv the Numbers, see pages 311ff.
ii. We need to do more work sorting Jerry's Original Data table to identify key

situations, doing things like looking at what happens to young black males at
certain times.

iii. I wonder if we could agree on a set of estimates for driver group
proportions. A good estimate is still the best way to get at what drivers are

expenencrng.

3. Empower Missouri is contributing to an effort to reform the Racial Profiling Law. A major aspect

of this is directed at spelling out how agencies must do the sorts of things we're talking about.
So CPD is an experiment for me. lf it works here, we can be more forceful in the way we sell the
reforms to the legislators._

a. Would it be possible for asencies to send the AG a subset of their UCR data , so thev do

not need to keep separate records for the VSR?
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Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>
C¡

Fwd: [GMO]: Gity of Columbia Contact Form i 6-23-2017 02=36:.22 pm
2 messages

Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov> Fri, Jun 23,2017 at2:41 PM
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>

I forwarded this to Matthes as well, but thought this might be helpful in any research you do going forward too.

3{eatñer Co[e
Assistant to the City Manager
Vision Zero Program Manager
City of Columbia
701 E. Broadway - 2nd Floor
Columbia, MO 65201
Phone: 573.874.6338
Fax: 573.442.8828

Forwarded message
From: <noreply@como.gov>
Date: Fri, Jun 23, 2017 at 2:36 PM
Subject: [CMO]: City of Columbia Contact Form : 6-23-2017 02:36:22 pm
To: cmo@como.gov

The following form submission was received on the City of Columbia website. The sender has been notified of the
successful receipt of this request. Recipients should respond to this request within a reasonable time frame, normally
within 1 to 3 business days. For more information regarding origin of this message or to report spam contact the
Webmaster at webmaster@como. gov

Below are the results of a Web form submitted on: June 23rd, 2017 at 02:36PM (CDT).

Name: Peggy Placier
Email Address: pplacier@centurylink.net
Comments: Hi Mr. Matthes, I hope you heard about the Stanford University report on policing, especially traffic stops. Lots
of useful information. Here's a link https://openpolicing.stanford.edu/ Regards, Peggy Placier

lP:173.248.108.130
Form: City of Columbia Contact Form

Michael Matthes <michael. matthes@como. gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>

Mon, Jun 26,2017 at 8:49 AM

Chris,

Please add this to our research on racial profiling

Regards,

Mike Matthes
City Manager
Columbia, Missouri

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=ManagerTo20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 112
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Fonruarded message
From: <noreply@como.gov>
Date: Fri, Jun 23, 2017 at 2:36 PM
Subject: [CMO]: City of Columbia Contact Form : 6-23-2017 02:36:22 pm
To: cmo@como.gov

The following form submission was received on the City of Columbia website. The sender has been notified of the
successful receipt of this request. Recipients should respond to this request within a reasonable time frame, normally
within 1 to 3 business days. For more information regarding origin of this message or to report spam contact the
Webmaster at webmaster@como.gov

Below are the results of a Web form submitted on: June 23rd, 2017 aI02:36PM (CDT).

Name: Peggy Placier
Email Address: pplacier@centurylink.net
Comments: Hi Mr. Matthes, I hope you heard about the Stanford University report on policing, especially traffìc stops. Lots
of useful information. Here's a link https://openpolicing.stanford.edu/ Regards, Peggy Placier

lP:173.248.108.130
Form: City of Columbia Contact Form

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 212
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C¡
Ghris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

Fwd: Golumbia, Boone Gounty and the VSR
1 message

Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como.gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>

Making sure you got this.

Mon, Jul 3,2017 at 5:08 PM

Regards,

Mike Matthes
City Manager
Columbia, Missouri

Forwarded message
From: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 26, 2017 at 7:04 AM
Subject: Columbia, Boone County and the VSR
To: Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>, lan Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <wardS@como.gov>,
"Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, Michael Trapp <ward2@como.gov>, "Peters, Betsy" <ward6@como.gov>, Rose
Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Ruffin Clyde < rd1@como.gov>, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>,
Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, Ken Burton <kmburton@gocolumbiamo.com>, City of COlumbia Mayor
<mayor@como.gov>
Cc: "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>, Phillip Weeks
<pbweeks@mac.com>

Attached is an explanation from Empower Missouri of what we see in the 2016 Vehicle Stops Report, plus our analysis of
VSR data disproportions based on the group proportions of drivers who have been stopped.

ln brief, we see signs of progress in the data but we are disappointed that Columbia is not doing the little, non-
controversial things that would begin to change attitudes and get the civic engagement process off to a better start.

For instance, Chief Burton responded last year to our analysis of consent search hits by requiring officers to get signed
consent. Columbia should analyze internal data for the part of the year when the new policies were in place and report on
effects-which were probably good since there was a substantial drop in the consent search disproportion.

Questions? Comments? Glad to help in any way I can.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

https://mail.google.com/mail/ul0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=.. 112
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2 attachments

Boone County Columbia VSR 6 2617.docx
44K

B 2016 Boone Golumbia State post stop 6 7 lT.xlsx
65K



Empower Missouri Responds to the 2016 Vehicle Stops Reports for the Boone County
Sheriff's Department and Columbia Police Department

Major Tom Reddin told Alan Burdziak for his June 1 article in the Columbia Tribune on the

Vehicle Stops Report: "The analyses that are conducted are just statistical numbers and don't

delve into the realities of traffic stop." Yet the numbers do have a valuable use. Empower

Missouri affirms Reddin's contention that a crucial part of a law enforcement agency's

responsibility to its officers and its citizens is to regularly monitor "deputies' traffic stops, where

they work and the data."

The Vehicle Stops Report (VSR) cannot prove that officers are discriminating against People of

Color. lnstead, its data highlight situations in which groups are disproportionately affected by

officers' actions. Then agencies must do the hard work of delving into the circumstances of

their traffic stops to determine the sources of the disproportions, using both VSR data and

more detailed internal information.

Columbia Police Department has begun to dig into its VSR data, but it could be doing much

more to explain the realities of traffic stops and, if needed, change how officers practice

policing.

For instance, stop disproportions are affected by the area an agency chooses to patrol. lf in one

area there are more accidents, or the agency receives complaints about speeders, or shots are

occurring, offlcers will patrol that area more heavily. Residents of that area will experience

more stops.

Many factors can affect the disproport¡ons seen in the VSR, ranging from the focus of the

department, the type of policing being practiced, and any biases, implicit or otherwise, of

individual officers. lf one group is disproportionately affected, then the department owes the

community an explanation for the categories in which there are disproportions. By offering a

truthful and honest analysis of the disproportions, including any changes necessary in policing,

an agency can develop trust and cooperation between it and the community it serves.

Columbia has had increasing numbers of shootings in recent years. According to the authors of

Pulled Over,Charles Epp, Steven Maynard-Moody and Donald Haider-Markel, such an increase

typically results in an increase in enforcement of traffic violations in an area which shootings

are occurring in the hopes of catching someone involved in serious crime. Many more drivers

are stopped for minor violations that officers would otherwise ignore. These drivers feel



violated by the officers' discretionary stops. They become increasingly alienated and a rift
widens between the community and the police.

Pulled Over bases its conclusions on over 3000 interviews of drivers and officers in the Kansas

City area. Black drivers reported this feeling of violation after pretext stops much more

frequently than white drivers.l Officers, on the other hand, tend to think that as long as they

are polite the "investigatory" stops are fine.,

Pretext stops occur when an officer makes a stop that would not have been made otherwise in

order to look for some other violation. They involve minor violations-failure to signal a lane

change, a burnt-out license bulb and so on. Officers are given wide discretion in making these

stops. Drivers need occasional reminders that details protect public safety. When group

disproportions arise, the rates at which officers make these discretíonary stops become a

concern.

Dr. Lorie Fridell, a national expert on bias-free policing, points out "the potential risk of bias

manifesting in highly discretionary activities." She gives an example of an agency that instructed

its officers to aggressively use consensual encounters to collect information. Data showed that

African Americans were disproportionately affected. Agency leaders defended themselves by

saying, "We certainly don't tell them to target Blacks."

Fridell concludes:

...Officers told to engage in some high-discretion activity geared toward preventing or
solving crimes will default to the group(s)they most link to crime and violence. ln most
humans, this will be males of color between 1-8 and 25. This requires no animus towards
those groups; it does not require conscious intention to target those groups. lt
requires only a human with the best of intentions-wanting to serve the community
members by reducing crime in the area.3

The best of intentions is not, however, a justification:

Even if certain demographic groups are disproportionately represented among people

who commit crime, police are not justified in treating the individuals as if they represent

that stereotype or generalization. Doing so is unsafe, ineffective and unjust.4

1 Epp, Charles R.; Maynard-Moody, Steven; Haider-Markel, Donald P. (201,4-04-04). Pulled Over: How Police Stops

Define Race and Citizenship (Chicago Series in Law and Society) (Kindle Location 160). University of Chicago Press.

Kindle Edition.
.lbid. Kindle Locations 22L-237.
. Fridell, Lorie. (2017) Producîng Bios-Free Policing: A Science-Bosed Approoch. Switzerland: Springer lnternational
Publishing. Page 20.
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Misuse of discretionary actions can be controlled, Fridell says, by training officers to control

implicit bias and by policies that clearly require officers to ignore race except when it is a

descriptor like height and weight.

Pulled Over proposes that agencies minimize investigatory stops and instead practice "targeted

enforcement" or "focused deterrence"'in which the agency cultivates positive relationships

with community members so that officers get the tips they need to investigate individuals who

are real threats to public safety. Focused deterrence is an element of community policing which

builds trust and support between residents and law enforcement.

When Empower Missouri met with City Manager Mike Matthes, Chief Ken Burton and members

of his command staff in the fall of 20L6, we were told the agency was implementing focused

deterrence. CPD command staff have copies of Pulled Over available. What's needed now is a

response by CPD to the disproportions in the VSR data, explaining the actions being taken.

ln most cases the VSR's "Key lndicators" of total stops, searches and arrests are not precise

enough; the agency and the public need to pay attention to the breakdown into 50 categories

of stop and officer action. Unfortunately, the VSR does not provide disproportions for these

categories, so everyone has to do the math.0

Burdziak correctly reported that disproportions can be distorted by non-residents entering a

jurisdiction. Group stop rates are figured as group stops divided by group drivers; the

proportion or percentage of group drivers is called the "benchmark"-the basis for making

comparisons.

It's difficult to determine the number of group drivers on a jurisdiction's streets. An

observational study is considered the most accurate method, but these are difficult to design

and conduct, so an estimate is made based on group percentages of driving age residents in the

last census. But drivers often come from other jurisdictions to work, shop, attend school, have

fun and so on. Columbia and Boone County have l-70 and Hwy 63 bringing drivers from other

locations with unknown group proportions, which complicates analysis of VSR data.

4 Fr¡dell, Lorie.20t7. Producing Bios-Free Policing: A Science-Bosed Approoch. Switzerland: Springer lnternational

Publishing. Page 13
5 Pulled Over. Page 164, Kindle Location 3275. Also see iames Forman Beyond Stop and Frisk. New York Times,

4/rs/t2.
6 Or go to Empower Missouri's reports.
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Some researchers suggest a spatially-weighted data analysis strategy in which the size the

distance of other communities along good transportation routes are taken into account.T

ln order to address this issue, Attorney General Josh Hawley, following one of the requirements

of the Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act (FAAA) which strengthens the 2000 racial profiling

law, now requires agencies to include residency in their data. This policy will allow an analysis

to be done just for residents, for whom the census estimates are usually reasonably accurate.

It's not good to ignore some drivers; they may be subject to different treatment for a number

of reasons,' but still it's important to have situations in which dependable dísproportions are

known.e

This gets complicated, however, especially where city and county form a mosaic; the residency

workaround may not be helpful. Using the VSR's estimates, in 2010 there were L0,96L African

American residents in Boone County, but 8980 of them lived in Columbia. Columbia officers

patrol Columbia; sheriff's deputies generally leave the city to them. So the drivers that deputies

encounter are probably not the 8.3% used by the VSR but closer to 4.7%.

But still, there are many more drivers on county roads near city limits than on remote county

roads, so who can say what benchmark to use? Major Reddin has good reason to question the

VSR; it's not perfect but the total data set, combined with an agency's internal information,

should be used to spot and correct problems.

At best, estimates of group driver proportions are always problematic. The best method of
making them is to conduct an observational survey of drivers, but this is expensive and still an

estimate. Disproportions may be faulty because of flawed estimates of driver proportions, but

high disproportions still merit a review of the situations in which they occur.

Empower Missouri favors a procedure in which a jurisdiction for which the group driver
proportions are suspect assembles a community partnership, including representatives of all

stakeholders, which studies the problem and reaches a consensus on acceptable benchmarks
The benchmarks may not be perfect but at least they would allow further discussion of
disproportions.lo Remember, the point of the VSR and a follow up on disproportions is not to

7 See Rojek, Jeff, Richard Rosenfeld, and Scott Decker. 2OO2. The lnfluence of Driver's Race on Troffic Stops in

Missouri. POLICE QUARTERLY Vol. 7 No. 1, March 2OO4 L26-747. Fridell discusses their work in Understonding Roce

Doto pages 101ff. The authors point out that yet another consideration is that stop data does not reflect the legal

disposition of incidents (page 145). Affluent people are more likely to use a lawyer to get the prosecutor to
downgrade a moving violation.
I For instance, a jurisdiction m¡ght take advantage of a busy thoroughfare to generate income from traffic fines.
, CPD may be able to identify driver residency from internal data.
10 The Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act, a proposed reform of the 2000 racial profiling law, would allow agencies
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prove agencies are at fault, but to identify and fix problems

Black drivers in Missouri are affected at a rate l-.75 the rate for white drivers. This is the
headline statistic from the VSR. lt is based on the census estimates of group driver proportions,

but these are reasonably accurate for the entire state. And if the state as a whole has a

significant disproportion, individual agencies should take their disproportions seriously, even if
the benchmarks aren't as accurate as desired.

An easy option for factual benchmarks is to use the group proportions of drivers who have

been stopped. Then, the officer has been face to face with the driver so there's no question of

awareness of race. The drawback to this approach is that disproportions can only be figured for

actions officers take after the stop has been made-not for the stop itself. But still, these post-

stop actions often give the clearest indications of officer performance.

Empower Missouri likes to look at disproportions in consent searches because these occur after

a stop and when no major violation has occurred. lf an arrest is made for any reason, the officer

automatically makes a search. lf there is a disproportion in consent searches, is it because

officers had some fact about the driver that made them suspicious or did the common negative

stereotypes about People of Color our society perpetuates make them suspicious?

There's really no way to prove an officer is affected by these stereotypes. Dr. Lorie Fridell, a

nationally recognized authority on bias-free policing, says we should just get used to the idea

these stereotypes or implicit biases are always tempting us to do things counter to our

conscious values.11 Agencies need to look out for explicit bias too, but implicit is much more

common and likely to avoid notice. Thus, officers must be trained and educated to recognize

and control implicit biases.

Another approach to the disproportions in consent searches is to train the officers to act on

facts about the individual; if they are focused on facts, it is easier for them to act fairly and

ignore stereotypes. Policies need to make clear that officers are not to act on suspicions based

on race. The facts don't have to be strong enough to constitute probable cause but they do

have to be strong enough to allow the officer to control implicit bias and convince the public

that the officer wasn't keying on race. Supervisors need to question officers about their facts

whenever a disproportion appears in their data.

to form community partnerships and suggest alternative benchmarks, which the AG would use, if reasonable, to
compute an alternative analysis. Empower Missouri can generate alternative reports now.
1' Fridell, Lorie. (2017) Producing Bios-Free Policing: A Science-Bosed Approoch. Switzerland: Springer lnternational
Publishing. Page 66.
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Agencies need to do the hard work of delving into the internal information they have to
determine whether there are factors other than bias causing the disproportions. lf they cannot

find alternative legitimate factors, their job is to investigate officer performance, policies,

supervision and training, then report to the public what they have found and what

improvements they are making. lf they do a responsible job they will win the trust and

cooperation of community members they need in order to protect public safety.

On EmpowerM issouri.org, under Press Packets, we have posted resources to help

reporters-and offícers and members of the public-better understand the value of the VSR

data. The basic documents are massive spreadsheets that compute disproportions for all

categories of officer action for all 600 plus agencies in the state using as benchmarks either

estimates of group driver proportions or group proportions of stops. Other documents explain

how to use this information to create a community dialogue aimed at reaching a consensus on

what officers need to do to protect public safety and earn the trust and cooperation of
community members. The 20L6 VSR Guide provides a broad range of background information.

Comments on Stop Categories describes the categories of officer action documented in the

VSR.

Here are some of the things we at Empower Missouri see in the data

Analysis of Stops Based on Estimates of Group Driver Proportions

As explained above, we rely most on post-stop analysis, but the stops themselves can't be

analyzed this way. A high disproportion, even when it is accurate, does not prove bias, but still,

a high disproportion must trigger a review of incidents by the agency.

For instance, officers record incidents in which they make a stop as part of an investigation.

Statewide, black drivers receive 26% of these stops. For the sheriff's department, it is 3l-% and

for CPD itis 42%. Statewide, black drivers are affected at a rale 2.79 times the rate for white

drivers. For the sheriff's department, the disproportion is 4.72 and 6.45 for CPD, based on

estimates of group driver proportions.l,

1, This is the format Empower Missouri uses for expressing disproportions: African Americans are affected at a rate
1.93 times the rate for Caucasians. We usually use the terms "black drivers" and "white drivers" because they are

what the VSR uses. This statistic is called a "ratio of disparity." When we use the term "disproportion" we are

referring to it. We believe it is easier to understand than the VSR's "disparity indexes." You can also think of it this
way: "black drivers are affected 93% more frequently than white drivers." When white drivers are affected at a

rate greater than another group the disproportion will be less than 1.00: "black drivers are affected at a rate 0.50
times the rate for white drivers" is the same as "white drivers are affected at 2.00 times the rate for black drivers."
For more information, see our 2016 VSR Guide.
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Again, these disproportions do not prove bias, but the agencies should explain why there are

high disproportions in investigative stops for black drivers. Are these in response to tips or calls

for service, so that officers are not initiating them, and therefore bias on their part is not

involved? Are they the result of ongoing investigations into serious crime, so that officers have

access to facts about the individual indicating a strong possibility of criminal behavior? Or are

they spontaneous investigations by officers, and therefore more subjective and more likely to
involve implicit bias?

The agencies should examine the high disproportions in the categories of moving

violations-speeding, lane violations, failure to signal and so on--which are not in the VSR but

are in the complete data set we analyze. Are the disproportions occurring in serious traffic
violations, in which public safety is threatened, for example, driving 90 mph in a school zone?

Or are they occurring in minor violations-32in a 30? Are these the situations in which officers

give warnings or take no action, indicating the stop may have been investigative? And if the
officers were making the stop in order to find out more about the driver, díd they have some

fact strong enough to convince the public that race was not a motivating factor? These are the

sorts of stops that can lose officers trust and cooperation if they are not adequately explained.

Another example: city officers stop black drivers for failing to signal at a rate 4.69 times the

rate for white drivers. The county disproportion is 3.82. Everyone wants officers to reinforce

good driving habits, but are black drivers really that more likely to fail to signal? Are the stops

followed by DWI charges, indicating officers were alert for serious dangers to public safety? Or

were they followed by consent searches, suggesting officers may have been suspicious because

of the drivers' race? Agencies need to investigate these sorts of possibilities and report to the

public whether they found legitimate reasons for the disproportion. lf they did not, officers

need better policies, supervision and training. Either way, the agency wins and the publíc wins

because there has been respectful analysís and a proper systemic response.

Boone County and Columbia have high disproportions in outstanding warrant arrests, as do
most jurisdictions. Based on group driver estimates, drivers are arrested at a rate almost five
times the rate for white drivers.

Based on group stop rates, black drivers are arrested by both deputies and officers for
outstanding warrants at a rate 1.93 times the rate for white drivers.

Officers may sometimes detect an outstanding warrant because a license plate scanner
identifies the owner of the vehicle as having an outstanding warrant; that makes OWAs a stop
category. Otherwise the OWA would be post-stop category; the officer would make a stop,
enter driver information in the computer and find out about the warrant.
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Officers are usually required to make an arrest if they know there is a warrant." lf there is bias,

it would probably be in the form of not checking to see if there is a warrant for members of
some groups.

These warrants are not usually for serious crimes. They are more likely to be for minor

violations that the driver was not able to resolve. Rich people send in a check or hire lawyers to
get a moving violation changed to a parking violation. People with low incomes are likely to
have difficulties getting to municipal court because they can't get off work or find child care or

they can't afford the fine.

ln Missouri, African Americans are more than twice as likely as Caucasians to have low incomes.
Caucasians with low incomes are likely to have a similar rate of outstanding warrant arrests, but
more research would be required to verify this assumption.l4

It might be possible to determine the rates at which different groups experience outstanding
warrants and then use this rate as a benchmark. lf black drivers are íssued outstanding warrants
at a rate L.93 times the rate for white drivers, then their arrests for outstanding warrants
occurring at the same disproportion would support that officers are even handed.

Members of some jurisdictions may demand this documentation; members of other
jurisdictions may accept the explanation based on group income. The community would have

to decide how to use its resources. ls it better to spend money on documentation or to spend it
making sure officers are performing correctly? Or better still, the community might decide to

reform court practices so that it is easier for all individuals with limited budgets to meet their

obligations.

As an exercise in community relations, OWA disproportions are a good place for an agency to
begin. The disproportion looks bad but it is probably not caused by officer bias. The agency can

'A municipality was reported as issuing outstanding warrants for individuals who failed to pay trash fees. Some

agencies may be allowing officers to ignore outstanding warrants for minor violations, but officers usually feel
strongly about enforcing laws. Fridell says agencies can avoid discretionary opportunities that lead to
disproportions by taking out the discretion: an arrest must be made for all outstanding warrants. Fridell (2017)

pages 1-2.

'o Columbia's anti-violence task force concluded that violence needed to be addressed on many fronts: education,
income, housing, health, and so on. Because of a heritage of discrimination, African Americans have been deprived
ofequal access to resources needed for a secure life-needed to pursue happiness. As late as the most recent
housing market collapse, they were disproportionately given subprime mortgages. Federal resources have

historically been used to limit home ownership opportunities, creating segregated housing. Undoing socio-

economic inequalities would greatly reduce disproportions in policing. Disproportions in outstanding warrant
arrests would decline. Officers would not be tempted to use tactics in "black" neighborhoods that they would not
use in "white" neighborhoods.
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explain what outstanding warrants are, why people get them, what their policy is when officers

find out a driver has one, and what the community can do to reduce the disproportion.

ln the county, black drivers are affected by consent searches at a rate 5.06 times the rate for
white drivers, figured on the basis of group driver estimates. The disproportion figured on the

basis of group driver stops is L.4L.

ln the city, black drivers are affected by consent searches at a rate 5.76 times the rate for white

drivers, figured on the basis of group driver estimates. The disproportion figured on the basis of
group driver stops is 1.45.

Statewide, black drivers are affected by consent searches at a rate 1-.92 times the rate for white

drivers, figured on the basis of group driver estimates. The disproportion figured on the basis of
group driver stops is L.Og."

Data is an important tool in improving policing. But listening to the lived experience of residents

is equally important. Many African American drivers report their experience of "Driving While

Black" as being similar to this: First you are stopped for a minor violation that a white driver

would probably not be stopped for, and then, when the officer doesn't have anything on you,

you are coerced into consenting to a search" that doesn't find anything. Looking just at what

happens after the stop misses this one-two punch.'.

When law enforcement agencies and community members examine the VSR data, both the

stops and the actions that take place after the stop, opportunities can be created to hear each

other in ways that lead to improved policing and potentially stronger community-agency

relationships.

ln post-stop situations, Empower Missourifocuses on the categories in which officers can

exercise a high degree of discretion: consent, drug-dog alert and reasonable suspicion searches

and resisting arrest charges.

Consent Searches: To justify a search, officers are required to have probable cause for
searches, or, under special circumstances, at least reasonable suspicions based on articulable

1s Pulled Over offers an informative analysis of the manual used for decades to teach officers tact¡cs to obtain
consent. See Kindle Locations 937-954.
16 Disproport¡ons are higher when based on group driver proportions as long as there was an initial disproportion in

stops. The Missouri State Highway Patrol has a stop disproportion for black drivers of 0.87; black drivers are

stopped at a rate 87%fhalt of white drivers. So the consent search disproportion based on group driver
proportions (1.25) is lowerthan the one based on group stop proportions (1.44).
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facts. They may still ask for a driver's consent when they do not have probable cause or even

reasonable suspicion. The authority for the search becomes the consent granted by the driver.

Consent Searches can be a valuable law enforcement tool, but Empower Missouri is concerned

that their overuse damages the public's trust in officers because an element of coercion is

always involved. Consent searches are unacceptable if officers use them based on the

perceived race of the driver, whether consciously or unconsciously.

Some prosecutors encourage officers to get consent even when they have probable cause

because probable cause can be challenged in court and consent cannot be challenged so easily.

Empower Missouri believes this practice violates the intent of the Fourth Amendment to
protect individuals from unfair searches.

Officers sometimes use consent searches when they do not want to reveal the source of a tip or

the tip does not establish probable cause.

An officer might see from a computer check that a driver has been convicted for a gun violation

This is not probable cause for a search, but it would justify increased care on the part of the

officer and might be accepted by residents of the jurisdiction as justification of a request for
consent.

The rate at which officers find contraband might also validate the officers' decisions to ask for
consent. The VSR provides hits based on contraband found, but hits cannot be computed from

the data based on type of search. The FAAA calls for this statistic to be added to the VSR.

Agencies can delve into internal date to compute hit rates.

Officers record when they conduct a search but not when they ask for consent and it is refused

Groups may be refusing consent at different rates. lt would be best to be able to compute

disproportions on the rates at which officers ask group members for consent. When agencies

cannot explain a disproportion by factors other than bias, they should take very seriously the

possibility that bias is a factor.

Black drivers are affected by consent searches by deputies at a rate 1.41 times the rate for
white drivers based on the group proportions of drivers stopped. The disproportion for
Hispanic drivers is L.86. The state disproportion for both groups is L.09. The sheriff may be able

to document that the disproportion is the result of factors other than bias. lf alternative factors

do not account for the disproportion, then the agency needs to look into the possibility that

officers are influenced by stereotypes to be suspicious of People of Color and improve policies,
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supervision and training so that deputies can guard against bias-based policing by acting only

on facts about the individual.

Black drivers are affected by consent searches by Columbia officers at a rate 1.45 times the

rate for white drivers. The disproportion for Hispanic drivers is 1.63. The disproportion for
black drivers is down from 4.39. in 2OL4, but the decline is largely the result of an increase in

consent searches for white drivers.

We appreciate that Chief Ken Burton gave Race Matters, Friends internal data for 20L5 in the

spreadsheet CPD used to generate the data submitted to the AG's office. Empower Missouri

used the data to see if hit rates validated officer decisions to ask for consent. We found Black

drivers were affected by consent searches at twice the rate for white drivers but officers found

black drivers with contraband at half the rate for white drivers.

Empower Missouri generally recommends the next step in a situation such as this one to be

looking for alternative legitimate factors, but Chief Burton decided to change policies, requiring

officers to inform drivers of their rights and obtain recorded consent. We expect this action will

help but more changes may prove to be necessary.

The best way to address consent search disproportions is to have policies that require officers

to have facts about the individual. Columbia PD has a good policy on biased policing but it may

need to be clarified so that officers know that even in consent searches they are not allowed to
act on suspicions based on racial stereotypes-that they must always have facts about the

individual.

CPD should be able to use its own internal data to compute disproportions for consent searches

after Chief Burton changed policies.', The fall of the disproportion for the year may have

occurred because of policies changed in the fall. CPD should also compute hit rates for consent

searches in 2016.

Are drivers refusing consent now that officers are telling them they can and then asking for
signed consent? Do different groups refuse at different rates? Do officers ask for consent less

frequently now that they have to explain consent searches may be refused?"

17 This occurred in September, if memory serves.
18The Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act, a reform of the 2000 racial profiling law, will require that officers
explain the right to refuse and record when they ask for consent and when it is refused.
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Drug-dog Alert Searches: Officers are allowed to call for a drug dog if they suspect drugs but do

not have probable cause. The situation is similar to a consent search. Officers presumably

report only when they call for a dog, the dog alerts and they make a search based on the alert.

This procedure leaves out incidents in which an officer calls for a dog but it does not alert. This

information should be collected for the VSR. Agencies should use internal data to compute

disproportions for when officers call for a dog but it doesn't alert. lf a group disproportion

exists, the agency should investigate to confirm that the officers were acting on facts, not on

suspicions prompted by stereotypes.

Boone County deputies conducted too few drug-dog alert searches to document a

disproportion.

Columbia officers conducted drug-dog-alert searches at a rate much higher than the overall

state rate but there were no significant group disproportions.

Reasonable Suspicion-Weapon Searches. On the form officers use, these are labeled "Terry

stops." lf an officer does not have probable cause but can cite an "articulable fact," a restricted

search just for a weapon is allowed since the dangerto officers and the public would be great if
a weapon is available. There is a possibility of officers being influenced by stereotypes of group

behavior. A hit rate for these searches could justify officer actions or could indicate that officers

need to learn to be guided by driver behavior, not driver skin color.

Boone County deputies are not overusíng these searches. They conducted too few of them to

document a pattern.

Columbia officers conducted these searches at rates much higher than the state rate and had a

disproportion for black drivers of 2.84, somewhat higher than the state disproportion of 2.6L.

lnternal 2015 CPD data indicate officers conducted 47 of these searches on black drivers and

found 1 weapon. They conducted 20 of them on white drivers and found 7 weapons. Black

drivers received these searches at a rate 5.L6 times the white rate, but drivers were found with

weapons at 16.31- times the black rate.

Officer and public safety are involved in weapons situations, so Empower Missouri believes

officers should be given some leeway; if they are concerned about the presence of a weapon,

they should be allowed to do a quick search. But this is the same thinking that justifies "stop

and frisk" strategies that result in large numbers of POC being denied their rights.
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This is an excellent example of the importance of community dialogue. Community members

should hear from officers their concerns about safety. Officers should hear from community

members their concerns that officer decisions are affected by racial stereotypes. Dialogue

should be pursued until a consensus on policies emerges.

Resisting Arrest Charges: Black frustration, fear or indignation-alienation stemming from

feelings of violation that Pulled Over documented-- could be contributing factors for high

disproportions for black drivers. The statewide disproportion is 2.03. But the disproportions

may be occurring because officers are escalatíng situations or do not have the skills to defuse

confrontations. Or incidents could simply be the result of criminal behavior. The data does not

tell us, so agencies must consult internal records and offer explanations.

Last year Empower Missouri pointed out a high disproportion in resisting arrest charges to a

chief from an agency outside Boone County. There were only L2 incidents so he was able to
quickly review the circumstances and report that in all but one incident drivers had been fleeing

the scene of a crime, so officers had no opportunity to de-escalate.

This is how we see the review process working, except it should be the local community asking

the questions and responding to the agency's explanations.

Boone County deputies filed 9 resisting arrest charges against black drivers resulting in a

disproportion of 3.14. Columbia officers filed 12 charges for a disproportion of 2.19. Rates for
both agencies for both blacks and whites are consíderably above the state rate. The number of
incidents may be too smallto document a strong pattern but revlew of the incidents is still

appropriate. One case of biased policing is serious, especially when officers need to resort to
force.

Both agencies should review their resisting arrest incidents, determine whether officers would

benefit from better de-escalation skills and report to the public the actions they have taken.

Body and dashboard cameras could be useful in evaluating officer performance

Other situations should be reviewed when there are high disproportions. For instance, the

county and city both have high disproportions for drug and alcohol odor searches. CPD officers

conduct these searches on black drivers at a rate 3.80 times the rate for white drivers. The odor

disproportions for Hispanic drivers and for the county are even higher.
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It could be that black and Hispanic drivers are using drugs and alcohol more frequently than

white drivers, butthat is notwhat nationaland state data have reported. lf so, the agencies

should be able to present collaborating evidence from their internal data. Was the driver

driving in a way that suggested impairment? Did a sobriety test confirm alcohol use? Was a DWI

charge filed, or was alcohol at least detected? Were drugs or alcohol found during the search?

Did CPD receive complaints that officers smelled drugs and alcohol when none were present?

The same 20L5 CPD spreadsheet that Empower Missouri used to determine low hit rates for
consent searches would furnish much of this information. We would be pleased to help, but

CPD should be able to do this analysis on its own.

The City of Columbia press release responding to the VSR on June 7 gives an adequate

summary of the VSR, covering its history, the key indicators, the disparity indexes and so on but

ignoring the "meaningful and useful information" Empower Missouri has been offering for
years: that aggregate stops are not the best indicators covered by the data, that disparity

indexes are not the most useful indicators of disproportions, that post-stop officer actions can

be better assessed on the basis of factual benchmarks, not estimates, and so on.

The press release rightfully claims credit for improved policies on consent searches but fails to
mention that an analysis of 20L5 CPD data showed that officers did not find contraband during

consent searches at a rate high enough to justify the way officers had been using them .2076
data would probably give the same result, but looking just at incidents after the policy was

implemented would help evaluate the effect of the policy change.

Empower Missouri has often pointed out that similar analysis of other situations with high

disproportions would either enable CPD to explain that factors other than bias were involved or

that steps had been taken to improve policies, supervision and training in ways that address

bias.

ln the press release, Chief Ken Burton says he wants to collect additional data, and we agree

that there are some facts that it would be useful to know, but much can be done with the data

already in CPD records. CPD should make more use of that data.le

The ongoing meetings with groups ment¡oned in the press release are fine, but there is no

reason Columbia and its police department cannot show what it is learning by making more

changes right away.

1, For instance, if CPD is not already recording when officers make an investigative stop in response to a callfor
service, it should start doing so. This information will help CPD explain that officer bias is not behind these stops.
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Here is the general process Empower Missourisuggests for all agencies:

o The agency makes sure its policy against bias-based policing requires officers to
base all actions on facts about the individual and not stereotypes about the

individual's group.

¡ The agency looks for disproportions in the VSR data, covering all situations, both

in what officers do in making a stop and what they do after a stop.

o The agency looks for causes other than bias for the disproportions and reports to
the public. The public asks questions; a consensus is reached.

¡ lf the agency cannot identify alternative legitimate factors, it looks closely at

officer performance and disciplines or retrains when appropriate. lt reviews and

improves policies, supervision and training.
o The agency reports to the public what it has found and what it has done. The

public may ask for further review and more action. A consensus is reached about

how policing should be done in the jurisdiction to ensure public safety and

protect the rights of everyone.

Agencies must be willing to delve into the internal information only they have in order to tell us

what the realities are of the stops their officers make. The Boone County Sheriff's Department

needs to get started with this task. The Columbia Police Department needs to continue the

work it has started.

This process is also employed by the Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act, which made

significant progress during the last legislative session, with sponsorship from Republican

Representative Shamed Dogan. Empower Missouri hopes that the act will become law in the

next legislative session, but there is no reason to wait: we need to remedy our heritage of racial

discrimination now.

lf we follow this process, officers will be able to count on community members for trust and

cooperation, and community members will be able to count on officers as guardians of public

safety. Please participate in the process by considering the disproportions in the data and

urging law enforcement officials and their personnel to take action.
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10t5t2017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: Language and lmplicit Bias Study

IC
Ghris Clubine <chris.club¡ne@como.gov>

Fwd: Language and lmplicit Bias Study
1 message

Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como. gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>

Chris,

Mon, Jul 3,2017 at 5:34 PM

Please add this to our racial profiling research.

Regards,

Mike Matthes
City Manager
Columbia, Missouri

Fonryarded message
From: City Of Columbia Wardl <wardl@como.gov>
Date: Fri, Jun 9, 2017 al5:34 PM
Subject: Language and lmplicit Bias Study
To: Michael Matthes <Michael.Matthes@como.gov>

This is the article regarding the use of language as a component of bias training for police offlcers

http://wwwlatimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-police-drivers-race-20170605-story.html

Thought you might be interested.

Clgde R:ffin, FirstWard
Columbia City Council

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 111
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Oakland police tend to treat black drivers with
less respect than white ones, linguistic analysis
shows

A patrol car sits in front of the Oakland Police headquarters. A linguistic analysis of body camera footage shows that Oakland offìcers treat

black motorists with less respect than white motorists. (Justin Sullivan / Getty lmages)

Bv Karen Kaplan

JUNE 5, 2.017, 5.55 PNl

fter reviewing transcripts of traffic stops involving 98r motorists, Stanford researchers have come

up with proof of something that many Americans have believed for a very long time: Police officers

tend to treat black citizens with less respect than white citizens.

This is true regardless of the police officer's own racial background, the researchers found. Nor does it matter

whether the traffic stop occurs in a business district or residential neighborhood, or whether the crime rate in

the area is high or low.

http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-police-drivers-race-201 70605-story. html 114
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When you boil it all down, the inescapable conclusion is this: "Officers'language is less respectful when

speaking to black community members," according to a report published Monday in the Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences.

If this sounds like a trivial thing, the researchers assure you that it is not.

In any given year, more than r in 4 Americans who are old enough to drive have some kind of encounter with a

police officer, usually as a result of a trafËc stop. If these interactions go smoothly, the police build respect

within their community. If they don't, the public's trust in law enforcement erodes, and citizens may become

less willing "to support or cooperate with the police," the study authors said.

The researchers, led by Rob Voigt, a graduate student in Stanford's linguistics department, took advantage of

the rapid spread of police body cameras to conduct their study. They obtained t83 hours'worth of footage from

the police department in Oakland, a city that is both large (population 42o,oo5) and racially diverse (39%

white, z6% black, t6oÁ Asian, 6%o two or more races and z6% Latino). The recordings were made in April 2oL4.

Voigt and his colleagues focused their attention on traffic stops involving 682 black drivers and zgg white ones.

Once the footage was transcribed, they identified 36,738 distinct comments, or "utterances," made by z4S

police ofñcers.

The study was conducted in multiple steps:

First, the researchers randomly selected 4r4 of the g6,TZ8 utterances and paired each one with the driver

comment that immediately preceded it. These exchanges were given to 7o studyvolunteers, who rated the

degree to which officers were respectful, polite, friendly, formal and impartial. Each exchange was rated at least

10 times, and the volunteers weren't told whether the motorist was black or white, male or female.

Even so, a clear pattern emerged: \{hen the motorist was black, police ofñcers were judged to be less respectful,

less polite, less friendly, less formal and less impartial than when the motorist was white.

a3

Officers' language is less respectftrl when speaking
to blaek eommunity membens.

- Stanford researchers, writing in the journal PNAS

Breaking things dovrm, the researchers determined that 7t% of thevariance in the way black drivers and white

drivers were treated could be traced to "Respect" with a capital R, a component of all five of the attributes

examined.

Next, the researchers used computational linguists to determine the kinds of language that conveyed Respect

(or lack thereof). Apologizing, expressing gratitude, offering reassurances, showing concern for a motorist's

personal safety and addressing drivers as "sir" or "ma'am" all contributed to a perception of Respect, among

http://www latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-police-drivers-race-201 70605-story.html 2t4
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others. On the other hand, officers racked up negative scores for Respect by using informal titles ("my man") or

asking drivers to keep their hands on the steering wheel, to name a few examples.

Once the model had been "tuned" on the 4r4 exchanges, the researchers tested it on the entire sample of 96,798

utterances. The results revealed that offTcers conveyed more Respect when speaking to drivers who were white

than with drivers who were black.

That disparity was apparent within the first 5% of an interaction between officer and driver, the researchers

reported. Then it kept growing, since the amount of Respect shown to drivers grew over the course of a traffic

stop, but it grew more quickly for white drivers than black ones.

The difference was so stark that in two-thirds of the cases, it was possible to predict whether the motorist was

black or white based solely on the words used by officers.

The model gave researchers a chance to test out various theories about why the police treated black citizens less

respectfully than white citizens. For instance:

. Was it because black drivers were pulled over for more serious offenses than white drivers? No.

. Was it a consequence of officers speaking more formally with white motorists and more colloquially with

black motorists? No.

. Could the actions of a few "bad apple" officers account for the overall trend? No.

. Did this discrepancy arise only in cases that resulted in a citation or a ticket, but not in "everyday"

interactions? No.

"We have found that police officers'interactions with blacks tend to be more fraught ... even when no arrest is

made and no use of force occurs," the study authors concluded. "The racial disparities in officer respect are clear

and consistent, yet the causes of these disparities are less clear."

Los Angeles Times Science & Health on

Facebook.

MORE IN SCIENCE

If there was ever life on Mars, Gale Crater could have hosted a variety of microtres, study says

After LIGO detects a third black hole collision, gravitational wave astronomy is here to stay

How a S-sentence letter helped fuel the opioid addiction crisis

Copyright A 2U7 , Los Angeles Ïimes

http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-police-drivers-race-201 70605-story. html 3t4
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Language from police body camera footage shows
racial disparities in officer respect

Using footage from body-worn Gameras, we analyze the respect-
fulness of police officer language toward white and black
community members during routine traff¡c stops. We develop
computational linguistic methods that extract levels of respect
automatically from transcripts, informed by a thin-slicing study
of participant ratings of officer utterances. We find that officers
speak with consistently less respect toward black versus white
community members, even after controlling for the race of the
officer, the severity of the infraction, the location of the stop, and
the outcome of the stop. Such disparities in common, everyday
interactions between police and the communities they serve have
¡mportant implications for procedural justice and the building of
police-community trust.

racial disparities I natural language processing ] procedural justice 
I

traffic stops I polícinq

Â ver the last seve¡al years, our nation has been rocked by an
Ll onslaught of incidents captured on video involving pólice
officers' use of force with black suspects. The images from
these cases are disturbing, both exposing and igniting police-
community conflict all over the country: in New York, Missouri,
Ohio, South Carolina, Maryland, Illinois, Wisconsin, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, and North Carolina. These images have renewed
conversations about modern-day race relations and have led
many to question how far we have come (1). In an effort to
increase accountability and transparency, law enforcement agen-
cies are adopting body-worn cameras at an extremely rapid pace
(2,3).

Despite the rapid proliferation of body-worn cameras, no
law enforcement agency has systematically analyzed the massive
amounts of footage these cameras produce. Instead, the public
and agencies alike tend to focus on the fraction ofvideos involv-
ing high-profile incidents, using footage as evidence of innocence
or guilt in individual encounters.

Left unexamined are the common, everyday interactions
between the police and the communities they serve. By best esti-
mates, more than one quarter of the public (ages 16 y and over)
comes into contact with the police during the course of a year,
most frequently as the result of a police-initiated traffic stop (4,
5). Here, we examine body-worn camera footage of routine traf-
fìc stops in the large, racially diverse city of Oakland, CA.

Routine traffìc stops are not only common, they are conse-
quential, each an opportunity to build or erode public trust in the
police. Being treated with respect builds trust in the fairness of an
officer's behavior, whereas rude or disrespectful treatment can
erode trust (6, 7). Moreover, a person's experiences of respect or
disrespect in personal interactions with police officers play a cen-
tral role in their judgments of how procedurally fair the police
are as an institution, as well as their willingness to support or
cooperate with the police (8, 9).

Blacks report more negative experiences in their interactions
with the police than other groups (10). Across numerous studies,
for example, blacks report being treated less fairly and respect-
fully in their contacts with the police than whites (6, 11). Indeed,

some have argued that racial disparities in perceived treatment
during routine encounte¡s help fuel the mistrust of police in
the controversial officer-involved shootings that have received
such great attention. However, do officers treat white commu-
nity members with a greater degree of respect than they afford
to blacks?

We address this question by analyzing officers' language
during vehicle stops of white and black community members.
Although many factors may shape these interactions, an office¡'s
words are undoubtedly critical: Through them, the officer can
communicate respect and understanding of a citizen's perspec-
tive, or contempt and disregard for their voice. Furthermore,
the language of those in positions of institutional power (police
ofûcers, judges, work superiors) has greater influence over the
course of the interaction than the language used by those with
less power (\2-16). Measuring officer language thus provides
a quantitative lens on one key aspect of the quality or tone of
police-community interactions, and offers new opportunities for
advancing police training.

Previous research on police-community interactions has relied
on citizens' recollection of past interactions (10) or researche¡
observation of officer behavror (17-20) to assess procedural fair-
ness. Although these methods are invaluable, they offer an indi-
rect view of officer behavior and are limited to a small number
of interactions. Furthe¡more, the very presence of researchers
may influence the police behavior those researchers seek to
measure (21).

5ignificance

Police officers speak significantly less respectfully to black
than to white commun¡ty members ín everyday traff¡c stops,
even after controlling for officer race, infraction severity, stop
location, and stop outcome. This paper presents a systemat¡c
analysis of officer body-worn Gamera footage, using compu-
tational linguistic techniques to automatically measure the
respect level that officers display to community members.
This work demonstrates that body camera footage can be
used as a rich source of data rather than merely archival evi-
dence, and paves the way for developing powerful language-
based tools for studying and potentially improving police-
community relations.
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In study 1, human participants rated officer utterances on sev-
eral overlapping dimensions of respect. With a high degree of
agreement, participants inferred these dimensions from officer
language. Even though they were not told the race ofthe stopped
driver, participants judged officer language directed toward
black motorists to be less respectful than language directed
toward whites. In study 2, we build statistical models capable of
predicting aspects of respect based on linguistic features de¡ived
from theories of politeness, power, and social distance. We dis-
cuss the linguistic features that contribute to each model, find-
ing that particular forms of politeness are implicated in percep-
tions of respect. In study 3, we apply these models to all vehicle
stop interactions between officers of the Oakland Police Depart-
ment and black/white community members during the month
of April 201.4. We find strong evidence that utterances spoken
to white community members are consistently more respectful,
even after controlling for contextual factors such as the severity
of the offense or the outcome of the stop.

Data
Our dataset consists of transcribed body camera footage from
vehicle stops of white and black community members conducted
by the Oakland Police Department during the month of April
20I4.We examined 981 stops of black (N = 682) and white (N =
299) drivers from this period, 68.LVo of the 1,440 stops of white
and black drivers in this period. These 9SL stops were conducted

for inclusion criteria). Per Oakland Police Department policy,
officers turn on their cameras before making contact \Àrith the
driver and record for the duration of the stop. From the 183 h
of footage in these interactions, we obtain 36,738 usable officer
utterances for our analysis.

Study 1: Perceptions of Officer Treatment from Language. We
ûrst test whether human raters can reliably judge respect from
officers' language, and whether these judgments reveal differ-
ences in officer respect toward black versus white community
members.

Respect is a complex and gradient perception, incorporating
elements of a number of correlated constructs like friendliness
and formality. Therefore, in this study, we ask participants to
rate transcribed utterances spoken by officers along five con-
ceptually overlapping folk notions related to respect and officer
treatment. We randomly sampled 414 unique officer utterances
(l.lVo of all usable utterances in the dataset) directed toward
black (N = 31.2) or white (N = 102) community members. On
each trial, participants viewed the text of an officer utterance,
along with the d¡iver's utterance that immediately preceded it.
All proper names and places were anonymized, and participants
were not told the race or gender of the driver. Participants indi-
cated on four-point Likert scales how respectful, polite, friendly,
formal, and impartial the officer was in each exchange. Each
utterance was rated by at least L0 participants.

Could participants reliably glean these qualities from such
brief exchanges? Previous work has demonstrated that different
perceivers can arrive at simila¡ judgments from "thin slices" of
behavior (22).In a similar vein, participants showed consistency
in their perceptions of officer language, with reliability for each
item ranging from moderate (Cronbach's a = 0.73) to high (o =
0.91) agreement (see SI Appendix, Annotator Agreement).'lhese
results demonstrate that transcribed language provides a suffi-
cient and consensual signal of officer communication, enough to
gain a picture of the dynamics of an interaction at a given point
in time.

To test whether participant ratings uncovered racial group dif-
ferences, we averaged scores across raters to calculate a sin-
gle rating on each dimension for each utterance, then built
a linear mixed-effects regression model to estimate the fixed

effect of community member race across interactions, control-
ling for variance of a random effect at the interaction level.
Officer utterances directed toward black drivers were perceived
as less respectful [b = 0.23,95Vo confidence interval (-0.34,

0.11)1, polite lb = -0.23 (-0.35, -0.12)1, friendly [b = 0.24
(-0.36, -0.12)1, formal [á : 0.16 ( 0.30, 0.03)], and impar-
tial [b : 0.26 ( 0.39, 0.12)] than language directed toward
white drivers (Fig. 1). These differences persisted evenwhen con-

Outputs for Each Rated Dimension).
Given the expected conceptual overlap in the five perceptual

categories we presented to the participants, we used principal
component analysis to decompose the ratings into their under-
lying components. Two principal components explained 93.2Vo

nentAnalysis (PCA) Loadings for loadings). The first component,
explaining 7I.3% of the variance and composed of positive load-
ings on the impartial, respectful, friendly, and polite dimensions
with some loading on the formal dimension, we characterize as

Respect, broadly construed. The second, explaining 21.9Vo ofthe
variance and composed primarily of a very high positive load-
ing on the formal dimension and a weak negative loading on the
friendly dimension, we characterize as Formality. This compo-
nent captures formality as distinct from respect more generally,
and is likely related to social distance.

Standardizing these factor scores as outcome variables in
mixed-effects models, we find that officers were equal in Formality
withwhiteandblackdrivers [B = 0.01 ( 0.19,0.16)],buthigher
in Respect with white drivers [B = 0.17 (0.00, 0.33)] (Fig. 1).

Study 1 demonstrates that key features ofpolice treatment can
be reliably gleaned from officer speech. Participant ratings from
thin slices of police-community interactions reveal racial dis-
parities in how respectful, impartial, polite, friendly, and formal
officers' language to community members was perceived. Such
differences were driven by differences in the Respect officers
communicated toward drivers rather than the Formality with
which officers addressed them.

Study 2: Linguistic Correlates of Respect. The methods of study 1

(human coding of 414 individual utterances), although effective
at discovering racial disparities in officer respect toward commu-
nity members in our dataset, cannot offer a general solution to the
analysis of body camera data. One problem is scale: Each year,
on the order of 26 million vehicle stops are made (5). Further-
more, using only a small sample of individual utterances makes it
impossible to study how police treatment varies ove¡ officers, or
how the interaction progresses across time in each stop.
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F¡9. 1. (left) Differences in raw participant rat¡ngs between interactions
with black and white community members. (Rigltt) When collapsed to two
uncorrelated components, Respect and Formality, we find a significant dif-
ference for Respect but none for Formality. Error bars represent 95% confi-
dence intervals. PC, principal component.
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In this study, we therefore develop computational linguistic
models of respect and formality and tune them on the 414 indi-
vidual utterances; in study 3, we apply these models to our full
dataset of 36,738 utterances. Our method is based on linguistic
theories of respect that model how speakers use respectful lan-
guage (apologizing, giving agency, softening of commands, etc.)
to mitigate "face-threatening acts." We use computational lin-
guistic methods (e.g., refs. 23-26) to extract features of the lan-
guage of each officer utterance- The log-transformed counts of
these features are then used as independent variables in two
linear regression models predicting the perceptual ratings of
Respect and Formality from study 1.

Our model-assigned ratings agree with the average human
from study 1 about as well as humans agree with each other.
Our model for Respect obtains an adjusted R2 of 0.258 on the
perceptual ratings obtained in study 1, and a root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of 0.840, compared with an RMSE of 0.842 for
the average rater relative to other raters. Our model for Formal-
ity obtains an adjusted R2 of 0.190, and an RMSE of 0.882 com-
pared with 0.764 for the average rater (see S/ endix, Model
Co to Annotators for more details on how these values
lvere calculated). These results indicate that, despite the sophis-
ticated social and psychological cues participants are likely draw-
ing upon in rating officers' utterances, a constrained set of objec-
tively measurable linguistic features can explain a meaningful
portion of the variance in these ratings.

Fig. 2 lists the linguistic features that received significant
weights in our model of Respect (arranged by their model coef-
ficients). For example, apologizing, gratitude, and expressions of
concern for citizen safety are all associated with respect. The
bars on the right show the log-odds of the relative proportion
of interactions in our dataset taken up by each feature, where
negative numbers mean that a feature comprised a larger pro-
portion of officers' speech in interactions with black community
members and positive numbers mean the same for interactions

Respect Model Coefficients

FrRsr NA¡/IE AsK FoR AcENcy Quesror'¡s

+++
DTsFLUENcy NEGATTVEWoFD DtSFLUENcy

Exrvple
Respecr
Scone

-t.07

l¡¡ronuar TrLe AsK FoF AcENcy ADVERBTAL "Jusr"J++
All right, my män. Do mc a favor. Jusl keep your

hands on the steering wheel real qulck.

+
"HANDS ON THE WHEEL"

-0.51

Apolocy lr.¡rRooucrro¡r LAST NAME+++
Soiry to stop you. My narne's Officer Inamel
with the Police Department.

0.84

Fon¡¡¡r TrLe

+
There you go, ma'am. Drive

SAFETY PLEASE

+
safe,

+
pl ease

t.2l

F¡9. 2. (left) Respect weights assigned by final model to linguistic features
and (Right) the corresponding log-odds ofthose features occurring in officer
speech directed toward black versus white community members, calculated
using Fisher's exacttest. 1P < 0.1; *P < 0.05; ..P < 0.01; ...P < 0.001.

ADVERBTAL "JUST" FTLLED PAUSE REASSURANoEl++
It just says that, uh, you've fixed it. No problenr

fhank you very much, sir.++
GRAITUDE FoRMAL TITLE

2.07

Fig. 3. Sample sentences w¡th automatically generated Respect scores. Fea-

tures in blue have positive coefficients in the model and connote respect,
such as offering reassurance ("no problem") or mentioning community
member well-being ("drive safe"). Features in red have negative coefficients
in the model and connote disrespect, like informal titles ("my man"), or dis-
f luencies ("that- that's").

with white community members. Example utterances containing
instances of the highest-weighted features for the Respect model
are shown in Fig. 3. See 51 endix, Study 2 for full regres-
sion outputs and more detailed discussion of particular linguistic
findings.

Study 3: Racial Disparities in Respect. Having demonstrated that
people can reliably infer features of procedural justice from offi-
cer speech (study 1), and that these ratings can be reliably pre-
dicted from statistical models of linguistic features (study 2), we
are now able to address our central question: Controlling for
contextual factors of the interaction, is officers'language more
respectful when speaking to white as opposed to black commu-
nity members?

We apply our models from study 2tothe entire corpus of tran-
scribed interactions to generate predicted scores for Respect and
Formality for each of the 3ó,738 utterances in our dataset. We
then build linear mixed-effects models for Respect and Formal-
ity over these utterances. We include, as covariates in our pri-
mary model, community member race, age, and gender; officer
race; whether a search was conducted; and the result of the stop
(warning, citation, or arrest). We include random intercepts for
interactions nested within officers.

Controlling for these contextual factors, utterances spoken by
officers to white community members score higher in Respect

[p = 0.05 (0.03, 0.08)]. Offlcer utterances were also higher in

Log Odds Rat o by Race

- Apologiz¡ng

- For You

- Gratltude

- Reassurance

- Last Names

- Formal T¡tles

- For Me

- Safety

- G¡ve Agency

- Filled Pauses (umiuh)

- Advêóial Just

- Positlve Words

- Hedges

- lntroduct¡ons

- Ouest¡ons

- L¡ngu¡st¡c Negâtion

- Nogallve Words

- Ask for Agency

- Dislluency

- lnformal T¡lles

- Fûst Nam€s

- Hands on Ìhe Wheel
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-05 00 05
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Respect when spoken to older l0 = 0.01 (0.05, 0.09)l community
members and when a citation was issued [þ = 0.0q (0.02, 0.06)];
Respect was lower in stops where a search was conducted [B =

0.08 (-0.11, -0.05)1. Officer race did not contribute a signifi-
cant effect. Furthermore, in an additional model on 965 stops for
which geographic information was available, neither the crime
rate nor density of businesses in the area of the stop were sig-
nificant, although a higher crime rate was indicative of increased
Formality Íþ = 0.02 (0.01, 0.05)1.

One might consider the hypothesis that officers were less
respectful when pulling over community members for more
severe offenses. We tested this by running another model on
a subset of 869 interactions for which we obtained ratings of
offense severity on a four-point Likert scale f¡om Oakland Police
Department officers, including these ratings as a covariate in
addition to those mentioned above. We found that the offense
severity \,vas not predictive of officer respect levels, and did not
substantially change the results described above.

To consider whether this disparity persists in the most "every-
day" interactions, we also reran our analyses on the subset of
interactions that did not involve arrests or searches (N = 781),
and found the results from our earlier models were fundamen-
tally unchanged. Full regression tables for all models described
above are given in 51 endbc,Study 3.

Another hypothesis is that the racial disparities might have
been caused by officers being more formal to white community
members, and more informal or colloquial to black community
members. However, we found that race was not associated with
the formality of officers' utterances. Instead, utterances were
higher in Formality in interactions with older [d = 0.05 (0.03,
0.07)l and female [B = 0.02 (0.00, 0.04)] community members.

Are the racial disparities in the respectfulness of officer speech
we observe driven by a small number of officers? We calculated
the officer-level difference between white and black stops for
every officer (N = 90) in the dataset who had interactions with
both blacks and whites (Fig. a). We find a roughly normal dis-
tribution of these deltas for officers of all races. This contrasts
with the case of stop-and-frisk, where individual outlier offlcers
account for a substantial proportion of racial disparities (27); the
disparities we observe here cannot be explained by a small num-
ber of extreme officers.

Because our model is able to generate scores across all utter-
ances in our dataset, we can also consider aspects of the trajec-
tory of interactions beyond the mean level of respect (Fig. 5).
Growth-curve analyses revealed that officers spoke with greater
Respect Ib = 0.35 (0.29,0.40)] and reduced Formality [ó = 0.57
( 0.62, 0.53)] as interactions progressed. However, these tra-
jectories varied by community member race: Although stops of
white and black drivers converged in the Formality expressed
during the interaction [ä = 0.09 ( 0.13, 0.05)], the gap in
Respect increased over time [ó = 0.10 (0.05, 0.15)ì. That is, offi-

Offìcer Race

ilt-*l
L -l

-1 01
Difference in Respect by Race

Fig. 4. Kernel density estimate of individual officer-level differences in
Respect when talking to white as opposed to black community members,
for the 90 officers in our dataset who have interactions with both blacks
and whites. More posit¡ve numbers on the x axis represent a greater posi-
tive sh¡ft ¡n Respect toward white community members.

cer Respect increased more quickly in interactions with white
drivers [ò = 0.a5 (0.38, 0.54)] than in interactions with black
drivers [ö : 0.24 (0.I9,0.29)].

Discussion. Despite the formative role officer respect plays in
establishing or eroding police legitimacy (7), it has been impos-
sible to measure how police officers communicate with the pub-
lic, let alone gauge racial disparities in officer respect. However,
body-worn cameras capture such interactions every day. Compu-
tational linguistic techniques let us examine police-community
contacts in a manner powerful enough to scale to any number
of interactions, but sensitive enough to capture the interpersonal
qualities that matter to the police and public alike.

In doing so, we first showed that people make consistent
judgments about such interactions from officers' language, and
we identified two underlying, uncorrelated constructs perceived
by participants: Respect and Formality. We then built compu-
tational linguistic models of these constructs, identifying cru-
cial positive and negative politeness strategies in the police-
community interactional context. Applying these models to an
entire month of vehicle stops, we showed strong evidence for
racial disparities in Respect, but not in Formality: Officers'
language is less respectful when speaking to black community
members.

Indeed, we find that white community members are 57Vo more
likely to hear an officer say one of the most respectful utterances
in our dataset, whereas black community members are 6lVo more
likely to hear an officer say one of the least respectful utterances
in our dataset. (Here we define the top 70Vo of utterances to be
most respectful and the bottom IÙVo to be least respectful.)

This work demonstrates the power of body camera footage
as an important source of data, not just as evidence, address-
ing limitations with methodologies that rely on citizens' recollec-
tion of past interactions (10) or direct researcher observation of
police behavior $7aQ. However, studying body camera footage
presents numerous hurdles, including privacy concerns and the
raw scale of the data. The computational linguistic models pre-
sented here offer a path toward addressing both these concerns,
allowing for the analysis of transcribed datasets of any size, and
generating reliable ratings of respect automatically. These mod-
els have the potential to allow for useful information about an
interaction to be extracted while maintaining officer and com-
munity member privacy.

The racial disparities in ofûcer respect are clear and consistent,
yet the causes of these disparities are less clear. It is certainly
possible that some of these disparities are prompted by the lan-
guage and behavior of the community members themselves, par-
ticularly as historical tensions in Oakland and preexisting beliefs
about the legitimacy of the police may induce fear, anger, or
stereotype threat. However, community member speech cannot
be the sole cause of these disparities. Study 1 found racial dis-
parities in police language even when annotators judged that
language in the context of the community member's utterances.
We observe racial disparities in officer respect even in police
utterances from the inttial,5% of an interaction, suggesting that
officers speak differently to community members of different
races even before the driver has had the opportunity to say much
at all.

Regardless of cause, we have found that police offlcers' inter-
actions with blacks tend to be more fraught, not only in terms
of disproportionate outcomes (as previous work has shown) but
also interpersonally, even when no arrest is made and no use of
force occurs. These disparities could have adverse downstream
effects, as experiences of respect or disrespect in personal inter-
actions with police officers play a central role in community
members' judgments of how procedurally fair the police are as

an institution, as well as the community's willingness to support
or cooperate with the police (8, 9).
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We now have a method for quantifying these troubled inter-
actions. Although the circumstances of any particular stop can
vary dramatically, our approach allows us to measure aggre-
gate department-level trends, revealing disparities across hun-
dreds of interactions. These disparities are part of a constella-
tion of differences in officer language spoken toward black versus
white community members; a simple classifier trained on only the
words used by officers is able to correctly predict the race of the
community member in over two thirds of the interactions (see S/

Future research could expand body camera analysis beyond
text to include information from the audio such as speech intona-
tion and emotional prosody, and video, such as the citizen's facial
expressions and body movement, offering even more insight into
how interactions progress and can sometimes go awry. In addi-
tion, footage analysis could help us better understand what lin-
guistic acts lead interactions to go well, which can inform police
training and quantiff its impacts over time.

The studies presented here open a path toward these future
opportunities and represent an important area of ¡esearch for
the study of policing: Computational, large-scale analyses of lan-
guage give us a way to examine and improve police-community
interaction that we have never had before.

Materials and Methods
Data and Processing. The video for each traffic stop was transcribed into
text by professional transcribers, who transcribed while listening to aud¡o
and watching the video. Extens¡ve measures were taken to preserve pri-
vacy; data were kept on a central serveç and transcribers (as well as all
researchers) underwent background checks with the Oakland Police Depart-
ment. Transcribers also "diarized" the text (labeling who was speaking at
each time point). We used the diarization to automatically remove all offi-
cer speech to the dispatcher or to other officers, leaving only speech from
the officer directed toward the commun¡ty member. After transcription,
transcripts were manually cleaned up, heuristically fix¡ng transcriber d¡ariza-
tion errors, and correcting typographical errors involving utterance timing
so that all transcripts were automatically readable. Every utterance in the
dâtâset was processed wíth Stanford CoreNLP 3.4.1 (28) to generate sen-
tence and word segmentation, part-of-speech tags, and dependency parses

used for feature extraction and analysis.
The raw video footage assoc¡ated with this paper was available for

our research purposes with the cooperation of the Oakland Pol¡ce Depart-
ment, and naturally cannot be publicly distributed. Howeveç we make avail-
able deidentified data frames for each study described here, so that other
researchers can replicate our results. We also release all of the code for the
computational linguistic models, as well as pretrained models that can be
run on arbitrary text.

Human Annotation of Utterances. A subset of 420 exchanges, consisting of
one officer utterance (defined as a "turn" of one or more sentences bytran-

000 o.25 050
Time in lnteraction

scribers) and, if applicable, the immediately preceding community member
utterance were sampled f¡om the corpus for annotat¡on. Utterances were
sampled with the constraint that at least 15 words were spoken between the
two speakers, and that at least five words were spoken by the officer. These

utterances were grouped into seven "batches" of 60 utterances apiece. Due
to a data erro¡ six duplicate utterances were annotated, but were excluded
from subsequent analyses, resulting in 414 unique utterances toward black
(N = 312) and white (A/ = 102) community members.

Each of 70 participants (39 female, M"g" = 25.3) rated a batch of 60

of these utterances, such that each utterance was rated by at least l0
part¡cipants. On each tr¡al, participants viewed the text of an exchange
between a police officer and a commun¡ty member: the text of the offi-
cer utterance, as well as the text of the community member utterance
that immediately preceded it, if there was one. They then indicated,
on four-point bipolar Likert scales, how respectful, polite, friendly, for-
mal, and impartial the officer was in each exchange. Partic¡pants were
allowed to ¡ndicate that they could not rate an utterance on a partic-
ular dimension, but were encouraged to nonetheless indicate their best
guess. Participants had no other informat¡on about the interaction besides
the officer's utterance and the immediately preceding community member
utterance.

All research was approved by the Stanford Univers¡ty lnstitutional Review
Board, and written informed consent was obtained from all raters before
their participation.

Computational Annotation of Utterances. Our model draws on linguistic
theories of politeness; the technical term "politeness" refers to how con-
cepts like respect, formality, and social distance take shape in language.
These theories suggest that speakers use polite or respectful language to
m¡t¡gate face-threatening acts (29-31).

Negative politeness is used to mitigate direct commands or other impo-
sitions that limit the freedom of action of the listener; for example, by
minimizing the imposition or emphasizing the agency of the interlocutor.
Such strategies are central to police-community interactions because ofthe
inherently coercive nature of a traff¡c stop. For ¡nstance. the use of the word
"please" can soften requests and provide a sense of agency or choice; apol-
ogizing ("sorry," "excuse me") can admit regret on the part of the officer
that some request is necessary; the use of hedges ("may," "kinda," "proba-
bly") may reduce the perception of impos¡tion.

Positive politeness is used to show that the speaker values the ¡nter-
locutor and the¡r interests, or to minim¡ze the impact of actions that
could damage such a perception. Positive politeness strategies are also
crucial for police-community interactions, where the inherently unequal
social roles at play may necessitate a particular sens¡tivity to the commu-
nity member's posit¡ve face. For ¡nstance, greet¡ngs and introductions can

establish a friendly context at the beginning of an interaction and convey
openness. Expressions of reassurance ("no big deal," "don't worry") seek

to assuage the commun¡ty member's potential concerns in tense circum-
stances, and expressions of gratitude ("thank you") serve to reduce the
perceived power differential by deferring to the actions of the commu-
nity member. Mentions of safety ("Drive safely now") explicitly acknowl-
edge concern for the community member's personal well-being. Refer-
ring expressions are another important component of positive politeness;
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formal titles ("sir," "ma'am," "Mr.," "Ms.") and surnames may convey
a contrast with informal titles ("dude," "bro," "bud") and first names
(31-33).

We also include features we expect to capture officer anxiety, such as

speech disfluencies ("w- well") and commands to keep "hands on the
wheel," which may contribute to a community member's perception of dis-
respect. These are of a different character than the politeness strateg¡es
discussed above, but we found that all analyses presented here hold true
even if these features are not included.

We use standard techniques to automatically extract features from the
text of each utterance (23-26). These features include lexicons (lists of
words). For example, to detect informal titles, we used an augmented ver-
síon of a word list from ref. 34. We also used regular expressions, such as for
detecting tag questions ("do that for me, will you?"), and syntactic parse

features, such as a feature that detects when "just" is used in construct¡ons
as an adverbial modifier.

Features were modeled as log-transformed counts ¡n each utterance, and
were used as independent variables in two linear regression models pre-
dicting the human perceptual ratings of respect and formality obtained in
study 1. They were introduced into the regress¡on using stepwise forward
selection by R2 to remove features that don't substantially contribute to the
modelS accuracy.
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10t5t2017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Fonirrard. My concerns.

Chris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>
Ci

Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns.
1 message

Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como.gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Kacy Hallckacy.hall@como.gov>

Please add the following to our racial profiling file.

Wed, Jul 5,2017 at 11 :48 AM

Regards,

Mike Matthes
City Manager
Columbia, Missouri

Forwarded message
From: lan Thomas <ian@ianfor4th.com>
Date: Sun, May 14,2017 al l0:17 AM
Subject: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns.
To: Mike Trapp <ward2@gocolumbiamo.com>, Laura Nauser <lauranauser@hotmail.com>, Andrew Grabau
<AGrabau@uwheartmo.org>, Carolyn Sullivan <carolyn@newchaptercoach.com>, Nikki McGruder
<nmcgruder@dapstl.org>, Mike Matthes <mematthe@gocolumbiamo.com>

Dear Andrew, Carolyn, Nikki, Laura, Mike and Mike:

This is very interesting and important conversation with regard to our "Community Engagement Process about
Policing." lt's focused on Empower Missouri's "Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act" - proposed state legislation to
improve and update the Attorney general's tracking of disproportionate police contact statistics and make it a
more effective training and education tool.

The thread diverged at a certain point, so I will be sending one more email, in which only the top 3 or 4 postings
will be new.

Cheers, lan

From: Donald Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: Thursday, May'1.1., 2OI7 at 7 :42 PM

To: "'T.R. Warne-Griggs"'<twgmom71@gmail.com>, Traci Wilson-Kleekamp <tracilizzelte@gmail.com>
Cc: 'Mustafa Abdullah' <mabdullah@aclu-mo.org>, 'Diane Burkholder' <diane.burkholder@gmail.com>,
'Elizabeth Fuchs' <elizabeth@promoonline.org>, 'Alice Chamberlain' <chamberlain.alice@gmail.com>, 'John

Chasnoff' <johnchasnoff@cs.com>, 'Jeanette Mott Oxford' <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>, Chip Cooper
<cooper.chip@gmail.com>, <rbax@moddcouncil.org>, CW Dawson <searchlight_4@hotmail.com>, 'Kristian

Blackmon' <kristian@mojwj.org>, 'Lynn Maloney' <lynnmaloneyl l @gmail.com>, "'Griffin, Beth"'
<bethgriffin2012@gmail.com>, 'Jake Olson' <jake@seiumo.org>, 'U McKeown' <lj.mckeown@yahoo.com>,
'Derek Wetherell'<dwetherell@paraquad.org>, 'Lora McDonald'<loramore2@yahoo.com>, Grace Vega

<vegagrace2OlS@gmail.com>, 'Marie-Aimée Abizera' <aimee@mira-mo.org>, 'Sara Baker' <sbaker@aclu-
mo.org>, 'Phillip Weeks'<pbweeks@mac.com>, RachelTaylor <rachel.haverstick@gmail.com>, 'Susan Sneed'

<susan@mcustl.com>, 'Reale Justice'<realejusticelT@gmail.com>, "'Cc: Ebony Williams"'<ebony@obs-
stl.org>, lan Thomas <ian@ianfor4th.com>, "'Marco A. Tapia"'<mtapia@centralmethodist.edu>
Subject: RE: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns.

https:/imail.google.com/mail/ul0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search. 1112



101512017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Fonvard. My concerns.

I wasn't intending to nail 14 theses to the cathedraldoor, but I'm gratefulforthe responses. I like the energy,
conviction, diversity.

I actually had in mind potential agenda items for the call Sara suggested for next week.

We've had some prioritizing, We need to keep the horror of racism continually in mind as we figure out what
needs to be done and how to do it.

As John and Marco observed, email discussions can get hard to follow. We need to combine the sorts of
exchanges possible in text with those only possible face to face. With a far flung coalition, face{o-face can't be
the only option.

I like text. My scattered brain likes to have something to focus on. But I like the spontaneity of dialogue too.

Face to face, it may be easier to assure each other that we are all understand the horror of racism. Many of us
have never met each other.

Bottom line: this statewide coalition is making progress on legislation that would make it easier for local
advocates to convince their law enforcement agencies to make changes. Right now, at the end of the legislative
session and before the June 1 release of the new VSR, is a prime time to take a fresh look at where we are and
reach a new consensus on what to do next.

ln my 14 Theses, I didn't ínclude a summary of the processes intended by the FAAA, which would have been
useful for those of you who haven't been involved. Simplifying greatly:

Objective facts about officer pedormance need to be available as a starting place for dialogue.

The agency needs to explain what is causing disproportions, if not bias.

lf the agency cannot find alternative legitimate factors, then it needs to figure out what's going wrong with its
policies, supervision and training.

There needs to be closure: a dialogue needs to progress in which the community comes to accept the changes
the agency is making as establishing the legitimacy of what the officers are doing.

lf you haven't been involved in the coalition and want to be, let us know. City council members welcome

You don't have to be participants in the coalition to do the sorts of community organizing Traci mentions, but the
coalition would like to know what's working locally.

ACLU has been doing canvassing in St. Louis. St. Louis Metropolitan Congregations United (did I get that right,
Susan?) has been establishing dialogue between local congregation members and chiefs. That would be Theses
Number 16. Working my way to 95.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search... 2112



10t5t2017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns.

From: T.R. Warne-Griggs [mailto:twgmom71 @gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 11,2017 6:43 PM
To: Traci Wilson-Kleekamp <tracilizzette@gmail.com>
Gc: Mustafa Abdullah <mabdullah@aclu-mo.org>; Diane Burkholder <diane.burkholder@gmail.com>; Elizabeth
Fuchs <elizabeth@promoonline.org>; Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>; Alice Chamberlain
<chamberlain.alice@gmail.com>; John Chasnoff <johnchasnoff@cs.com>; Jeanette Mott Oxford
<jeanette@empowermissouri.org>; Chip Cooper <cooper.chip@gmail.com>; rbax@moddcouncil.org; Clanton
Dawson <searchlight_4@hotmail.com>; Kristian Blackmon <kristian@mojwj.org>; Lynn Maloney
<lynnmaloneyl l @gmail.com>; Griffin, Beth <bethgriffin2}l2@gmail.com>; Jake Olson <jake@seiumo.org>; LJ
McKeown <lj.mckeown@yahoo.com>; Derek Wetherell <dwetherell@paraquad.org>; Lora McDonald
<loramore2@yahoo.com>; Grace Vega <vegagrace2}lS@gmail.com>; Marie-Aimée Abizera <aimee@mira-
mo.org>; Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>; Phillip Weeks <pbweeks@mac.com>; Rachel Taylor
<rachel.haverstick@gmail.com>; Susan Sneed <susan@mcustl.com>; Reale Justice
<realejusticelT@gmail.com>; Cc: Ebony Williams <ebony@obs-stl.org>; lan Thomas <ian@ianfor4th.com>;
Marco A. Tapia <mta pia @central method ist. edu>
Subject: Re: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Fonvard. My concerns.

I agree with Traci on this one. I can't say it any better so I won't.

I would add that while we need a more diverse elected leadership, lt is on White people to take on the behavior
and false assumptions of other Whites.

White officers don't get a pass because they have hard and dangerous jobs. I too have relatives in law
enforcement. The people doing the training and recruiting must impress upon their officers that the standards for
them are higher. HIGHER, because they carry weapons and hold the "legitimate monopoly of violence."

Tara

On May 11,2017 6:28 PM, "TraciWilson-Kleekamp" <lracilizzette@gmail.com> wrote:

I lied. I must respond to this

I hope when we all get together we will discuss your response -- because this is what I am told repeatedly. My
counter is: what about the impact to those who are the victims of disproportionate treatment by police (i.e
racial profiling - another phrase to protect calling out oppression behavior)? The data doesn't show police are
the ones being brutalized and not going home at the end of the day. Of course, some have been hurt and lost
their lives. But, your response/argument is not only specious - but it creates a crooked room whereby white
privilege still stands first in line and the experiences of people of color are negated. There is something
ethically wrong with this kind of equation if the ultimate goal is racial equity and social justice. lt's like saying
All Lives Matters in response to Black Lives Matter, and We all have lmplicit Bias, therefore, Blue Lives
Matter. The problem is there is a deep disparity in whose lives are lost and valued. So language matters.

eanette
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10t5t2017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns

They know that on any given day, they may not get home safely - and they have been at the funerals of
co-workers to impress that deeply in them. This makes it difficult to convince them to accept an
invitation to enter into deep reflection on the lies we have been taught about our race and the
uncomfortable acknowledgement of either internalized privilege or internalized oppress¡on.

On Thu, May 1 1,2017 at 12:00 PM, Jeanette Mott Oxford <jeanette@empowermissouri.org> wrote

We at Empower Missouri certainly agree that more tools need to be in the toolbox than implicit bias training.
The improvement of the VSR data for Blue Springs hinges not just on implicit bias training, but on an African
American mayor who has a vision for his City in which Black Lives Matter. When we have diverse
leadership and people with power who have personally experienced being targeted for a human
characteristic like skin tone, it makes a major difference.

Police officers live in a pressure cooker. (My nephew is one.) They know that on any given day, they may
not get home safely - and they have been at the funerals of co-workers to impress that deeply in them. This
makes it difficult to convince them to accept an invitation to enter into deep reflection on the lies we have
been taught about our race and the uncomfortable acknowledgement of either internalized privilege or
internalized oppression.

The intersectionality in our lives also has to be acknowledged - a white officer may have grown up
desperately poor or gay or part of a religious minority, giving them a window into the targeted status of
others if they will use that lens. We as humans often use stories from our experiences of disadvantage as a
claim to exception - "l am not like those people." Yet individuals live within systems; privilege gets granted
by society even when we do not try to claim it. Can we spot it when that is happening? lt takes "waking up"
to make that happen.

Jeanette Mott Oxford, Executive Director

Empower Missouri

308 E. High Street, Suite '100

Jefferson City, MO 65101

573-634-2901 x 30'1 office; 314-775-3261 cell

Trac

cTra

JMO
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101512017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns.

On Thu, May 11,2017 at 11:44 AM, Traci Wilson-Kleekamp <tracilizzette@gmail.com> wrote:

I want to say that I APPRECIATE THE WORK YOU ARE DOING. However, I must note that I am
responding to the deep resistance we are experiencing in Columbia by all leadership and the national
discourse (like that jackass attorney general J. Sessions) etc.

All that said, Columbia is poised to have a series of community engagement meetings. Last night at our
RMF meeting, we did some mind-mapping drawings about policing. We are trying to craft a presentation
to take on the road to the community (in the form of deep-canvassing) and develop constructivist
questions as participants in the community dialogues. ln our meeting with the chief a month ago, he still
says he does not believe his VSR data; and that if Black people think they are profiled -- it's a myth. We
challenged his language - but the approach of not challenging (glossing over, neutralizing etc) these
denials or avoidance about how police associate black people and crime is pretty ridiculous.

I know Fridell is very concerned about officers' being "perceived" as racist -- and wants her curriculum to
counteract their disgruntlement at the perception so they aren't defensive. I don't understand why police
officers must receive an exemption from getting their feelings hurt or being uncomfortable because that's
where learning takes place. ln doing so, the curriculum (IMHO) discounts the experiences of POC.
Police need to experience disequilibrium and the rubric for who should be police officers needs to be
revisited. Otheruvise, these FA/M changes are superficial.

I need to see more than anecdotal evidence that implicit bias training is the way to go. More tools need
to be on the table to triage what ails 21st policing.

Ok. This is my last note.

Happy Thursday

On Thu, May 11 ,2017 at 11:08 AM, TraciWilson-Kleekamp <tracilizzette@gmail.com> wrote

Thanks Marco

Since it has to come from Missouri (how about a MidWest perspective about police recruits)

RacialAttitudes of Police Recruits in the United States Midwest Police Academy: A Quantitative
Examination Michael D. Schlosserl University of |llinois Police Training lnstitute, USA (see
attached)

nDo

Traci
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10t512017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Foruard. My concerns.

By the way, Race Matters Friends attended the public "training" of Fridell's FIP curriculum. Our
response to it was largely negative -- and our concerns were echoed via the City's equity trainers and
the Diversity Awareness partnership.

I also spent some time speaking to a former Black police chief who implemented community policing in
two departments. What POC perceive as effective and meaningful "training" certainly don't match up
"typically" with our white colleagues. I have encouraged Chief Burton to speak to Black police chiefs
and the organization of black police officers. I want him to seek professional perspectives from people
of color outside of his worldview -- but he refuses, resists and othenruise wants to be neutral and sit on
the fence.

I believe Burton's ideology is the norm -- however, I recognize there are great outliers DOING. THE
WORK.

Happy and welcome an opportunity to meet face to face

Traci Wilson-Kleekamp

Race Matters, Friends

5731239-0858

tr acilizzette@ g m a i I . co m

racemattersfriendscomo@gma il. com

On Thu, May 11 ,2017 at 11:01 AM, Marco A. Tapia <mtapia@centralmethodist.edu> wrote:

John,

I certainly concur about a face{o-face meeting. ln my opinion, this venue really sucks for a
meaningful exchange of information. One point I would like to add is that even though sources like
Fridell and Glaser may add to the collective conversation, the ultimate solution for our racial profiling
issues, will need to come from Missouri...from us and others!

Great conversation and I would certainly support a meeting on this subject. Matter of fact, I would
suggest we organize a community-based "Round Table" discussion focused on the issue of bias in
policing. Once we open this conversation to the community, it becomes more difficult for the issue to
be ignored.

lf anyone else has more to add
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10t5t2017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - Fwd: FW: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Forward. My concerns.

MARCO A. TAPIA, M.S.

Adjunct Professor

CENTRAL METHODIST UNIVERSITY

Voice: (573) 239-9449

Email: mtapia@centralmethodist.edu

''SUMMUM BONUM''

On May 11,2017, at 10:42 AM, John Chasnoff <johnchasnoff@cs.com> wrote:

I think it would be most valuable to sit down in one room this summer and sort this out.
With some short readings from Fridell and Glaser to lay the groundwork.

I know that I have more thoughts about this than I care to squeeze into an email,
especially since I don't find this format very conducive to better understanding. Among
other things, I've taken Fridell's training and find it more nuanced than the training
materials might indicate. I certainly didn't come away feeling like we had avoided the
topicof race. lwould have been mostdistressed if we had. lalsothinkthatthe issue of
officer discretion is very complex.

So I would love to have an extended back-and-forth conversation rather than trying to
sort through these extended emails.

Do others agree?

John Chasnoff

314-413-0454

johnchasno cs.com

On 5/1 112017 10:09 AM, Don Love wrote:

I did a word search of my piece on high crime rates. "Racism" does not
occur. When I refer to "racial stereotypes," I just say "stereotype." I say
"implicit bias," not "implicit racial bias." I'll look for some places to remind
readers that I'm talking about elephants.

I often rehearse our heritage of racism, slavery, Jim Crow, lynching,
segregation, red-lining, vote denial, biased policing, biased sentencing
and so on-and the necessity of deliberately refuting it. I'll stick that
paragraph in.

It's not so much that I'm uncomfortable using racism or any of these other
terms. And I don't mind making other people uncomfortable. I take great
pleasure in making people uncomfortable. But I don't want them so
uncomfortable that they close up. lt's not an elephant; it's a camel getting
its nose in the tent.
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Fridell doesn't say "racism" very often, if at all. She doesn't use the word
in Producing Bias-Free Policing. She does use the term "race-based
policing; it's in the title of an eadier book.

Race-based policing is racism. Racism is what she's going after when she
explains why it is wrong for officers to treat individuals differently because
of the group they belong to. Her line of thinking is one of the best
opportunities to get people to realize how they are subtly influenced by
implicit racial biases-in situations in which they think they are being
objective and reasonable.

I had to piece that line of thinking together from different sections of her
books. She has agreed to see if I have interpreted her correctly. lf she
says I got it right, I'll encourage her to write her own version.

The rest of 13 says that it's the combination of bad policies and implicit
biases that have been so disastrous. lf officers are well trained on the
necessity of having facts about an individual then they are much less likely
to fínd themselves victims of their own implicit biases. lf they are well
trained on use of force, then they will look first for a weapon, not skin
color, so that their implicit bias that African Americans are dangerous
won't have such pull.

Welcome, Columbians to this discussion by the coalition of groups that
support reform of the 2000 racial profiling law. We made substantial
progress in building support for the Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act in
this session. FAAA also soft-pedals racism; it focuses on the things
agencies need to be doing to mitigate racism. Traci was responding to my
list of things I think we need to be doing to pass the reform next year. You
are part of the plan. Your help is appreciated.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

From: Traci Wilson-Kleekamp [mailto:tracil izzette@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 11,2017 8:34 AM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>; Marco A. Tapia
< mtapia@central method ist. ed u > ; Jeanette Mott
<jeanette@empowermissou ri.org> ; Kristian Blackmon
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<kristian@mojwj.org>; Cc: Ebony Williams <ebony@obs-stl.org>; Tara
Warne-Griggs <twgmom71 @gmail.com>; Griffin, Beth
< beth g riff i n 20 I 2@gmai l. com > ; Derek Wethe rel I

<dwetherel l@ paraq uad. org> ; Reale J ustice <realej ustic e1 7 @gmail. com> ;

Jake Olson <jake@seiumo.org>; Susan Sneed <susan@mcustl.com>;
Diane Burkholder <diane.burkholder@gmail.com>; Marie-Aimée Abizera
<aimee@mira-mo.org>; Lora McDonald <loramore2@yahoo.com>;
Mustafa Abdullah <mabdullah@aclu-mo.org>; Elizabeth Fuchs
<elizabeth@promoonline.org>; Phillip Weeks <pbweeks@mac.com>;
Joh n Chasnoff <johnchasnoff@cs.com> ; rbax@ moddcou nci l. org ; Lynn
Maloney <lynnmaloneyl 1 @gmail.com>; Clanton Dawson
<searchlight_4@hotmail.com>; Rachel Taylor
<rachel.haverstick@gmail.com>; Grace Vega
<vegag race 20 1 S@gmail.com> ; Al ice Chamberlain
<chamberlain.alice@gmail.com>; Chip Cooper
<cooper.chip@gmail.com>; lan Thomas <ian@ianfor4th.com>; LJ
McKeown <lj. mckeown@yahoo.com>
Subject: Racial Profiling Legislation, Moving Fonruard. My concerns.

Nice long note Don. I probably need to map all your points so I can
remember the key points.

The problem for me based on our correspondence

The data shows racist beliefs underlie implicit bias

I will object to Fridell as long as race is left out of the conversation and is
NOT acknowledged as an underlying and major factor.

Item #13:

Fridell has sketched out an explanation of how officers' perceptions
that high group crime rates justify stricter enforcement, but that
these practices are examples of implicit bias resulting in
discriminatory enforcement. This is a tough case to present, but it

From my point of view: Fridell does not want to explicitly deal with race.
You all know why. Don -- you have written an entire missive walking
around race in a way that makes me think you are equally uncomfortable.
IMHO, your response is speaking in circles with a flair of neutrality and
generalization that avoids the elephant in the middle of the room. I shall
not be party to such avoidance and interest convergence to protect
officers and their organization from having to delve much more deeply into
their beliefs that have been shaped by our racist society. You can't focus
on implicit bias and SKIP the race conversation. This will not work. lt must
be more that one tool - and implicit bias training is NOT the strongest tool
in the shed, in fact, it is the weakest. Fridell I know is the easier and
lowest hanging fruit to access. lf you must persist with citing her, I must
insist that you also cite and include people like Glaser who offer other
more meaningful policy solutions related to reducing officer discretion.
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I repeat: lmplicit bias training without addressing policing's worldviews on
race and other identities leave officers without any pressure or opportun¡ty
to self-reflect on their personal ideology.

I have reviewed Fridell's training materials and even when she lists the
kinds of stereotypes that exist -- she leaves out race -- INTENTIONALLY

I disagree that implicit bias training in the panacea that she's been selling
to PDs across the country -- because she has absolutely NO DATA to
evaluate or support the effectiveness of her program. Don't be
hoodwinked because she invokes the words "science-based" and
evidence. This is bullshit. You all should be pressuring her to provide
meaningful assessment and evidence about the effectiveness of her
programming. Otherwise, you are all complicit via interest convergence
(Critical Race Theory) of maintaining white supremacy.

Talk me down.

Traci Wilson-Kleekamp

Race Matters, Friends

On Thu, May 11,2017 at7:55 AM, Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
wrote:

Here are some things to talk about.

1. I expect to be involved with Columbia's community policing task
force this summer. lt has good support from city council
members. The officer union is supposed to be participating. I

hope it will reach a consensus along the lines of what FAAA
proposes and that city officials will find they can endorse it. There
may be an opportunity to bring Chuck Epp, Pulled Over coauthor,
to speak. Sara and I have schemed about getting Caleb Rowden
involved.

2. Much needs to be done with contacts with other agencies, such
as the ones developed by Congregations United.

3. Senator Dixon suggested we work on conservative churches to
support FAAA. He may be able to help with connections.

4. I expect to turn out another alternative analysis of the VSR data
shortly after June 1. The foundation of the FAAA process is data;
data is the objective correlative which everyone needs as a
foundation for discussion of concerns.

a. The Empower Missouri analysis is a model for what FAAA
will provide.

b. Summary statistics (total stops)are sometimes good for
shock value, but it's the subcategories that reveal
disproportions that need to be investigated and fixed.
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c. Post-stop disproportions are the most reliable indicator
that officers' actions are disproportionately affecting
minorities.

d. We can give communities the opportunity to propose better
benchmarks for stops, which we can plug into reports.

e. No one has ever taken the Empower Missouri analysis
seriously. Part of the problem is that the AG's report and
our alternative analysis are overuvhelming amounts of
data, so we need to flgure out ways to effectively explain
the significance.

f. "Significant disproportions" will be an important part of
FAAA because a disproportion more than 125% o'f the
state disproportion in a category will trigger agency
response. Our rankings spreadsheet is pretty dramatic. lt
shows some agencies are able to keep disproportions low
but in some jurisdictions minorities suffer huge
disproportions.

g. lt would be helpful to get a few agencies to explain
situations in which "alternative legitimate factors" explain
disproportions. lt's crucial that agencies understand that
the FA,/AA reports will give them opportunities to show that
officers are fair. Or to show that they are responding to
problems.

5. Sara has been cultivating a relationship with a member of the
AG's staff. He has been responsive. Perhaps the AG will see our
approach as a way to win the support of law enforcement types
and also of minorities.

a. Even for the 2016 VSR coming out June 1 , the AG could
issue alternative reports, or show some support for ours.
For 2017, the AG could use the flexibility in the 2000 law to
call for some different data to be reported (hits per search
category) and some different analysis to be done.

b. The text of the Executive Summary has remained mostly
unchanged for years. Hawley could explain how agencies
can use disproportions to begin a community dialogue.

c. The most helpful thing the AG could do would be to set up
a pilot program in which a sample of willíng agencies
discuss best practices and try them out. MPCA has
already given tacit approval to the FAAA process as a
reflection of best practices.

6. lf the AG does not want to set up a pilot program, one may still
may possible. Some agencies may be willing to participate on
their own. MPCA might be willing to sponsor it.

7. POST upgraded continuing education requirements for officers
last year. I think the requirements are probably ok as far as hours
and distributions are concerned, but the real question is how
effective the curricula and instructors are. Programs are much
better than they were in 2010, but they aren't good enough, and
agencies don't have a clue about how to evaluate them on their
own. We need to keep after POST. Perhaps a symposium on
implicit bias training would be a good way to start.

8. Agencies have similar problems knowing what data analysis
programs work. Suppliers help them with programs that pinpoint
where crimes are committed, but they don't have a clue about
using data to pinpoint situations in which officers' actions are
disproportionately affecting minorities. Perhaps a symposium on
data analysis would help. POST needs to offer data analysis
training.
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9. Data analysis will be affected by the development of a federal
reporting system that is incident based-it will be more closely
tied to what officers are doing. We need to research opportunities
to streamline data collection for the AG's reports, so that officers
and agencies are not duplicating efforts. MSHP seems to know
the most about this.

10. We need the support, or at least the cooperation, of the
Executive branch, especially the Department of Public Safety so
we can work with MSHP and POST.

11. A good bit of the sections on policy and data collectíon and
analysis are based on Fridell. Fridell is well respected among law
enforcement people because she has worked out commonsense
policies for years. Lineback bragged on MPCA inviting her to
speak. We need to get her endorsement.

12. Other experts-Chuck Epp, Jack Glaser, David Harris, Rich
Rosenfeld, etc.-are substantially in agreement; we need their
support

13. Fridell has sketched out an explanation of how officers'
perceptions that high group crime rates justify stricter
enforcement, but that these practices are examples of implicit
bias resulting in discriminatory enforcement. This is a tough case
to present, but it is our best opportunity to explain how it is that
officers are made vulnerable to implicit biases by mistaken
policies, even when they are approved by the Supreme Court.

14. We now know a lot more about what the FAAA needs to say.
Before we start negotiating with other stakeholders we need to
refresh our proposed legislation.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446
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Ghris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>
C¡

Fwd: [GMO]: FW: Using the VSR to promote community dialogue
1 message

Michael Matthes <michael.matthes@como.gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>

More to add to the racial profiling file.

Wed, Jul 5,2017 aI12:40PM

Regards,

Mike Matthes
City Manager
Columbia, Missouri

Forwarded message
From: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 7:35 AM
Subject: [CMO]: FW: Using the VSR to promote community dialogue
To: "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>

I should have included you in this yesterday.

Are there census estimates that take into account Columbia's growth since 2000? lf there are, I could run a report that
uses them for benchmarks. lt would be best if they were for people 16 and older.

Don Love

573 230 6446

From: Donald Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, June 6,2017 at 9:28 AM
To: 'Ken Burton' <ken.burton@como.gov>, lan Thomas <ward4@gocolumbiamo.com>, 'City of COlumbia Mayor'
<mayor@como.gov>
Gc: "'Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org"' <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>,
<Jerry.East@como.gov>
Subject: Using the VSR to promote community dialogue

We've posted VSR resources on our webpage: Empower Missouri VSR Resources. Here are what some of them contain

2016 VSR Guide is a general explanation of what the VSR is and how to use it as the foundation for community dialogue.
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2016 Post Stop Values is a spreadsheet that uses the compete VSR data set to find ratios of disparity (our measure of
disproporlion) for all post-stop categories for all agencies. The strength of post-stop analysis is that disproportions in
specific situations can be isolated and analyzed without relying on census estimates of group driver proportions, which
are sometimes inaccurate. The information can be sorted and filtered to find situations in which agencies need to
investigate themselves to see if bias is one of the factors contributing to disproportions and then take necessary actions.

2016 Group Driver Estimates Values uses the data set to present disparity indexes and ratios of disparity based on
estimates of the group proportions of drivers for all stop categories for all agencies. lt also presents rates of searches, hits
and arrests based on stops. The strength of using census estimates of group driver proportions is that disproportions in
stops can be assessed. The disproportions for stop categories include whatever disproportion in rates that occurs in the
initial stops plus whatever disproportion in rates that occurs in the secondary officer actions, such as deciding whether to
issue a citation or a warning.

Comparisons by Year of Selected Agencies presents disproportions for 2001, 2009, 2013,2014,2015 and 2016

Comments on Stop Categories discusses what the categories are that officers identify as they record stops: reason for
stop, stop outcome, gender, age location, number of searches, authority for search, etc. The ways in which agencies
apply these categories is not uniform so it's important that residents ask for explanations. (The posted file is actually
Comments on Select Stop Categories; if you want the complete document, let me know.)

Rankings for Press Gonference 6 517 contains examples I used to illustrate howthe spreadsheets can be filtered to
investigate specific situations. One sheet shows all the agencies with at least 30 consent searches and disproportions
under 1.10; it shows the overall statewide disproportion has become low and a number of agencies appear to be
cotrolling the use of consent searches. The next sheet shows agencies with disproportions over 2.00 and at least 20
consent searches; a number of agencies should either explain alternative factors or take steps to address bias. The last
sheet does the same thing for resisting arrest charges.

The complete-data spreadsheets have pages that explain how to use filters to see selected information. lf you need help
with any of this, let me know.

Columbia is one of the agencies in Comparisons by Year. This uses post-stop data in the situations we think are most
likely to be good indicators of problems. Columbia shows a trend toward lower disproportions, and the statistics aren't so
far from statewide results.

Our recommendation is for all agencies to look closely at any situation that is flagged by a high disproportion-125% of
the statewide disproportion is a reasonable standard. Then the agency needs to see if factors otherthan bias accountfor
the disproportion; a disproportion in outstanding warrant arrests can probably be explained by socio-economic factors.
Any disproportion might be explained by a group violating laws more frequently, but an agency would have to cite
convincing information that officers were acting on the basis of facts concerning the behavior of the individual, not on
suspicions based on group stereotypes. lf the disproporlion cannot be accounted for by alternative factors, the agency
needs to look at officer performance and take steps to improve policies, supervision and training.

Columbia PD needs to be more proactive in this, in my view. Columbia is doing many of the right things and should take
credit for it. For instance, the work we did together on consent searches and the improved policy that came out of that
should be reported.

I wonder why the disproportions based on estimates of group driver proportions are up. ls it because of increased efforts
to address violent crime? The best long-term solution to violent crime problems is better investigation of individuals who
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are comm¡tting the crimes, but this requires more res¡dent cooperation and you don't get more cooperation by stopping
more people on pretexts. This needs to be explained to the public.

I wonder too whether population growth is behind this. Have the group population proportions changed since 2000? Has
there been an influx of African Americans? lt there's been more of an influx of Caucasians, that would tend to make the
disproportions look smaller.

I'm in and out of Columbia. Heading to Akers later today, but I can be reached by phone most of the time. Or email's fine.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446
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C¡
Chris Clubine <chris.club¡ne@como.gov>

"Veil of Darkness" studies
1 message

Jill Schlude <jill.schlude@como.gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>

Tue, Jul 18,2017 at 9:21 AM

Sorry don't know why this didn't send during our meeting last week. Found it in my drafts!

http: w.bullcityrising.com/2016/03/veil-of-darkness-rti-study-shows-racial-bias-in-durham-police-heat-unit-traffic-
stops.html

Jill Schlude
Deputy Chief of Police
Columbia, Missouri Police Department
(573) 874-7421 ofrice
(573) 777-2575 mobile
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Abstract
The"veil-of-darkness" method is an innovative and low-cost approach that circumvents
many of the benchmarl<ing issues that arise in testing for racial profiling. Changes in

natural lighting are used to establish a presumptívely more race-neutral benchmark on
the assumption that after dark, police suffer an impaired ability to detect motorists'
race. Applying the veil-of-darkness method to vehicle stops by the Syracuse (NY)
police between 2006 and 2009 and examining differences among officers assigned to
specialized traffìc units and crime-suppression units,we found thatAfricanAmericans
were no more likely to be stopped during daylight than during darkness, indicating no

racial bias.

Keywords

stops, racial p rofi ling, benchmark, vei l-of-darkness

lntroduction
Innumerable state and local police agencies collect data on the traffic stops that their
oflrcers make, as part of an effort to address public concerns about racial profrling.
Analyses of those data, for the purpose of drawing inferences about the nature and

source(s) of any racial disparities, confront thorny challenges. Ideally, clues about

racial bias would emerge from a comparison of the characteristics of the people

stopped by the police with the characteristics of the people who could have been

legitimately stopped; discrepancies between the former and the latter might suggest

that police stops were influenced by factors other than the behavior of the citizens
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involved.l Unfortunately, however, satisfactorily valid information on the latter popu-
lation, which represents a suitable "benchmark," is at best diffrcult and costly to come

by; this is the widely discussed benchmarking problem in analyses of racial bias in
police stops.

The "veil-of-darkness" method, devised by Grogger and Ridgeway (2006), is an

innovative and low-cost approach to resolving many of these issues. The basic idea is

to use changes in natural lighting to establish a benchmark, on the assumption that
after dark, police officers suffer a degraded ability to detect motorists'race; the pattern

of stops during darkness represents the presumptively more race-neutral benchmark,

against which the pattern of stops during daytime can be compared. The comparison is
limited to stops that occur "neaÍ the boundary of daylight and darkness," in what has

been called the "intertwilight" period, lest the analysis confound differences in offr-
cers'decisions to stop with changes in the composition of the driving (and violator)
population across the hours of the day. To our knowledge, this method has been applied
in analyses of stops in only three cities: Oakland (Grogger & Ridgeway,2006 Oakland
Police Department,2004,pp.40-43), Cincinnati (Ridgeway, 2009), and Minneapolis
(Ritter & B,ael, 2009).It may be useful in many sites that seek answers to questions

about racialprofiling by police, and we believe that it should be considered as one-or
the-approach in cities and departments that are examining patterns of vehicle stops

by police. The potential utility of the method would be enhanced by the accumulation
of the analytical results that its application yields, and so in this article we report the

results of our application of the veil-of-darkness method to data on vehicle stops by the

Syracuse (NY) police.
Tillyea Engel, and Wooldredge (2008) observe that "[w]hile there is some consen-

sus in the research community that residential census populations are the least reliable
of the benchmarks available, there is no such consensus regarding the validity of other
techniques" (p. 143). If a consensus is to form, it will likely take shape only with the

execution and dissemination of individual studies like this one. No one study can by
itself establish a sufficient base of knowledge to support assertions about valid (and

invalid) benchmarks, and so as in the past, further advances in our knowledge about

racial profiling and the analysis of racial profiling will turn mainly on the incremental
accumulation of findings across individual studies.

Public concern about racial prof,rling by Syracuse police prompted the collection of
data on stops in that city, beginning in 2001. We examine stops conducted and recorded
between 2006 and 2009, inclusive. First we review the development and previous
applications of the veil-of-darkness method. Then, we describe stops by Syracuse
police: the temporal and spatial distributions of the stops, the assignments of the offi-
cers who made the stops, the reasons for the stops, and the characteristics of the people

who are stopped. Then we present the veil-of-darkness analysis of Syracuse stops.

The Veil-of- Darkness M ethod
Noting the costs of many benchmarking techniques, such as observations of vehicular
traffic, and their inevitable flaws (see Engel, Calnon, & Bernard, 2002, pp.256-258;
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also see Engel & Calnon, 2004; Tillyer, Engel, & Cherkauskas,2010), Grogger and

Ridgeway propose a fairly simple test based primarily on a simple and plausible

assumption: If police are more prone to stop African American drivers, evidence of
their bias will be more pronounced among stops made in daylight, when drivers'race
can be more readily detected. They stress that the method need not presume that race

is completely obscured without natural light (or that race is completely visible with it),
but rather only that off,rcers' ability to discern drivers'race is impaired in darkness; that

is, the race neutrality of nighttime stops is relative, not absolute. This is an assumption

that has intuitive appeal, and it is also consistent with the experiences of several

researchers who, for the construction of benchmarks, sought to detect and record the

race of drivers. As Ridgeway (2009, p. 12) reports, Greenwald (2001) abandoned

plans to conduct nighttime observations of traffic on learning that the race of only 6%

of drivers could be determined around dusk, and Lamberth's (2003) traffic survey
required auxiliary lighting for nighttime observations. Likewise, Lange, Johnson, and

Voas (2005 , pp. 201-202) used two large strobe lights in taking high-resolution pho-

tographs of vehicles on the New Jersey Tumpike.
It would be difhcult to overstate the importance of valid, credible benchmarks in

analyzingdata on police stops for evidence of racial bias. A host of factors other than
racial bias-some organizational, such as the allocation of patrol resources across

police beats, and some individual-may affec| the number of stops conducted by
police and their distribution across social space (Engel et al., 2002; Stroshine, Alpert, &
Dunham, 2008). Plausibly eliminating those other factors as explanations for racial
disparities is the analytical burden bome by any analysis of stops. Moreover, any racial
bias would affect officers'behavior (consciously and deliberately or unconsciously and

stereotypically) at the margin, net of (or contingent on) other factors, such as the seri-

ousness of violations (see, for example, Fyfe, 1988; Smith, Visher, & Davidson,1984;
Worden, 1995; more generally see National Research Council, 2004, pp. 122-126);

even with a perfect calibration of any racial bias, then, we would not in most cases

expect it to be very large in magnitude. Against this analytical backdrop, the shortcom-
ings of the benchmarks used in previous analyses are thrown into stark relief. Some

analyses of police stops compare the racial composition of those who are stopped with
the racial composition of the residential population, even though it is typically acknowl-
edged that the comparison is liable to be misleading for several reasons.'A number of
studies have conducted field research in an effort to form a benchmark for comparison
that more plausibly captures the characteristics of the violator population, sampling
times and places at which the race of passing motorists is tabulated, and even provid-
ing for the use of radar or "rolling surveys" to tabulate violators'Íace. These approaches

provide benchmarks that are superior to census data on the residential population, but
none of them captures all of the legitimate reasons for police stops, and most may be

better suited to highway trafflrc enforcement than to city policing. Worse still, the costs

of constructing these benchmarks can be considerable.3
The veil-of-darkness method may offer a solution as simple as it is inexpensive, but

as Grogger and Ridgeway caution, some additional assumptions or controls are neces-

sary. One is to limit the analysis to the "intertwilight" period: Depending on the time
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of year, stops made atany point during this time frame may have been initiated in dark-
ness or during daylight, but in this delimited period of time during each day, we might
presume that the driving population does not change dramatically. In addition, however,

they impose additional controls for changes in the driving population across times of
the day as well as seasons of the year. In particular, Ridgeway (2009) takes advantage

of the semiannual changes to and from Daylight Savings Time (DST), which allows an

analyst to still more effectively hold time of day constant-and with it, presumably,

patterns of driving-as natural lighting abruptly shifts. This DST-focused analysis,

delimited to 30 days before and after the switches to and from DSI sacrifices alarge
degree of statistical power, but it may be advantageous in controlling for seasonal

variation in driving patterns. Grogger and Ridgeway also provide for statistical con-

trols for clock time and for geographic areas across which police deployments can

vary, in analyzing intertwilight stops across the entire year. Furtherrnore, the analysis

may be conf,rned to stops for moving violations, given that some kinds of equipment
violations (e.g., malfunctioning headlights) are uniquely nighttime violations, and it is
conceivable that the incidence of such equipment violations is also correlated with
drivers' race.o

To our knowledge, the veil-of-darkness method has been applied previously only in
Oakland, Cincinnati, and Minneapolis.' The RAND corporation analyzed stop data

collected in Oakland from June through December,2003 (Oakland Police Department,
2004). During that time, Oakland police recorded information on7,607 stops, though
with substantial underreporting.6 The analysis focused on stops for moving violations
in Oakland's intertwilight period, from 5:19 p.m. to 9:06 p.m. Stops between sunset

and the end of civil twilight were excluded, inasmuch as the visibility at that time of
day was ambiguous. In all, 976 stops were subjected to analysis. To control for poten-

tial changes in the driving population within the intertwilight period, additional analy-
sis focused on I hour before and after the end of civil t'wilight. To control for seasonal

changes in the driving population during intertwilight hours, another analysis focused

on only stops during October and November. In each analysis, Blacks were somewhat

/ess likely to be stopped during the day, contrary to the pattern that would be observed

if officers engaged in racial profiling.
Grogger and Ridgeway (2006) analyzed the same Oakland stop data. From the

7,607 stops, Grogger and Ridgeway excluded 329 thatwere made pursuant to a crimi-
nal investigation, and an additional TT6withmissing data. From among the remaining,
usable stops, they focused mainly on 1,130 made in the intertwilight period, includ-
ing stops for nonmoving (equipment or registration) violations. They note, however,
that their results were insensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of stops for nonmov-
ing violations, which they suggest would generally comprise a small proportion of all
stops (p. 886). They too found no evidence of racial bias.

Ridgeway (2009) analyzed vehicle stops by Cincinnati police, including those in
2008 and those in the 2003-2008 period. His analysis of 2008 stops focused pri-
marily on 598 stops for moving violations in the intertwilight period-5:50 p.m.
to 8:06 p.m.-and within 30 days of the spring and fall switches to and from DST.
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Additional analysis examined 5,036 stops for moving violations in the intertwilight
period across the entire yeaq which represented about l4Yo of the stops for moving vio-
lations at any time of the day and about 9Yo of the vehicle stops. Ridgeway's analysis of
2003-2008 stops included3,726 stops within 30 days of a DST switch and28,927 across

all seasons of the 6 years. None of these analyses yielded evidence of racial prof,rling,

and in 2008, Blacks were less likely to be stopped during the daytime.
Ritter and Bael (2009) analyzed data on 53,559 stops by the Minneapolis police in

2002. The "official report" on Minneapolis (Council on Crime and Justice and Institute
on Race and Poverty,2003), which relied on comparisons of the racial composition of
the drivers who were stopped with that of the (approximated) driving population, con-

cluded that Blacks and Latinos were stopped with disproportionate frequency. Noting
the respects in which the benchmark failed to eliminate alternative explanations for
rucial disparities, Ritter and Bael applied the veil-of-darkness method to the same data.

Focusing on intertwilight stops and controlling statistically for the time of day, they
report substantively and statistically significant differences in the probabilities with
which Blacks and Latinos are stopped in daylight rather than darkness, and the differ-
ences are uniformly consistent with the racial profiling proposition.

Looking for Bios in All the RSht Places

We might expect that evidence of racial profiling would be most likely to emerge

among officers whose assignments are the most crime focused. Anecdotal accounts

of profiling attest to its crime-detection emphasis. One type of situation is a driver or
passengers who do not "match" the vehicle-for example, a BMW with an African
American driver. Another type of situation is a person of color traveling through
predominantly White neighborhoods, stopped by police because they do not "belong"
there and may be engaged in criminal activity. More generally, "fp]olice departments

often use trafflrc-stops as a means of ferreting out illicit drugs and weapons," and

"[t]he escalating pressure from the war on drugs has led some police officers to target
people of color whom police believe to be disproportionally involved in drug use and

traffîcking" (Ramirez, McDevitt, & Farrell, 2000, pp.9-10). Insofar as race is (an

inappropriate) part of an offender prohle, we would expect that its use would be most
prevalent among officers with a specialized crime-suppression mission. By contrast,

officers assigned to traffic units have, in the policing context, fairly unambiguous
operational objectives: issuing tickets for trafflrc violations. Some of their work is sup-

ported by grant funding that reinforces the mission focus. We would therefore expect
that racial profiling would be least prevalent among traffic offtcers. Other things being
equal, then, we would expect that the ofhcers with specialized crime-focused assign-

ments would be most likely, and traffic off,rcers the least likely, to exhibit a disparity
between daylight and darkness in the percentages of minority drivers stopped-
patterns that would be attenuated in the aggregate.T Hence we conduct separate

analysis of the stops made by offrcers with these specialized assignments and by
patrol offrcers, respectively.
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Stops by Syracuse Police

Located in central New York, Syracuse is a city of 25 sq. miles and nearly 150,000
people (based on the 2000 census), one quarter of whom were Black, and nearly two
thirds of whom were White, 5o/o were Hispanic. Syracuse is the urban center of a
metropolitan county of more than 450,000 people, and both north-south and east-
west limited-access highways intersect near the geographic center of the city. Syracuse

is served by a police department of nearly 500 sworn off,rcers.

We replicate Ridgeway's (2009) veil-of-darkness analysis of Cincinnati stops,

albeit in a city with a substantially longer intertwilight period, during which (propor-
tionally) much larger numbers of stops were made. The Syracuse Police Department
(SPD) provided data on stops conducted in a 4-year period, from 2006 through 2009.8

Information about these stops is drawn from two sources: citizen contact forms, which
are completed by Syracuse police when they have enforcement-related contacts with
citizens that do not eventuate in an arrest and arrest reports for "on-view" arrests (i.e.,

arrests made in incidents that ofhcers initiated rather than pursuant to a dispatch).e The

citizencontact forms include much of the information that is needed for analysis ofthe
kind normally performed on this subject, though these records lack some information
about searches, particularly the reason for the search. Moreover, the arrest records do
not capture information about the reasons for stops, nor do they contain information
about searches.l0 Hence we examine stops but not poststop outcomes.

In addition, we examine the differences among officers assigned to different units,
including specialized traffic units and crime-suppression units. SPD personnel manu-

ally coded information on officers'assignments for 1 of the 4 years (2009), identifying
those assigned to either the traffic division or to the Crime Reduction Team (CRT), so

that we could examine patterns by offrcers in each of these units separately. The traffic
division is responsible for proactive enforcement of state vehicle and traffic laws and
vehicle-related city ordinances. The CRT focuses on reducing violent and other crime,
is deployed mainly to high-crime areas, and uses proactive patrol tactics.

We have confined our focus to vehicle stops, on the presumption that the
veil-of-darkness method does not apply plausibly to pedestrian stops.rr Syracuse
police made more than 50,000 vehicle stops in the 4 years examined here,87o/o of
which were documented on acitizen contact form, Table I shows the distribution of
stops across times of the day, overall and, for 2009, by offlrcer assignment. We would
of course expect that the numbers of vehicle stops would fluctuate with both the volume
of vehicular traffic and the deployment of police, and so it is no surprise that stops are

most numerous during the afternoon commuting hours and the evening hours. Stops in
the intertwilight period comprise about one third of the stops in Syracuse.

To some degree the numbers and the mix of vehicle stops vary across the hows of the

day with the deployment of different units, CRT officers make virtually all of their stops

between 3 p.m. and3 a.m.,with 80% ofthembetween 3 p.m.and 1l p.m., although CRT
stops represent only 15.3% of all of the vehicle stops. Most of the vehicle stops by
traffic offrcers are made between 3 p.m. and 3 a.m. Between 3 a.m. and 3 p.m., the
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Tabf e I. Vehicle Stops by Time of Day (2006-2009) and by Officer Assignment (2009)

Total 2006-2009 Traffic 2009 CRT 2009 Other 2009 Total 2009
Time of
day 2009 Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

7:00 a.m.-
l0:59 a.m.

I l:00 a.m.-

2:59 p.m.

3:00 p.m.-
6:59 p.m.

7:00 p.m.-
l0:59 p.m.

I l:00 p.m.-
2:59 a.m.

3:00 a.m.-
6:59 a.m.

Total

lntertwilight

4,162

5,698

13,099

t4,349

t0,887

2,259

50,454

t7,254

488.2

I t.3

26.0

28.4

21.6

4.5

34.2

602

580

t,099

864

1,642

572

I t.2

t0.8

20.5

t6. t

30.6

10.7

398

I,t6t

2,032

2,969

1,662

5t 0.6

8,273

3,055 36.9

00

00

|,347

774 57.5

5,359

t,235 23.0

t,000

|,766

3,458

4,582

3,550

623

6.7

I t.8

23. I

30.6

23.7

4.2

14,979

5,064 33.8

t4.0 25 t.9

24.6 327 243

35.9 749 55.6

20. t 246 t8.3

Note: CRT = Crime Reduction Team.

majority of vehicle stops-52% made by off,rcers who are not assigned to one of
these specialized units. Stops in the interlwilight period are disproportionately made by
trafTic and CRT offrcers, compared with other times of the day.

We also note that vehicle stops are widely distributed spatially, but they are more

densely concentrated in the central parts of the city, and especially along major trafftc
arterials.12 When the spatial distribution is disaggregated by offrcers' assignments, they
exhibit differences that are consistent with the units' respective missions. Stops by CRT
offrcers are more concentrated spatially, and in areas that tend to have higher rates of
crime. Stops by trafftc officers are more widely dispersed and tend to be congruent with
major traffic arterials. Stops by offrcers with neither of these assignments are also rather

widely dispersed but appear to cluster more in higher crime areas than the traff,rc

officers'stops do, which may reflect deployment patterns.

lntertwilight Stops

Our analytic focus, in testing for evidence of racial bias in stops, is on the stops made

during the intertwilight period. The intertwilight period is marked by the earliest time at

which civil twilight ends during the year-in Syracuse, that is 5:02 p.m. in December-
and the latest time at which civil twilight ends-in Syracuse, 9:23 p.m. in June.

(Vehicle stops during the morning intertwilight period-approximately 5 a.m. Io 7 a.m.

in Syracuse far less numerous, and we do not include them in our veil-oÊdarkness
analysis.) The driving population might change some over this period of time, as we
discuss below, but not as much as the population would be expected to change across
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all of the hours of the day, and so to a degree, the focus on the intertwilight period
serves to control for officers'opportunities to make stops. Here, we briefly describe
these stops: the reasons for the stops, the assignments of the officers who make them,

and the characteristics of the people who are stopped. One would be properly con-

cerned about the degree to which stops during the intertwilight period resemble those
made during the other hours of the day, so these comparisons set an important context
for interpreting the results of the veil-of-darkness analysis.

Table 2 displays the reasons for the stops, as officers recorded them, across all
4 years and for 2009 for offrcers with different assignments; intertwilight stops are

shown in each cell with the corresponding numbers and percentages of all stops, regard-
less of time of day, appearing within parentheses. The reasons for stops during the inter-
twilight period mirror those for stops more generally: at least three quarters of the stops

were made for traffrc violations, and the proportion is probably higher still, assuming

that a fraction of the stops ending in arrests began as stops for traffic violations and

through investigation (e.g., warrant checks or searches) offrcers established probable

cause for arrest. Fewer suspicion stops are made in the intertwilight period than at other
times of the day, but they are few in number generally.

When the reasons for stops are disaggregated by officers' assignments, we likewise
find that the stops during the intertwilight period display a pattern that resembles that
of stops more generally (see Table 2), and also that the stops made by traffrc offtcers,
CRT officers, and all other officers, respectively, exhibit somewhat different patterns

that are consistent with their respective missions.13 Overall (across all hours of the

day), approximately 55Yo of the stops were made by ofhcers assigned to the trafïic
division, and all but very small fractions of the stops made by trafflrc officers were, as

expected, for traffic violations. A larger proportion of the stops made by CRT officers
either end in arrest or are of suspicious vehicles or people; given the nature of these

officers' assignments, this too is as expected. We infer that other off,tcers (mainly
patrol officers) also make, proportionally, fewer stops merely for traffic violations
than traffic division officers do,.and compared with CRT officers, a smaller fraction
ofthese stops resulted in arrest.

The people stopped during the intertwilight period differ somewhat, as a group,
from the larger population of those who are stopped.ra A slim majority of the people
stopped in this period are African American, and compared with the stopped popula-
tion as a whole, they are disproportionately African American, as well as dispropor-
tionately younger and male (see Table 3). However, these differences are not large in
magnitude.

The composition of the stopped population differs some for officers with different
assignments. A majority of the people stopped by traffic division officers are White;
compared with the people stopped by other police units, a somewhat smaller propor-
tion of those stopped by the trafhc division are men, and the distribution of ages is

more nearly even. The people stopped by CRT officers are disproportionatelyAfrican
American, male, and young, as one would expect given their unit's mission: These
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Table 2. Reasons for lntertwilightVehicle Stops, Overall (2006-2009) and by OfücerAssignment (2009)

Total 2006-2009 Traffic CRT Other Total

Reason for stops Frequency % Frequency % Frequency o/o Frequency % Frequency %

Traffic violation

Other Lr¡k¡e\ /¡-
On-view arrest

Suspicious person/
vehicle

Other
Total

14,7r e2.4 (83.4)
(42,084)
2,645 t5.3 (t2.9)

(6,493)

r66 t.0 (2.3)
(t,tsr)

232 (728) r.3 (1.4)

17,254 (50,546)

2,999 98.2 (95.7)
(7,922',)

s0 (333) r.6 (4.0)

s (r r) 0.2 (0.t)
3,055 (8,274)

666 86.0 (8s.3)
(1,149)

7e (t4e) r0.2 (il.t)

0 (2e) 0 (2.2)

774 (134n

1,088 88. I (84.8)
(4,545)

83 (3s r) 6.7 (6.s)

32 (r38) 2.6 (2.6)

r,235 (5,359)

4,753 93.9 (90.9)
(r3,6 r6)

212 (833) 4.2 (s.6)

s3 (r78) r.0 (r.2)
5,064 ( t4,980)

| (8) 0.0 (0.r) 13 (20) t.7 (t.s) 32 (32s) 2.6 (6.t) 46 (3s3) 0.e (2.4)

Note:Total numbers of stops at any time of day shown in parenthesis. CRT = Crime Reduction Team



Table 3. Characteristics of People Stopped in lntertwilight Period

2006-2009 2009 Traffic CRT Other

Characteristics Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

African
American

White

Male

16-24 years
old

25-35 years
old

36-55 years
old

Total

10,342 5 t.5 (47.8)
(28,s r4)

9, t52 45.6 (48.9)
(2e, I 48)

t4,tet 70.7 (70.s)
(42,046)
7,6s7 38. r (37.s)

(22,362)
6,170 30.7 (2e.7)

(17,746)

5,02 t 25.0 (26.0)
( rs,48 r)

20,086 (59,656)

3,135 5 t.8 (48.2)
(8,7t2)
2,741 45.3 (48. t)

(8,708)

4,200 69.4 (69.6)
( r2,s99)
2,226 36.8 (36.2)

(6,s4 r)

I ,8 12 29.9 (29.9)
(s,402)

t,66 t 27.4 (27.8)
(s,030)

6,053 ( t8,093)

1,444 44.4 (38.9)
(3,4 r0)

1,704 52.4 (57.1)
(s,0 r2)

2, r38 6s.8 (66.4
(5,851)

r,028 3 r.6 (3 r.8)
(2,7e3)
eeo 30.s (30.6)

(2,686)

1,0 t5 3 t.2 (30.7)
(2,6e4)

3,249 (8,774)

8s8 70_s (72.6)
( r ,s3e)

340 (ss3) 27.e (26.1)

e6t 7e.0 (78.4)
(1,662)

s8 r 47.7 (49.3)
( t,045)

408 (663) 33.s (3 t.3)

206 (37r) r6.e (r7.s)

I,217 (2,119)

833 s2.s (s2.3)
(3,763)

6e7 43.e (43.7)
(3, I 43)

r,r0r 69.4 (70.6)
(5,086)

6t7 38.e (37.s)
(2,703)

414 26. r (28.s)
(2,0s3)

440 27.7 (27.3)
( r ,e6s)

t,587 (7,200)

Note:Total numbers of stops at any time of day shown in parenthesis. CRT = Crime Reduction Team.
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Figure l. Percent stops of African Americans, daylight and darkness

off,rcers work mainly in higher crime areas, which tend to have a greater residential
representation of minorities, and offenders are disproportionately young men.

Testing for Racial Bias in Stops
The simplest application of the veil-of-darkness method is to compare two propor-

tions: of those who are stopped during daylight, the proportion who are African
American; and of those who are stopped during darkness, the proportion who are

African American. If police are biased against African Americans in making stops,

then the former proportion will be larger than the latter. Figure I displays these pro-
portions as a line graph. For each half hour interval between 5 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.,

the solid line represents the percentage of stops in daylight that involved at least one

Black occupant, whereas the dashed line represents the percentage of stops in dark-
ness that involved at least one Black occupant, with the scale of percentages on the

left axis.
Two facts are immediately apparent from the line graph. First, the proportion of

stops involving a Black occupant varies some across the interfwilight period, increasing

from 5:00 until about 7:00, and then holding roughly steady. 
'We attribute this pattern

mainly to a changing composition of the driving population, though it could be partly a
function of police deployment.ls Second, and more importantly, the proportions of
stops involving Black occupants during daylight and darkness, respectively, are in the

main quite similar during each clock-time interval, with the possible exception of the

8:30-8:59 interval, when 50% of the nighttime stops, and 57o/o of the daytime stops,

involved one or more African Americans. The daytime-nighttime disparity in the 8:30-

8:59 interval is consistent with a pattern of racial bias, but otherwise the disparities are

small and several are in the opposite direction, leading us to infer that this one larger

difference is a statistical anomaly.
A more analytically powerful-but less visually intuitive-approach is to statisti-

cally control for variation in time and place, so that we can better isolate the effect of
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Table 4. Comparison of the Odds of African American Versus Other Occupants Being

Stopped Between Daylight and Dark

Full year Within 30 days of DST

103

Year
Odds ratio

(p value)
95% confidence

interval
Number
of stops

Odds ratio
(p value)

95% confidence
interval

Number
of stops

Ail
2006

2007

2008

2009

t7,172
4,707

3,494

3,908

5,063

5,470
r,606

t,0s9
1,210

t,595

0.e63 (.3 re)

o.8eo (. r02)

0.e6e (.703)

t.062 (.466)

r.023 (.7s3)

[0.8e4, r.037]

10.77s,1.0231

10.822, t.t421

10.e04, t.2471

[0.886, t.023]

t.076 (.432)
r.0 r2 (.e34)

0.8 r8 (.287)

r .s4 r (.0 re)
r. r 7s (.32s)

[0.8e7, r.2e0]

[0.76 r, r.346]

[0.565, I . t84]

lt .075, 2.21 ll
[0.8s2, r .62 r]

Note: DST = Daylight SavingsTime

daylight on the probability that anAfrican American will be stopped. We use the tech-

nique of logistic regression to hold clock time (in 15-minute intervals), day of week,

and police beat constant. From the regression results, we compute an odds ratio that
indicates how many times more likely it is that daylight stops involved an African
American citizen, compared with nighttime stops. An odds ratio of 1.0 tells us that
AfricanAmericans were no more (and no less) likely to be stopped during daylight than

in darkness. An odds ratio greater than 1.0 is consistent with an inference of racial bias,

signifying that African Americans were more likely to be stopped during daylight than

in darkness.An odds ratio of less than 1.0 signifies thatAfricanAmericans were less

likely to be stopped during daylight than in darkness, apatfern contrary to the proposi-

tion that stops are racially biased. We conduct this analysis for each year and for all
4 years together, with the relevant results displayed in Table 4.16

The odds ratios neither for the individual years nor for the entire 4-year period indi-
cate thatAfrican Americans are more likely to be stopped during daylight than during
darkness.lT The overall odds ratio and the odds ratios for 2 of the 4 years are all less than

1.0, contrary to the proposition that police target African Americans for stops, though
none of them can be reliably distinguished from 1.0. The odds ratios for the remaining
2 yearc are both greater than 1.0, but the difference is small substantively and, again,

neither odds ratio can be reliably distinguished from 1.0 statistically.rs These results

are, then, consistent with the conclusion that Syracuse police have not exhibited racial
bias in making vehicle stops.le

DSI-Focused Analysis

When we delimit the analysis to stops conducted in the 30 days before and after
the switch to or from DST, thereby controlling for seasonal differences in the driv-
ing population, we find for the most part similar patterns, with one exception; see

the columns on the right of Table 4. Overall and for 3 of the 4 years, the odds ratios
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Table 5. Comparison of the Odds of African American Versus Other Occupants Being

Stopped, by Officer Assignment and Between Daylight and Dark

Officer
assignment

Main effect-Odds
ratio (p value)

Daylight effect-
Odds ratío (p value)

95% confidence
interval

Number
of stops

Traffìc

CRT

Other

0.677 (.000)

2.087 (.000)

reference

0.ee3 (.943)

r.376 (. r 30)

r. r64 (.330)

[0.8 r7, r.207]

[0.9 t0, 2.079]

[0.8s8, r.s78]

3,055

774

1,234

Note: CRT = Crime Reduction Team

are all well within a 95o/o confidence interval around 1 .0, and while that fact does not
prove the null hypothesis of no racial bias, we would take the point estimates to sig-
nify no more than a small difference between day and night in the likelihood that an

African American would be stopped. For 2008, however, the odds ratio is substan-

tially and statistically greater than 1.0, consistent with an inference of racial bias.

We are aware of no police operations or other events that might have coincided with
the transition from or to DST in 2008, and neither are the SPD command staff with
whom we discussed this finding. We can offer no substantive explanation why such

apattern would emerge in I year and in none of the others, before and since, and this
isolated result prompts us to doubt whether this reflects a larger pattern of police
behavior.20

Potterns by Offtcer Assþnment

As we noted above, CRT offrcers' stops tend to be concentrated in high-crime areas,

whereas traffic ofhcers' stops are more spatially dispersed but clustered along major
traffic arterials. With these differences in the nature of the areas and the roads on
which they make stops, we might expect to find some differences in the characteristics
of the people whom they stop, which was observed in Table 3, above. These differ-
ences remain with controls for police beat in a logistic regression: CRT officers are

twice as likely to stop a Black motorist as other (mainly patrol) officers are, whereas

traff,rc officers are two-thirds as likely to stop a Black motorist.zl When we conduct
separate analyses of CRT, traffrc, and other offrcers, respectively, we find that the odds

ratios conform with our a priori expectations; see Table 5. The odds ratio for CRT
officers is not only larger than 1.0, but also substantively large (L376) and greater

than those for other off,rcers; the odds ratio for trafftc officers is the smallest of the

three. All of the odds ratios, however, are within a90o/o confidence interval of 1.0 and

of one another. We can reject neither the null hypothesis of race-neutral stops for any

of these three groups nor the null hypothesis that offlrcers with different assignments

exhibit the same pattern of stops, but in view of the estimated odds ratios, Ns, and

confidence intervals, we cannot conclude that all three sets of officers are unbiased in
their stops.
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Conclusions

Addressing the reality and the perceptions of biased policing calls for serious efforts
to detect patterns of racially biased police practices, determine the origins of any bias

that is detected, and establish fair and equitable practices. But detecting bias in police
practice is subject to daunting analytic challenges in discriminating biases-subtle
biases-from systematic but legitimate influences as well as stochastic effects. Policing
is a complex set of tasks, with ambiguous and even conflicting goals. Information about
police-+itizen encounters is never as rich as the events are nuanced, and analysis requires

simplifiing assumptions that can sometimes yield misleading results. Erroneous find-
ings could eventuate in unwarranted and unproductive-even counterproductive-
policy interventions or in inaction that leaves serious concerns unresolved. Social
scientists have made herculean efforts over the past decade to identify the analytical
pitfalls of racial profiling research and devise methods that avoid those pitfalls, and

even with good faith efforts by cities and researchers to fund and implement those

methods, the research seldom if ever supports def,rnitive conclusions. Firm conclusions

are inevitably elusive, given the inability of any analyst to establish indisputably valid
benchmarks. Moreover, the best benchmarks are not inexpensive to form. A more
economical approach that promises to generate equally (or more) credible results is

needed, one that can be applied even in cash-strapped municipalities whose concern
about racial prof,rling by police outstrips their ability to pay for benchmarking data

collection.
The veil-of-darkness method might be that approach. It may be as close to a strong

quasi-experiment as research on racial profiling can come, minimizing the variables
that should be measured and statistically controlled; economical studies of racial
profiling cannot measure and analyze all or even most of the factors that affect
offîcers'decisions to stop (Engel eta1.,2002; Stroshine et a1.,2008). In ourjudgment,
the veil-of-darkness approach affords the most useful, cost-effective benchmark yet

devised. Although no analysis of data, of the kind examined here, can definitively
establish that officers' decisions to stop citizens are-or are not-influenced by
racial bias, the preponderantly null finding yielded by the veil-of-darkness analy-
sis of Syracuse stops is, we believe , fairly persuasive evidence of racial neutrality by
Syracuse police in making traff,rc stops. By themselves, these findings are of particu-
lar interest mainly to the people of Syracuse, but like the findings of other analyses of
individual cities, they are also of value to the field more generally, as our knowledge
of policing practices and methods of analysis deepens with the accumulation of studies

like this one."
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Notes

l Discrepancies could also arise from differences in exposure to law enforcement and the

risk of detection and enforcement action associated with the violation.
2. See Farrell, Rumminger, and McDevitt, 2004, chap. 2; Fridell, 2004; Tlllyer et al., 2010,

pp. 77-83. A benchmark should approximate the racial composition of the population that

could be legitimately stopped by police, given their deployment pattems and race neutral-

ity in stopping vehicles. Data on the residential population are readily available in the U.S.

Census, but they provide a poor approximation. The residential population includes people

who do not drive, and the driving population in many places includes people who are not

residents. Among those who do drive, one can find variation in how much they drive and,

perhaps more importantly, in their commission of traffic violations or other acts that make

them legitimately susceptible to police intervention.

3. For example, a recent analysis of stops by Cleveland police provided for 557 hours of
observation of traffic and traffic violations in order to form a benchmark; observations

were done by pairs of trained observers who recorde d data on 41,25'Ì vehicles, their driv-

ers, and moving violations across ten selected locations in the city. Only l0 locations could

be observed "due to budgetary limitations" (Engel, Frank, Tillyer, & Klahm, 2006, p. x);

we would conservatively estimate that the time of the observers alone would cost at least

US$14,000, and the associated costs of instrumentation, sample selection, training and

supervision, data entry, and analysis would double or triple the costs of an observation-

based benchmark.

4. Although we believe that it would be best to always test for racial bias both with and

without nonmoving violations in the analysis, we suppose neither that such violations are

typically the reason for only a small proportion of stops (e.g., they comprised 22,351 of
56,609 vehicle stops in Cincinnati) nor that they should presumptively be removed from

the analysis. Nonmoving violations are a heterogeneous category of infractions whose

rates of commission and/or detection can be expected to vary across daylight and dark-

ness. Headlight and taillight malfunctions are uniquely nighttime violations, and if race

is correlated with these violations, then the assumption that the at-risk population is the

same at any given time whether it is daylight or dark is violated. But many nonmoving

violations, for example, expired registrations or inspections, are detectable mainly in day-

light. Furthennore, emerging technology, such as automated license plate readers, enables
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police to readily detect registration and inspection violations in darkness, despite the lack

of visibility.
5. We are grateful to two reviewers who drew our attention to the Minneapolis study.

6. The RAND study of Oakland also included self-reports by officers of their ability to detect

drivers'race, as the stop data collection form included the question: "Could you determine

prior to the stop whether the person was of color?" (Oakland Police Department,2004,
p.37). The construction of this item would seem to be suboptimal, and the report concludes

that the use of these self-reports was "problematic" (2004, p. 39)

7 . Without forming hypotheses about the factors that might predispose some offrcers to dispro-

portionately stop minority drivers, some researchers have conducted analyses of individual

officers'stop pattems, consistent with'Walker's (2001) proposal to construct an "internal"

benchmark. Ridgeway (2009) conducted such an analysis of Cincinnati stops, and Ridgeway

(2007) also conducted an analysis of this kind ofNYPD stop, question, and frisk encounters.

The rationale can be succinctly stated: "racial profiling resembles other forms of police

misconduct and will therefore be particularly acute among a small number of offtcers in any

given agency" (Walker, 2001,p.84). (But see Fagan's [2010] cntique of Ridgeway's [2007]
analysis.) The statistical results do not by themselves indicate that any officer's stops are

influenced by aracial bias, however, and in Syracuse, few ofücers make a sufficient number

of stops to generate the statistical power needed to detect differences (Ridgeway used 50 as

the minimum number of stops).

8. These data included some duplicate records of individual events, which were removed

prior to our analysis. In addition, we note here that for some stops the data on time or place

were invalid, and as a consequence, these stops were eliminated from analysis that required

data on time and place.

9. We would also note, more generally, that many on-view arrests are not "stops" of the sort

that arouse concern about racial profiling. The literature does not offer a widely accepted

definition of a stop, but in general, stops are based either on an ofÍicer's observation of a
traffrc or other minor violation, or on reasonable suspicion. Offrcer-initiated arrests based

on probable cause-for example, pursuant to an investigation-do not fit the description

of a stop. See, for example, the NYPD policy governing the completion of stop, question,

and frisk (UF250) forms: "arrests that occur directly from a level-4 encounter. . . [in which

an officer has probable cause to believe that an individual was involved in a crime] should

not be documented on a UF250" (Ridgeway, 2007,p.2).
10. The numbers of on-view arrests that were recorded as vehicle stops declined substantially

and sharply between 2007 and 2008, because during the summer of 2007, the Onondaga

County 911 Center discontinued its use of the source code that identifies traffic stops

(personal communication with Captain Richard Trudell, March 5, 2010). We have, conse-

quently, made use of some additional information about the arrests that characterizes the

nature of the incident. From among the codes in this information field, we identified three

that we believe are reliably indicative of a vehicle stop: "stop"; "suspicious vehicle"; and

"DWI." We treat as a vehicle stop any on-view arrest in any of the 4 years that was entered

as a "traff,rc stop" in the source field, or as one of these three incident types. rile suppose

that we have undercounted stops among the arrests in 2008 and2009, but we believe that
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if we were to include arrests with other incident-type codes, we would likely capture not

only additional vehicle stops but also arrests that did not stem from vehicle stops, thereby

introducing a different kind of distortion into the analysis.

11. Syracuse police effected nearly 4,000 pedestrian stops that did not end in arrest and an

unknown number that did end in arrest. The findings that we report in this article do not

speak to the existence of any bias in pedestrian stops, which are not amenable to analysis

using the veil-of-darkness method. We suppose that pedestrian stops are prompted by crime-

related objectives more consistently than vehicle stops are, and thus they may exhibit a dif-
ferent pattern, if we were able to describe that pattern in terms of a suitable benchmark. This

may represent a more circumscribed analytical challenge, subject to different solution, but

not one that has been devised to date; see Ridgeway's analysis of NYPD stop, question, and

frisk encounters (Ridgew ay, 2007).

12. Maps of stops are available from the authors on request.

13. We examine only 2009 for the sake of economy; the retrieval of information on off,tcers'

assignments was done manually by SPD personnel for this purpose.

14. We included in these tabulations everyone involved in a stop, and not only the drivers,

because arrest data do not allow us to differentiate drivers from passengers.

15. Such variation in the composition of the driving population would not be unique to Syra-

cuse. See, for example, Smith et al. (2003) and Oakland Police Department (2004,p.32).

16. We include measures of statistical significance, even thoughwe analyze the entire popula-

tion of stops and not only a sample, because stops are subject to a nurnber of stochastic

or random elements, including at any given time the "available" population on the street,

the volume of calls for service, the numbers of police units on duty, and the deployment

of "details" or special operations that might augment or detract from the time that police

have at their disposal to engage in proactive police work. However, we are mindful of the

logic of null hypothesis significance testing, which is sometimes lwisted in criminal justice

research (Weisburd, Lum, & Yang,2003; Bushway & Sweeten, 2006), and we would sub-

mit that a Type II error is as important as a Type I error in analyses of racial profiling.

17 . Note that if the exclusion of stops ending in arrests distorts the pattem, it is not evident in

the year-by-year results, at least within a margin of error. The odds ratios for years (2008

and,2009) in which we presumably underrepresent arrests are somewhat higher, but none

is statistically distinguishable from 1.0.

18. A post hoc power analysis shows that, with 17,112 intertwilight stops and a .05 alpha

level, we would detect a 3% difference between the daytime and nighttime probabilities

that an African American would be stopped 9 I times out of 100. (The power analysis was

conducted with G*Power 3 software fFaul, Erdfelder, Lang, &, Buchner, 2001], with the

conditional probability of an African American being stopped during daylight 53o/o, The

probability of a stop occurring in the daytime set to 54.5yo, and the R2 of other predictors

set to .3, all based on the observed sample characteristics of the full sarnple. We note that

post hoc power analysis is controversial; see Hoenig & Heisey, 2001.)

Be that as it may, taking careful account of the values of the odds ratios, and applying

unconventionally large alpha values (see Schneider &. Darcy,1984), we infer from these

results that overall, Syracuse police have not been biased in making stops.
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19. These results are insensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of stops made belween sunset

and the end of civil twilight, when visibility is ambiguous (see Grogger & Ridgeway,

2006, p.883). In addition, we found in separate analysis of stops for moving violations no

evidence of racial bias.

20. We would note that the confidence interval nearly encompasses a value of 1.0. We might

further note that across the l0 p values reported in Table 4, there is a 40o/o chance that one

p value would be less than.05 even if all of the true odds ratios are 1.0.

2I. These results are not shown in tabular form but are available from the authors on request.

22. A direct comparison of the veil-of-darkness method with other benchmarking approaches ,

which we were unable to perform, would be a useful step in future research.
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Conjuring Disrespect
A much-louled study of Oqklqnd police shows reseorchers' delerminolion lo find rocism, not cops' bios

Heolher Moc Donold

Tfr" attempt to find systemic police bias has come to this: the difference between an

officer saying "lrh" and saying"that,that's." According to Stanford University
researchers, police officers in Oakland, California, use one of those verbal tics more

often with white drivers and the other more often with black drivers. If you can guess

which tic conveys "respect" and which "disrespecI," yo:. may have a career ahead of
you in the exploding field of bias psychology.

In June, a team of nine Stanford psychologists, linguists, and computer scientists

released a paper purporting to show that Oakland police treat black drivers less

respectfully than white ones. The study, published in t}ire Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences, elicited a}lruzzal'l from the press. The Washington Post, the Nezu York

Times, and Science, aÍt:ror.g many other outlets, gave it prominent play. "Police officers

are significantly less respectful and consistently ruder toward black motorists during
routine traffic stops than they are toward white drivers," gloated the Nern YorkTimes.

Reading the coverage, one expected reports of cops cursing at black drivers, say, or
peremptorily ordering them around, or using the N-word. Instead, the most
"disrespectful" officer utterance that the researchers presented was: "Steve, can I see

that driver's license again? It, it's showing suspended. Is that-that's you?" The second

most "disrespeclful" was: "All right, my man. Do me a favor. |ust keep your hands on
the steering wheel real quick."

The researchers themselves undoubtedly expected more dramatic results. Undaunted
by the lackluster findings, they packaged them in the conventional bias narrative
anyway, opening their study by invoking the "onslaught of incidents" involving

https://www.city-journal.org/html/conjuring-disrespect-1 5339. html 1t7
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officers' use of force with black suspects that have "tocked" the nation. A cofounder of
the Black Lives Matter movement helpfully commented in the San Francisco Chronicle

that the study goes beyond individual racism to highlight a "systemic set of practices

that has impacts on people's lives."

The study is worth examining in some detail as an example of the enormous scientific
machinery being brought to bear on a problem of ever-diminishing scope, whether in
police departments or in American society generally. The most cutting-edge research

designs, computer algorithms, and statistical tools, such as Fisher's exact tests,

Cronbach's alpha, and Kernel density estimates, are now deployed in the increasingly
desperate hunt for crippling white racism, while a more pressing problem-inner-city
dysfunction-gets minimal academic attention.

Lead researcher Jennifer Eberhardt, a Stanford psychology professor, specializes in
implicit bias, the idea that nearly everyone approaches allegedly disfavored groups with
unconscious prejudice. The Oakland Police Department has given Eberhardt virtually
unlimited access to its policing data as part of a federal consent decree governing the

department's operations. Her first study of the department-on racial profiling in police
stops-managed to run nearly 400 pages without ever disclosing black and white crime
rates in Oakland. (Hint: they are vastly disparate.)

This latest study analyzed officer body-camera footage from 98L car stops that Oakland
officers made during April 201,4. Blacks were 682 of the drivers in those stops, whites
299.Tkre resulting officer-driver conversations yielded 36,738 discrete officer utterances.

In the first phase of the study, college students rated 474 of those officer utterances (1.1

percent of the total) for levels of respect. The students were shown what, if anything, the

driver said immediately preceding each officer statement but were not shown any more
of the earlier interaction between officer and driver. They were not told the race of the

driver or officer or anything else about the stop. The students rated police utterances to
white drivers as somewhat more respectful than those to black drivers, though the

officers were equally "Íormal," as the researchers defined it, with drivers of both races.

In the second phase of the study, the linguisticians tried to tease out which features of
t}lre 474 officer utterances had generated the student ratings. They came up wit}:.22
categories of speech that seemed most determinative. On the positive scale were, inter
alia, officer apologies, the use of surnames, the use of "lJrr." and "uh" (known in
linguistics as "filled pauses"), use of the word "jtJst," and what is referred to as "giving
agency" (saying "youcar.," "yourrray:'or "you could"). The eight negative categories

https://wr,ww.city-journal.org/html/conjuring-disrespect-1 5339. html 2t7
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included asking a question, "asking for agency" (phrases such as "do me a favor,"
"aIlow rrre," "rrray I," "shouIdI"), "disfluency" (a repeated word such as "that, that"),

informal titles ("bto," "my man"), first names, and, most disrespectful, the phrase

"hands on the wheel." If some of those distinctions seem arbittary-"could I" is
disrespectful, "you could" is respectful; "um" is respectful," a word repetition is not-
they are. More important, they are minute and innocuous. The 22 categories each

received a score allegedly capturing their degree of respect or disrespect, with
apologizing at the top of the respect scale and "hands on the wheel" at the bottom.

There were no categories for swear words or even for unsoftened commands,

presumably because officers never engaged in those forms of speech.

Finally, in phase three, the researchers turned their computers loose on all 36,738 officer

utterances, using ttre 22-category rating system. They found that officers' utterances

toward white drivers scored somewhat higher in respect than utterances toward black

drivers, even after controlling for whether the stop resulted in a search, citation, arrest,

or warning. (The sample size for white arrests and searches was quite small, however:

one arrest and two searches; black drivers were L5 times more likely to be arrested than

whites.) Black officers scored the same as white officers in respect toward black and

white drivers. White drivers were 57 percent more likely than black drivers to hear

something from the top 10 percent of the respect categories, and black drivers were 6L

percent more likely to hear something from the bottom 1.0 percent of the disrespect

categories.

There is plenty to criticize in the study's methodology and assumptions. Doing so,

however, risks implying that the substantive claims are significant. They are not.

Nevertheless, if it were the case that we should worry about whether an officer says

"you can" (good) or "canl" (bad) to black drivers, the study leaves out critical
components of officer-civilian interactions. The most disrespectful phrase in the

disrespect scale is "hands on the wheel." Black drivers arc 29 percent more likely to hear

those words than white drivers. Why might an officer ask a driver to put his hands on

the wheel? Perhaps because the driver was not complying with an officer's initial
requests or was otherwise belligerent. Yet nothing about driver behavior is included in
phase three's regression analyses-not drivers'words, demeanor, or actions.

Moreover, given crime rates in Oakland, a black driver is far more likely than a white
driver to be on parole or probation, a fact that will show up when an officer runs his

plates or his license. 1n2073, blacks committed 83 percent of homicides, attempted

homicides, robberies, assaults with firearms, and assaults with weapons other than

https://wvwv. city-journal. org/html/conjuring-disrespect-1 5339. html 317
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firearms in Oakland, according to Oakland PD data shared with San Frøncisco Chronicle

columnist Chip Johnson, even though blacks are only 28 percent of Oakland's
population. Whites were 1 percent of robbery suspects, 1 percent of firearm assault

suspects, and an even lower percent of homicide suspects, even though they are about
34 percent of the city's population. (The roadways draw on a population beyond
Oakland,but Oakland's crime disparities are repeated in neighboring towns.) Being on
parole or probation could contribute to an officer's hands-on-the-wheel request, but
drivers'criminal history is not included in the study's models.

The authors claim to have controlled for the severity of any underlying offense that may
have triggered the stop, but they do not show whether offense severity differed between

blacks and whites. The proportion of male drivers in the black sample was higher than
in the white sample, which will also skew the results toward a more crime-prone
population. Males were 67 percent of all black drivers but only 59 percent of white
drivers.

The study's much-cited statistic that black drivers are about 60 percent more likely to
hear a phrase from the bottom L0 percent of the disrespect scale is entirely accounted for
by the "hands on the wheel" phrase, since there are only eight items on the disrespect
list. The next two items on the disrespect list are first names and informal titles. Whites
were 4 percent more likely to have a first name used with them, and blacks were 65

percent more likely to have an informal title used with them, by lar the greatest
discrepancy on the eight-item disrespect scale. An officer who uses "my marì" or "bto"
with a black driver in Oakland is likely trying to establish rapport through the use of
street vernacular, hardly an invidious impulse; black officers were as likely to use such

informal titles as white officers. The white drivers stopped were, on average, three years

older than the black drivers. Though age had a greater effect on respect and formality
than race in the regression models, the study did not test the connection between age

and race. Given the socioeconomic profile of the Bay Area's white population, class

differences, too, could explain why officers are less likely to use "Ínan" an:rd "bro" with
white drivers.

Whether a young black male in Oakland would feel affirmatively disrespected by "my
lrl.aî" is nowhere demonstrated. Eberhardt claimed in an e-mail exchange that black and
white DMV patrons in a replication effort also rated utterances from the study's phase

one as "more respectful" toward white drivers, from which she concluded that "the use

of urban vernacularby officers is not seen as more respectful by black citizens." The

question is, however: Are such street terms affirmatively experienced as disrespectful?

https://wwl.city-journal.org/html/conjuring-disrespect-1 5339. html 417
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None of these methodological objections really matters, though, because the substantive

results are so innocuous. Consider again the most disrespectful utterance provided by
the researchers: "Steve, can I see that driver's license again? It, it's showing suspended.

Is that-that's you?" In no possible universe with any minimal connection to common
sense should that utterance be deemed disrespectful. Why does it get that rating? A first
name is used, which is the second most disrespectful item on the researchers' disrespect

scale. "Car. I see" is "asking for agerrcy," the fifth most disrespectful thing an officer can

say. Worse, "can I see" is part of a question, and questions are the eighth most
disrespectful term on the list. If " car. I see that driver's license?" is now deemed racially
disrespectful, it's hard to see how police officers can do their jobs.

More demerits follow from "It,7t's showing." The repeated "it" coLtnts as a

"disfluency," fourth on the disrespect scale. The chance that a driver is even aware of
such verbal tics is almost zero. The chance that he would distinguish a disfluency from a
so-called filled pause ("1rm" or "uh") and experience the one as disrespectful and the

other as respectful is less than zeto. The word "suspended" generates another strike
because it is "negative." Again, it is hard to see how officers can conduct traffic stops if
such "negative words" arc off-limits. The final sentence also racks up two demerits: "Is
that-that'syou?" is a disfluency ønd a question. The question may have been asked to
soften the fact that the driver is operating with a suspended license.

This is madness. In their franker moments, the researchers all but admit that their study
makes a mountain of a molehill. "To be clear," Dan Jurafsky, a linguistics and computer
science professor told Science, "these were well-behaved officers." The "differences are

subtle," Eberhardt said to Science. The language used with blacks was not "reaITy

disrespectful," she added. No kidding. But the authors cannot resist pumping up their
results to fit the conventional policing narrative. "We have found that police officers'
interactions with blacks tend to be more fraught," they write at the end. They have

found no such thing. Even if the professors had actually measured drivers'reactions to
tlire 36,738 officer utterances, rather than simply running those utterances through a
computer algorithm, a de minimis difference on the respect scale is not tantamount to a
finding of "fraughtness." Nevertheless, Eberhardt repeated the "fraughtness" claim in
numerous interviews. The study goes on to conclude that "we now have a method of
quantifying these troubled interactions." But the authors also did not measure whether
the interactions were "troubled" froÍn the driver's perspective. Their method recalls

campus-rape surveys that never ask alleged victims if they think they have been raped.

https://wwr,v.city-journal.org/html/conjuring-disrespect-1 5339. html 517
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The authors titled their study "Language from police body camera footage shows racial
disparities in officer respect." A more accurate title would have been: "Language from
police body camera footage shows that officers treat all drivers courteously but are more
colloquial with young black drivers."

In20I5, the last year for which full data are available, Oakland's violent-crime rate was

nearly four times the national average: I,442 violent crimes per 100,000 residents,

compared with 3T2violent crimes per L00,000 residents nationwide. Oakland's violent
crime rate was L4 times higher than Palo Alto's and twice as high as San Francisco's. If
police training starts insisting that officers refer to everyone as Mr. and Ms. and

scrupulously avoid street appellations, there would be no loss. But it is the disparity in
criminal offending and victimization that should concern race researchers, not whether
police officers are more likely to repeat words or use "my man" with black drivers.

Heøther Møc Donøld is the Thomøs W. Smith Fellow øt the Mønhøttøn Institute, a
contributing editor of City Journal, ønd the author of the New York Times bestseller

The War on Cops.

Photo by Joe Raedle/Getty Images

52 Vanderbilt AvenueNew York, NY 10017 I Q12) 599-7000
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C¡
Chris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

Fwd: Workshop on CPD data
1 message

Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como. gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>

Sat, Aug 26,2017 at 8:20 PM

ln case you didn't know..
Forwarded message

From: "Don Love" <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date:Aug 25,2017 12:09 PM
Subject: Workshop on CPD data
To: "City of Columbia Mayor" <mayor@como.gov>, "Heather Cole" <heather.cole@como.gov>, "lan Thomas"
<ward4@como.gov>, "Matt Pitzer" <ward5@como.gov>, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, "Michael Trapp"
<ward2@corno.gov>, "Peters, Betsy" <ward6@como.gov>, "Rose Wibbenmeyer" <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>,
"Ruffin Clyde" < rd1@como.gov>, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>, "Steven Sapp" <steven.sapp@como.gov>
Cc: "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>

Chief Burton expressed skepticism about data at the recent NAACP event, according to the Tribune: Residents plead
with Columbia Police Department for better communication

Skepticism is appropriate; data can't prove policing is biased. When a racial or ethnic group is disproportionately
affected by officer actions, the officers may be acting for legitimate reasons, as Dr. Lorie Fridell explains in By the
Numbers. For instance, a disproportion in investigative stops may be caused by reports of suspicious activity coming
from the public, not by suspicions the officers have.

Whenever a racial disproportion occurs in an agency's data, that agency must explain the legitimate factors from its
internal data if it can. No one else has access to this information. lf legitimate factors don't explain the disproportions,
then illegitimate factors must be explored-and the agency must take steps to improve policies, supervision and
training

For instance, CPD consent search disproportions have been high. |n2014 officers conducted these searches on black
drivers at a rate over four times the rate for white drivers, based on group proportions of drivers stopped. But the
disproportion was down to 2.01in 2015 and 1.45 in 2016.

lnternal 2015 data provided by Chief Burton (with all personal references removed) show that hit rates for consent
searches of black drivers was about half that for white drivers; black drivers get twice the searches and officers find
contraband half as often. Chief Burton responded by beginning to implement new consent search policies in September
2016.

I've been curious whether the final three months of 2016, after the new consent search policies, would show a decline
in disproportions. The other day, I díscovered CPD had posted the internal data for 2016 on the Columbia website. For
October through December, the disproportion for black drivers was 1.26. See the attached spreadsheet.

I take this decline to be in line with Empower Missouri expectations that when officers are required to act only on
' specific facts about the individual they are better able to resist the urge to act on suspicions based on stereotypes. Of

course, this data does not prove that officers are becoming better able to treat everyone equally; we must remain
skeptical, but the decline is encouraging.

https:/imail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=. . 112
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The importance of data analysis is that it gives everyone an objective starting point for dialogue aimed at reaching a
consensus on how law enforcement should be provided so that public safety is guaranteed, everyone is treated equally,
and officers enjoy public support.

An obstacle to dialogue has been that too many people have simply dismissed the data. More people need to become
familiar with the data and how it can be used to document disproportions which can then be examined for legitimate
factors.

I will lead a workshop 9 am, Friday, September 1, at the Council Office Conference room in City Hall. You will can get a
taste of how useful the CPD data is. Bring your computer; l'll provide the spreadsheet I use. The emphasis will be on
how to work with the data. We won't be proving or disproving officer bias. Different people will no doubt notice different
things in the data, but we'll get a better idea of what sorts of situations need attention-and what sorts seem to be
handled well by officers.

Please RSVP to dmaclovel @gmail.com. I'll share some things you can get started on

lf there's interest, l'll repeat the workshop at times that work for more people

' Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

Ð 2016 CPD Consent Search Hits by Race and Age 8 23 lT.xlsx
56K

LovenDo
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C
Chris Glubine <chris.club¡ne@como.gov>

Fwd: definitions, data and transparency

Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>

To keep the thread intact..

Mon, Aug 28,2017 al ll:12 AM

Regards,

Steven Sapp
Director of Community Relations
City of Columbia Míssouri 1701 E Broadway - 2nd floor I Columbia, MO 6520'1
(573) 874-7257 - office

Contact Center - (573) 874-2489 | Web - CoMo.gov
ComoGOV Open Records Portal - Como.gov
Facebook City of Columbia, Missouri (Gov't. Page) | Twitter - @CoMoGov
City Meetings Calendar - http://meetings.como.gov/Calendar.aspx
Share your ideas with us at www.SpeakupCoMo.com

Our vision - Columbia is the best place for everyone to live, work, learn and play.

Our mission - To serve the public through democratic, transparent and efficient government.

Fonruarded message
From: Traci Wilson-Kleekamp <tracilizzette@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Aug 28, 2017 al l0:02 AM
Subject: Re: definitions, data and transparency
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>, lan Thomas
<ward4@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, Michael Trapp
<ward2@como.gov>, "Peters, Betsy" <ward6@como.gov>, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Ruffin
Clyde <Ward1@como.gov>, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, Ken Burton
<ken.burton@como.gov>, "dsmith.cprb" <dsmith.cprb@gmail.com>, "Oxford, Jeanette Mott:
Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>, mary ratliff <maryrahliff4O@yahoo.com>, Dan Viets
<DanViets@gmail.com>, "Gordon, Rev. Molly Housh" <minister@uuchurch.net>, Chip Cooper
<cooper.chip@gmail.com>, Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>, Lynn Maloney <lynnmaloneyll@gmail.com>, Rachel
Taylor <rachel.haverstick@gmail.com>, Grace Vega <vegagrace2015@gmail.com>, Peggy <pplacier@centurylink.net>,
Tara Warne-Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com>, John Chasnoff <johnchasnoff@cs.com>, Reale Justice
<realejusticelT@gmail.com>, Susan Sneed <susan@mcustl.com>, "Marco A. Tapia" <mtapia@centralmethodist.edu>

Ail,

I am not sure how much meaningful education is going on with the council etc, but since the inception of reporting vehicle
stop data in 2000 -- CPD's disparities in every category have increased.

The consent search data is what happens AFTER the stop not before and CPD is profiling in their saturation efforts. So
we still aren't dealing with the stop issue, therefore Mr. Love is offering both a distraction and a conundrum for which
policymakers have not offered meaningful debate or solutions.

Playing the linguistics game with Chief Burton's denials are problematic on many levels, because in my view he is
denying the experiences of Black drivers. Further, Chief Burton doesn't need Don Love's white man splaining. We've
had quite enough of that thank you Mr. Love.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&msg=15s299eb3b22763f&cat=Manager%20Matihes%2FLi 112
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The truth of the matter is that there is not a single acceptable reason for our police department to be retrieving DOS
based data out of their system. Second, since the disparities have markedly increased under Burton's leadership, the
council really should be directing the manager to produce tangible policy solutions.

So far, in my view, the council has not held the city manager or the chief accountable for the disparities in CPD's contact
with minority drivers.

There is a new book out called "Policing the Black Man" edited by Angela J. Davis. The paper: Racial Profiling: The Law,
the Policy and the Practice by Renee McDonald Hutchins builds more critically beyond Mr. Love's explanations. We have
encouraged the council to embrace reading Charles Epps' book Pulled Over and John Ray's very helping book:
Rethinking Community Policing. We are asking that you meaningfully get down to brass tacks on this subject. This isn't
about stroking Burton's ego, his genius isn't public policy but his resilient insistence on defending his status quo
responses.

The question I have is this: does the council care about the impact these disparities have on public trust and how the
cascade of these outcomes perpetuate oppressive policing?

Traci Wilson-Kleekamp

On Mon, Aug 28, 2017 at 9:20 AM, Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com> wrote

Following up on the NAACP event, attached are some thoughts on the importance of agreeing on basic definitions and
data before starting a serious community dialogue.

There's lots of work to be done but l'm optimistic that we'll find common ground for improved policing.

I'm out of town a lot so I can't always participate in meetings but l'll help however I can

l've received a few RSVPs for my 9 am Friday data workshop at city hall. lf there's interest, I'll be glad to repeat. I know
there are a lot of people out there who are more advanced in data analysis than I am so I'll probably learn some things.
We won't go into a lot of interpretation; I just want people to see what is available so they can begin making
connections between the data and their personal experiences.

, Share this email with anyone you think might be interested

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&msg=15s299eb3b22763t&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FLi... 212



Racial Profiling, Traffic Stop Data and Transparency in Columbia

A key aspect of discussions of racial profiling is that law enforcement professionals use the term in a

specialized way which differs from the common public understanding. This is what Chief Ken Burton was
getting at when he said, according to the Tribune, public educat¡on was needed to "make it clear to
people what racial profiling actually is."

Court rulings, especially Brígnoni-Ponce and Whren v. United States, have told officers that race cannot
be the sole factor in a stop, so officers define racial profiling as a stop or other action in which race is the
sole factor. As long as someone has committed a minor violation of law, officers are allowed to make a

stop, and it makes no difference if part of their motivation is the race of the driver-it just can't be the
sole motivation.

ln the Whren decision Justice Scalia wrote that the constitution guarantees equal treatment based on

race, but that courts have no way to take officer intentions into account. A stop based on a minor
violation is not racial profiling even if the officers made it because of the race of the driver.

Most people would say that any officer action motivated by race is profiling. But the term goes back to
an important police practice, according to David Harris, a national expert on good police practices:

A profile I simply a set of characteristics-physical, behavioral, or psychological. ln criminal
profiling, law enforcement personnel use characteristics associated with either a particular

crime or group of crimes to develop a profile of someone likely to engage ín illicit behavior.
...Profiles enable the police to create portraits of criminals using facts instead of gut instinct or
wishful thinking.l

We at Empower Missouri usually avoid the term "profiling" because of conflicting definitions. We prefer

to talk about bias-free policing or to avoid the issue by saying officers must always be acting on the basis

of facts about the individual indicating criminal behavior, not on the basis of race.

Representative Paul Curtman, Republican from Washington, sponsored a version of the reform of the
2000 racial profiling law Empower Missouri supports, the Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act (FAAA). He

favors avoiding any mention of bias. He prefers that the law just say officers are prohibited from acting
on anything other than facts about the individual. We and other members of the coalition working on

the legislation are open to this approach.

The 1968 Terry v. Ohio decision is usually summarized as allowing officers to use reasonable suspicion to
perform a brief search for a weapon-a stop and frisk. But the term "reasonable suspicion" occurs only
in the dissent by Justice Abe Fortas, in which he wrote it is better to insist on probable cause.

The problem with reasonable suspicions is that we all think our suspicions are reasonable. lt is hard to
see that suspicions are based on generalizations of the experiences we have had, including the
stereotypes common in our culture. Suspicions play a significant role in keeping us safe by alerting us to
possible dangers but we must be careful to make sure they apply in a specific situation. Because of our
history of slavery, Jim Crow laws, segregation and so on, we must be especially careful to examine
suspicions involving race.

1 Harris, David A. (2002) Profiles in lnjustice: why racial profiling cannot work. The New Press. New York. Page 16



ln the majority opinion, Chief Justice Earl Warren wrote:
...the police officer must be able to point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together
with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion.,

So facts are what justify even a search done without probable cause, not reasonable suspicions.3

Empower Missouri believes that when officer actions result ín large disproportions against People of
Color, they must be held accountable for pointing to the facts. This is the backbone of the FAAA, that
agencíes will show how the facts officers knew explain disproportions or take steps to improve policies

Unfortunately, "reasonable suspicions" have become the dominant way of thinking about the standard
officers must follow. For ínstance, officers record Vehicle Stops Report (VSR) information on a form that
provides a check-off for "reasonable suspicion-weapon" searches. We believe officers should be trained
to forget about reasonable suspicions and always think in terms of looking for specific and articulable
facts.

Perhaps Chief Burton is thinking of other definitions of racial profiling. The 2000 Missouri Racial Profiling
Law, which mandates the VSR, does not actually define racial profiling. The closest it gets is to say

agencies must have policies against race-based policing:

5. Each law enforcement agency shall adopt a policy on race-based traffic stops that:
L) Prohibits the practice of routinely stopping members of minority groups for violations

of vehicle laws as a pretext for investigating other violations of criminal law.

The law is inadequate because it covers only stops, it is limited to routine practices (not specific acts
which are discriminatory), and it says an officer must be purposefully investigating crimes other than the
violation that caused the stop.

CPD has a policy on "racialfbias-based profiling," Section 402. lt says,

It is the policy of this department to provide law enforcement services and to enforce the law
equally, fairly and without discrimination toward any individual or group.

It goes on to say "racial/bias-based policing is strictly prohibited."

So, profiling is not really defined in the CPD policy, except, perhaps, as the opposite of "equally, fairly
and without discrimination." The policy does, however, go on to say,

Officers detaining a person shall be prepared to articulate sufficient reasonable suspicion to
justify the detention independent of the individual's membership in a protected class.

lf "reasonable suspicion" in this context were defined as justified by trustworthy facts, the policy would
come close to meeting Empower Missouri's expectations, but overall, we would prefer something
clearer. The policy must leave officers with no doubt that they must act only on facts about the
individual. The policy must be clear enough that officers can be disciplined for violating it.

, Terry v Ohio, page 21. The race of the defendants ¡s not mentioned in the opinion but Warren mentions the
"wholesale harassment by certain elements of the police community, of which minority groups, particularly

Negroes, frequently complain," and goes on, "courts still retain their traditional responsibility to guard against
police conduct which is overbearing or harassing, or which trenches upon personal security without the objective
evidentiary justification which the Constitution requires." Page 14-15.
3 David Harris (2002) traces the expansion of the Terry decision to give officers more and more discretion in their
use of suspicion. Pages 39-41.



As Chief Burton indicated, agreeing on terms is necessary for a meaningful dialogue. Perhaps these
reflections on profiling and reasonable suspicion in court precedents and on Missouri law and current
CPD policies aren't what he has in mind. One way or another we must be transparent with each other

Perhaps a preliminary step to community dialogue should be a meeting to agree on basic terms

The Tribune article also says Chief Burton questioned analysis of VSR data. Skepticism about data is
perfectly acceptable. The official agency reports from the Attorney General's office are often flawed by

inaccurate estimates of the group proportions of drivers, and these are the benchmarks necessaryto
measure disproportions in stops.

Since we at Empower Missouri (then named Missouri Association for Social Welfare) brought David

Harris to speak in Columbia in 2OIO, we have been following his advice to look at the actions officers
take after a stop, because then the group proportions of drivers stopped can be used as benchmarks.

We also concentrate on actions which involved a high degree of officer discretion and in which officers
might be subject to suspicions based on racial stereotypes.

We had been suggesting for years that CPD look at hit rates for actions such as consent, drug-dog alert,
drug/alcohol odor and reasonable suspicion-weapon searches.

Dr. Lorie Fridell, the criminaljustice professor who provides the Fair and lmpartial Policing training used

by CPD, wrote in her 2017 book, Producing Bios-Free Policing, that the Austin, Texas, police chíef faced

complaints about racial disproportions in consent searches. He could find no indication of bias in his

officers, but he decided to see what the hit rate was. He thought that if it was at least2O% officers were
probably using them correctly. The hit rate was much lower, Fridell reports, and the chief changed his

policies.a

Last fall, Chief Burton released the spreadsheet CPD uses to generate the data reported to the AG. lt's
an extract from the overall agency database, including just traffic stops and excluding personal

information about drivers and officers. This is the data that CPD uses to analyze crime in order to tell
how best to deploy officers. lt is just as useful in determining how groups are affected by officer actions

in order to ensure bias-free policing.

The data shows that black drivers were twice as likely to be subjected to consent searches as white
drivers, but white drivers were almost twice as likely to have contraband. The hit rate for black drivers
was about 10%--officers found contraband in one out of every L0 consent searches.

Disproportions such as these must be looked at skeptically. The problem with them, as Dr. Fridell warns,

is that officers often are acting on "alternative legitimate factors,"' not on any form of bias. For instance,

detectives might be conducting a serious investigation of a suspect and have substantial evidence of
criminal behavior but not be ready to make an arrest. They ask officers to be alert for the individual and

take advantage of opportunities, such as consent searches, to learn more.

Chief Burton decided the disproportions were high enough to justify changed policies, so he began

implementing procedures in which officers tell drivers of their rights and obtain signed consent.

o Fridell, Lorie. (2017) Producing Bias-Free Policing: a science-based approach. Springer, Switzerland. Pages 81-82
s lbid. page 66 and several other locatrons.



We've been encouraging CPD to do a similar analysis of 2016 data. We discovered the other day that
CPD had posted this data on the city website. I repeated my analysis, which is attached, along with the
20L5 analysis.

ln2OL6 consent search disproportions declined significantly. Most of the improvement occurred after
the Chief changed policies. ln 2015, the disproportion was 2.01: black drivers were affected at a rate
twice that for white drivers. ln October through December 2016, the disproportion was 1.26.

There's still room for improvement in consent searches and in other situations for which there are high
disproportions, but this improvement is consistent with our assumption that if offícers become aware of
how their actions disproportionately affect non-white drivers and if they are more careful to act only on
facts about the individual, disproportions will decline, law enforcement will be more effective, and
officers will receive more cooperation.

Columbia PD has had high post-stop disproportions in VSR data since 2001.u Agencies don't like to see

disproportions, but when they are measured on the basis of group proportions of drivers stopped they
are as accurate as the data recorded by officers. Many disproportions can be explained for "alternative
legitimate factors." Agencies owe it to themselves, their officers and the public to do this when possible.

And when they cannot find legitimate factors, íllegitimate factors are all that are left and must be

addressed by improving policies, supervision and training.

But the disproportions can be good news to, as they are for consent searches in Columbia. The initial
disproportions suggested a problem. Chief Burton improved policies. The disproportion declined.

Several agencies have had similar successes. The clearest example is Ladue, an affluent St. Louis County
municipality. Chief Rich Wooten noticed that his officers had disproportions only on actions that allowed
officers a high degree of discretion, such as consent searches and stops for minor infractions. So he told
them to concentrate on violations that were a significant threat to public safety-where they had clear
facts about the individual that made race irrelevant.

One of the hallmarks of community policing is transparency. Release of internal data by Chief Burton is a

significant act of transparency. Because Chief Burton shared the data and listened to community
feedback in this case, a policy was improved, officer behavior changed and a disproportion declined. We
must repeat this process on an ongoing basis.

Don Love

Empower Missouri Human Rights Task Force Co-chair
573-230-6446
DmacloveL@gmail.com

6 We have a spreadsheet that shows disproportions for selected years going back to 200L for the forty or so largest
agencies in the state.
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C¡
Chris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

Workshop Plan
1 message

Don Love <dmaclovel@gmail.com> Thu, Aug 31,2017 at 7:11 AM
To: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, kacy.hall@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, wardl @gocolumbiamo.com,
steven.sapp@como.gov, rmille2000@yahoo.com, twgmomTl @gmail.com, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu,
warren44sapp@gmail.com, chris.clubine@como.gov, ward6@como.gov, lan Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, MichaelTrapp
<w ard2@corno. gov>, Ka ri Utterback < kari. utte rback@como. gov>
Cc: "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>

Here's an outline of what l'm thinking of covering tomorrow-9 am, September 1, City Hall, Council Conference Room 18,
just east of Council Chambers.

I'll start by showing you the analysis we do of the complete Vehicle Stops Report data set. I'll send the extra files later
today, when I'm back in Columbia.

Bring along anyone who is interested.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

Empower Missouri CPD Data Workshop 9 I 17.docx
19K
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Comments on Stop Categories

I ntrod u ctio n
Officers record stops in more than fifty categories: moving violation, equipment defect, location, driver
age and so on, by what they perceive to be the race or ethnicity of the driver. Many of the categories
are straightforward enough but some of them will be a mystery to most members of the public. What's
involved in an inventory search, for example? What constitutes an investigatory stop? Black audiences

always know what a consent search is, but white audiences need them explained.

One of the main aspects of public discussion should be people asking officers about the categories.
How do officers decide when to write a citation and when to make an arrest? What is reasonable

suspicion of a weapon? Why don't officers need probable cause to do some things but not others? What
constitutes resistance in resisting arrest? What are the "Other" stop outcomes?

This list introduces what's involved in the categories; officers may be able to give better. Please send us

improvements: H uman Rights@ Em powerMissouri.org.

Some categories involve officers deciding to make a stop--and related information, such as age, gender,

race, location, etc. The first step in evaluating these stops is to determine the rate for each group
(group incidents per group driver). The VSR does this by dividing the percentage of incidents for each

group by an estimate of the percentage of group drivers based on jurisdiction census reports. These

estimates of group driver proportions are not reliable because, in part, drivers often do not live where
they are driving and access to cars is likely to vary by group. Better estimates can be created but the
process is complicated and can be expensive. See Empower Missouri's other documents, VSR Guide and

Benchmarks.

Some categories involve decisions officers make after a stop and are therefore useful for screening for
bias because a disproportion can be determined based on the group rates for drivers stopped, for
instance, black citations per black stops. This benchmark is empirical fact, not an estimate. An officer, for
instance, decides to issue a citation or give a warning after the stop has been made and has been face to
face with the driver. Consent, drug-dog alert, drug/alcohol odor and reasonable suspicion of a weapon
searches, length of search and resisting arrest charges can be useful indicators in post-stop analysis
because officers exercise considerable discretion in them.

Post-stop analysis is also useful when evaluating the performance of individual officers. lf an officer is
assigned an area with a high number of People of Color (POC) drivers, it should not be a surprise that
POC drivers are stopped disproportionately. lt may be difficult or impossible to determine what the
group proportions of drivers are that an officer encounters. But if, for instance, an officer conducts
consent searches on 25% of the white drivers she stops but50% of the black drivers, the officer's
supervisorshould make sure drivers are not beingtreated differently because of race-thatthe officer is
acting on facts about the individual driver clearly distinct from race.

Other categories (moving violation, location, driver age and gender, etc.) describe features of the stop
rather than post-stop officer actions but can still be analyzed based on the group proportions of drivers
who have been stopped, although the meaning is slightly different,
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The rates for these subcategories can be thought of as how they are distributed for a group.l For

instance, 4O% of stops for black drivers might occur on an interstate highway while only L0% of their
stops occur on city streets. A disproportion would exist if 2O% of stops of white drivers occur on the
interstate. The disproportion might indicate black drivers aren't on city streets but are just traveling
through the jurisdiction, or other factors might be involved.

OrTOo/o of thesearchesforblackdriversmightbeof males and30%of females.lf 55%of thesearches
for white drivers are of males, there's a disproportion;70/55=1,.27. Does that mean that officers are

targeting black male drivers, or that more males drive than females when comparing black to white
drivers? Questions such as these are interesting but can't be answered with just the VSR data.

VSR data mlght indicate no disproportion in stops for young black drivers, but it could be that young
people don't have equal access to cars., lt could be that there is actually a high disproportion in terms of
the young black drivers on the streets. lt might be possible in some communities to estimate the group
proportions of young drivers by counting them as they park for high school.

The categories are not complete. The most significant omission is hits-the times contraband is

found-for each category of search. A record of when consent for a search is refused would allow more
accurate analysis. Whenever an agency records a large number of "Other" incidents or high

disproportions of them, another category would be useful.

The categories are not fully searchable in the data reported to the AG. For instance, it would be helpful
to know if a disproportion exists for consent searches of young black drivers, but those three categories

cannot be queried together. Agencies with databases should be able to perform queries like this.
Agencies not big enough to have sophisticated databases probably have few enough incidents that
manualsearches can be performed.

Empower Missouri tables rely on Ratios of Disparity as the measure of disproportion. When we refer to
a "disproportion" we usually mean a ratio of disparity. lt is the rate for a POC group divided by the rate
for white drives. lt expresses the data in the form, "black drivers are affected at rate x times the rate of
whíte drivers."

A high disproportion does not prove officer bias because factors other than bias can be contributing to
the disproportion. When a high disproportion occurs, an agency should look for factors other than
bias contributing to the disproportion. Then they should examine individual officer performance to
see if explicit or implicit bias might be a factor. lf other factors do not account for the disproportion,
systemic bias should be assumed to be a factor and policies, supervision and training improved.

Empower Missouri presents the VSR data both in terms of rates based on the VSR's estimates of the
group proportions of drivers and in terms of rates based on the group proportions of drivers stopped
See our VSR Guide for an explanation.

Race and Ethnicity

I For more details on how this works, see The Mathematics of Disproportions: Comparing Distributions versus

Comparing Rates.
, The VSR uses one set of percentages for groups, not different percentages depending on age.
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Choices are based on the perception of the officer, not self-identification bythe driver. The Code of
State Regulations, which implements the racial profiling law gives no instructions.3 Appearance is

probably the main factor but surnames might be involved. Officers might perceive a biracial driver
several ways, including Other. Míddle Eastern drivers are probably categorized as Other. Some drivers
are no doubt difficult to categorize. ln general, the Other category may be assumed to represent People

of Color- "Other" probably means "other minority" to most officers.
The rates at which agencies record Other drivers should be monitored. Urban areas and areas

near military bases may have high Other rates. Rates for Other drivers are not a concern unless

disproportions are high.
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American
Other

Key lndicators:
The VSR emphasizes disproportions based on totals of categories, but many officer actions involve little
officer discretion. Many situations are influenced by economic factors; individuals with low incomes are

more likely to let license plates expire, and African Americans have low incomes at twice the rate for
European Americans. We prefer to look at subcategories, and focus on those with the highest level of
officer discretion.

Total Stops: Officers can mark more than one reason for a stop. According to the Code of State

Regulations, Totalstops should not include multiple reasons for stops or include investigative stops, but
some agencies seem not to follow this procedure.  Or perhaps when officers have more than one reason

for a stop they record just the principle reason.
For all 600 agencies in 2015 and 2016, Total Stops equals the sum of male and female drivers

stopped, so agencies appear to be including investigative stops in total stops.
For a sizeable number of agencies in 2015, including the Missouri State Highway Patrol, Total

Stops equals the sum of moving violation, equipment, license and investigative stops, so investigative
stops are included and officers seem to be recording just one reason.

lf some agencies are not including investigative stops in Total Stops, their disproportions will
appear to be lower than the disproportions for agencies that do include them. We haven't noticed this
to have occurred.

Empower Missouri favors figuring disproportions for each category, so this does not affect our
analysis so much.

Total Searches: The officers' form asks, "Was a search initiated?" They check yes or no. For all agencies,

the total of searches equals the sum of the searches they categorize by length.

. Code of State Regulations: http://www.sos.mo.gov/cmsimages/adrules/csr/current/15csr/15c60-
10.pdf
o CSR links: http://r,rrurrw.sos.mo.gov/adrules/csr/current/1 Scsr/1 Scsr
CSR document: http://www.sos.mo.gov/cmsimages/adrules/csr/current/1Scsr/'15c60-10.pdf
The law was changed in 2004 to include stops for any reason, including investigative stops; the CSR has not been

updated since 2001.
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For a number of agencies, the total of searches equals the sum ofthe categories of searches, so

the officers never check more than one authority for a search, which is possible but seems unlikely. For

instance, some drug-dog alert searches probably occur after another search has been completed.
Disproportions for subcategories of searches are more useful.
The VRS computes the rate as total group searches divided by total group stops, so estimates of

group driver proportions are not used.

H¡t Rate for all Searches: hit rates for subcategories would be more useful, but híts are not reported for
categories of searches so these cannot be computed from the VSR data. For instance, it would help to
know how often consent searches are successful.

Total Arrests: The officers' form asks, "Was driver arrested?" They check yes or no. These are intended
to be numbers of drivers arrested, not the number of arrest charges filed. For some agencies, the
number of arrest charges equals total arrests. Perhaps these agencies are only filing one charge per

arrest, or perhaps officers only record the principle charge.
Disproportions for subcategories of arrests are more useful.

The VRS computes the rate as total group arrests divided by total group stops, so estimates of
group driver proportions are not used.

Reason for Stop:
Officers may record more than one reason for a stop; for instance, a driver might be speeding and also

fail to signal a lane change.
When establishing disproportions based on group proportions of drivers, rates for different

types of stops are straightforward: events per driver.
When establishing disproportions based on group proportions of stops, rates don't mean quite

the same thing. Since each reason for a stop is a type of stop, the rate comes out being stops per

stop-for instance, moving violation stops of black drivers per total stops of black drivers. The rates are

most useful for determining that, for instance, black drivers experience a higher proportion of
equipment stops than white drivers do. lt is more important to know the rate at which groups are being

stopped, which must be based on estimates of group driver proportions.s
Moving: The VSR form officers use to check off their actions includes subcategories of moving violation
stops (see below). These are not included in the VSR agency reports, but they are included in the
statewide data set, so we include them in our analysrs.

Equipment: Stops for equipment violations are probably influenced by the economic status of the
drivers. Drivers of older cars are probably stopped more frequently. Black drivers are more likely to have

low incomes than white drivers, so a disproportion in Equipment Stop rates may not indicate officer
bias.

Equipment stops could be made as a pretext to find out more about a driver. Pretext stops

aren't automatically unfair to POC drivers but they can be misused. See more below on investigative
stops.
License: Officers are surprisingly good at spotting expired license plates. Officers sometimes enter the
licenses of vehicles they see when stopped at a light. Some patrol cars are equipped with license plate

scanners which can access data on the car and its owner. Stops for expired license plates are probably

influenced by economic status so disproportions do not necessarily indicate officer bias. Officers are

s Empower Missouri's post-stop analyses for agencies present disproportions for officer actions that occur after the
stop is made but the distribution of percentages of subcategories for groups is available.
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unlikely to make a stop for an invalid license unless the license is really expired or invalid for some other
reason, but officers could easily ignore license violations for some drivers, creating a disproportion.
Investigative Stops: This category was added to the racial profiling law and the VSR in 2004. The Code of
State Regulations (CSR) does not make them clear. No instructions are given for recording them. Chiefs

describe them as stops officers make when they see something suspicious, stops officers make because

of an ongoing agency investigation (as for gang activity) and stops made in response to resident
complaints. Perhaps a stop made because a license plate scanner identifies the owner of a car as having

an outstanding warrant would be categorized as an investigative stop.
The CSR 15 CSR 60-10.0 defines "Terry Stops" as:

...a stop of an individualwhere specific and articulable facts, together with all rational
inferences, suggest that the driver is involved in criminal activ¡ty. A Terry stop is an investigatory
stop that is not an arrest and can be justified by less than the probable cause necessary for an

a rrest.
The VSR forms officers fill out, however, identify Terry Stops not as investigative stops but as the
authority to conduct a search for a weapon without probable cause. The CSR also defines "Terry frisks"
and "Terry searches." A Terry search seems to be a better term for a search conducted on the authority
of a reasonable suspicion of a weapon than for a stop. The key element of a Terry search is the danger

to the officer and the public of a weapon.
Still, the defining feature of an investigatíve stop seems to be that the officer does not have

probable cause of a violation or crime but acts instead on "...specific and articulable facts, together with
all rationaI inferences."

The net result, nationwide and in Missouri, of Terry Stops (named for a 1968 Supreme Court
decision) has been disproportionate stops and searches of People of Color (POC). Officers have been

taught to expect POC to be involved with illegal drugs and have therefore targeted them, resulting in

crime rates higher than those for whites. An articulable fact relied upon by some officers seems to be

that a group has a high crime rate.
A stop because a random license plate scan reveals an outstanding warrant is not likely to

involve officer bias, as long as the scan is really random. A stop because detectives are investígating
gang activity is likely to ínvolve substantiated reasonable suspicion. lf a stop made because of a
complaint is biased, it's the caller's bias. A stop because an officer decides a driver in a neighborhood
late at night should be investigated could involve bias.

It would be helpful to have lnvestigative Stops broken into subcategories: scans, tips, agency

investigations, spontaneous officer investigations. When there are high disproportions, agencies need to
be prepared to explain what is being investigated and why POC are disproportionately affected.
Agencies can consult internal data in order to explain disproportions, by, for instance, identifying the
number of calls for service.

Spontaneous officer investigations are known as "pretext" stops, in which a traffic violation was

observed but the stop would not have been made except the officer suspected criminal activity. Dr.

Lorie Fridell, nationally recognized expert on fair and impartial policing, accepts a "crude estimate" of
pretextstopsbeing25%ofall trafficstops,basedonresponsesfromofficersinSanJose.6 "Pretext"isa
pejorative term, but officers view the stops as an important tool. Officers need to be careful that they
are using them appropriately-not in a biased manner. Perhaps the VSR form should include a pretext

check off under investigative stops they would identify the violation that was a pretext but also check

"pretext."
Each pretext stop is a situation in which officer bias could be a factor-more of a factor than in a

straightforward stop of a car going 80 mph in a school zone. This situation complicates analysis of

5
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disproportions for academics because available data do not provide information this detailed. For
practical efforts to improve fairness, it's just a case in which a disproportion should be reviewed by the
agency: How many lane violations are actually pretext stops and is the race of the driver a factor when it
should not be?

A stop outcome not related to the reason for the stop could indicate a pretext stop. For

instance, a consent search indicates officer suspicion could have been a factor in the stop. Agencies
could check to see if consent searches tend to follow stops for minor violations. When an officer takes
"no action," the stop could have been a pretext to see what the driver was up to. Some agencies may
have officers indicate pretext stops in internal records. Officers could, for instance, be instructed to
check "failure to signal," moving violation, and pretext stop when they use a minor violation as a

pretext.

Categories of Moving Violations:
Officers record this information but it ¡s not included in the VSR. Officers sometimes decide what to
charge a driver with after the stop has been made, so there's some justification in thinking of these as

post-stop officer actions. These categories include violations that are serious public safety concerns (80

mph in a school zone) and violations that the officer could easily ignore. lf a group disproportion exists
it's important to know whether it is the result of a serious violation or the result of officers' decisions to
stop members of some groups disproportionately for minor violations.
Moving Violation : speed
Moving Violation: lane violation
Moving Violation: follow too close
Moving Violation: commercial vehicle enforcement. There are high statewide disproportions based on
group driver estimates and on stops for Hispanic drívers. Some agencies have even higher
disproportions. Are officers stopping international trucks to check for papers or drugs?
Moving Violation: fail to signal
Moving Violation: other. Seat belts? Cell phone use? Use of wipers and lights? Failure to yield? Accident
related?

Stop Outcome:
Another set of conditions applíes after officers make a stop and have seen the driver face to face.

Sometimes, officers have little discretion in what they do; for instance, if a driver has an Outstanding
Warrant, the officer must make an arrest (although some agencies are now making exceptions for
warrants for minor crimes). At other times, officers exercise considerable discretion; for instance, in

deciding whether to write a citation or give a warning.
Arrests and searches are outcomes listed separately in the VSR.

Citations: Statewide in 2016, officers wrote citations for black drivers at a rate more than twice that of
white drivers. Ratios of disproportion for other POC groups are near or below L.00, meaning they are
affected less than whíte drivers.

Affluent drivers make deals with prosecutors to change charges, for instance, from a moving
violation to a parking violation, in order to avoid points and insurance increases. White individuals are
affluent at a greater rate than blacks, so citations of white drivers that make it to court may be

considerably lower than those written by officers. Lawyers advertise this service in jurisdictions where
prosecutors are willing to make deals.

Citations of low income drivers tend to result in outstanding warrants because the drívers fail to
appear in court of pay fines. African Americans have low incomes at a greater rate than whites, so their
rates for outstanding warrant arrests are high.
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Warnings; Drivers would rather have a Warning than a Citation, so a higher rate of Warnings is usually
good from the point of view of drivers. A high disproportion for warnings could suggest that officers are
favoring the group involved or that the stop was unnecessary.
No Action: Sometimes the numbers seem to favor POC drivers when officers take no action, but this
disproportion may indicate the officer had nothing to warn the driver about.
Other: Officers categorize some outcomes as Other. This category is not included in the VSR, but it is in

the statewide data set. Whenever there is a high disproportion for an "Other" category, the agency
needs explain what the other action is that affects POC drivers disproportionately. Officers may use this
category for outcomes that aren't related to traffic stops, such as a call for service.

Location of Stop:
These generally contribute to an understanding of the situations with which officers have to deal in a

jurisdiction. Officers might concentrate on patrolling some locations more than others for a variety of
reasons-for instance, increasing safety on an lnterstate or watching for crime in a neighborhood. POC

drivers can be disproportionately affected because of driving patterns-for instance, if black drivers drive
through a jurisdiction on an lnterstate to get to jobs.

Note that an officer does not make a decision to stop a driver on an lnterstate instead of a city
street, but agency decisions about where officers patrol affect the disproportions.

The rates for groups based on stops-for instance stops of black drivers on a city street per total
stops of black drivers-- can be interpreted as a breakdown of the percentages of where they are
stopped. For instance, for a group,lO% of stops may be on an lnterstate, 40% on a US Hwy, 20% on a

State Hwy and30% on city streets-totaling1-0O%.
lnterstate Hwy: An interstate raises the possibility that officers are encountering an influx of drivers that
may not reflect local racial and ethnic proportions. Some agencies like to have officers patrol the
interstate; others leave this work to MSHP troopers. Officers often cannot see a driver before making a

stop.
US Hwy: These can resemble lnterstates or be just busy city streets or busy two-lane country roads.

They, too, are likely to bring an influx of non-resident drivers.
State Hwy: These include numbered state routes and state-maintained roads designated with letters.
They tend to be used for local travel.
County Road: These are smaller roads maintained by counties for local travel.
City Streets: City police departments generally take responsibility for streets and roads within their
jurisdictions. A sheriff's department will usually leave patrols of city streets to city officers.
Other: Presumably these include places like parking lots, parks, and college campuses. A few agencies
include a surprisingly large number for stops in Other locations. Such categorization raises concerns only
when disproportions exist.

Stops lnvolving Searches:
Officers have little discretion in some categories of searches, so it is betterto look atthe categories of
searches.
lf good estimates of group driver proportions are available, it makes sense to measure disproportions as

searches per group driver in the jurisdiction. Otherwise, the most reliable information is in terms of
searches per group stop.

What is searched: Searches involve some combination of driver, car, and property. Statewide, most
searches are of driver, car and property. Officers always search a driverwho has been arrested, butthey
may decide not to search the car.
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Driver
Car/property
Driverlcarlproperty

Authority for Search:
Again, these can be treated as rates based on group driver proportions or as rates based on group driver
stops.
Consent Searches: To justify a search, officers are required to have probable cause for searches, or,

under special circumstances, at least reasonable suspicions based on articulable facts. Courts have ruled

they may still ask for a driver's consent when they do not have probable cause or even reasonable

suspicion. The authority for the search becomes the consent granted by the driver.
Consent Searches can be a valuable law enforcement tool, but Empower Missouri is concerned

that their overuse damages the public's trust in officers because an element of coercion is always
involved. Pulled Over, a study of interviews with Kansas City area drivers and officers, reports that
officers are instructed how to obtain consent:

Officers cannot legally ask drivers for consent to search while they are detained, but Remsberg

suggests that officers keep up a casual conversation while handing back the driver's documents,
the point at which the driver is free to go. "With a 'seamless' transition" at this critical point "the
suspect is less likely to register the fact that his status has officially changed " to being free to
leave.t
Consent searches are unacceptable ifofficers use them based on the perceived race ofthe

driver, whether consciously or unconsciously.
ln 2009 Black drivers were affected by consent searches at a rate 1-.45 times the White rate.8 The

disproportion was 1.90 for Hispanic drivers. Agencies can no doubt document that in many cases

officers had valid reasons to ask for consent, but the disproportions need to be carefully examined.

Good news in the 2016 VSR is that this disproportion fell to L.09 for both Black and Hispanic

drivers-approaching equivalence. Many agencies have reduced their disproport¡ons. But the bad news

is that many agencies still have high disproportions. We are confident that if they carefully evaluate
officer performance and improve policies, supervision and training, they will see reductions.

Some prosecutors encourage officers to get consent even when they have probable cause

because probable cause can be challenged in court and consent cannot be challenged so easily.

Empower Missouri believes this practice violates the intent of the Fourth Amendment to protect
individuals from unfair searches.

Officers sometimes use consent searches when they do not want to reveal the source of a tip or
the tip does not establish probable cause.

An officer might see from a computer check that a driver has been convicted of a gun violation.
This is not probable cause for a search, but it would justify increased care on the part of the officer and

might be accepted by residents of the jurisdiction as justification for a request for consent.
The rate at which officers find contraband might also validate the officers' decisions to ask for

consent. The VSR provides hits based on contraband found, but hits cannot be computed from the data

? Epp, Charles R.; Maynard-Moody, Steven; Haider-Markel, Donald P.. Pulled Over: How Police Stops Define Race

and Citizenship (Chicago Series in Law and Society) (Kindle Locations 937-9541. University of Chicago Press. Kindle

Edition. The book cited is Remsberg, Charles. Toctics for Criminql Potrol: VehÌcle Stops, Drug Discovery ond Offícer
Survivol. Northbrook, lL: Calibre Press, 1995.

'The disproport¡on can also be expressed as, "Black drivers are affected 45%omore frequentlythan White drivers."
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based on type of search. The FAAA calls for this statistic to be added to the VSR. Agencies should delve

into internal date to compute hit rates.
Officers record when they conduct a search but not when they ask for consent and it is refused.

Groups may be refusing consent at different rates. lt would be best to be able to compute
disproportions on the rates at which officers ask group members for consent. When agencies cannot
explain a disproportion by factors other than bias, they should act on the possibility that bias is a factor.

Lorie Fridell recommends that rates of consent for all groups be above 95% in order to produce

dependable statistics.' lf an agency has officers record when consent is requested and refused, it may be

able demonstrate the disproportion is not as high as VSR data suggests. When agencies cannot explain a

disproportion by factors other than bias, they should assume bias is a factor.
A hit rate (the rate at which officers find contraband while conducting consent searches) would

help establish whether officers are being guided by facts and observed behavior or by stereotypes of
POC behavior. Hit rates for categories of searches cannot be computed from VSR data but agencies can

compute them from internal data.
Lorie Fridell recounts that the Austin, Texas, police chief was receiving complaints about racial

bias in consent searches. He could not detect bias in the performance of officers so decided to check on

hit rates. He thought that rates in the range of 20 hits per L00 consent searches-20%-- would justify

the agency's use of them, but he found hit rates were much lower, substantiatingthe complaints.l0

Columbia Police Department gave Empower Missouri internal data for 20L5 in the spreadsheet

it used to generate the data submitted to the AG's office. We used the data to see if hit rates validated
officer decisions to ask for consent. We found Black drivers were affected by consent searches at twice
the rate for white drivers but officers found black drivers with contraband at half the rate for white
drivers.

The hit rate for white drivers was about 20% and about L0% for black drivers. Black drivers 40

and older were subjected to consent searches at a rate 2.66 times the rate for white drivers. ln 50

consent searches, contraband was found 2 times, 4% of The time. White drivers were found with
contraband at a rate 5.56 times the black rate.

Empower Missouri generally recommends the next step in a situation such as this one to be

looking for alternative legitimate factors, but the chief decided to change policies, requiring officers to
inform drivers of their rights and obtain recorded consent. We expect this action will help but more
changes may prove to be necessary.

The best way to address consent search disproportions is to have policies that require officers to
have facts about the individual. Even if an agency has a good policy on biased policing, it may need to be

clarified so that officers know that even in consent searches they are not allowed to act on suspicions

based on racial stereotypes-that they must always have facts about the individual.
lf data on refusals are available, agencies have more questions to answer. Are drivers refusing

consent now that officers are telling them they can and then asking for signed consent? Do different
groups refuse at different rates? Do officers ask for consent less frequently now that they have to
explain consent searches may be refused?11

Inventory Searches: Officers must search a car if they have it impounded, even if no arrest has occurred

For instance, a stolen car would be searched and impounded.

' Fridell, By the Numbers, page 289
rc Fridell, Producing Bias-Free Policing: a science-based opprooch,2OtT, page 82.
11 The Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act, a reform of the 2000 racial profiling law, will require that officers
explain the right to refuse and record when they ask for consent and when it is refused.
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Drug/Alcohol Odor: The odor of drugs and alcohol is probable cause for a search. lf there is a high

disproportion, it could be that POC are using drugs and alcohol more frequently than white drivers, but
that is not what national and state data have reported. The 2016 Post-stop disproportion for these

searches is 2.93 for black drivers and 1.65 for Hispanic drivers. The state disproportions for drug
violation arrests are much lower: 1.29 and L.02. The state disproportions for DWI arrests are 0.69 and

L.93, so except for Hispanic DWls, the disproportions suggest officers may not be interpreting odors

correctly.
Agencies with high disproportions should be able to present collaborating evidence from their

internal data, Was the driver driving in a way that suggested impairment? Did a sobriety test confirm
alcohol use? Was a DWI charge filed, or was alcohol at least detected? Were drugs or alcohol found
during the search? Did the agency receive complaints that officers smelled drugs and alcohol when none

was present?

lncident to Arrest: Officers search everyone they take into custody. They may also search the car.

Statewide officers report these searches are made after about 5O% of the arrests. These searches would
be made if the officer had not already made a search for another reason. For instance, the officer may

find that the driver has an outstanding warrant, make an arrest and then conduct an incident to arrest
search. Many searches are made because of Outstanding Warrant Arrests, which are usually not subject
to officer discretion. Outstanding warrant can be for serious crimes but they are often for failing to
settle minor infractions. Officers are usually not conducting the searches because they suspect

contraband so a hit rate would probably be low. Agencies can use internal data to compute
disproportions for each category of arrest.
Plain View Contraband: Being able to see contraband is probable cause. Presumably, these have a high

hit rate and do not involve a high degree of officer discretion; if the contraband can be seen, the search

is made. lt is possible that officers tend to ignore contraband for some groups, but that could not be

determined from the data. lt is also possible that officers scrutinize vehicles of POC group members to a

greater extent than they do vehicles of white drivers.
Reasonable Suspicion-Weapon Search. On the form officers use, these are labeled "Terry stops." lf an

officer does not have probable cause but can cite an "articulable fact," a restricted search just for a

weapon is allowed since the danger to officers and the public could be great. There is a possibility of
officers being influenced by stereotypes of group behavior. A hit rate for these searches could justify

officer actions or could indicate that officers need to learn to be guided by dríver behavior, not driver
skin color.
Drug-dog Alert: Officers are allowed to call for a Drug-Dog Alert if they suspect drugs but do not have

probable cause. The situation is similar to a Consent Search. Officers presumably report when they call

for a dog, the dog alerts and they make a search based on the alert. This procedure leaves out incidents
in which an officer calls for a dog but it does not alert. Or perhaps they do not report when the call for a

dog but it does not alert; this would ignore the times a driver has to wait for an initial search and then
wait for the dog search, all with no contraband found. This statistic should be collected for the VSR.

Agencies should use internal data to compute disproportions for when officers call for a dog but it
doesn't alert. lf a group disproportion exists, the agency should investigate to confirm that the officers
was acting on facts, not on suspicions prompted by stereotypes.
Other: The Other category should be looked at more closely whenever there is a significant
disproportion: What are the circumstances in which a POC driver is disproportionately affected?

Duration of Search:
Disproportions can be based on rates per group driver, which gives a better sense of the experience

drivers have, or on the basis of group driver stops.
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Disproportions can also be based on the percentages of each duration. Hispanic drivers
sometimes experience a higher percentage of long searches. ln one agency, 6.67% of Hispanic stops are

at least 31 minutes. Long searches are 2.L4% of white searches, so there is a disproportion of 3.L2.

0-15 minutes
16-30 minutes
Searches lasting 31+ minutes: Officers need to explain high disproportions for Hispanic drivers when
they occur. What behavior results in their long searches? Are formal investigations involved? ls

immigration status a factor? ls there a language barríer? Are drug-dogs being called? Agencies need to
be able to document alternative legitimate factors ortake steps to improve policies, supervision and

training to help officers avoid treating members of groups differently.

Type of Contraband Found:
When officers are exercising discretion, their success in finding contraband validates their suspicions.

Disproportions based on group proportions of searches for black and Hispanic drivers are generally low
for total searches. The low disproportions could be the result of the high number of searches for
Outstanding Warrant Arrests, in which officers generally have no reason to suspect contraband.
Drugs/alcohol: A breakdown of varieties might be useful. Do officers have enough hits to account for
the times they should have found contraband, for instance, after a Plain View Contraband search? For

some agencies, it is possible to see that the total hits for drugs and alcohol do not account forthe
number of times Plain View was recorded.
Currency: Disproportions are sometimes high for Hispanic drivers. ln 201-6 the disproportion was 3.12

over 34 incidents. Does their behavior differ so much from white drivers? Or are officers handling similar
situations differently? ls the currency actually part of criminal activity, or do the drivers have cash for
legal reasons?
Weapon: The interests of public safety demand that officers be watchful for weapons but race should

not be a determining factor in a search; probable cause must be present, or at least reasonable

suspicion that the individual is dangerous (see Terry Searches under lnvestigative Searches). A high

disproportion may result from officers patrolling hígh crime areas more heavilythan other areas. Of
course, officers may not be looking for weapons when they find them, in which case officer suspicions

about group behavior are irrelevant.
Stolen Property: The detection of stolen property raises the question of crime rates for racial and ethnic
groups, outside of traffic stops. One chief points out that Uniform Crime Reporting Program data

indicate black males are disproportionately involved in stealing. On the other hand, a group may have a

high rate because officers are examining that group more closely."
Other: What contraband does not fit the established categories? Why are POC affected
disproportionately?

Total of Drivers Arrested:
The Code of State Regulations says that officers are to record traffic víolation arrests separate from
search arrests, but the form officers use does not seem to make this possible. More than one arrest
charge may be filed.

Arrest Charge:
Breaking down arrests into categories allows situations to be sorted out in which officers have more or
less discretion and are therefore more or less likelyto be influenced by unconscious bias.

', See Fridell, By the Numbers,205ff
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Just as affluent drivers can have citations fíxed, they probably avoid prosecution and conviction
at a greater rate than low income drivers, so arrests recorded by officers are not the final story.
Disproportions in court outcomes may be higher for POC drivers than the disproportions in VSR data.

Outstanding Warrant; Outstanding Warrants are often the result of minor legal problems the driver has

not been able to resolve because of limited financial resources. They can also involve serious crimes.

OWAs are automatic; officers have little opportunity to discriminate when they make them. lf there is
bias, it would probably be in the form of not checking to see if there is a warrant for members of some
groups.

Officers may sometimes detect an outstanding warrant because a license plate scanner

identifies the owner of the vehicle as having an outstanding warrant; that makes OWAs a stop category.

Otherwise the OWA would be post-stop category; the officer would make a stop, enter driver
information in the computer and find out about the warrant.

Black drivers are more likely to have lower incomes and are therefore more likely to be

vulnerable to situations in which Outstanding Warrants arise. Due to higher rates of stops, black drivers
are also more likely to have had other issues with the police that might not have been dealt with
completely.

Subtracting OWAs from other Arrests produces a Disproportion for Total Arrests that is a better
indicator.

Outstand¡ng Warrants usually result in suspended licenses, one chief says, so his officers make

both an OWA and a Traffic Violation Arrest. This situation does not seem to be the case for all agencies.

It is sometimes possible to see that the total number of arrest charges is not high enough to allow the
double charges.

It might be possible to determine the rates at whích different groups experience outstanding
warrants and then use this rate as a benchmark. lf black drivers are issued outstanding warrants at a

rate 2.00 times the rate for white drivers, then their arrests for outstanding warrants occurring at the
same disproportion would support that officers are even handed.

Members of some jurisdictions may demand this documentation; members of other
jurisdictions may accept the explanation based on group income. The community would have to decide

how to use its resources. ls it better to spend money on documentation or to spend it making sure

officers are performing correctly? Or better still, the community might decide to reform court pract¡ces

so that it is easier for all individuals with limited budgets to meet their obligat¡ons.

The other side ofthe coin is that affluent drivers can pay to have speeding tickets changed to
parking violations or to have charges reduced. Problems throughout the criminaljustice system need to
be addressed.
Drug Violation: Officers may have more suspicions that POC drivers have drugs, but the arrests

themselves are likely to be free of bias; either the drug is there or it is not. Officers could ignore or not
look for drugs in the possession of a group. Officers need to be concerned that they are trusted to
conduct fair searches.
Resisting Arrest: Black frustration, fear or indignation-alienation stemming from feelings of violation
that Pulled Oyer documented-- could be contributing factors for high disproportions for black drivers
when they resist arrest. The statewide disproportion is 2.03 (1.61 for Hispanic drivers).

But the disproportions may also be occurring because officers are escalating situations or do not
have the skills to defuse confrontations. Or incidents could simply be the result of criminal behavior. The

data does not tell us, so agencies must consult internal records and offer explanations.
ln 2016, Empower Missouri pointed out a high disproportion in resisting arrest charges to a

chief. There were only l-2 incidents so he was able to quickly review the circumstances and report that ín

all but one incident drivers had been fleeing the scene of a crime, so officers had no opportunity to de-

escalate.
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This is how we see the review process working, except it should be the local community asking

the questions and responding to the agency's explanations.
The number of incidents may be too small to document a strong pattern for many agencies but

review of the incidents is still appropriate. One case of biased policing is serious, especially when officers
need to resort to force.

There were 50L incidents statewide, for a rate of L8 resisting arrest charges for every L0,000

stops of black drivers. lt is instructive to compare agency rates to the state rates. ln an agency with a low
rate officers are probably skilled at non-confrontational techniques.

Resisting arrest is the one documentation of use of force in the data collected for the VSR.

Fixing disproportions related to bias in traffic stops will not necessarily fíx disproportions in the use of
force. For traffic stops, where there is usually no immediate danger for officers, they have time to reflect
on whether they are acting on the basis of facts about the individual or whether they are allowing
themselves to be influenced by implicit biases about POC. ln a resisting arrest situation, officers may

have to respond instantaneously.
Agencies with high disproportions should review their resisting arrest incidents, determine

whether officers would benefit from better de-escalation skills and report to the public the actions they
have taken.

Body and dashboard cameras could be useful in evaluating officer performance.
Offense Against Person: Testimony by the victim could validate officer performance.
Traffic Violation: Perhaps POC drivers are doing things that call for arrests, but are POC drivers arrested
in situations in which white drivers are given citations or even warnings? Could it be that some of the
group disproportion is actually a disproportion based on economic status-such as an arrest for a

suspended license linked to an outstanding warrant? Some chiefs report that lack of a driver license and

other identification is a common reason for a traffic arres! they don't like to release someone without
being able to run a record check. A separate category on the VSR for lack of a valid driver license would
be helpful.
DWI/BAC: Officers may be more suspicious of POC drivers using alcohol or drugs, but the tests officers
use should be objective. Are field tests verified by medical tests? Do officers use the same standards for
evaluating all drivers?
Property Offense: Documentation of property damage could validate officer performance.
Other: lf there are disproportions, agencies should check to see what arrests officers are categorizing as

Other and then investigate the possibility of bias.

Driver Age:
These disproportions are computed by, for instance, dividing Under-L8 black driver stops by total black

driver stops to find the proportion of Under-18 black drivers, and then dividing that proportion by the
similar proportion for white drivers.

One of the problems for analyzing data based on the group proportions of drivers is that groups

do not have the same driving patterns. The very rich have chauffeurs. Low income individuals take the
bus. People of color tend to have lower incomes so they are probably not driving in the same
proportions as their representation in census data.

lnformation ¡s not reported to the AG in a way that permits disproportions to be measured for,
for instance, consent searches for black drivers under the age of 1.8. Some agencies may be able to make

this sort of computation from internal data.
The rates for each group may be interpreted as giving the percentages incidents for each age

group; totals should equal 100%.
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Under 18: ln so far as people of color tend to have lower incomes, the children of these families are less

likely to have vehicles available. They will tend to share rides. Observations could be made of the drivers
entering high school parking lots.
18 to 29
30 to 39
40 and up

Driver Gender:
These disproportions are similar to those for Driver Age. Again, it would be interesting to know how
gender affects disproportíons in other officer actions besídes stops, but internal data would have to be

used.

The rates for each group may be interpreted as giving the percentages incidents for each

gender; totals should equal 100%.

Male:
Femaler

v 8/t/t7
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Ghris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

Updates on CPD Data Workshop
1 message

Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com> Fri, Sep 1,2017 at 6:48 AM
To: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, kacy.hall@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, wardl @gocolumbiamo.com,
steven.sapp@como.gov, rmille2000@yahoo.com, twgmomTl @gmail.com, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu,
warren44sapp@gmail.com, chris.clubine@como.gov, ward6@como.gov, brian.adkisson@como.gov, lan Thomas
<ward4@como.gov>, Michael Trapp <ward2@como.gov>
Cc: "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>

I found a few things that didn't work right in the spreadsheet so I fixed them-new version attached

I also updated the workshop plan. Let me know if there are other things I should cover

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

From: Don Love [mailto:dmaclovel @gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 31,2017 5:28 PM
To: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com; kacy.hall@como.gov; kptowne@gmail.com; wardl @gocolumbiamo.com;
steven.sapp@como.gov; rmille2000@yahoo.com; twgmomTl @gmail.com; namdhf@mail.missouri.edu;
warren44sapp@gmail.com; chris.clubine@como.gov; ward6@como.gov; brian.adkisson@como.gov; lan Thomas
<ward4@como.gov>; Michael Trapp <ward2@como.gov>
Subject: Columbia, Boone County and the State

And here's Boone County and Columbia, and a compilation of disproportions for large agencies going back to 2001

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 112
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Empower Missouri CPD Data Workshop

Vehicle Stops Report Data
ln 2000 the Missouri legislature listened to complaints from People of Color that they were unfairly
targeted by law enforcement. Were there really disproportions? The 2000 Racial Profiling Law mandated
the Vehicle Stops Report (VSR) to find out. On a statewide basis, the answer is clear: Black and Hispanic

drivers are disproportionately stopped. ln 20L6 Black drivers were stopped at a rate 76% higher than
White Drivers.

The VSR, however, does not provide disproportions for anything other than the total stops and it does

not have a reliable method for estimating the group proportions of drivers so disproportions in

individual law enforcement agencres.

The extra analysis Empower Missouri does of VSR data delivers dependable disproportions on things
officers do afterthey make a stop, because the group proportions of drivers stopped is used as the basis

of rates: group incidents per group stops. And Empower Missouri provides disproportions for all the
categories of officer action documented by the data.

Empower Missouri believes an agency should investigate any large disproportionl to see if it can be

explained by some factor other than bias and if no "alternative legitimate factor", can be found, look for
needed improvements in policies, supervision and training.

Let's look at:
20L6 Post-Stop Analysis: all agencies, disproportions for all post-stop actions.
20L6 Boone County/Columbia/State Post Stop Analysis: an easier to read version.
Post Stop Large Agency Annual Comparisons: How do agencies compare, going back to 200L? Look at

disproportions for consent searches of black and Hispanic drivers. Are there Alternative Legitimate
Factors?

Columbia Police Department Data
CPD uses a data base to keep track of all officer actions. lt is used to map where crimes occur. lt
generates reports mandated by the federal government, for instance, the Uniform Crime Report. A

simplified data set produces the VSR data. lt just covers traffic stops. The names of officers and drivers

stopped are omitted. Extra information is included, such as time of day, day of week, date, and so on.

Empower Missouri puts the data in a spreadsheet that delivers disproportions for sets of factors chosen

by the user. People of Color say they feel víolated because officers stop them for minor violations and

then ask for consent. Do disproportions in the data back this up?

I Empower Missouri expresses disproportions as the non-white rate divided by the white rate. A disproportion of
1.50 means the non-white group is affected at a rate 1.50 times the white rate. A disproportion of 0.50 means the
non-white group is affected at a rate half that of the white group. Usingthe inverse, white drivers are affected at
twice the rate of the non-white group. A large disproportion can be defined in various ways, for instance, 25%

more than the state disproportion.
, A term used by Lorie Fridell, a national expert on policing and the author of the Fair and lmpartial Policing training
program used by CPD.



Set the menu for Total Stops, Consent, Hits Total, All Outcomes, All Charges. What do you notice?

CPD has also supplied 20L5 data; compare the two years.3

To see if it makes a difference what kind of stop occurred, set the Total Stops dropdown to Equipment.

What happens with different categories of searches: Drug-dog Alert, Plain-View Contraband, Reasonable

Suspicion-Weapon, Drug/Alcohol Odor and so on?

How Can We Work Together to lmprove Policing?
The VSR data as analyzed by Empower Missouri already helps community members decide what
questions they should ask their agency. Once the VSR is improved by new legislation, the official analysis

will be much more helpful.

The internal data released by CPD provides much more information than is ever likely to be available

through the VSR. The release is an act of unusual transparency. We should accept the CPD's invitation

to inform ourselves about how law enforcement is conducted in Columbia and ask good questions.

This is the basic process Empower Missouri envisions:
L. The VSR or CPD provides dependable data producing dependable disproportions.
2. The community asks for more information on officer actions with high disproportions, and CPD

provides it.
3. CPD explains alternative legitimate factors behind the disproportions-factors other than bias

that are responsible for the disproportions.
4. The community accepts the explanations or asks CPD to strengthen policies, supervision and

training to address illegitimate factors.
5. CPD informs the community about the improvements it makes.

6. Ongoing dialogue between officers and community members results in increased mutual
respect and cooperation.

Keep in mind that high disproportions do not prove bias. There can be numerous legitimate reasons for
a disproportion. lf officers and their agency cannot explain a disproportion by legitimate factors, then no

officer is proven to have been intentionally discriminating against individuals based on race, but a strong
presumption is created that some form of bias is involved. A common form of systemic bias is a policy

that does not clearly tell officers that they are to base their actions on convincing facts about the

individual, without considering the individual's group. Officers can also be affected by implicit bias, but a

policy telling them to act on facts, not suspicions, helps them protect themselves.

Don Love, Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair
DmacloveL@gmail.com

3 The 2015 data includes Uniform Crime Report codes for the specific infraction the driver committed. These can

be very useful in determining whether public safety was involved or the infraction was something minor that the

officer might have ignored. CPD can go much further in investigating the data because it has access to more details

like these. lt can compute disproportions for individual officers. lt can compare the performance of two officers

with similar assignments.
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C I
Ghris Glubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>

CPD data workshop follow up
7 messages

Don Love <dmaclovel@gmail.com> Sat, Sep 2,2017 at2:41PM
To: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, kacy.hall@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, wardl @gocolumbiamo.com,
steven.sapp@como.gov, rmille2000@yahoo.com, ward4@como.gov, ward2@como.gov, twgmomTl @gmail.com,
namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, warren44sapp@gmail.com, chris.clubine@como.gov, ward6@como.gov,
brian.adkisson@como. gov, maryratliff40@yahoo.com
Cc: City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <wardS@como.gov>,
"Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, "Skala, Karl"
<ward3@como.gov>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org"
<jeanette@empowermissouri.org>, DanViets@gmail.com, Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci"
<tracilizzette@gmail.com>, "Chapel, Rod" <rod.chapel@gmail.com>, "Reed, Katherine" <reedkath@missouri.edu>

We made some great progress. Without a basic level of confidence that the data provide true indications of People of
Color being treated disproportionately by officers it's difficult to get a meaningful discussion undenruay. Let me know if you
want access to the resources Empower Missouri has prepared. I would be glad to do this sort of workshop again.

Always keep in mind that even large disproportions can sometimes be explained by factors other than bias. lf alternative
legitimate factors are involved, we need CPD to identify them see know bias is not involved.

One problem is that the personal experience of officers tells them they stop, ask for consent, and so on much more
frequently for white drivers than black drivers. And for most of them that's true. There are so many more white drivers on
the roads that an officer might just stop an occasional black driver, but if that black driver were the only one in her patrol
area that day, the disproportion would be astronomical. lt's only by accepting the disproportions in the data that officers
can begin to see what's happening from the perspective of POC.

We also need to have a shared understanding of what constitutes bias-free (or bias-based) policing. Using different
definitions of racial profiling dooms us to frustration. Everyone needs to understand that the courts have told law
enforcement that officer actions can be based on race as long as some infraction, no matter how minor, has occurred. But
just because courts say this sort of racial profiling is legal, doesn't mean that it's effective-or acceptabl+policing. The
CPD racial profiling policy needs to be rewritten so that officers receive clear instructions that they must cite convincing
facts about the individual even when they act on less than probable cause.

One thing we didn't talk much about was how to get the officers to the table. We need to hear their concerns; we need to
hear everyone's concerns in order to reach a consensus that everyone buys into. Since CPOA seems satisfied with
recent contract negotiations, maybe this is a good time to reach out.

Lorie Fridell has spent her career preparing officers to conduct law enforcement in ways that will be most effective in
protecting public safety and yet be fair everyone, so that no one becomes alienated and refuses to cooperate with
officers. Currently, she stresses the importance of teaching officers to understand how implicit bias is likely to affect them
and how they can guard against its hidden influence. Addressing implicit bias gives her a way to raise the issue of bias
without making racism the central issue, but officers often stillfeel as though they are being treated as racists.

A good way to get around this reaction would be to involve officers in the diversity training all other city employees
receive. That way they are not the only ones being singled out for antiracist training-because it clearly benefits
everyone. Plus a significant limitation of the training Fridell supplies to CPD is that it's a one-time thing. lt's ok as a basic
exposure to what implicit bias is, but in order to begin to overcome implicit bias. ongoing exposure to counter-stereotypes

https:i/mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 1t8
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is necessary. Participating in the city program would help with this-and not add much in the way of expenses. Just add a
couple of officers to each sessron.

lmplicit bias training is just the starting point for Fridell. ln her most recent book, Producing Bias-Free Policing (2017), she
says officers need to be given policies that make them focus on facts about the individual, they need to have limits on
high-discretionary actions, they need to interact with community members, they need to invest in serious investigations of
criminals and not rely on high rates of stops of individuals committing minor traffic violations, and so on.

Fridell is not alone in this broad approach to bias-free policing-to community policing. David Harris, who led a 2010
panel discussion in Columbia, was saying the same things in his 2002 Profiles in lnjustice. For instance, he points out that
blacks tend to have high rates for street crimes, but this is because it's easy to make a traffic stop; if enough of them are
made, offlcers just need to get lucky once in a while. But this approach misses the sorts of crimes which offices don't
detect because it is difficult to build a case based on probable cause.

Chuck Epp and his co-authors make the same points in Pulled Over, a study of interviews with 3000 drivers and officers
in the KC area. Jack Glazer, who spoke at MU recently, says implicit bias training needs to be backed up with exposure to
counter-stereotypes and officer discretion needs to be limited.

lf officers discipline themselves to look for facts, then implicit biases do not have the opportunity to raise unfounded
suspicions. lf officers cite the facts they acted on, then they can justify any disproportions that may occur. lf officers are
seen to be addressing public safety issues, they will receive respect and cooperation.

Columbia has made advances in many of these areas. Release of the internal data is an act of remarkable transparency.
(l'll be great when the new software is online!) Let's work together to finish the job.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

T.R. Warne-Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com> Sat, Sep 2,2017 at 3:18 PM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: warren44sapp@gmail.com, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>, steven.sapp@como.gov, "Matthes, Mike"
<cmo@como.gov>, "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>,
wardl @gocolumbiamo.com, maryratliff4O@yahoo.com, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, kacy.hall@como.gov, "Skala, Karl"
<ward3@como.gov>, ward6@como.gov, chris.clubine@como.gov, DanViets@gmail.com, Heather Cole
<heather.cole@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>, City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>,
ward4@como.gov, "Chapel, Rod" <rod.chapel@gmail.com>, rmille2000@yahoo.com, Rose Wibbenmeyer
<rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>, dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, brian.adkisson@como.gov,
kptowne@gmail.com, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci" <tracilizzette@gmail.com>, "Reed, Katherine" <reedkath@missouri.edu>

Don,

I don't have time this afternoon to unpack your email completely. I appreciate your taking the time to provide stakeholders
an introduction to some of the issues related to the stop data.

I think at this point we need to stop giving our law enforcement agencies the out that the the disproportions are legitimate.
They may well be permissable under the law. That doesn't mean they are racially based or have impacts that seriously
harm communities of color.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 2t8
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I get that you want to understand the officer perspective but law enforcement perspective is ALWAYS given primacy over
the experiences of people of color.

Your approach is explicitly incremental and deferential to police. I understand why that might seem a wise but people of
color shouldn't have to wait any longer.

fara
[Quoted text hidden]

Don Love <dmaclovel@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 5,2017 at g:31 AM
To: "T.R. Warne-Griggs" <twgmom71 @gmail.com>
Cc:warren44sapp@gmail.com, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>, steven.sapp@como.gov, "Matthes, Mike"
<cmo@como.gov>, "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>,
wardl @gocolumbiamo.com, maryratliff4O@yahoo.com, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, kacy.hall@como.gov, "Skala, Karl"
<ward3@como.gov>, ward6@como.gov, chris.clubine@como.gov, DanViets@gmail.com, Heather Cole
<heather.cole@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>, City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>,
ward4@como.gov, "Chapel, Rod" <rod.chapel@gmail.com>, rmí11e2000@yahoo.com, Rose Wibbenmeyer
<rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>, dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, brian.adkisson@como.gov,
kptowne@gmail.com, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci" <tracilizzette@gmail.com>, "Reed, Katherine" <reedkath@missouri.edu>,
Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>

Thanks, Tara.

Empower Missouri starts with the fact that POC are disproportionately affected by officer actions and that in many
situations some form of bias is a factor that must be addressed with improvements in policies, supervision and training

ln some cases, however, the disproporlions are caused by legitimate factors. lf activists do not acknowledge this, we will
be dismissed by law enforcement supporters as acting on defective evidence.

A strong case can be made for a disproportion in Outstanding Warrant Arrests being caused by economic factors, not
officer bias. A disproportion in Plain-View Contraband searches might be explained by a high hit rate: officers really were
seeing contraband. A disproportion in Resisting Arrest charges might be explained by videos showing that officers were
doing everything they could to deescalate the situation. These are among the sorts of "alternative legitimate factors" that
must be considered before all stakeholders can come together to discuss the disproportions that cannot be explained by
legitimate factors-and are, therefore, caused by illegitimate factors.

Most cases aren't so clear. lf legitimate factors are involved in a disproportion, the public needs the agency to make a
convincing case that this is so. Perhaps officers always had reasons for conducting an investigative stop that were strong
enough to convince the public that they were not being influenced by racial stereotypes.

POC should not have to wait for agencies to start explaining the legitimate factors behind disproportions. And once the
explanations are offered, we should not wait to have a public discussion about whether the explanations are adequate
and what to do about the disproportions that have not been explained.

At the workshop, I raised the question of what might be acceptable as a legitimate reason for asking for consent-a
reason strong enough to convince the public that the officer was not influenced by stereotypes. Would it be enough that
the officer knew from a computer records check that the driver had a conviction for a weapons violation? The conviction is
not probable cause for a search. Courts have ruled that officers can ask for consent anytime they want to. But when
officers end up with a racial disproportion in whom they are suspicious enough of to ask for consent, they need to be held
accountable for convincing the public that race was not the cause.

https:/imail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manage¡o/o20Mattheso/o2FListening%20Tour&search=.. 3/8
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l'm not sure about the weapons conviction as an acceptable reason for asking for consent. Mary said she would have to
think about it. I would want to hear what POC and officers have to say. The authors of Pulled Over say that officers
should not do a records check before asking for consent; maybe, but I don't know about that either. This is the sort of
thing that is best addressed by civic engagement.

l'm more confident in the Empower Missouri position that officers must always be acting on facts about the individual-
facts strong enough that they overrule any stereotypes that may be prompting the officer. This needs to be the foundation
of what is permissible under the law.

We have several documents that address these sorts of concerns. See the basic document, attached

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

From : T. R. Warne-Griggs [mailto:twgmomT I @gma il. com]
Sent: Saturday, September 2, 2017 3:18 PM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: warren44sapp@gmail.com; MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>; steven.sapp@como.gov; Matthes, Mike
<cmo@como.gov>; Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>;
wardl @gocolumbiamo.com; maryratliff4)@yahoo.com; namdhf@mail.missouri.edu; kacy.hall@como.gov; Skala, Karl
<ward3@como.gov>; ward6@como.gov; chris.clubine@como.gov; DanViets@gmail.com; Heather Cole
<heather.cole@como.gov>; Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>; City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>;
ward4@como.gov; Chapel, Rod <rod.chapel@gmail.com>; rmille2000@yahoo.com; Rose Wibbenmeyer
<rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>; Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>; dsmith.cprb@gmail.com;
brian.adkisson@como.gov; kptowne@gmail.com; Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci <tracilizzetle@gmail.com>; Reed, Katherine
<reed kath@m issou ri.edu>
Subject: Re: CPD data workshop follow up

Don

I don't have time this afternoon to unpack your email completely. I appreciate your taking the time to provide stakeholders
an introduction to some of the issues related to the stop data.

I think at this point we need to stop giving our law enforcement agencies the out that the the disproportions are legitimate
They may well be permissable under the law. That doesn't mean they are (not) racially based or have impacts that
seriously harm communities of color.

I get that you want to understand the officer perspective but law enforcement perspective is ALWAYS given primacy over
the experiences of people of color.
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Your approach is explicitly incremental and deferential to police. I understand why that might seem a wise but people of
color shouldn't have to wait any longer.

Tara

On Sep 2, 2017 2:44 PM, "Don Love" <dmaclovel @gmail.com> wrote

We made some great progress. Without a basic level of confidence that the data provide true indications of People of
Color being treated disproportionately by officers it's diffìcult to get a meaningful discussion underway. Let me know if
you want access to the resources Empower Missouri has prepared. I would be glad to do this sort of workshop again.

Always keep in mind that even large disproportions can sometimes be explained by factors other than bias. lf
alternative legitimate factors are involved, we need CPD to identify them see know bias is not involved.

One problem is that the personal experience of officers tells them they stop, ask for consent, and so on much more
frequently for white drivers than black drivers. And for most of them that's true. There are so many more white drivers
on the roads that an officer might just stop an occasional black driver, but if that black driver were the only one in her
patrol area that day, the disproportion would be astronomical. lt's only by accepting the disproportions in the data that
officers can begin to see what's happening from the perspective of POC.

We also need to have a shared understanding of what constitutes bias-free (or bias-based) policing. Using different
defìnitions of racial profiling dooms us to frustration. Everyone needs to understand that the courts have told law
enforcement that officer actions can be based on race as long as some infraction, no matter how minor, has occurred.
But just because courts say this sort of racial profiling is legal, doesn't mean that it's effective-or acceptable-policing.
The CPD racial profiling policy needs to be rewritten so that officers receive clear instructions that they must cite
convincing facts about the individual even when they act on less than probable cause.

One thing we didn't talk much about was how to get the officers to the table. We need to hear their concerns; we need
to hear everyone's concerns in order to reach a consensus that everyone buys into. Since CPOA seems satisfied with
recent contract negotiations, maybe this is a good time to reach out.

Lorie Fridell has spent her career preparing officers to conduct law enforcement in ways that will be most effective in
protecting public safety and yet be fair everyone, so that no one becomes alienated and refuses to cooperate with
officers. Currently, she stresses the importance of teaching officers to understand how implicit bias is likelyto affect
them and how they can guard against its hidden influence. Addressing implicit bias gives her a way to raise the issue
of bias without making racism the central issue, but officers often still feel as though they are being treated as racists.

A good way to get around this reaction would be to involve officers in the diversity training all other city employees
receive. That way they are not the only ones being singled out for antiracist training-because it clearly benefits
everyone. Plus a significant limitation of the training Fridell supplies to CPD is that it's a one-time thing. lt's ok as a
basic exposure to what implicit bias is, but in order to begin to overcome implicit bias. ongoing exposure to counter-
stereotypes is necessary. Participating in the city program would help with this-and not add much in the way of
expenses. Just add a couple of officers to each session.

lmplicit bias training is just the starting point for Fridell. ln her most recent book, Producing Bias-Free Policing (2017),
she says officers need to be given policies that make them focus on facts about the individual, they need to have limits
on high-discretionary actions, they need to interact with community members, they need to invest in serious
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investigations of criminals and not rely on high rates of stops of individuals committing minor traffic violations, and so
on.

Fridellis not alone in this broad approach to bias-free policing-to community policing. David Harris, who led a2010
panel discussion in Columbia, was saying the same things in his 2002 Profiles in lnjustice. For instance, he points out
that blacks tend to have high rates for street crimes, but this is because it's easy to make a traffic stop; if enough of
them are made, officers just need to get lucky once in a while. But this approach misses the sorts of crimes which
offices don't detect because it is difficult to build a case based on probable cause.

Chuck Epp and his co-authors make the same points in Pulled Over, a study of interviews with 3000 drivers and
offìcers in the KC area. Jack Glazer, who spoke at MU recently, says implicit bias training needs to be backed up with
exposure to counter-stereotypes and officer discretion needs to be limited.

lf officers discipline themselves to look for facts, then implicit biases do not have the opportunity to raise unfounded
suspicions. lf officers cite the facts they acted on, then they can justify any disproportions that may occur. lf officers are
seen to be addressing public safety issues, they will receive respect and cooperation.

Columbia has made advances in many of these areas. Release of the internal data is an act of remarkable
transparency. (l'll be great when the new software is online!) Let's work together to finish the job.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

2016 VSR Guide 9 5 lT.docx
68K

Jeanette Mott Oxford <jeanette@empowermissouri.org> Tue, Sep 5,2017 at 9:41 AM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: "T.R. Warne-Griggs" <twgmom71@gmail.com>, waÍren44sapp@gmail.com, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>,
steven.sapp@como.gov, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, wardl@gocolumbiamo.com, mary ratliff
<maryratliff40@yahoo.com>, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, kacy.hall@como.gov, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>,
wardG@como.gov, chris.clubine@como.gov, Dan Viets <DanViets@gmail.com>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>,
Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>, City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, ward4@como.gov, "Chapel, Rod"
<rod.chapel@gmail.com>, rmille2000@yahoo.com, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Sara Baker
<sbaker@aclu-mo.org>, dsmíth.cprb@gmail.com, brian.adkisson@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci"
<tracilizzette@gmail.com>, "Reed, Katherine" <reedkath@missouri.edu>, Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>

I think it's also important that we raise the issue of how race intersects with economíc factors. I did this on a radio show
recently when asked about vehicle stops. I mentioned that not having license plates renewed or a brake light fixed may
be the reason for a stop, but that we have to acknowledge the higher poverty rate for People of Color in the US and in
MO and that racism is involved in that. I pointed out research during the last decade that showed resumes for persons
with African/African American sounding names (Tobari, lmani, Eboni, etc.)did not lead to a callforan interview even if the
education and job experiences on that resume were identical to ones for John or Diane. I also described the study in
which pre-school teachers were asked to watch for incidents on a playground that signaled that trouble was about to start.
The cameras tracking their eyes noted that they watched the pre-school aged Black boy much more than the other
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children. We have to acknowledge that racism is a factor in schoolfailure, in unemployment and underempllyment, and

ALL of us must address this instead of leaving it up to POC alone.

JMO

Jeanette Mott Oxford, Executive Director
Empower Missouri
308 E. High Street, Suite 100
Jefferson City, MO 65101
573-634-2901 x 301 office;314-775-3261 cell

[Quoted text hidden]

Don Love <dmaclovel@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 5,2017 at 10:30 AM

To : Jeanette M ott Oxfo rd <jeanette@em powerm issou ri. org >

Cc: "T.R. Warne-Griggs" <twgmom7l@gmail.com>, warren44sapp@gmail.com, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>,

steven.sapp@como.gov, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, wardl@gocolumbiamo.com, mary ratliff
<maryratliff40@yahoo.com>, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, kacy.hall@como.gov, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>,

ward6@como.gov, chris.clubine@como.gov, Dan Viets <DanViets@gmail.com>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>,

Matt Pitzer <wardS@como.gov>, City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, ward4@como.gov, "Chapel, Rod"
<rod.chapel@gmail.com>, rmille2000@yahoo.com, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Sara Baker
<sbaker@aclu-mo.org>, dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, brian.adkisson@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci"
<tracilizzette@gmail.com>, "Reed, Katherine" <reedkath@missouri.edu>, Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>

Yes, OWAs indicate that municipal courts should be doing more to make it easy for everyone to fulfill their obligations to

the law. I believe this is happening in Columbia.

It would be interesting to know if there is a disproportion in the way moving violations are handled by prosecutors. Some
prosecutors are willing to change a moviig violation to something like a parking violation at a lawyer's request. My brother
did this for me once in St Louis County. I don't know if local prosecutors allow this practice.

It could easily end up that a person with a low income and a high-income person commit the same speeding violation.
The low-income person can't make the court date or can't pay the find and ends up with an OWA and another charge to
face. The high-income person just writes a check, which saves her money in the long run because she doesn't get points

on her license.

We need to work together to end all unfair practices

From : Jeanette Mott Oxford [mailto:jeanette@empowermissou rl

Cc: T.R. Warne-Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com>; warren44sapp@gmail.com; Michael Trapp <ward2@como.gov>;

steven.sapp@como.gov; Matthes, Mike <cmo@como.gov>;ward1@gocolumbiamo.com; mary ratliff
<maryratliff40@yahoo.com>; namdhf@mail.missouri.edu; kacy.hall@como.gov; Skala, Karl <ward3@como.gov>;

ward6@como.gov; chris.clubine@como.gov; Dan Viets <DanViets@gmail.com>; Heather Cole
<heather.cole@como.gov>; Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>; City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>;

ward4@como.gov; Chapel, Rod <rod.chapel@gmail.com>; rmille2000@yahoo.com; Rose Wibbenmeyer
<rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>; Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>; dsmith.cprb@gmail.com;
brian.adkisson@como.gov; kptowne@gmail.com; Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci <tracilizzelte@gmail.com>; Reed, Katherine
<reedkath@missouri.edu>; Ken Burton <ken. burton@como.gov>

fQuoted text hidden]

fQuoted text hidden]

T.R. Warne-Griggs <twgmom71 @gmail.com>
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>

Tue, Sep 5,2017 at 11:59 AM
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Cc: Jeanette Mott Oxford <jeanette@empowerm¡ssouri.org>, Warren Sapp <warren44sapp@gmail.com>, MichaelTrapp
<ward2@como.gov>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, City Of Columbia Wardl
<ward1@gocolumbiamo.com>, mary ratliff <maryratliff4O@yahoo.com>, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, Kacy Hall
<kacy.hall@como.gov>, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>, ward6@como.gov, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>,
Dan Viets <DanViets@gmail.com>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <wardS@como.gov>, City of
Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, lan Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, "Chapel, Rod" <rod.chapel@gmail.com>, ruth
milledge <rmille2000@yahoo.com>, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-
mo.org>, dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, brian.adkisson@como.gov, Katelynn Towne <kptowne@gmail.com>, "Wilson-Kleekamp,
Traci" <tracilizzette@gmail.com>, "Reed, Katherine" <reedkath@missouri.edu>, Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>

I agree that we need to have a much better sense of the entire pipeline from vehicle stop to incarceration. I am working
on a process map-but haven't had time to get it from notebook to Lucid charts. I will send it to everyone once I complete
it. We definitely need to work on issues in the municipal courts as well.

Don, there may be legitimate reasons for disproportions in stops and in post stop outcomes, but there is not nearly
enough pressure on law enforcement to justify those disparities. They repeatedly (at least locally) deny that they should
be accountable for disparities and for explaining why they occur. lt is their job to explain disparate outcomes to the public.
Assertions of legitimacy are insufficient when they come from institutions whose historical and current practices have
contributed to and exacerbated mass incarceration, family destruction, and poverty. They don't get to use the 'Just trust
us" rationale because the department and the profession (not linking this to any individual officer) have not acted in good
faith with the public or with those who are over-policed.

I understand completely that you are trying to keep law enforcement at the table. I really do. But the tactics you are using
do not seem effective at producing change. When there is no willingness on the part of public agencies to act in good
faith, pressure is the only thing that produces change. And no, no one likes the hammer or the prybar that makes public
institutions change when they don't want to.

lf CPD or other law enforcement agencies would show even a shred of curiosity and reflectiveness about their VSR
disparities, I would work lovingly with them to identify the places in their processes that yield those results and to figure
out what changes they and the public could make to reduce them--and I would be happy to do it without any judgment
about any individual's underlying racism or implicit bias. But they won't -so I will keep swinging the hammer.

Tara
lQuoted text hiddenl

Warren Sapp <warren44sapp@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 5,2017 at 12:51 PM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel@gmail.com>, "T.R. Warne-Griggs" <twgmom71@gmail.com>
Cc: "Chapel, Rod" <rod.chapel@gmail.com>, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, City Of Columbia Wardl
<ward1@gocolumbiamo.com>, City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, Dan Viets <DanViets@gmail.com>, Heather
Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>, lan Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, Jeanette Mott Oxford <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>,
Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>, Katelynn Towne <kptowne@gmail.com>, Ken Burton <ken.burton@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer
<wardS@como.gov>, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>, "Reed, Katherine"
<reedkath@missouri.edu>, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Sara Baker <sbaker@aclu-mo.org>,
"Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, "Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci"
<tracilizzette@gmail.com>, brian.adkisson@como.gov, dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, mary ratliff <maryratliff40@yahoo.com>,
namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, ruth milledge <rmille2000@yahoo.com>, ward6@como.gov

Thank you Tara. You're speaking my perspective better than I could
[Quoted text hidden]
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C
Ghris Clubine <chr¡s.club¡ne@como.gov>

rac¡al profiling policy discussion
4 messages

Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com> Mon, Sep 11, 2017 at 8:43 AM
To: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, kacy.hall@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, wardl @gocolumbiamo.com,
steven.sapp@como.gov, rmille2000@yahoo.com, ward4@como.gov, ward2@como.gov, twgmomTl @gmail.com,
namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, warren44sapp@gmail.com, chris.clubine@como.gov, ward6@como.gov,
brian.ad kisson@como. gov, maryratliff40@yahoo.com, carolb5@socket. net

(This event is similar to the data workshop in that it's intended to give people the background information they need to
understand the issues at hand and begin a discussion based on common concerns. Any new thoughts about the data?
Any questions I can help with?)

The Mid-Missouri Civil Liberties Association and Empower Missouri are cosponsoring an event that addresses the racial
profiling policies Missouri law enforcement agencies have, with a focus on the Columbia PD policy.

Dan Viets and I are working on an explanation of what these polices are, how they evolved, their weaknesses and what
can be done to make them effective. We'll use the statement as background information for participants in the event. We
don't mind including points of view other our own. The draft is attached and on google docs: Comparison of Profiling
Policies

Many of these policies say officers shall not stop drivers solely because of race. Court precedents have told officers stops
cannot be made solely because of race, so that's what the policies say, but the fine print of the rulings says that it makes
no difference that the officer acted because of race as long as some violation was committed.

Dr. Lorie Fridell says that as long as agency do not receive better guidance from the courts and lawmakers, they need to
write better policies for themselves-ones that clearly require officers to act on facts about the individual, not on racial
stereotypes.

Fridell has conducted a campaign against these "solely" policies. Various legislative efforts have been directed at
establishing a better standard for stops, including the reform of the 2000 racial profiling law that a coalition of groups has
been working on for years.

The Columbia event is tentatively scheduled for October 4 or 5. We expect to open the event with the input we have
developed, hear responses from a panel of stakeholders and then have a Q and A. Our goal is to move closer to a
consensus on how officers are allowed to use race, which will eventually become policy.

We will be inviting Columbia groups and individuals to participate. CPD, CPOA, NAACP, RMF, CPRB and so on.

This is an issue that affects every jurisdiction in Missouri. What is the policy that directs officers in their use of race in
decisions they make? Does the policy adequately protect vulnerable individuals from discrimination? Does the policy
adequately protect officers from acting on suspicions they think are reasonable but which are the result of racial
stereotypes?

https:/imail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%20Matthes%2FListening%20Tour&search=... 114
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I would be glad to talk to any individual or group about this issue ahead of the event.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

Gomparison of Profiling Policies 9 ll 17.docx
43K

Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>
To: Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>

FYI

Mon, Sep 11,2017 at 8:51 AM

Regards,

Steven Sapp
Director of Community Relations
City of Columbia Missouri | 701 E Broadway - 2nd floor I Columbia, MO 65201
(573) 874-7257 - office

Contact Center - (573) 874-2489 | Web - CoMo.gov
ComoGOV Open Records Portal- Como.gov
Facebook City of Columbia, Missouri (Gov't. Page) | Twitter - @CoMoGov
City Meetings Calendar - http://meetings.como.gov/Calendar.aspx
Share your ideas with us at www.SpeakupCoMo.com

Our vision - Columbia is the best place for everyone to live, work, learn and play.
Our mission - To serve the public through democratic, transparent and efficient government.

Fonruarded message
From: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 11 , 2017 at 8:33 AM
Subject: racial profiling policy discussion
To: City of Columbia Mayor <mayor@como.gov>, Heather Cole <heather.cole@como.gov>, lan Thomas
<ward4@como.gov>, Matt Pitzer <ward5@como.gov>, "Matthes, Mike" <cmo@como.gov>, Michael Trapp
<ward2@como.gov>, "Peters, Betsy" <ward6@como.gov>, Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>, Ruffin
Clyde <Ward1@como.gov>, "Skala, Karl" <ward3@como.gov>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, Ken Burton
<ken.bufton@como.gov>
Cc: DanViets@gmail.com, "Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org" <jeanette@empowermissouri.org>

The Mid-Missouri Civil Liberties Association and Empower Missouri are cosponsoring an event that addresses the racial
profiling policies Missouri law enforcement agencies have, with a focus on the Columbia PD policy.
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Dan Viets and I are working on an explanation of what these polices are, how they evolved, their weaknesses and what
can be done to make them effective. We'll use the statement as background information for participants in the event. We
don't mind including points of view other our own. The draft is attached and on google docs: Comparison of Profiling
Policies

Many of these policies say officers shafl not stop drivers solely because of race. Court precedents have told officers stops
cannot be made solely because of race, so that's what the policies say, but the fine print of the rulings says that it makes
no difference that the officer acted because of race as long as some violation was committed.

Dr. Lorie Fridell says that as long as agency do not receive better guidance from the courts and lawmakers, they need to
write better policies for themselves-ones that clearly require offìcers to act on facts about the individual, not on racial
stereotypes.

Fridell has conducted a campaign against these "solely" policies. Various legislative efforts have been directed at
establishing a better standard for stops, including the reform of the 2000 racial profiling law that a coalition of groups has
been working on for years.

The Columbia event is tentatively scheduled for October 4 or 5. We expect to open the event with the input we have
developed, hear responses from a panel of stakeholders and then have a Q and A. Our goal is to move closer to a
consensus on how officers are allowed to use race, which will eventually become policy.

We will be inviting Columbia groups and individuals to participate. CPD, CPOA, NAACP, RMF, CPRB and so on.

This is an issue that affects every jurisdiction in Missouri. What is the policy that directs officers in their use of race in
decisions they make? Does the policy adequately protect vulnerable individuals from discrimination? Does the policy
adequately protect officers from acting on suspicions they think are reasonable but which are the result of racial
stereotypes?

I would be glad to talk to any individual or group about this issue ahead of the event.

Don Love

Empower Missouri

Human Rights Task Force Co-Chair

573 230 6446

Comparison of Profiling Policies 9 l1 lT.docx
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101512017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - racial profiling policy discussion

T.R. Warne-Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com> Mon, Sep 11,2017 at 10:12 AM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>, Katelynn Towne <kptowne@gmail.com>, City Of Columbia
Wardl <ward1@gocolumbiamo.com>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, ruth milledge <rmille2000@yahoo.com>, lan
Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, Warren Sapp
<warren44sapp@gmail.com>, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, ward6@como.gov, brian.adkisson@como.gov, mary
ratliff <maryratliff40@yahoo.com>, cb <carol bS@socket.net>

I will take a look tonight.

I like the idea alot.

-fara

[Quoted text hidden]

T.R. Warne-Griggs <twgmom71@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 12,2017 at 2:00 PM
To: Don Love <dmaclovel @gmail.com>
Cc: dsmith.cprb@gmail.com, Kacy Hall <kacy.hall@como.gov>, Katelynn Towne <kptowne@gmail.com>, City Of Columbia
Wardl <wardl@gocolumbiamo.com>, Steven Sapp <steven.sapp@como.gov>, ruth milledge <rmille2O0O@yahoo.com>, lan
Thomas <ward4@como.gov>, MichaelTrapp <ward2@como.gov>, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu, Warren Sapp
<warren44sapp@gmail.com>, Chris Clubine <chris.clubine@como.gov>, ward6@como.gov, brian.adkisson@como.gov, mary
ratliff <maryratliff40@yahoo.com>, cb <carolbS@socket.net>

I like the inclusion of the court cases as context. I do think there should be more discussion of investigative stops, which
CPD uses extensively-at least as of the last conversation RMF had with command staff last spring.

I've attached a really good and new article by Epp and his writing partners
[Quoted text hidden]

Beyond Profiling Epp et al 2016 PAR.pdf
224K

https://mail.google.com/mailiu l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&cat=Manager%21Mallhes'/o2F Listening%20Tour&search=... 414



Racial Profiling Policies and Shortsighted Court
Precedents

The courts have made rulings that in many situations allow officers to base their actions on suspicion,

which has resulted in disproportionate impact on People of Color. As long as a driver has committed a

minor violation a judge will not declare a stop invalid, even if the officer had been motivated by the race

of the driver. But law enforcement agencies and the communities they serve can set higher standards

for officer behavior--that they do not allow themselves to be influenced by race and instead focus on

facts about individual behavior.

Ozark Police Department Policy
Springfield NAACP President Cheryl Clay said August L5 that People of Color avoid some area law

enforcement jurisdictions because they believe they will not be treated fairly. KSPR reported comments
from chiefs of departments named:

The Ozark Chief of Policel responded in a statement saying the following:
The Ozark Police Department has policies in place that strictly prohibit the practice of stopping
any individual solely on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ethnic group, sexual

orientation, age, social or economic status, marital status, physical or mental disability, or any

other characteristic protected by law for violations of vehicle Iaws and/or other violations of
laws as a "pretext/excLrse" for investigating other crimes. Along with this the Ozark Police

Department goes above and beyond in educating our staff and in holding our staff accountable
for any policy violations.,

The Ozark PD policy sounds effective. lsn't it saying officers may not base their actions on race? lt looked
good to me until Lorie Fridell explained its fallacy.

The Chief went on to explain to KSPR all the training and supervision that supports the policy by

directing officers to treat everyone equally. There is a problem, however, in the policy. The word
"solely," which seems to emphasize the prohibition of biased policing, actually opens a door. The word
should be left out or "alall" should be inserted somewhere if the intent is for officers to treat individuals
equally regardless of race.

Under the Ozark policy, if an officer were accused of bias-based policing, he or she could say, "My action
was not based on race. I made the stop because the driver did not signal a lane change." The defense

would work because the action was not based solely on race, and the Supreme Court has given its
approval.

Dr. Lorie Fridell, a national expert on free and impartial policing explains why policies using "solely" are

flawed:
There are several policy models in use in North America. Some popular ones do not
provide clear and reasonable guidance to personnel; some are quite bad. One

'Tim Clothier, according to Attorney General resources.

' http://www. kspr.com/content/news/Sprinqfield-NAACP-speaks-

T

440637283.htm1



example of the latter is the common "solely" policy model. Although the wording
may vary, the essence of such a policy is that officers are prohibited from using

race, ethnicity, and so forth as the "sole" basis for making a decision (such as a

decision to arrest, a decision to request consent to search). This definition is wholly
inadvisable because it defines the problem of biased policing right out of existence;

it defines a very narrow swath of decisions that are prohibited. First of all, it
references the very rare circumstance when police make a decision based on a

single factor; most decisions by police are based on a confluence of factors, not on a

single factor. But pursuant to a "solely" policy, an officer is only violating the
policy when she makes a decision based on a single factor and that factor is race or
ethnicity (or another demographics listed in the policy). A hypothetical helps to
highlight the weakness of this policy model. Consider an officer who is monitoring
a controlled intersection. Many people run the stop sign, but this officer only tickets
young, Hispanic males because they are young, Hispanic males for their violations
and lets everyone else go ticket-free. Most people would consider this biased
policing, but this officer has not violated a "solely" policy. He did not make his

decision based on a single factor, such as race; he made his decision to ticket based

on age, gender, and race (and arguablv, âB€, gender, race, and the traffic violation).
It appears that "solely" policies are still the most common. Many of them were
adopted in the late 1.990s or early 2000s when agency leaders had little guidance

and few models existed for their consideration.3

"solely" is not just an unintentional error. The background of these "solely" policies is the 1975 Supreme

Court ruling in in which border patrol officers stopped a car without
observing any traffic violation:

ln this case the officers relied on a single factor to justify stopping respondent's car: the
apparent Mexican ancestry of the occupants. We cannot conclude that this furnished
reasonable grounds to believe that the three occupants were aliens. At best the officers had

only a fleeting glimpse of the persons in the moving car, illuminated by headlights. Even if they
saw enough to think that the occupants were of Mexican descent, this factor alone would justify

neither a reasonable belief that they were aliens, nor a reasonable belief that the car concealed

other aliens who were illegally in the country. Large numbers of native-born and naturalized
citizens havethe physical characteristics identified with Mexican ancestry, and even in the
border area a relatively small proportion of them are aliens. The likelíhood that any given person

of Mexican ancestry is an alien is high enough to make Mexican appearance a relevantfactor,
but standing alone it does not justify stopping all Mexican-Americans to ask if they are aliens.o

"Solely" occurs in the concurrence of Justice William Douglas:

I join in the affirmance of the judgment. The stopping of respondent's automobile solely

because its occupants appeared to be of Mexican ancestry was a patent violation of the Fourth

Amendment,

. Fridell, L. (2OI7l. Producing Bias-Free Policing: a science-based approach. SpringerBriefs in Translational
Criminology. Pages 34-5.
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According to Charles Epp, Steven Maynard-Moody and Donald Haider-Markelin Pulled Over: How Police

Stops Define Race and Citizenship, not until 1-996 did the Supreme Court rule in Whren v. United States

that any minor violation was enough to justify a stop, even if race was the primary reason for the stop:
A unanimous Supreme Court ruled that stops are legit¡mate if based on any objective violation
of the law, no matter how minor, and officers may use minor violations as pretexts to seek

evidence of more serious criminal wrongdoing. Although the court acknowledged the
significance of Whren's allegation of racial bias, the justices suggested that a traffic stop would
be unconstitutionally discriminatory only if the defendant could show that officers had

intentionally used race as the primary reason for selecting him for a stop.s

Justice Scalia wrote in the opinion for the unanimous Whren decision:

We of course agree with petitioners that the Constitution prohibits selective enforcement of the
law based on considerations such as race. But the constitutional basis for objecting to
intentionally discriminatory application of laws is the Equal Protection Clause, not the Fourth

Amendment. Subjective intentions play no role in ordinary, probable cause Fourth Amendment
analysis. 6

ln practically the same breath, he says the constitution does not permit officers to discriminate on the
basis of race but "subjective intentions," even if they involve race-are permissible.

lnThe New Jim Crow, Michelle Alexander observes:
The Court's quiet blessing of race-based traffic stops has led to something of an Orwellian public

discourse regarding racial profiling. Police departments and highway patrol agencies frequently
declare, "We do not engage in racial profiling," even though their officers routinely use race as a

factor when making decísions regarding whom to stop and search. The justification for the
implicit doublespeak-¿'1¡¡g do not racial-profile; we just stop people based on race"-can be

explained in part by the Supreme Court's jurisprudence. Because the Supreme Court has

authorized the police to use race as a factor when making decisions regarding whom to stop and

search, police departments believe that racial profiling exists only when race is the sole factor.
Thus, if race is one factor but not the only factor, then it doesn't really count as a factor at all.

The absurdity of this logic is evidenced by the fact that police almost never stop anyone solely

because of race.t

The authors of Pulled Over make a similar point:
Proving intentional discrimination requires in practice that officers admit in court what is

unspeakable and what no socially attuned officer will ever say: that their primary reason for
stopping a car was the race of the driver. Police Chief magazine immediately reported that
Whren "preserve[s] officers' ability to use traffic stops to uncover other criminal activities."
Enrollments in Operation Pipeline grew rapidly, and a California Highway Patrol training officer
crowed, "After Whren the game was over. We won." ln key follow-up cases, the Supreme Court
expanded police powers to use traffic stops for investigations. Knowles v. lowa (1998)

authorized officers to conduct pat-down searches of the occupants of a vehicle and the areas

u Epp, Charles R.; Maynard-Moody, Steven; Haider-Markel, Donald P..2014. Pulled Over: How
Police Sfops Define Race and Citizenship (Chicago Series in Law and Society) Chicago:
University of Chicago Press. Kindle Edition. (Pages 34-35, Kindle Locations 859-862).
o Whren v. United States

'Alexander, Michelle. (2Ot2) The New lim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness. The

New Press. New York. Kindle Edition. Kindle location: 276L. Page 731'.
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w¡thin their reach so long as the officer justifies these searches as necessary to guard against a

perceived risk of attack. United States v. Arvizu (2002) authorized officers to stop and search a

vehicle if the "totality of the circumstances" supported reasonable suspicion of criminal activity,
even if no single element of those circumstances rose to the level of probable cause to justify
the stop. After this string of decisions it is difficult to identify what sorts of police stop-and-
searches are not constitutionally legitimate. The line between illegaland legalis reduced to little
more than whether or not the officer "articulates" a set of plausibly suspicious driver behaviors
as the justification for a stop and search.'

Springfield Police Department Policy
Ozark is not the only police department with a "solely" policy. The Commission on Accreditation for Law

Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) provides (or provided) agencies with a model policy using "solely." ln a

2013 press release regarding the Vehicle Stops Report (VSR), the Springfield Police Department said:

The SPD has long prohibited the use of race as the sole factor in conducting traffic stops, a

practice termed as racial profiling. "Springfield police officers shall never choose to conduct a

traffic stop or other enforcement contact based solely on the racial, gender, or socioeconomic
characteristics of the driver or subject. Use of racial profiling or enforcement techniques is

prohibited. Officers may use behavioral or vehicle descriptors as elements in a profile but the
use of ethnicity, gender, or socioeconomic status of the occupant/subjects are forbidden and
will not be tolerated." - SPD Standard Operating Guideline (SOG) 1.03.1., Code of Conduct, Section
4.5.1

Many Missouri police chiefs seem to sincerely think their "solely" policies are sufficient to protect the
public from race-based policing. What Ozark and Springfield say about their policies indicates that they
believe the "solely" policies are an important part of their overall effort to be free of bias. Perhaps they
do not understand the significance of "solely" within Supreme Court precedents. But policies must be

written so that an agency can hold officers accountable and the public can hold agencies accountable.

Fridell's First-Círcle Policy
"When, in the context of police decision-making, is it legitimate NOT TO treat members of all

demographic groups the same?" Fridell asks. "The answer is: when there is act¡onable intelligence that
justifies differential treatment."e Court precedents or agency policies that try to get around this simple
requirement, stated by Justice Warren as pointing to specific and articulable facts, run the risk of inviting
racial discrimination.

Fridell supplies a model policy that agencies can use. Fridell's "first-circle" or "suspect specific" policy

against biased policing says:

Personnel shall not consider actual or perceived race, ethnicity, national origin, gender, gender
identity, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, religion and/or age in carrying out their
duties, except when seeking one or more specific individuals who have been identified or

' Epp, Charles R.; Maynard-Moody, Steven; Haider-Markel, Donald P.. Pulled Over: How Police Stops Define Race

and Citizenship (Chicago Series in Law and Society) University of Chicago Press. Kindle Edition. Kindle Locations

853-883: pages 34-5.

'Fridell (2OI7l. Page 35
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described in part by any of the above listed characteristics. ln those circumstances, personnel

may rely on these characteristics only in combination with other appropriate factors.l0

Fridell lobbied CALEAto change its "solely" modelpolicy, and reports in her 20L7 book, "As of this
writing, CALEA is revisiting this standard and removing the 'solely' language from it.""

Fridell also supplies a "second-circle policy" that allows for more latitude for including racial

characteristics in a suspect description when an individual is not specified. She says:

It still limits the use of demographics to those situations where suspect descriptions provide

intelligence, but it does not limit the use of demographics to only those situations wherein
police have a fulldescription of an individual."

The second-circle policy reads:
Personnel may not consider race, ethnicity, national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual

orientation, socioeconomic status, religion, and/or age except when credible, timely intelligence
relevant to the locality links a person or people of a specific race, ethnicity, national
origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, religion, and/or
age to a specific unlawful incident, orto specific unlawful incidents, criminal patterns or
schemes. ln those circumstances, personnel may rely on these characteristics only in
combination with other appropriate factors.13

Fridell states clearly in another context that stereotypes about a group must not be allowed to affect the
officer's decision to act. She, for instance, explains why a group's high crime rate is unacceptable as an

"appropriate factor":
The police could be conducting the pretext stops based on an expectation that minorities
are more likely to be criminal. That is, the police could pull over more minorities for pretext

stops (which, by definition, are justified on their face by a traffic violation, not by reasonable

suspicion that criminal activity is afoot) because they think that minorities commit more crime.
lf they are using this stereotype as the basis for their decisions, they are engaging in racially

biased policing. (One definition of racial profiling is stopping minorities more than nonminorities

because of a belief that they are more likely to commit a crime.)l4

It is not clear that Fridell's second circle policy rules out officer actions based on the stereotype of high

group crime rates.

2000 Missouri Racial Profiling Law Required Policies
The ing Law, which mandates the VSR, requires agencies have a policy on the
role of race in traffic stops:

590.650.5. Each law enforcement agency shall adopt a policy on race-based traffic stops that:
1) Prohibits the practice of routinely stopping members of minority groups for violations

of vehicle laws as a pretext for investigating other violations of criminal law.

1o Fridell (2017lr. Page 36.

'1 lbid. Footnote page 34. She was writing in 2016.
1, Fridell (2017) Page 36.
13 Fridell (2017) Page 36.
1a Fridell, Lorie. 2004 Bv the Numbers: A Guide for Analyzing Roce Dota from Vehicle Stops, Washington, D.C.

20036: Police Executive Research Forum. Page 206.
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No one monítors the policies agencies put in place. Agencies seem to have decided that their "solely"
policies sat¡sfythis law, although the net effect of them is to allow race-based stops as long as some

other factor was also involved.

The Missouri law is inadequate because it covers only vehicle stops; it does not apply to what
officers do after a stop and it does not cover other officer actions, such as pedestrian stops. lt is
limited to routine practices (whatever routine means); it does not cover specific acts which are

discriminatory. And it says an officer must be purposefully investigating crimes other than the violation
that caused the stop; so if the officer is just making a stop, bias is acceptable.

Agencies are also to have a policy of reviewing the VSR to
(2)(a) Determine whether any peace officers of the law enforcement agency have a pattern of
stopping members of minority groups for violations of vehicle laws in a number
disproportionate to the population of minority groups residing or traveling within the
jurisdiction of the law enforcement agency

The VSR is not actually adequate for determining patterns in officer behavior. The VSR data can

document an agency pattern, but the agency has to research internaldata to see what individual
officers are doing. The reference to minority drivers traveling through the jurisdiction indicates that the
agency is responsible for determining the proportions of group members on jurisdiction streets. The VSR

estimates these proportions based on state proportions and on proportions in jurisdiction census

reports. Agencies often just say VSR disproportions are flawed instead of doing the work required.

When it comes to supervision of officers, the law switches its concern to race-based policing.

Agencies are to have a policy that:
(3) Provides for appropriate counseling and training of any peace officer found to have engaged

in race-based traffic stops within ninety days of the review.
"Race-based policing" would have been a better focus throughout the law.

NAACP Born Suspect Model Policy
ln2OL4, NAACP released a report on biased policing, Born Suspect. lt includes model legislation with
sections addressing discriminatory policing practices:

Section 2 (a) Definitions....
4. "Profiling/discriminatory policing practices" means any law enforcement action against an individual
by a law enforcement officer that relies, to any degree, on actual or perceived race, color, ethnicity,
religion, national origin, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, immigration or citizenship
status, language, disability (including HIV status), housing status, occupation, or socioeconomic status in
initiating law enforcement action against an individual, rather than any law enforcement action that
relies on a specific suspect description-based notification, an individual's behavior or other trustworthy
information or circumstances, relevant to the localíty and timeframe, that links a person or persons to
suspected unlawful activity. ....

lsection 2] (b) Prohibition. 1. Every member of the law enforcement agency (including other law

enforcement officers, civilian employees, and parties contracted by the law enforcement agency) shall

be prohibited from engaging in profiling/unlawfuldiscriminatory practices as defined in Section[2]
(cX3).*

6
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The NAACP model clearly prohibits enforcement that relies on race or the other protected categories. lt
requires identification of a specific individual. Officers must act on facts about the behavior of specific

individuals or other trustworthy information about the individual.

The phrase, "circumstances, relevant to the locality and timeframe," may, however, allow offícers too
much leeway. As Pulled Oyer summarizes court precedents, officers are allowed to stretch
circumstances:

UnitedStatesv.Arvizu (2OO2lauthorizedofficerstostopandsearchavehicleif the"totalityof
the circumstances" supported reasonable suspicion of criminal activity, even if no single

element of those circumstances rose to the level of probable cause to justify the stop.16

A high crime rate for a racialgroup might, for instance, be considered part of the totality of
circumstances.

End Racial Profiling Act Policy
ln L997, Representative iohn Conyers introduced the first anti-profiling legislation. He introduced the
End Racial Profiling Act yet again in 2OI7.tt The act defines and prohibits racial profiling:

H. R. 1498: To eliminate racial profiling by law enforcement, and for other purposes. March IO,20L7
Page 2. 6 SEC. 2. DEFINITIONS.

7 ln this Act:
Page 4. L8 (7) RACIAL PROFILING.-The term "racial
L9 profiling" means the practice of a law enforcement
20 agent or agency relying, to any degree, on actual or
21- perceived race, ethnicity, national origin, religion,
22 gender, gender identity, or sexual orientation in se-

23 lecting which individual to subject to routine o
24 spontaneous investigatory activities or in deciding
25 upon the scope and substance of law enforcement ac-

Page 5. 1 tivity following the initial investigatory procedure,
2 except when there is trustworthy information, rel-

3 evant to the locality and timeframe, that links a per

4 son with a particular characteristic described in this
5 paragraph to an identified criminal incident or
6 scheme.
Page 7. LL T|TLE I-PROHIBITION OF

1.2 RACIAT PROFITING

L3 SEC. 101. PROHTBTTTON.

14 No law enforcement agent or law enforcement agency
15 shall engage in racial profiling.

"Routine or spontaneous law enforcement investigations" are defined to include a broad range of "law
enforcement encounters" (page 6, line 4).

16 Epp et al. Page 35.
77
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The phrase "relevant to the locality and timeframe" (page 5, line 2-3) unnecessarily introduces
complications. What would this information be if not a physical description of the individual? lt opens
the door to consideration of things like group crime rates.

Kansas City Police Department Policy
The Department of Justice has cited the as a model

The policy states a clear purpose:

It is the policy of the Kansas City, Missouri Police Department to respect and protect the rights

of individuals while pledging to treat everyone fairly and without favoritism.

It defines bias-based policing as involving:
circumstances where the police actions of a member were substantially based on
the race, ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation, religious beliefs, disabilities,
or national origin of a person, rather than upon lawful and appropriate police
procedures.

The word "substantially" introduces unnecessary ambiguity. When is a little bit of
discrimination acceptable? lf the point is to allow race to be part of a physical
description, the policy should say so.

It defines reasonable suspicion as:
specific and articulable facts which lead an officer to believe criminal activity might be occurring.

The officer must be able to pointto specificfacts which warrantthe stop. Reasonable suspicion
can be based on the officer's experience and personal observation, facts learned by the officer
investigating a crime, subject being in the vicinity of a crime, flight when at or near the scene of
a crime scene, odors, information broadcast by the police dispatcher.

The definition seems to be in line with court precedents. Emphasis on pointing to specific facts is good.

By this definition, however, an officer could conclude from personal experience that a high crime rate

for a group is a fact that can be used to treat members of that group differently. The facts must be about
a specific individual.

Say the dispatcher radios officers to watch for a tall African American wearing a red jacket who was

reported to have robbed a convenience store. An officer stops a 5 foot 5 African American wearing a red
jacket because personal experience has taught him African Americans are tall. This is ridiculous, but no

more ridiculous than believing that all African Americans commit crimes.

David A. Harris, University of Pittsburgh School of Law, points out that evasion by an innocent person in

a high-crime area is common sense. Officer use of this definition of reasonable suspicion leads to a

"vicious circle":
The experience of being stopped and frisked in these areas is nearly universalamong blacks and

Latinos. They know that these encounters with the police can be unpleasant, upsetting,
embarrassing, and sometimes even physically dangerous. Their response is to avoid such

encounters whenever possible. ln turn, this evasive (though perfectly legal) behavior in high-
crime neighborhoods serves as a legal basis for further stops and frisks. And as this continues,
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year in and year out, each of these stops and frisks is done at a cost-a cost paid in anger, in

fear, in resentment, and in distrust and dislike of the police."

Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act Policy

Empower Missouri is a member of a coalition proposing reform of the 2000 racial profiling law. The

NAACP model law was an important source but many refinements have been made. The most recent
version, the Fourth Amendment Affirmation Act passed out of committee in 2Ot7 . The FAAA sets up a
process in which the VSR provides reliable disproportions, the agency identifies where possible causes of
the disproportions that are not linked to bias, and then improves policies, supervision and training to
address unexplained disproportions.

Here are the most relevant sections:

590.650. 1. ....
(20)"Unlawful policing", occurs in circumstances in which the peace officer's
74 actions are based in whole or in part on the real or perceived race, ethnicity, religious
75 beliefs, gender, English language proficiency, status as a person with a disability, or
76 national origin of a person rather than upon lawful and appropriate law enforcement
77 procedures based on observed behavior or facts about the individual indicating
crim¡nal
78 activity. "Unlawful policing" does not include investigations of alleged crimes when
law
79 enforcement must seek out suspects who match a specifically delineated
description.

2. Each law enforcement agency in this state shall adopt a policy prohibiting
129 unlawful policing that provides for appropriate counseling and training of any peace
officer
130 found to have engaged in unlawful
131 policing. The course or courses of instruction and the guidelines shall stress
understanding and
132 respect for racial and cultural differences, and development of effective,
noncombative methods
133 of carrying out law enforcement duties in a racially and culturally diverse
environment. .. ..

4. Each member of a law enforcement agency in this state, including any civilian
144 employee or party contracted by the law enforcement agency, is prohibited from
engaging
145 in unlawful policing.le

" Harris, David A. 200.3 Profiles in Injustice: why racial profiling cannot worË. New York, the

New Press. Page 47

leHere is the final text of H87273/7214 that was voted out of committee.
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The FAAA explicitly prohibits any actions based on race or the other protected
categories. lnstead, it explicitly requires officers to act on observed behavior or facts
about the individual.

This return to facts is based on Terry v. Ohio, the 1968 Supreme Court ruling which
allowed officers to do a quick search for a weapon. The judges interpreted the Fourth
Amendment as saying in some circumstances officers needed to have a warrant backed
up by probable cause but in other circumstances reasonable stops and searches were
permitted. ln this case, it was reasonable for an officer to do a quick search for a
weapon.

The precedent is often paraphrased as allowing officers to use "reasonable suspicion"
instead of probable cause in some situations, but reasonable suspicion is mentioned
only in the dissenting opinion of Justice Abe Foftas, when he points out the unintended
consequences of the ruling: officers will use the extra powers conferred by the ruling to
act on suspicion alone.

ln the majority opinion, Chief Justice Earl Warren found that the most important point in
the case was whether officers had acted on facts about the suspect:

There is no ready test for determining reasonableness other than by balancing the need to
search [or seize] agaínst the invasion whích the search [or seizure] entails. ... And, in justifying

the particular intrusion, the police officer must be able to point to specific and articulable facts

which, taken together with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that
intrusion.'?o

An individual's suspicions always appear reasonable to the individual, but they are easily influenced by

stereotypes. Telling officers they can act on reasonable suspicion amounts to telling them they can act

on racialstereotypes, and this is not whatthe court had it mind.

To guard against racial stereotypes in situations in which racial disproportions have been documented it
is necessary to require officers to actually point to specific and articulable facts, because it is the act of
consciously identifying the facts that protects them from the undue influence of stereotypes.

ln fact, the FAAA could avoid references to race entirely and still provide agencies and officers with the
direction they need to avoid bias-based policing. Act on facts and race won't be a problem.

Columbia Police Department Policy

Columbia Police Department has a policy on "racial/bias-based profiling," Section 402. lt says:

,0 Terry v Ohio, page 2L. The race of the defendants ¡s not mentioned in the opinion but Warren mentions the
"wholesale harassment by certain elements of the police community, of which minority groups, particularly

Negroes, frequently complain," and goes on, "courts still retain the¡rtradit¡onal responsibilityto Buard against
police conduct which is overbearing or harassing, or which trenches upon personal security without the objective
evidentiary justification which the Constitution requires." Page 14-15.
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It ís the policy of this department to provide law enforcement services and to enforce the law

equally, fairly and without discrimination toward any individual or group.

It goes on to say (402.3), "racial/bias-based policing is strictly prohibited," but it does not define
racial/bias-based policing. Perhaps ¡t is intended to be understood as the opposite of policing "equally,

fairly and without discrimination."

402.3 continues:
However nothing in this policy is intended to prohibit an officer from considering factors such as

race or ethnicity in combination with other legitimate factors to establish reasonable suspicion

or probable cause (e.g., suspect description is limited to a specific race or group).

ls the intent here to allow racial characteristics to be used in physical descriptions, as height and weight

are used? Or is the intent to allow "the totality of circumstances" to be taken ¡nto account. lt is

legitimate, the Supreme Court has ruled, that race be a factor as long as the individual has committed
some violation of the law, so this sentence would have the same effect as "solely" has in other policies.

The policy does, however, go on to say (402.4.1),

Officers detaining a person shall be prepared to articulate sufficient reasonable suspicion to
justify the detention independent of the individual's membership in a protected class.

lf "reasonable suspicion" in this context were replaced by "specific and articulable facts," the policy

would come close to meeting Empower Missouri's expectations, but overall, we would prefer something
clearer. The policy must leave officers with no doubt that they must act only on facts about the
individual, not on racialstereotypes. The policy must be clear enough that officers can be disciplined for
violating it and the public can be confident that the agency reflect community standards.

Conclus¡on
A number of agencies, such as Ozark Police Department, seem to be making conscientious efforts to
achieve bias-free policing. That they think "solely" policies will help is troubling. Thanks to the efforts of
Dr. Fridell, these policies will be replaced by others that direct officers to act on facts, not skin color. But

the overall lesson is that members of the public need to keep a skeptical eye on agency policies. To a

point, law enforcement professionals do a good job of following best practices, but our history of
slavery, Jim Crow Laws, segregation and so on, make bias-free policing a difficult challenge for even

conscientious officers. They need our attention.

Our conceptual framework for thinking about more reasonable limits on the use
of demographics for police work starts with the following concept: We must treat
all demographic groups the same unless there is a legitimate reason not to. So that
concept then begs the question: When, in the context of police decision-making, is it
legitimate NOT TO treat members of all demographic groups the same? The
answer is: when there is actionable intelligence that justifies differential treatment.
There
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P
olicing in the United States is in crisis, a

"perfect storm" of popular protest and media
covcrage of egregious violations ('lfeitzer

2015,475). Since rhe protests in Ferguson,

Missouri, over the shooting death of Michael
Brown on August 9,2014, protests have erupted
in Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Chicago,
Cleveland, Los Angeles, Madison, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, New York Ciry, Oakland, St. Louis, Tulsa, and

such smaller places as Hempstead, Texas; North
Charleston, South Carolina; Pasco, \Øashington; and

Stonewall, Mississippi. The ¡elationship becween che

police and these communities, so essential ro public
safety and the rights and dignity of members of the

public, is strained, if not broken. Nor is the problem
isolated locally. A recent national survey found
that 84 percent of African Americans believe that

blacks are t¡eated less fairly by the police than whites
(Stepler 2016).

Ofiìcial mechanisms of police accountability have

been mobilized. Eighteen individual offìcers were

criminally indicted for police killings in 2015, the

last year for which data are available, roughly triple
rhe number in past years (Babwin 2015; \Øing 2015).
The U.S. Departmen! ofJustice has conducted formal
investigations in Ferguson, Baltimore, and Chicago,

on top ofseveral others begun before che events in
Ferguson. Several prominent police chiefs, including
Baltimore police commissioner Anthony Batts,

Chicago police superintendent Garry McCarth¡ and

San Francisco police chief Gregory P Suhr, as well
as a series of chieß in Oakland, have been fired. The
Barack Obama administration convened a high-level
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Beyond Profiling:

The Institutional Sources of Racial Disparities in Policing

Abstract: American policingfaces a crisis of legitimary. A Þey source of this crisis is a widespread police practice

commonþ endorsed by po/ice leaders to fght rime. This is the inuestigatory) stoP, used to checþ out PeoPle who seem

suspicious and to seize illegal drugs and guns and maþe arresß. Using data from an original scientific suruey of
driuers in the Kansøs City metropolitan area, the authors show that racial disparities in police stoPs are concentrated

in inuestigatory uehicle stops. In these stops, but not others, fficers disproportionateþ *op African Americans and

question and searclt them. The ouenubelming majority of people stopped in this uay are innocent, and the experience

causes psychological harm and. erodes nust in and cooperation witlt the police. Manlt of the most controuersial police

shootings during the past tLt)o years occurred in these stzps. Reþrming this practice is an essential step toward restoring

trust in the police.

Practitioner Points
. Although evidence of their effectiveness is not clea¡, investigacory police stops (commonly using minor

violations as a prerexr for a mo¡e searching inquiry) are widely used by local police departments as a crime-
fighting tactic.

. Most people stopped in investigatory stops a¡e innocent, yet they are subjected to intrusive questioning
(e.g., "\Øhy are you in the neighborhood?") and searches, leading to feelings offear and ofbeing "violated."

. Overuse of investigatory police stops erodes trust in, and cooperation with, the police, especially emong

African Americans, who a¡e especially likely to be stopped.
. There is insufficient oversight of the practice, as many investigatory stops yield no citation and so are not

presently reco¡ded or reported.
. To enable oversight of this practice, law enforcement agencies should require offìcers to record and report all

srops chey make, including the râce and ethniciry of the driver and whether a warning or citation is issued;

these data should be analyzed ro check for patterns ofracial dispariry Surveys ofsatisfaction with police

services should include questions regarding residents' experiences in police srops, including stops for minor
violations.
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task force to suggest reforms of the problems of police violence

and police-communiry conflict (Presidentt Task Force on 21st

Century Policing 2015).In all, police departments, and the local

governments they represent, are under mounting pressure to do

somerhing.

But what ls the problem, and what should be done about it?

Answers to these questions cluster into nvo broad rypes. One is that
these tensions reflecr the persistence ofracist attitudes (whether

intentional or implicit) among too many individual police officers.

These individual-level biases, it is said, lead some officers to unfairly
stop Ærican American drive¡s or unnecessarily escalate the use of
force when dealing with African American suspects. Locating the

problem in individual beliefs or attitudes leads to reforms aimed at

training officers away from acting on these beliefs or attitudes. This
perspective is supported by alarge body ofpsychological ¡esearch and
expressed in the efforts of major U.S. police professional associations

and the Obama administration's Tâsk Force on 21sr Century Policing

to favor betcer training and control of individual frontline officers
(Presidentt Täsk Force on 2 lst Century Policing 20 I 5).

Although part of the problem surely is errant individual officers, this
diagnosis and remedy misses how some of policing's institutional
structures andpractices contribute to racial discrimination. Put

simpl¡ the problem is not errant individual
office¡s alone but offìcial policy and practice
more broadly. In this article, we focus on

these policies and practices and how they
contribute to racial disparities in who is

stopped, searched, and arrested. In doing so,

we join a growing body of scholarship on the

institurional sources of racial disparities (\Ward

and Rivera 2014). Thus, there is growing
research on how institutionalized practices
in education concribute to racial disparities

Although paft of the problem
surely is erranr individual offic-
ers, this diagnosis and remedy
misses how some of policing's

institutional structures and

?rdctices conüibute to racial

discrimination.

also argue that the practice ofinvestigatory stops has become so

frequently employed and so widespread that it is now a significant
source of distrust in the police, espe cially among African Ame ricans.
'lØe will further argue that recognizing these facts ofilers promise of
a more effective reform program than che psychological explanation

alone. The psychological approach to police reform views che

problem as the "manner" by which ofûcers cârry out investigatory

stops, meaning how politely they carry them out, not thatthey carry

them out so frequently (Stuncz 2002, 217 4, reflecting the research

ofTyler 2001; see esp. Tyler and\Øakslak 2004). The psychological

approach thus favors refo¡ms aimed at training offìcers to improve

their manners: to be more respectful in carrying out these stops.

Although people who are stopped by the police appreciate being

rreated respectfully, our data reveal that people who are stopped

for investigatory purposes resent the experience euen if the fficer is

impeccabþ polite.

The problem, in other words, is the investigatory stop itself,

not (only) office¡s who are carrying it out improperly; it is an

institutional problem, not merely an indiuidual problem. In recent

decades, investigatory stops have become one ofprofessional
policingt leading crime-fighting tactics, widely and frequenrly
deployed in communities across the country. Yet, as we will show,

this tactic harms the people who are stopped even when the offìcers

who do it follow the best training protocols.

This harm and the distrust it produces falls

disproportionately on racial minorities, as

most of the people stopped in this way are

Af¡ican Americans and Latinos.

Presentl¡ many police deparcments encourage

rheir officers to make investigacory srops

to fight crime yet carry out little oversight

of whether these stops have the harmful
effects we document here. As the Justice

in educational outcomes (see, e.g., Lucas 1999, 2001). Health care

research reveals that racial disparities in health outcomes grow not
only from economic and geographic variations in access to health

care but also from institutionalized practices related to diagnosis

and treatment (see, e.g., Smedle¡ Stith, and Nelson 2002). \Øe will
argue chat the current crisis in American policing is caused as much
by standard police enforcement practices at the institutional level as

by individual-level deviations from accepted standards.

Specificall¡ we argue that the inuestigatory police stop is a key source

of racial disparities in police enforcement and a key source of
African Americans' distrust of the police. An investigatory stop is

a stop of a driver (or pedestrian) that is made not co enforce traffìc
laws, vehicle codes, or the laws governing pedestrian acdvity but to
check out people (or vehicles) who look suspicious. Is this driver
carrying a gun or illegal drugs? Vhat is he up to? Why is he in
this neighborhood? Is there a warrant for his arrest? Stops for these

purposes are made "proactively," meaning they are made not on the

basis of an observed violarion but on a more inchoate suspicion:

offìcers are to stop people to find out whether they are doing
something wrong.

Department's report on the Baltimore Police Department observed,

the likelihood ofconstitutional violations and harm to good police-
communiry relations is greater whe¡e, as in Baltimore, a police

department "does not collecc reliable data on stops and searches,

has no mechanism for identifring patt€rns or trends in its officers'

scops, searches, and arrests, and conducts little substantive review of
officers' reasons for taking part.icular enforcement actions" (2016,

26-27).

Thus, a final implication of our analysis is that evaluating police

performance only in ¡elation to crime rates and crime-clearance

rates is shortsighted in that public trust in the police is affected as

much by people's experiences in police stops. These stops are often
peoplet most direct (and often viscerally powerful) experience of
the police. Police departments should gather data on chem, and

ciry governments should exercise oversight of the practice.'!ühen
ciry governments survey their constituents about their petceptions

of police services (see Alfred Tat-Kai Ho and \ùØonhyuk Cho in
this issue) without asking about experiences in police stops, they
are likely to miss the single most substantial influence on these

attitudes.

\Øe will show that investigatory stops are a deep source of 'Sl'e proceed as follows: '\ùf'e first summarize the social scientific
f¡ustration and indignation among those who are stopped. W'e will literature on investigatory stops. 'Sl'e then summarize our research
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on how, in che 1980s and 1990s, police leaders developed and

¡efined the practice ofinvestigatory stops and how this practice

has been widely adopted by police departments as a key crime-
fighting taccic. Then we summarize our data, reported elsewhere

(Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and Haider-M arkel 20 | 4), showin g that
investigatory stops are thekey source ofracial disparities in who is

stopped by the police, who is subjected to intrusive questioning and

searches during stops, and in people's trust in the police.

This a¡ticle builds on our analysis of these issues in Pulled Ouer:

How Police Stops Define Røce and Citizenship
(2014). Here, we go beyond our analysis

in that book by arguing that widespread

investigatory stops of African Americans and

Latinos contribute directly to the present crisis

in Ame¡ican policing. Until the police accept

this basic truth and rein in this practice, the

current crisis is unlikely to be fully resolved.

'Vü'idespread 
inves tigatory stops

of African Americans and
Latinos contribute directly to
the present crisis in American

policing.

conceptualized investigatory stops as a distinct type ofvehicle stop
(see, e.g., Lundman and Kaufman 2003; Petrocelli, Piquero, and

Smith 2002; Smirh and Petrocelli 2001;Tllyer and Engel 2013).
As a consequence, most studies of vehicle stops implicitly view
racial disparities in these stops not as a product ofa police policy to
encourage investigatory stops but as the result of individual officers'

discretionary choices about whom to stop. For example, Tillyer and

Engel (2013) advance a "social conditioning'(i.e., psychological)

model of the sources of racial disparities in vehicle stops.

These diffe¡ences between the studies of
pedestrian versus vehicle stops also have led

to somewhat diverse estimates of the depth
ofracial disparities in the two rypes ofstops.
Substantial racial disparities are found in
administ¡ative data on pedestrian stop-and-

frisks. Thus, Gelman, Fagan, and Kiss (2007,

819-20), studying pedestrian scops in New
York Ciry and controlling for precinct-level

Past Studies of lnvestigatory Police Stops
Past studies of investigatory stops rypically have focused on one or
the other of cwo rypes ofthese stops: stops ofpedestrians ("stop-

and-frisks") and stops ofvehicles. Pedestrian stop-and-frisks were

authorized by the U.S. Supreme Court in Teny u. Ohio (392 U.S. I
[1968]) and are inherently investigator¡ meaning that their essential

purpose is to see whether the person who is scopped is engaged

in criminaliry. As John A. Eterno, Christine S. Barrow and EIi B.

Silverman (in this issue) observe, these stops provoke widespread

f¡ustration among the people subjected to them. Nthough Floyd

u. New Yorþ (959 F. Supp. 2d 540 l20l3l) struck down that city's

widespread use of stop-and-frisk as raciaily discriminarory, Terry's

central holding remains valid law-and stop-and-frisks are still
widely used throughout the country.

Ifstop-and-frisks are inherently investigacor¡ vehicle stops, by
contrâst, include both standard stops to enforce uaffic safery which
are generally not aimed at criminal investigation, and investigatory
stops, which, like stop-and-frisks, are to check out the driver for
c¡iminal activity. Boch types ofvehicle stops are based on state

statutes governing driving and the condition of vehicles. The U.S.

Supreme Court in 'Vhren u. U.S. (Stl U.S. 806 11996)) ruled that
stops justifìed by minor traffic violations may be used as a pretext

for a criminal investigation.

Although major U.S. police departments require offìce¡s to ¡eport
stop-and-frisks as a distinct activ\q, they rypically do not do so

regarding investigatory vehicle stops, treating them instead as simply
a vehicle stop like any other. Thus, while there are administrative
data on pedestriaz stop-and-frisks, only rarely are investigatory
uehicle srcps specifically identifìed in administ¡ative data. This
diffe¡ence in reporcing requirements may reflect the legal differences

between pedestrian and vehicle stops.

These dissimila¡ities in law and administrative data have led to
differences in how scholars have studied these two rypes of stops (of
pedestrians versus of vehicles). \X/ith widely available administrative
data on stop-and-frisls, there are excellent studies of¡acial bias in
these stops (see, e.g., Gelman, Fagan, and Kiss 2007). By conlrast,

the vast majoriry of studies of ¡acial bias in vehicle stops have noc
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variations in racial demographics and crime rates, found that African
Americans and Hispanics were stopped 2.5 times and 1.9 times,

respectively, more than whites when the offìcer was investigating a

violent crime and 1.8 and 1.6 times, respectively, more than whites

when the offìcer was investigating a \À/eapons violation.

By contrast, past studies ofvehicle stops have reported racial

disparities that, while significant, are in our view muddied by the

difÍìculty of using administrative data to distinguish investigatory
vehicle stops from other rlpes of vehicle stops. For example, Tillyer
and Engel (2013), studying all vehicle stops made by a large Ohio
police agency, found that young black men were 1.3 times more

likely than all orher drivers to be issued a warning but somewhat

less likely to be issued a citation. This difference is consistent with
the hypothesis that stops of young black men ere more likely to be

made to investigate the driver for serious criminaliry (and then to
release them with a warning for a minor violation) than to sânction

him for a mo¡e serious traffìc violation. Sdll, the degree of racial

dispariry is markedly less chan found in studies of pedestrian stops

in which the investigatory stop-and-frisk is sharply delineated in
rhe administrative data. As we will show, clearly distinguishing
inve stigatory and traffic safery stops yields estimates of the racial

dispariry in investigatory stops that are remarkably similar to those

found in studies of pedestrian stop-and-frisks.

Our Contribution: lnvestigatory Stops as an
lnstitutional ized Practice
Our research goes beyond earlier studies by conceptualizing
investigacory stops as a distinct type ofvehicle stop, by developing

a measure ofits prevalence, and then by studying the effects of
this rype of stop on the attitudes of the people who are stopped

in this way. Central to thes€ advances is our conceptualization of
investigatory vehicle stops as a distinct institutionalized Practice. By

this we mean chat the investigatory stop has become a commonly
structured police practice that, while not required by any specific

ofiìcial policy, is supported and legitimated by rules, craining, and

law and has spread widely to become a commonly accepted activiry.

tVe developed the concept of an institutionalized practice to help

make sense of why police departments widely deploy investigatory



vehicle stops even chough there is no common federal mandate to do
so and police departments are governed locally. The structure of U.S.

policing is generally chought to ensure variation from department to
department râther than commonaliry: the police are divided among

tens ofthousands oflocal agencies and dozens ofstate agencies.

These myriad agencies operate under no common lega.l regime other
than the constitutional law of criminal procedure. In spite of this

common overarching legal regime, local political control is said to
pull police departments in widely varying directions.

Nonetheless, police departments increasingly have adopted common
organizational policies and practices (Epp 2009; Walker 1993), and
we believe the investigatory stop is one such common practice. Our
own research in the Kansas Ciry metropolitan area documented the

widespread deployment of investigatory stops among police agencies

throughout that metropolitan area (Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and

Haider-Markel 2014). The police training manuals that we relied

on in our book to illusrrare this practìce drew advice and guidance
from police departments of virtuaJly every size in all regions of the

country (2014,22-23). Recent ethnographic srudies that follow up

on our research observe investigatory stops in many jurisdictions
in North Carolina (Coleman and Stuesse 2015) and in Nashville,
Tennessee (Armenta 2016a,20166). The recent offìcial report on
problems in the Chicago police department observes high numbers

of investigatory stops, especially of African Americans, in that ciry
(Police Accountabiliry Task Force 20 l6) . Our analysis of official
publications of the International Association of Chiefs of Police

docume nts widespread support among police agencies for using
investigatory vehicle stops as a crime-fighting tactic (Epp, Maynard-
Mood¡ and Haider-Markel 2014,36). In sum, there is considerable

evidence ofconvergence among police agencies in training and

directing their offìcers to car¡y out investigatory stops.'W'e do not
claim that every police department in the United States directs

its officers to c rry out investigâtory stops. Rather, we claim that
investigatory stops are widely deployed by many police departments
of all sizes in all regions of the country and indeed are viewed as

a "best practice," by which we mean that police leaders view this

practice as professionally vetted and effective.

Our concept of institutionalized practices draws on neoinstitutional
theory to explain such a convergence among diverse police agencies.

Neoinstitutional theory helps explain how separate organizations
operaring in a shared institutional field like policing ofren come

to adopt common practices (DiMaggio and

Powell 1983; Dobbin and Sutton 1998;

Edelman 7992;March and Olsen 1984). The
general lesson of chese studies is that common
institutionalized practices emerge from the

sharing of ideas chrough professional networks
¡ather than from official mandates. Over time,
these practices take on "value beyond the

Institutionalized practices come
to be viewed not only as effec-

tive but as professionally right,
proper, and lawful.

Evidence of the widespread use of investigatory stops dates to the

landmark studies of policing conducted in the wake of the 1960s

urban ¡iots. The Kerner Commission, appointed by President

Lyndon B. Johnson, reported that che riots grew out ofurban
poverry and residents' intense resen[ment of police stops and

searches (National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders

1968). The commission re ported that investigatory police stops

and searches were widely used in the cities that experienced

¡iots and that resentment over these stops triggered many of the

riots. Thus, the San Diego police had conducted from 20,000 to
40,000 stop-and-frisks per month, particularly in African American
neighborhoods (Lohman and Misner 1966, 127-34). A survey of
citizens in I 5 cities that had experienced riots found that while 6

percent ofwhites reported that police had frisked or searched them
without a good reason,22 percent of African Americans reported

chis experience (Campbell and Schuman 1969, table IV).

The riots of the 1960s were, in part, uprisings againsc the practice

of aggressive police scops. Many police departments certainly viewed

rhem in this way and responded by backing away from their official
commirment to aggressive stops. In the wake of that shift, studies

ofpolicing in urban neighborhoods in the 1970s described random
police patrols-but without the widespread aggressive stops of the

1 960s (Anderson 797 8;'!Øilliams 1992).

Investigatory stops we¡e reinvented after 1978 in a remarkable

burst of activity. It began with James Q. \Tilson and Ba¡bara

Bolandt call for police departments to revive whac they termed
"aggressive patrol": "maximize[ing] the number of inte¡ventions
in and observations of the communiry" or, in other words,

scopping and searching âs many drivers as possible, "especially

suspicious ones" (1978, 370-73). The fede¡al governmentt 'Var
on drugs" brought this recommendation to fruition. Operation
Pipeline , a key initiative of the Drug Enforcement Agency in the

1980s, trained state and local police nationwide to use pretextual
traffic stops as a means to question and search large numbers

of drivers for illegal drugs (Harris 2002;Webb 1999). Tiaining
ûlms identified Hispanics and Af¡ican Americans as more likely
to be carrying drugs (V/'ebb 1999) . By the late 1990s, the DEA
reportedly had trained some 27,000 state and local police oFfice¡s

in the practice of pretextual stops, and many of these officers

went on to train others (AJlen-Bell 1997; Ha¡ris 2002, 48-51).
In the 1990s, the police stop methods honed in the war on drugs

expanded into an effo¡t to get guns offthe
street (Sh€rmân and Rogan 1995; She¡man,

Shaw, and Rogan 1995;\Jl'ilson 1994).In
"hot spots" policing, another initiative of
the 1990s, police were taught to focus their
p¡oactive stops on high-crime locations
(Clarke and'ï7'eisburd I 994; Sherman,
Buerger, and Gartin 1989; Sherman, Gartin,

rechnical requiremenrs of the task at hand" (Selznick 1957 , 17). Put and Buerge r 1989; \Øeisburd and Mazerolle 2000). Around che

another wa¡ institutionalized practices come to be viewed not only same time, the National Highway Tiaffic Safety Adminiscration
as effective but as professionally righc, proper, and lawful. Through (NHTSA) (1995) began encouraging police departments to

these processes of institutionalization, many diverse organizations use traffìc stops as an all-purpose crime-cont¡ol tool. NHTSAì
in different legal jurisdictions come to have similar organizational ongoing DDACTS program-Data-Driven Approaches to Crime
strucrures and foster similar practices (DiMaggio and Powell and Tiaffic Safety-is the cu¡¡ent instantiation of the agencyt

1983; Epp 2009 Garrow and Grusþ 2012; Maynard-Moody and long-standing support for using investigatory stops to suppress

Musheno 2015). crime (NHTSAZ}L ).
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The U.S. Supreme Court has lent constitutional legitimacy to
the practice. Its landmark decision in Tbrry u. Ohio (1968) upheld
stop-and-frisks ofpedestrians. In 1996, in another landmark
case, W'ltren u. U.5., the Court unanimously upheld the practice

of precextual vehicle stops made for che purpose of questioning
a driver or searching a vehicle, so long as the ofÊcer has a legal
justification for stopping the vehicle. The Court's only caveat was

that officers may not use a driver's perceived race as the sole basis

for making an investigatory stop, a prohibirion that is technically
important but practically meaningless as it is virtually impossible
to enforce. In the wake of Whren, the Cou¡t extended police
powe¡s to stop and search vehicles in a series ofkey decisions
(Knowles u. Iowa, 525 U.S. 113 [1998]; W'yoming u. Houghton,

526 U.S. 295 ll999h United States u. Aruizu, 534 U.5.266
120021).

The legal and policy commitments favoring investigatory stops

are translated into practice rhrough training, and this has become

systematic, enthusiastic, and detailed. In the authoritacive and

widely used Thcticsfor Criminal Patrol, Charles Remsberg teaches

office¡s to use traffic stops "to maximize the number of citizen
contacts in vehicle stops during each shift and, through specific

investigative techniques, to explore the full arrest potential of
each" (1995, 9). The text guides officers through a se¡ies of
sequential steps that fo¡m what Remsberg (1995,9) called the
"Criminal Patrol Pyramid," summarized in table 1. As a fede¡al
judge observe din Ligon u. City of New l¿rÉ (S.D.N.Y., Index No.
12 CIY 2274 [201,31, 131), the New York police department's

training in how to conduct stop-and-frisks "has taught officers

the following lesson: Stop and question first, develop reasonable

suspicion later."

In sum, investigatory stops are an institurionalized practice.

Although not required by any common statute, many of the
country's myriad local police departments have come to favor
this practice. It is taught and propagated by formal police
training, favored in educational materials, extolled by national
police professional associations and the shared norms of
professional policing, and constitutionally legitimated by the

Supreme Court. In fact, the shared professional commitment
ro this practice has deepened in recent decades. Once maligned
as a crigger for the urban ¡iots of the 1960s, by the 1990s the
investigatory stop was hailed by police leaders as a best practice,
as among professional policing's most effective "crime-fighting
tools" (Georges 2000, 53).

Table 1 Charles Remsberg's "Criminal Patrol Pyramid"

Steps ¡n the lnvestigatory Stop

1 Develop suspicion (or typically, merely curiosity) about a driver.

2. Discover a legal justification to stop the driver (typically this justification is

some minor violation of the traffic laws or vehicle code) and make the stop

3 Decide, after making the stop, whether to seek to search the vehicle based

on the close observation of the vehicle and its visible contents and dialogue
with the driver (and passengers) Officers use this dialogue to assess the
truthfulness of the driver.

4. Search the vehicle ("usually by consent").
5. D¡scover contraband or weapons
6 lVake an arrest.
7 Seek "bonus benefits" (forfeiture of vehicle, cash, etc.; information about

additional criminal offenses)

How Institutional Policy Interacts with Psychological
Attitudes
Our data, as we will describe late! ¡eveal that racial disparities in
who is stopped are concentrated in investigatory stops. There is no

significant racial dispariry in other rypes of stops. This pactern of no

signiÊcant racial disparity in t¡affìc safety stops but wide dispariry in
investigatory stops suggests that racial disparities in policing cannot

be explained by individual office¡s' choices alone; ifso, we should
find racial disparities in both kinds of police activity. The problem
is thus an institutionalphenomenon. Institutions are enacted by
individuals, however (Maynard-Moody and Musheno 201Ð.'fhe
key question is how and why officers disproportionately select

Af¡ican American drivers for investigatory stops but not fo¡ traffic
safety stops. Furcher, because the professional guidance regarding

investigatory stops is racially neutral, and because few ifan¡ police

departments are likely to direct thei¡ ofûcers mainly to stop racial

minorities in investigatory stops, we need to explain how a policy
rhat is racially neurral in its formal terms nonetheless produces deep

racial discrimination in prâctice.

Our answer is that officers, when directed by their superiors to

srop people on the basis of suspicion of criminal activity, are likely
to make choices about whom to stop on the basis of implicit
racial stereorypes of black criminality. Department leade¡s are also

likely to choose where to deploy investigatory stops on the basis

of these stereotypes (Beckett, Nyrop, and Pfìngst 2004; Beckett et

aL.2005). (It is also likely that some officers are deliberately racist

and intencionally choose to stop more African Americans, but our
argument is noc dependent on this assumprion.) Although overt

expression ofracial bias arguably has declined since the 1960s

(Bobo and Fox 2003), implicit negative stereorypes of African
Americans persisr. David Hamilton and Tina K. Tiolier define
"stereotype" as a "cognitive structure that contains the perceivert
knowledge, beliefs, and expectations about human groups" (1986,

733).Patricia Devine observes that "ethnic acritudes and stereorypes

are part ofthe social heritage ofa sociery and no one can escape

Iearning the prevailing attitudes and stereorypes assigned to major
ethnic groups" (1989, 5). The stereotypes of African Americans are

long-standing (Muhammad 2010) and generally negative: they are

seen, especially by whites, as lazy and prone to violence and crime
(Bobo 2004).

These individual atcitudes on race matter. But our institutionalized
practices thesis provides a more comprehensive explanation of racial

disparities in police stops than the psychological explanation alone.

That is because our institutionalized practices thesis predicts that
racial disparities in police srops are likely to be concentrated in stops

in which officers decide whom to stop on the basis of inchoate

suspicion (rather than observed legal violations)-investigatory
stops. In these setcings, offìcers make quick decisions about whom
ro srop in a context of limited rime and nonspecifìc info¡mation,
encouraging what psychologists call "automatic" mental ptocesses

(Blair 2001; Devine 1986,6; Greenwald et al. 2009). Unlike
"conrrolled" thinking processes, such as deliberate problem solving,

automatic processes are spontaneous and unintentional. They do

not require conscious effort and are activated by environmental
cues. Automatic or snap judgments âre more likely to encourage

the expression of embedded racial stereorypes (Blair 2001; Devine

1986,6; Greenwald et al. 2009). Even individuals who express
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little overt prejudice-and indeed may consider racial prejudice
morally wrong-may still respond on a gut level co racially biased

ste¡eorypes (Brodish and Devine 2005,58; Lepore and Brown
1997). For example, implicit stereorypes may contribute direcdy to
such things as a police offìcert suspicion that a young black man

seems out of place or poses a risk, to a decision to stop him to ask

where he's going, and so forth, euen if the fficer is professionalþ and
moralþ committed to unbiased policing.

In sum, our theory of the institutionalized practice of investigatory
stops predicts that racial disparities in police stops are likely to be

concentrated in stops made on the basis of suspicion to proactively
investigate the d¡iver rather than on the basis ofobse¡ved violation
of traffic safery laws.

Methods and Data
Our data were obtained from an original survey of drivers in the

Kansas Ciry metropolican area. 
'We designed this survey to overcome

many of the methodological limitations of past studies of racial

disparitìes in police stops, and so it is useful to summarize past

studies' methods before introducing our own. Mosc studies have

relied on administrative data on t¡affìc citations or stop-and-frisk
reports. tùØhile these sources provide rich data abour who is subjected

to stop-and-frisks or issued t¡affic citations, they are plagued by
what scholars call the "baseline problem," or the absence of data
necessary co escablish a baseline against which to compare rates of
stops or citations (\?'alker 2001; see also \Øard 2002). As Gelman,

Fagan, and Kiss observe, "causal claims about discrimination would
require fa¡ more information about such baselines than the rypical
administrative (observational) data sets can supply'' (2007, 815).
For example, ideall¡ researchers would be able to compâre stop retes

among white and black drivers not only against che number of white
and black drivers in the jurisdiction but also against a measure of
how much time these diffe¡ent groups spend driving, how much
they tend to violate traffic laws, and how much their vehicles have

violations ofthe vehicle code. Yet researchers generally lack data

on these measures and so are forced to rely for a baseline on simple

totals of African Americans and whites in a jurisdiction.

Official administrative data on vehicle stops have rwo other key

limitations. Firsc, the vasc majoriry of investigatory stops are never

recorded because they end in no offfcial citation or warning (but

see Police Accountabiliry Tâsk Force 2016 for data on Chicago).

Administrative data thus are likely to yield significant underestimate¡

of the extent of ¡acial disparities in stops. Second, administrative
data contain no information about how the person who was stopped
evaluated the stop or how the stop affected the individual's attitude
toward the police.

An alternative method, a survey of drivers,

overcomes these limitations. The National
Institute ofJustice has conducced several

national surveys of people's contacts with the

police, and the data provide a somewhat fuller
set ofcontrol (baseline) variables (e.g., Engel

and Calnon 2004; Lundman and Kaufman
2003). Still, even these otherwise excellent

studies are confined to the rather limited
range ofdata gathered in these official surveys.

'ühatever the psychological and
cultu¡al sources ofracial dis-

parities are in police stops, these

forces do not express themselves

in traffic safety enforcement, the
most common street-level activ-

ity of police officers.

Our study exploited the advantages of the survey method but asked

a broader range ofquestions than in past surveys. Our questions

were info¡med by focus groups that we conducted with offìcers from
area departments.'We asked drivers whether they had been stopped

by che police in the past year and, ifso, how often; the reason given

for the stop; and whether a citation or warning was given and, if so,

what violations were charged. Importantl¡ we asked about stops

thar yielded no citation as well as those that did. \Øe also asked how
both che drive¡ and the offìcer spoke and acted during che stop and

how che driver evaluated the stop and the drivers' level of trust in
rhe police and in local government. \Øe asked drivers to report their
race (both their selÊidentification and how their racial identity
would be perceived by somebody meeting them for the first time),t
gender, age, and income.'We also asked a host of questions that
provided data relevant to the development of a baseline (and to test

alcernative nonracial explanations of who is stopped), among rhem

how much time the respondent spends driving per day and week,

rhe condition of their vehicle, the rype of clothes they rypically we ar,

the extent to which they commit traffic violations, and so forth.
This wide range of questions allowed us to test for racial bias in who
is stopped and to assess the influence ofpolice stops on people's

attitudes in a much fuller and more theoretically satisfuing manner

than in previous studies that did not include baseline measures and

atrirudinal indicators.

\Øe surveyed a stratified random sample of the driving population in
the Kansas City metropolitan area (spanning the Missouri-Kansas
border), yielding responses from2,329 drivers (for a full description
of our survey methodology, see Ëhe methodological appendix in
Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and Haider-Markel20|4). We followed up

the survey with in-depth interviews of a systematic subsample of
drive¡s who reported being stopped; the incerviews gathered stories

of these stops in drivers' own words and thus provide d narrative

data that reveal how police stops are car¡ied out from sta¡t to finish.

Evidence of the Discríminatory Effects of lnvestigatory
Stops
Our analysis rests on empirically disdnguishing investigatory vehicle

stops from othe¡ stops. Ou¡ measure of investigatory stops is based

on drive¡s' responses to a survey question about the justification the

officer gave For the stop upon approâching the driver.'!f'e classifìed

investigatory stops as those in which the offi.cer provided a de

minimis )ustification for making the stop (e.g., driving two miles per

hour over the posted limit) or provided no justification. All othe¡
stops we classif, as traffìc safery stops. These include, for example,

stops made speeding (at seven or more miles over the limit), driving
through a red light or stop sign, reckless driving, and suspicion of
driving under the influence. (For a more detailed discussion of how
we distinguished de minimis from other justifications, see Epp,

Maynard-Mood¡ and Haide¡-Markel 2014,
59-64.)

Racial Disparities in Who ls Stopped and
Searched
Our basic observation is that racial disparicies

are concenrrated in investigatory stops.
'!f'hen rhe police are enforcing traffìc safety

laws, such as stopping drivers for speeding at
seven or mo¡e miles per hour over the limit
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some areâs for fear of how the police might treat them (14546).Fo¡
example, two-third.r of Ntican American men under age 30 (compared

with 40 percent ofwhite men this age) say they avoid driving in some

areas of the city for fear of how the police may treat them. Even for
those ages 40 ø 49, nearly half of African Americans of both sexes,

compared wirh 77 percent of white men and

8 percent of white women, say they avoid
\ùØhen the police are carryingout investigatory Investigatory stops-but not some a-rees for fear of the police. Stunningl¡

or running a red light, they are not significantly more likely to stop

black drivers (Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and Haider-M arkel 2014,
64-66). \(/hatever the psychological and cultural sources ofracial
disparities are in police stops, these forces do not express themselves

in traffic safety enÊorcement, the most common street-level acrivity
of police officers.

stops, they are significantly more likely to
stop black drivers. Controlling for a wide
range of alternative explanâtions, African
Americans were 2.7 times more likely than

whites to experience an investigatory stop (see

traffic safery stops-even meke
people less comfortable with
calling the police for help.

our da[a show that investigatory scops-but
not traffìc safety stops---{ven make people less

comfortable with caìling the police for help.

(An earlier study observed this effect for police

stops in general but, unlike our stud¡ wâs not
Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and Haider-M arkel 20 I 4, 65, :able 3. 1) .

Simply put, investigatory stops of vehicles especially target minoricy
communities and people of color, Mosc whites, at least those over

age25, never experience this form o[police stop (176). Put another

wa¡ in speeding stops, rhe most important influence on who is

stopped is how fast you drive. In investigatory stops, the most
important influence on who is stopped is not what you do but who
you are : young black men âre by far the most likely to be stopped.

These observations are based on multivariate logistic regression

models that control for every conceivably significant alternative

explanation for who is scopped: the drivert age, gender, and other
demographic characteristics; how much cime the driver spends

driving; the vehiclet make, model, year, and other characteristics;

the location of the stop; and so forth.

Likewise, inquisitive intrusions, for example, invasive questioning
and searches, are not randomly scatcered across all cypes ofstops.
They are concent¡a[ed in investigatory stops, and offìcers are much
more likely to pursue these intrusions of African Ame¡icans than

whites. Our data reveal that among drivers stopped for excessive

speeding, African Americans are not significantly more likely to

be questioned o¡ searched. Intrusive questions and searches are

concenrrated in investigatory stops, and in these stops, African
Americans are more thanfiue times more likely than whites to be

searched (Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and Haider-M arkel 20 14, 8 1-84,
103-5). This dispariry in searches occurs even though office¡s

are considerably less likely to discover contraband or weapons in
searches of African Americans than whices (105).

Harms to the lndividuals Who Are Stopped
Our analysis revealed as well that these two rypes of stops have

profoundly different psychological and social consequences for
individuals and communities. The consequences of investigatorT

stops are especially harmful, akin to th€ costs to individual, famil¡
and communiry caused by racial disc¡imination, as described by
Feagin and McKinney (2002). Our data show that while white
drivers' experience ofpredictable, reasonable traffic saÊety stops

cont¡ibutes to their perception oftheir equal scatus in a rule-governed

democrary, African Americans' common experience of investigatory

stops contributes to their perception that they are not regarded by the

police as full and equal members of sociery (Epp, Maynard-Mood¡
and Haider-MarkeI2014, 134-51). Investigatory stops, ìMe find, are

significantly more likely to foster the perception that rhe police are

"out to get people like me," and they render people significantly more

likely to carefully select che clothes they wear and avoid driving in
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able to distinguish the effects of uaffic safety and investigatory stops;

see Gibson et al. 2010). These are deep psychological costs. They
contribute to the ongoing recreacion ofracial segregation.

Anocher cost ofinvestigatory stops is deep, palpable fear ofthe
police. Invescigatory stops, our data demonstrate, sometimes

produce d¡amatic escalations oftension between the officer and the

person stopped (Epp, Maynard-Mood¡ and Haider-Markel 2014,

74-92). These tensions reflect the fact that people who are sub.jected

to intrusive investigations on the pretext of a minor violation,
such as a burned-out taillight, think that this is unfair and unjust,
and they fear what the offìcer may do next. Thus, if an ofÊcer can

handcuffyou and search your cat when all you did was forget to fix
that little light, what is to stop him from doing far worse? \X/he¡e is

rhis stop heading? People subjected to these stops told us offeeling
deeply fearful and resentful, offeeling "violated" (1). Police office¡s,

too, recognize that the people who are stopped and searched under

these circumstances are resentfi-rl and tense, and so officers are also

tense and ready ro act forcefully to keep cont¡ol of the inte¡action.
Our interviews ¡eveal that both police office¡s and African
Americans who experience investigatory stops realize that escalations

are possible and try hard to avoid it.

Sometimes tensions escalate, however, confirming African American
drivers' fear that these stops may spiral out of concrol inro violence.

Bill¡ a black man, told us he once asked an officer, "\Øhy are you

stopping me, because I'm a poor man in a ragged car?" Billy said

the offìcer responded by yelling, "Show me your hands, show me

your hands." "He had his pistol pulled out," Billy said, "and I didnt
even turn my head, but I could see it out of the pe ripheral vision
of my eye, its barrel, and he pointed it right at my head, you know
That was Pretq/ frightening" (Epp, Maynard-Moody, and Haider-
Markel 2014,90-91). Even when the driver is let go f¡om such an

experience with no physical harm, psychological pain endures.

Sometimes these inevitable tensions escalate to violence. In fact,

several ofthe most controversial police shootings since that of
Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, have occurred in precisely

such a context. These include rhe shootings of Sl'alter Scott in
North Charleston, South Carolina; Samuel DuBose in Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Philando Castile in Minnesota, which occurred in vehicle

srops rhat bear all of the markings of investigatory stops and in
which tensions berween the offìcer and the driver escalated (Apuzzo

and \lilliams 2015;Pérez-Peha2075; Stahl 2016). The arrest of
Sandra Bland, who died in a Têxas jail, likewise was made in the

midst of escalâting tensions in such a stop (Lai et al. 2015).



Harms to Community and Society
The costs of investigatory stops include social and communiry
costs (Feagin and McKinney 2002).\X/e have aJready noted how
investigatory stops contribute to the ongoing racial segregation ofour
urban areas. Another key cosc is to the police themselves: our data
reveal that invescigatory stops powerfully erode üust in the police
among the people subjected to these stops.'We measured trust in the
police with a range of standard questions concerning this trust as

well as questions unique to our survey. rVe combined these questions

into an index of crust in rhe police (cr = .91). Our data reveal that
the experience ofan investigatory stop significantly erodes uust in
the police; in fact, the experience ofsuch a stop erodes t¡ust as much
as being stopped by an officer acting with extreme rudeness and
disrespect (put more technicall¡ the effect of an investigatory stop is

as g¡eat as experiencing an average stop carried out by ân officer in the

top 25ú percentile on our scale of officer rudeness) (Epp, Maynard-
Mood¡ and Haider-Mafuel2014, 14344).The experience of a traffic
safety stop, by contrast, has no significant effecc on trust in the police.
This contrast is consistent with our thesis that the investigatory stop

is a distinct practice with distinct, deleterious effects, ìncluding the

loss of legitimacy of the police themselves. This erosion in trust in the
police surely is part of the explanation for the current crisis in policing.

One other social effect deserves brief mention. Our data suggest

that the investigatory stop shapes peoplet pe¡ceptions of race and
racial identities. "Race," ofcourse, is a cultu¡al construction (see,

e.g., American Anthropological Association 1998)-and it is also

increasingly clear that some government policies and practices

contribute to racial divisions and identities (Gomez 2010). \Øe

find that the experience of an investigatory stop among African
Americans is signiffcantly associated with an inuease in people's

identification with, and loyalry to, African Americans as a group.

Strikingl¡ we find that the experience of an investigatory stop
has the oppotite efFect among whites, reducing their identification
with the white race. These results remain statistically significant
when controlling for a wide range of known influences on
racial identification. The effêcts ofinvestigâtory stops on racial
identification are consiscent with a growing body of evidence (see,

e.g., Lerman and \Øeaver 2014) thar the experience of intrusive
police stops is a defining element of what is called a sense of "linked
fate" among African Americans, or the belief that being black in
Ame¡ican sociery is a powerful source of shared experiences of
discrimination and solidariry (Dawson 1994).

Discussion
Investigatory stops are an institutionally supported practice that
causes harm both to the people who are stopped and to police

legitimacy. This practice sac¡ifices the liberry and digniry of large

numbe¡s of innocent people who are disproportionately racial

minorities in pursuit of a small number who are dangerous or
carrying contraband (Harcourt 2007).The innocent victims of this
practice rightly feel that their status as free and equal members of
sociery has been diminished, and they resent this implication and
the police for enforcing this message. The victims of this practice
have learned from their experiences to distrust the police, Many
now are demanding fundamental police reforms.

Leaders of professional policing occasionally have acknowledged
these deeper truths ând recognize how investigatory stops contribute

to the crisis they face. Thus, nvo police leaders (MiIazzo and Hansen

1999) observed,

Despite the constitutionaliry of the practice [of investigatory

stops], motorists understand that they are being stopped for a

different reason chan the one provided and are angered by the
inference needed to make the stop. The resulting anger could
escalate hostiliry and risk greater physical danger for both the

officer and motorist. The anger continues after the stop and

is shared within the motorist's peer group. As more anecdotal

stories circulate about such stops, the long-term effect on race

relations must be balanced against the short-term effect on

drug enforcement. Police managers may legitimately weigh

race relations as more important than the potential arrest of a
drug user or street level dealer.

The Police Executives Research Forum (PERF) similarly has

acknowledged the harms caused by investigatory stops. A PERF-
published report on racially biased policing urged departmencs

to train officers away from uslng race as a key facto¡ in deciding
whom to stop and search. Yet the report also acknowledged that
the "conventional police strategy," that "numerous stops, searches,

citations, and arrests will yield reducdons in crime, disorder and
accidents," is itselfa key source ofracial disparities in stops (Fridell

et al. 2001, 93). The report concluded, "oftentimes, intensive

crimìnal and craffic enforcement falls sho¡t of the desired effects,

and instead, only worsens the relationship between police and the
minoriry communiry' (93).

These observations, made more chan l5 years agor now seem

prescient. In the brief time since the police shooting of Michael
Brown in Ferguson, a broad movement for police reform has

revealed how little many members of our society trust that the

police are engaged in fair and impartial law enforcement. This
p€¡c€ption is not simply a legacy of the past. Our data demonstrate
that investigatory police stops concribute to it daily: investigatory

stops fuel distrust in the police.

The problem, put simpl¡ is not only the occasional errant, racist
officer who violates police policy and training but the "best practice"

of investigatory stops itself. This practice is deeply institutionalized
in contemporary policing. The police have not acted alone in
developing this poliry, howeve¡. Support for the so-called war on

crime is long-standing and shared âcross the political spectrum
(Simon 2007). Americans ask our police departments to reduce

crime. Professional policing responded by developing "proactive"

crime-fighting tâctics, chief among them the investigatory stop.

To those favoring investigatory stops, the experience of such a scop

seems a mino¡ inconvenience fo¡ the innocent, a fair price to pay for
getting drugs and guns off the streets.

The evidence chat investigatory stops help fìght crime is surprisingly
weak. Although an old study suggested that investigatory stops

might help reduce crime (Sherman and Rogan 1995; She¡man,

Shaw, and Rogan 1995), more recent studies conclude that there
is no clear evidence that investigatory stops help reduce crime (see,

e.g., Cohen and Ludwig 2003; Koper and Mayo-\Vilson 2006;

McGa¡rell et aÌ. 2001; Zimring 2011). Supporters of investigatory
stops seem unaware ofthis fact.
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Nor do they recognize the considerable costs ofinvestigatory stops

to individual digniry the community and police-communiry
relations, Scattershot investigatory stops, even if ostensibly focused

on those who look suspicious, mainly target innocent communiry
residents for highly invasive intrusions. Many people who
experience these stops desc¡ibe chem as akin to "inca¡ce¡ations."

Like people everywhere, they appreciate police protection, but they
also value fair treatment and freedom from arbitrary intrusion: the¡
like everyone, resent being treated like criminals. Stopped in this

wa¡ people begin to avoid driving in some areas for fear of how the

police may treat them; they begin to fear calling che police for help

and therefore decrease rhe likelihood ofcooperation with police.
Invesrigatory stops thus erode individuals' basic liberties and dignity.
These harms exrend to the police and society itself. Investigatory
stops erode the crust in police so necessary for police legitimacy.
They also diminish communiry empowerment (Rosenbaum 2006)

and what Robert Sampson and Stephen Raudenbush (1999) call
"collecrive efficacy," the fundamencal communiry social asset that
helps to reduce crime. Investigatory stops may yield some seizures

ofdrugs and guns and a few arrests ofcriminals, but the long-term
cost in the erosion of trust bet'ween the police and community
¡educes the ability of the police and residenrs to prevent and solve

crime ove¡ the longer term.

Consider the social and community costs of erosion in the

willingness of people to call the police for help, one of the effects of
experiencing an investigatory police stop. -ühat options are open to
somebody who has been the victim of a crime but who distrusts the

police and so is unwilling to call them for help? Such a person may
decide to do nothing and simply try to go on with life as best he (or

she) can after the crime. Or he mày decide to take matters into his

own hands and seek retribution (Gibson et al. 2010). Both represent

fundamental violations of the equa.l p¡otection of the law. They also

contribute to more crime, further erosion of
lawful norms, and continuing degradation

o[ the qualiry of life in some communities.
In these ways, investigatory police stops are

deeply counterproductive.

Investigatory police stops are

deeply counterproductive.

stopped by a deeply rude and disrespectful officer. Strikingl¡
African Americans who experience a traffic safery stop by a polite
officer evaluate the experience no differently than a white driver
in a similar stop. The larger lesson is clear: to improve African
Americans' perceptions of the police, rein in the practice of
investigatory stops.

Steps in this direccion would include requiring officers to record and

report the race, gender, and age ofall persons stopped, including
stops in which no warning or citation is issued. Currently, many
investigatory stops are not recorded. This lack of reporting limits
the capacity of commandlevel officers to monito¡ the actions of
their officers and look for patterns of racial dispariry. It also limits
oversight by city managers and elected officials. Additionall¡
surveys ofciry residents regarding satisfaction with police services

should include questions about experiences in police stops,

including stops for minor violations.

Conclusion
'\ül'hen confronted with new evidence of racial disparities in
police stops, most discussions turn, yet again, to denials that
it is a widespread problem or claims that it is the product of a

few bad apples. In fact, as our research demonst¡ates, the unjust
disparities in police stops are widespread and the result ofdeeply
institutionalized practices chac are supported by law and policy
and refined and engrained by training and socialization. AJthough
formally color blind, investigatory stops encourage the expression

oÊpowerful, deeply ingrained negarive stereo[ypes ofblack and

brown Americans. This police practice thus actively recreates

our society's racial divide. It reconstructs the meaning of rights,
citizenship, and race in contemporary America, contributing to
racial inequality rather rhan equality (\Øard and Rivera 2014).

Reforming investigatory stops will not be

easy. The practice is viewed by many in
policing not as a problem but as a good

ching. In many places, doing investigatory

scops is part of what it means to be a good

'!l'hat, chen, is to be done? Ending investigatory stops, except

when compellingly jusrified by clear and particular cause,

would contribute directly to improved police-communiry
relations. The leading approaches to police ¡eform in the wake

ofFerguson, as we noted earlier, focus on better training and

cont¡ol of individual offìcers, especially training to improve
ofûcer respectfulness. Our data confìrm that drive¡s evaluate

stops more positively the more the officer is polite and respectful.

But our data also demonstrate that this is hardly enough. African
Ame¡ican d¡ivers commonly experience investigatory stops and

resent the prâctice; our data show that they evaluate these stops

more negatively rhan traffic safety stops no matter how polite
and respectful is the officer. In fact, among these d¡ivers the

co¡rosive effect of an investigatory stop (compared with a taffitc
safety stop) on a driverì evaluation of the stop is as substanrial

as the effect ofbeing stopped by an officer whose behavio¡ is at

the 25th percencile (compared with the 75th percentile) on our
scale of officer politeness/impoliteness (Epp, Maynard-Mood¡
and Haide¡-Markel 2014, 129-33). Put simpl¡ investigatory
stops are as poisonous to drivers'evaluations ofthe stop as being
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cop. Still, alchough institutionalized practices resist change they
are not unchangeable. Ifthe professional leaders ofour cities and

police departments are willing to learn about the immense costs of
the investigatory scop practice, and a¡e willing to confront the fact

that ic is this practice, and not only the ections ofa few bad apples,

that has so eroded public support for the police, then the door may

open to real institutional reform. Police agencies should replace

this "scattershot, stop-lots-of-people-in-the hope-of-catching-a-

few" practice (Forman and Stutz 2012) wirh police-communiry
collaboration. The leadership of American policing should recognize

that widespread investigatory stops are councerproductive and

morally repugnânt. They should define this institutionalized
practice as unprofessional and train and evaluate officers in
alternative, community-based approaches.
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Note
1. Fo¡ each of these questions, we allowed drivers ro select more than one of the

standard ethnoracial categories. Virtually all drivers selected one primry racial

category, md there was extremely little diffe¡ence berween drivers'self-

identifìcarion and thcir csrimate ofanorhcr persont fìrst impression of their

racial identity. In the present analysis, we use rhe selÊidenrifìcarion measure.
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101512017 City of Columbia, MO Mail - FW: Bias-free/Racial Profiling Policy Reform

C¡
Chris Clubine <chr¡s.clubine@como.gov>DI D

I

FW: Bias-free/Racial Profiling Policy Reform

Don Love <dmaclovel@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 19,2017 at 10:31 AM
To: kacy.hall@como.gov, kptowne@gmail.com, rmille2000@yahoo.com, namdhf@mail.missouri.edu,
warren44sapp@gmail.com, chris.clubine@como.gov, ward6@como.gov, brian.adkisson@como.gov

From: Don Love [mailto:dmaclovel @gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 19,2017 10:27 AM
To: 'City of Columbia Mayor' <mayor@como.gov>; 'Heather Cole' <heather.cole@como.gov>; lan Thomas
<ward4@como.gov>; Matt Pitzer <wardS@como.gov>; Matthes, Mike <cmo@como.gov>; Michael Trapp
<ward2@como.gov>; Peters, Betsy <ward6@como.gov>; Rose Wibbenmeyer <rose.wibbenmeyer@como.gov>; Ruffin
Clyde < rd1@como.gov>; Skala, Karl <ward3@como.gov>; 'Steven Sapp'<steven.sapp@como.gov>; 'Ken Burton'
<ken. bu¡1on@como. gov>
Cc:'mary ratliff <maryralliff4}@yahoo.com>; Wilson-Kleekamp, Traci <tracilizzette@gmail.com>; dsmith.cprb
<dsmith.cprb@gmail.com>; DanViets@gmail.com; Oxford, Jeanette Mott: Jeanette@empowermissouri.org
<jeanette@empowermissouri.org>; 'Reed, Katherine' <reedkath@missouri.edu>
Subject: Bias-free/Racial Profiling Policy Reform

Chief Ken Burton called me last week to say that he saw no reason not to adopt a policy on bias-free policing along the
lines suggested by Lorie Fridell. I think this is a significant step fonruard.

Fridell's policy and her explanation of it in Producing Bias-Free Policing boils down to saying officers must act on facts
about the individual, which is the essence of good policing.

ln the context of concerns about the possibility of officers being influenced by our history of racial subjugation, this means
officers learn to ignore stereotypes by disciplining themselves to look for facts clearly independent of race and acting only
if they find probable cause or, in cases in which they are permitted more discretion, compelling indications of criminal
behavior.

Since Chief Burton has decided to go in this direction, I suggest:

1. lnterested stakeholders (CPD, CPOA, NAACP, RMF, MOCLA, Columbia officials and staff, CPRB, and so on)
gather to plan a process to study policy options and reach a consensus on what will work best in Columbia.

2. As part of this process, the stakeholders plan a public meeting at which some knowledgeable person can explain
policy options, a panel of stakeholders responds, and members of the public have opportunities to comment and
ask questions. Chief Burton says the end of November would be a good time for him to participate. Katherine
Reed, Missourian, has offered to make J School resources available.

3. Perhaps CPRB would be a good entity to draft a policy based on input from stakeholders. City Council could make
the final draft official.

Just a suggestion. But let's seize this opportunity to achieve a consensus on how to win more respect and cooperation for
officers and to ensure that all individuals are treated fairly.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u l0l?ui=2&ik=a7409a648a&jsver=khUFNOKniXg.en.&view=pt&msg='l 5s9¿.4592a71cc3&search=inbox&siml=1 5e9ac459 1/2
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Foreword
This report examines statistical data regard¡ng racial disparities in traffic stops and searches

within the City of Greensboro. lt is the culmination of several years' worth of research by the
Greensboro Police Department (GPD) and academic researchers.

GPD does not contest the fact that the data shows racial disparities with respect to traffic stops

and searches. Data from Greensboro and across the nation shows that black motorists are more
frequently pulled over and searched than white motorists. Recently, some researchers,

reporters, and members of the public have asserted that these disparities are due to racial bías

by the police. This explanation must be contextualized, however, because of the many

alternative, nuanced, and complicated factors that contribute to these statístics.

This report discusses research that has examined racial disparities in traffic stops and searches,

here and elsewhere, and the complexities of trying to determine the underlying causes of these
disparities. By reviewing existíng research, we know that these disparities - and the challenges

associated with them - are neither new nor unique to Greensboro.

This report also examines the many factors that contribute to how, when, why, and where
traffic stops and subsequent searches occur in Greensboro. By describing policing methods, we
hope to provide a better understanding of who is likely to be affected by them and why. GPD is

striving to continue the work that needs to be done to ensure that the publíc is treated fairly,
and that the work of the Police Department is better understood, in order to build safer

communities.

Differences and limitations in data collection are also factors discussed in this report. The report
identifies and discusses data collection issues and their impact on the ability to analyze traffic
stop and search data.

Finally, this report describes actions GPD is taking regarding traffic stops and searches. There is

no single "fix" for the issues underlying racial disparities in traffic stops or searches. lt is a

complex phenomenon that deserves thoughtful solutions.

There is more work to be done in Greensboro, throughout the state, and across the country. We

hope that this report provides data that will assist in furthering the important dialogue on this
topic, result in change that benefits Greensboro and its citizens, and serve as a model for other
communities to better understand and address similar issues.

'J.
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Executive Summary
This report examines the statistical data regarding racial disparities in traffic stops and searches in the

City of Greensboro. lt is the culmination of several years' worth of research by the Greensboro Police

Department (GPD). lt also íncf udes recent perspectives from academic researchers contracted by the

department to analyze traffic stop and search data.

GPD does not contest the fact that the data shows racial disparities with respect to traffic stops and

searches. Data from Greensboro and across the nation shows that black motorists are more frequently

pulled over and searched than white motorists. Recently, some researchers, reporters, and members of

the public have asserted that these disparities are due to racial bias by the police. This explanation must

be contextualized, however, because ofthe many factors that contribute to these statistics.

Researchers who have studied this topic for decades have consistently found inconclusive evidence of

institutional or individual racism as the reason for the racial disparíty in traffic stops and searches. Many

factors - besides the race or ethnicity of the driver- are involved in the decision to stop a vehicle, and

these factors must be accounted for in any analysis of traffic stops. Ultimately, the data that is currently

collected by local and state entities is not sufficient to prove that racial bias is a reason why GPD officers

stop and search vehicles. This is true of the data that the State of North Carolina and the City of

Greensboro collect.

To assist the Greensboro Police Department in analyzing this issue, researchers from the North Carolina

Agricultural and Technical State University (NC A&T) and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro

(UNCG) were contracted to analyze data supplied by the North Carolina Department of Justice and data

maintained by the Greensboro Police Department. UNCG replicated analyses from previous studies and

conducted statistical analyses using a methodology designed to test bias with traffic stops. NC A&T

conducted exploratory and descriptive analyses of traffíc stop records and traffic stops associated with

census block groups. ln addition, GPD's Crime Analysis Unit examined the Department's traffic stop data

reporting procedures, identified issues in data collection, and conducted a detailed analysis of the

Department's traffic stop and search data.

The research conducted by the researchers at NC A&T, UNCG, and the GPD Crime Analysis Unit finds no

evidence supporting the claim that the disparities observed in the City of Greensboro are the result of

racism. The findings of the research are;

For traffic stops of black and white drivers, black drivers make up 55% of stops, and whites

comprise 45% of stops.

Following a traffic stop, black drivers were slightly more than twice as likely (L02%) to be

searched as white drivers.

Following a search during a traffic stop, white drivers were99io more likely to have contraband

found than black drivers.

There is a geographic correlation (or association) between the number of traffic stops and

concentrations of quality of life crimes.

a

a
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Despite the observed disparities in traffic stops and searches, institutional or individual bias

cannot be identified in the data.

Limitations in the accuracy and uniformity of data collected impede the use of some analytícal

methodologies on the existing traffic stop and search data, which ímpacts the conclusions that
can be made. These limitations occur at both the state and local levels.

Some of the data limitations arise at the local level. For example, the Traffic Data Module used by GPD

officers to complete traffic stop reports does not allow officers to record all of the necessary details

about why a stop occurred, what transpired during the stop, why a search occurred, and the outcome of
the stop. There has also been inconsistent training in how to utilize the Traffic Data Module to complete

a report. At the state level, this research has identified a number of data processing errors that occur

when the North Carolína Department of Justice (NC-DOJ) collects data generated locally. As a result,

there are a number of errors in the data provided by NC-DOJ to the public and researchers, which can

affect the results of analyses of that data.

How and where policing efforts are conducted in Greensboro depends on a number of circumstances,

including: where officers are needed to respond to citizens' calls for service; localized and broader crime

trends; the use of proactive efforts to reduce crime and/or identify offenders in the community; and

efforts to address citizens'concerns about quality of life issues. Due in large partto these factors and

associated social issues, a direct correlation between bias and enforcement actions cannot be made.

An officer's decision to conduct a traffic stop is based on a number of factors, such as: responding to

neighborhood complaints of speeding; criminal alerts; observed driving behaviors; and observed vehicle

condition. Using various methodologies, the research discussed in this report did not identify a pattern

of bias ¡n traffic stops by GPD officers.

Members of the Greensboro Police Department recognize that the existence of racial disparities in

traffic stops and searches is an important íssue. There is no simple solution to endingthe disparity,

because there are no simple and discrete causes of the dísparity. Understandingthat, GPD has taken a

holistic approach to addressing traffic stops and searches, in order to best serve the public. These

actions include:

a Revisíng policies and carefully monitoring the effects of these policies through data collection

and other methods. The policies that GPD will be implementing in the coming months include:

o Requiring the completion of a traffic stop report for all traffic stops.

o Documenting a person's consent to search through either body-worn cameras or a

Consent to Search Form, including reporting the reasons for seeking consent to search.

o Additionally, GPD will continue for the time being to operate under the Special Order

issued by Chief Scott in November, 2015, temporarily suspending patrol officers from

conducting traffic stops based solely on vehicle equipment infractions.

Continuing to implement Neighborhood Oriented Policing (NOP), which combines a philosophy

of problem-solving with geographic ownership of defined areas. NOP affects when and where

a

a

a
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traffic stops are conducted by better focusing enforcement actions on areas where crimes are

occurring and where key community stakeholders want a police presence.

o Enhancing training related to searches during a traffic stop, in order to address data limitations

in the report process.

. Enhancing training on how to complete a traffic stop report, and the tools to recognize and

mitigate implicit bias.

o lncreasing transparency in our operations so residents can know when and where traffic safety

or crime reduction campaigns will be occurring and the reason for the efforts.

o Making crime data more accessible to the public.

. lmprovíngthe data ín orderto better assessthe disparity in traffic stops, discern bias, and

provide greater transparency of police operations.

¡ Continuing the work associated with this research, including:

o leading a regional effort to review state statutes and processes related to traffic stops

and searches in order to recommend appropriate legislative changes

o looking for funding for further research

o creating portals for public access to data

There is no single "fix" for the issues underlying racialdisparities ¡n traffic stops orsearches. Law

enforcement, government leaders, community stakeholders, judicial representatives, and others have

much work ahead of them in order to fully understand and address the issue. We hope that this report

willfurtherthe dialogue on this topic, result in change that benefits Greensboro and its citizens, and

serve as a model for other communities to better understand and address similar issues.
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Section I: Background on the Issue of Racial Disparities in Traffic Stops

and Searches
The issue of racial profiling in traffic stops has been discussed for at least twenty five years (Fridell, 2001;

2OO4l, and has often been tied to the "War on Drugs" (Tillyer, Engel, Wooldredge, 2008), which in turn

has often been associated with minoríty and ethnic communities. This relationship has contributed to a

belief from many within minority and ethnic communities that law enforcement is targeting those

communities due to a perceived association with narcotics. These issues are sometimes described as

"driving while black."

The nationaldialogue abouttraffic stops and racialprofiling has resulted in severalstates passing laws

requiring the collection of traffic stop data. ln 1999, North Carolina was the first state to establish a law

requiring the collection of information related to traffic stops - General Statute 5 1438-903, Collection of
troffic law enforcement statistics (Appendix A). Since 2002, most law enforcement agencies in North

Carolina have submitted traffic stop data to the state. The collected data is available to the publíc via the

NC-DOJ website,

Various groups have contributed to this dialogue. ln 2009, the American Bar Association promoted the

exploration of racial bias within the criminaljustice system (law enforcement, courts, and

prison/probation). The North Carolina Advocates for Justice (NCAJ) formed a Task Force on Racial and

Ethnic Bias in 20L0.lt has produced severalreports and position papers.

ln February 20L2, a report was submitted to the NCAJ Task Force on Racial and Ethnic Bias. The report,

authored by Baumgartner and Epp (20L2), focused on traffic stop data held by the North Carolina State

Bureau of lnvestigation and provided various statistical analyses of the data. This data showed ratio

differences of traffic stops, searches, and seized contraband by race, ethnicity, and gender. This was one

of the first reports to conduct a statewide analysis of traffic stop data. Since the 2OL2 report,

Baumgartner and various coauthors have published a series of reports on the topic of traffic stops in

North Carolina. The reports and other resources related to traffic stops can be found at:

ln May 201,4,the American CivilLiberties Union of North Carolina (ACLU-NC)released a reportentitled

Road Work Aheod.fhe report focused on data collection as a method to address possible bias in

policing. The report provided an overuiew - historical, national, and state - of traffic stops and racial

profiling. The report detailed the need for accurate data collection in order to develop sound

conclusions and identify corrective actions. The report identified three areas that are needed to achieve

the collection of better data: reporting the location of the stop; using a statewide unique identification

number for each law enforcement officer; and training of law enforcement officers, via a standardized

curriculum, on the importance of completing traffic stop reporting forms and collecting accurate data

(American Civil Liberties Union of North Carolina, 2074).

The 2OL2 Baumgartner and Epp report did not go unnoticed by North Carolina law enforcement. Several

agencies began evaluating and researching the data. ln 2014, the North Carolina Association of Chiefs of

Police and North Carolina Sheriff's Association contracted with Dr. Deborah Lamm Weisel, from North
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Carolina Central University, to conduct a review and analysis of racial and ethnic disparities in North

Carolina traffic stop data.

ln 2OIt, GPD formed a committee to look into the issue of bias-based policing. ln early 201-3, GPD began

an initial review of traffic stop data. This work focused on geographic patterns of traffic stops, police

divisions within GPD, and completion rates (stops called in over the radio to traffic stop reports). The

review was not finalized into a report at that time for several reasons. First, a shortage of analytical staff

required secondary and tertiary projects to be suspended. Second, new crime analysis software was

acquired and staff were dedicated to implementation and training. Third, a geographic digital

warehouse was implemented, which consumed a significant amount of staff time. The warehouse

provides geo-spatial analysis and increased accuracy and resolution of data. Fourth, analytical staff was

involved in two large projects associated with Neighborhood Oriented Policing - patrol staffing analysis

and geographic redistricting of patrol divisions.

ln March 2015, Baumgartner and his colleagues released a report entitled: Analysis of Black-White

Differences in Troffic Stop and Seorches in Greensboro, NC, 2002-201-3.1n June 2015, Baumgartner and

his colleagues released a report entitled: Driving While Black: lt's Getting Worse. The first report

examined data that GPD reported to the state. No conclusion or discussion of the data or interpretation

was given; the report was simply a descriptive analysis of the data. The second report framed traffic

stops within the existing national dialogue, provided historical context, discussed the US DOJ report on

Ferguson, and presented updated analysis of Nonh Carolina traffic stop data. The updated analysis of

traffic stops took into account criticisms in the methodology used in prior reports (see Weisel, 201.4).

Other Research
There is a substantial body of research related to traffic stops by law enforcement. Researchers have

worked on this topic for more than twenty years and have produced a large set of results, analysis, and

recommendations. Several best practíces guides have been developed during this period. This report

draws upon several of these guides to help understand the topic, guide the analysis, and form

recommendations. The resources used include:

Fridell, Lorie, Robert Lunney, Drew Diamond, and Bruce Kubu (2001). Raciolly Biqsed Policing: A

Principled Response. Washington, D.C.: Police Executive Research Forum

Fridell, Lorie (2004). By the Numbers: a guide for onolyzing roce data from vehicle stops.

Washington, D.C.: Police Executive Research Forum,

Fridell, Lorie (2005/. Understanding Race Data from Vehicle Stops; A Stokeholder's Guide

Washington, D.C.: Police Executive Research Forum.

McMahon, Joyce, Garner, Joel, Davis, Ronald and Kraus, Amanda (2o}2l. How to Correctly

Collect ond Anolyze Rociol Profíling Dota: Your Reputation Depends On lt!. Washington, DC: U.S

Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services.
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Ridgeway, Greg. & Rand Center on Quality Policing & Rand Corporation (2009). Cincinnoti Police

Depdrtment tdffic stops: applying RAND's framework to analyze raciol dispan t,es. Santa

Monica, CA: RAND, Center on Quality Policíng,

ln addition to these primary resources, additional literature was reviewed to provide a thorough

understanding of issues related to traffic stop analysis. A recent publication summarizing traffic stop

analysis in North Carolina is:

Weisel, D.L. (2014). Raciol and Ethnic Disparity in Tralfic Stops in North Carolina, 2000-20L1

Exomining the Evidence.

Researchers, residents, stakeholders, and government officials who want to know more about the
process of analyzing traffic stop and search data are encouraged to review these references.

Several key points are stated by Fridell (2005) and are, forthe purposes ofthis research, worth

emphasizing:

Racially biased policing is defined as: "the inappropriate consideration by law enforcement of
race or ethnicity in deciding with whom and how to intervene in an enforcement capacity."

Social science research and the methodology used have been thought by some to provide a

conclusive determination of the existence of biased policing. This is an inappropriate conclusion.

Research has identified many problems and variables that need to be taken into account when

examining this issue, and researchers have made recommendations on data requirements,

statistical procedures, and analytical procedures. The ability to draw definitive conclusions from

statistical data that biased policing exists is very limited.

Simple statistical disparities do not provide an appropriate basis to conclude that bias in traffic

stops exist. Community groups, stakeholders, and others are urged not to use simple ratio

proportions of disparity as a form of proof of the existence of bias.

It is important to understand the limitations to being able to conduct analysis and draw

conclusions from data.

Any efforts to address the issue of bias requires all stakeholders (residents, officials, community

groups, law enforcement) to work together and cooperate for the best interest of everyone.

The collection and analysis of informatíon related to traffic stops forms the basis for dialogue

and discussions between law enforcement and residents. Collecting this data...demonstrates a

commitment to monitor and investigate the issue (2005).

The Issue Locally
National, state, and local research and reports show that black drivers are stopped more frequently than

white drivers, even though blacks do not comprise the majority of the population in most states and

cities. Between2OO2 and 2013 in Greensboro, black drivers were stoppedin50% of traffic stops, while

white drivers were stopped in 46% of traffic stops (Baumgartner, 2015). This disparity occurred despite

blacks comprising 4L% of the total population in Greensboro, and whites comprising 48% of the

a

a

a

a

a
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population (US Census: http://quickfacts.census .gov/qf d/states/37 /3728000.htm1), ln other words,

black drivers were stopped within the city more often than white drivers, even though Greensboro has a

larger percentage of whites living in the city. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of black and white

populations in the city of Greensboro, based on the 2010 U.S, Census.

Figure 1: Census Block Group - Race Demographics - 2010 Census

A numerical disparity also exists wíth regards to searches. While less than 5% of traffic stops result in a

search, blacks were searched within the city at slightly more than twice the rate (108%) of whites from

2002 to 2013, ln all categories listed in the data set for a reason to stop a vehicle, save one (dríving while

impaired), blacks are searched within the city more than whites (Baumgartner,20t5l.

GPD's leaders recognized the importance of better understanding this data. ln mid-20L3, members of

the Crime Analysis Unit began gathering traffic stop data in order to analyze it. Their goal then, as

remains today, was to determine underlying reasons for the disparity seen in the data. Due to the

complexity of this effort, and the priority of transitioning GPD to Neighborhood Oriented Policing, which

was itself a data-intensive task, this effort was not completed at that time.

The effort was renewed by Chief Scott upon hís appointment in 2015. Baumgartner also published two

more reports in 20L5. At the same time, local print media interviewed police personnel and civic leaders

on the topic and published several stories. Greensboro made national headlines when the New York

Times published an article titled "The Disproportionate Risks of Driving While Black" on October 24,

2015. The article followed interviews with GPD staff and Chief Scott on August 72,2015, and multiple

requests for data and information. GPD willingly participated in the local and national media coverage in

A
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order to provide reporters with an understanding of the complexities of police work and access to
published cardinal works on the topic.

ln an attempt to better understand the factors leading to traffic stops, Chief Scott issued a Special Order

on November LO,2015 temporarily suspending patrol officers from conducting traffic stops based solely

on violations related to vehicle equipment infractions. ln general, vehicle equipment infractions include

those items normally checked during annual vehicle inspections. lnstead, officers were to concentrate

efforts on implementing Neighborhood Oriented Policing by increasing foot patrols in residential areas.

Ninety days after the Special Order went into effect, the number of traffic stops and consent searches

decreased; however, the disparity between black and white drivers remained for consent searches.

Despite the number of academic studies and media reports, the question still being asked locally and

across the country is: why is there a disparity in traffic stops and searches? A sound answer has not yet

been identified. A range of possible answers could include: officer bias, institutional bias, concentrations

of crime and disorder, deployment patterns of police, the war on drugs, gang crackdowns, socio-

economic status, or the overall structure of the criminaljustice system. Each of these possible answers is

nuanced, complex, and requires detailed analysis and research.

Locally and across the nation, many people are quick to conclude that the explanation for the disparity is

institutional bias or individual officer bias. The work of Baumgartner and numerous media stories have

posited this position as the answer for the disparity. The Greensboro Police Department recognizes that
some people, acting in good faith, view the disparity in traffic stops alone as some evidence of bias. GPD

also recognizes that people are impacted when stopped by police. However, it is also important to

recognize the difference between disparity and discrimination. Observed disparities may be the result of

a wide range of factors, which does not necessarily include discrimination. Allof these factors can

interact with each other, making it difficult to pinpoint specific causes for the observed disparities.
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Section II: The Challenges in Quantifying the Reasons for Traffic Stops

and Searches
The traffic stop is probably the most common type of encounter people have with police. Nationwide,

approximately 10% of all drivers are stopped by law enforcement at least once a year (Weisel 20L4l.

Traffic stops are also one of the most frequent activities police officers perform. This interaction, more

than many other police-citizen interactions, has come under increased scrutiny in recent years.

Although the vehicle stop is a fairly common occurrence, it is not routine. The officer must make several

assessments and decisions before pulling over a vehicle and while engaging with the driver and any

other occupants.

First, the officer must have a legitimate law enforcement reason for the stop. A stop may be initiated if
an officer has probable cause or reasonable suspicion that a violation of motor vehicle law has occurred,

or that criminal activity may be occurring. Probable cause and reasonable suspicion are two of the most

important concepts in deciding if it is appropriate for police to stop a person for questioning, search for

evidence, or make an arrest. Probable cause exists when facts or evidence are present that would lead

a reasonable person to believe that a suspect has committed a crime. Reasonable suspicion is

justification for an officer to stop and briefly detain a person if, based upon the officer's training and

experience, there is reason to believe that the individual is engaging in criminal activity.

Second, after the traffic stop is initiated and the officer engages with the driver and other occupants, the

officer has additional decisions to make based upon the information presented to him. This can include,

but is not limited to:

o compliance with license, registration, and insurance requirements

. status of driver or passengers, e.g. warrants for arrest or missing persons reports

. evidence of criminal activity in plain view

Depending on these circumstances and many other variables, the officer may have reason to search the

vehicle and/or its occupants. Searches of drivers, passengers, orvehicles occur in 5.2%of all traffic

stops. (Appendix F contains a more detailed breakdown of traffic stop statistics.)

Finally, the officer must determine what course of action to take as a result of the vehicle stop. The

three most common outcomes from a traffic stop are a verbal warning, a written warning, or a citation.

With all of these variables and possible outcomes, the biggest challenge ¡n evaluating the data is

determining whether there exists a cause-and-effect relationship between the race of a driver and the

behavior of police when making the stop (Fridell, 2005), One approach to determining this relationship

is the use of a "benchmark." As Fridell states:

ln analyzing the data, researchers have attempted to develop comparison groups to

produce a "benchmark" against which to measure their stop data. lf an agency determines

that, say, 25 percent of its vehicle stops are of racial/ethnic minorities, to what should this

be compared? ln other words, what percentage would indicate racially biased policing?
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This is the question at the core of benchmarking. To determine an answer, researchers

have compared the demographic profifes of people stopped by police to the demographic

profiles of the residential population of the jurisdiction, to the demographic profiles of
residents with a driver's license, and to the demographic profiles of people observed

driving on jurisdiction roads-to name a few comparison groups. (2005)

The objective of benchmarking is to understand if there is a causal relationship between a

characteristic of the driver (e.g., race, ethnicity, gender) and the decision by police to initiate a

traffic stop. The most reliable benchmarks look to develop a profile of who should be stopped within

a jurisdiction in the absence of any biased decision-making. Benchmarks vary in quality due to the
quality of data and how well it represents the population being stopped. lt is not as simple as

determining the demographic makeup of the driving age population of a city, however. There are

complicating factors, such as the fact that nonresidents may be stopped in the city, although they

would not be included in the city's population. Thus, how well the data represents the population is

related to knowing the driving and stop rates for nonresidents (commuters) who use jurisdiction

roads, driving behaviors by various groups (e.g., racial, ethnic, gender, or age groups), and vehicle

stops associated with increased police activity/operations.

To identify the existence of causal relationships, not only does the direct relationship of driver to

stop need to be evaluated, but also the many other variables that can influence the decision to
make a stop. An analysis of traffic stops can be undertaken using two approaches: a two-variable

(bivariate) model and a multivariate model.

Bivariate Model

Figure 2: Bivariate Model (after Fridell 2004! Race or Ethnicity is the sole reason for conducting the traff¡c stop

A two-variable (bivariate) model is not sufficient to explain disparity in traffic stop data. Figure 2

illustrates this simple model: the race or ethnicity of a driver is the sole reason a vehicle is stopped

by a police officer. This model assumes that there are no other variables that create the conditions

for a traffic stop. lt further assumes that within a given jurisdiction, drivers of different age, race,

and sex are evenly distributed and stops should be proportional to the demographic makeup of the
jurisdiction. This is referred to as the normative model (Engel, 2008). The bivariate model uses

census data as a form of benchmark and compares profiles of drivers stopped to demographic

profile of the jurisdiction. Using this kind of demographic proportional comparison, "...researchers

can draw no definitive conclusions regarding racially biased policing" (Fridell, 2005).

Stopping

Decisions by

Police

Race/Ethn¡city
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Using the two-variable (bivariate) model to conclude that race is the primary factor for traffic stops

is tenuous at best. The weakness in this approach can be shown by considering the gender of drivers

and reaching a similar conclusion. Fridell states:

The reports of most jurisdictions regarding their police-citizen contact data state that men

are stopped by police more than women. For instance, a jurisdiction may find that 65

percent of its vehicle stops by police are of male drivers and 35 percent are of female

drivers. Does this indicate gender bias on the part of the police? lt is unclearfrom these

data, but most of us are disinclined to jump to that conclusion because factors other than
police bias could account for the disproportionate stopping of male drivers. (2005)

ln Greensboro,60%o of all traffic stops involve male drivers, although males comprise just 47% of the

city's population. lt is apparent that other explanations for why males are stopped more than

females must be taken into account to explain the disparity in stops by gender. For example, males

may drive more miles and spend more time on the road than females, thus increasing their chances

of being stopped. Males may violate traffic laws at a higher rate than females. Males may drive in

areas where greater concentrations of police are operating, and stopping rates are higher in these

areas. Each of these alternativevariables needsto be considered in anyexplanation of why males

are stopped at higher rates. ln the same way, many alternative variables beyond the race of the

driver need to be considered in any explanation of why blacks are stopped at higher rates than

whítes in Greensboro.

Research has demonstrated other variables that can affect the rate of drívers stopped, such as

driver age, proportion of the population that drives by demographic profile, driving behavior (e.g.,

aggressive driving or speeding), and maintenance of a vehicle to operate per state requirements. For

example, younger drivers have been shown to speed more (Schmitt, 2002). Drivers near the poverty

line may be more likely to have a vehicle that does not meet state requirements or less likely to

have a valid driver's license or current registration. ln Greensboro in 20L3, 33% of blacks and t[% of

whites were below the poverty line, which potentially increases the likelihood that a higher

proportion of blacks have vehicles in violation of equipment or registration requirements

( ). ln 2014, the

State of North Carolina combined the payment of the vehicle registration fee and local property

taxes; both amounts are now due at the same time. lt is possible that ind¡viduals near the poverty

line are unable to afford registering their vehicles as an unintended result of this change, although

more study of this question is needed.

Multivariate Model
Figure 3 (opposite page) shows a different model, which incorporates several other varíables that

contribute to traffic stop decisions by police. This is known as the multivariate model. lt is an

alternative to the bivariate model, and GPD believes that the multivariate model more accurately

reflects the many inputs into traffic stop decisions. These factors include: traffic enforcement,

increased patrol presence in a geographic area, area of crime complaints, an alert to be on the

lookout for a car or person, observable offenses, and investigative reasons. All of these counter the
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normative approach, because each alternative increases police resources in specific areas of the city

for short or long durations. For example:

Speeding complaints by community members generate increased presence by traffic

enforcement, patrol officers, and community resource officers in a given area.

Alerts to be on the lookout for vehicles in specific areas of the city are a daily occurrence. These

can be vehicles involved in a crime or that have been reported stolen. When a vehicle

description is broadcast, officers will key on any vehicle matching the description until the alert

is cancelled.

Zones with increased calls for service through 9L1., crimes, or active crime patterns will receive

additional policing resources. Additional patrol units, community resource officers, traffic

officers, and vice/narcotics detectives may be deployed in these areas. The increased police

presence in these areas will increase contacts with motorists.

Crime Stoppers tips as to locations, persons, or vehicles are followed up by detectives and patrol

officers.

lnvestigations led by federal, state, and local law enforcement may provide advance knowledge

of individuals in a vehicle or criminal activity associated with a vehicle.

The best practice guides indicate that all the alternatives must be reviewed and assessed, in the context

of the multivariate model, before the bivariate model can be considered as an explanation for the

statistical disparity in traffic stops. Even then, the bivariate model is, more often than not, insufficient as

an explanation for disparities.

Figure 3: Multivariate Model (after Fridell 2004). Other variables that

need to be considered as a reason for conduct¡ng a traffic stop
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Searches
There are two types of searches followíng a traffic stop: low discretion and high discretion. Low

discretion searches are those when the officer has no choice under applicable policies/directives/laws

but to conduct a search. Such searches include: searching the driver or passenger incident to arrest, a

search of a vehicle after its seizure, or a pat down search to determine if weapons are accessible by a

driveror passenger. Because low discretion searches are not based on an officer's evaluation of the

facts or circumstances of a traffic stop, it is generally believed that they are not influenced by bias.

High discretion searches are those when the officer has latitude and is not required to conduct a search

but, due to a variety of other factors, the officer determines a search is warranted. Just as there are

various reasons for a traffic stop, there are also various factors that officers may consider when

determining whether to conduct a search following a traffic stop. These ínclude:

o Criminal history of the driver or other occupant

o Nervousness beyond what is expected for an interaction with police

o Sweating

o Evasiveness in answering questions, or providing false or conflicting information

o lnability to provide answers to simple questions

¡ No identífication

¡ Driving someone else's car and cannot locate registration or paperwork for vehicle

o lmpairment
¡ Excessively talkative or extremely quiet to the point of not answering questions

o Vehicle matches the description of a suspect vehicle

o Observation of items in the vehicle that are consistent with contraband or tools of crime

o Vehicle stop is part of a response to drug complaints or Crime Stoppers tips in a specific area

This is not an exhaustive list. An officer's experience, training, and skills all contribute to his or her ability

to assess the truthfulness and behaviors of drivers and passengers.

Researchers have identified high discretion searches as the area where bias could influence the decision

to search (Engel 2008). By considering the search percentages and hit rates for all searches (the percent

of searches in which contraband is located), across all officers and situations, it is not possible to

separate out instances when officers may simply be following their training instead of engaging in biased

decision-making. Several of the cues that police officers in the United States commonly evaluate to

determine whether or not to conduct a search may be indirectly related to the race or cultural

background of a vehicle occupant. Engel and Johnson summarize research on behavior, and find that

black individuals are more likely to use verbal and nonverbal cues that police officers identify as

suspicious. Generally, police officers in the United States are trained that people who fidget, avoid eye

contact, or stutter may be hiding something. These behaviors are more common in black individuals

than in whites (2006). As a result, typical police officer training may be inadvertently causing officers to

incorrectly identify behaviors as suspicious more frequently in black drivers than in white drivers.
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We know that searches after a traffic stop are of concern to residents and of interest to researchers

(Fridell, 2005). However, the question of whether race or ethnic¡ty impacts search decisions is difficult to
answer. Much of the data collected by law enforcement is not sufficient to reach an answer using

accepted statistical analyses. Two approaches have been used to assess bias related to searches:

percent searched measure and search hit rates. Both have significant limitations that must be

understood in order to draw appropriate conclusions from their application to a data set.

Percent Searched Measures
This approach seeks to identify potential bias by calculating the percentage of stopped drivers that are

searched, broken into categories such as race, ethnicity, sex, or age. The relative proportions of such

searches are "...often used erroneously to draw conclusions regarding racíal bias" (Fridell, 2005). Fridell

fu rther states:

ln many jurisdictions higher proportions of stopped minorities are searched than stopped
Caucasians. Analysts, stakeholders, reporters, and even expert witnesses have mistakenly
concluded that this disparity between the frequency of searches of minorities and searches

of Caucasians necessarily indicates bias on the part of police. Such conclusions are not
supported by "percent searched" information.

"Percent searched" information may show disparíty, but it cannot identify the couse of
disparity between searches of racial/ethnic groups or, relatedly, whether or not the
disparity is justified. Not every person who is detained is at equal risk of being searched by
police; there are very legitimate reasons why some persons are at greater risk of being
searched than other persons. lndeed, the public should not expect equal search
proportions across stopped groups. Virtually all agencies report that stopped men are

searched in greater proportions than stopped women. Does this finding indicate police bias

against men? Not necessarily. lt could be that more men are at greater legit¡mate risk of
being searched by police than women because men, more than women, manífest
behaviors that provide legal grounds for a search. (2005)

Search Hit Rate

The Search Hit Rate method seeks to identify bias by determining the percentage of searches when an

officer finds contraband (drugs, illegal weapons, alcohol, money, stolen property, or burglary tools). As

Fridell states:

Lower hit rates for minorities than for Caucasia ns for certain categories of searches are
cause for concern. These results are a warning signal or "redflag" requiring the seríous

attention of law enforcement agencies. They are, however, not proof of racially bíased
policing [emphasis original]. (2005)

Different hit rates demonstrate disparity in the productivity of searches. The issue is whether all drivers

are being held to the same standard by police officers when determining if a search is warranted.
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Limitations in Search Percents and Hit Rates

One of the ways researchers have attempted to identify bias is by examining the outcomes of traffic

searches (Tomaskovic-Devey, Mason, & Zingraff, 2OO4). The theory is that if traffic searches are

consistently unsuccessful with one group and not another, then officers may be unfairly targeting the

first group for searches. Furthermore, regardless of the question of potential bias, search and hit rate

disparities raise the question of whether law enforcement resources could be more efficiently used in

other activities that were more consistently productive. GPD has looked at versions of these outcome

tests with its data, both for whether or not a search was successful, and also for the enforcement

actions that resulted from traffic stops and searches.

However, outcome tests have their own drawbacks. Engel outlines a number of problems with outcome

tests, which essentially rely "on a number of underlying assumptions regarding police and citizen

behaviors that do not coincide with what is known about decision-making during police-citizen

encounters" (2008). These assumptions include differences in police discretion, racial and cultural

differences in behavior, and differences in police and citizen behavior. According to Engel, these factors

make it impossible for outcome tests to identify racial bias (Engel, 2008).

The large amount of data collected by the Greensboro Police Department can address some of the

criticisms outlined by Engel. Although we still cannot use the data to show any potential police officer

bias, we can continue to look at more pieces of th¡s puzzle. While it is true that we are unable to identify

potential racial bias in indivídual police officers, we can try to determine if the procedures and training

that officers undergo are unintentionally leading to the disparities seen in the data. Whether or not the

dísparities that we observe in search rates are due to individual behavior or institutional behavior

requires further research.

Benchmarking for Stops and Searches
lnternal benchmarking is the primary method to determine if evidence of bias is present. lnternal

benchmarking is the analysis of traffic stops of an individual officer, with the officer being compared to

officers in a similar situation (shift, geographic assignment, or traffic or investigative assignment).

lnternal benchmarking can be used to compare groups of officers to other groups of officers in a similar

situation, if there is sufficient data available to conduct a reliable analysis (Fridell, 2005).

The Greensboro Police Department is unable to conduct an internal benchmark analysis at this time with

any validity or reliability due to the following reasons:

¡ Movement of officers is frequent and does not allow squad by shift to be compared.

o As a result of the transition to Neighborhood Oriented Policing, GPD has recently and

significantly updated geographic boundaries and officer assignments to new zones. As a result,

there is less consistent and comparable data to use in an internal benchmark analysis. This

transition is a priority for the Department, and GPD is using data it has collected to refine this

ongoing project.

¡ Not enough officers have been employed for a sufficient number of years to provide reliable,

individual data. Forty four (43.77%) percent of patrol officers have been employed for less than
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six years, Eighteen (18.18o/ol percent of patrol officers have been employed for less than three
years.

Traffic stop reports are not consistently being completed to ensure accuracy of the numbers to
compare within and across squads and shifts.

Officer lDs are not all accurately input in connection with traffic stop reports, resulting in errors

in lDs that may coincidently be another officer's lD or not be a valid lD at all.

With improvements to the data collection processes and the gathering of more data over time, GPD

should be in a better position in the future to conduct an internal benchmark analysis.

There are other benchmarkíng methods discussed by researchers. These methods rely on data from the

Department of Motor Vehicles, red light cameras, traffic stops using radar, crime data, vehicle crash

data, transportation data, and survey data (Fridell, 2005). These methods of analysis are not all possible

or reliable, however, as the data needed is not available, and some are prohibitively time-consuming

and/or expensive. For these reasons, GPD has not used these other methods in this report.
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SECTION III: Gaps in Data Collection
ln addition to the many variables that affect vehicle stops and their outcomes are gaps and

inconsistencies in data collection both locally and at the state level. The three primary issues discussed

herein are limitations in the traffic stop reporting software used by GPD and many other agencies in the

state, consequences of the training received by officers, and errors introduced when NC-DOJ collects

and processes data generated at the local level.

Once a traffic stop is concluded, the officer is usually required to complete administrative paperwork.

Form SBI-122 Traffic Stop Report (Appendix B) is required by state statute. Officers can complete the

form on their mobíle computer terminals from their vehicles, and submit it electronically to the records

management database. The software for this database was developed by a vendor to meet the

reporting requirements of the state. lt is during this step that errors in documenting the traffic stop can

occur. These errors are generated in part due to limitations of the software application, which are

discussed below. ln general, the software does not sufficiently allow officers to record all permutations

of a complex traffic stop. For example, from the resulting data, it is not always clear if multiple searches

have been conducted during a stop or how contraband is associated with the stop/search (e.g., was it

found on the driver, on a passenger, or elsewhere in the vehicle).

Variations in training GPD officers on how to use the software also contribute to inconsistencies in the

data. The training process consists of training on the software during the Police Academy, followed by

practical use during field training. Training officers vary in how they instruct the completion of the

report. This variation affects the accuracy and completeness of the data reported.

To identify and correct some errors, employees from GPD's Records Division review the reports after

they have been entered into the records management database. The review is intended to ensure that

all the fields required by the state have been completed. The errors that often occur are missing age for

the driver or passenger and if an individual was charged with an offense. The errors are identified via a

review process within the records management system, and on average ten errors are identified and

corrected each month. Once a month, the traffic stop data is electronically sent to NC-DOJ.

Traffic Stop Moclule
The Traffic Stop module of GPD's record management systems warrants further discussion because the

information it captures sometimes paints an incomplete picture of traffic stops. Not allkinds of traffic

stops are included, and the software cannot capture the complexity of events that occur within a traffic

stop. An officer makes many decisions and performs many actions overthe course of a traffic stop, and

it is currently impossible to parse out each step that is taken with the present software. This affects the

present ability to draw conclusions from the traffic stop data recorded by the software. Despite these

limitations, we can still examine the data to identify themes and patterns, while acknowledging the

existence of the flaws and evaluating methods to improve data gathering and reporting.

The Traffic Stop Module is comprised of four pages or screens, which most officers use to fill out the

form. The four pages are: Stop, Search, Contraband/Property, and Misc.
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Stop Page

The Stop Page is the first page an

officer sees upon opening the Traffic

Stop Module. Data captured here

includes:

o Officer lD

¡ Date and time of stop

o Purpose of stop

¡ Enforcement action taken

o Physical resistance or injurìes

encountered

Officers are directed to input one

purpose for the stop and one Figure 4' Traffic stop Module stop Page

enforcement action as a result of the

stop. lf a vehicle commits multiple violations before being stopped (e.g. having a broken brake light and

running a red light), only one of these will be captured in a drop down menu. lf multiple individuals are

in the car and there are different enforcement actions taken against the individuals, not all of these may

be captured by the form. For example, for a car with a driver and two passengers, it is possible that the

drivercould receive a citation, thefirst passengercould be issued a verbal warning, and the second

passenger could be arrested. Not all of these enforcement actions would be reflected in the data

captured by the software.

Search Page

The Search Page includes a number of

checkboxes, including:

o Whether a search was

conducted

o What type of search was

conducted

¡ What was the basis for the

search

¡ Who and what was searched

¡ ln addition to these

checkboxes, there are two

nOn_fUnCtiOnal fieldS related tO Figure 5. Traffíc Stop Module Search Page

consent searches, which can

be used to identify the person giving consent and the reason the officer sought consent to

search. These fields are currently not being used by GPD, and officers cannot enter information

into these areas.
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ln theory, one should be able to count the number of searches that occur by simply counting all the

stops where the checkbox for "search initiated subsequent to traffic stop" is marked. ln practice, this

checkbox is not always marked, even when a search is conducted. This inconsistency makes ít difficult to

accurately capture the real number of searches that have been conducted at traffic stops.

There are five options for the type of search that is conducted. While the form tells officers to select

only one option, the software actually allows for multiple boxes to be checked, and officers routinely

check multiple options. We cannot say for certain how frequently officers adhere to the stated

instructions and only select one option, even when multiple searches were conducted. For example, an

officer could have probable cause but nonetheless request and receive consent to search. Following the

instructions in the software, the officer may mark only "Consent" or "Probable Cause," while other

officers may mark both boxes.

The Search Page acknowledges that multiple searches can occur at a single traffic stop; however, it has

no way of differentiating the search types and bases for each search that is conducted. An officer may

conduct a consent search ofthe driver and a protective frisk of a passenger. The bases for each ofthese

searches may also differ. lf multiple searches occurred, we cannot identify the type of search or basis for

search for each search that occurred. This problem is compounded by the fact that officers may be filling

this form out differently (based on whether or not they adhere to the stated instructions to only check a

single box for the type of search).

Contraband/Property Page

The Contraband/Property Page shows the types of contraband that may be found during a search. Here,

officers can identify whether drugs, alcohol, money, weapons, or other contraband was found, as well as

the amounts for each type of
contraband. There are problems with

ínconsistent use here as well. Some

officers will only check a contraband

type without identifying an amount,

and vice versa. ln a stop with multiple

searches, the software is also unable to

report which kind of contraband was

found by each search (e.g., drugs found

on the driver during a consent search

and a weapon found on a passenger

during a protective frisk).

Additionally, on some rare occasions, 
Figure 6. Traffic stop Module contraband/property page

contraband items are selected,

indicating that a search took place, but no information is included on the Search Page that would

identify the type and basis for the search.
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Misc Page

The Misc Page íncludes informatíon on

the officer assignment, as well as

persons included in the traffic stop (i.e,

the driver and passengers, if
applicable). Officers are not required to
include information on passengers

unless they are searched during the

traffic stop. For this reason, it is

impossible to know how many people

occupy a car during each traffic stop.

F¡gure 7. Traff¡c Stop Module Misc Page

Traffic Stop Report Completion Rate
The completion rate of Traffic Stop Reports for the Greensboro Police Department is not L00%. The

analysis conducted in 2OI3 showed an overall completion rate of 78% f or the agency. Variations in the

completion percentages occur between different parts of the Department, such as Patrol, Traffic,

Detectives, and Vice/Narcotics. Calculating the completion rate is not as simple as comparing the

number of traffic stops to the number of traffic stop reports. lnvestigatory stops and traffic checkpoints

have not historically required the completion of a traffic stop report. As a result, these kinds of traffic

stops would need to be identified and excluded. Because of these limitations and the need for sound

methods to calculate a completion rate, near-term calculations have not been conducted. This is a data

need that is currently being researched.

Errors at the State Level
During the Department's review of state and local data and other researcher's work, it was discovered

that a series of errors affecting the accuracy of the data are introduced as the North Carolina

Department of Justice collects and processes the data generated by GPD and then posts it on its

website. The data publíshed by NC-DOJ is relied upon bythe public and researchers (e.g., Baumgartner),

and therefore it can affect public perceptions of GPD and other agencies. These errors include:

Limiting the reason for a search to only one category.

The state only requires one reason for a search, and the form states that only a single reason

should be selected. Nonetheless, the software actually allows officers to select multiple reasons

for a search. There are five types of searches:

o consent

o search warrant

o probable cause

o search incident to arrest

o protective frisk
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ln22% of searches conducted by GPD officers between January t,2OO9 and June 30, 20L5, more

than one reason for a search was selected, These multiple reasons were entered into the

appropriate data base fields in the electronic form commonly used by most agencies in North

Carolina. The state receives the data in a structured format and the information is imported into

the state's database, with values assigned to specifíc fields. The state assigns one category for

type of search by selecting the first field, reading left to right, that contains a value.

Populating the fields in a left to right order skews the type reported by order.

With the current software application used in patrol vehicles, there is variation within and

across agencies in how the search type category is completed. For example, some officers were

trained to ask for consent to search even if the officer also had probable cause to search. This

approach became a common practice after local District Attorneys promoted the benefit of

having both grounds as a reason to search. Here, the officer may checkthe probable cause

search type and the consent search type as well, since the officer had both consent and

probable cause to search. lf the officer marked both "Consent" and "Probable Cause" for a

particular search, GPD's internal data will show both search types were selected, but the state's

processing will result in the state-level data only showing "Consent," because that field comes

before the "Probable Cause" field. As a result, the only reason reported by the state is consent,

even though probable cause also existed. A user of the state data could then incorrectly assume

that the officer lacked probable cause to conduct the search at issue. This issue calls into

question the accuracy ofthe consent searches reported by NC-DOJ relative to other search

types. The result is the over-reporting of consent as the basis for a search.

lncorrectly report¡ng the weight or volume of contraband seized during a traff¡c stop.

lf the amount of drugs is reported to be less than .5 ounces, pounds, grams or kilos, the state

rounds the amount down to zero when it processes the data. The number of searches would be

reported correctly, but there would be no way, using the state data, to tally the amount of

contraband or know which category of weight or volume is associated with the contraband.

GPD's records management system maintains these amounts, which allows more detailed

analysis to be conducted with this data. Similar analysis is not available using data published by

the state.

Conflating the bases for searches.

There are six categories for basis of search: erratic/suspicious behavior, observation of

suspected contraband, suspicious movement, informant's tip, other official information, and

witness observation. The state's data processing introduces errors in three of the six categories.

The count values that are reported under Suspicious Movement are assigned to and published

by the state in the category lnformant's Tip. lnformant's Tip counts are ascribed to Other Official

lnformation. Other Official lnformation counts are ascribed to Suspicious Movement. See Table

1 as an example of discrepancies between GPD's basis for search counts compared to the state

data.
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Basis for Search GPD NCDOJ

Erratic/Suspicious Behavior
Observation of Suspected Contraband
Other Official lnformation

Suspicious Movement

lnformant's Tip

Witness Observation

3548
286L
2249

3475
2780

88

L943 220r

92 1893

116 113

a

Table 1. GPD and NC DOJ Traffic Stop Data Discrepanc¡es, Lltlz0lt - 6130/2OL5

lncorrect assumption about the report¡ng rate.

Users of the State's data may assume that figures reflect L)O% of all vehicles stopped by an

agency. GPD's analysis of its own data indicates that not all traffic stops have a corresponding

traffic stop report. There are several reasons forthis; and, these reasons can realistically be

extended to other police departments as well. First, officers in specialized units may not have a

mobile computer terminal in their vehicles and be unable to complete a traffic stop report.

Second, according to a GPD directive, any traffic stop that is deemed investigatory has not

required completion of a traffic stop report. Vice/Narcotics and detective units considertraffic

stops they make to be investigative in nature, thus not requiring a traffic stop report. Patrol

units may be asked to assist Vice/Narcotics or detectives in making these stops and, as a result,

a traffic stop report may not be completed. Third, the officer may simply forget to complete the

report or be unable to complete a timely report due to the occurrence of an intervening event.

The absence of these reports affects the accuracy and completeness of the underlying data

regarding traffic stop rates, search rates, and hit rates.

Users of the state traffic stop website should be aware of these data processing issues, and any

conclusions drawn from these data should be appropriately qualified. As discussed later in this report,

GPD is making its traffic stop data used for this report available, which will allow researchers and others

to conduct further analyses without the effects of the data processing issues.
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Section IV: Analysis of GPD's Data
For this report, we analyzed a large amount of data from a variety of sources. This section outlines the

methods used to process and compile the data in order to best answer our research questions. For the

purposes of this analysis, we are only analyzing stops for black and white drivers, and excluding stops for

Native American, Asian, or Other drivers (as identified by the state traffic stop report form).

GIS Methodology
Traffic stops, crime, and other variables were analyzed to generate hotspot density maps and to

examine correlations between variables. The date range for all of the queríes used to export the data

was between t/U2OO9 - 6/30/201.5. lncidents, vehicle stops, and Crime Stoppers information was

queried out of the GPD Records Management System (RMS). Call data was queried out of the GPD

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) database.

Incident Variables - RMS

Traffic Stop Variables - RMS

1. Allstops
2. Searches

3. Contraband Found
4. Black Drivers
5, White Drivers
6. Black Drivers Searched
7. White Drivers Searched

Category Detail

L. Part 1 Crimes Homicide, Rape, Robbery, Aggravated Assault,

Burglary, Larceny, Motor Vehicle Theft

2. Part 2 Crimes Assault, Fraud, Forgery, lntimidation, Sex Crime,

Family Offense, Other Offenses

3 Part 1 Crimes - Violent crime

categories

Homicide, Rape, Robbery, Aggravated Assault

4. Part 1 Crimes - Property crime

categories

Burglary, Larceny, Motor Vehicle Theft

5 Part L Crimes - Property crime

categories (excluding the

Larceny-Shoplifting

subcategory)

Bu rglary, Larceny (excl uding La rceny-Shoplift ing

subcategory), Motor Vehicle Theft

5 Quality of Life Crimes Disorderly Conduct, Drugs, Fraud, Prostitution,

Vandalism, Weapons
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8. Black Drivers with Contraband Found
9. White Drívers with Contraband Found

Traffic Stop Variables by Type - RMS

1-. Driving While lmpaired
2. lnvestigatíon
3. Other Motor Vehicle Violation
4. Safe Movement Violation
5. Seat Belt Violation
6. Speed Limit Viofation
7. Stop Light/Sign Violation
8. Vehicle Equipment Violatíon
9. Vehicle Regulatory Violation

Additional Variables
1. CAD - Calls For Service

L Total Count: I,638,799
2. Police Headquarters/Substations: 42,134
3. Geocoded CAD Calls for Service: 1,596,665

2. CAD - Self lnitiated
1,. Total Count: 636,790
2. Police Headquarters/Substations: 39,470
3. Geocoded CAD Self-lnitiated Activity or Stops: 597,32O

3. CAD - Citizen Calls (E911, Phone, W911, Text)
1-. Total Count: 998,764
2. Police Headquarters/Substations: 2,644
3. Geocoded CAD Cítizen Calls:995,1.20

4. CAD - BOLOs (Be On Look Out)
1. Total Count:55,983
2. Missing Coordinates; 18,787
3. Geocoded BOLOS: 37,796

5. Crime Stoppers
1. Total Count:6,009
2. Missing Coordinates: 1,663
3. Geocoded Crime Stoppers:4,346

Technical Description
ln short, GPD used the available data to create maps showing the concentrations of various kinds of

traffic stops and searches throughout the city. A more technical description of this process follows.

All RMS and CAD variables were geocoded and loaded into ArcMap as poínt shapefiles. The Kernel

Density tool in ArcGlS was then used to create density layers for each point. Environment settings were

applied to standardize output results. The extent of analysis was set to the extent of the city limits (Top:

898162.951064, Bottom: 810852.440391, Right: 1816393.3511L9, Left: 1698510.575809) in the NAD
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1983 State Plane North Carolina Fips 3200 Feet projection. The cell size for each density layer was set to

250 feet and the search radius was 2,400 feet. All density maps were symbolized with five equal interval

classifications and displayed on a gray scale with ordinalvalues. Bilinear lnterpolation and a

transparency level of twenty percent were applied to each density layer to optimize the display of the

data.

ln order to examine correlations between density layers, the Roster to Point tool was used to conveft

the density layers for each variable from raster layers to points. The lntersecf tool was then used to join

allof the density point layers into one shapefile with allof the origÌnalcelldensityvalues. As a result, the

vector layer represents the city as a grid of 250 by 250 points with each cell containing density values for

all of the traffic stop and incident variables. The table was then exported as a .dbf and loaded into

Microsoft Excel for further analysis. The Pearson's R correlation was executed for each variable

combination and added to a correlation matrix. Possible results of correlative analysis included values

ranging from -1 to 1.

Traffic Stop Module Data
ln order to best analyze the traffic stop data, while accounting for the issues with the Traffic Stop

Module descríbed above, we made a number of decisions to refine the data. Based on the information

we sought to analyze, we needed to identify a number of variables. First and foremost was to accurately

count the number of traffic stops when a search was conducted. Additionally, we sought to examine

several types of searches that were not immediately captured by the Traffic Stop Module. These

included consent searches, searches due to suspicious actions, and low discretion searches.

Identiff ing Traffic Searches

To identify whether or not a search occurred, we used several variables from the Traffic Stop Module. A

traffic stop was counted as having a search if one of the following criteria was met:

. Any checkbox was marked on the Search Page

. Any checkbox was marked on the Contraband/Property Page, or

. Any amount was filled out on the Contraband/Property Page

This method captures instances when the officer does not check the "search initiated subsequent to the

traffic stop" box, but does include additional information indicating a search was conducted.

Second, only drivers were counted for stops and searches. lnformation on passengers was excluded,

because we cannot say for certain how many passengers were included in the entire traffic dataset. As

discussed earlier, officers are not required to enter information regarding passengers into the Traffic

Stop Module unless a passenger is searched. There are still potential issues with the data set, however,

because we cannot say for certain in every instance whether a search that was conducted refers to a

passenger or the driver.

Third, a search was deemed successful if any contraband box was checked, or if any amount of

contraband was included,
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Identifying Consent Searches

The Traffic Stop Module instructs officers to select only one search type, although some officers will

nonetheless select multiple applicable search types (see the earlier discussion of the Search Page).

Because of this, we cannot simply count the number of consent searches that occur. Officers may have

probable cause to search a vehicle, but also ask for consent. Whether consent was subsequently given

may or may not be reflected on the Traffic Stop Module.

We chose to analyze only those searches for which the only reason for a search was the consent of

eitherthe driverorthe passengerto search. ln otherwords, we soughtto countthe searches in which

an officer asked for consent to search as an exercise of the officer's discretíon, based on training and

experience, and did not search as a requirement of legal or departmental regulations. ln orderto count

these consent searches, we identified any search that met the following three criteria:

The Consent box was checked under Type of Search

The Probable Cause box was NOT checked under Type of Search, and

The Observation of Suspected Contraband box was NOT checked under Basis for Search

The rationale for removing all searches where there was no observation of suspected contraband was

based on officers asking for consent when they already have probable cause. lf officers observed

contraband, they usually had probable cause to search. lf they choose to ask for and receive consent,

they may not check the Probable Cause box in the Traffic Stop Module.

There are limitations to this approach that arise from the limitations in the Traffic Stop Module. There

may be scenarios when an officer has probable cause but receives consent to search first and does not

identify the probable cause in the Traffic Stop Module. Additionally, there may be an instance when

multiple searches are conducted, and a passenger submits to a consent search, but not the driver.

ldentifying Searches as a Result of Suspicious Actions
The Traffic Stop Module includes two categories for suspicious actions as a basis for a search:

erratic/suspicious behavior and suspicious movement, To examine whether or not there are differences

in searches based on these suspicious actions, we isolated these two search bases. Due to the previously

discussed limitations in the Traffic Stop Module, we cannot identify every search that was initially

conducted due to suspicious actions. However, we can look at searches that have no other reasons

listed for the basis of the search.

We counted searches based on suspicious activity when the following criteria were met:

r The Erratic/Suspicious Behavior box was checked for Basis for Search, or

¡ The Suspicious Movement box was checked for Basis of Search

Identifying Low Discretion Searches
ln order to control for situations when formal procedure plays a greater role in guiding an officer's

actions, we have attempted to identify searches that are best described as "low discretion." These are

a
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searches when the police officer's decisions were guided by law or policy, such as the search of a driver

or vehicle incident to arrest or a search based on probable cause.

We identified low discretion searches as any search when the following criteria were met:

¡ The Search Warrant box was checked under Type of Search, or

o The Probable Cause box was checked underType ofSearch, or

o The Search lncident to Arrest box was checked under Type of Search.
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Section V: Results
Analysis conducted by the Greensboro Police Department is based on the variables illustrated in Figure 3

(the multivariate model). These variables relate to patterning of context for crime, calls for service (e.g.,

911 calls), be on the lookout, Crime Stoppers tips, vehicle crashes, traffic enforcement, and investigative

(where the officers have information regarding wanted individuals or illegal contraband in the vehicle)

traffic stops. ln addition, maps showing the distribution of traffic stops, aggregated and specific

categories, are included. For clarity, each map shows the major roads within the City of Greensboro and

one specific variable. Due to the scale of the maps and cartographic limitations, overlaying two or more

variables generates a map that is visually difficult to interpret. As a result, the reader is best served by

comparing maps to one another. Each map includes a short narrative with additional details, Larger

versions of the maps are in Appendix C. ln addition, a series of correlations were run forthe maps, using

a geo-spatial correlation analysis, resulting in a correlation matrix.

The goalof this analysis is to determine whetherthe distribution of traffic stops and searches in

Greensboro matches what would be predicted by the normative model. The normative model suggests,

a priori, how things ought to be; that in the case of traffic stops, stops should reflect the percentage of

the population by race, ethnicity, or sex and have randomness to it. Examining Greensboro's data in this

way, we can seek to understand whether traffic stops, crime, calls for service, and other variables are

randomly or uniformly distributed across the jurisdiction, or if instead there is patterning or clustering

that would not be predicted by the normative model.

The source data used for this analysis are from traffic stops between UI/2009 and 6/30/2015. This

timeframe was selected because it matched the range used in the RAND study, discussed in a later

section, and it encompasses the period when the disparity in stops between black and white drivers

increased (see Appendix F).

Due to the high counts for theft from shoplifting, a subcategory of larceny, the density maps for Part 1

Property crime categories have excluded shoplifting. lf shoplifting crimes were included, the maps

would simply highlight major shopping areas of Greensboro, because these areas have the highest

numbers of shoplifting crimes. We omitted shoplifting crimes because they have negligible impact on

evaluating or explaining the traffic stop and search data.
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Maps
Figure 8 shows the density of all 911

Calls for Service initíated within

Greensboro. 91L calls are most

concentrated in commercial areas,

high density housing, and along

thoroughfares. Low and medium

concentrations of 911 calls are mainly

in residential areas.

Figure 9 shows all reported property

crime, excluding shoplifting. This

provides the resolution to view the

concentrations of bu rglaries, auto

theft, and larcenies. While there is

some association with commercial

areas, much of the low to medium

concentrations are in residential

areas.

Figure 10 shows the density of Part l-

violent crime. Violent crime has

limited association with land use

(primarily robbery), but low to

medium densities are defused across

the east and south of the city.

Figure 8. Calls for Service - Citízens - Density - llt/20Û9-
6/3olzors

Figure 9. Property lncidents (Excluding Shoplift¡ng) - Density

- Lltl200s - 6/30/2o7s

Figtrre 10. Pãrt I - Violent lncidents - Density - I/L/2OA9 -
6/30/zors
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Figure LL shows Part 2 crimes. Part 2

crimes are all the other categories of

crimes not reported to the state or

federal government. There are

dozens of categories of crime that

include violations of state statutes

and city ordinances. Part 2 crimes

include drug and weapons offenses,

simple assault, domestic disputes,

and vandalism, to list a few. The

higher concentrations reflect

commercial areas, major

thoroughfares, and areas of

residential and multifamily use.

Figure 12 shows quality of life crimes,

such as disorderly conduct, drugs,

fraud, prostitution, vandalism, and

weapons. These are crimes that affect

residents' sense of safety and

security. These crime categories are

often reported to law enforcement in

the form of a 911 call, complaint, or

Crime Stoppers tip.

Figure 13 shows the density of traffic

stops. The higher concentrations of
stops are associated with the central

business district and major

thoroughfa res.

Figure 11". Part 2 lncidcnts - Density - tlL/2oog * 6130/zOLs

Figure L2. Quality of Life lncidents - Density - t/7l2OOg -
6/30/zors
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Figure 13. Traffic Stops - Density - L/t/2009 - 6/30/2Ot5
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Figure L4 shows searches following

traffic stops. The density of searches

is associated wíth the central business

district, thoroughfares, major

intersections, and residential areas.

Figure 15 shows the density of
contraband found during traffic stops

for all races. The density of stops is

associated with the central business

district, thoroughfares, and some

diffusion into residential and

multifamily land use.

Figure 14, Traffíc Stops - Searches - Density - t/tl2ÛOg -
6l30l2ots

Figure 15. Traffic Stops - Contraband Found - Density -
tltl2oos - 6/30lzols
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Figure L5 shows the density of traffic

stops of black drivers. The density of
stops is associated with the central

business district, thoroughfares, and

some diffusion into residential and

multifamily land use.

Figure L7 shows the density of traffic
stops of white drivers. The density of
stops is associated with the central

business dístrict, thoroughfares, and

some diffusion into residential and

multifamily land use.

Figure 16. Traffic Stops -Black Drivers - Density - Utl2OOg -
6l30l2ors

tigure !7. Traffic Stops -White Dr¡vers - Density - I/ll2oÛ9 -
6l30l2ots
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Figure 1.8 shows the density of
searches conducted during traffic

stops of black drivers. The density of
searches is associated with

thoroughfares, and some diffusion

into residential and multifamily land

use.

Figure l-9 shows the density of

searches conducted during traffic

stops of white drivers. The density of

searches is associated with the

central business district,

thoroughfares, and some diffusion

into residential and multifamily land

use.

Figure 18. Traffic Stops - Searches - Black Drivers - Density -
thl2ooe - 6l3o/2o7s

Figure 19" Traffic Stops - Searches - White Drivers - Density -
Llrl2Ûos - 6/30lzoLs
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Figure 20 shows the density of

contraband found during traffic stops

of black drivers. The density of stops

is associated with the central business

district, thoroughfares, and some

diffusion into residential and

multifamily land use.

Figure 2l- shows the density of

contraband found during traffic stops

of white drivers. The density of stops

is associated with the central business

district, thoroughfares, and some

diffusion ínto residential and

multifamily land use.

Fígure 20. Traffíc Stops - Contraband Found - Black Drivers -
Dens¡ty - tl L/2OO9 - 6 I 30 l2OL5

Figure 21. Traffic Stops -Contraband Found - White Drivers -
Density - thl 2OO9 - 61 30 | 2Ot5
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Figure 22 shows the density of traffic

stops due to driving while intoxicated

The density of driving while

intoxicated stops is associated with

the central business district,

thoroughfares, and major

intersections.

Figure 23 shows the density of all

reported investigative traffic stops.

An investigative stop is based on

information that has been developed

by or provided to law enforcement

indicating that the vehicle or a person

is associated with some infraction of
the law. lnvestigative stops are

concentrated near thoroughfares,

and low to medium densities in

residential areas. Note that because

investigative stops are not required to
have a traffic stop report completed,

the data set and resulting map do not

reflect all investigative stops in the city

tigure 22. Traffic Stops -Driving While lntoxicated Stops -
Density - I / L | 2oo9 - 6 I 30 / 2ors

Figure 23. Traffic Stops - lnvestigat¡ve Stops - Dens¡ty -
tltl2oos - 6/30/2o1.s
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Figure 24isa density of Other Motor

Vehicle Violations. This is a category

of stop that the state has included in

its reporting requirements. The

density of stops is associated with the

central business district,

thoroughfares, and some diffusion

into residential and multifamily land

use.

Figure 25 shows the density of traffic

stops due to safe movement

violations, which include (but are not

limited to) unsafe lane changes or

unsafe turning. The density of safe

movement stops is associated with

the central business district,

thoroughfares, and major

intersections.

Figure 24. Traffíc Stops - Other Motor Vehicle Violation Stops

- Density - utl¿oog - 6l3Ol2OL5

Figure 25. Traffic Stops -Safe Movement Violation Stops -
Density - L / r I 2Oo9 - 6 / ?O /2OLs
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Figure 26 shows the density

associated with speed limit violations

for all traffic stops. The density of
speed limit violations is associated

with thoroughfares and major

intersections.

Figure 27 shows the density

associated with seat belt violations

for all traffic stops. The density of
seat belt violations is associated with

thoroughfares and major

intersections,

Figure 26. Traffic Stops - Speed Limit Violation Stops -
Density - tl t / 2oC9 - 6 / 30 / 2075

Figure 27. Traffic Stops - Seat Belt Violation Stops - Density -
rltlzDoe - 6/3ol2oLs
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Figure 28 shows the density

associated with stop light/sign

violations for all traffic stops. The

density of violations is associated

with the central business district,

thoroughfares, and major

intersections.

Figure 29 shows the density of vehicle

equipment violations for all drivers.

The density of violations is associated

with the central business district,

thoroughfares, major intersections,

and limited residential areas.

Figure 28. Traffic Stops - Stop L¡ght/Sign Violation Stops -
Density - I / ! I 2OOg - 6 | 3Ol2OLs

Figure 29. Traffic Stops - Vehicle Equipment Violation Stops -
Density - t lt | 2oo9 - 6 / 30 I 20rs
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Figure 30 shows the density of vehicle

regulatory violations for all traffic

stops. Regulatory violations are

registration, license, or insurance

compliance related. The density of
violations is associated with the

central business district,

thoroughfares, major intersections,

and residential areas.

Figure 30. Traffic Stops - Vehicle Regulatory Violation Stops -
Densiry - tlLl2oog -613ol2ots

Findings from Spatial Correlations
The full methodology has been described in the previous section, and Table 2 shows the results of the

correlations, Table 3 shows the correlation ranges used to determine the strength of the relationship or

interaction between the two variables. The significance value for the correlations was less than .001,

indicating that there is a low likelihood of error in the statistical analysis. Table 2 contains the resulting

correlation data and is discussed below.

Total
crime

Part 1

Crime

Part 2

Crime
Quality
of Life

Traffic
Stoos

Stops
of

Blacks

Stops
of

Whites
Ail

Searches

Black

searches

White
Searches contra band

Black

Contraband
White

contraband

Total Crime 1.00 0.93 0.9s 0.84 0.64 0.68 o.42 o.71, 068 061 o.71, 0.70 0.s6

Pârt'l Crime 0.93 1.00 0.78 0.60 0.45 0.48 0.31 o.4a 0.46 o42 048 o-47 0.39

Part 2 Crime 0.9s 0.78 1.00 o.a7 o.71 0.73 0.51 o.74 0.69 0.70 o76 o.73 0.64

Oualitv of L¡fe 0.84 0.60 o.87 1.00 0.69 o.7a 0.39 0.88 0.86 o.70 0.86 0.86 0.63

Traffic Stops o.64 0.46 o.71 0.69 100 0.94 085 0.83 0.7s 0.85 085 o.19 0.82

stoÞs of Blacks 068 o.48 o71 0.78 094 1.00 o62 o92 089 o76 090 0.89 o.72

stoDs of Wh¡tes o.42 0.31 0.51 0.39 085 o.62 1.00 050 o37 o.7a 0.58 o.46 o.77

All Searches o7l 0.48 o.74 0.88 0.83 o92 0.s0 1.00 0.98 0.80 096 096 o-72

Black Searches 0.68 0.46 0.69 0.86 o.75 0.89 o.37 0.98 1.00 0.67 o.92 0.96 0.60

White Searches 0.61 o.42 o.70 0.70 0.85 o.76 078 0.80 o.67 1.00 o.a4 o.73 0.93

Contraba nd o.7! 048 o.16 0.86 0.8s 0.90 0.s8 0.96 0.92 0.84 1.00 0_98 0.81

Black Contraband o.10 o.47 o.73 0.86 o.79 0.89 0.46 0.96 0.96 0.73 098 1.00 0.67

Wh¡tê Conlrãband 0.56 0.39 064 0.63 o.82 0.72 o.77 0.72 060 093 0.81 o.67 1.00

I

lldÍÈ sfops , \A¡¡cle ory vioblto - DÐsfy 1l1fæ - 6nl),iÐ15

I

Ib
I,q
Ikyht'

Table 2: Correlation matrix of spatial densities
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Strength Correlation
(+-)

None 0<r<.1
Low .1<r<.3

Moderate 3<r<.5
High .5<r<1

Table 3: Correlation Strength Values

Key results of the analysis are

4.

Among the crime categor¡es, traffic stops are most highly correlated with Part 2 crime (0.71.) and

qualíty of life crime (0.69). This means that traffic stops are more likely to occur in areas with a

high incidence of Part 2 crimes and quality of life crímes because police focus their efforts where

they are most needed to prevent victimization. Quality of life crimes include: disorderly

conduct, drugs, fraud, prostitution, vandalism, and weapons.

Traffic stops of blacks are geographically correlated to areas with high numbers of quality of life

crime (0.78). Conversely, stops of whites only have a moderate correlation to quality of life

crimes (0.39).

When searches are conducted, quality of life crimes are strongly correlated to both searches of

blacks (0.86) and whites (0.70). This means that searches are more likely to occur, for both black

and white drivers, when a traffic stop occurs in an area with a high incidence of quality of life

crimes.

Traffic stops for black and white drivers are correlated with each other (0.62). This means that
black and white drivers are in large part stopped in the same areas of the city. However, this

correlation is not as strong as others. Black drivers are more frequently stopped in the east and

southeast areas of the city, and whites are more frequently stopped in west and southwest

areas of the city. This pattern reflects census data for those areas.

Quality of life crimes are correlated with all contraband seized (0.86), contraband from black

drivers (0.86), contraband from white drivers (0.63), and searches (0.88). This means that the

seizure of contraband is more likely to occur in areas of the city with a high incidence of quality

of life crimes. The primary types of contraband found are drugs and weapons.

ln general terms, there is a greater association of traffic stops involving black drivers, searches,

and contraband to areas with a higher incidence of crime. ln other words, where there are

higher densities of crime occurring, there ís a corresponding increase in the number of traffic

stops and searches of black drivers.

There is not a strong correlation between traffic stops or searches and Part L crime. This is a

function of Part L crime being skewed due to the majority of crime falling into the category of

larceny shoplifting and these areas are associated with several commercial locations in the city.

ln other words, the fact that an area has a higher incidence of Part 1 crime is not a strong

predictor that the same area will have a higher concentration of traffic stops, searches, or

seizures of contraband.

There is a geographic correlation (or association) between the number of traffic stops and

concentrations of quality of life crimes.

1.

2.

3.

5

6.

7

8
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Traffic Stop Tables
The following tables show a number of summary statistics from the Greensboro traffic stop data. The

time frame for these tables is January L,2OO9 through June 30, 2015. Due to inconsistencies with the

Traffic Stop Module, the numbers may differ from other reported sources such as Baumgartner and

Weisel. A complete version of the traffic stop data will be made available for researchers to recreate

these steps orto conduct their own analyses of the data. As noted earlier, we cannot conclude, from the

available traffic stop data, that racial bias exists in police officers'traffic stop and search decisions. Every

decision that an officer makes during a stop is predicated on information and circumstances that we

cannot fully examine with the current dataset. However, because such a large amount of research has

been conducted on this issue, we can use previous discussions to help guide our efforts to draw the

most helpful conclusions possible from the available data.

Traffic Stops by Police Division
Differences in the racial disparities in traffic stops and search rates exist across the Division in the

Department. While rates vary by Patrol officers, Traffic officers, and Vice/Narcotics officers, disparity

stills exists.

Table 4 shows traffic stops by police division for the City of Greensboro, from January I,2OO9 through

June 30, 2015. GPD is divided into a number of administrative units, bureaus, and divisions. The Patrol

Bureau contains four geographically-oriented divisions (Division L, Division 2, Division 3, Division 4).

Patrol officers respond to calls for service, help deter and detect criminal activity, and work alongside

citizens to improve quality of life and public safety. The Special Operations Division (SOD) is part of the

Support Bureau. One of SOD's units is the Traffic Safety Unit, which is responsible for specific traffic

enforcement activities and managing major roadway accidents. The Vice/Narcotics Division is part of the

lnvestigative Bureau. lt includes squads focused on investigating illegal narcotic and controlled

substance sales, possession, and use, and investigating and enforcing vice laws (e.g., laws focused on

activities such as gambling, prostitution, and liquor law violations).

Table 4 also shows the search rates, hit rates, and disparities for white and black drivers. For all officers,

black drivers are searched attwicethe rate of white drivers, and white drivers are9o/o more likelyto

have contraband than black drivers when a search is conducted. For Vice/Narcotics officers, the search

disparity and the hit rate disparity are the lowest. They search black drivers 46%omore frequently than

white drivers, and white drivers are only 3%o more likely to have contraband than black drivers when a

search is conducted.

The majority of traffic stops and searches are conducted by Patrolofficers. Traffic officers (identified in

the tables as SOD) stop a high number of cars, but rarely conduct searches. Vice/Narcotics officers do

not stop a high number of vehicles, but will more frequently conduct a search after a stop.
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74,74L

39,29t

2,230

8,80s

2,5t6
145

288

277

3.37Yo

o.37%

t2.9t%

3.O8%

753

74

tL7

77

29.93%

5L.03%

40.63%

26.20o/o

11L,010

29,471

7,994

lL,756

6,719

229

376

7!4

6.O5%

o.78%

18.86%

6.O7o/o

1,910

108

148

167

28.43%

47.160/0

39.360/0

22.550/0

Black Drivers

Troffic Seqrches
Conducted

Seqrch
Rote

Contrqbond
Found

Wh¡te Dr¡vers

Trøffic Searches Contrabond
Found

Black:White

Search Hit RoteH¡t Search
Rqte

Hit
Rate

Patrol

soD

Vice

Other

Rate Conducted

1.80

2.tt
L.46

L.97

Total I54,23t 8,038 5.21% 2,327 28.950/o t25,067 3,220 2.57% 1,015 3L52% 2.02 0.92

Table 4. Traffic Stops by Police Division

0.9s

0.92

0.97

0.86
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Traffic Stops by Crime Area
One theory that may explain the dísparity in traffic searches is related to the geographic context of the

traffic stop. Searches are more likely to be conducted in higher crime areas, and high crime areas are

correlated with higher concentrations of minority populations. Tables 5 - 7 examíne disparity within low

crime, medium crime, and high crime areas in Greensboro. Crime here is defined as Part l crime (violent

and property crime categories, excluding shoplifting). This includes murder, rape, robbery, aggravated

assault, burglary, larceny (except shoplifting), and auto theft.

After controlling for the level of crime, the disparity in searches does decrease; however, it does not

vanish. Additionally, there is little change to the disparities in hit rates. Among all police stops in high

crime areas, black drivers are 68% more likely to be searched than white drivers, and white drivers are

1O%o more likely than black drivers to have contraband when a search is conducted.

These results are similar for both Patrol and other police divisions. While non-Patrol police stops have

higher rates of search disparity, these ratios are still associated with the level of crime in the area.
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43,027

45,300

21,713

750

1,389

783

I.74%

3.07%

3.6t%

234

408

255

31,.20%

2937%

32.57o/o

27,O22

7L,L88

45,636

843

4,LO7

2,769

3.12%

5.77o/o

6.O7%

237

t,L6t
819

28.L1%

28.27%

29.58o/o

Low

Medium

Black Drivers

TraÍfic

Black Drivers

Troffíc

Seorches
Conducted

Seorches
Conducted

Seorch
Rote

Seorch

Rote

Contrqband
Found

Contrabond
Found

Wh¡te Dr¡vers

Troffic Seorches

White Drivers

Troffic Searches

Black:White

Seorch H¡t RoteControbond
Found

Controbond
Found

H¡tH¡t Search
Rote

Seorch
Rqte Rate

1.79

1.88

1.68

1.68

L.63

t.47

Crime Rqte Conducted Rate

0.90

0.96

0.91

Total 743,846 7,719 5.37% 2,2t7 28.72% 110,040 2,922 2.66% 897 3O.70o/o 2.02 0.94

Table 5. Traffic Stops By Crime Area - All Officers

HitHit

Black:White

Search H¡t Rate
Crime Rote Conducted

Low

Medium

H

Total 107,555 6,589 6.t3% 1,881 28.55% 70,594 2,429 3.44%

Table 6. Traffic Stops By Crime Area - Patrol Officers

0.90

t.o2

0.89

722 29.72% t.t8 0.96

27,749

28,089

14,756

63s

t,132
662

2.29%

4.O3o/o

4.49%

189

314

2r9

29.76%

27.74%

33.O8%

18,377

52,899

36,279

707

3,482

2,400

3.85%

6s8%

6.62%

189

982

7LO

26.73%

28.20%

29.58%
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Black Drivers

Troffic Seorches
Conducted

Controbond
Found

Wh¡te Dr¡vers

Troffic Seorches Controbond
Found

Black:White

Seorch Hit RoteSeorch

Rote
H¡tH¡t Seorch

Rote

1.25%

Crime

Low

Medium

Total 36,291 1,130 3.tr%

Table 7. Traffic Stops By Crime Area - All Non-Patrol
Officers

Rote Conducted

336 29.73% 39,446 493

Rote

2.O9

2.29

2.27

0.90

0.78

0.99

175 35.50% 2.49 0.84

15,278

t7,ztt
115

257

121

o.7s%

1.49o/o

I.74%

45

94

36

39.13%

36.s8%

29.7s%957

8,645

18,289

9,357

136

62s

369

L.57%

3.42o/o

3.94o/"

48

t79
109

35.29%

28.64%

29.54%
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Traffic Stops by Enforcement Action
Examining the actions taken by police as a result of traffic stops - also referred to as the outcome of the

stop - provides another view of various disparities reflected in the data.

Table 8 shows the enforcement actions that resulted from traffic stops and searches in the City of
Greensboro. As can be seen, the vast majority of traffic stops result in either a citation or a verbal

warning (86.4% of stops of black drivers, 87.6% of stops of white drivers). An arrest is the least likely

enforcement action of a traffic stop (7.75% of stops of black drivers, 1,.I0% of stops of white drivers).

However, following a traffic stop, black drivers are58% more likely than white drivers to be arrested.

Over the six-and-a-half year period we analyzed ,2,692 black drivers were arrested after traffic stops,

while L,379 white drivers were arrested. White drivers are 14% more likely than black drivers to receive

a citation. Black drivers are 16% more likely than white drivers to receive a warning or to have no action

taken after a traffic stop. This result can be interpreted in a number of different ways. lf black drivers are

more likely to receive a warning (or no action at all) instead of a citation, it raises the possibility that
officers are initiating stops of black drivers in situations where a white driver might not be stopped. The

data does not allow us to determine whether that possibility does in fact exist.

When a search is conducted, white drivers are 22% more likely to be arrested than black drivers. We

know that black drivers are searched at higher rates than white drivers. lf white drivers are more likely

to be arrested after a search, this could suggest that white drivers are more likely to be engaged in

serious criminal activity than black drivers when a search is conducted. Again, this raises the possibility

that officers may be searching black drivers in situations where a white driver might not be searched.
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2,692

78,572

6,690

54,696

11,581

1,689

3,758

188

L,982

427

792

!,284

16

t64
7I

Arrest

Citation

No Action

Verbal Warning

Written

Total

Arrest

Citation

No Action

Verbal Warning

Written Warn

Total

Black Drivers

Troffic Seørches
Conducted

L54,23t 8,038

Black Drivers

Troffic Searches
Conducted

Controbond
Found

2,327

Controbond
Found

Wh¡te Drivers

L,379

72,517

3,835

37,O48

Seorches
Conducted

824

7,428

66

648

254

Seorches
Conducted

Contrabond
Found

336

547

8

68

56

Controbond
Found

100.00%

r25,067 3,220 1,015

White Drivers Black:White Outcome Disparities

Troffic Seorches

Conducted
Contraband

Found

1.58

0.88

t.4t
1.20

0.91

0.82

1.05

t.t4
L.23

0.66

1.03

L.O2

0.87

1.05

0.5s

100.00% 100.00% Loo.oo% 100.00% 100.00%

Table 8. Traffic Stops By Enforcement Act¡on

t.tQo/o

57.98%

3.07To

29.62%

8.23%

25.59%

44.35%

2.O5%

20.12%

7.89o/"

33.tOo/o

s3.89%

0.79%

6.70%

5.52%

t.75o/o

5094%

434%

35.46%

75\%

2L.OL%

46.75%

234%

24.660/o

5.24%

34.O4%

55.18%

o.69%

7.05%

3.05%
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Low Discretion Searches

One of Engel's critiques of the outcome test is that many searches are conducted by law (a "low

discretion" search) as opposed to officer discretion (a "high discretion" search) (2008). Officers do not

always have the discretion not to search a driver. For example, if illegal contraband is observed in a

vehicle, the officer may have probable cause to search, and would be remiss in his or her duties to not

¡nit¡ate a search. Similarly, if a police officer arrests the driver, they will conduct a search of the dríver as

part of their protocol following an arrest. lf a vehicle is seized, it will be searched as part of police

protocol. These searches are based on officer training and legal requirements

Table 9 shows these "low discretion" searches and success rates for the City of Greensboro. For all

officers, black drivers are'J.1.L% more likely to be the subject of a low discretion search than a white

driver. White drivers were 2Yo more likely to have contraband following a low discretion search than

black drivers.

For Patrol officers, who conducted almost 80% of low discretion searches, black drivers were 87% more

likely to be the subject of a low discretion search, and were 7/o more likely to have contraband following

a low discretion search than white drivers. For all other officers (not Patrol), black drivers were 138%

more likely to be the subject of a low discretion search, and white drivers were 23% more likely than

black drivers to have contraband following a low discretion search.

These low discretion searches also have a relatively high degree of success. For all officers, low

discretion searches were successful 44% of the time. As comparison, the success rate for all searches is

around 30%.
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Black Drivers

Trøffic

t.87

2.38

Seorches
Conducted

1.07

0.81

Seorch
Rote

Contraband
Found

White Drivers

Troffic Searches Controbond
Found Hit Rote

3930%

60.61%

432 4435%

Seorch
RateH¡t RA\C Conducted

74,74t o.99%

o.46%

Total 154,23t 2,538 L.65% 7,704 43.50% \25,067 974 o.78%

Black:White

Search Hit Rate

Patrol

Other

Patrol

Other

743

23L

292

L40

Total 2.r7 0.98

Table 9. low Discretion Traffic Searches

111,010

43,221

2,065

473

1.86%

7.09Yo

87t
233

42.t8%

49.26%
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Suspicious Activity
An additional critique from Engel of outcome tests is that the behavioral cues that officers in the United

States commonly use to identify suspicious behavior are not racially and culturally universal (2008). ln

other words, some groups may be more likely to act in ways that police officers in the United States

have been trained to identify as suspicious. Officers throughout the country look for a variety of verbal

and nonverbal cues to identify whether or not a civilian is hiding something. These behaviors include

avoiding eye contact, stuttering, fidgeting, and others. Additionally, officers may evaluate situational

cues such as driver behavior or whether or not the driver is the owner of the vehicle. Research has

suggested that "a number of the clues that state troopers and other law enforcement officers are

trained to look for are highly suspicious and probably accurate at indicating illegalactivities, certain

verbal and nonverbal behaviors and contextual information may be far less unusual for minority drivers,

and have been shown to be inaccurate clues of criminal activity" (Engel and Johnson, 2006).

Table 10 shows the stops and searches when the reported search basis was some type of suspicious

activity. Overall, black drivers wereT3o/o more likely to be searched based on suspicious activity.

Specifically, 1..8% of stops of black drivers resulted in such a search, as compared to 1-.O4% of stops of

white drivers. White drivers were almost IO% more likely to have contraband following a search based

on observed suspicious activity. Specifically, L7.85% of suspicious activity searches of white drivers

yielded contraband, as compared Io L6.28% of such searches of black drivers.

It is noteworthy that these hit rates for searches based on suspicious activity are relatively low. This

raises the possibility that police officers may be misidentifying behaviors as suspicious regardless of the

race of the driver. This warrants further evaluation to determine, among other things, whether changes

to training and procedures may lead to more productive policing, in which officers would engage less

often in searches that have a lower likelihood of yielding contraband.
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Black Drivers

Troffic Seorches
Conducted

Controbond
Found

White Drivers

Traffic Seorches
Conducted

74,74t 1,024

Contrabond
Found

t78
54

Seorch
Rote Hit Rote

Seorch
Røte

1.37o/o

o.55%

Patrol

Other

Patrol

Other

276
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17.38%

t9.57o/o

Total 154,231 2,776 t.80% 452 16.28% L25,067 1,300 l.O4% 232 L7.85%

Black:White

Search Hit Rate

1.s3

1..90

0.91

0.09

Total r.73 0.91

Table 10. Suspicious Activity Traffic Searches
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2.O9%
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83
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!8.4Ùo/o
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Traffic Stops by Consent Search
The last issue discussed in the preceding section - whether police activity can be conducted more

efficiently or productively - is an important one, because conducting fewer searches may lead to

improvements in police-community relations and public perceptions of law enforcement officers, by

reducing the number of potentially (and unintentionally) negative interactions.

One of the purposes of searching people and vehicles during a traffic stop is to locate evidence of
criminal activity. Seizing illegal contraband provides a benefit to the city and its citizens. However, there

is a balance between security and privacy that can be unique to each community.

Table 1-1 shows the consent searches for the City of Greensboro. Consent searches accounted for about

43% of all searches during the time period we examined. As can be seen by comparing the totals in

Table 4 (all searches, by police division) with Table L1- (consent searches only), the search rate disparity

is actually lower for consent searches than for all searches (1.89 (Table 1-1-) as compared to 2.02 (Table

4)). However, the hit rate disparity moves further from an equal distribution (0.76 (Table 11-) as

compared to 0.92 (Table a)). ln other words, black drivers were 89% more likely to be searched than

white drivers, but following a search white drivers were 3t% more like to have contraband than black

drivers. This means that consent searches reveal a disparity, both for search rates and for success rates,

that bears further close examination.

The rate of success for consent searches also warrants further discussion. For black drivers, L1,.74% of

consent searches are successful; for white drivers, 1537% of consent searches are successful. These are

low success rates, as compared to the overall success rate for all searches (28.95% for searches of black

drivers, 3L.520/o for searches of white drivers, according to Table 11). This warrants continued evaluation

of the law enforcement value of conducting consent searches, as compared to the effect on the

community and on GPD's officers with respect to time, convenience, and other factors. ln other words,

GPD, like all law enforcement agencies, should continually evaluate whether there are more effective

actions that police can take to maintain public safety without damaging the relationship that the police

have with the public, and make appropriate refinements to policies. This is notto saythat consent

searches do not have law enforcement value; they do. The question is whether consent searches are

used in a manner that meets community expectations and legal requirements.

Finally, we note that, using the current Traffic Stop Module, we cannot tell when an officer requested a

consent search but the driver refused. According to Engel, the rate at which civilians agree to a consent

search at a traffic stop can differ based on the race of the driver (2008). lt would be helpfulto record

when a driver refused a consent search, and whether or not the officer proceeded with a search for a

different reason (e.g. probable cause). This issue may be addressed, at least in part, by new procedures

being implemented with respect to the process for obtaining and documenting consent.
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RAND Research
ln 2009, the RAND Corporation Center on Quality Policing published a report entitled: CincinnotiPolice

Deportment Troffic Stops: Applying RAND's Framework to Analyze Raciol Disparities. RAND Corporation

was contracted to research and produce a series of reports on police-community relations in Cincinnati,

Ohio. The work was part of an agreement between the U.S. Department of Justice and the City of
Cincinnati, and followed a serious, violent confrontation with police and issues related to police

practices (Ridgeway, 2009). The research report sought to answer three questions using Cincinnati's

data:

ls there a department-wide pattern of bias agaínst black drivers in the decision to stop a

vehicle?

What fraction of officers disproportionally stop black drivers compared to other officers

patrolling the same areas at the same time?

ls there racial bias in post-stop outcomes, specifically stop duration, citation rates, and search

rates?

RAND has developed and applied research methods to address these questions, and has done so for
multiple agencies. The methodology is well developed and has been used by other researchers with data

from other law enforcement agencies.

Of the three research tracks listed above, this report focuses on the first method. The decision to

conduct research on the possibility of bias in relation to traffic stops is based on the data and time

available. As discussed previously, an internal benchmark that would compare officers by patrol

geography and time ranges (i.e., the second RAND method) cannot be conducted, because there has

been little stability in personnel assignments over the past five years. This is due to the number of new

officers and the redeployment of officers in conjunction with geographic redistricting of patrol districts.

Data limitations and quality also prevented a complete analysis of post-stop outcomes (i.e. the third

RAND method) at this time. There is other discussion in this report, however, regarding search rates and

post-stop outcomes.

The RAND report reviews and describes the limitations of a traffic stop analysis, which are also outlined

in this report. For example, using racial composition as a proxy for the population at risk of being

stopped is not sufficient to prove that racial profiling is occurring (Ridgeway, 2009). Before a researcher

can applythe bivariate model as shown in Figure 2, alternativevariablesthatcausetrafficstops, as

shown in Figure 3, must be evaluated.

The RAND report discusses the range of alternative variables that need to be addressed (such as driving

behavior and increased risk of being stopped, and the percentage of drivers who live within the
jurisdiction versus outside the jurisdiction) and proposes the use of a different methodology for

examining traffic stop data. The method is described as a natural experiment that involves analyzing

traffic stops within the time period associated with daylight saving time. lt takes advantage of twilight

and darkness surrounding the change of times, assessing the distributions of the stops and comparing

the racial distribution of the stops. This is also referred to as the "veil of darkness method," and it has

a

a

a
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been used in prior research (Ridgeway, 2009). The RAND report describes the veil of darkness method

this way:

ln its basic form, our analysis compares the racial distribution of stops made during
daylight to the racial distribution of stops made at night. lf there were a practice of
target¡ng black drivers, the effects of this profiling would be most pronounced during
daylight, when the driver's race is most visible to the officer. While the race of some

nighttime drivers might be visible, the rate of police knowing driver race in advance of the
stop must be smaller at night than during daylight (Ridgeway, 2009).

The approach is straightforward, at least theoretically: the ability to discern the race of a driver will vary

from daytime to nighttime. The ability to identify the race of a driver should, theoretically, be much

smaller at night. However, there are many other variables that come into play in a simple comparison of

stops during the night versus stops during the day. To limit the impact of other variables, the veil of

darkness method compares stops in the shorter timeframe that is affected by the time change

associated with daylight saving time (DST). Ridgeway describes the method:

[T]o assess bias in the decision to stop, we took advantage of a natural experiment, DST,

comparing stops immediately before and immediately after changes to and from DST.

Every spring and fall, Cincinnati switches between Eastern DST and Eastern standard time

Put simply, on one Monday, it is light at 6:30 p.m., while, on the following Monday (one

week later, after DST goes into effect), it is dark at 6:30 p.m. During both of these periods

(in the spring and fall), we hypothesize that the mix of black and nonblack drivers on the

road would not drastically change, the kinds of drivers who commit offenses for which

police make stops would not change, and the patterns of police allocation would not

change. The major difference between these two periods is the officers' ability to identify

race in advance of the stop. As a result, such a comparison does not require explicit

information on the characteristics of drivers at risk of being stopped.

ln this way, we can separate outthe differential rates of offending and exposureto police

... and concentrate on whether we see racial bias in stops... Drivers at 7:00 p.m. are

exposed to the same distríbution of police on either side of the DST switch. While incidents

will, from time to time, draw police to particular locations, according to CPD [Cincinnati

Police Departmentl, the allocation of police effort does not suddenly change following the

time change. As a result, this method is not as prone to errors from differential police

exposure. The drivers who are likely to offend during daylight are also likely to be the ones

who offend at nighttime. At night, the overall rate of offending might decrease (e.g.,

speeding in poorly lit areas might decrease). However, we assume that there is not a

differential change in relative offending rates by race as daylight moves into nighttime

(200s).

Exploratory analysis of GPD Traffic Stop Data - Dr. Rychtar
Utilizing the RAND methodology, GPD evaluated traffic data with assistance from Dr. Jan Rychtar

and colleagues from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of North
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Carolina at Greensboro. Dr. Rychtar used data obtained from the NC DOJ database. This is the same

data the state uses to report to the public via its website, (Note, therefore, that the data is affected

by the processing issues discussed previously in this report.)The data provided was a subset of the

state data, to only include those stops that occurred within the City of Greensboro conducted by

the Greensboro Police Department. Dr. Rychtar was provided with data covering2OO2 through

20L3, but due to time constraints associated with organizing and preparing the data for analysis,

only the years 2008 through 2013 could be analyzed, in one year intervals, within the timeframe.

Appendix D contains Dr. Rychtar's complete report.

The statistical analysis conducted using the veil of darkness method "did not find any indication of
a GPD department-level racial pattern in initiating vehicles stops during the years 2008-2013"

(Rychtar and Saini, 2016l. The analysis showed some variations from year to year, such as variation

in time, or in certain days of the week that had a higher stop rate for whites. Given these variations

the overall conclusion is that, statistically, there is no evidence of department-level racial bias in

the traffic stop data.

Exploratory analysis of GPD Traffic Stop Data - Dr. fackson
Two sets of data were analyzed by Dr. Karen Jackson and her colleagues at North Carolina Agricultural

and Technical State University. Her report is located at Appendix E. These two sets of data were

processed using geographic information systems to add additional attributes to the data. The first set of
data is an excel table listing every traffic stop contained in GPD's records management system between

the dates of L January 2009 and 30 June 2015. This set of data was extracted from GPD's records

management system and therefore is not affected by the issues inadvertently introduced by NC DOJ; the
data retains the amounts, counts, categories, and selections entered by the officer. For all 295,227

traffic stops, census information from the 2010 Census was appended to each record. Using the GIS

point in polygon function, the values from the census block group were appended to each traffic stop

record. This set of data allows for analysis of the traffic stop variables and census block group variables.

The second set of data is the reverse orientation of the first set of data. These two sets of data allow

researchers to analyze traffic stops in association with geographic context. lndividual or sets of traffic

stop occurrences can be compared to census variables. Conversely, the count of traffic stops, crime, and

calls for service are known for each census block group. These data sets are being made available to any

individual or group that would like to conduct further analysis.

The research Dr. Jackson conducted was exploratory in nature, focused on descriptive and multivariate

analysis, and generated several conclusions. Dr. Jackson's report summarizes the analysis, discusses

implications, and makes recommendations for future research. Given the number of variables and

complex nature of the data and linking it back to human behaviors related to each traffic stop, more

time is needed to conduct a systematic analysis.

The first part of the report replicates the analysis conducted by Baumgartner, using GPD's data instead

of NC-DOJ's data. Tables 1- 6 in Dr. Jackson's report summarize: stops by race and gender, stops by
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type ofviolation, searches conducted by race, searches by specific search type and race, searches by

specific basís of search and race, and searches of person or vehicle by race. Key findings include:

o 59.3% of stops are of male drivers, and 40.7% of stops are of female drivers.

t 53.8% of stops are of black drivers, and 43.4o/o of stops are of white drivers.

o White drivers are stopped more than drivers from other racial/ethnic groups for driving under

the influence (55.2%) and speed limit violations (5L.3%).

¡ Black drivers are stopped more than drivers from other racial/ethnic groups for investigative

(58.8%1, other motor vehicle violation (543%), safe movement violation (52.7%1, seat belt

violation (54.4%1, vehicle equipment violation (63.L%), and vehicle regulatory violation (60.4%1.

o Traffic stops of black drivers account for 69S% of all vehicle searches, and stops of white drivers

account for 28.6% of all vehicle searches.

. Traffic stops of black drivers account for 7O.2% of all driver searches, and stops of white drivers

account for 28.3o/o of all driver searches.

o Consentsearchesareconductedonl,.S2%of blackdriversthatarestopped andO.77%of white

drivers that are stopped.

¡ Probable cause searches are conducted on L.23% on black drivers that are stopped and 0.45% of

white that are stopped.

o For black drivers, the most frequent bases for a search are erratic/suspicious behavior,

observation of suspected contraband, and other official information.

Dr. Jackson also used the census data to evaluate other aspects of the data. The analysis of census block

groups and traffic stops (Table 7 for stops and Table 8 for searches in Dr. Jackson's report) show the

following:

Twelve census block groups each had more than L.5% of the traffic stops occur within their

boundaries - representi ng21,S% of all traffic stops. Subsequent analysis was conducted on

these twelve census block groups.

Twelve census block groups each had more than L.5% of the searches occur. These are the same

twelve census block groups as had the highest percentages of stops. 22.4% of all searches occur

in these twelve census block groups.

Of these twelve census block groups, four of the twelve census block groups are majority white

and the other eight are majority black.

Table 9 integrates the twelve census block groups with field interviews, crime counts, Part L

crime counts, calls for service, police initiated calls for service, and citizen initiated calls for

service.

Table 10 is an analysis of missing data. lt notes that driver ethnicity was missing from 2.I% of

the records, and officer lD was missing from other records. There is no way to determine if
officers mis-keyed their lD number when completing the form.

Tables 11--L4 in Dr. Jackson's report are a series of regression analyses. Regression analysis examines the

relationship between two or more variables to determine if one or more variables are predictors. For

a
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example, regression analysis can help determine whether race, location, or crime level - individually or

in combinatíon - ís a predictor for traffic stops. A summary of Dr. Jackson's results indicate:

¡ Race is a positive indicator of traffic stops for blacks and a negative ¡ndicator for whites. This

holds true when the age is over L8.

o Location, using the census block groups, is not an indicator of traffic stops.

¡ Calls for service initiated by police are a predictor for traffic stops of blacks over the age of 18.

. Calls for service initiated by citizens are a predictor for traffic stops of blacks over the age of L8.

o Race is a positive indicator of searches for blacks and a negative indicator of searches for whites

¡ Location, using the census block groups, is not an indicator of searches.

o The number of field interviews, count of reported crime, and police initiated calls for service are

positive indicators of traffic stop searches.

Tables 15-L6 analyze census block group attributes against field interviews, crime counts, part 1 crime

counts, all calls for service, calls for service police ¡nitiated, calls for service citizen initiated, traffic stops,

and searches from traffic stops. These tables focus on percent of majority race and percent below the
poverty level by census block group. There are signífícant proportions of poverty represented in the top

three frequencies for crime count: 25.48o/o,35.650/o, and 41,.'J,!% respectively. This is suggestive of a

relationship between poverty, crime, traffic stops, and traffic searches.

ln the summary section of her report, Dr. Jackson discusses the topic of traffic stops in the larger context

of policing, the criminaljustice system, and historical issues of race and policing. The Greensboro Police

Department operates within this larger context and Dr. Jackson advises that it should "continue ín the

work of examining organizational practices" (Jackson, 2OL6l. The report concludes with a discussion of
otherfactors that could contribute to traffic stops (such as demographics, driving behaviors, and socio-

economic factors), recommendations for future research, and additional questions to consider,
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Section VI: Discussion
This report examined data on traffic stops and searches by GPD officers, in the context of considering

whetherthe data contains evidence of racial bias. This data shows that Greensboro officers stop and

search more black drivers than white drivers, compared to the proportions of the population in the City

of Greensboro that are black and white. These conditions have raised a concern by the public that the

Greensboro Police Department is either institutionally biased or has individualofficersthat are biased in

how they identify, initiate, and conduct traffic stops and searches.

Existing traffic stop data cannot tell us whether or not police bias is occurring. Even without the data

flaws that exist, the data cannot show allthe detail that takes place at a traffic stop. We know that

disparities exist in stop rates, search rates, and hit rates. Black drivers are stopped and searched more

frequently, but white drivers are more likely than black drivers to have contraband when a search is

conducted. This is evident in the correlation table (Table 2) and supported by the research conducted by

Jackson (2015) and Rychter (2015).

The search disparity is partially explained by the level of crime in an area. But we cannot identify every

reason for all of the disparity at this time and with this data. The possibility of police bias accounting for

a portion of the observed disparity may exist. However, we cannot say for certain how much of the

disparity, if any, is accounted for by bias.

A large part of the problem is that we cannot say for certain what police bias would look like in the data

that we have. lt is true that black drivers are searched to a much higher degree than white drivers, but

the hit rate disparities are much closer to being even than the search rate disparity. lt can be tempting

to look at a single statistic to identify the presence or absence of bias, but unfortunately the data in this

report can support no such claim. Police bias could theoretically exist even when search or hit rate

disparities are equal between white and black drivers. Conversely, no bias may be occurríng even in the

presence of large search or hit rate disparities. For example, low discretion searches, when the officer

conducts a search based on procedure and notdiscretion, result in a high search disparity between black

and white drivers.

Our inability to completely answer the question of whether or not police bias exists with the data at

hand should not deter us from taking thoughtful action to address the issue. By looking at outcomes in

traffic stops, we can continue to see persistent patterns related to race. Outcomes are different for

black and white drivers, based on how frequently they are cited, arrested, or warned. For searches that

are based solely on perceived suspicious actions, or searches that are conducted only at the consent of

the driver, we see larger differences in the rates of successful searches. Further, during a consent

search, white drivers are over 30% more likely than black drivers to have contraband, even as black

drivers are almost 90% more likely to be the subject of a consent search than white drivers.

We can also see where police actions may be creating a schism with the communities they serve. Traffic

stops are considered by law enforcement to be a valuable tool in removing illegal contraband from the

street. Weapons and drugs are routinely seized and destroyed as a direct result of traffic stops.

However, searches usually do not yield any contraband. Overall, about 3 in 10 searches are successful.
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With consent searches, that number drops to about 1 in 10. By focusing on specific types of searches,

police officers may be able to conduct fewer searches with higher rates of success.

The police need to identify a balance of searches with community relations. Too many searches will
damage the relationship that the police have with the community; too few searches will result in a

greater availability of weapons and drugs in communities. Neither of these outcomes is desirable. This

balance should be based on continued conversations with the public to determine an appropriate level

of police contact, without compromising the safety and security of citizens.

This report has attempted to explain several points that are important to understanding the issues

related to traffic stops. First, this is a complex issue that has been studied for decades by a multitude of
organizations and researchers. Second, many reports containing best practices and recommendations

have been published to assist state and local governments, residents, and law enforcement to address

concerns related to traffic stops. These reports discuss data and analysis methods, and set expectations

regarding the limitations inherent in attempting to determine if a law enforcement agency is biased with
regards to traffic stops. Third, the methodologies and analyses used to complete this report follow these

best practice guides as much as possible, and recognize the limitations in drawing evidence-based

conclusions from the underlying data.

Key findings and conclusions from this research include

The data we analyzed provided no statistical proof of bias using generally accepted research

methodologies. None of the analyses performed, including the RAND Corporatíon's "veil of
darkness" methodology, identified a pattern of bias in traffic stops. Nonetheless, there are

disparities in traffic stop and search rates, as discussed throughout this report.

a Searches for contraband are more frequently conducted in areas of the city with a higher

incidence of quality of life crimes (drugs, fraud, vandalism, prostitution, weapons, disorderly

conduct).

Combining the search data with demographic data, the search disparity between black and

white drivers is partially explained by the level of crime in an area. This does not explain all of
the disparity seen in the data, however.

a The reallocation and redeployment of officers over the past five years, and other demographic

factors within GPD, did not allow any reliable analysis to be undertaken with respect to potential

bias in índividual officers.

a The fact that low discretion searches result in a high search disparity would suggest that the
overall search disparity may not be due to individual officer behavior. Najafi found that both

black and white officers search black drivers more than tw¡ce as often as white drivers. ln fact,

the disparity was higher with black officers (who search black drivers 75.88% of the time and

white drivers 24.t2% of the time) than white officers (who search black drivers 67.98% of the

a
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time and white drivers32.02% of the time). This analysis does not include drivers identified as

Native American, Asian, or Other in the traffic stop reports. This data warrants further analysis

The generalstatistics and ratios of disparity reported by Baumgartner have been validated.

Research conducted internally and by outside researchers has replicated and generally

confirmed the study's statistical results of GPD's racial disparities. There are slight variations in

proportions, due to the use of different time periods, but overall Baumgartner's statistical

results are generally supported.

a Black drivers are more likely to be searched, and contraband is more likely to be found during

the search of a white driver. Most searches do not yield any contraband. Overall, about 3 in L0

searches are successful in locating contraband. With consent searches, that number drops to

about L in 10. Through a review of search policies and traíning, officers may be able to conduct

fewer searches with higher rates of success and no negative impact on public safety. This would

mean more effective policing, less disruption to the travelling public, and better resource

allocation. These decisions may be informed by continued conversations with the public to

determine an appropriate level of police contact, without compromísing the safety and security

of the community. Thís issue warrants further consideration.

a Limitations in the accuracy and uniformity of data collection impede a thorough analysis of

traffic stops and searches, which in turn limits the conclusions that can be reached from the

data. Some of these limitations arise at the local level, such as training and usage of the Traffic

Stop Module, and inconsistencies in determining and recording the ethnicity of stopped drivers.

Other limitations arise at the state level, such as the incorrect assumption that law enforcement

agencies are submitting reports for olltraffic stops conducted by the jurisdiction, error

propagation of state data forthree categories (reason forconducting a search, rounding down

the reported weight of seized contraband, and conflating the basis for a search), and incorrect

or duplicate locally-generated officer identification numbers that may be replicated across more

than one agency. Any single limitation, or combination of limitations, affects the reported data

from GPD or NC-DOJ and any subsequent analysis, including our own.

GPD officers do not always complete a Traffic Stop Report for all vehicle stops. This can be due

to human error, training inconsistencies, or requirements outlined in existing policies. These

discrepancies contribute to incomplete data being generated locally and thereafter being

published by the state, and limit the accuracy of any conclusions that are generated. Evaluating

completion rates is difficult since there is no reliable method to cross-check the nature of a

traffic stop when no report exists,

Members of the Greensboro Police Department recognize that the existence of racial disparities in

traffic stops and searches is a complex issue. There is no simple solution to endingthe disparity, because

there are no simple and discrete causes of the disparity. Nor is there a simple solution to ensuring that

GPD, NC-DOJ, and others have the most complete and accurate data with which conduct further
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analyses. Understanding that, GPD has taken a holistic approach to addressing traffic stops and

searches, in order to best serve the public.

Continue to Review and Revise Policies When Appropriate
GPD routinely reviews and updates its policies. Sometimes these reviews occur as part of a systematic

cycle. Other reviews are triggered by specific events or the identification of potential improvements in

the Department's practices. The on-going in-depth look at how we conduct and document traffic stops

and searches has resulted in the following updates to policies:

. Require the completion of a traffic stop report for all traffic stops

. Document a person's consent to search through either body worn camera or a Consent to
Search form, including reporting the reasons for seeking consent to search

. Keep the Special Order by Chief Scott eliminating vehicle stops solely on the basis for vehicle

equipment infractions in place for the immediate future
. lmplement training on proceduraljustice and additional bias awareness training as a part of

Neighborhood Oriented Policing

o lncrease training and standardization for officers in filling out traffic stop reports

Continue to Emphasize Neighborhood Oriented Policing in Greensboro
As society and law enforcement evolve, so must the Greensboro Police Department continue to evolve

its methods and its organizational structure. As an organization dedicated to excellence, the Department

continuously looks for and adopts emerging practices and law enforcement philosophies that work best

for this city. The Department is taking steps to revise its approach to traffic stops. These efforts follow

suggestions by Epp, Maynard-Moddy, and Haider-Markel to emphasize traffic stops related to criminal

behavior, develop guidelines and oversight for the decision to conduct a traffic stop, and review the

initiation of high discretion searches (Epp, Maynard-Moddy, and Haider-Markel, 201-4). Several

significant shifts in GPD's methods and organizational structure are already underway.

One of the most recent and significant initiatives shifting GPD's culture is the adoption of Neighborhood

Oriented Policing (NOP). NOP combines a philosophy of problem-solving with geographic ownership by

police units serving defined areas. NOP afso includes focused crime analysis with structured

accountability for problem-solving and crime reduction throughout the Department. lt encourages

officers to engage in more frequent and constructive communications with the public. This improved

contact and better geographic alignment, in turn, will allow the Department to discover and address

crime and public safety issues more rapidly through, among other things, decreased response times,

increased time spent proactively, and increased and aligned deterrent presence. We believe that NOP

will have an effect on when and where traffic stops are conducted by better focusing resources and

enforcement actions on areas where crimes are occurring and where key community stakeholders want

a police presence.

ln fact, recent data (which is not included in the scope of this report's statistical analysis) shows that the

overall number of traffic stops has been declining overthe past year, as has the number of citations

issued after traffic stops. This may be due to the transition to Neighborhood Oriented Policing and
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accompanying redeployment of police resources. This warrants further study as more data is collected

over time.

Continue to Improve Training
Training provides GPD's officers the opportunity for enhanced skills, greater self-awareness, and a

common frame of reference for addressing emerging issues. GPD has a tradition of providing first-rate

training on emerging best practices. Leaders in the Department also see opportunities to train when

processes need to be strengthened. Based on the findings from the traffic stop data research, GPD is:

lmproving training on how to complete a traffic stop report as part of existing traffic stop

training conducted during the Police Academy, field training, and in-service training. Doing so

will provide consistency in how reports are completed.

a Developing further training on when to conduct "high discretion" searches. As discussed in this

report, there is a relatively low success rate for locating contraband from a consent search. This

suggests that training can be improved in this area so that law enforcement resources are

utilized more efficiently.

Procedural Justice is another emerging best practice in law enforcement. Sometimes called procedural

fairness or rightful policing, this philosophy of policing builds trust by providing officers with a technique

for ensuring all points of view are understood during an interaction. GPD has developed a program of

instruction on procedural justice, and is providing it to police recruits, sworn officers, and non-sworn

employees. lt will also be offered to members of the community. Research related to procedural justice

has identified that people are often more concerned about the fairness of an interaction with law

enforcement or the criminal justice system and their treatment than the outcome. "[S]omeone who

receives a traffic ticket or 'loses' his case in court will rate the system favorably if he feels that the

outcome is arrived at fairly" (Procedural Justice Curriculum, 2015). Using the Procedural Justice model

during a traffic stop, an officer should introduce hímself, explain the reason for the stop, listen to the

driver, answer any questions, address any anxiety or issues on the part of the driver, and explain the

process or steps for the remainder of the traffic stop. We believe that this type of dialogue between

officers and motorists can be especially beneficial in allaying misperceptions of bias.

Additionally, GPD will continue to train all employees on Understanding lmplicit Bias. Since 2013, every

police employee has received this four-hour block of instruction. lt has also been incorporated into the

Police Academy curriculum. This training helps employees understand that all people have biases, bias

has a human organizational basis, and biases are primarily subconscious or "implicit." These biases can

influence thinking, actions, and decision-making. Everyone, including police officers, should strive to

acknowledge and address bias, because it affects one's behavior and perceptions (Understanding the

Science of Bias, 21t4l.

Continue to Increase Transparency
The men and women of the Greensboro Police Department believe that mutual understanding is a key

to building community trust and strong partnerships. Communicating with each other and sharing

a
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information are among the first steps in creating understanding. Specific to the topic of traffic stops,

GPD is increasing transparency in the following ways:

o Making the traffic stop data analyzed in this report available to the public and researchers.

o Exploring participation in the White House Open Government lnitiative. This initiative provides

avenues to access data, reports, and information directly by resídents through a web-based data

portal being developed by the City of Greensboro.

. Publishing crime data more frequently on GPD's website.

o Promoting existing means for people to find out about crime trends in their neighborhood.

¡ Continuing to inform resídents when and where traffic and crime reduction campaigns will be

occurring and the reason for the effort.

Along the lines of the last two bulleted points above, the implementation of Neighborhood Oriented

Policing carries with it increased opportunities for GPD to inform specific communities as to why police

resources are being used in specific ways in specific areas.

Continue to Use and Improve Data Collection
Thorough and accurate data is needed in order to better assess a variety of issues affecting law

enforcement, including the disparity in traffic stops and searches, and to provide greater transparency

of police operations. GPD supports adopting the recommendations of Weisel (2}t4l for improving the
quality of traffic stop reporting data for its own department and other agencies. These include:

L. Requirements for initial stop purpose should be reviewed.

2. The severity of the offense for which the driver was initially stopped should be documented;
for example, the officer should document both the recorded speed and the posted speed.

3. Document location of stop. Traffic stop reports should include a place variable - roadway,
intersection, or other marker; when occurring within a municipality, this data should include the
L00-block or nearest intersection.

4. Revisit documentation of race/ethnicity classifícation. Most data collection systems in the
United States require officers to determine eitherthe race or ethnicity of the driver, but not
both. We recommend combining race and ethnicity into a single racial/ethnicity indicator for
drivers, for reporting purposes, as recommended by Northeastern University.

5. Document home jurisdiction (city and county) of all drivers stopped.

6. Specify the arrest charge (highest charge if multiple) arising from the stop and document the
factors that lead to the arrest, such as an outstanding warrant.

T.Documentrequestsforconsentsearchesandrecordiftherequestwasdeclined. Asdiscussed

above, GPD ís in the process of implementing a policy change that will require requests for
consent to be documented through the use of body-worn cameras or a Consent to Search Form.

8. Audit data reported by law enforcement agencies to make sure it is accurate and that it is

timely submitted.
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9. Audit Traffic Stop Reports for accuracy and analyze data to shed light on variations between
and within jurisdictions.

ln addition to the above nine points, GPD recommends all departments adopt GPD's method of

providing XY coordinates for every traffic stop. Knowing the location of traffic stops will allow a more

thorough analysis of the data to be conducted. As demonstrated in this report, knowingthe locations

allows for augmenting analysis with geographic variables. This technique is also recommended by the

ACLU, Baumgartner, and Weisel.

Continue the Work
The research associated with this report is preliminary, and should continue in order to gain a better

understanding of this issue as GPD continues to gather more data over time, This is especially important

because the implementation of new or revised policies (e.g., the Special Order regarding equipment

violations, Neighborhood Oriented Policing, and the requirement to document consent) may lead to

changes in traffic stop and search rates. Reviewingthose kinds of trends in the data may provide helpful

insight on the effectiveness of various policy changes. Several follow-on items include:

a Continuing to work with researchers on the datasets and conduct further analyses. This would

include completing the range of analyses developed by the RAND Corporation, when sufficient

data is available, integrating census data more thoroughly, and looking at aspects of economics

and poverty.

a

a

Obtaining data from NC DMV to further research into driver and driving behaviors

Ensuring Traffic Stop Reports are completed by developing procedures for compliance and

audits.

a Conducting analysis related to traffic crash reports and traffic stops.

a Developing memorandums of understanding with universities and looking for grant

opportunities to fund future research or develop cooperative research, such as using advanced

data analytics for analyzing traffic stop data for outliers or indicators of bias.

o

a

a

Developing data portals and automate reporting for public access.

Developing analytical tools to review traffic stop data on an individual officer basis.

Leading a regional effort to review state statutes and processes related to traffic stops and

searches and data collection in order to recommend appropriate legislative changes. This

includes a standardized statewide lD system for all law enforcement officers, consistent training,

and expanded uniform data collection methods.

Reviewing existing training curricula related directly or indirectly to traffic stops, to ensure it
reflects the current best practice methods.

a
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Executive Summary
Recent research has generated questions regarding the Durham Police Department's (DPD) use of race as

a proxy for criminal behavior. For example, Baumgartner and Epp's (2012) analysis of DPD traffic stop

data suggested racial bias in traffic enforcement. Critically, Baumgartner and Epp used census population

estimates to establish a benchmark for the driving population. Census estimates, however, demonstrate

only where people reside and therefore serve as a poor proxy for the actual driving population.

The DPD, in an effort to promote transparency and achieve an improved understanding of its operations

and their impact on the community, provided RTI lnternational with access to 6 years of traffic stop data.

ln turn, RTI proposed a series of analyses that would address the methodological limitations noted above.

This research was funded internally by RTI to serve the community and to contribute to a growing body of
scientific research on this topíc. The study was conducted independently, and the DPD provided no

financial support for the project.

Data
We analyzed data from 15L,10L traffic stops conducted by the DPD from January 2010 through October

2015. The stop data analyzed here were sourced directlyfrom the DPD and included additional

information (e.g., the unit assignment of the officerthat conducted the stop) not routinely included in the

traffic stop data submitted to the state. The data include traffic stops enforced by several different units,

including traffic enforcement, patrol, High Enforcement Abatement Team (HEAT), and interdiction units.

AnalyticalApproach
To study the racial distribution of traffic stops in Durham, we used the "veil of darkness" (VOD) approach,

which is based on the logic that police officers are less likely to be able to ascertain the race of a motorist

after dark than they are during daylight (Grogger & Ridgeway, 2006). This method takes advantage of the
fact that there is seasonal variation in the amount of daylight at certain times of the day. Using this

method, the existence of racial disproportionality can be assessed by comparing the race of drivers

stopped during daylight with the race of drivers stopped after dark during the intertwilight period

(roughly between 5:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.). The analysis is limited to stops that occur in the late

afternoon and early evening hours to reduce the variation in travel patterns that are dependent upon

time of day.

Results
Results indicate that Black drivers are disproportionally stopped during daylight hours. Overall:

a The odds that a stopped driver was Black were 12% higher when the stop occurred during daylight

hours than when it occurred in darkness. Put another way, at night, when officer visibility is limited,

we predict 146 Black drivers stopped for every 100 White drivers. During daylight, when officer

visibility is better, the predicted number of Black drivers stopped increases to L64.

Among traffic stops involving male drivers, the odds that a stopped driver was Black were 2O%o higher

when the traffic stop occurred during daylight than when it occurred in darkness. Put another way,

for every 100 White males stopped during night hours, we predict 124 Black male drivers. This

number increases to 1-49 Black males during daylight hours.

No evidence of racial disproportionality was found when the analysis was restricted to traffics stops

involving female drivers.

I
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The relationship between lighting and driver race was dependent upon the agency unit assignment.

Black males in particular were overrepresented during daylight hours in the traffic stops conducted

by the HEAT and patrol. For the HEAT, the odds that a stopped male driver was Black were 44%o

higher during daylight than in darkness. For the patrol unit, the odds that a stopped male driver was

Black were 17%higher during daylight than in darkness. There was no evidence of overrepresentation

among traffic stops conducted by the dedicated traffic unit.

The relationship between lighting and driver race was also conditional upon year. Evidence suggests

that racial disproportionality is decreasing over time. For the years 20L4 and 201-5, we found little
evidence to suggest that Black drivers are overrepresented in traffic stops conducted by the DPD.

Discussion
We found evidence of racial disproportionality in traffic stops conducted by the DPD. However, the

evidence further suggests that th¡s effect is limited to male drivers, suggesting that there is a race-sex

interaction and that it is Black males specifically who are more likelyto be stopped during daylight, when

race is more discernible. ln addition, subsequent analyses found that the relationship between lighting

and driver race was also conditional upon unit assignment. For instance, we did not find evidence of racial

bias among traffic stops conducted by dedicated traffic units.
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lntrod uction
Recent research has generated questions regarding the Durham Police Department's (DPD) use of race as

a proxy for criminal behavior. Specifically, Baumgartner and Epp's (2ot2l analysis of DPD traffic stop data,

and the reports that followed, strongly suggested racial bias in the traffic enforcement conducted by the

DPD. This claim was based on two statistics: (1) a comparison between the percentages of Black motorists

stopped in the city limits and the percentage of Black individuals who reside in the city and (2)the

disproportionate number of Black individuals subjected to searches after having been stopped.

The results of these two comparisons have been used to suggest the existence of widespread racial bias

in the DPD. The analyses conducted by Baumgartner and Epp (2012) are methodologically limited and

provide insufficient information to fully understand the nature of disproportionate minority contact.

Critically, Baumgartnerand Epp employed census population estimates in an attemptto establish a

suitable benchmark for the driving population. Census estimates, however, demonstrate only where

people reside and, as such, mayserve as a poor proxyforthe actual driving population.

The DPD, in an effort to promote transparency and achieve a better understanding of its operations,

provided access to its traff¡c stop data to RTI lnternationalto allow for an independent and objective

analysis. ln turn, RTI proposed a series of analyses that would address the methodological limitations

noted above. This research was funded internally by RTI to serve the community and to contribute to a

growing body of scientific research on this topic. The study was conducted independently, and the DPD

provided no financial support for the project.

Various approaches have been developed to provide more reliable estimates of the impact of race on

traffic stops. One such approach is the "veil of darkness" (VOD) method, which takes advantage of

seasonal variation in the amount of daylight to examine whether the race of drivers stopped varies as a

function of ambient lighting. The underlying assumption is that reduced lighting hinders the ability of

officers to determine the race of drivers-and thus suggests the amount of racial bias, either implicit or

explicit, in initiating the stop. This method compares the racial composition of traffic stops during the

intertwilight period (a time of day when it is sometimes light and sometimes dark, depending upon the

time of year) over the course of the year. Accordingly, the VOD method avoids the complex issue of

controlling for the driver activity base rate.

Data
The analyses detailed below were performed on data describing 1,51.,701. traffic stops conducted bythe

DPD from January 2010 through October 2015. State law requires law enforcement agencies to

document the demographic characteristics, stop characteristics, and stop outcomes of all traffic stops.

The stop data analyzed here were sourced directly from the DPD and included additional information

(e.g., the unit assignment of the officer that conducted the stop) not typically provided in the traffic stop

data submitted to the state.l

1 The North Carolina state legislature passed Senate Bill 76 in 1999 to require state law enforcement officers to collect traffic stop

stat¡stics This requirementwas laterexpanded to include local law enforcementofficers An amendmenttothe bill in 2009

specified that each law enforcement officer making a stop would be assigned an anonymous identification number by the

officer's agency, and this number would be reported to the Division of Criminal Statistics along with other types of traffic stop

data required by the bill.
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Analytical Method
To study the racial distribution of traffic stops in Durham, we used the VOD approach, which is based on

the logic that police officers are less capable of determining the race of a motorist after dark than they

are during daylight. Using this method, the existence of racial bias can be assessed by comparing the race

distribution of stops made during daylight to the race distribution of stops made after dark. The analysis is

limited to stops that occur during the intertwilight period (between 5:29 p.m. and 9:07 p.m.) to reduce

the variation in travel patterns that are conditional on time of day. Figure l graphically depicts the

intertwilight period.

Figure 1:CivilTwilight by Day of Year

tr Events above the black line occurred afterlhe latest civiltwilight-always in the dark. These events

are excluded.
X Events below the blue line occurred before the earliest civiltwilight-always during daylight. These

events are excluded.

O Events between the blue and black lines occurred after the earliest civil twilight and before the latest
civiltwilight. Events under the green curve occurred before civiltwilight of that day and are

considered daylight events.
+ Events outside of the green curve occurred aftercivil twilightforthat day and are considered

darkness events.

The VOD method was developed and first employed by Jeffery Grogger and Greg Ridgeway in an analysis

of trafficstops in Oakland, California, in 2006 (Grogger& Ridgeway,2006)and Cincinnati, Ohio, in 2009

(Ridgeway et al., 2009). The method has also been used in studies focusing on the nature of traffic stops

in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Ritter & Bael, 2009), Syracuse, New York (Worden, Mclean, & Wheeler,

2OI0), San Diego, California (Burks, 20L5), and a variety of jurisdictions in the state of Connecticut
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(Pazniokas, 2015). Evidence of racial disproportionality was identified using this method in Minneapolis

and for severaljurisdictions in Connecticut.

Our models incorporate one enhancement from these previous studies: We use a random intercepts

model to control for differences between officers. By doing so, we recognize that officers may have

inherent differences in the percentages of Black motorists they are likelyto encounter. These differences

may be caused byfactors such as geographic deployment, unit assignment, or individual characteristics

(e.g., unique decision-making processes).

One benefit of the VOD approach is the simple interpretation of results. A statistically nonsignificant

daylight indicator suggests that daylight was not associated with the race of the driver who was stopped

Alternatively, a statistically significant, positive daylight indicator suggests that Black motorists are more

likely to be stopped during times when visibility is higher. Evidence of racial bias is present if minority
drivers are over-represented during daylight hours compared with during times of darkness.

We processed the DPD's traffic stop data for 2OtO-2015 and incorporated information on civiltwilight,
collected from a public database maintained by the U.S. Naval Observatory. Using the VOD method, we

explored four areas of interest:

1. The relationship between light visibility and race of the driver stopped

2. The relationship between light visibility and race of the driver stopped among female drivers only

3. The relationship between light visibility and race of the driver stopped among male drivers only

4. The relationship between light visibility and race of the driver stopped among different kinds of
unìt assignments (male motorists only)

Descriptive Statistics for Traffic Stops
This section describes the stop data used in this analysis. Descriptive statistics from allthe stops in the

time range (January 2010 through October 2015) are provided along with those for the subset of events

that are used in the VOD analysis (intertwilight period).

Toble L displays frequency distributions and percentages for the reasons for traffic stops. The first set of
columns represents a'|1.51.,701. traffic stops that occurred in the time period studied. The shaded

columns display frequency distributions and percentages for only the 19,801traffic stops that occurred

during the intertwilight period. Among the reasons for alltraffic stops, the most likely was a speed limit

violation (31% of all stops). Large percentages of stops were also identified for vehicle regulatory

violations (23.3%l and vehicle equipment violations (13%1. Perceptions of the driver's being impaired,

seat belt violations, and checkpoints were less common reasons for traffic stops (<4% each). Similar

patterns are observed during the intertwilight period. Specifically, speed limit violations, vehicle

regulatory violations, and vehicle equipment violations were the top three reasons for stops. One

noteworthy difference is that speed limit violations make up a smaller percentage of stops during the

intertwilight period than they do for all stops, whereas vehicle equipment and regulatory violations make

up larger percentages of stops during the intertwilight period.
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Table 1: Reasons forStop

Reason

Checkpoint
DWI

lnvestigation
Other motor vehicle violation
Safe movement violation
Speed limit violation
Seat belt violation
Stoplight/sign violation
Vehicle equipment violation

All 701;

F Percent

4,726
439

rt,757
4,974

12,619
47,027
4,341

10,587

19,836

3.12
o.29

7.75

3.28
8.32

31.00

2.86
6.98

13.08

23.33Vehicle ul violation 35

I otal 15 70L 100.00

Notes: ITP = intertwilight period.

Toble 2 shows descriptive statistics for reasons for the traffic stop by the officer's unit assignment. Shaded

columns present results specifically during the intertwilight period. More than half (5a%) of all stops were

conducted by officers assigned to the patrol unit, and about a fifth (22/") were conducted by officers

assigned to the traffic unit. Within the High Enforcement Abatement Team (HEAT) unit, vehicle regulatory

and equipment violations and investigation were the most common reasons for stops, although safe

movement and speed limit violations each accounted for 9% of all traffic stops conducted by the HEAT.

Seventy percent of stops conducted by the traffic unit were related to the speed limit. Stops conducted

by the patrol unit mostly pertained to equipment, regulatory, and speed limit violations. Highly similar

patterns are observed for stops that occurred during the intertwilight period. Most (14%) stops during

the intertwilight period were conducted by the patrol or traffic units. Within the HEAT, vehicle regulatory

and equipment violations and investigation were the most common reasons for stops. Seventy percent of

stops conducted by the traffic unit related to the speed limit, whereas stops conducted by the patrol unit

mostly pertained to equipment and regulatory violatrons.
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Table 2: Reasons for Stop by Officer Assignment

Reason for stop HEAT Traffic Patrol All else Total

Atl ITP AII ITP AII ITP AII ITP AII ITP

Checkpoint

DWI

I nvest¡gation

Other motor vehicle violation

Safe movement violation

Speed limit violation

Seat belt violation

Stoplight/sign violation

Vehicle equipment violation

Vehicle regulatory violation

688

ls%)
1.6

(o%l

1,695
(r4%)

547
(4%\

r,1,61

ls%)
1,r29

(e%l

3,093
(4%l

285
(0%l

7,947
(rc%l

3,r76
(4%)

7,r95
(e%l

1,2,563
(1,s%)

1,3ts
(2%l

7,649
(e%\

13,849
(17%\

25,068
(30%l

773
(2%l

22
(o%)

924
(8y,1

395
(4%l

1,150
(Lj%l

1,101

o0%l
t70
(2%l

T,IO4

$o%l
2,r94
(2o%)

3,726
ß4%\

481
(2vù

38
(0'/ù

1,051
(4%)

184
(3%)

3,2r7

113%)

10,267
(43%)

582
(2%l

1.,377

(6%l

2,1,46

(e%\

4,1,59
(17'/"\

51
(2%l

2

(o%l

136
(6%)

95
(4%',t

3t7
(r3%)

633

l26y.l
83

(3%l

229
(e%l

353
(!Ayo\

546
(22%l

4,726
(3%)

439

l0%l
1,1,751

l8%)
4,914

(3%)

12,6L9
(8%l

47,021
(28%l

4,34r
(3%\

ro,587

0%t
19,836

(13%l

35,395
(23%\

418
(2%l

34
(0%\

1,,181
(7vù

650
(3%\

1,813
(e%t

4s36
(23%l

469
(2%)

1,631
(8o/ol

3,424
(t7o/.1

5,34s
(27o/ol

333

3%)

517

183 4s8 L7
(7%l 0%l (o%l

2 1,OO 8
(o%l (o%l (o%l

330 1,,064 91

172%l l3%\ (2%l

103 467 57
(4%t ín Q%t

204 t,046 r42
(8%l ß%l g"/")

179 23,068 2,623
(7o/"1 (7o%l (70o/ù

74 2,051 742
(3"/"1 (6%l g/ù

742 990 156
(s%l ß%l þo/ol

726 7s8 151
(27%l Qn ø%l
702 2,898 371,

(s%\

3,083
(25%\

3,210
(26"/"\ 70%l(27%l (9o/o)

Total L2,493 2,645 32,900 3,752 82200 10.959 24,r08 LMs 1sL.70L 19.801

Percentage of total stops

A/ofes: HEAT = High Enforcement Abatement Team; ITP = intertwilight period. N for all stops = 151,,701; n for ITP

stops = 19,801; approximate column percentages are in parentheses.

Table 3 displays reasons for traffic stops by the time of day for stops that occurred during the intertwilight
period. Results show some variation in the number of stops that occurred during these 30-minute

increments. For instance, 20% of stops occurred between 8:30 and 9:00 p.m., whereas only 3% occurred

between 9:00 and 9:30 p.m. However, in general, each reason for stop typically makes up the same

approximate percentage of alltraffic stops in each time slot. For instance, speed limit violations made up

aboul23% of stops during each time period, and there were only minorfluctuatìons in the percentage of

stops that were speed limit violations overtime. Likewise, the percentages of stops that were

stoplight/sign violations did not dlffer substantially throughout the overall time period, ranging from 7%

lo 9% of all stops in each time slot. One exception was vehicle equipment violations, which showed a

small spike starting during the 8:00-9:30 timeslot (from approximately L4% of all stops before 8:00, to

20% of all stops during the 8:00-8:30 time slot, up lo 24% of stops during the 8:30-9:30 tlme slot). The

percentage of allstops that pertained to vehicle regulatory violations peaked between 6;30 and 7:00 p.m.

al32%, but dropped lo 24% of all stops by 8:00-8:30

8% 13% 22% L9% 54% 55o/o L6% L2%
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Table 3: Reasons for Stop by Time of Day During lntertwilight Period

Reason for stop 5:30-
6:00

6:00-
6:30

6:30-
l:0O

7:00-
'7:3O

7:3O-
8:00

8:00-
8:30

8:30-
9:00

9:00-
9:30

Total

Checkpoint

DWI

I nvestigation

Other vehicle violation

Safe movement violation

Speed limit violation

Seat belt violation

Stopl ight/sign violation

Equipment violation

Vehicle regulatory violation

97 42
(5%\ (3%)

02
(o%l (o%l

1.57 89
(8%l (6%l

75 61
(4%) (4%l

2rl 1,64

(1.r%) (rc%l
493 409
(2s%l (26%l

67 70

l3%\ (4%\

127 118
(7%) (7%l

199 206
(Lo%) (r3%l
521, 41,6

(27o/") (26%\

29
(1%)

2

(0%l

194
(7%\

84
(3%l

255
(t0%)

541
(2r%)

81
(3%\

229
(e%l

372
(14%l

850
(32%l

39
(2%\

2

(o%l

225
(e%\

75
(3%l

227

le%l
609
(23%\

84

l3%)
220

(8%\

354
(r4%l
758

129%\

63
(2%l

6

(0'/"\

245
(8%l

108
(3%l

249
(8%l

714
(23%)

70
(2%)

267
(e%l

52'J.

(r7./ù
874
Q8%l

65
(2%l

8

(o%l

251.

(8%l

105
(3%\

298

ls%)
800
(24%l

52
(2%\

295
(e%l

66L

l2o%l
790
(24%l

70
(2%)

t3
(o%)

286
(7%\

130
(3%l

353
(s%l

828
(21%l

38
(r%l

326

l8%l
911.
(24%l

991
(25%)

13

(2%l

L

(0%l

34
(6'/ù

72

(2%l

50
(8%l

1.42

(24%l

7

(r%\

49
(8%l

140
(24%l

145
(24%\

41.8

(2%)

34
(o%)

r,481
(7%)

650
(3%\

1,813
(s%)

4,536
(23%)

469
(2%\

1,,63r
(8%l

3,424
(17%\

5,345
(27%l

Total 1,953 L,577 2,637 2,593 3,rr7 3,325 4,006 593 19,801

Percentage of total stops (IO%I (8%) (1"3%l tr3%l ft6%l í7%\ (20%) (3%)

Notes: All times are in the afternoon and even¡ng (p.m.). n = L9,801; approximate column percentages are in
pa rentheses.

Table 4 presents frequencies for the purposes of stops by the race of the motorist. Races other than Black and

White made up a very small percentage of the number of traffic stops. For instance, Asian, Native American, and

motorists with an unknown race, combined, accounted f or 3% of all stops, both overall and during the intertwilight
period. For all stops, speed limit violations were the most common reason for the traffic stop for all racial groups,

and vehicle regulatory violations were second. Although these patterns are generally true during the intertwilight
period, we note a few exceptions. Part¡cularly among Black drivers, veh¡cle equipment and regulatory violations

each made up a larger percentage of all reasons for stops than did speed limit violations. Among Native American
motorists, the most common reasons for the stop were speed limit and safe movement violations.
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Table 4: Reasons for Stop by Race of Driver

Reason for stop Asian

Checkpoint

DWI

I nvestigation

Other motor vehicle violation

Safe movement violation

Speed limit v¡olation

Seat belt v¡olation

Stoplight/sign violation

Vehicle equipment violation

Vehicle regulatory violation

Total
Percent of total

Notes: ITP=|ntertwilight period; approximate column percentages are ¡n parentheses. N for all stops = t5!,7Ot; n for ITP stops = 19,801.

Total
A

t7
(Mt

2

(o%l

103

l4%l
50

(2%)

283
(7tyol

1,273
(48%l

39
(1%l

278
(tt%l

220
(8%)

37r

2,636
2%

Ail

4,726
(3%)

439
(o%)

tr,157
(8%l

4,974
(3yol

L2,679
(8%)

47,O27
(31%)

4,341
(3yol

10,587
(7%)

19.836
(13o/o)

35,395
Q3%)

751,70]..

Unknown
Ail

18
(3%l

1

lo%)
47

(7%l

31

ls%l
84

(13o/ol

206
(32%l

27
(4%\

61
(s%)

63
(to%)

109
(17%l

647

Olo

White
Ail

2,792
(4%l

277
(ov")

4,638
(8%l

r,827
(3vù

4,981
(s%l

20,651'
(35o/ol

r,347
(2%l

4,329
(7%l

s,623
(1o%)

12,433
(2LTol

58,298
38%

Native American

Alt

13

(r%)

3

(o%)

26
(3%\

20
(2%l

101
(71%)

43t
(4s%)

19
(2%\

95
(tt%\

65
(7%l

TTL
Í3%l

884
t%

Black

All

2,486
(3%\

156
(o%)

6,943
(8%)

3,046
(3vù

7,170
(8%)

24,466
(27%\

2,909
(3%)

5,824

17%)

13,86s
(t6o/ù

22,371
Q5lol

89,236
59/o
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Toble 5 shows descriptive statistics for the sex and race of drivers for the overall sample and separately

for stops that occurred during the intertwilight period. Traffic stops more commonly involved men than

women in both the overall sample and in stops limited to the intertwilight period. The racial composition

between alltraffic stops and traffic stops occurring in the intertwilight period was relatively consistent.

For instance, the majority of motorists in both samples were Black. As shown also in Table 4, Asian, Native

American, and motorists of an unknown race were involved in only a small percentage of all traffic stops,

both overall and those occurring during intertwilight

Table 5: Race and Sex of People Stopped

Cha racteristic Overall = ß1,
uen %

Sex

Male

Female

Total 15 70L 100.00

Race

Asian

Black

Native American

Unknown
White

Total 15 701 100.00

Notes: ITP = intertwilight period

There are a few differences between the reasons for stops for males and females (Toble 6). For all stops,

females were more likely to be stopped for speed limit violations (35% female and 29% male) and vehicle

regulatoryviolations (25%femaleand22% male). Females were stopped for most other reasons at lower

rates than males were. These patterns are generally mirrored in the intertwilight period.

93,486
58,215

2,636
89,236

884
647

58,298

61.63

38.37

r.74
58.82
0.58
0.43

38.43
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Table 6: Reason for Stop by Sex of Driver

Reason All stops (N = 151,701) ITP stops (n = 19,801)

Frequency Frequencv

Male Fema le Tota I Male Female Iotal
Checkpoint

DWI

lnvestigation

Other motor vehicle violatlon

Safe movement violation

Speed limit violation

Seat belt violation

Stoplight/sign violation

Vehicle equipment violation

Vehicle regulatory violation

3,108
(3%\

368
(o%\

8,248
(e%l

3,370
(4%l

8,503
(s%)

26,720
(2e%l

3,056
(3%\

6,350
(t%\
12,844
(14%l

20,919
(22%\

1,618
(3%l

71_

(0%\

3,509
(6%)

1_,604

(3%)

4,1L6
(7%)

20,307
(3s%)

L,285
(2%l

4,237
(7%)

6,992
(12%)

\4,476
(25%)

4,726
(3%l

439
(0%)

1"1,,757

(8%)
L q1L

(3%\

12,619
(8%l

47,027
(31%l

4,34L
(3%)

10,587
(7%)

19,836
(13%)

3s,39s
(23%\

138
(2%l

4
(o%)

420
(6%l

270
(3%l

622
(e%)

L,772
(24%)

99

0%)
659
(s%l

t,266
(77"/ù

2,755
ß0%l

418
(2%l

34
(0%l

L,48t
(7%l

650
(3%)

1,813
(s%l

4,536
(23o/o)

469
(2%)

I,637
(8%l

3,424
(l7Yol

5,345
(27%l

280
(2o/"1

30
(o%l

1,061
(8%)

440
(4%l

1.,19L
(to%)

2,824
(23%)

370
(3%l

972
(8%l

2,L58
(17%)

3,190
zs%l

Total 93,486
(62%l

58,215
(38%)

r51,,70r t2,51,6
(63"/ù

19,8017,285
(37o/o)

Nofes: ITP = intertwilight period; approximate column percentages are in parentheses

Veil of Darkness
The overall modelsuggests that daylight was significantly associated with driver race (Table7l. The odds

of the driver's being Black were 1.2% higher when the stop occurred during daylight than when the stop

occurred during darkness.2

Table 7: Overall Veil of Darkness Analysis

Model specification n Odds Ratio

Model l--All intertwilight stops 19,801 1.I2***
Notes: Results presented as odds ratios. Models also controlled for day of week, year, and time of stop as linear and

quadratic terms. These coefficients are omitted for brevity. Models were specified as generalized linear mixed

models where officer lD was treated as a random effect. ***p < 0.001.

2 A likelihood ratio test was performed to test the time control-only model (day of week, year, and time of stop indicators)

against the fully fitted model that added the dark/light indicators. lVodels including the day/light indicator resulted in a

statistically significant improvement in model fit.
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An assessment of the predicted probabilities for this model showed that stops conducted during daylight

had a 62% chance of involving a Black motorist, whereas stops occurring during darkness had a 59%

chance of involving a Black motorist.3 Put another way, we expect officers to stop 146 Black drivers for

every 100 White drivers during night hours, when officers are less capable of determining driver race.

During daylight hours, when visibility of the driver is higher, we expect officers to stop 164 Black drivers

for every 100 White drivers. This increase in Black drivers stopped during daylight hours is indicative of

racial disparity in traffic stops.

Race-Sex lnteraction
Models were respecified to explore the effect of driver sex on the relationship between available lighting

and driver race (Toble 8). fhe VOD method was applied to the subsample for males only and for females

only. ln the male-only subsample, the odds of the driver's being Black were 20o/o higher when the traffic

stop occurred duringthe daylight hours of the intertwilight period than when it occurred duringthe dark

hours of the intertwilight period. We did notfind a significant relationship between lighting and driver

race among the female subsample.a

Table 8: Veil of Darkness Analysis Subset by Sex

Model specification n Odds Ratio

Model 2-Male only
Model3-Female onlV

1.2,51,6

7,28s
1.20*:i '>t

0.988

Notes: Results presented as odds ratios. Models also controlled for day of week, year, and time of stop as linear and

quadratic terms. These coefficients are omitted for brevity. Models were specified as generalized linear mixed

models where officer lD was treated as a random effect. ***p < 0.001.

The predicted probabilities of this model suggest that during darkness there was a 55% chance that the

motorist was a Black male. During daylight hours, this chance increased lo 69%. Stated another way, we

expect officers to stop !24 Black male drivers for every 100 White male drivers during dark hours. This

figure increases to l-49 Black male drivers during daylight hours.

Veil of Darkness Analysis by Unit Assignment
Separate analyses on traffic stops involving male drivers conducted by different unit assignments

indicated evidence of racial disproportionality in stops by the HEAT and patrol units (Ioble 9). The

relationship between lighting and race of driver was statistically nonsignificant for the traffic enforcement

unit.

3Th¡swascalculatedbytakingl/(1-mean) forthatcondition.OddswerecalculatedusingtheLSMEANScommandinSAS All

other model variables were set to their means
a The intraclass correlation for the male-only model was 10 3%.
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Table 9: Veil of Darkness Analysis Subset by Unit Assignment, Male Drivers Only

Model Specification n Odds Ratio

Model4-HEAT
Model 5-Traffic
Model 6-Patrol

Nofes: Results presented as odds ratios. Models also controlled for day of week, year, and time of stop as linear and
quadratic terms. These coefficients are omitted for brevity. Models were specified as generalized linear mixed

models where officer lD was treated as a random effect. HEAT = High Enforcement Abatement Team. **p < 0.01".

For the HEAT, the odds of the motorist's being Black during daylight hours were 44% higher than the odds

during darkness. An assessment of the predicted probabilities for this model shows that stops conducted

by the HEAT during darkness had a 69% chance of involving a Black male motorist, compared wilh a 76%

chance in daylight. On the basis of these results, for every l-00 White male motorists stopped by the HEAT

during darkness, we would predict 220 Black male motorists stopped; for every 1-00 White male motorists

stopped during daylight, we would predict 319 Black male motorists stopped.s

Results from the subsample analysis of the patrol unit indicated that the odds of daylight stops' involving

a Black male driver were I-/%o higher than the odds during darkness, More specifically, stops during

darkness had a 55% chance of involving a Black male driver, compared with a 58% chance in daylight.6

Furthermore, during darkness, for every 100 White males stopped by the patrol unit, we would predict

1-20 Black males to be stopped; during daylight, for every 100 White males stopped, we would predict

141 Black males to be stopped.T

Estimation of Long-Term Temporal Trends
lnTable l0 we explore the relationship between lighting and driver race over time. These models include

an interaction term between lighting and year in addition to all other covariates specified in the models

that were previously discussed. The interaction term was created by multiplyingthe indicator

representing daylight by the year variable and is included to assess whether the effects of daylight on the

odds of the motorist's being Black were stronger or weaker over time.

s The intraclass correlation for the HEAT was 76.6% and for patrol was 9.1%.
6 All predicted probabilities for the night/day indicator were calculated while holding the other variables in the model at their
mea ns.
7 We explored how the impact of lighting changed when the outcome variable was specified as 1 = Black Male, 0 = everyone else

rather than subsetting the analysis to males only. Results showed only small differences from those presented in Tables 8 and 9.

For example, the point estimate for the night/day indicator when predicting the odds of the driver's being a Black male was

0.1821, and the odds ratio was 1 20

1 ttl
285
824

L.44"*
1..11.

1-.17"*
2,

6,
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Table 10: Veil of Darkness Analysis With Year-Daylight lnteraction

Model Specification n Odds Ratio

ModelT-Overall L2,51.6

Daylight
Year

l-.359* * *

L.038*

Year-Daylight lnteraction o.944**
Model8-Male only 7,285

Daylight 1.-397***

Year 1.055* *

Year-Daylight lnteraction 0.956-t

Notes: Results presented as odds ratios. Models also controlled for day of week and time of stop as linear and

quadratic terms. These coefficients are omitted for brevity. Models were specified as generalized linear mixed

models where officer lD was treated as a random effect. . t p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p < 0.001.

The interaction term is statistically significant and negative in direction forthe Model 7 (coefficient=-.057;

odds ratio=.944), indicating that the relationship between daylight and the odds of the motorist's being

Black was weaker over time. To better interpret the relationship between the year and daylight, we

calculated predicted probabilities of the driver's being Black by yearfor light and darktimes in the

intertwilight period (Figure 2).ln 2O70, daylight stops had a 63% chance of involving a Black motorist,

compared with a 57% chance in darkness. ln 20L1,, daylight stops had a 61% chance of involving a Black

driver, compared with just under 58% chance in darkness. Similar patterns are found in 2012 and 2013.

The gap is considerably smaller in 2014, with only about a 1% difference in the predicted probabilities for

daylight and darkness. The year 2015 is unique from previous years in that the percent chance of the

driver's being Black during darkness was higherthan the percent chance during daylight. Supplementary

analysis was conducted to further understand how racial disproportionality in traffic stops has changed

over time. Specifically, separate logistic regression models were run for each year of data (not shown).

Results indicated that the relationship between daylight and the odds of the traffic stop's involving a

Black driver was not statistically significant in 201,4 and 201-5.8

8 At the time of the analysis, RTI did not have complete data for traffic stops occurring in 2015 (traffic stops in November and

December of 2015 had not yet occurred, representing approxÌmately 1,000 traffic stops). Once complete data became available,

all analyses were rerun. The results for all analyses showed only slight differences from the results presented here.
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Figure 2: Effect of lighting on the racial composition of drivers, over time for the overall sample in the

intertwilight period (n=19,801)
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Results from Model 8, which is restricted to traffic stops involving male drivers, show that the interactive

term for year and daylight was statistically significant only at a relaxed p-value cutoff point of .1-0. Figure 3

displays predicted probabilities of the driver's being Black during daylight and darkness from 201-0 to

2015. ln 2010, there was a 59% chance that the traffic stop involved a Black male driver if the stop

occurred during daylight, compared with a 53% chance during darkness. ln 201L, there was a 58% chance

the driver was a Black male during daylight, compared wilh a54% chance during darkness. The disparity

was largest in 2OI2; there was a 61-% chance the driver was a Black male during daylight, compared with a

54% chance during darkness. The disparity between predicted probabilities during daylight and darkness

in 201-3 is very similar to that in 201-L. As shown, in 201,4, the chance of the driver's being Black during

daylight was only aboul t% higher than during darkness. Similar to the overall sample, although the
predicted probability for the traffic stop involving a Black driver in daylight increased in 2015 (relative to
201,41, so did the predicted probability for the traffic stop's involving a Black driver during darkness. Thus,

much like 201,4,lhe disparity between daylight and darkness stops is small (a 1% difference). Separate

logistic regression models were also run for each year of data (not shown). Results indicated that the

relationship between daylight and the odds of the traffic stop's involving a Black driver was not

statistically significant in 2OI4 or 20L5.
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Figure 3: Effect of lighting on the racial composition of drivers, over time for traffic stops involving males

(n=12,516)
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I nteragency Com pa r¡son
The DPD is not the only North Carolina agency at which claims of racial bias have been leveled. A recent

New York Times arlicle highlighted the racial disproportionality in traffic stops in both Greensboro and

Fayetteville (LaFraniere & Lehren, 2Ot5). That article is only the most recent in a long line of media claims

that racial bias exists in traffic stops in these cities.

Racial bias has also been a long-running claim in Raleigh. News reports going back to 2000 claim racial

bias in traffic stops, based on the difference between the racial composition of stopped motorists and the

racial composition of the city (Associated Press, 2000). The problems with this method and the limitations

of this comparison were previously noted.

Greensboro, Fayetteville, and Raleigh have socioeconomic and demographic characteristics that are

similar to those of Durham. This makes them reasonable comparisons for understanding whether the

relationships found in Durham hold in different jurisdictions. Table 77 displays the demographic

characteristics of comparison cities.
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Table 1L: Demographics of Comparison Cities

City Populationu % Blackh % Whíteb
lVledian Household

lncome'

Durham
Raleigh

Fayetteville
Greensboro

251.,893

439,896
203,948
282,586

41..0

29.3
4L.9
40.6

42.5
57.5
45.7

48.4

S4e,sss
s54,581
544,s14

518

Notes: Sources: u 2014 census population estimates. b 201-0 census summary file. ' 2010-201-4 American

Community Survey 5-year estimates.

Analyses usingthe VOD approach were conducted on the state-sourced traffic stop data from these three

cities; results are shown in Table L2.We controlled for time (day of week, year, and within-day) but

omitted these variables from the tables.

Table L2: Comparison City Analysis

Raleigh Fayetteville Greensboro

Model OR OR N OR

Model 9-Overall
Model 10-Males only

Model 11-Females only

52,1r4
32,248

19,866

L.O25

r.028
1.016

30,733
18,133

12,600

1.015

L.024

L.002

37,125
2L,796

L5,329

0.988
1.051

0,991***

Nofes: Results presented as odds ratios. Models also controlled for day of week, year, and time of stop. Model fit
tests for the analysis of traffic stops in Greensboro indicated a statistically significant improvement in model fit
whenaquadratictermfortimeofstopwasalsoincludedinthemodel. AssessmentsforRaleighandFayetteville
indicated that quadratic terms did not improve model fit and therefore those models controlled for time of stop as a

linear term only. Coefficients for all control variables are omitted for brevity. Models were specified as generalized

linear mixed models where officer lD was treated as a random effect. ***p < 0.001.

ln the overall models, we did not find evidence of racial bias in Raleigh, Fayetteville, or Greensboro

(Model 9). Given that the largest effect in Durham was for males, we reran the models, restricting the

analysis to males only (Model 10) and females only (Model 1-1). ln all but one instance, we did not find a

statistically significant relationship between lighting and the race of the driver. The one exception was

traffic stops involving female drivers in Greensboro, where the odds of the driver being black were LL%o

lower during daylight than in darkness.

Lim itations
First, the VOD approach assumes thatthere are no seasonal differences in risk of drivers' being stopped

that are conditional upon daylight or darkness. Certain conditions (e.g., large population changes based

on a university schedule or large seasonal changes in population) may invalidate this assumption. To test

this assumption, we modeled events that occurred within 30 days before and after the switch to Daylight

SavingTime. These models, which are reported in Appendix 2, demonstrated no substantive differences

from the results presented above.

Second, the VOD method is sensitive to factors that reduce the correlation between presumed visibility

and darkness. Two situations are worth discussing. First, street lighting may alter the ability of officers to

detect the race of drivers in darkness (Horrace & Rohlin, 20L4). The extent to which this artificial lighting
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enhances officers' abilities to detect driver race will negatively affect the assumptions underlying the

model. Second, adverse weather conditions may make it darker earlier than indicated by the day's civil

twilight. We note, however, that under both of these conditions, the exclusion of this ancillary

information biases results toward null findings and that the inclusion of these ancillary data should

strengthen the abilityto detect a relationship between visibility and driver race. The results presented

here are thus a conservotive estimate of the impact of lighting on the race of driver stopped.

Third, the VOD addresses only the question of racial bias that may be occurring during the intertwilight
period. Because the method requires variations in lighting during the same times, we are unable to assess

racial bias in time periods when it is always day (e.g., 3:00 p.m.) or always dark (e.g., 11:30 p.m.).

Although these results are suggestive, it would be ínappropriate to extrapolate our findings to times

outside of our analysis window.

Fourth, the VOD approach explores only the patterns of traffic stops and the racial composition of the

drivers. We make no claims aboutthe reasons, causes, orotherfactorsthat may influencethe officer's

decision to make a traffic stop. Relatedly, the VOD approach tells us nothing about other important stop

characteristics, including the length of the stop, the outcome, or decisions to search. This approach also

does not consider the impact of passengers on the decision to stop.

Finally, a lack of location information of the stop in the data for201.0-2014 prevented us from exploring

the district-level variance in the relationship between lighting and driver race. lnstead, we controlled for

officer-levelvariance as a proxyfor naturaldifferences in the likelihood of stopping Black motorists that

can be influenced by factors such as locatìon and unit of assignment.

Discussion
The VOD approach to analyzing traffic stops is powerful because it does not need an external benchmark

to model the driving population at risk. lnstead, natural variation in lighting that occurs over time

throughout the year is used to identify periods when it is dark at some times of the year and light during

othertimes (e.g.,7:30 p.m. in July will be light, whereas 7:30 p.m. in December will be dark). This natural

variation creates changes in the ability of officers to determine driver race, while avoiding the issue of

comparing differenttimes that may have different driving populations at risk. Forthese reasons, the VOD

approach has received widespread and increasing acceptance in the criminaljustice field in recent years.

The results of these analyses suggest that Black motorists are overrepresented in the Durham traffic stops

that occurred between 5:29 p.m. and 9:07 p.m. during January 2010-October 201-5. The

overrepresentation of BIack motorists in daylight traffic stops is confined to Black males. The analysis did

not find a statistically significant relationship between lighting and BIack female drivers. This suggests that

there is a sex-race interaction. We find evidence that the overrepresentat¡on of Black drivers is present in

most, but not all, unit assignments. Most notably we found that the HEAT and patrol units stopped more

Black males during daylight hours than during the hours when it was dark. Traffic stops made by the

dedicated traffic unit, however, did not display evidence of racial disproportionality.

Overall, we predict that officers will stop l-46 Black drivers for every 100 White drivers during night hours,

when officers are less capable of determining driver race. During daylight hours, when visibility is higher,

we predict that officers will stop 164 Black drivers for every 100 White drivers. When examining males
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only, these numbers change to 1,24 Black drivers for every 1-00 White drivers during dark hours and 149

Black drivers for every 100 White drivers during daylight hours.

Further analysis of the impact of daylight on Black male motorists was done by analyzing the unit

assignment of the officer making the stop. These subset analyses were conducted for the HEAT, patrol,

and traffic units. For the HEAT, for every 100 White male motorists stopped at night, we predict that 220

Black male motorists will be stopped; for every 100 White male motorists stopped during the day, we

predict that 319 Black male motorists will be stopped. For patrol, for every 100 White males stopped by

the patrol unit, we would predict that 120 Black males will be stopped; during daylight, for every 100

White males stopped, we would predict that 1-41- Black males will be stopped.

Despite the consistency of these findings, we note that the traffic enforcement unit showed no evidence

of racial disproportionality. We also note that the strength of the disproportlonality varies considerably

between units. More research is needed to understand the underlying factors that drive this variability.

There was also evidence of longer-term trends in the data. Racial disproportionality was larger in the

earlier years of analysis. By 201.4-201.5 we saw a convergence of the predicted probabilities for light

times and dark times. This suggests that there is little evidence of Black overrepresentation during these

2 years. The causes for this convergence are unknown and warrant further study.

Note that the proportion of Black drivers stopped during dark hours is not the key indicator of

disproportionality. lt is assumed that the lack of available lighting during the dark hours prevents officers

from reliably determining the race of the drìver before initiating the traffic stop. The overrepresentation

of Black motorists during the dark hours may be driven by the natural differences in the driving

population, differences in the driving population at risk of being stopped (i.e., differences in driving

behaviors), or differences in police deployment strategies that influence risk of being stopped (e.9.,

officers being assigned to high-crime areas that correlate with larger minority populations). The

differences between Black and non-Black driver risk during dark hours highlights why analyses that have

focused on the difference between the racial compositions of those stopped and the racial compositions

of the jurisdiction's population are highly problematic and potentially misleading.

We conducted similar analyses on other North Carolina cities that have also had claims of racial bias in

traffic enforcement. Raleigh, Fayetteville, and Greensboro have each had long-term media attention on

the racial composition of the motorists stopped by those departments. Our analyses of traffic stops in

these other cities failed to identify evidence of racial bias. We note that media attention and benchmarks

against census population are insufficient to reliably identify racial disparity in traffic stops.

The results of these analyses also demonstrate the importance of capturing additional contextual details

in the traffic stop dataset. Our analyses demonstrate that organizational unit is a key factor in exploring

racial bias. This information is not available in the state-level data. Without this information, we would

have been unable to determine that the traffic unit shows no evidence of racial disproportionality in

traffic stops. We also find the lack of location information in most traffic stop data to be problematic.

Others have used this information to subset analyses by geography (Grogger & Ridgeway, 2006) or to

control for features of the built environment (Horrace & Rohlin, 20L41. This information could be used to

better specify models and to control for potential spatial effects.
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Append rx 2-Sensitivity Ana lysis
Several variations in the VOD methodology have the potential to alter findings (Table L3l. These variations

are more restrictive in the time ranges that are used in the analysis.

Table 13: Additional Model Specifications

Model Specification Overall Male Female

ORn n OR n OR

Model A-Exclude the period of sunset to
intertwilight
Model B-Events within 30 days of switch
to Daylight Saving Time, exclude sunset to
¡ntertwilight
Model C-Exclude drivers that were
Hispanic, other than White/Black
Model D-lnclude controls for month

17,41,4

6,015

16,578

1,.1,25**

L.245*

1.165* * *

11,003

3,16L

10,085

1.21-g * * *

1.258*

l-.256* * *

6,41,r

2,254

6,493

285

0.97L

L.209

1.015

.93519,801 1..128* r r.22r** 7

Notes; Results presented as odds ratios. Models also controlled for day of week, year, and time of stop as linear and

quadratic terms. These coefficients are omitted for brevity. Models were specified as generalized linear mixed

models where officer lD was treated as a random effect. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

Model A recognizes that the time between sunset and intertwilight (roughly 30 minutes) is difficult to

classify as light or dark. Therefore, Model A dropped events that occurred between sunset and

intertwilight. Results were substantively the same.

Model B considers only events that occurred within 30 days before or after the switch to Daylight Saving

Time. The switch causes a well-defined difference in available lighting at the same time of day and limits

the amount of variance that could be caused by seasonal differences in traffic patterns. Furthermore, we

excluded cases that occurred between sunset and intertwilight for the reasons discussed previously.

Model B can be thought of as the strongest theoreticaltest of the effect of lighting. Although we dropped

a substantial number of cases, the results were largelythe same. There were minor changes in the odds

ratios, but the overall findings were consistent with the less-restrictive models presented above.

Model C dropped events that involved drivers who were Hispanic, Asian, Native American, or of unknown

race. Results were substantively the same.

Model D included dummy variable controls for month of year. The model also contained standard

temporal controls (time of day, day of week, and year). No noteworthy changes were observed from the

primary models (Models 1,,2, and 3).

An alternative scenario that may invalidate these findings is systematic underreporting of traffic stops

that involve Black drivers. Given the lower confidence interval of the primary model (Model 1), DPD

officers would have to systematically underreport stops of Black drivers by 4.54% during dark hours (for

example, if officers reported 1,OO% of traffic stops involving Black drivers during daylight, they would have

to report 95.46% of stops involving Black drivers during dark hours). Given state laws mandating this

reporting, and the DPD's internal audits and checks on stop data submission, this level of systematic

underreporting by officers is unlikely.
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